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PEEFACE.

MORE
than six years have passed since I undertook

to write "A Short Manual of Comparative Phi-

lology for Classical Students." Considerable progress

had been made with the work and several sheets were

already printed off when in 1890 and again in 1891

such large additions were made to my work as a teacher

in the University that it was impossible for me to com-

plete the book immediately. Hence the long delay

between its first announcement and its appearance.

The book is intended for the use of Classical

students who, without being professed students of

Comparative Philology, desire some acquaintance with

its principles as applied to Latin and Greek. Accord-

ingly Parts II and III are devoted to what is practically

a comparative grammar of those languages. As the

book is not intended for comparative philologists I

have not adduced, except in a few instances, words

from Sanskrit or other languages of which the reader

was likely to know nothing. On the other hand it

seemed worth while to cite, where possible, forms from

English, or from other members of the group of lan-

guages to which English belongs, when they have cog-

nates in the classical languages. For the same reason
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that it is better to proceed from the known to the

unknown than vice versa many of the illustrations in

Part I are drawn from English. But though some

account necessarily incomplete has been given of the

different forms which the same word assumes in English

and in the classical languages, no attempt has been

made to treat English otherwise than as illustrative of

Latin and Greek.

I have endeavoured throughout to keep the needs of

the learner before me. Hence, in not a few instances,

the same point will be found discussed several times in

different parts of the book, my design being to elucidate

in this manner the different bearings of some important

facts in the science. I have not aimed at originality,

for it seemed to me that, in a subject of this nature,

originality must frequently mean the propounding of

hypotheses which the circumstances of the case or the

limits of space would render it impossible to prove.

Nothing is more objectionable in an elementary work on

a comparatively new subject than to state dogmatically

new theses, the truth or falsity of which the learner

has no means of testing, while his belief in the results

of the investigation as a whole may be rudely shaken

by finding that what he has accepted as sound is pre-

sently shown to be the contrary. On the other hand,
even had it been advisable, it would have been im-

possible, within the space at my disposal, to discuss all

the various views of authorities on the many questions

still unsettled with which the book deals. I have

therefore put in the text what seemed to me after

careful consideration to be the most plausible view in

such cases, while in the footnotes I have given other

views which seemed worthy of mention. Where no
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existing explanation seemed to cover satisfactorily all

the facts of the case, or where for other reasons no

certain conclusion could be reached, I have indicated

my doubts in the text or footnotes. The notes are

intended neither to be a bibliography nor to give neces-

sarily the originator of the view which is mentioned, but

only to indicate where a discussion of the subject in

hand may be found. Advanced students will find a

bibliography in Brugmann's Grundriss which, the Syn-
tax excepted, has now been translated into English.

Books or papers which have appeared since the comple-

tion of Brugmann's Phonology and Morphology have

been referred to more freely in the belief that the

student would find such references useful.

The first part of the book has been made as simple

and as free of symbols as possible. In the other parts

symbols were necessary and, in order not to confuse

the learner, who, it may be hoped, will pass from this to

larger works, I have employed those used by Professor

Brugmann. His Grundriss is at present the standard

book of reference and without a rival. It seemed better

therefore to adopt his system of symbols though some-

what complicated than to harass the serious student by

making him pass from one system to another. It was

not without hesitation that I came to this conclusion.

To the difference in terminology and symbols must be

attributed, I think, the wide-spread belief in England
that the New Philology represented by Brugmann and

others is something different in its nature and results

from the Old Philology that was taught by Curtius and

Schleicher. There is no doubt a difference, but it

is a difference not of character but of degree. The

principles of the new school were recognised and enunci-
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ated by Curtius and Schleicher. The difference is that

the older philologists applied these principles less rigidly

than their successors. This difference in the application

of the principles no doubt makes considerable differences

here and there in the results. But there is no more

reason to suppose the foundations of the science shaken

on that account than there is to doubt the principles of

Physical Science because the theory of the formation of

dew which served as a model of scientific induction for

many generations of hand-books on Logic has now

given place to another.

The Syntax of the Noun was already completed
when Delbriick's large treatise (the continuation of

Brugmann's Grundriss) appeared. My treatment of the

subject was based, as any such treatment must neces-

sarily be, on Delbriick's earlier books and papers, and I

did not find it necessary to make any changes. Some
of his new views are indicated in the footnotes, but,
like several of his reviewers, I think that Delbriick's

second thoughts, contrary to the proverb, are not always
the wiser.

For the extraordinarily difficult subject of the Com-
parative Syntax of the Moods and Tenses there is, at

present, no complete authoritative work in existence.

I had therefore to do what I could avroStSaKroV, though
for Greek and Sanskrit I had Delbriick's Syntaktische

Fvrschungen to guide me. Here as elsewhere Latin is

more difficult and has been less studied from the com-

parative point of view than other languages. The
syntactical examples I have borrowed freely from the

ordinary grammars, chiefly however for Early Latin
from Holtze's Syntaxis prisc&rum scriptorum Latirwwn
and for Greek from Kruger's excellent QriechiscJie
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Sprachkhre. My arrangement is naturally different

from theirs.

The account of the Greek and Italic dialects and

the specimens given will, it may be hoped, be useful to

the beginner who has at present nothing of the kind

accessible in English. References have been given to

the authorities from whom the text is taken. For

convenience the appendix is divided into sections like

the rest of the book, the numbers running from 601

onwards.

As regards my obligations to others, those which I

owe to the books and lectures of my teacher Professor

Brugmann are the greatest. Without the assistance of

his great work Grundriss der wrgleichenden Grammatik

der indogermanischen Sprachen such a summary as the

present would have hardly been possible. For the

syntactical part Delbriick's treatises on Comparative

Syntax have been equally useful. But I have read the

literature of the subject for myself, so far as it was

accessible to me, and have drawn my own conclusions.

I have to thank many friends for their help in

various parts of the work. Dr Peile, Master of Christ's

College, my teacher and predecessor in the same field,

gave me advice at the beginning and read some parts

in manuscript. Dr J. S. Reid of Gonville and Caius

College, Mr Neil and Mr Whibley of Pembroke College

read all the early part in the first proof. My friend

and former tutor the Rev. E. S. Roberts gave me the

advantage of his wide knowledge of the history of the

Alphabet and of the Greek dialects. Above all I

gratefully "acknowledge the kindness of Dr Postgate of

Trinity College, Professor Strachan of Owens College,

Manchester, and Professor Streitberg of Fribourg, Switzer-
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land, who have undergone the drudgery of reading the

whole book in the first proof and have greatly helped

me in many ways. They have saved me from many

mistakes, for those that remain I alone am responsible.

In spite of the vigilance of so many eyes, to which

in justice must be added those of the excellent reader

of the Cambridge University Press, it was inevitable in

a work of this kind that some misprints should escape

notice. Those I have observed which are likely to

cause confusion I have noted below (p. xxxviii) along

with some important matters that have appeared since

the parts of the book to which they relate have been

printed off.

P. G.

CAMBRIDGE,

April 15, 1895.

NOTE.

The numbering of Acts, Scenes and lines in references to

Plautus are those of the Tauchnitz edition the only complete
text likely to be in the hands of young students. The

passages quoted have been collated, however, with the most

recent texts. The numbers in brackets refer to the plays
edited by Fleckeisen in the Teubner series or to the first

two fasciculi of Goetz and Schoell's new text. The references

to the Greek tragic poets are according to the numbering of

the lines in Dindorfs Poetae Scenici.
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408.
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An asterisk has been omitted before vollus p. 144 183, /tXa/'-jw, /cXdt-/w

p. 159 208, Ate/>5aX6w p. 177 237, alet p. 241 n., jecinis p. 310,
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
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i. What is Philology?

1. IT is an almost invariable rule in the growth
of scientific knowledge that when a mass of inexactness of

facts large enough to form a separate science
the name-

has been collected, an old name is at first extended to

cover this sum of new information. Thus Geology which

denotes properly the science dealing with the earth was

formerly used (and is still so used in popular accepta-

tion) to include also the body of knowledge dealing with

the remains of extinct animals found in rocks. But when

this became a very important branch of study a new

name Palaeontology was invented to distinguish it

from Geology properly so called.

2. The same holds true of that body of knowledge
with which this book proposes to deal. When the sum

of facts dealing with language and languages was com-

paratively small and the study novel, the term Philology,

previously used in a somewhat different signification,

was extended to cover this branch of research.

The meaning of the word in former times was, and

its most common meaning still is, the study of a

language looked at from the literary standpoint. In

Germany the word Philologie means only the body of

knowledge dealing with the literary side of a language

12
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as an expression of the spirit and character of a nation,

and consequently the department dealing with language

merely as language forms but a subordinate part of this

wider science. But in England the study of language

as such has developed so largely in comparison with

the wider science of Philology under which it used to

rank, that it has usurped for itself the name of
'

Compa-

rative Philology' and in recent years of
'

Philology' with-

out any limitation. This is justifiable by the derivation

of the word which only denotes vaguely all that deals

with words
;
but for the sake of definiteness it is better

to use some term not so open to the charge of am-

biguity.
'

Comparative Philology
'

is an unfortunate

title
1

, for, looking at the original application of the

word it ought to mean the comparative study of the

literature of different countries, whereas it is always

employed to denote merely the comparative study 01

sounds and words as elements of language. The actual

usage of the word is thus at variance with the original

meaning, for many languages such as the Gipsy, the

Lithuanian and various others spoken by semi-civilised

or barbarous peoples have no literature, but are not-

withstanding of the greatest interest and importance to

the student of language
2

.

3. Hence various other names for the science have

Other names
^een Proposed, Such as Comparative Gram-

suggested. mar an(j the science Of Language. The

latter is the wider and the better term; Comparative
Grammar is more properly applicable to the study of a

group of languages closely related to one another, such

as the Indo-Germanic group or the Semitic group.

1
Cp. Whitney in Encyclopaedia Britannica, s. v. Philology.

2 F. Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachioissenschaft, p. 4.
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4. Philology, therefore, if we may use this term to

denote the Science of Language, deals with
.,, ,, Scope of Phi-

all the phenomena ofspeech with the pro- ioiogy in tins

duction of the sounds which compose it,

with their combinations into syllables, with the union of

these syllables in words, and with the putting of words

together into sentences. In its widest sense it includes

also the important but abstruse question of the origin

of language, of articulate utterance, a characteristic so

remarkable that Aristotle fixed upon it as the test of

distinction between man and brute
; Xoyov 8e povov

avBptDTTOS fX t T(UV w(OV . . . O 8t A.OVOS 67TI TO) BfjXoVV 60TI

TO a~vfJL<f>epov /ecu TO /3Aa/?epoV, WO-TC KCU TO Stxatov KO.L

TO

5. But the number of languages on the earth is so

enormous that it is a task far too great for
Methods of

any single man to thoroughly master all, studying Phiio-

or even a large part of them. Hence the

principles of the science must be studied in connexion

with a few languages which are taken as types of the

great body of languages. As the science sprang from the

study of the classical languages, and as these languages

have had a very important influence on the develop-

ment of English thought and of the English tongue.

and are moreover members of the same great group
of languages to which English belongs, we naturally

turn to them in the first place when we begin the study.

Probably the great majority of philologists begin with

Latin and Greek, but no one can advance far in the study

till he has made himself master of other languages which

throw a flood of light on the problems which lie before

the student of language. To clear up many difficulties

1
Politics, i. 2. 1253 a.
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not only in Greek or Latin but also in English a knowledge

of Sanskrit forms is indispensable; to settle the cha-

racter and position of the original accent of words it is

necessary to study the early history of the Germanic
1

languages, the family to which English belongs ;
some

Slavonic dialects again preserve features long effaced in

all other Indo-Germanic tongues ;
in short there is no

language and no dialect however remote which belongs

to the Indo-Germanic family that may not throw light

upon some important branch of the study of these

languages. For other questions, again, some knowledge
of languages which are formed on different principles and

belong to different families is necessary : nothing eluci-

dates better the nature of inflexion than a comparison of

an Indo-Germanic tongue with Chinese on the one hand

and with Turkish on the other. The beginner must not

suppose that the philologist knows all or even many of

these languages so far as to be able to read them fluently :

in most cases his information is supplied by the grammar
and the dictionary alone

;
but on each language or group

of languages there are specialists at work who store up
results available for the student of languages in general.

ii. What is an Indo-Germanic language?

6. In the last chapter it was mentioned that English,

indo-German- Latin, Greek and Sanskrit belonged to the
ic, Aryan, Indo- / i / m i /> M
European, indo- same family oi languages. This family is

known at present as the Indo-Germanic. In

older books other names for it will be found such as Aryan
or Indo-European, sometimes Indo-Keltic. The first of

1 To this branch the name Teutonic is sometimes applied.
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these words is derived from Sanskrit and the objection to

the use of it in this meaning is that it more appro-

priately denotes
1

the group formed by the Iranian and

Indian dialects of the family, which are very closely con-

nected. Against
'

Indo-European
'

it is urged that some

languages such as Armenian which exist neither in India

nor in Europe are excluded and that prima facie the

term suggests that all Indian and all European languages

belong to this family. This is far from being the

case
;
in India the dialects belonging to this family are

mostly confined to the broad belt across the north of the

Peninsula from the Indus to the Ganges, while the

Deccan and the south generally are occupied by people of

different races who speak languages of quite another

origin. In Europe also, on the other hand, there are

many languages which do not belong to this family, such

as the Turkish, the Hungarian, the Basque, the Lapp,

v ''and the Finnish.

7. The term '

Indo-Germanic
'

is an attempt to de-

note the family by the names of those members of it.

which form the extreme links of a chain stretching from

the North-East of India to the West of Europe. As the

name was applied to this family of languages before it

was finally ascertained that Keltic also belonged to. the

same family, it has been proposed to use Indo-Keltic in-

stead. But this is not necessary, for though the Kelts

have gradually been driven into the furthest corners of

the West of Europe by the inroads of the Germanic

tribes, yet Iceland the most westerly land belonging to

the European continent has been for a thousand years a

settlement of a Germanic people.

.
l
Whitney, Life and Growth ofLanguage, p. 180.
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8. A great advance in knowledge was rendered pos-

AII idg. lan- sible by the discovery of Sanskrit. On its

an^o^omforl- introduction to Europe by English scholars
ginai language. Kke ^ William Jones, Colebrooke and

others, the conception was gained of a family of lan-

guages not derived from one another but all returning

like gradually converging lines to one centre point, to

one mother language the original Indo-Germanic. From

that felicitous conception the whole of the modern

science of Language may be said to have sprung. The

similarity of Sanskrit to the classical languages and its

wide geographical separation from them made scholars

see that old notions such as that Latin was derived from

a dialect of Greek must be given up. Men now realised

clearly that the relation between Greek and Latin was

not that of mother and daughter but of sisters. This led

to eager investigation for the purpose of determining
what other languages belonged to the same family. In

some cases the investigation has been far from easy, lan-

guages having occasionally lost the distinguishing charac-

teristics which would clearly mark them out as members
of the family. In some cases too it has been found very
hard to decide whether an individual dialect was to be

treated merely as a local variety of another dialect or

whether it deserved to be classed as a separate language.

9. The distinguishing marks which would be looked

HOW languages for are very different in these two cases. In

guTshelfromone separating two languages the difficulty is

oS
ot

EgiSh^S often occasioned by the mixture of words

! borrowed from a neighbouring or a con-

quering nation and becoming at last so large

a part of the vocabulary as to obscure the original cha-

racter of the language. Thus in the English language a
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very large number of words in ordinary use are not of

Germanic origin. A very large part of any English dic-

tionary is taken up by words of Latin or Greek derivation

which have been imported into English at different times

and for different reasons. Some were borrowed in Anglo-

Saxon times; these were more especially words con-

nected with Christianity and the Christian Church, as

bishop, priest and many others; a very large number

were introduced because the country came for a time

under the political control of the Normans. The words

introduced at this time have not come directly from

Latin but indirectly through the medium of the French.

The influence here was much greater than in the

previous case. The Anglo-Saxons borrowed words to

express ideas which were new to them. Instead of

translating rib-K07ro9 as they might have done by 'over-

seer/ they preferred in this special and technical use to

keep the foreign term for the office. These new words

once introduced became part and parcel of the language
and changed with its changes, hence the Greek eTrio-KOTros

is metamorphosed in time into the modern English

bishop. But the importations from Norman French

affected the most ordinary things of common life, and

hence it is that we use good Germanic words for common
animals as cow, steer, sheep, swine, while for the flesh of

these animals we employ words of French, i.e. Latin

origin, beef, mutton, pork. A third period of importation

was after the Renaissance when men in their enthusiasm

for the new learning thought to improve their Saxon

tongue by engrafting multitudes of classical words upon
it. Hence we sometimes have (1) the same word appear-

ing under two different forms, one being borrowed earlier

than the other, as in the case of priest and presbyter, both
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through Latin presbyter from irpevftvTtpos, or (2) besides

difference in the time of borrowing one of the forms comes

through another language, as blame and blaspheme. Both

of these go back to ySAao-^/xeiV through Latin blasphe-

mare, but the former has also passed through France on

its way from Latium to England. The same is true of

double forms like surface and superficies, frail and fra-

gile, and a great many more 1

. In the later period when

the literary sense had been awakened to the origin of

many of these words, old importations were furbished up
to look like new by giving them a more classical spelling

than they had previously had. This has happened in

the case of words like fault and doubt, earlier faut and

doute.

10. But though so many words have been borrowed

by English no one doubts that it is a Germanic language,

for (1) such inflections as are still left to it are essentially

Germanic and (2) though the majority of the words in

our dictionaries are Latin and Greek, a very large number
of them are not in everyday use, and in ordinary conver-

sation words of Latin and Greek origin are in a minority.

It has been said that the common rustic uses as a rule

scarcely more than 300 words
;
and with a few exceptions,

such as me, fact and some others, these 300 words are all

of Germanic origin. The statement however is not true
;

the vocabulary of the rustic about ordinary things may
be small, but he has a very large supply of technical terms

1
Owing to the difficulty which exists in English of forming

new compound words we still fall back upon the classical languages
for new terms for scientific discoveries, in most cases without much

regard to the proper rules for the formation of such compounds.
From the classical standpoint, words like telegram, telephone,

photograph, are absolute barbarisms.
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mostly too of Germanic origin for his ordinary work.

Of these a great number is always purely local and

would be quite unintelligible to the ordinary English-

man.

The most common borrowed words are naturally

substantives names of wares, implements etc., and

occasionally the verbs which express their function.

J$utuse and/ac do not come under this class, nor does

take, a verb which has been borrowed from the Danish

invaders of the Anglo-Saxon period and which has com-

pletely ejected the Middle English words fangen (Old

English fon), and nimen (0. E. nimaii) from the literary

language, though 'stow'n fangs/ i.e. 'stolen goods/ is

a phrase still known in Scotland, and Byrom's poem of

the Nimmers shows that 'let's nim a horse' was still

intelligible in some dialect last century and may be even

now.

11. But in some languages the history of borrow-

ing and the relations of the neighbouring
, ,, . Armenian and

tongues are not so clear as they are in Albanian only
-n v i i ji recently distin-

English ;
hence some tongues, such as the ^uished as sepa-

Armenian and the Albanian, are only even
rs

now asserting their right to a position in the Indo-

Germanic family not as subordinate dialects but as

independent languages. In the case of Albanian the

problem has been complicated by the great variety

of languages which have encroached upon its territory ;

Slavonic, Turkish, Greek, Latin have all foisted some

words into it.

12. Hard, however, as the problem of distinguish-

ing nearly related languages is, it is far
Criteriaofldg

.

surpassed in difficulty by that of deciding languages,

whether a language is Indo-Germanic or not. "What
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criteria can be laid down to guide the philologist in

this investigation ?

In order to assign a language to the Indo-Germanic

family several things must be proved :

(1) That the word-bases or roots of this language are

prevailingly the same as those which appear in other

Indo-Germanic languages, (2) that the manner in which

nouns and verbs are formed from these bases is that

which appears in other Indo-Germanic languages, (3) that

the changes which words undergo to express various

relations within the sentence are of the same kind as in

other Indo-Germanic languages.

Of these three (1) is the only condition which is

indispensable ; (2) and (3) may be so obscured as prac-

tically to disappear. In English the distinction between

noun and verb and between both of these and roots has

in many cases disappeared. Noun inflexion is now con-

fined to a limited number of possessive and plural forms ;

verb inflexion remains only in a very mutilated condition.

13. A fairly certain inference may be drawn from

the identity of the pronouns and the nu-

prono
p
un

fc

s

anc
and merals. Pronouns are so essential to the

S? 18 " cri '

life of a language that they are not likely

to be given up in favour of others from a

foreign source. But even these are not always certain

authority for the connexions of a language. Perhaps the

question does not
1

arise in the case of the Indo-Germanic

languages, but in another family of languages the Se-

mitic it presents a great difficulty. The Coptic and

1
According to Gustav Meyer, however (Essays und Studien,

p. 63), it is probable that Albanian has borrowed its article and

some important pronouns from Latin.
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the Semitic family are similar in their pronouns and

numerals and in little else
l

.

14. In order that the word-bases of a language may
be shown to be identical with those of the

, T , ~ , . Word-bases
other Indo-Germamc languages it is not may have differ-

., ., 7i'i ent sounds in

necessary that the sounds which appear in different lan-

them should be the same. The b in the change of sound

English bear corresponds to the f in the

Latin fero, the < in the Greek <epo) and the bh in

the Sanskrit bhdrdmi ; the k in the English know cor-

responds to the g in the Latin (g)nosco, the y in the

Greek yt-yvco-o-KO), the z in the Lithuanian zinau and the

./ in the Sanskrit ja-na-mi\ but all philologists are agreed

that b, f, <#>
and bh in the one case and k, g, y, z, j in the

other represent severally but one original sound bh in

the former and a #-sound in the latter. And the repre-

sentation of the original sound by the corresponding

sound of the derived language is, with some intelligible

exceptions, invariable. Thus all that is wanted is

that some system be observable in the interchange of

sounds among the connected languages. If we found

that no such system existed, that in the same cir-

cumstances <f> in Greek was represented in English

sometimes by m, sometimes by x, sometimes by r and

occasionally disappeared altogether, we should have to

conclude (1) that in these cases the philologists were

connecting words together which ought not to be con-

nected, and (2) if this prevailed also with all sounds

except in a few words which had the same meaning,
we might be sure that Greek and English had no original

connexion, and that such traces of inflexion as appear
in English must have been borrowed from some Indo-

1 Eenan, Histoire des Langues Semitiques, pp. 84 85.
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Germanic language with which it had at some period

come into very close contact. At the same time, we

should have to admit that the borrowing of inflexion

was of very rare occurrence.

15. Philologists proceeding upon these principles

Classification have identified the following languages as
of the Idg. Ian- . . . ,1 T i n * -i

guages. belonging to the Indo-Germanic family.

(i) The Aryan Group.

This includes (a) Sanskrit, the ancient language

spoken by the Indo-Germanic invaders of the Punjab.

The earliest literature in it is the Vedas, the oldest

writings in any Indo-Germanic language preserved to

us. The Vedas date from about 1500 B.C. and stand in

somewhat the same relation to the classical language as

Homer does to classical Greek. Sanskrit as a spoken

language had died out before the Christian era ; it was

succeeded by dialects derived from itself called Prakrit

and Pali, which have also long been extinct in their

original form and are now represented by Hindi and

other modem dialects. The Gipsy dialect is a degraded
branch of this family which has wandered to the West.

(b) The Iranian dialects,-^-Zend, the language of

the sacred books of the ancient Persians and the modern

Parsis (which however also show variety of dialect), and

Old Persian, the language of the cuneiform inscriptions

which record the doings of the ancient Persian monarchs.

The Zend sacred books are supposed to belong to

various periods between 1100 B.C. and 600 B.C.
;
of the

Persian inscriptions the oldest date from King Darius

520 B.C.

This group is characterised by having lost the

original distinction between a, e and o, all of which it

represents by a, though the sound was probably different
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from the original a sound. In Zend later changes appear

in this a sound also.

(ii) Armenian. This language, known from the fifth

century A.D., has only recently been distinguished from

the Iranian family.

(iii) Greek. This language is known to us by an

extensive literature and by numerous inscriptions which

help us to distinguish clearly the characteristics of the

numerous dialects into which the language was divided.

An account of the leading dialects of Greek will be found

in the Appendix.

(iv) Albanian. This has no early literature and

has been but lately added as a separate member to the

Indo-Germanic family of languages.

(v) Latin and the kindred Italic dialects Oscan,

Umbrian and various minor branches. In Latin be-

sides the extensive and varied literature there is a large

mass of inscriptions, rare in the early period, exceedingly

numerous under the Empire. The history of Latin and

the other Italic dialects is extremely important and

interesting for two reasons.

(1) A strange parallelism is exhibited by Oscan

as compared with Latin, and by Welsh as compared with

Irish (see below), in the treatment of guttural sounds.

In Oscan and Welsh p appears in many cases where qu
or c occur in Latin and Irish.

(2) The second and much more important point

is that from Latin not indeed in its literary form as we

find it in the great Roman writers, but from the dialect of

the common people are descended the various Romance

languages, French, Italian, Provencal, Spanish, Portu-

guese, Wallachian, Rhaeto-Romanic.

These form as it were a subordinate parallel to the
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history of the Indo-Germanic family of languages.

Nearly as many separate and mutually unintelligible

dialects have sprung from Latin as there are branches

of the great Indo-Germanic family, but in the former

case we possess what is for ever lost to us in the latter,

the parent tongue from which they spring. We have

the original Latin
;
we can never hope to have, except

by hypothetical restoration, the original Indo-Germanic.

The origin of one dialect of Italy, the Etruscan, is

shrouded in mystery. It has been classed by various

scholars with almost every family of languages. At the

present moment the prevalent tendency is to classify it

with the Indo-Germanic stock and even to connect it

closely with the other dialects of Italy.

(vi) Keltic. This includes (1) the old Gaulish

spoken in the time of Caesar, known to us by words

preserved incidentally in Greek and Roman writers,

proper names, names of plants, etc. and by a few in-

scriptions and coins.

(2) Welsh, with an extensive literature beginning
in the eleventh century.

(3) Cornish, extinct since the beginning of the

present century.

(4) Breton, introduced into Brittany from Corn-

wall 400600 A.D.

(5) Manx.

(6) Irish, first in glosses of the eighth century ex-

plaining words in Latin MSS.
;
there is a large literature

in its later stages known as Middle and Modern Irish.

(7) Scotch Gaelic, closely connected with the

Irish. Its earliest records the charters of the Book of

Deer date from the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

These dialects fall into two great divisions, the first
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four having certain points of similarity among themselves

which sharply distinguish them from the last three \

(vii) Germanic or Teutonic. This group is divided

into three great branches :

(1) Gothic, preserved in the fragments of the

West-Gothic version of the Bible made by bishop Ulfilas
-^ ^

-
4 ,-*

in the fourth century of our era for his people at that

time settled on the northern bank of the Danube.

(2) The Scandinavian branch represented by the

Icelandic, Norwegian, Swedish and Danish. The Runic

inscriptions are the oldest remains of this branch and go
back perhaps to the 5th century A.D. The Gothic and

Scandinavian dialects are sometimes classed together as

East Germanic.

(3) The West Germanic dialects. In the earliest

period these are Anglo-Saxon (i.e. Old English), Frisian,

Old Saxon or Low German, Old High German, and Old

Low Franconian, from which spring Dutch and Flemish.

Of these dialects perhaps the oldest record is the Old

English poem of Beowulf which, in its original form, may
have been brought by the Saxon invaders of England
from their continental home.

(viii) The Letto-Slavonic group. As in the case of

the Aryan, the Italic and the Keltic groups, this breaks

up into two well-marked divisions :

(1) Slavonic proper. This includes a great variety

of dialects ; the old Bulgarian in which the early Chris-

tian documents of the Slavs were written down (the

earliest date from the 9th century), Bohemian, Polish,

Russian in all its varieties, Servo-Croatian, Serbian and

Slovenian.

1 Some authorities make three groups by separating Gaulish

from Welsh, Cornish and Breton.

G. P. 9
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(2) The Lettic or Lithuanian group consisting of

three dialects, () Old Prussian, (6) Lettic, (c) Lithuanian.

Old Prussian became extinct two centuries ago. Its

only relics are a Catechism and a glossary, and neither of

the other dialects have any literature properly so called.

Lettic and Lithuanian are still spoken in the frontier

district between Prussia and Russia, Lettic being the

more northern of the two dialects. They differ in ac-

centuation, and the forms of Lettic are more broken down

than those of Lithuanian
1

.

16. There is no doubt that these eight groups of

dialects go back to one original language,
Original home ,

. . ,
6
r

of the indo-Ger- and trom a comparison ol the forms in these

various languages we are able to ascertain

what the original form in the primitive Indo-Germanic

language may have been. Unfortunately we cannot

bring our induction to the test by comparing the hypo-
thetical with the genuine form, for not one word of this

primitive tongue has come down to us. Our knowledge
of the original home of the people who spoke this lan-

guage and of its civilisation is equally meagre. Many
have been the ingenious attempts of scholars to break

through the darkness which encircles this part of the

history of our race, and great would be the importance
of their results not only for Philology but for Anthropo-

logy had these attempts the slightest chance of success.

Formerly, partly from a desire to follow the Biblical nar-

rative, partly from a belief that the Aryan members of

the family represented in all respects the most primitive

form of the Indo-Germanic tongue preserved to us, the

original seat of the primitive people was placed in the

1 For fuller details with regard to these languages cp. Sayce,
Introduction to the Science of Language9

,
vol. n. p. 65 ff.
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uplands of Central Asia. Recent speculation ha^ tended

to remove it to the borders of Europe and Asia or even

to the north of Europe.

17. From a study and comparison of the words

used for common things by the various
n - Civilisation

branches of the Indo-Germanic stock at- of the primitiveTII ,
,

. Indo-Germans.

tempts nave also been made to ascertain

the height which the primitive civilisation had reached.

But here success is almost as hard of attainment, for it is

not enough to show that some or all of the Indo-Ger-

inanic peoples used a certain name for some object as a

metal, a weapon, etc. To ascertain the character of the

primitive civilisation it must be shown that the word

means the same thing in all these languages, or, at all

events, changes from the supposed original meaning
must be proved by a chain of evidence of which in many
cases important links are now and probably will ever

be wanting. That the primitive Indo-Germanic people

knew the most ordinary domestic animals, the cow, the

sheep, the pig, is certain; the trees which they knew

and the metals are very uncertain. For people when

they change their abodes tend to apply the old names

to new things and we have no means of determining
how far one branch of the family may have borrowed

names from another which was at some prehistoric time

its neighbour. Perhaps no peoples have wandered so

much to and fro upon the face of the- earth as the Indo-

Germans; at the dawn of the historic period we find the

Aryan, the Slavonic, the Germanic, the Keltic races in a

state of active migration ; their wanderings in the thou-

sands of years previous to that period who shall tell ?

1 8. Another subject on which there has been much
learned discussion in recent years is the degree of

22
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inter-connexion among the Indo-Gennanic languages.

Various ingenious theories have been pro-
Connexion be- , , , . , IP,

tween idg. lan- pounded which are named after seme ana-

logical feature in their structure, as the

'genealogical-tree' theory of Schleicher, the 'wave

theory' of Johannes Schmidt, etc. Attempts have also

been made to show a clear division between the Euro-

pean and the Asiatic branches of the family on the

ground that the European languages show a, e, o where

the Asiatic members show only a. But this has failed

because Armenian, which is an Asiatic branch
1

, though

probably not settled from an early period in Armenia,

shows the <?-sound of the European tongues, and thus

occupies an intermediate position. There are striking-

similarities between various members of the family in

individual points, as between the Italic and Lettic

families in the tendency to change the form of the

original declension of consonant stems into -/-stems,

between Greek and Sanskrit in the treatment of certain

nasal sounds and the formation of some verb stems,

between the Aryan and the Letto-Slavonic branches in

the treatment of guttural sounds, between the Germanic

and the Slavonic in the insertion of t between s and r,

as in English stream, Old Bulgarian o-strovu, 'island'/

Greek, the Italic and some Keltic dialects agree in

representing a class of original ^-sounds by b, /?ovs, bos.

Greek and Latin agree in changing an original m into n

before y-sounds, as in /?aiVo>, venio ( 140), and in both,

the inflexion of the genitive plural of -stems in pro-
nouns has infected a-stems in nouns, raw is-tarum

1 Some, however, contend that Armenian has crossed from

Europe into Asia, in which case this argument is not conclusive.
2
Brugmann, Techmer's Zeitschrift, i. p v 234.
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(originally tdsom), causing 0eaW, dedrum to be formed.

Again some forms of the verb seem to have been in-

vented by both Greek and Latin at a late period, as

3 pi. imperative AeyoVrw, legunto which is no part of

the original inflexion of the verb.

But these similarities are not great enough to show

closer connexion between any two members of the family

than any other two. Such changes of original forms

often happen in languages quite independently. Thus

some peculiarities of the Lettic dialects and the Ro-

mance languages have exact parallels in the dialects

descended from Sanskrit. Not in Greek and Latin only

does the pronominal inflexion affect the noun
;

exact

parallels to the phenomenon are to be found in Pali,

and in Gothic other cases of the noun are affected than

those which suffer in the classical languages.

19. The only members of the family which show such

important coincidences as to make it prob- italicand Kei-

able that they stand in closer connexion tlcdialects -

with one another than with other members of the family

are the Italic and the Keltic dialects. In both groups
some branches show p representing an original strongly

guttural k, others show c or qn. In both groups the

passive is formed in the same manner 1

,
and a secondary

imperfect and future appear in both from derivative

verbs the Latin -bam and -bo forms. There are some

minor resemblances, but the similarities in the verb are

so remarkable as almost to prove a more than ordinarily

close connexion between the languages, especially when

we consider that nowhere else can such passive and im-

perfect and future forms be proved to exist.

1 Zimmer (KZ. 30, p. 240) considers this identity of form has

another explanation.
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iii. How do Indo-Germanic languages differ from
other languages ?

20. Let us take some common word which appears

Lat.etio*and *n a considerable number of Indo-Germanic

oth
C
er

ni

idg
ion

ian" languages and compare the various forms

guages. which it assumes.

(1) Skt. dqvas.

(2) Gk. {Wo? (dialectic IKKOS).

(3) Lat. equos (earlier form of equus).

(4) (a) 0. Irish ech. (b) Welsh ep, eb.

(5) Goth, aihva-tundi (thorn-bush, lit. 'horse-

thorn
1

'). 0. Sax. ehu.

(6) Lith. aszva (mare. The masc. aszvas is ex-

tinct
2

).

From Sanskrit, Latin, Gothic and Lithuanian it is

easy to see that the word may be divided into two

1 For the formation cp. (3ov-\t-fjJ.a, /3ou-j3po><ms, English horse-

laugh, horse-play.
2 For the survival of the fern, and the loss of the masc. form

cp. English mare= 0. E. mere fern, to mearh horse, preserved only

in the word marshal which English borrowed through Old French

mareschal from the Low Latin mariscalcus of the Holy Roman

Empire, itself borrowed from 0. H. G. mara-scalh a derivative from

marah and scalh, Gothic skalks ' servant.' The word has still the

meaning of ' farrier
'

in French. The Teutons were great lovers of

horses ; the legendary leaders of the Saxon invasion Hengist
and Horsa were both named from the animal. 0. E. liengest

we have lost (German keeps it as hengst) ; 0. E. hors, 0. H. G.

hros, modern German ross we have retained and this has driven

out mearh. In German, pferd (
=Low Latin paraveredus, Old

French palefreie, Eng. palfrey) has taken the place of ross as the

common word. In Lithuanian ar-klys = plough-beast (from the

same root as Lat. ar-are, Eng. earing) has driven out *aszvas.
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syllables d$-vas, eq-uos, aih-va, asz-va. Now we know

from a long series of observations made upon these

languages that the first part of these words, though now

different in each, was in all originally the same. Every

schoolboy also knows that in this class of words, whether

we call them -o-stems or nouns of the second declension,

s is the sign of the nominative in all masculine forms
;

-s at the end of the word therefore we may mark off by

itself, as a sign for a special purpose.

21. Now compare with equos another word, Lat.

viduos. Taking the languages in the ^ Viduos

same order we find a result of the same JJjJ
lt

fn
Idg. languages.

(1) Skt. vidhdvas.

(2) Gk. ?/Y0eos (i.e. vJF^eFo?).

(3) Lat. viduos (ciduus adj., vidua subst.).

(4) (a) 0. Ir. fedb. (b) Welsh gweddw.

(5) Goth, viduvo (fern, -on-stem).

(6) 0. Bulg. mdova (also feminine)
1

.

22. From the comparison we see that in these

words there is, besides the nominative suffix,
. . . . Nominative

another separable part, which appears m the suffix, stem-suf-1-11 ,1 r * r fix, root.

classical languages in the torm ot -ro- or

-uo-. This is called the nominal, formative, or stem-

suffix, i.e. the suffix by the addition of which the noun

stem is formed from the still more primitive portion now
left behind. This primitive portion is called the root.

23. Thus equos and viduos may be di- Division of

videdinto Sffif^SS!
(1) -s, nominative case suffix. ponent parts.

1 Delbriick (Die Indogermanischen Verwandtschaftsnamen, p.

64 ff.) considers the feminine forms of this stem to be the older,

but in any case the formation' of the suffix is the same.
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(2) -w- or -uo-, noun-stem suffix.

(3) eq- or ec-, and vid + -, root.

The sign + is put after vid because, as most of the

languages show, there is another sound between the first

syllable and the suffix -TO-, which possibly is a sign that

these forms come not directly from the root but from

a verb stem
1

.

24. A root never appears by itself in an Indo-

peflnition
of Germanic language; that is to say, it has

wordscom? to no independent existence. A root is a con-

tSkT*
8

wthua- ventional term used by grammarians to

mean that part of the word which is left

when everything formative is stripped off.

The word root when so used is in itself a metaphor ;

and as all Indo-Germanic languages spring from one

original or root language now lost, we ought properly,

when we speak of roots, to give them in the form which

we believe from a comparison of its various descendants

they had in this original tongue. But not infrequently

we have not material enough to form a satisfactory

induction of this kind
;
therefore practical convenience

justifies us in speaking of the roots of an individual

language, e.g. of Greek roots and Latin roots. For when

we do so it is understood that we mean by the term not

somethingwhich exists by itself in the language, but merely
the fragment of the actual word which is left behind

when we have taken away all formative elements. From
this point of view it is of small importance what the

root itself may have been or whether a long history lies

behind it also or not. In every language there is a

residuum with which the philologist is unable to deal,

because the forms seem to occur nowhere in the Indo-

1 Brugmann Or. n. 64, p. 126.
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Germanic area outside the particular language with

which he is dealing. Such words may be whimsical

formations as Van Helmont's gas, Reichenbach's od-

force, which were attempts to form absolutely new words,

or they may be formed from proper names, which them-

selves belong to a different language.

Thus in the English phrase 'to burke discussion/

which is a coinage of the present century, the verb has

had a curious history. To elucidate the word we need

to know that in Edinburgh in 1827 8 there was an Irish-

man named Burke who supplied the anatomical schools

with the bodies of victims whom he had suffocated.

Hence comes the metaphor to burke or stifle discussion.

We need to" know further that Burke is not an Irish word

but only the Irish pronunciation of the name De Burgh
which was borne by certain Englishmen who settled in

Ireland some centuries ago. Tracing the name further

we find that the word came to England from Normandy,
and that though the people who thus came from Nor-

mandy spoke a dialect of French, still the name is of

Germanic origin, Germ, burg, Eng. borough. From the

mediaeval Latin burgus, the Romance languages bor-

rowed the word, Ital. borgo, French bourg, and it appears

even in Irish in the guise of borg,
'

city/ In its earlier

history it is connected with berg,
'

a hill.' From the

same root come the Keltic word seen in the Scotch

brae, and the Sanskrit adjective brhat, to say nothing

of proper names like the Germanic Burgundy and the

Keltic Brigantes. But to all intents and purposes

burke is a root in English from which nouns and verbs

may be fonned. It is only accident which has preserved

its early history in quite a different meaning.

Another word which looks at first sight of indispu-
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tably English origin is talk. Yet Professor Skeat traces

this through the Danish to the Lithuanian and says it is

the only Lithuanian word in English. It seems, how-

ever, to have come into Lithuanian from Old Bulgarian

and is probably ultimately Turkish. If the early his-

tory of the Germanic and Slavonic dialects had been

as completely lost as the history of the original Indo-

Germanic language or the early history of Latin, we

should have had to acquiesce in calling talk an English

word which seemed isolated, unless we had happened to

guess that the German dolmetscher (interpreter) was

related to it. This is really the case, dolmetscher being

also of Turkish origin ;
the Middle High German tolc

(Dutch tolk] is the same as the English word.*

One curious example of a British name passing into

another language may be given. In Lithuanian the

ordinary word for pedlar is szatas. If we did not know

that in the middle ages most of the trade of Lithuania

was done by Scotchmen we might probably have some

difficulty in recognizing the word as
c

Scot
'

(through
the German Schotte).

Thus we see the meaning of a word may be attached

to it more or less by accident; the word may be im-

ported from another language in a meaning which it

never had before in that language, but once it has been

imported it sticks fast, and throws out a mass of new

formations from itself. In other words it becomes a

root in the language
*

into which it has been newly

planted. The people who now use it are unable to

analyse it any further, but it may come to be treated

as a native word and analysed in the same manner as

some series of native words which it happens to re-

semble.
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Sometimes in nouns this part which defies analysis

can be identified with a part similarly left in verbs, at

other times it cannot. The eq- which is left in equos

we cannot certainly identify with the root of any verb,

except of course verbs derived from the noun itself or

from its derivatives, as equitare.

25. Now let us take another common word which

appears in Latin as mens. The genitive Lat.

shows us that there was a t in the stem,

and comparison of mentis with forms from

other languages shows us that it belongs to the class

called -ti- stems. Thus

(1) Skt. matis, i.e. ma-ti-s.

(2) GL /ACXVTIS.

(3) Lat. mens = orig. form *men-ti-s.

(4) [0. Ir. er-miti-u, the latter part of which

= Lat. menti-o in form.]

(5) (a) Goth, ga-munds, (b) Old English ge-

mynd, Eng. mind.

(6) (a) Lith. at-mintis, (b) 0. Bulg. pa-m$i.

26. If we treat this in the same way as the pre-

vious words and strip off first the s where

it occurs at the end as the mark of the

nominative and then the noun-suffix -*/-, f

It

^m
r

s

elated verb

we have left a syllable beginning in all

cases with m and generally ending with n, though the

intermediate vowel appears in a great variety of forms.

The reason for this and for the variety of consonants

representing the q of equos will be explained later (157,
136). At present it is sufficient to recognise the form

the syllable takes in the different languages and to ob-

serve the similarity between this and some verb forms.
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(1) Skt. mdn-ya-te (e in Skt. is a diphthong,

here = ai), perf. participle passive ma-tds.

(2) Gk. fjuuverai
=

/aa^-ic-rat ( 83), /xe-/>u>j/-a,

plural /x-/xa-/xei/.

(3) Lat. mon-eo, me-min-it = *me-mon-it, re-min-

iscor = *re-men-iscor.

(4) 0. Ir. do-moiniur, pres. dep.
= Lat. puto in

meaning.

(5) Goth, ga-mun-an.

(6) (a) Lith. min-iu, keep in mind.

(b) 0. Bulg. mln-e-ti vopi&w.

Lat. dts and 27- In the same wav compare the

Sons^nothS-" form wnicn appears in Latin as dos with

Idg. languages. the y^ from wh{cn it comes.

(1) Skt. ddti-vdras, he who loves giving : dd-dd-mi.

(2) Gk. ^w-Tt-s

(3) Lat. fe = *do-ti-s (cf.

(4) Lith. dU-ti-s. dti-mi.

28. Thus we see that from the same root come

both nouns and verbs, but that these differ

xoun suffixes in their suffixes. This applies only to the
and Verb suf-

] ...
n.xes. Adapta- finite verb ; the infinitive and the partici-
tion theory.

>
. . . f

pies are really nouns m their inflexion and

not verbs. In their usage these parts form the con-

necting link between nouns and verbs. Sometimes one

of these forms acts as a verb. In Latin legimim, the

nominative plural of the obsolete present participle

(= Acyo/xcvoi) is used for the 2nd person plural of the

present and either the same form or one phonetically

the same but equivalent to the old Greek infinitive

for the corresponding form of the imperative.

1 The form is somewhat doubtful.
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There are not wanting philologists who draw the con-

nexion still closer and try to prove that all verb forms

are noun stems or noun cases
1

. There is a certain

amount of plausibility in identifying the -ti of the 3rd

sing, of the present as Skt. as-ti, Gk. IO--TI, with the

form of noun stem which we have seen in pdv-TL-s, and

which appears also by a regular phonetic change ( 133)

in yw-cn-s, and in connecting the 3rd plural Doric

</>epovTt, Attic ^cpovo-t, with the plural participle <epoi/Ts.

But the theory leaves as many difficulties as the more

common one which connects the verb endings with the

personal pronouns.

29. The next point to observe is the series of

changes within the noun itself by which Case sufflxes

cases and numbers and, in most words,
and their uses/

genders also are distinguished, equos is a horse as sub-

ject of some statement
; equom a horse as object of

some statement involving action which affects the

noun
; equl (gen.), equo (dat.), equo (ablat.), express

the idea contained in the word horse in various relations

within the sentence, equi, i.e. equoi (pi.) expresses horses

as the subject, equos horses as the object of a statement,

and similarly with the other cases. Now we cannot

doubt that these changes were not made at random, and

may be assured that these different sounds by which

horse in these various relations is expressed had once a

very distinct meaning of their own. But this was at a

period of which we know nothing and never can know

anything, except from the appearance of similar phe-
nomena in languages which remain as primitive in their

formation at the present day as the Indo-Germanic in

that far pro-historic age. There is little doubt that

1
Sayce, Techmer's Zeitschrift, i. p. 222.
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the root was once a word in itself, and what we now call

stem-suffix and case or person-suffix wrere words added

to it to define its meaning in particular ways. That

stage was passed long before the Indo-European peoples

separated, but in other languages we see the same

thing still existing. In Chinese the root is even now a

word in itself; there is no stem, no case or person suffix
;

distinction in meaning turns very largely upon the accent

and the position in the sentence. Turkish is still such

a language as Indo-Germanic was in its second stage

when it put two or more roots into close combina-

tion with one another, but still knew the meaning
of each, and could consciously separate them. The

only family of languages which stands on the same

footing as the Indo-Germanic in point of formation

is the Semitic, the principal branches of which are the

Hebrew, the Syriac and the Arabic; and even the

Semitic languages differ from the Indo-Germanic in a

variety of ways.

30. It is worth observing that in some cases Indo-

Lossofinflex- Germanic languages have lost the greater
ions in English.

part of their inflexion . Two of them in-

deed have returned almost to the stage in which we find

Chinese
l

. These are Persian and English. If I pro-

nounce the word '

bear
'

you cannot tell without context

or reference to surrounding circumstances whether I

mean a verb, a noun, or an adjective (bare).

1 Some good authorities regard Chinese as having passed

through much the same stages as English. Thus the simplicity

of the Chinese word would not be primitive but due to the loss of

inflexion. If so it is curious that it seems to be gradually regain-

ing the power to make compounds, thus starting anew on the

path to complete inflexion.
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The only inflexion of substantives which remains in

English besides the plural is a possessive here and there.

Even with very common words the possessive has died

out of use. "When Byron says
' he sat him down at a

pillar's base,' we recognize the possessive as a poetical

licence, for in prose we should certainly say 'at the

base of a pillar.' We still retain some inflexions in the

personal pronouns and a few in the verb to mark some

of the persons, the past tense and participle. In

English the past tense is formed in two ways ;
either

-ed is added to the present form, as fill, fill-ed, or a

variation appears in the root vowel as in sing, sang,

sung; come, came, come. These we call irregular verbs,

and we from time to time allow some of them to pass

over to the so-called
'

regular
'

conjugation and to form

a past tense with -ed. Hence the verbs which form a

past with -ed, though originally few, have now become

the great majority
1

.

31 . If we look at a verb like Se'pKo/xcu we see the same

vowel-change taking place. We see by a com-
.,? , ' ' V(>wel grada-

panson With Other verbs as <epo/zai, Ti/Aao/Mai tion in roots and

etc. that we can strip off a personal ending
and a vowel which appears as o in the 1st pers. sing,

and the 1st and 3rd pi, but as in SepK-e-rcu, S<fpK-e-o-0e,

and in the old 2nd sing. 8epKc(o-)at. We remember that

there is the same change of stem vowel in <p-o-/xev,

<j>p--re and that it is not confined to the verb, for it

appears in the nouns already so often cited and in many
others. We have ITTTT-O-S but ITTTT-C, equos but eque. So

also yeVos but gen. yo>-e(o-)-o5, Lat. gen-us (for -os), gen.

gen-er-is in which r comes in regularly in Latin for .?.

This is what is called stem-gradation and will have to

1
Skeat, Principles of English Etymology, (First Series) 139 ff.
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be discussed more fully later on. But the phenomenon
is not confined to the stein suffix. It appears also in

the root, as we see when we compare Scp/c-o-yaat with

Sc-Sop/c-a and 2-Spa/c-ov. Forms like the perfect stem ap-

pear also in nouns; 8opK-a's 'gazelle' has the same form

of the root as Se'-Sop/c-a. We see also that forms with pa

and Xa weak forms as they are called are not confined

to aorists only but also appear in verbal adjectives

which are really old passive participles of past time.

Thus we have Spare's or Sapro's from Se'pw with, on the

other hand, the noun Sopa. In Latin the weak forms

have or or ur, ol or ul corresponding to the Greek ap pa,

aX Xa. Thus we have past participles like vwsus = *wrt-

to-s while the present verto has the same vowel as <epo>

and Sepjco/xat. "We may observe, even within the perfect,

changes of the same kind, /^-/xov-a but /x,e-/xa-/xi/, ye-yov-a

but ye-ya-//,ev in Homer. This is what corresponds in

Greek to the changes we see in the English sing, sang,

sung. Nowadays we find that for the past tense in such

verbs sang or sung is used indifferently. Perhaps in

prose sang and rang are more common, but no one

objects to Scott when he writes :

And, while his harp responsive rung,
'Twas thus the latest minstrel sung.

32. In the oldest English there was a genuine differ-

ence between the forms, just as there is between ye'-yov-a

and ye-ya-//,ei/ : sang represents the old singular, sung the

old plural form. The changes which we observe in Se'p/c-o-

/xat, Se-SopK-a, l-Spa/c-ov, in ye-yov-a and ye-ya-//,i/, in S?'ng,

sang, swng are known by the general name of ablaut
1

or

1
This, the German name for the phenomenon, seems to be

now generally adopted in English books.
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vowel-gradation. This term includes within it not only

vowel changes in the root part of the word but also those

in the suffixes for which there is the special term
'

stem-

gradation' viz. such varieties of form as were men-

tioned above ITTTTO?, iTTTre; <ep-o-/xev, <f>cp--Tc; TraTpwi/,

Trarpao-i, Trare'pes, and many others. In no family of

languages other than the Indo-Germanic is there any-

thing exactly corresponding to this.

33. The various characteristics which have been

enumerated distinguish the Indo-Germanic Distinction be-

-,
/ 11 ,1 tween Idg. and

languages from all others. other languages.

(1) They are distinguished from the so-called

Isolating languages the class to which isoiating lan-

Chinese belongs by (a) the changes that gua es -

appear in the root, which in the isolating languages is

unalterable
; (6) by the possession of various suffixes of

two kinds (i) those which go to form the stems of the

noun and verb respectively, and (ii) those which dis-

tinguish the different cases in the noun and the different

persons in the verb
; (c) by the clear distinction which

can thus be drawn between different parts of speech.

34. (2) They are distinguished from the Ag-

glutinative languages the class to which
m i i. i_ i /\i_^- re Distinction be-
Turkisn belongs (a) by having sumxes tween idg. and

which cannot be consciously separated from

the root or stem and which have no exist- tinatfve forma-

ence as independent words. Thus no Greek
il

could divide OLKOL 'at home,' into 01*0 'home' and t 'at,'

though probably at some prehistoric period in the history

of the Indo-Germanic languages such a division was

quite possible '. The only traces however of the possibility

1 The fact that of/cei not of/cot was probably the earliest Greek

form does not affect the matter in hand.

G. P. 3
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of this division are that in certain Sanskrit stems, the

locative ending i may be dropped at will in the early

language and that before certain endings the laws of

euphony prevail which otherwise affect only the ends of

words
1

. There is one great advantage in division of this

kind : it permits of the plural having precisely the same

endings as the singular for the different cases, the plural

number being marked by an inserted syllable. Every
one who has ever thought about language, or who has

had long paradigms of forms to learn, must have wished

that for the dual he might, by the help of some syllable

which we may represent by 2, have such forms as

Sing. Dual

Xom. equo-s equo-2-s

Ace. equo-m equo-2-m.

In the same way if we represent the plural by the

usual symbol for unknown quantity -x- we might have

Sing. Plural

Nom. equo-s equo-x-s

Ace. equo-m equo-x-m.

and so on for other cases.

This is precisely the principle of the Agglutinative

languages. Thus in the Turkish word ev 'house' we
have cases as in cl/cog or domus.

Sing. Plural

Nom. ev = domus ev-kr

Gen. ev-in = domus ev-ler-in

Dat. ev-e =domo ev-ler-e

i Whitney, Skt. Gr. 425 c, 166. The locative suffix is

dropped also in cuVs 'always' as compared with aiet'=*cuYe<r-t and
in the Latin preposition penes.
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Sing.

Ace. ev-i = domum
Loc. ev-de = domi

Abl. ev-den = Aomo
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(b) There are properly speaking no compound words in

these languages, while compounds are extremely frequent

in Indo-Germanic languages, (c) There is in the lowest

forms of the class but little difference between noun and

verb. The ending for the first person is the suffix used

in the noun to express 'my.' In Hungarian hal-unk is

'our fish/ vart-unk 'we have waitedV In Turkish, which

represents the highest grade of this class of languages

and which some writers declare to be an inflexional

language, the verb is formed mostly of a participle with

the personal pronouns appended for the first and second

persons, while the third is the participle alone. This is

very like the Latin legimini ( 28) and the periphrastic

future of classical Sanskrit datdsmi 'I shall give/ really

'I am a giver;' while the 3rd sing, is data 'giver' with-

out a verb
2

.

35. (3) The distinguishing characteristics of the

Distinction two inflexional families Indo-Germanic and

!&
we
1enSg; Semitic-are,

(a) the vowel-gradation in Indo-Ger-

manic roots and stems,

(b) the peculiar form of the Semitic roots.

Semitic roots with very few exceptions possess three

consonants
;
within the root vowel-change appears, but it

is different in character from the corresponding changes
in Indo-Germanic. Words are formed from roots mainly

by varying according to definite 'measures' or schemes
the vowels attached to the consonants, partly by prefixes

1 0. Schrader, Sprachvergleichung und Urgeschichte
1
, chap. vn.

p. 413 ff.

2
Cp. with this the Lithuanian yra, an abstract substantive= ex-

istentia, used for 3rd sing, and plural of the substantive verb. It

is connected by some with the root of the English 'are,' etc.
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(fragments of pronouns e.g. ma - 'what' in ma-sjid 'place

of worship' from a root sjd), and to a very small extent

by suffixes. An interesting example is the root slm of

the verb salima 'he has been at peace' whence come

the well-known words saldm (salaam) and Islam, both

infinitives of the verb used as substantives, mu-slim

(Moslem) properly a participle, Selim and Soleyman.

With regard to the 'measures' the most notable point is

the distinction between active and stative vowels as it

appears in the verb, e.g. Arabic sharuf (-a) 'he was

exalted,' sharaf (-a) 'he overtopped, excelled;' and in

general this distinction runs through the languages,

e.g. malk will be 'king' (possessor), milk 'possession.'

The last mentioned change bears a certain resemblance

to the Indo-Germanic vowel-gradation.

As regards inflexion the verb, which alone is highly

inflected, consists of noun and adjective forms combined

with fragments of personal pronouns prefixed or affixed.

Compare with this the Hungarian forms mentioned

above.

The lack of the power of composition is compensated

by a very close syntactical arrangement and in the older

forms by simple apposition. The Semitic relative is a

particle which being prefixed to a clause changes a

demonstrative into a relative clause. There are no

proper tenses but only perfect and imperfect actions..

The 3rd pers. pronoun is generally used for a copula.

You may say 'great John' for 'John is great;' if that is

ambiguous you say 'great he John.'

36. Each of these three great classes of lan-

guages which have now been mentioned Was there
, T1 . A -I

an original lan-

the Isolating, the Agglutinative and the guage from

Inflexional includes within it all languages families sprang?
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of that particular type without regard to any histo-

rical connexion between the different members. So

widely are members of the same class separated that

historical connexion is a priori improbable, and we are

left to suppose that the development has been inde-

pendent but on the same lines. The question of the

origin of language, and the equally abstruse question

whether language spread from one single centre or from

a number of independent centres, lie beyond our range.

Some eminent scholars contend for a relation between the

Semitic and the Indo-Germanic tongues, some even think

they can trace an historical connexion between Hebrew

and Chinese. At present the possibility of such con-

nexion cannot be denied. Mankind has a very long

history behind it
;

the footprints of early man have in

most cases been rudely obliterated by time, and the

separation of Chinaman and Semite, of Semite and Indo-

German, if it ever took place, dates from a period so

remote that independent development has removed, it

seems, most if not all traces of the original connexion.

iv. The Principles of modern Philology.

37. Most nations manifest an interest in the etymo-

Prescientific
names

>
ut as

mok
pts at ety "

interest i >s n t according to knowledge,

though auguries are drawn from the real

or fancied derivation of a name. We remember the

name given by the child's grandfather to the son of

Laertes
'

TroAAota-iv yap eyw ye o'Suo-o-a'/xei'os ro'8' t/cdVw. (Od. XIX. 407),
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and in Aeschylus the good-omened name of Aristides,

ov yap 8oKtv apioros aAA' eTvat $eA.et. ($. C. T. 579),

and the terrible augury in the Agamemnon (689),

eA.evas, \av8pO9, eAeTrroXts.

It has been suggested, and perhaps with truth, that

the name of Nicias the son of Niceratus, as well as his

actions, commended him to the favour of the Athenians.

Such plays on words are common everywhere. But

it has been well remarked that when the ancients

meddled with etymology they took leave of their usual

sanity, and even when they hit upon an accurate deriva-

tion it was merely a brilliant guess based on no scientific

principles, and as unlike the systematic induction of

modern philology as the methods of Democritus were

unlike those of Darwin.

38. So late as last century, the etymologies com-

monly proposed were so rash and so improbable that

Swift ironically set up as a philologist with such deri-

vations as ostler from oat stealer, and Voltaire re-

marked with considerable justice that 'Etymology is a

science in which the vowels count for nothing and the

consonants for very little.
'

39. It was in the case of the consonants that this

reproach began first to be wiped off. Since
Scientific8tudy

vowels changed, as we have seen, so fre- of language,

quently in different forms of the same word, people paid

little attention to them, as if indeed they had nothing

to do with etymology. But the consonants appeared in

the same form much more constantly, and hence scientific

progress began with the careful investigation of the

consonants. Franz Bopp (born 1791, died
BQ

1867) was the first great scientific writer on
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comparative philology. However strongly Bopp may
have desired to establish a systematic relation of sound-

changes between different languages, he often allowed

himself to be carried away by plausible derivations which

set all laws of sound entirely at nought. The Germanic

languages were first investigated by Bopp's contempo-

raries, the Dane R. K. Rask (17871832), and the

Jacob and wii- more famous brothers Jacob and Wilhelm

Grimm (Jacob 1785 1863, Wilhelm 1786-

1859). The first part of Jacob Grimm's 'Deutsche Gram-

matik' appeared in 1819. In the second edition of this

work, which appeared in 1822, were first clearly laid

down the regular sound-changes which exist between

the classic and the Germanic languages, and which make

English words look so unlike their Latin and Greek

equivalents (see 100). The principle of the change
had been seen by Rask at an earlier period and it was

known perhaps even before him, but Grimm was the first

to enuntiate it fully and scientifically. Hence this great

generalisation has always been known in England as

'Grimm's Law.'

40. As has been hinted, Bopp was not so strong in ety-

mology as in other departments of comparative philology.

The first systematic book of derivations on a scientific

basis was the 'Etymologische Forschungen' of A. F. Pott

(1802-1887) which appeared in two volumes

in 1833-36. To him we owe a very large

number of the recognised etymologies of Indo-Germamc

words and the first tabulated comparison of sounds from

the languages included in his investigation. He was

followed by George Curtius (1820-1885)
Curtms. wnose weli known work 'The principles

of Greek Etymology' (1858, 5th edition, 1879, 2nd
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English edition 1886) comprehends a comparison of the

Greek words with their Sanskrit, Zend, Latin, Germanic,

Letto-Slavonic and Keltic equivalents. Here the sounds

were discussed fully and systematically, and changes
which apparently proceeded on no system were grouped

together under the heading of
'

sporadic change.' From
1850 to 1870 the efforts of the great philologists were

devoted rather to organising and systematising the

matter already acquired than to breaking new ground.
Much was done in this period for individual languages
of the Indo-Germanic family, but no great discoveries

affecting the whole were made.

August Schleicher (1821-1868), who has exercised on

the history of philology even a greater in-
a n n ,- T T i 11 i Schleicher.
tiuence than Uurtms, resembled him in Ins

power of organisation while he differed from him in his

point of view. Curtius looked at language in its history;

Schleicher, as himself a skilled scientist, viewed it from

the stand-point of natural science. The next great

landmark in the history of philology after the com-

parative Grammar of Bopp (1833-52, 3rd ed. 1869-71) is

the Compendium of Comparative Grammar by Schleicher

(1861, 4th ed. 1876). Theodor Benfey (1809-1881) held

an independent attitude and in later life concerned him-

self more immediately with Sanskrit. Unvarying rules

were not as yet laid down with regard to sound-change,

but there was a general tendency to demand greater

precision in the correspondence between words which

were said to be related to one another. The general

results of the scientific investigation of this period were

made accessible to the public at large in

Max Miiller's 'Lectures on the Science of
MaxMuller-

Language' (1861 and 1864).
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41. In 1870 the Italian scholar G. I. Ascoli pointed

Ascoii's theory out that the &-sound, modifications of which

an<Tit8 dlSp- appear in such words as Skt. dpas, Lat,

ments -

equus, Lith. aszva ( 20), was of a nature

originally different from that which appears in Skt.

iiakti-, Lat. nocti-, Lith. nakti-s. The former sounds

were called palatal, the latter velar gutturals ( 67-8).

Besides these ^-sounds, original g and gh sounds were

shown to exist of the same kind. In Sanskrit another

class of guttural sounds appeared which are usually

represented by c, j and h. Ascoli observed that these

gutturals were often followed by an /-sound, but he did

not work out the theory in detail. In 1876 when the

discussion of phonetic principles was most active and

attention had been drawn anew to the vowels by

Brugmann's discoveries ( 42), a number of scholars in

different Danish and German universities found out

simultaneously and independently the cause of the

variety in the Sanskrit gutturals. The results were first

published by Osthoff, Collitz and Johannes Schmidt in

essays which appeared in 1878 and 1879. It has now

been shown conclusively that this second class of gutturals

c, j and h arose from the velar k, g and gh owing to the

influence of a palatal sound behind them i.e. an i or

e sound (pronounce ee or eh).

42. This discovery, taken in connexion with certain

discoveries of Karl Brugmann published in

1876 with regard to the nasal sounds of

Indo-Gerrnanic, entirely revolutionised the theory of the

original vowels.

In Sanskrit and in Gothic, two languages which

vowels represent two main branches of the Indo-

Germanic family there appear but three
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simple vowels a, i and u. These, Grimm had accord-

ingly assumed, represented the number and character of

the original vowels. Bopp accepted Grimm's theory and

it passed without demur into all succeeding works. The

multiplicity of vowel sounds in such languages as Greek

was taken as a later development, and the a, e, and o

which appeared in such languages where Sanskrit had

only a was explained by Curtius' theory of the
'

splitting

of the original a-sound.'

Johannes Schmidt in a very learned work on the

'Vocalism of the Indo-Germanic Languages' (1871 and

1875) had collected a mass of valuable material, but

the explanation of many phenomena of this kind was

only rendered possible by a remarkable discovery made

by Karl Verner in 1875. This scholar
verner's ac-

showed that certain exceptions to the sound- ent theory;

changes known as Grimm's Law depended on the original

accentuation of the Indo-Germanic languages. This dis-

covery, and one made by the eminent mathematician and

Sanskrit scholar H. Grassmann (1809 1877) with regard

to the form which certain roots took in Sanskrit and

Greek
1

, finally removed all exceptions to Grimm's Law,

thus strengthening the views which had been gradually

gaining ground as to the strict observance of phonetic

rules and the avoidance of everything known to the

older philologists as
'

sporadic change.' But Verner's

discovery did much more than this. By settling once

for all the character of the original Indo-Germanic

accent he furnished a basis on which to found further

investigation concerning the vowels as well as the con-

sonants of the Indo-Germanic tongues. In the same

1 See 102.
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way Brugmann's investigation of the 'sonant nasals'

sonant nasals;
showed that various seeming inconsistencies

sonant liquids.
jn fae different Indo-Germanic languages

really depended on a law pervading the whole group,

that e.g. the ace. ending in the singular of consonant

stems, Gk. a (7ro'S-a), Lat. -em (ped-em), Goth, -u

(originally -urn, *fot-um\ Lith. -i (once nasalised) and

0. Bulg. ~e all represented one original sound, viz. a

nasal sound -m acting as a vowel and forming a syllable

by itself. The ending of the ace. sing, was thus shown

to be m
;

if a vowel preceded, it was the ordinary con-

sonant, equo-m, but if a consonant preceded, it had to

form a syllable, j)ed-m, and in the different languages

this original sound was represented in different ways.

On the same principle, the sounds which appear as a

in the Skt. ma-tts, as en in Lat. menti-, as -un in

the Gothic and -in in the Lithuanian corresponding

words (see 25), were proved to represent an original n

standing between two consonants and thus having to

make a syllable by itself, nwtis.

Even before this Osthoff had shown that in all

probability an original r appeared as a vowel in the

same way, though in Sanskrit grammar indeed, an r of

this kind had always been recognised by the native

grammarians. These new doctrines were excellently
summarised by Ferdinand de Saussure in a work of great
freshness

' M&noire sur le systeme primitif des voyelles
dans les langues indo-europe'ennes

'

(Leipzig, 1879).

43. Hand in hand with these important discoveries

TWO great prin-
went a more definite formulating of philo-

ph
p
n
e

o
s

io?y

modern lo^cal principles. In theory philologists

and
h
Anai

J

'

c Law ^ia^ a^wa^s admitted the existence of pho-
netic laws

;
in other words they had recog-
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nised more or less clearly that, though there might be

a slight residuum which came under no rule, still in

certain circumstances sounds changed in the same way.

In the making of etymologies phonetic laws were sup-

posed to be more carefully observed than they had been

by Bopp, though precept and practice did not always

perfectly correspond. Philologists had also admitted in

theory that the action of the mind influenced the forms

of words in various ways. It had been recognised that,

when a form was erroneously connected in the mind of the

speaker with other forms which did not really belong to

it, this tended to counteract phonetic law. But the matter

had not been carefully enquired into. Now, however,

'False Analogy
1

/ as this effect of the action

of the mind was called, became recognised

as a great factor in the history of language. Professor

W. D. Whitney gave the impulse to this in

'Language and the Study of Language'

(1867) where he dwells on the tendency children mani-

fest to make all verbs uniform; to say 'bringed' because

they are taught to say 'loved/ or on the other hand to

say 'brang' because they remember 'sang' (pp. 27-8,

82, 85). W. Scherer (1841-1886) in his work 'On the

History of the German Language' (1st ed. 1868) applied

the principle of analogy on a larger scale. A decisive

step was marked by the declaration in Professor A.

Leskien's prize essay on 'Declension in

Letto-Slavonic and Germanic' (1876) that

phonetic laws had no exceptions. In the introduction to

1 As 'Philology' is now largely used in the sense of 'Com-

parative Philology,' so '

Analogy
'

alone is constantly employed to

mean ' False Analogy.'
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the first volume of Osthoff and Brugmann's 'Morpho-

osthoffand logische Untersuchungen
'

(1878) the prin-
Brugmann. ciples of Leskien's adherents were definitely

laid down. These principles were two (p. xiii).

(1) Phonetic change proceeds according to laws

which have no exceptions. In other words a sound

changes uniformly over the whole area where a language

is spoken, if the language is not split into a number of

dialects. Different dialects may and do develop in

different ways.

(2) As it is obvious and admitted that in the

modern forms of language x analogy or form-association

plays an important part in the history of words, so we

are entitled to assume a similar part for it in the past

history of language.

44. The older philologists had, as has been said,

admitted a large part of this in theory;
Discussion of . , ,

,
. , , , *

the modem the- they had formulated phonetic laws, they had

admitted the working of analogy in lan-

guage, but they were startled at the hard and fast

application of these principles by the 'Young Gram-

marians,' as the adherents of these ideas came to be

called. During the following seven years a fierce con-

troversy raged. Two books which appeared in 1880,

^Tof. -^- Delbruck's 'Introduction to the

study of language' (English ed. 1882) and

Prof. H. Paul's 'Principles of the History
of Language' (English ed. 1888) sketched the history of

the science and formulated the new views with greater
care and at greater length than had hitherto been done

1

.

1 Professor Paul's work is, however, much more than the

philosophical representation of the new views; it is really a guide
to the principles of language in general and is, apart altogether
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Gustav Meyer's
'

Griechische Grammatik' which also

appeared in 1880 treated Greek from the

new stand-point. The controversy came to

a head in 1885 when Curtms published a pamphlet in

support of his views which was immediately answered

by counter-pamphlets from Delbruck and

from Brugrnann and supported somewhat

later by Hugo Schuchardt, while in the philological

journals many others joined in the fray. The result

was an undoubted triumph for the new ideas. Even

philologists who stand aloof from the party of the
1

Young Grammarians
'

show in their writings the in-

fluence of the party's hypotheses. Brugmann's great

work Grundriss der Vergleichenden Grammatik der

Indo-Germanischen Sprachen, now in course of pub-

lication, though containing much more detail will stand

in the same relation to the
' New Philology' as Schleicher's

Compendium did to the old.

45. Though a great deal of extraneous matter was

dragged in, the issue at the bottom of the Is philology a

whole controversy about phonetic law was sciencep

'Is or is not Comparative Philology a science?' Now, if

we adopt Whewell's definition of a science as a 'body of

knowledge/ comparative philology has always been a

science. But if with Comte we affirm that science im-

plies prevision, that, given certain circumstances and the

result in one case, science can forecast for us the result

in other cases, are we entitled to declare philological

knowledge scientific? To this there can be but one

answer. If e. g. an original sound resembling the Eng-
lish w becomes in one Greek dialect under exactly the

from the standpoint of the author, of the very highest value to

every student of language.
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same circumstances, sometimes ft, sometimes the spiritu*

asper, and sometimes /* at the beginning of words,

while in the middle of words it disappears entirely or

remains as v, it is absolutely impossible to foresee

what form in any particular case this phonetic Proteus

will take. Philologists may gather multitudes of in-

stances where these strange phenomena occur, but ex-

planation is as impracticable as it would be in chemistry

if, when two simple elements were mixed together, the

result might be indifferently water, or carbonic acid, or

spirit of salt. The same causes under the same circum-

stances must produce the same results, otherwise scien-

tific knowledge is impossible.

46. It is at this point that philology parts company
with the natural sciences. If the chemist

How philology . .

differs from the compounds two pure simple elements there
natural sciences.

*
. , ,

can be but one result and no power of the

chemist can prevent it. But, as has been said,* the

minds of men do act upon the sounds which they

produce. The result is that, when this happens, the

phonetic law which would have acted in the case is

stopped, and this particular form enters on the same

course of development as other forms to which it did

not originally belong.

The consequence is that a philologist must, in

formulating phonetic laws, be careful to see that he is

not including in his generalisation forms which have

been brought by this psychological force to resemble

other forms, but which are really fundamentally dif-

ferent. The tracing of regular sound-changes and the

search for the effects of analogy must go hand in hand.

It is one of the hardest tasks of the philologist to duly

apportion the share which these two great forces, pho-
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netic law and analogy, play in the history of words. In

many cases the facts of the linguistic history are so

scant that it would be rash to decide dogmatically till

more knowledge has been obtained. By a free use of

analogy where facts are few and speculation is easy, it is

not difficult to reach conclusions which further inquiry
at once renders ridiculous.

47. Writers on analogy generally class the various

forms which it takes under three heads
; (i)

Jo

logical, (ii) formal analogy, (iii) a combina-

tion of (i) and (ii).

48. i. Logical analogy appears in those cases where

particular forms of a word influence other

forms of the same word. In the original Indo-
io^y

Loglcal ana"

Germanic word for 'foot' we have some

reason to suppose that owing to the influence of accent,

some cases had an -o- and others an -e- sound, that

the accusative was *pod-m but the locative *ped-i. In

Greek however the -0-cases have driven out the -e-

cases, while in Latin the exact reverse has taken

place. In Greek the only traces of the old inflexion

are -n-eSa, the instrumental form now used as a prepo-

sition, and such derivatives as 7reos = *ped-ios, and rpd-

TTC&X; in Latin no trace is left of the -o-cases. In

the same way fra-njp had originally an ace. Trarepa, a

locative Trare'pi and a genitive ^mrpc's : but the locative

and ace. on the one hand affect the genitive and produce

Trarepos : the genitive on the other hand affects the

locative (later used as dative) and produces varpt. In

Latin the weaker have, in all the oblique cases, ousted

the stronger forms
;
hence pairem patre patris. On the

other hand the long form of the nominative dator has

been carried through all the cases, datorem for *datorem,

G. P. 4
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datore for *datere, datoris for *datris. For exactly the

same reason later Greek has yeyoW/xev etc. after yeyoi/a,

instead of the correct Homeric form yeya/xev, and out of

the Old English preterite inflexion

Sing. Plur.

1 sang
2 sunge

3 sang

we obtain the modern sang and sung used indifferently

for singular or plural (see also 31).

The same thing also appears in French. According

to the position of the accent in the Latin verb the

corresponding old French parts take different forms
1

:

Sing. Plur.

(1) aim = dmo amons = amdmus
aimes = dmas amez = amdtis

aime(f)
= dmat aiment dmant

(2) lieve = lew levons = levdmus

lieves = levas levez = levdtis

lieve = levat lievent = levant.

With the same number of parts in both cases to

influence, analogy generalises the opposite forms the

longer forms in aimer, the shorter forms in lever. As

the long forms in aimer are twice as numerous as the

short ones, the result might be expected, but in lever the

fewer forms triumph over the more numerous 2
.

1
Osthoff, Psychologisches Moment, p. 29. Darmesteter, La vie

des Mots, p. 10.

2 It is, however, possible that we have partially formal analogy

here, because many verbs as porter, etc. did not change their vowel

character in any of the persons.
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49. Sometimes the development of analogies of this

kind may be represented by a proportion, a
proportional

form being coined to stand in the same re-
anal sy-

lation to an already existing form as two other forms

are to one another, legimini is the plural of a participle

which has come to be used as the 2nd pers. plural pass,

of lego; legebamini is merely a spurious imitation of

this form, there being no participle of this kind. It

arises in this way ; leg-or : leg-imini : : kgebar : x, and x
in this case is legebamini. An interesting example of

the same kind occurs in some German dialects. Of

the German personal pronouns those of the first and

second persons have a special form for the dative distinct

from the ace. : dat. mir, dir; ace. mich, dick. In the

literary language sick is the sole form for dat. and ace.

But by proportional analogy

mich : mir} . ,

,. , ,. > ::sich \x
dick : dir)

and the form sir is actually used in several places at the

present day. In other places, as there is no form sir,

mir and dir have also been given up and mich and dick

are used for the dative as well as for the accusative.

50. ii. Formal analogy appears where forms of

one word influence forms of another which
IT Trr mi.- (") Formal

belongs to a dmerent category. Inis pro- analogy, in the

duces the irregular declension of nouns and

genuine irregular verbs. In Old English foot and book

belong to the same class of nouns. Both form the plural

by a change in the root vowel. Thus instead of books

we ought to have *beek (like feet) for the plural. Book

now follows the analogy of the majority of nouns, which

have their plural in -s. In Greek SwKpar^s has the same

42
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apparent ending in the nominative as 'AAAa/JtaSry?, hence

also the accusative ^wKpdrrjv. Actov is the same word as

the Latin leo, but the genitive of the one is Aeoi/-ros, of

the other leon-is. The feminine AeWa shows that the

inflexion was originally like TCKTWI/, reVrovo?, so that the

Latin is nearer the original than the Greek. Ae'ov-ros

has arisen from a confusion with participial stems in -vr-

as TrAeW, peW and noun stems like yepw, the nomina-

tives in both cases being alike.

In Latin there was a masculine and a neuter u- stem :

(typecus corresponding to Skt. pac_us, masc., (2) pecu, Skt.

pd$u, Goth, faihu, Eng. fee (cf. pecu-nia), neut. The

masc. stem changed in two different ways ; (a) it became

neuter and made its genitive pecoris after neuter stems

like genus, pectus (where u represents an original 0),

instead of forming its cases like fructus or acus; (b) it

became fern, and made a genitive in -d-, pecu-dis, pro-

bably first *pecudis on the analogy of forms like incus,

incudis.

51. Changes in the verb are very frequent.

Formal ana- In English, as has already been men-
logy.intheverb. tioned ( 30), many verbs have passed from

the one conjugation to the other, the vast majority

transferring themselves from the old system with ablaut

to the later formation with -ed. Thus the verbs sow,

bake, climb, slit, creep and many others formed the

preterite by a change in the vowel as sew, etc., and in

various dialects they do so still
1

. Sew, beuk, clamb,

crap are still the preterites in Lowland Scotch, but in

literary English all these verbs have long formed the

preterite in -ed. The verb wear has reversed the

process and become a strong verb though originally
1
Skeat, English Etymology (First Series), 139 ff.
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weak, no doubt under the influence of bear and tear.

These strong verbs occur now so rarely that the making
of them comes within the province of the humourist; 'a

smile he smole, and then a wink he wunk' etc. Oc-

casionally, as in the case of cleave (split) a strong verb,

and cleave (adhere) a weak verb, two verbs have become

confused together in their forms. Sometimes such con-

fusions are very old; in the oldest relics of the Norse

and West Germanic dialects there is the same mixture

of the forms of flee and fly as exists in modern English.

It is probable that some parts formed from the roots dhe

'place' and do 'give' were confused even in the original

language.

In Attic Greek there is a tendency in verbs to pass

over from the -pi to the -&> conjugation; hence arise

parallel forms 8'ic-vu-/u SCIK-VV-W etc. In Aeolic the

tendency is in the contrary direction
;
thus in the con-

tracted verbs we have <i%7/u, ye'A.ai/u, 8o/a'/zu>/u and the

like. In many Greek dialects the present and aorist

infinitives end in -/xev, as in the Homeric l/x/xev, SO'/ACI/,

0e/xei/ etc. In the inscriptions of Rhodes and some other

islands there appear forms in -/*iv, t/xetv, 0e'/xeu/, 8o'/xeii>

and many others. The diphthong is produced by the

influence of the ordinary infinitives in -civ
1

.

52. In Latin the whole of the original -mi verbs

except sum have passed over to the -o conjugation, cp.

jungo with ^v'-yw/xi, do with Si'Sw/u etc.

In late and corrupt Latin formal analogy plays a

great part. In the classical period credo and vendo

make their perfects credidi and vendidi: in late Latin

pando makes pandidi as well. In early Latin steti

(stiti) is a unique formation
;
from the form with i comes

1 G. Meyer, Gr. Gr* 596.
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the Italian stetti; diedi from dedi becomes on the

analogy of this form detti; vendo, credo etc. follow the

example of the simple verb, and ultimately there are 29

Italian perfects in -etti all springing from the influence

of a single original form.

53. Another set of forms widely developed in

the Romance languages is descended from participles

which in late Latin followed the analogy of the few

forms from verbs in -uo, imbutus, acutus etc. Ruptus
was ousted in favour of rumputus, French rompu;
tonsiis was replaced by tondutus, Fr. tondu ; venditus by

vendutus, Italian venduto, Fr. vendu; visus by vidutus,

Ital. 9fdutot
Fr. vu.

54. iii. It is possible also to have a combination

of logical and formal analogy. A good ex-
(iii) Logical l ,1 i rj , f >

and formal ana- ample is the word Zevs tor ""Ziy^s correspond-

ing to an Indo-Germanic form *dieus. Ac-

cording to Greek phonetic laws this should have gen.

Aifo's, dat. Aift with ace. Zt-fjv, which actually appears

three times at the end of a line in the Iliad, viii. 206,

xiv. 265, xxiv. 331. But through the influence of formal

analogy the ordinary ending -a was appended Z^j/a
1

.

From this form, partlyby logical, partly by formal analogy,

ZTJI/O'S and Zip/i were developed, and from these forms

Plutarch makes even a plural Zr/ves. The inflexion of

TIS follows exactly the same course, and as the original

forms AID'S, Au still appear, so fragments of the old de-

clension of Tts remain in rt-o-t and in the compound
acrva or arra in Attic (

= *
a-rt-a).

55. Analogy affects also the gender of substantives.

Analogy in In ^ne Indo-Germanic languages gender
Render. wag apparently at first purely grammatical ;

1
Meyer, Gr. Gr. 2 324.
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it did not depend, as in English, upon the meaning but

varied according to the nature of the ending which the

word had. But one word soon affected another. o>o-

o-o? with a masculine ending became feminine be-

cause e/xr7 was feminine
1

; v^o-os and ^Tmpos with mas-

culine endings followed the gender of 77. In Latin,

apparently because arbos was feminine, fagus, ornus etc.

became feminine. Logical gender sometimes influenced

the grammatical gender. Venus is properly a neuter

noun like genus; when the quality 'beauty' becomes the

goddess 'Beauty/ the word naturally changes to the

feminine. Grammatical gender seems sometimes to have

changed with the phonetic change in the form. If sedes

and plebes are really the same words as eSos and TrA^flos

they are examples of this. As fides has connected with

it a rare adjective fidus-tu-s
z

,
it may have been originally

a neuter word like genus, which, having in some way

passed from *fid-us to fides in the nominative, con-

sequently changed from the neuter gender to the gender

of other words ending in -es
3

.

56. ,Analogy affects also the domain of Syntax.

Little has been done as yet in this field
4
. One or two

1 In Aeschyl. Agamemnon 561 2 dpfooi is followed by rifl^/res.

As it is preceded by \etft6vtai (? -ot) there is possibly some corruption,

but it is deserving of notice that the word is not found in Homer.
2 The formation, if trustworthy (the word exists only as

quoted by Festus), is parallel to venm-tus from Venus, vetus-tu-s

from vetus, which was itself originally a substantive identical with

the Greek fro* (f^ros), cp. 138 note.

3 For an elaborate classification of the phenomena of analogy

see Analogy and the scope of its application in language, by Benjamin
Ide Wheeler, Ithaca (America), 1887.

4 A beginning made by H. Ziemer,
*

Junggrammatische Streif-

ziige im Gebiete der Syntax,' 2. ed., 1883, is followed up by G.

Middleton, Analogy in Syntax, 1892.
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examples may be cited to show the problems which call

Analogy in
f r solution. In the original Indo-Germanic

Greek syntax.
language there existed an ablative case,

^ which indicated the starting-point of the action denoted

by the verb. In most stems ablative and genitive are

identical from a very early period, and consequently the

use of the ablative without a preposition even in the

Veda, the oldest literature of an Indo-Germanic lan-

guage which we possess, is rare with verbs of going,

coming and such like. In Homer verbs of this class

never take the genitive unless when they are com-

pounded with a preposition. But the old ablatival form

which has become adverbial may be used with them

without a preposition, KAto-o^ev lovora, oiKoOcv ^yc. The

Attic poets, however, do use the genitive alone (cp.

Soph. Antigone 417-8 x@ovo<s TV</><OS aetpa? cno/TrroV), ex-

tending the usage on the analogy of other verbs as in

TTcuSog eSearo etc. (see Monro's Homeric Grammar 152).

A parallel case is II. xvi. 811 SiSao-Ko/xevos TroAe/xoio, the

only instance of a genitive with this verb. It follows

the analogy of etSws
1 which in this meaning regularly

takes a genitive. The occasional occurrence of ei with

a subjunctive, of eav with an optative really arises from

a similar tendency, two independent constructions being
confused together. orjXov on and 0*8' on are so often

used as meaning evidently and doubtless that ultimately

they are treated quite as adverbs, cp. the ordinary use

of Sr/Aoi/oTt in Aristotle and such constructions with ot8'

on as Plato ApoL Socr. 37 B l^w^ou <5v cv otS' em KOLK&V

,
= TOVTOJV a v oloo. KQ KO. ovra.

1 See Ameis-Hentze's commentary on the passage. Cp. also

Monro, H. G. 151 d.
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57. In Latin, Plautus has many similar construc-

tions. In Miles Gloriosus 371 we find quern Analogy in

pol ego capitis perdam. The construction,
Latm 8yntax -

which also occurs elsewhere, follows the analogy of dam-

nare aliquem capitis. In the same play 619, the poet

writes

Facinora neque te decora neque tuis virtutibus.

The construction of decoriis with the abl. is unparal-

lelled, but it obviously arises from the use of the word in

the sense of dignus. Tenus, an '

improper
'

preposition,

governs the ablative on the analogy of the regular pre-

positions; but it shows that, to some extent, it is still

felt as the ace. of a noun by occasionally taking the

genitive, genus tenus 'as far as (literally, to the extent

of) the knee.' In its prepositional usage however, we

have ore tenus 'up to the mouth/ etc.

58. With this phase of analogy Semasiology the

science which traces the development of

the meaning of words is closely connected.

This science also is only in its infancy. The interest

of the subject can easily be seen from the history of

words like paganus, which originally denoted the in-

habitant of a pagus or country district. As such people
were late in receiving new ideas the modern notion of

pagan developed out of the word. Literature has thrown

even a greater slur on the villanus, first the dweller in

the farm house, then, from the position of mllani in

the late Roman empire, villein a serf and lastly villain

in its modern sense. Knave once meant only servant-

boy. In English the word has deteriorated, in German

knabe means boy still. On the other hand knight,

which also originally means boy, youth, appears in the
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sense of hero in both Old English and Old German:

in the former it retains its nobler meaning, in the latter

bauer-knecht now means farm servant. The word loon,

which appears in the ballad of Chevy Chase as the

opposite to lord,

'Thou shalt not yield to lord nor loon/

seems to have meant originally a
'

base, low fellow
'

;
in

northern Lowland Scotch it is now the ordinary word

for boy.

Another word which has had a very interesting

history is noon. This is the nona hora of the Romans

and ought therefore to mean not midday but three

o'clock in the afternoon. The cause for the change of

meaning was a strange one. It was the custom of the

pious in Early England to fast the whole day till three,

at least on Wednesdays and Fridays. But though the

spirit was willing, the flesh was weak and, by judiciously

quickening the course of time, the holy fathers salved

their consciences and enjoyed their meal three hours

earlier *.

Among the most extraordinary changes in signifi-

cation which can be historically traced are those of the

word Tripos, which is used in Cambridge University
to mean the Examination for Honours. (1) The word

is found as early as the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury, in the meaning of the three-legged stool (rptVos)

on which the Bachelor of Arts sat, who conducted the

disputation for the University with the
'

Questionists/
then to be admitted Bachelors. (2) The disputation

presently degenerated into a farce, and the Bachelor was

now expected to show his wit in personalities rather than

1 See Prof. Mayor's note on Bede in. 5.
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his wisdom in disputation ;
the name is now applied

not to the stool but to the Bachelor. (3) The next

stage was that two Bachelors made speeches of a hu-

morous character at the prior and latter acts of

Bachelor's Commencement. When these Tripos-speeches

were given up, (4) two sets of Tripos-verses had to be

written by each of the two Tripos-Bachelors. This prac-

tice of verse-writing still survives. About 1747-8 (5) the

honour-lists began to be printed on the back of the sheet

containing these verses, and from the honour-list the

name has passed to (6) the honour-examination 1
.

Innumerable examples of similar changes might be

given. These words are but a few samples of the store,

but they fully confirm the observation of Lucretius

(v. 832),

'

Namque aliud putrescit et aevo debile languet,

Porro aliud clarescit et e contemptibus exit/

59. The last point to be mentioned in this connex-

ion is that seeming violations of phonetic Borrowing of

law may often be explained by the borrow- words -

ing of forms from kindred dialects. The different relays,

if we may call them so, of English words borrowed

from Latin either directly or through the French, have

already been mentioned ( 9). Borrowing between dif-

ferent dialects of the same language is often much
harder to detect and, from the nature of the case, is

likely to be much more frequent. Communication be-

tween different sections of the same people is, in most

eases, much easier than communication with distant

peoples, who speak a language which, though possibly

1 Wordsworth's Scholae Academicae, pp. 17 21.
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nearly allied, is nevertheless quite unintelligible without

special training. Kindred dialects are likely to borrow

from one another in all the ways in which languages

borrow from one another. But they affect one another

in their syntax to a degree which mutually unintelligible

languages never do, except when the districts where they

are spoken border on each other and many of the people

on both sides of the frontier speak both languages. Dia-

lectic syntax is likely to appear largely in literature,

for literary men have always tended to be migratory,

and in former times a court which patronised letters

attracted people from all quarters. A great poet

especially, if popular, is likely to have many imitators,

who from their birth have spoken a dialect different

from his, but who will repeat his words and constructions

though strange to their dialect, merely because they

are his. His influence may be so great that the dialect,

in which he wrote, may become the standard or literary

dialect for the future, and natives of other regions will

be expected to conform to it. This they will seldom be

able to do with exactness. Traces of their original

dialect will remain. It has been remarked that some of

the best Scotch writers as Hume and Adam Smith were

never able to write correct English.
" Hume is always

idiomatic, but his idioms are constantly wrong ; many of

his best passages are, on that account, curiously grating
and puzzling ; you feel that they are very like what an

Englishman would say, but yet that, after all, somehow
or other, they are what he never would say ;

there is a

minute seasoning of imperceptible difference which

distracts your attention, and which you are for ever

stopping to analyse
1

."

1 Walter Bagehot, Biographical Studies, p. 272.
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It is well known that a foreigner, when once he has

thoroughly mastered a language, will write or speak in

it more idiomatically than a person who has been brought

up to speak a kindred dialect, although this dialect may
be, in the main, intelligible to the speakers of the

language in question. The reason is that, in the second

case, the similarities are so much more numerous than

the differences, that the latter fail to be clearly felt.

60. An example of borrowing in poetry is the word

loon just discussed. According to the regu-11 f i > i -n T -L xf Examples of
lar laws of phonetic change in English, this loan-words in

word should appear as loun or lown, a form

which sometimes occurs ; but when Coleridge makes the

Wedding Guest address the Ancient Mariner as
'

grey-

beard loon' he employs a form which is not English
1

,

but is borrowed from the Scotch of the Border ballads, as

in one of the Scotch versions of the battle of Otterburn,

* Ye lie, ye lie, ye traitor loon/

61. Caxton gives an interesting account of the

difficulty of forming an English prose style in his time.
" Common English that is spoken in one shire varieth

much from another," he says and proceeds to tell a

story of an English merchant sailing from the Thames,
who was wind-bound at the Foreland, and going on land

asked at a house for some eggs.
" And the good wife

answered that she could speak no French. And the

merchant was angry, for he also could speak no French,

but would have had eggs and she understood him not.

And then at last another said he would have eyren, then

1 In other words, the form does not belong to Mercian English,

which is the basis of themodern literary dialect, but to Northumbrian

English, of which Lowland Scotch is the descendant.
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the good wife said that she understood him well. Lo !

what should a man in these days now write, eggs or

eyren? certainly it is hard to please every man by cause

of diversity and change of language. For in these days

every man that is in any reputation in his country will

utter his communication and matters in such manners

and terms that few men shall understand them 1
." Here

there is more than a mixture of mutually intelligible dia-

lects. The form egg had indeed by this time become in-

corporated in an English dialect and, as it has happened,

in that which has become the literary language, but it

really is a Norse form introduced by the Danish invaders
;

eyren is the lineal descendant of the Old English plural

vegru with a second plural ending added, as in childer-n.

62. The classical languages, as usual, have exact

parallels to this interaction of dialects. It is

in a well-known rule of Attic Greek that in the

first declension the nominative ending after

a vowel or p is a and not
-TJ

as when other letters precede.

But this rule has some apparent exceptions. Koprj stands

for KopFrj so that the rule is not really broken; but

<f>96r), x^0/7
7>

a>< ^7 and a few others do transgress the rule
2
.

Explanation is not easy in every instance, but of those

cited <f>06r) is supposed to be a medical word taken by
Plato from Hippocrates, who writes in Ionic Greek where

17 is regular : x^ in the best period is only poetical, for

the style of Plato, in whose prose it first appears, is on

the border line between poetry and prose. Consequently,
as we have seen ( 59), it may have come from another

dialect; a^vi? is also an Ionic product, while irvorj and

-IJ
stand respectively for woFij an

1 Caxton's Preface to his Eneydos, p. 2.

2
Meyer Gr. Gr.2 48. x^7

?
too probably stands for
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63. In Latin some common words appear in forms

which are most probably Oscan. Thus both

bos and ovis are held by many philologists

to contradict Latin phonetic laws. bos

certainly does
;
as venio corresponds to jSatVoo and vordre

to f3i-f3pw-(TKiv (v being left to represent original cj-

140), so vos ought to be the Latin form for /3ovs. In

Oscan and Umbrian b is the regular representative of

this g-sound as in kumbened (Osc.)
= convenit, benust

(Umbr.) = venerit.

The difficulties which present themselves in bringing

the sound-changes of Latin under phonetic laws are

perhaps more often the result of borrowing than is gene-

rally supposed. When we remember that Rome was a

commercial town on the frontier of Latium and Etruria,

and that, according to all tradition, her population was

from the beginning composed of different tribes, the

existence of such borrowing will seem not only possible

but even inevitable.

64. The division of dialects is a subject in which

much has still to be done and on which
Dialect and

much light will be thrown by the investiga-
Langua&e-

tion of modern dialects. As in botany it is not always

easy to decide what is merely a variety and what is a

new species, so here it is hard to say where individual

peculiarity ends and dialect begins
1

. In every classi-

fication of dialects there must be much that is arbitrary.

There are very few characteristics which are peculiar to

any one dialect and shared by none of its neighbours.

When a body of people is sharply divided from its

neighbours as by living on an island, and intercourse

with the outside world is rare, peculiarities develop

1
Paul, Principien der Sprachgeschichte, p. 36.
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rapidly. This is not always owing to changes made

by the islanders ; they are even more likely to retain old

forms and phrases which presently die out elsewhere.

Greece owed its numerous dialects, partly to the character

of the country which made intercommunication difficult,

partly to the great number of independent states within

it
1

. The members of any one of these states, as being

frequently at hostilities with their neighbours or not

having much business abroad, naturally soon developed a

form of speech which was fairly homogeneous for them,

though some among them used words frequently which

others did not. On the other hand, there was an

ever increasing difference from their neighbours. As

soon as the Macedonian conquests broke down most of

the old political distinctions, the various peoples made

ever increasing use of the KOIVTJ, a dialect founded on the

Attic, the most influential of the old dialects. The

same holds good now. If communication with America

had been as difficult always as it was three hundred

years ago, and if emigration from England to America

had ceased, peculiarities in American English would have

been much greater than they are at present. In modern

times the locomotive and the steamboat ruin local

dialects as effectively as the armies of Alexander did

those of Greece. Within England itself, though dialectic

pronunciation will involuntarily long survive, dialectic

vocabulary is rapidly disappearing. The man of York-

shire and the man of Somerset will become more easily

intelligible to one another by the spread of the English

KOLvtj the literary dialect which, taught in Board

Schools and read in newspapers, is, in conjunction with

1 This second reason is of course largely dependent on the

first. Separation maintained independence.
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the more migratory habits of the people, rapidly usurping

the place of all local dialects. p.JU e

65. This part of Philology proves perhaps more

conclusively than any other the continuousJ
. Continuous ac-

action of natural forces. In the pre-scientinc tion of natural
laws.

geology frequent cataclysms were supposed
to occur in the history of the world, the record of which

then began anew. The older philologists still assert

that certain forces acted more violently at one period

than they did at others. Curtius
1

held that, in the

early history of language, analogy did not play such an

important part as it admittedly does in more recent

times. But of this there is no proof. Just as a harder

layer of rock may resist more effectually the action

of the waves and by and by become a far projecting

headland, which alters the course and character of some

ocean current and changes the geological history of the

neighbouring coast, so in the history of language there

are many events which may accelerate or retard the

action of analogy and of other forces
;
but in either case

the force is there, and has always been, though we may
not be able to trace it. In both cases many a leaf of the

history is missing, and this is true to a greater extent

for Language than for Geology, inasmuch as the history

of speech is written on a less enduring material than

that which contains the geological record.

1 Zur Kritik der neuesten Sprachforschung, p. 67.

G. P.
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v. Phonetics 1
.

66. Spoken language is the result of a number of

Definition of complicated processes, but as the individual

language, learns in his childhood to speak by imitating

other individuals, few people are aware of the complexity

of movements required in the production of a sentence.

Language is ordinarily described as voice modulated by
the throat, tongue and lips. This definition is however

very inexact. Voice is properly speaking produced only

when the vocal chords (below 67) are in action, and a

large number of sounds do not call these chords into

play at all. Indeed a conversation may be carried on

without using them, as actually is done in whispering.

Another well known definition which describes language
as 'articulate sound' is equally inexact, for in the pro-

duction of a number of the consonants called 'mutes'

or 'stops,' there is a very brief interval of absolute

silence owing to the momentary closure of the breath

passage. This is the case in the pronunciation of k, t, p
2

( 68). 'Articulate communication' might be a more

rigidly accurate definition, but in actual practice most

phoneticians are content to use 'sound,' the word which

represents the most prominent feature of language.

1 For the facts in this chapter I am indebted to Peile's Greek

and Latin Etymology
3

, chap, iv., H. Sweet's Handbook of Phonetics

and History of English Sounds 2
, E. Sievers' Grundziige der Pho-

netik 3
,
and most of all to Sievers

1

excellent summary in Paul's

Grundriss der Germanischen Philologie, vol. i., pp. 266299
(Triibner, Strassburg, 1889).

2 The fact of this closure is shown much better if these letters

are pronounced not kay, tee, pee as usual, but as ik, it, ip.
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67. In the production of these articulate sounds the

chief factors are the larynx, the cavities of
physiology of

the mouth and nose, and the lips, tongue,
^nguage.

teeth and palate. The larynx is a small cartilaginous

box at the top of the windpipe. The upper end of this

box opens into the back of the mouth. Across the

middle of this box two folds of mucous membrane stretch

towards the centre line from the sides, to which they are

attached. In the centre a slit is left between them.

The folds of membrane are the vocal chords, the slit

which is left between them is the glottis
l

. When these

chords are tightened by the action of the Breath and

muscles, they project farther towards the 7oice-

centre line than at other times, and in this tense condi-

tion voice is produced by the air blowing across their

edges, which have been brought parallel to each other,

and thus causing them to vibrate. If the chords do not

vibrate, whisper is the result. When this takes place

the air is generally in process of being expelled from the

lungs, but it is possible to produce voice by inspiration

as well as by exspiration. In ordinary breathing the

vocal chords are flaccid and, the glottis being wide

open, neither the musical note which constitutes voice,

nor the rubbing noise called whispering, is heard.

Thus sounds may be produced either with breath or

with voice, and the difference between breath .ancU

voice depends upon the slackness or tension of the vocal

chords.

The further character of the sounds of language,

apart from being breathed or voiced, depends on the

1 For a fuller account of the mechanism of speech-production
see Prof. Huxley, Lessons in Elementary Physiology, pp. 190 ff.

(revised edition).

52
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action of the other organs mentioned. A sound, in

the production of which the soft palate
Soundsnamed x

. . .,, ,

from that part of (velum) takes a prominent part, will be
the mouthwhere . 7 , . , .

they are pro- called velar, a term applied to certain very

guttural consonants. A sound produced by

the help of the tongue when approximated to the roof of

the mouth is called palatal, when approximated to the

prominences caused by the roots of the teeth, alveolar,

when to the teeth themselves, dental. When the point of

the tongue is turned back, a cerebral sound is produced.

A sound in producing which the lips prominently help is

called labial. -, **M
V-p-, y io*,.oc**^~t-b

68. The several classes of mute or stopped conso-

Mute conso- nants are known by these names. In the
nants or stops. original Indo-Geimanic language there was

a series of deep guttural sounds resembling k, g, Teh, gh,

but probably produced farther back in the mouth than

the English gutturals. These are velars ( 139 ff.), written

q, qh, g, qh. Another series of gutturals also existed.

These were produced farther forward in the mouth and

are called palatals k, kh, g, gh. On the other hand the

sounds called dentals t, d, th, dh, where th represents not

the sound in then, or thin but t followed by a breath are

in English pronunciation not dentals but alveolars, being

produced by the pressure of the tongue against the roots of

the teeth and not against the teeth themselves as they are

in German and many other languages. The labial stops

of the original Indo-Germanic language were p, b, ph, bh.

In the production of these sixteen sounds the breath

passage is for a moment entirely closed. Hence the

name mute or stopped sounds, because there is a very
brief interval of absolute silence. This can be easily

tested by pronouncing slowly and distinctly combinations
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like oka, ata, apa. The name of the sound is taken

from that part of the mouth where the stoppage takes

place. It must also be observed that, in producing all

these sounds, the nasal passage remains closed.

69. If, however, the breath passage of the mouth is

not absolutely stopped but only narrowedV . Spirants.
so tar that an exspiration produces a noise,

while the nasal passage remains closed as before, we

have a parallel series of sounds called 'rubbing sounds' or

'spirants/ which may be guttural (velar or palatal),
N

dental (alveolar etc.), or labial. Thus to every set of

stops we have a corresponding set of spirants, (a) To

velar q and g correspond sounds which phoneticians

represent by x and 3 respectively, x corresponding to

the cA-sound in (Scotch) loch, 3 to the pronunciation of

g after a-vowels in some parts of Germany as in the

word Lage. (b) The corresponding palatal sounds are

represented by x and y. (c) To t and d correspond the

two sounds found in English thin and then, represented

by the old Germanic symbols J>
and (fr (d) Similarly p

and b have their correlatives in f, v and w, though

f and v are not pure labials but labio-dentals, the lower

lip being pressed against the teeth of the upper jaw.

70. Besides
}>
and fr two other spirants correspond

to t and d. These are s and z. The tongue
r ,.. T i i /

Three classes

position tor these diners slightly from that of dental spi-

for
J>
and &which are frequently interdental,

while for s and z a groove is formed longitudinally in

the tongue. The difference between the two series is,

however, small, and foreigners in attempting to pro-

nounce
]>

and & often produce 8 and z (as in blaze)

instead, or on the other hand t and d. Other sounds

of a similar nature are sh and zh (the z-sound heard in
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seizure), which are generally classed as cerebrals, though
their method of formation is somewhat obscure.

71. An unvoiced spirant produced in the glottis

Greek spirit- itself is the Greek spiritus asper \ Con-

trast with this the ordinary A-sound ( 85).

72. If, however, p and b are produced by the same

parts of the mouth and in the same way,
Breathed and f

'

voiced conso- now do they diner from one another? p
and the corresponding sounds, t, k, q, are

produced without voice, and with the breath alone; b

and the corresponding sounds d, g, g, are produced with

voice, i.e. in the production of these sounds the vocal

chords are not only brought closer to one another but

are also made to vibrate.

Breathed and voiced sounds are also known by a

number of other names, as 'Surds' and 'Sonants,'

'Tenues' and 'Mediae/ 'Hard' and 'Soft' sounds, and of

late as 'Fortes' and 'Lenes,' a nomenclature derived

from the strength or weakness of the exspiratory effort

in their production.

73. From the spirants /, v, >, etc. ( 69, 70) we
must carefully distinguish the aspirates.

These have been already mentioned qh, $k,

kk, gh, thy dh, pk, bh. They are distinguished from the

other stopped sounds by the breath which succeeds them

before another sound is produced. Sounds of this

nature are to be found in the vulgar Irish pronunciation
of pig as p-hig, of water as wat-her etc. The ancient

Greek x> 0, <t> were sounds of this kind. In imitation

of the spiritus asper of Greek some phoneticians write

these sounds k*, g, etc.

74. Another series of sounds which must be also

distinguished from spirants and aspirates is the affri-
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cates
1

. These consist of a stop followed by the cor-

responding spirant when both belong to the

same syllable, as in German pferd, zahn Affricates,

(z
=

ts). kx appears in some Swiss dialects
2
.

75. The Indo-Germauic aspirates soon changed their

character in most languages. In the earliest Greek the

Indo-Germanic voiced aspirates gh (qji, gh, 113 I. b),

dh, and bh had become breathed aspirates kh (x), th (0)

and ph (<). In modern Greek these breathed aspirates

X, 0, <f> have become ch (as in loch), th (as in thin) and /;

that is to say they are now spirants, and there is some

evidence to show that in Greek as in many other

languages the affricates formed an intermediate stage

between aspirate and spirant
3
. The change from aspirate

to affricate seems to have begun very early, for on in-

scriptions we find x written as *% 6 as rd
y
and < as TT<.

Sometimes too a short vowel before these sounds is

lengthened, as ^ato^tTwi/e? (Clioephoroe 1049).

76. If now we put the different parts of the mouth

in the proper position to produce p, b, or t,

d, or k, g, but leave the nasal passage open,

we produce a new series of sounds m, n, ng (n palatal,

v velar) the nasals. As the nasal passage is open the

nasal sounds resemble the spirants in being
.

., How nasals

continuous, while on the other hand the differ from spi-

-,. ,
-I /v i i

rants and stops.

corresponding stops (s 66) break on abruptly.

In other respects m, n, ng are produced precisely like b,

d, g, the vocal chords vibrating in the formation of both

series.

1
Sievers, G. d. G. P. p. 282.

2 N.B. x is not the English sound but the phonetic symbol for

the velar spirant ( 69 a).

3 G. Meyer, Gr. Gr.2 210.
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77. Other sounds which resemble these in being

continuous voiced
1

sounds are the liquids

r and /. / is produced by closing the

centre of the mouth passage with the tip of the tongue,

thus resembling d, but leaving an opening at either one

or both sides. The sound varies according to the manner

in which the stoppage is made and the part of the mouth

which the tip of the tongue touches. The one symbol r

is used to denote a considerable number of distinct sounds.

Of these the most important are (1) the alveolar r pro-

nounced, when trilled, by placing the tip of the tongue

loosely against the sockets of the teeth and causing it to

vibrate with a strong breath
; (2) the cerebral r (un-

trilled) produced by the tip of the tongue turned back-

wards against the palate, and (3) the trilled r produced

by the uvula, the tip of the soft palate which hangs
downwards. English r at the beginning of words is the

untrilled alveolar
;
after t and d it is almost a spirant.

Foreigners have at first some difficulty in distinguishing

tried and chide. An unvoiced r is found in the com-

bination pr as in pride
2

,
etc. Welsh II as in Llangollen

is an unvoiced /, so is the English I in flat, help, etc.

The nasal passage is closed in the production of the

liquids.

78. In producing all the sounds which have been

enumerated, the breath passage is to some

extent obstructed, and consequently in the

case of the stops there is a moment of absolute silence

when the passage is entirely closed
;
in the case of the

1 Though these are the ordinary kind, it is possible to produce
all of these sounds without voice.

2
Sievers, Grundzuge der Phonetik 3

, pp. 107 ff., Grundriss der

Germ. Phil, p. 278.
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spirants there is a distinct noise, as distinguished from

a musical note, produced by the breath rubbing against

the narrowed passage. In the ordinary nasals and

liquids this noise is not observable, though it may be

made evident by increasing the force of the exspiration

and narrowing the breath passage. We come now to

sounds which are purely
'

voice modified by different

configurations of the superglottal passages but without

audible friction
1

/ These are the vowels. In producing
the ordinary vowels, the nasal passage is closed

;
when

it is open, nasalised vowels are produced. The factors

concerned in modifying the configuration of the mouth

passage are the tongue, the lips and the cheeks. The

tongue may be raised or lowered, drawn back, or pushed
forward

;
the lips and cheeks may be contracted so as to

round the mouth, or their position may be changed in

other obvious ways.

79. (a) Some vowels are back or guttural sounds,

i.e. the voice is modified by the approxi- classification

mation of the back of the tongue to the soft
of

JJ)

W
SJS;k and

palate as a
2

, 0, u. Others are front or front vowels-

palatal vowels, as a, e, i, u\ all of which are produced

by approximating, to a greater or less extent, the upper
surface of the tongue to the roof of the mouth.

(b) Vowels may also be classified, according to the

height to which the tongue is raised, as
(6) hiRh> mid>

high, mid and low vowels. Thus f is higher
low voweli

than e, u is higher than a.

(c) Vowels are also divided into close or narrow

1 Sweet, History of English Sounds 2
, p. 2.

2 These sounds are to be produced in the continental not in

the English manner, thus a = ah, u=oo, i = ee etc. a is an inter-

mediate stage between a and e,foru see 80.
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and open or wide vowels. If the surface of that part

(c) dose and of the tongue with which the sound is

open vowels, formed be made more convex than it is in

its natural shape, the vowel is close or narrow. Thus in

English the a of father and the u of but are both back

or guttural sounds, but the former is an open, the latter

a close sound. The vowel sounds in air and man are

both front sounds, but the former is a close, the latter an

open vowel.

(d) Lastly, vowels may be rounded or unrounded,

according to the position of the cheeks
(d) rounded , , . m, ,. ..-,

and unrounded and lips. The greatest rounding goes with

the highest vowels. Hence there are three

important degrees of rounding corresponding to the

three degrees of high, mid and low vowels. For example,

in pronouncing who, only a narrow opening is left

between the lips, in no the opening is wider and broader,

and in saw only the corners of the mouth are drawn

together
1

.

80. The vowels are often set in a pyramidal form

Examples of to illustrate these characteristics.
vowels.

The line a, e, i represents the gradual raising

of the tongue from the low to the high position ;
the

line
, o, u represents the successive stages from the

unrounded to the fully rounded vowel. These five

sounds of course only represent the most clearly marked

vowel positions. The number of intermediate stages

between these positions is infinite, because the positions

which the tongue may assume are infinite; a limited

but still a large number can be distinguished by the ear.

Thus we might have a, a 1

,
a2

,
a3

o
2
,
o

l

,
o etc. Some

1
Sweet, Handbook, p. 13. Sievers, G. d. PJwnetitf, p. 93.
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phoneticians distinguish a few intermediate grades by

such symbols as ae
, tf etc., the larger letter indicating

that the sound approximates more to a or e and so on

as the case may be. 6 is a rounded vowel like o with

the tongue position of e. It is found in such words as

the French pen and the German schon. u bears a some-

what similar relation to u and i. It appears in the

French lune, the German uber. v in Attic Greek and

the vowel represented in Latin by i or u indifferently,

as in optimus or optumus, were sounds of the same

character.

Following these principles the technical language of

phoneticians describes the sound of a in English father

as a mid-back-open unrounded vowel
;
u in the French

lune is a high-front-close rounded vowel.

A neutral or indistinct vowel, that is, an unaccented

vowel the formation of which is hard to define, is

represented by the symbol 2, because on the whole the

sound approaches most nearly to e. This vowel is

represented in English by the initial vowel of words like

against, and by obscure sounds such as the o and er of

together when carelessly pronounced.

81. The last important classification of sounds is

into those which can form a syllable by themselves
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and those which cannot. This is the most important

point historically in connexion with pho-

noiusyiiabic netics. The discovery that, besides the ordi-

nary vowels, certain other sounds could form

syllables by themselves, has done much to revolutionise

comparative philology. These other sounds are the

Sonant nasals liquids and nasals. Vowels, liquids and
and liquids. nasals are classed together as sonants while

the non-syllabic sounds retain their old name of conso-

nants. Words like fathom, smitten, brittle, German

bitter
1

might as, well be spelt fathm (as in Old English)

smitw, brit/, bitr. There would be no difference in

sound. The second syllable consists entirely of the

sound of m, n, I, r respectively. Hence philologists

represent these syllabic nasals and liquids by the

ordinary symbols with a small circle below, m, n, I, r.

As will be seen later on
( 151158), these syllabic

sounds have played a very important part in the history

of the Indo-Germanic languages.

82. All sounds may vary in length according to the

Long and short time occupied in their production, and it

is important to observe that all sonants

appear in both long and short forms. Thus we have

a, a etc. but also n, n etc. (cp. 151 fF.).

83. The manner in which one syllable is divided

Divisionof syi-
from another is also important. Thus the

combination aia may be divided into (1)

a-i-a, (2) ai-a, (3) a-ia, (4) ai-ia ( 84). In every

syllable there is one sound which is much more prominent
than any other. That sound is the sonant of the syllable.

Where two sonants seem to come together in the same

syllable, one of them really becomes consonantal. Thus,
1 In English there is no final sonant r.
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in the combination ai-a, a and i, which are both

ordinary sonants, come together in the same syllable, but

if we pronounce the combination, it is evident that a

plays a much larger part in it than i. In other words a

remains a sonant while i becomes consonantal. Similarly

in the combination a-ia pronounced a-ya, a is sonant

and i consonant. Combinations of two

sonants in the same syllable are called

The term in English is commonly re-

stricted to those combinations where the first element

remains sonant and the second becomes consonantal, as<

ay ;
but those where the first element is consonantal and

the second sonant as ya have an equal right to the title.

It is also to be observed that, though in English we

apply the term only to combinations of the ordinary

vowels a, e, i, o, u, it may be equally well applied to

combinations with nasals and liquids. Any vowel may
become consonantal in such combinations, but i and u

do so most frequently, and are then known as consonant

i and consonant u (written j, t u). When the liquids and

nasals, which are more frequently used as consonants,

are employed as sonants they are distinguished by the

names sonant liquids and sonant nasals. We shall see

later ( 258, 259) that there is exactly the same rela-

tion between en and n, etc. as between eu and u, etc.,

cp. irivOas and TrdOei (= irlgOu 157) with <evyo> and <t>vyTJ.

The vowels, nasals and liquids are the ordinary

sounds which can form syllables, s also may do so as

in the ejaculation Pst! and attempts have been made

recently to show that the corresponding voiced sound z

really did often form syllables in the original Indo-

Germanic language \

1
Thurneysen, K. Z. 30, p. 351.
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84. In passing from one sound in a word to

Glides On
anotner> a transition-sound or glide is pro-

glide and off- duced. In a combination like duo there

is a transition sound which is produced,

though not represented in writing, when the voice is

passing from u to o. Some languages do actually repre-

sent these sounds very carefully in writing. In these

we should probably find the word written duwo. w is

here the
'

off-glide' from u, the 'on-glide' to o. Similarly

there is a transition-sound produced between d and u.

Compare also ai-ia above ( 83).

85. Vowels may have a glide to introduce them if the

glottis is gradually narrowed through the

and without in- positions for breath and whisper before voice

is produced. If the stress of the breath is

changed from the vowel itself to this introductory sound,

the aspirate (h) is produced, e.g. instead of the sound a

the sound ha is heard. If the breath is kept back till

the glottis is in the position to produce voice, the vowel

is produced without a glide. If the glottis is completely
closed so that voice cannot be produced till the closure

is broken by a special impulse, an explosive sound or
'

stop
'

may be heard just before the vowel.
Spiritus lenis. m, . ,

,

J
,, . . .

This sound, the result of the opening of the

glottis, has been identified with the Greek spiritus

86. In the same way a vowel may finish abruptly
while the glottis is still in the position to

Final glide. _ .

torm voice, or it may die away through the

successive stages of whisper and breath the final glide.

87. All consonants have an on-glide and off-glide,

Consonants except when two consonants come togetherwith and with- f .

'

out glides. wnicn are iormed in precisely the same
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positions
1

. Thus the only difference hetween n and d

is that for the former the nasal passage is open, and

hence, in the combination nd, there is no glide between

n and d.

vi. Accent.

88. Of all the phonetic peculiarities of a language

accent is the most important. The term Accent used in

accent is applied to denote two things
twosemes -

which are essentially different, and hence the word is

generally used with a qualifying epithet Pitch-accent or

Stress-accent. The latter stress-accent is the form

of accent with which we are most familiar in our own

language, though it is easy to observe that in English

pitch-accent also exists to a considerable extent. For

example, observe the difference in accent which appears

in any short sentence pronounced first as a statement

and then as a question.

89. (1) Stress-accent, also known as exspiratory,

dynamic or emphatic accent, depends upon
, J[

. f, , . , , , i . i i i Stress-accent. .

the energy with which the breath which

produces any sound is expelled from the lungs ;

90. (2) Pitch-accent, also known as musical or

chromatic accent, indicates musical tone,

which depends on the number of vibrations

the vocal chords make in a given time. This accent is

most marked in
'

sing-song
'

dialects. It is well marked

in some languages of the present day, as in Lithuanian,

Swedish, and the dialect of the fishermen of the east

coast of Scotland. The most marked difference between

i Sweet, H. of E. S? p. 11.
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French and English is the less important part which

stress-accent plays in French.

91. Languages are divided into those with stress-

Languageswith accent and those with pitch-accent accord-

pitch-accent.
-

ng ag tke stress or the pitch-accent is the

more prominent. Every language, however, possesses

to some extent both forms of accent. In the ancient

Sanskrit and the ancient Greek, the rise and fall in

musical tone was very marked. The accent-signs of

these languages indicate pitch not stress. The ordinary

view that the Greek accents indicate stress is erroneous.

92. The effects of the two forms of accent are very

Effects ofpitch-
different. As every sound has a natural

pitch of its own and the pitch varies over a

considerable scale, it is only to be expected that, when a

syllable has the strongest pitch-accent in its word, that

syllable will have a high-pitched sonant.

We shall find that some vowels as e and o inter-

change largely with one another. Of these e has a

considerably higher pitch than o, and hence we may
expect to find e accompanying the highest pitch-

accent. If this theory be true (cp. 251), analogy has

affected this department of language perhaps more than

any other, but we can still find not a few instances

where the original rule apparently holds good ; compare
for example Tra-njp (= original -ter) with <f>L\o-ird-TO)p

(- original -tor unaccented).

93. On the other hand the effect of stress-accent

Effects of stress- is * emphasise one sound or one syllable

at the expense of its neighbours. More

energy is given to the accented and less to the un-

accented syllables. The unaccented syllables are slurred

over and consequently tend to disappear. Hence wher-
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ever we find syllables disappearing entirely we have

reason to suppose that there stress-accent is at work.

Thus the difference between the root vowels in <^pa>

and <opa, in Latin tego and toga, in English bind and

band, originates in a difference of pitch ;
the disappear-

ance of a syllable as in the pronunciation of history as

histry, or in the French frire, the historical develop-

ment of Latin fratrem, is the result of stress-accent.

94. Both phenomena the interchange of high and

low pitched vowels and the disappearance

of syllables can be traced back to the ori- indo-Ger. lan-

ginal Indo-Germanic language, and conse-

quently we have a right to assume that in this original

language, as in those derived from it, both forms of accent

were active, though perhaps pitch and stress-accent were

more equally balanced there than they have been in the

later development of the Indo-Germanic languages. It

may be that first one, then the other, was predominant.

95. In both pitch and stress-accent three degrees

may be distinguished the principal accent,'
Three degrees

the secondary accent and the absence or of pitch and
T , . stress-accent.

accent. In a long English word there is

really a different degree of stress-accent on each syl-

lable, but the three degrees given above are all that it is

necessary to distinguish. The secondary accent is as a

rule removed from the principal accent by at least one

intervening syllable.

96. In both kinds of accent, the syllable may have

either one or two '

accent-points.' If the
, , , , .

, Accent-points.

syllable has but one stress-accent point,

this indicates that the exspiration does not come in

jerks, but either increases or decreases in energy

uniformly, or else first increases and then decreases

G. p.
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uniformly. If the syllable has two '

stress- accent points'

the exspiration in such a syllable is not uniform, but

after a decrease of energy there is again an increase

without the continuity of the sound being so far broken

as to form two syllables
1

. Such double 'stress-accent

points
'

appear in English words like do, man, and may
be indicated by the circumflex do, man.

97. In pitch or musical accent we have to distin-

Kinds of pitch guisn
>
besides the uniform tone or monotone,

a**56"1*-
(1) the falling \ (2) the rising ', (3) the

rising-falling
/v

and (4) the falling-rising
v/

tones.

(3) and (4) are generally combined with '

double-

pointed' exspiration. Of this kind are the circumflex

accent in Greek and the similar accent in Lithuanian.

The Greek acute accent is the rising (2), the Greek

grave the falling accent (1).

98. It is to be observed that individual words as

Unaccented we^ as syllables may be unaccented.
words. These are called enclitics and proclitics,

and in such cases the whole clause or sentence forms one

word e.g. English at liome, don't; Greek es rrjv iroXiv,

etTre /xot; Latin noctes-que, in urbe etc. In the original

Indo-Germanic language this was carried to a much

greater extent : vocatives were not accented except when

standing at the beginning of a sentence, nor was the

principal verb of the sentence accented. Interesting

traces of this are left in the tendency which Greek shows

to place the accent of the vocative and of the verb as

far back as possible : thus ircm/'p but -rrarep, l-a-^ov. In

the latter example, as the augment was originally a

separate adverb, the verb really still remains unaccented.

In longer Greek words, however, such as

1
Sievers, G. d. G. P. p. 286.
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owing to a peculiar Greek law which appeared at a much
later period and which forbade the accent to be placed

farther from the end of the word than the third syllable,

the original accentuation has been obliterated.

vii. Differences (1) between English and the Clas-

sical languages and (2) between English and other Ger-

manic languages.

99. The discussion of accent has now cleared the

way to explaining the reasons for the
,.~, , . Differences be-

seeming differences between English words tween the Ger-

and those words in the classical languages indo-Germ. ian-

which philologists declare to be identically
g

the same words or at any rate their congeners.

100. Changes in the primitive Germanic period

and so affecting all the Germanic languages. 'Grimm's Law. 5

(A) Changes in Consonants (cp. 130 141).

i. The Indo-Germanic breathed stops k (q, k), t,p

became breathed spirants h (\w, x)> 1>> / :

ii. The Indo-Germanic voiced stops g (g, g), d, b

became breathed stops k (qu), t, p :

iii. The Indo-Germanic voiced aspirates gh (qh, gh\

dh, bh became voiced spirants 3, #, t and then voiced

stops, g, d, b.

These changes are known as the Germanic 'sound-

shifting' or 'Grimm's Law* (see 39).

Examples of the changes.

Greek Lat. Germanic

i. k Kap8-la cor(d) Gothic hairt-o Eng. heart

t r/aets tres ,, \>reis three

p Trotfs pes fdt-us ,, foot

(gen. 7ro5-6s) (gen-, ped-is)

62
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Greek Lat. Germanic

ii. g dyp-6s ager Gothic akr-s Eng. acre

(ace. agr-um)

d daucp-v lacr-uma ,, tagr tear

(dacruma)
l b Ttpp-T) turb-a baurp thorp

lubricus 0. E. slipor slipper-y

iii. gh x7?" h anser Gothic gans ^oose ;

dh [Tt]-^?;-Ait /a[-cio] do

bh 0^/)-w /e^-o ,, bair-a ,, &ear

101. The Indo-Germanic breathed aspirates did not

Tenuesaspi- P^Y a large Part>
an(* ^e^r ^istory IS not

ratae. ve^ known in detail. In Germanic they

became, like other breathed stops, breathed spirants.

In certain combinations, however, they became breathed

stops.

Exceptions to Grimm's Law.

102. (a) There are some seeming discrepancies

Grassmann's between the sounds of the original language
Law/ as they appear in Greek and Sanskrit and

their representation in Germanic. Thus to the root of

Trw6a.vofj.ai, TrcvO-, Skt. bodh-, the corresponding Gothic

verb is biuda (1st pers. sing.) not *piuda as might have

been expected. So Gothic binda, English bind, is from the

same root as 7rei/0epos} Skt. root bandh-. The explanation

of this is that in the original Indo-Germanic language
these roots both began and ended with an aspirate

*bheudh- and *bkendh- 9 and a phonetic law of Greek and

Sanskrit forbade roots to begin and end with an aspirate.

The explanation of the seeming anomaly is due to

1 In the original Indo-G. language b was a comparatively rare

letter
;
hence examples of this sound change are rare and doubtful.
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Hermann Grassmann and hence is known as 'Grassmann's

Law' (see 42).

103. (b) Certain combinations of consonants do not

undergo complete 'sound-shifting.'
... _

c
. ... Combinations

(i) sk, sty sp remain unchanged: Lat. not affected by

piscis, Goth, fisks (but by a later change Eng.

fish) : Lat. hostis, Goth, gasts, Eng. guest; Lat. con-spicio,

0. H. G. spelwn, Eng. spae-wife (fortune-teller).

(ii) In the combinations let and pt, t remains un-

changed. OKTCI), Lat. octo, Goth, ahtdu: Lat. nox (stem

noct-), Goth, ndhts: KXen-nys, Goth, hliftus, Eng. cattle-

llft-ing: Lat. captus, Goth. ^/fe.

(iii) Original ^ became Jtf and later ss: original

^uit-to-s, FMT-TOS, Goth, ga-wiss, 0. Eng. F wz's.

104. (c) Verner's Law. In the middle of Ger-

manic words if the immediately preceding
,. , . . , . . , Verner's Law.

sonant did not originally bear the principal Analogical ir-

, 7 , j. regularities.

accent, original k (<?, K), t,p, s are not repre-

sented by h (hw\ }>,f,s but by g (gw), d, b, r, except in

the combinations ht, hs, ft, fs, sk, st, sp. The historical

order was (1) the ordinary change into breathed spirants,

(2) a change to the voiced spirants y, <?,tr, z, and then (3)

from these into g, d, b, r. The position of the original

accent is often shown by Greek, much more frequently

by Sanskrit.

Examples.

Skt. Greek Lat. Germanic
k. yuvatjfi-s : v&K-ivdo-s :juvencu-s : Gothicjugg-s, Eng. young

t. qatdm : e-narov : centum : ,, hunda-, hund-red

p. limpdmi : XtTra^w : lippus : ,, bi-leiba, O.Eng. be-llfe

(
4 1 stick to, = 'I remain'

smear')
s. mwa : wot : nurus : 0. Eng. snoru.
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As has already been mentioned, the accent varied in

the singular and the plural of the Indo-Germanic Perfect.

Hence the discovery by Karl Verner of this law made it

at once clear why in Old English seopan (seethe) had the

singular of the perfect sea& but the plural sudon and the

participle "^e-soden (sodden), and why for-leosan (='lose
r

in meaning) had in the perfect sing, for-leas, pi. forluron,

and in the participle forloren (forlorn). As the accent

also varied in the different cases of the noun (cp. in

Greek TTOVS 7roS-os etc.) we have in German hase but in

English hare, in Gothic auso but in English ear, each

language having modelled the whole of its forms by

analogy on one part of the original noun forms. Com-

pare with this the o throughout in TTOV'S, the e throughout
in pes, though o and e both appeared in the original

declension ( 48).

Analogy has caused some other irregularities. Thus

Eng. brother corresponds regularly to an original *bhrd-

tor, but father and mother should have d instead of tliy

since they come from original *pa-tSr, *ma-t$r. The

original accentuation of these words is represented

accurately by Sanskrit only, which has bhra-td(r),pi-ta(r) y

md-td(r); Greek keeps the accentuation correctly in

<j>poLTr)p (fjjpdrwp, the more regular philological form, is

cited by the grammarians) and in Tra-njp, but has changed
it in wrrjp. Old English had correctly feeder, modor>

brofror, and according to Professor Ske&t
1

, father, mother

with th hardly appear before 1500 A.D., the manuscripts
of Chaucer having fader, moder, brother. In south-west

Cumberland and elsewhere the regular forms appear, in

northern Lowland Scotch the analogy has gone in a

1
Principles of English Etymology (First Series) 126.
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direction exactly opposed to English and produced d in

all three cases.

105. (d) Some few irregularities have arisen from

the original root having a bye-form with a Roots wtth

different final consonant produced by assi- .

bye-forms -

milation to some suffix. Thus Goth, taikno (token)

belongs to the verb teiha, Stuc-w-fu; dic-o, but comes

from a bye-form with g for L In the same way /u'yw/u

is from a root mik, and pango pepigi are forms from the

same root as pax pac-is.

B. Changes in Sonants.

106. The main differences between the Germanic

and the original Indo-Germanic sonants are
. Germanic

the following. changes of Indo-

i. Indo-G. o became a in Germanic :

,
Lat. octo, Goth, ahtdu: Lat. hostis, Goth, gasts:

oT8a, Goth. wait.

ii. Indo-G. d became Germanic : <paTwp, /ufnyp,

Lat, frater, mater, 0. English broffor, modor.

iii. Indo-G. sonant m and sonant n (m, n) appear
as um and un : a^a (= *smma), Lat. sem-el (= *smm-el],

Goth, sum-s. Negative particle : Greek a-, Lat. in, Goth.

un, Indo-G. *n.

iv. Indo-G. sonant I and sonant r
(far) appear as

ul and ur (written aur in Gothic, or in some of the

other Germanic dialects) : raX-as, O.Latin tulo (perf.

tulf), Goth, \ul-a (dialectic Eng. thole, 'bear patiently '),

all from *tll-
t
one form of the root tel-. /capvos (Hesy-

chius), Lat. cornu, Goth, haurn (Eng. horn).

107. In the primitive Germanic period, as we have

seen, the accent, although no longer a pitch but a
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stress-accent, was free to stand on any syllable as in

the primitive Indo-Germanic period. But
Changes in f .

Germanic ac- soon a further change came in, by which

the first syllable of all uncompounded words

was accented.

108. Further causes of dissimilarity in appearance

Assimilation;
between English and classical words were

final sounds. ^ different laws of assimilation of conso-

nants: (2) different treatment of the final sounds of

words.

109. At an early period the Germanic languages

a considerable part of their Noun In-

g
^
flexion. What was left in Englishwas largely

destroyed by the influence of the Danish

invasion, and still more by that of the Norman

conquest. Further dissimilarity was produced by

English words being now spelt after the Norman
fashion. Many other changes have occurred since

then. Nearly every trace of inflexion has disappeared,

and many vowel and consonantal changes too intricate

to discuss here have taken place
1

. One of those which

^help most to disguise English words is the change of g
into the spirant y which took place in certain cases.

Thus Gothic ga-, German ge-, becomes Middle English

3#, and in Shakespeare and Spenser we find it as y in

yclept, yhight. Final g in similar wise appears some-

times as -dge, as in midge, 0. E. mycg, through the

intermediate stage migge, sometimes as -gh as in borough,

0. E. bur(u}g. Final g first became ght
or h, burrh, and

then passed into ^h before e. Another change of the

1 For a full account of these changes see Skeat's Principles of
E. Etym. (First Series), chap'. xix.,,and Sweet's History of English
Sounds.
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same kind is that of the 0. E. palatal -sound in cild-re

into the affricate ch of child, etc.

no. The spelling of modern English is little dif-

ferent from that of Shakespeare's time, but
English speii-

the pronunciation has changed immensely
in the interval

1
. Hence our spelling, which now bears

comparatively little relation to our pronunciation, is a

help to the beginner in tracing the connexions between

the words of English and those of other tongues, but is

really a stumbling-block in tracing the history of the

English language itself because, as the spelling is con-

stant, the incessantly varying pronunciation has to be

traced out laboriously from other sources.

in. It is this incessant change in the sounds and

forms of words which makes comparative,.,,.., ill c -,1 Value of early

philologists always deal by preference with forms in phiio-

the earliest accessible forms of any Ian-
ogy '

guage, these being naturally less removed from the ori-

ginal type than later forms which have undergone a

number of further changes. Isolation and separate de-

velopment make people of the same family speak a

different dialect : the same causes make their descend-

ants speak languages which are mutually unintelligible,

and which at first sight bear no resemblance one to

another.

112. Hence languages so nearly related as High
German and English differ widely in both

T ml i j Hih German
vowels and consonants. The most marked consonant

cause of this was the second or High Ger-

man mutation of consonants, which appeared within his-

1 Besides Sweet's H. of E. S. compare also A. J. Ellis's great

work Early English Pronunciation, the fifth and last volume of

which appeared in 1889.
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torical times
1

. It began about 600 A.D. in the most

southern districts of German}7
" and spread gradually

northwards, but never covered the whole German area.

Nor were all the sounds affected everywhere. The centre

of the change was in South Germany where the original

population had been Keltic, and as the effect moved

farther from the centre it became weaker and less

marked. The northern districts were almost untouched

by it.

i. (a) t was first affected, becoming the affricate z

(= ts) at the beginning of words : Eng. tooth, German

zahn; Eng. two, Germ. zwei. In the middle and at

the end of words it became a spirant z and is now a

simple s-sound. Eng. foot, Germ, fuss ; Eng. let, Germ.

lassen.

At a later period other sounds were affected.

(b) In the middle and at the end of a word Ger-

manic k appears now as the spirant ch (x), after having

passed through the stage of the affricate kch (k\). Thus

Eng. speak (0. E. also sprecan), Low Germ, spreken,

H. Germ, sprechen: Low Germ, ik, H. Germ. ich. In most

districts k at the beginning of words remained intact.

(c) In the middle and at the end of words p became

f: Eng. sheep, Germ, schaf; Eng. sleep (Goth, slepan),

Germ, schlafen. Initial p remained in some districts,

but became pf in most. Eng. pound (0. E. pund),

Germ, pfund*.

1 For a brief but clear account of this see Wright's Old High
German Primer, 58 f.

2 This word is interesting as a Latin word pondus borrowed

at an early period in the history of both English and German and

making the following changes exactly in the same way as the

native words.
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ii. The voiced stops g, d, b ceased to be voiced at

an early period, and hence became confused with k, t,

p, from which they differed only in the smaller energy

with which the exspiration was produced. Hence to the

stranger, g, d, b as pronounced in South Germany sound

in many cases exactly like k, t, p. Hence also the con-

stant variation in spelling : Inns-pruck, Inm-bruck, etc.

d is almost invariably represented by t : Eng. daughter,

H. G. tochter; Eng. deed, H. G. tat, etc.

iii. Still later and independently the spirant th (}>)

became d over the whole area. Eng. brother, Germ.

bruder.





PART II.

SOUNDS AND THEIR COMBINATIONS.





viii. Indo-Germanic sounds.

113. Of the sounds discussed in Chapter v. the

original Indo-Germanic language had the following :

A. Consonants.

1. Stops :

(a) Breathed, p, ph ; t, th ; k, kh ; q, qh.

(b) Voiced, b, bh ; d, dh ; g, gh ; q, qh.

As the history of the original breathed aspirates ph,

th, kh and qh is in many respects still obscure, these

sounds will not be discussed here.

2. Spirants :

(d) Breathed, s.

(6) Voiced, z
t w, y.

Some authorities recognise also a guttural spirant

to account for such equivalents as Skt. ha, Gk. ye ;
Skt.

aham, Gk. ey<o. It is also suggested that besides s,

there was an original sh (s)
1
. Collitz finds this sound

in Skt. kse-ti, Zd. sae-ti (3 sing.), Gk. /CTI-O>, Lat. si-no

and possibly in Gk. KTI-A.OS
'

tame, quiet/ Lat. silere,

Goth, silan
'

to be silent, keep quiet
'

;
all from an Idg.

1
Collitz, B. B. xvin. 201 ff. If this theory is correct probably

Skt. ksam-, Gk. x^^v ought to be derived rather from an original

root with initial yhs- than from a combination with original z as

it is given by Bartholomae and Brugmann (Gr. Gr.2
46).
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root *ksei. From two separate roots of identical form

ghsei, he derives (1) Skt. ksdy-ati 'controls' (3 sing.),

ksa-trd- 'lordship,' Zd. hsa-]>ra 'kingdom,' Gk. i- </>#!-

//.os and possibly <0avw, (2) Skt. ksi-na-ti 'destroys', Zd.

hsi fern, 'misery,' Gk. <j>0uu, <0iVa>, <f>0eip<a.

The spirant y has to be carefully distinguished from

the consonant z-sound i, but in none of the descendants of

the original Indo-Germanic language have these a dif-

ferent representation except in Greek (
=
#,'

=
i). There

is still greater difficulty in distinguishing w from u.

Hence, as in most cases there was probably no strong

rubbing or spirant sound, most philologists represent

both original sounds indifferently by u.

3. (a) Liquids, /, r.

4. (a) Nasals, m, n, n, &.

n and n are the nasals which occur in conjunction

with palatal and velar consonants respectively ( 76).

114. B. Sonants.

3. (ft) Liquids, IT; J,f.

4. (b) Nasals, m, n, n, n:

m, n, n. n.
o ' o 7 o' o

5. Vowels, , e, i, o, u,

a, e
y ~i, o, u,

z is also classified by some authorities as a sonant as

well as a consonant.

115. C. Diphthongs.

6. The combination of a, e, o with i and u makes
the ordinary twelve diphthongs,

ai
t ei, oi; au, eu, ou;

di, ei, oi; au, eu, ou.
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ix. Attic Greek alphabet and pronunciation.

116. To represent the Greek developments of

these original sounds the Attic dialect had the following

symbols after 403 B.C., when the Ionic alphabet was

officially introduced 1
:

1. Stops :

(a) Breathed, TT, <f> ; T, ; K, x-

(b) Voiced, /?; 8; y.

2. Spirants :

(a) Breathed, s (<r) : in conjunction with breathed

consonants and when between sonants or final.

(b) Voiced, o- : in conjunction with voiced con-

sonants, as in cr/3eVw/u,i (= zb-), o\oo--8oT09 (=zd).
Greek represented u by F a symbol lost in Attic and

Ionic but preserved in other dialects, y is represented by

, which has also other values
;

i has in one or two dialects

a symbol for itself; elsewhere in some positions it dis-

appears, in others it becomes the spiritus asper
'

(see

170 ff.).

3. Liquids: A, p.

4. Nasals : /*, v, y (= n and ).

5. Vowels: a, , i, o, v, >/,
w.

In Attic Greek rj represents not only original e but

also in many cases original a.

The remaining letters of the Attic alphabet and

i/' represent respectively a guttural + s and a labial + 5.

For the other symbols of the Attic alphabet, which have

only a numerical value, see Appendix.

1 For the other Greek dialects and their alphabets see Ap-

pendix.

G. P. 7
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6. Diphthongs : <u, ,
ot

; av, ev, ov
;

vt.

a, 27, (p at the end of words represent di, ei, di.

Elsewhere diphthongs with a long sonant shortened the

sonant before a following consonant. Hence only the

series with a short sonant is preserved. But in some

cases we can tell by comparison with other languages
where an original diphthong with a long sonant stood,

e.g. Zev's = Skt. dydus, original *dieus; linrois = Skt.

d$vdis, original ekuois (see 181, 3).

vi is a diphthong, which apparently did not belong to

the original language, but arose in Greek through the

loss of a consonant and subsequent contraction, e.g.

tSvta represents an older fi<W-ia. wo's represents an

original *su-io-s not *sui-o-s.

Pronunciation.

117. 1. Stops. The breathed and voiced stops

Ancient and present no difficulty, the pronunciation

nuSSion'
P
*S being in the classical period approximately

that of the corresponding English sounds.

In the popular dialect y at an early period became a

spirant between vowels, and Plato the comic poet charged

Hyperboles the demagogue (murdered 411 B.C.) with

pronouncing oXiyos as oXtos, that is oliyos. On papyri

there is often a confusion between g- and ^-sounds, as

in vytyoms for vyuuVeis, but this did not occur in the

speech of cultured Athenians. In modern Greek y, 8,

and /? have all become spirants y, ct, v.

The aspirates <j>, 0, x were pronounced as p\ t\ k\ not

as/j >, ch ( 73). For otherwise we could explain neither

(a) the aspiration of IT, T, K before the rough breathing

(e<* w, dvO' ov, oi>x OTTWS), nor (b) the representation of
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the Greek aspirates in old Latin by breathed stops :

e.g. Pilipus = lXunro?, tus=0vos, calx = x<jXi.

118. 2. As already mentioned ( 116, 2), s had two

values s and z. The Greek did not Pronunoiation

correspond to the English z but was pro-
of ^

nounced as zd, whether it represented an original zd- or

an earlier dz- sound formed from 83 or y, as in Zcv? and

vyoV (see 144). This is shown by the following facts.

(a) SioVSoros, 0o'o-8oTos etc. are found sometimes

written SIO'^OTOS, 0o'oTos etc. even in the same dialect.

So 'A&7'vae is undoubtedly 'A^Vag-Se 'Athens-ward/

(b) v disappears before
, o-u-^v, (n>-evyi/vVai etc.

This could only happen if was zd not dz, for v remains

before 3, roVSe etc.

(c) zd in foreign words was represented by as

in 'Qpo-/xa7s = Ahura-mazda (Persian deity).

At a later period the sound of sank to z.

119. 3. p was a dental r. The spiritus asper,

which is written with p, indicates that it Pronunciation

was breathed not voiced. But on inscrip-
of(i -

tions this breathing is found only once
,
PHOFAISI

(from Corcyra) = poawrt.

120. 4. p was apparently a weak sound before some

consonants, as on old vase-inscriptions Pronunciation

forms like o#, w'<^ (for op^A w></>^)
oftheGk.nasals.

appear.

The pronunciation of -yv- in yi'yi>o/>uu etc. is uncer-

tain, but later the y-sound disappeared, as is shown by

121. 5. a was pronounced as ah. was a close

vowel approaching t
;

this is shown by the
Y- f , , ^ ~ mi Pronunciation

contraction ot cc into ti as in IACITC. That of the vowels.

at a very early period this vowel was not

72
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so close is shown by the contraction of the augment

with into 17 ;
thus e + o-0tov becomes faOiov not ct-

0-010V. o was also a close sound approaching u (= 00),

whence the contraction of oo into ov as in fyXovre, but it

had once been more open, as is shown by the contraction

with the augment into o> : otycAov not ov<eXov.

In Attic v became at an early period u
;
hence Attic

Greek had, like French, to represent a pure

w-sound by ou (ov). In the diphthongs av,

ev, ov, however, v retained its original value of u. rj was

an open sound, as is shown (1) by its often

representing the d of other dialects, as %/,os

= Doric Sa/xos ; (2) by the fact that e<* contracts to rj

(Tuxn -
rei'xea) ;

and (3) since by it the comic poets

represented the cry of the sheep (o 8' iJXi'&o? wo-Trep

irpo/Sarov (3rj (3rj Xeywv /?aSici). w was also an open

sound.

122. 6. In ei and ov two different values have to

be distinguished : (1) the original or proper
Proper and _ . , ,

. , T / c> /

improper diph- diphthongs et and ov as in ActTTw, O-TTOVOT; ;

thongs. Pro- . . , ,. , , , . , ,,
nuncmtion of et (2) the improper diphthongs which are the

result of contraction, ^tXctre, S^XovVe. In

the Attic inscriptions of the early period such words as

Aei7ra> and o-TrovSrf are always written with the diphthong,

while the vowel-sound of contracted syllables is repre-

sented by e and o only, not and ov. Whether these two

classes of sounds were still distinguished at the end of

the fifth century B.C. or whether both proper and improper

diphthongs were already pronounced as close e and u

respectively is much disputed
l

.

In the diphthongs at, , ot, vt there was a constant

tendency to drop the consonantal t before vowels.

1 Blass3 10. Brugmann, Gr. Gr* p. 34.
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Thus Tas ij/uo-ca? is cited by a grammarian from

Thuc. vin. 8
;
we have TrXeov as well as

History of <u,

TTOCLV as well as Troieiv and oios
" ot' ut>

etc. scanned with a short first syllable ;
in the

fourth century B.C. vto's is written almost uniformly vo's

though v is still scanned as long
1

.

In the diphthongs a, y, a>, which were always written

in ancient times with t on the line AI, HI,
Pronunciation

121 the i ceased by the second century B.C. and history of

to be sounded, y had apparently become
?1

a close e much earlier. The modern method of writing

these diphthongs begins with manuscripts of the twelfth

century of our era
2
.

x. Latin alphabet and pronunciation.

123. To represent the Italic development of the

original Indo-Germanic sounds Latin had
ph

r

53j|t
Latin al"

the following symbols.

1. Stops:

(a) Breathed, p ; t ; c, k, q.

(b) Voiced, b; d ; g.

2. Spirants :

(a) Breathed,/; s; h.

(b) Voiced, v (=tf), i, now written.;' (=|).

3. Liquids, /, r.

4. Nasals, m, n.

5. Vowels, a, e, i, o, u.

y and z were introduced from Greek in Cicero's time,

y to represent v = u, z to represent . The symbol for z

had existed in the original Roman alphabet, which was

.
2 Blass3 13.
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borrowed from the Western Greek alphabet, but it had

been dropped when the old Latin sound it represented

disappeared ( 125). x is merely the combination ks.

6. Diphthongs ai, el, oi; au, eu, ou.

These forms are the forms of the earliest inscriptions.

In the Augustan period ai was represented mostly by ae
y

ei by i, oi by u and oe; au remained except in the vulgar

dialect, where it appeared as o ; original eu appears only

once in a doubtful fragment, becoming elsewhere always

on even in the earliest records. Before the Augustan

period ou had become u ( 179).

The Indo-Germanic diphthongs with long sonant

have all passed into other sounds ( 181).

Of later origin are the diphthongs eu and ui in seu,

neuter, cui.

Pronunciation.

124. 1. Stops.

p and b were pronounced as in English, d was dental,

not alveolar like English d ( 68). In pro-
Ancient and . . . f . \ -

modern promm- nouncmg t the blade of the tongue touched
elation of stops. , ., . ,, , TT ,, . ,

both teeth and gums. Hence at all periods

of the language tl had a tendency to change into cl,

there being an almost inappreciable difference between

them, when t was pronounced a little farther back and c

a little farther forward in approximating to the position

for I. c and k were pronounced alike, c having except in

a few words taken the place of k (see Appendix), ti

and ci never became a sibilant as in the English sedition,

patrician but were pronounced separately, c was never

pronounced as s
t
as in English circle. With very rare

exceptions q occurred only along with u. g was always
a genuine stop, never the affricate j as in gibe, etc. In
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some of the other dialects of Italy these voiced sounds

seem to have been pronounced almost as breathed

sounds.

125. 2. / was pronounced as in English, h was

not so strong probably as the corresponding pronunciation

English sound but rather, like the Greek TaL^&ts!
', represented a breath. Later it entirely

S> h
> s> v*

t (fi'

disappeared. Hence the late forms anser, arena for

earlier *hanser (not found in the literature), harena.

s was always breathed. It never had the value of z.

When combined with a voiced consonant, the consonant

became breathed. Thus a Roman said apstineo even

when he wrote abs. In old Latin there was a voiced

s (= z\ which between 450 and 350 B.C. changed into r,

whence laborem (ace.) for older labosem, Furius for

Fusius, etc.

v, which was the only symbol the Romans had for

both the vowel u and the consonant v, was, when con-

sonant, pronounced probably not so strongly as the

English w, but more as the French ou in oui. In the

same way i had both the vowel and the consonant value

in ancient Rome
; j is a modern improvement on the

Roman alphabet. The consonant value of i was that of

the English y.

The Romans objected to the combinations uu and ii.

Hence they kept servos not serum, for the nominative

sing. ; cum, quom or even qum not quum ; the genitive

singular of nouns in -ius in the best period was always

contracted : ftum etc.
;
the nominative plural of such words

is found on inscriptions in -iei. Sometimes where i was

written, yi was pronounced, as in abicit = abyicit.

126. 3. / was pronounced by placing Tlie utin

the tongue against the teeth and gums ;
r ll(iulds -
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126

was alveolar and strongly trilled in any position in the

word.

127. 4. m at the beginning of a word was pro-

nounced as in English; n was dental, n
Pronunciation n i i i i / 7

and history of at the end of a syllable and before c, k,
the Latin nasals. ,

J
,

'

q, g was guttural n and pronounced like

English ng ;
thus incipit was pronounced ingkipit and

so on. m and n in all other cases at the end of a

syllable or a word became a very weak sound, and con-

sequently in the inscriptions is represented indifferently

by either m or n. In modern books the nasal is gener-

ally assimilated to the following consonant
;
m is written

before the labial p, n before the dental d and so on.

But the Romans themselves wrote Canpani as well as

Campani, tuemdam as well as tuendam. Before h, i, u

and vowels, m disappeared entirely. Hence the form co

of the preposition com (cum) in cohibere, coicere, coven-

tio, coactum, coerceo, coire, etc., cp. also circu-eo. n

disappeared before s. Thus Cicero preferred megalesia
to megalensia, etc.

;
cosol for consul is very frequent on

inscriptions. The nasal was also left unpronounced
before gn, i-gnotus, co-gnomen

1

.

128. 5. Seelmann
2
considers that old Latin resem-

The Latin bled English in a tendency to make its

fi
8

: o'
} $1 u, simple vowels into diphthongs and in the

manner in which it produced its vowel

sounds generally.

In the earlier period d was apparently a more open

1
Seelmann, Awsprache des Latein, p. 268 ff. How far e and

o were nasalised (as in French en, on) when n was not written is

uncertain. Some consider the pronunciation of ignotus to have

been Ingnotus.
2
Aussprache des Latein, p. 158 ff.
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sound than a, but in the Augustan period of Latin the

two sounds seem to have been quite similar, and pro-

nounced like the vowel sounds in English aha !
l

Later

the sound approached more closely to e. In Latin e was

an open, e a close sound, Latin in this respect showing
the exact reverse of Greek. I was also an open
sound resembling the sound in English miss, thick*, and

hence in the Romance languages has been extensively

confused with e\ hence too final ? being unaccented

changes to e. 1 was a close sound as in English

machine, o and u were open, o and u close sounds.

o and u were very similar in sound and there is a con-

stant change of o to u in the later Empire. The sound

u appeared in those words where i or u is written indif-

ferently, as in optimus, optumus, etc.

129. 6. ai had become ae in writing by 100 B.C.,

though even in Cicero's time the pronun-
ciation of the second component of the diphthongs, ai,

j. 1,1 ,1 / ei, oi, au, eu, ou.

diphthong was that of a very open ^. ae

gradually approached nearer and nearer to e, but did not

become identical with it till the fifth century A.D.
3

ei

became a monophthong very early and is found repre-

sented by e, ei and i
;

i finally prevailed, oi became oe

about the same time as ai became ae. Later it passed

into u through the intermediate stage of oe. au had a

tendency towards a long o sound, as in the Clodius of the

popular speech for the Claudius of the upper classes.

eu, as already mentioned, has almost disappeared in the

earliest remnants of Latin
;

it exists by contraction in a

1 Pronunciation of Latin in the Auguntan Period (a small pam-

phlet published by the Cambridge Philological Society), p. 2.

2 Seelmann, p. 198.

3 Seelmann, p. 224.
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few words, as neu, etc., and was undoubtedly pronounced

ek-oo\ ou, which is written till after 100 B.C., was pro-

nounced u. ui was never commonly recognised by the

Romans as a diphthong
2
. It occurs only by contraction

in a few forms, cui, etc.

xi. History of the original Indo-Germanic sounds in

Greek and Latin.

130. I. Stops.

A. Labial Stops.

Indo-G. p = Skt. p, Gk. TT, Lat. p, Eng. /, v (= earlier

b) medially under certain conditions, Letto-Slavonic p.

In Keltic p disappears entirely except before another

consonant, wThen it becomes a spirant.

ira-Typ : Lat. pa-ter : Eng. father

Trau-pos : Lat. pau-cus : Eng. few
eir-rd : Lat. sep-tem : Eng. seven (Goth, sibun).

For IT = original q see under D ( 139).

In English / sometimes represents not only original

En lish/=ori-
aS *n four>

gmai&andf. fidwor, Lat. quattuor ; flee, German fliehen,

is supposed to come from a root *tleuk-.

131- Indo-G. b = Skt. b, Gk. ft Lat. b, Eng. p
Letto-Slav. b. There is no certain example in Keltic

(Brugm. Grundr. i. 519 n.).

This sound is very rare in all the Indo-G. languages

( 100 note).

j3dp-/3ap-o-s : Lat. bal-bu-s

Lat. lub-ricus : Eng. slippery (
100 iii).

1 Pronunciation of Latin (C. P. S.), p. 3. Seelmann, p. 228.
2 Seelmann, p. 222.
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For (3
=

original g see under D ( 140).

132. Indo-G. M = Skt. bh, Gk. <f>, Lat. /initially,

medially, Kelt. 6, Eng. 6, Letto-Slav. b.

<t>epu : Lat. /m> : Eng. bear

<t>pd-Tijp : Lat. fra-ter : Eng. brother

yo/A-0o-s : Eng. co/nb, Germ, kamm
: Lat. amb-itu-s : 0. Eng. ymb

' round.'

For < =
original gfi

see under D ( 141).

B. Dental Stops.

133. Indo-G. * = Skt #, Gk. T, Lat. t, Kelt, t, Eng.

(d medially under certain conditions), Letto-Slav. t.

Eng. thin

Eng. thrill 1

Eng. bro-ther

Eng. and

Eng. loud (O.E. Wfid)
2

Eng. (1) beareth.

rep-e-rpo-v

K\V-TO-$

Skt. (1) bhdrati)

Lat. tenu-is

Lat. ter-e-bra

Lat. frater
Lat. awte

Lat. in-clU'tu-s

Lat. (2) /erf
(2) fcfofrtf I

For Greek T= original # see under D ( 139). Greek

T before t sometimes remains, sometimes be-
. . . Treatment of

comes o-. The following are the pnncipal original a iu

cases. T remains in all Greek dialects

(a) after o-, iribris, (6) at the beginning of words, no-is,

(c) before accented t, aims, /JcA/nW, (c?) before final t in

paroxyton words, In, opri. T in the middle ofwords before

an unaccented t becomes o- in all dialects, 0r, TTO'O-IS

(Latin potis). The Ionic, Attic, Cyprian, Arcadian and

Aeolic dialects changed T before final t in proparoxyton

words into o-, Attic rtOrj-a-t, q^xnxrt, Doric rfflrj^ri,

1 The word originally meant 'to pierce;' the noun =' hole' is

preserved in nos-tril.

2
Cp. 167 and note 3 there.
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But a considerable number of words are left which trans-

gress the rule and have to be explained as owing their

form to the analogy of other cases or of compound forms
1

.

In Latin tl very early became d
y periclum, etc,

( 124).

134- Indo-G. d = Skt. d, Gk. 8, Lat. d, Kelt, d,

Eng. t, Letto-Slav. d.

Gk. Lat. Eng.
dvu : duo : two

deiK-w-fii : dico (older deico) : teach (0. E. tcecean), token

6-dovs : dens (weak stem = *dnt-) : tooth (O. E. to}> from *tan\>)

Kapd-la : cor(d) : heart.

For Greek 8 = original g see under D ( 140).

In a few Latin words initial d before a vowel and

Latin i = ori-
medial d between vowels become /, lacruma,

Sa/cpv ;
odor

,
but oleo ; sedeo, but solium,

etc. This happens also to a certain extent in Sanskrit.

The change is an easy one, the only difference between

d and I being that in pronouncing I the breath escapes

at one or both sides of the tongue, while in pronouncing
d the mouth passage is entirely closed, though the tongue
is otherwise in the same position as for /

2
.

135. Indo-G. dk = $kt. dh, Gk. 0, Lat. / (initially),

b and d (medially), Kelt, d, Eng. d, Letto-Slav. d.

6vpa : Lat. foras (
= *dhuorans) : Eng. door (0. E. duru, dyre)

t-e-rj-K-a : Lat. fe-c-i : Eng. do

e-pv6-po-s : Lat. ruber (stem rub-ro-) : Eng. ruddy, red

oVd-ap : Lat. ub-er : Eng. udder (0. E. uder)

Homeric ^.eo-o-os (= */j.ed-io-s) : Lat. med-ius : Eng. middle

Homeric ^eos : Lat. viduos : Eng. widow etc. (21).

1 P. Kretschmer, KZ. 30, p. 589.
2 The variation between I and d seems to mark a dialectic dif-

ference (Conway, Indogermanische Forschungen, vol. n. p. 157 ff.).
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For Gk. =
original qli

see under D ( 141).

In Latin b appears for Indo-G. dh before and after

original r, before / and possibly after m; in
Orig dh=L&i

all other cases Indo-G. dh probably changed
b and d -

medially to d.

In Latin / sometimes appears to represent original

dh in the middle of words, as in rufus, which Ori dh not=

is akin to ruber. But rufus is borrowed Lat./mediaiiy.

from some one of the other Italic dialects in which dh

was regularly represented by/

C. Palatal Stops.

136. Indo-G. k = Skt. f (Zend s), Gk. K, Lat. <?, Kelt.

c, Eng. h (but see 100 i.), medially under certain con-

ditions g, Letto-Slav. sz in Lithuanian (pronounced sh), s

in Lettic and Slavonic.

It will be observed that while Greek, Latin and

Keltic keep the hard &-sound (which is re- The two kinds

presented in English by h according to the &S
t

SS3^
regular change under Grimm's Law), the ation*

Iranian and Letto-Slavonic languages change it to some

form of s. In consequence, these languages throw valu-

able light upon the nature of the -sound in other

languages where k, g, gh and q, g, qh have been fused

together and are represented by the same symbol, as is

the case occasionally in Greek, frequently in Latin, and

always in Irish. The Italic dialects however and those

branches of the Keltic languages which represent ori-

ginal velars by labials ( 15) also help us to ascertain

the nature of the original gutturals. It is customary to

represent a guttural, the nature of which (owing to the

lack of cognates in other dialects) it has been found im-

possible to determine, by the ordinary guttural symbols

^ 9> 9^ without any distinguishing mark.
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Skt. Gk. Lat. Eng.
K\ivb) : cli-no : lean (0. E. hlainan infinitive)

cli-vus : low in Lud-loic etc. (O.E. hlaw)
: Lith. szly-ti

cva(n) : KVUV : canis 1
: hound (0. E. hund)

daqa : 5eKa : decem : ten (Goth. taihun= *tehy 148)

yuva-^d-s : vd-x-ivdos : juven-cu-s : young ( 104).

Exception.

Owing to the strong labial sound u which originally

followed, Indo-G. k in *ekuos is represented in Greek by
TT in iTTTros. So too in the word quoted by Pliny from

Gallic epo-redia, and in the tutelary deity of horses

Epona, a borrowed word in Latin. The aspirate in

?7r7ros, which is not original, since the Skt. form is dpsas,

the Latin equos, was possibly produced by an early

fusion of the article o with the initial vowel
2
.

137. Indo-G. g = Skt. j (Zend z), Gk. y, Lat. g t

Kelt. gt Eng. k, Letto-Slav. z (in Lith.), z (in Lettic and

Slavonic).

As Skt. j represents not only g but also q before

original palatal vowels, the Zend and Letto-Slavonic

show best the nature of any #-sound.

Zend

zantu ('family')

zanva ('knees,' pi.)

Gk.
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138. Indo-G. gh = Skt. h (Zend z) ;
Gk. \ ;

Lat. initi-

ally h and perhaps f, medially k and g (when following

n) or lost altogether; Kelt. g\ Eng. g, y (later); Letto-

Slav. z (in Lith.), z (in Lettic and Slavonic).

From this it will be seen that in Zend, Keltic, Ger-

manic and Letto-Slavonic there is no longer any dis-

tinction kept up between the original aspirated and

unaspirated voiced sounds.

Skt. Gk. Lat. Eng.

yfyv :anser(125) : goose (O.H.G.gam)
: Lith. zafiis

himd- : 1
v ~Xl/uos l

; hiemps (p euphonic) : gimmer
]

Ihumus \

Jhomo (0. L. hemo\

I
=terrae filius] j

bride-groom (Goth.

guma)
: Lith. zmo-fjus

(yawn (O^E.ganian

{hi-areS \ and ginan)

veh-o :

\

Wei9h
^

(wain (O.E. wtegn)

: Lith. vezu

-e-w 3
: mingo : O.E.mlgan(Goih.

maihstus 'urine').

1 Dialectic and Scandinavian = a lamb that has lived through

one winter. Wether has a similar meaning, but comes from the

same root as TOS, Lat. vetus, vitulus (?) and so 'yearling.' Cp. the

origin of bimus in Latin = bi-himus 'two winters old.'

2 This word is not connected with ^xw which is in no way
related to Lat. veho. The aorist %-<TX-O-V shows that the root of

xw is *segh- . For the change of meaning in E. weigh cp. ?\KU>,

which is also used of weighing.
3 For a similar root see under gh and Feist, Grundriss d. Goti-

schen Etymologie, s.v. maihstus.
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Exception.

Apparently x /a) W-w
> *X va

) must be connected

with Latin fundo, 0. E. geotan, dial, gowt = 'sluice' in

Lincolnshire (Goth, giutan), where / represents gk, and

as yet no satisfactory explanation has been given of

this irregularity
1

. Other words with initial/ interchang-

ing with h, as folus or holm 'vegetable,' fariolm or

hariolus, are explained by the hypothesis that the forms

with/, as rufus ( 135), are not Latin but Sabine.

h for original gk when between vowels or before i

often disappears in Latin
;
nemo = *ne-hemo, nil = nikil.

So also major from *makior ; aio from *ahid or *dhio ;

meio from *meiko*.

D. Velar Stops.

139. Indo-G. q = Skt. k, c
;
Gk. K, TT, T

;
Lat. qu, c

(Oscan and Umbrian p) ;
Kelt. Irish etc. c, "Welsh etc. p

( 15 vi.) ; Eng. hw (written wk) t
h and, medially under

certain conditions g ;
Letto-Slav. k, retained in Lith.,

but passing into other sounds in Slavonic.

Here and in velar sounds generally Greek, Latin,

Keltic and Germanic follow one line of development,

indo-G. lan- Sanskrit and Letto-Slavonic another. In

mtotwp groups
tne first class very many words show that

ment
h
of

rth^ a slignt w-sound was developed after the

velar. That it was not a strong sound is

shown by the fact that it does not make strong position

when combined with the guttural. Cp. ITTTTOS = *ek-

1 Buck (A. J. P. xi. p. 215 f.) holds that / in fundo is due to

the u following. It is too common a word, he says, to be Sabine.

But English take is even more common and yet is Danish
( 10).

2 Brugmann, Grundr. i. 510. Stolz2 52.
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uos with cTTo/xat
=

*seq~o-mai. Both are represented

in Latin by qu. The reason for the parting of the

Indo-Gr. languages into two groups in this matter re-

mains still to be discovered
1

. Even languages which

follow the same line of development, do not all show

this w-sound in the same words. Even different dialects

of the same language disagree. Thus the common Gk.

form is TroVepos, the Ionic leorepos ;
to Attic TI'S the equi-

valent form in Thessalian is KI'S. Osthoff argues that

there were originally three series of guttural p9S8ibly three

consonants, making the velars which are

not followed by u the third intermediate or
1

palato-velar' series
2
.

i. With labialisation by u.

(a) Before o-vowels, nasals and liquids whether

sonant or consonant
3

: Gk. TT
;
Lat. qu (c).

Gk. Lat. Eng.

7ro-a7nf-s : quod : what

(SUffix rr-TJ^O-s)

^TT-o-fjMi : sequ-o-r : see 4
(Goth, saihwan, in-

finitive)

XC/TT-W : linqu-o : 0. E. lihan* (Goth, lei-

hwan)

fr-ve-rr-e : in-sec-e ('say,' imperat.) : say (0. E. secgan for

(
= *en-seq ~e) *sagyari)

= o7r-Ata) : oc-ulu-s : ? eye (O.E edge)

1 Brugm. Grundr. i. 417, 424, 466, Gr. Gr. 2 35.

2
Morphologische Untersuckungen, Vol. v. p. 63 note. More

fully Bezzenberger, B.B. xvi. p. 234 ff., and Bechtel, Die Haupt-

probleme der indogermanischen Lautlehre, p. 338 ff. Subdivision ii

in 139 141 corresponds to the new series.

3 Brugm. Grundr. i. 427, Gr. Gr.2 35.

4 =' follow with the eye.' Wiedemann I. F. i. p. 257, denies

the identity of see with sequor.
6 Hence are derived Zoaw and lend.

G. P. 8
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irJTrap (=*ieqrt) : jecur }

-isf= *ieqn-tos) : jecin-or-

(b) Before dental (palatal) vowels : Gk. T
;
Lat. qu.

Gk. Lat. Eng.

rt'-s : qui-s (Oscan pi-s) : wh- as in what above

TeTTapes : quattuor : four (O.E. in compounds fy%er-)

TrevTe : quinque : five (Goth. fimf).

(c) In Greek, before v, which is itself probably

occasioned by the labialisation : K.

Gk. Lat. Eng.

Xu/co-s : vulpes
l

: wolf, original form *ntqo-s

VVKTOS (gen.) : noctis (gen.) : night (O.E. neaht).

ii. Without labialisation : Gk. K
;
Lat. c.

Gk. Lat. Eng.
: carpd (verb) : Jiarvest

: collis (=*col-ni~s) : hill (and 0. E. heall 'rock')

(ancus) , .

( : < : angle 'hook for angling.'
07/cos J \uncus)

Within the same word the consonant changes ac-

cording to the following vowel. Hence

above
; Trot-vrJ, ri-^ ; TroXos, reXXw (cp.

i/tavT<3v with TTcptTrAo/xeVcov ev.) from the same root as

Lat. coto, inquilinus.

Exceptions.

(1) The force of analogy ( 48) has changed many
influence of forms in Greek

;
thus from AetVto we should

have had in the present

Aehr-w \eiir-0-fj.ev

Xeir-eis Xe^r-e-re

Xet'r-et \dir-o-VTi.

In the numerals this is specially marked. Thus

corresponding to Attic ren-apes Doric reVopes and Ionic

1 A feminine form borrowed from a Sabine dialect, hence p
for q.
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reWepcs, we find in Homer irurvpes, in Lesbian 7rr(<r)vpes,

in Boeotian TreVrapes, the forms with initial r being
levelled out.

(2) In Latin original *penqe becomes by assimilation

quinque; original *peqo (cp. ireWw = *peq-io) becomes

Goquo through *quequo.

(3) In English *penqe should be represented by

*finh, but we find by assimilation, as in Latin, 0. E. fif.

In Latin and English the assimilation it will be observed

has worked in opposite directions
;
in Latin the first, in

English the last consonant has changed. In the same

way the word for 4 should have begun with h not/; in

l^oth numerals the change must have been very early as

it is shared by all the Germanic dialects. So also Eng.

wolf corresponds more closely to the Sabine vulpes than

to A.VKO5.

140. Indo-G. g
= Skt. g, j ;

Gr. y, A 8
;
Lat. g, gu

after n, lost before u
;

Kelt, g, b ; Eng. qu, k
;

Letto-

Slav. g, with later changes in Slavonic,

i. With labialisation.

(a) Before o-vowels and nasals and liquids whether

.sonant or consonant : Gk. /?, Latin v.

Gk. Lat. Eng.

/Sous : bos 1
(an Oscan : cow

word)

fiaivb) : venio ( 156) : come (Goth, qiman)
Bo3otian /Sew/a

2 ' woman '

: : queen (quean is ori-

ginally the same

word)

a-/te/3-w : mlg-ra-re

(ffrlfa (=*ffTiy-ui)) : instigare : stick (verb= pierce),

(ffriy-fjiu

1 The Latin form should be *vos.

2 From the weakest form of this word *ftva assimilated to */iv,

as *&p-v6s for *ag-nos to d/i-nos, comes the verb /wdo/xai 'woo.'

82
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(b) Before palatal vowels g appears in Greek as <x

Examples are not numerous, and before t, in nearly

every case, /? appears.

Gk. Lat. Eng.

0o 'pig' : : calf, orig.

5e\0vs and 5oX0o's 'womb' : ? vulva (for *volba form *golbh-

|
d-3eX0os frater uterinus by assimilation,

cp. 140, Excep. 2)

Arcadian

5e\\(i)=paX\(i) : vol-are : ? quail
1

Arcadian or Macedonian (causative quell)

Compare also Delphian o'SeXo's with Attic d/?o\o's.

The form d/ScXos has arisen from a confusion between

the other two. Cp. also Doric ST/Xo/xal, Locrian Sei'Xo/xai,

Thessalian /3e'XXo/xai, Boeotian peiXopcu, with Attic /?ov-

XO/ACU (= */36\-vo-fjML), Lesbian y8o'AAo/xat, Doric ^wXo/xat,

Arcadian /3o\ofj.ai
s

.

(c) In Greek, when g is accompanied by v we find

it represented by y, as in ywij contrasted with Boeotian

/?ava.

Exception. ^3 before i.

/Stoj : Lat. vivos : Eng. quick (Goth, g-t'ws 'living').

ii. Without labialisation
;
in Greek y, Latin g.

( 237) : Lat. tego : Eng. thatch (0. E. \>eccan, Scotch thak)

yepavos : Lat. grus : Eng. crane.

1 For the change of meaning 0. E. cwelan 'die,' cp. Lithuanian

gelti 'pierce,' gylys 'sting of a bee,' gSlia 'it hurts' used of violent

pain.
2 G. Meyer Gr. Gr. 2 194. jSoi^Xo^ai may=*/3oX-/b-/ucu according

to J. Schmidt, #. Z. 32, p. 385.
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141. Indo-G. gA
= Skt. gh, h\ Gr. x , <k ;

Lat. A,

/, # initially, b, gu, v medially, according to the character

of the neighbouring sound
;
Kelt, b, g ; Eng. w, g, or lost

;

Letto-Slav. g, with later changes in Slavonic.

i. With labialisation.

(a) Before o-vowels and nasals and liquids whether

sonant or consonant, in Greek < :

os : Lat. (dialectic) nebrundines, pi. : Mid.E. nere 1
(borrowed

(Praenestine) nefrones from Scandinavian)

vi<j>a (ace. 'snow') : Lat. (nivem : Eng. snow z
.

(ninguit

(b) Before e-vowels, in Greek 6 :

Skt. gharmd- : 0e/?/t6s : Lat. formus : ? Eng. warm
Skt. *Jhan : deivw (

= *0/-tw) : Lat. fendo.

For a similar change within the same word compare
0eiVw with <ovos and fare's

=
*qfintos. Analogy some-

times causes irregularities as 2-Qavov = *e-qknn- where <j>

might be expected. So also vet^et for the regular

(c) In combination with v, qh appears in Greek

: Lat. levis : ? Eng. light (adj.).

1 The latter part of kid-ney represents the same word, being a

corruption of nere or neer; kid- is a corruption of an old word

quith 'the belly.' nere goes back to a primitive form *neghrun.
2 The English snow and Gothic snaiws (

= Idg. *snoig}nio-s)

exemplify Sievers' law (P. u. B. Beitrage, v. p. 149) according to

which a primitive Germanic 7 (
= Idg. gh, or A; according to

Verner's law) disappeared before w except when w was followed by

v, as in Goth, magus
'

servant,' but fern, mawi (Idg. *maq-, Celtic

= 'son,' in proper names).
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ii. Without labialisation ; x> Lat. h.

: Lat. (pre-hendo : Eng. get

\praeda (
= *prae-heda)

: : Eng. mist : Lith. mlgla

(

In Latin g appears before r as in gradior.

II. Spirants.

142. Indo-G. s = Skt. s, s (= sk) ;
Gk. o-, s,

'

(initially

before sonants or u or i) or nil (medially between vowels

and by assimilation) ;
Lat. s, r (between vowels) and nil

(by assimilation) ;
Kelt, s or, in certain positions nil

; Eng.

s and r according to Verner's law ( 104); Letto-Slav. 9

appearing sometimes as sz in Lith. and ch in Slavonic.

s initially and medially in combination with breathed

stops or s remains :

Gk. Lat. Eng.

ffiratpb) : sper-no : spur-n
1

spur

(rrifa : in-stig-are : stick '

pierce' ( 140).

So also ySa-o-KW, Horn, en-ecr-o-i, <TTI
;

Lat. pa-SCO,

es-sem, est
;

Final -s remains :

Gk. Lat.

ol/co-s : vlcu-s

yev-os : gen-us

ecTjs : sies

1 The meaning of the verb would be originally
' kick with the

foot
'

; Latin and English have given it a metaphorical meaning.
Another metaphorical sense 'track out' is developed in the German

spiiren, and Scotch speir (
= ask) 0. E. spyrian.
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The Greek spirit-us asper
'

stands for

119
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142

The reason for the appearance in Latin of s in a few

words between two vowels, miser, nasus, etc., is not yet

absolutely certain
1
.

143. Indo-G. z does not require much discussion.

Treatment of
^ apparently occurred originally only be-

indo-G.z. fore voiced stops. It is represented in

Greek by a- before ft and y as o-/3eVvu/u, TrpeV-yu? (a

dialectic form = Trpecrpvs) ;
as already mentioned (118)

represents original zd. In Latin z disappeared before

d and probably became r before g (mergo). In English

the voiced stops have become breathed and consequently

z has become s in combination with them.

In the classical languages the voiced aspirates be-

came breathed aspirates and ultimately, in Latin, spirants ;

hence we expect z, in all cases, to become s. In Germanic,

as the voiced aspirates lost their aspiration, z remained

and ultimately in some cases became r, in others dis-

appeared.
'tfw

2
: sido )

nidus) : Eng. nest

(
= *ni-zd-os)

o^os : Goth, asts

Zend mlzda : fuvdos : Lat. ? miles 3
: Eng. meed (0. E. med).

w and u.

144. These sounds seem to have been indistinguish-

able from an early period. Recently an attempt has been

1 For the best discussion of the point see E. S. Conway,
Verner's Law in Italy, 1887.

2 =*si-zd-o a reduplicated verb like iVr^/u, sisto; zd is the

weakest form of the root *sed-.

3 With the Latin change of d to I
( 134). The meaning would

be exactly that of 'soldier' one who serves for money (solidi).

But as Latin d here would represent Indo-G. dh, the phonetic

change is doubtful.
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made to show that a difference of treatment is discernible

in Armenian, but the point is not finally decided 1
. It is

possible that the difference between w and u (and be-

tween y and i) was not that the one was a stronger

spirant than the other, but that w and y were breathed

while u and { were voiced.

As no certain distinction can be drawn between w
and u, the consideration of both sounds may be postponed
till we reach the diphthongs ( 173).

y-

Greek is the only language where a clear distinction

is made between the treatment of original y
. . i

Difference be-

and that of original i. In Greek original y tweenorig.jand
t/ SB6H in Grk

is represented by . There are but a few

certain examples, and these only at the beginning of

words.

&ti) : Eng. yeast

(
= *yes-o)

fvyov : Lat. jugum : Eng. yoke
: Lat. jus ('broth').

III. (a) Liquids as Consonants.

145. The number of liquids in the original language
is not absolutely certain : two sounds, I and

original liquids

r, certainly existed, but there may have uncertam -

been more. The difficulty of the question is increased

by the fact that the Aryan languages sometimes have r

where the other languages have uniformly /.

1 See H. D. Darbishire, Notes on the Spiritus Asper in Greek

etymologically considered (Transactions of the Cambridge Philo-

logical Society), Cambridge, 1888.
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146. Indo-G. 1= Skt. I and r
1

,
Zend and Old Persian

r, in all the other languages I.

Skt. Gk. Lat. Eng.

'shine' : Xeu/c-o-s : luc-em

; hear' : /cXv-ro-s : in-clu-tu-i

/caX-e> : cal-are

uiKkvri ', ulna

(TreXXa : pellis

\TT\fji.a
' sole of shoe

'

light (0. E. leoht)

0. E. hlud (% 133)

hale and hail

ell

(/eZZ'skin'

Ifilm.

147. Indo-G. r = Skt. / and r, in all the other lan-

guages r.

Gk. Lat. Eng.

o-peyw : por-rigo : reach and rack 2

: /ero : bear

: porcu-s : farrow
*
litter of pigs

'

0. E. fearh
'

pig.'

1 The relations between I and r in Skt. and the development

of the cerebral dentals from the original combination 1 + dental

have been discussed by P. Fortunator, B.B. vi. pp. 215 ff. and

more recently by Bechtel, Hauptprobleme der indog. Lautlehre,

p. 380 ff. who, in the main, endorses F.'s conclusions. The results

have been submitted to a searching investigation by Bartholomae

(I. F. in. p. 157 ff.),
whose criticism is mainly negative. The chief

difficulties with regard to the history of I and r in the Aryan

group of languages are these : (1) I occupies a very inconsiderable

space in early Skt. ; where the classical language has I, the

Eigveda has mostly r ; (2) in the Avesta I does not occur at all ;

(3) the cuneiform symbol in Old Persian identified by Oppert as I

occurs only in two foreign words
; (4) the modern Iranian dialects

have I but do not agree in its use. On the other hand all the

European groups have an Z-sound and agree in its use. The

difficulty of distinguishing r and I is felt in our own time by the

Chinese and Siamese. Christ in Chinese is Kilisetu; a Siamese

will pronounce "the flames rolled on" as "the frame loll on."
2 Some meanings of rack are apparently borrowed from the

Dutch.
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Gk. Lat. Eng.

epv0-po~s : ruber : ruddered' 1

tfS-/>o-s
2

: otter (0. E. otor)

a-y-p6-s : ager (from *agros : acre (Goth. akrs).

through the stage *agrs)

IV. (a) Nasals as Consonants.

148. Indo-G. m appears as m in all the branches

of the Indo-G. family. In Greek, Keltic, Germanic and

Slavonic final m became n.

Gk. Lat. Eng.
Doric fjA-TTip : ma-ter : mother ( 104)

a-fjifXyta : mulgeo : milk

0p-fi6-s
3

: for-mu-8 : warm

(5o-/to-s : do-mu-s : timber 4
(Germ, zimmer 'room')

TO-V : is-tu-m : Goth. }>an-a.

149. Indo-G. n appears as n in all the branches of

the Indo-G. family.

Gk. Lat. Eng.
?eos (=vefo-s) : novus 5

: new

pew 'spin' : ne-o : needle 6

Dialectic oi-vd-s : u-nu-s (=*oi-no-s) : one, an, a 7

tv : in8 : in.

1 The English word has not the -ro- suffix.

2
Literally

' water beast.
'

3 The Greek word represents the e-form, the Latin and English
the o-form of the root gher- ( 141, i. &).

4
Properly 'wood for building,' cp. Lat. tig-nu-m from tego.

5 For Lat. o= original e see 180.

6
According to Kluge (D. E. W. s. v. nliheri), the root has been

borrowed by one language from another, and so is not originally

Germanic. Forms appear in other languages with an initial .

7 an and a are the unaccented forms.

8 Latin in for *en is according to Hoffmann (BB. xviii. p. 156)

the unaccented form which changed e to i before the initial con-

sonant of the following word. This form then ousted *en, which

should have appeared in other combinations.
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150. Indo-G. n appeared only before palatals, 19 be-

fore velars.

Gk. Lat. Eng.
n a7xw : ango : ag~ in agnail=0. E. ang ncegl 'a sore by the

nail'

w appeared originally in Indo-G. *pei9qe = TrevTe, quinque, five

( 139, exc. 2).

B. SONANTS.

III. (b) Liquids as Sonants.

151. As sonant liquids and nasals appear in the

weakest forms of many roots which have also stronger

forms actually existent, different forms of the same root

will often illustrate both sonant and consonant nasals

and liquids, as 8ep/c-o/Aai, Se-SopK-a, l-8pa/c-ov, Lat. pello,

pulsus, where e-8pa/c-ov and pul-sus represent respectively

original e-drk-om and pl-to-s.

152. Indo-G. /
= Skt. r, Gk. aX, Xa, Lat. ol, (id),

Keltic li, Germ, ul, lu, Letto-Slav. il.

Before sonants Indo-G. I is followed by the corre-

sponding consonant, hence Indo-G. II = Skt. ur, ir, Gk.

aX, Lat. ol. (ul), Keltic al, Germanic and Letto-Slav.

as above.

Lat. oc-cultus : Eng. hole (Goth, hulundi

(
= K\\-) (cf. celare) 'hiding-place')

TaXas : (Lat. tollo
(
= *7no) : Scotch thole (0. E. \>olian

(
=

tlj-) (0. Lat. tulo Goth. \>ulan, 'sufifer')

[TrwXos]
1

: Lat. pullus (
= *pl-nos) : Eng. foal (Goth, fula)

TraX-ros : Lat. pul-sus
2

(
= *pl-t6s}.

1 The word, as is shown by the difference of meaning in Latin,
had originally been used for any young animal. The Greek form
shows the root in a different grade from that of the other languages.

2 In such words, s after I appears on the analogy of forms like

vorsus= *vrt-tos where s is according to a Latin phonetic rule

( 191).
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153. Indo-G. r = Skt. r, Gk. ap, pa, Lat. or (ur),

Keltic riy Germanic ur (ru 158), Letto-Slav. ir.

Indo-G. rr = Skt. ur, ir, Gk. ap, Lat. ol (ul), Keltic

ar, Germanic and Letto-Slav. as above.

Skt. Gk. Lat. Eng.
bhrti-s : [0epo>] : fors (

= *bhrti-s) : birth (0. E. ge-byrd)

5dp-<ri.-s Goth. ga-baurfrs

(from 5e'/xj)

porca 'balk be- : furrow, fur-long
tween furrows' 0. E. furh

trpaa-o-v
1 'leek' : porrum( = *pr> -so-m).

ovO-ap shows final rr
;
er of uber probably arises in

the same way as in ager, from *agrs, agros.

154. As regards the long sonant liquids much still

remains to be done. According to Brag- L(?ng sonant

mann 2
it is certain that Indo-G.

J, f are liquids -

represented in Skt. by ur, Ir, in Gk. by oX, op, Xw, pw,

and at the end of words wp, in Lat. by al, ar and Id, rd ;

in Keltic Id is found and apparently ar (in ard = Latin

arduus), and in Germanic al and ar. But see 158).

'

curly *=.*ulno~s : Lat. lana=u[na.

Skt. purnd-s : iro\\oi
(
= *pl-n6-s)

r\i)~T6s (Doric TXa-r6-s) : Lat. Zafw (
= *f-<o)

<rrpw-To-s : Lat. strd-tus

TTf-TTpu-rai : Lat. par* (
= *pfti-s cp.

partim old accusative).

1 The reason for the double representation of the sonant

liquids in Greek is a vexed question. According to Kretschmer

K. Z. 31, p. 390 ff.) ap appears if the later Greek accent falls on

the syllable, pa if the syllable remains unaccented. But cp.

158.

2
Grundriss, i.
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IV. (b) Nasals as Sonants.

155. The Indo-Germanic sonant nasals in Aryan
and Greek, when not standing' immediately

Various repre-
sentation of so- before i and probably u, or a sonant, are
nant nasals in _ _ *

.

Greek and Latin represented by a and a respectively : in the
according to po- . , . . \
sition and ac- other languages, with scarcely any exception,

they are represented by the same sounds

in all positions, these sounds being m and n respectively

with a vowel which in Sanskrit and Greek is a, a, in

Latin e
t
in Keltic originally e (for nn, an), in Germanic

u, in Letto-Slav. i.

156. Indo-G. m = Skt. a, am, Gk. a, a/x,- (before a

sonant), Latin em, Keltic em, am (cf. K. Z. 27, 450 n.},

Germanic urn, Letto-Slav. im.

Similarly for the ^-sounds Skt. a, an, Gk. a, av, etc.

From the stem sem- seen in o/xos, lv (= *sem), /ua

(= *smia) we find

a in d[-7r\6os= *sw- : Lat. sim-plex

Ace. suffix -m: 7r65-a : Lat. ped-em : Goth, /ot-w (
= *fot-um).

Before sonants

a/j.a= *smm- : Lat. sem-el : Goth. sum-s= *smm-o-s.

Before i, m becomes av in Gk. en in Latin

flaivu (for */3aj/tw= *g/^?o) : Lat. venio : Eng. come.

157. Indo-G. ^
= Skt. a, aw, Gk. a, av (before a

sonant), Lat. en, Keltic (see .ST. Z. I. c.), Germanic un,

Letto-Slav. in.

Negative prefix Indo-G. *n : Gk. a : Lat. en (in) :

Eng. un.
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Skt. sat- : Dialectic lacr<ra (fern. )
: Lat. prae-sens : [Eng. sooth 1

,

(
=

*e-o-grja) from the stronger

form]

6v6-fj.a.T-a : Lat. cog-no-ment-a : Germanic suffix -mund

(
= -mnt-) in German leu-mund

dcurts : Lat. densus.

Before sonants

Tav6-y\uff<ros (
= *tgnu-) : Lat. tenu-i-s : Eng. thin (

= *]>unnus]

Before i

fj-aiverat. (
= mnietai) : cf. Lat. genius : Eng. A;in (stem *knio-)'

2
,

158. The history of the long sonant nasals is even

more obscure than that of the long sonant j^g sonant

liquids. In Greek d (Ionic and Attic 17)
n{mls-

seems to represent m and n between consonants, while

vd appears for initial n ; l/fr/rc
=

e-gffite, V^-TTVTIOS.

In Latin nd appears for n in the middle of words, as in

gndtus, an initially, anas, 'duck,' cp. Gk. vrjo-o-a (= *%tia).

Quite recently Osthoff has propounded a new treat-

ment of the sonant nasals, recognising two osthofPs new

different forms in each of the Indo-Ger- theory-

1 The meaning is 'truth' as in 'sooth to tell,' etc. The deri-

vative satya in Skt. has the same meaning. The forms cited

above are the present participle of the substantive verb *es-.

2 An accented sonant nasal or liquid, except as the result of

analogy, is a contradiction in terms, these sounds being by defini-

tion the result of the absence of expiratory accent on any given

syllable. The forms supposed to be accented are now satis-

factorily cleared up by Streitberg (I. F. i. p. 83). The sonant

nasals, according to him, have only one representation in Gk. and

Skt. just as in the other languages ; where Skt. am, an, Gk. av

occur to represent these sounds, the form is a mixture between

the genuine sonant a, a and the stronger grades with original

e and o. Thus ta<ri is a mixture of *tcuri (
= i-inti) and *IOVTI, cp.

Lat. eunt.
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manic languages for each of these sounds
1

. Thus in

Greek m, n are represented not only by a and av
2
, but

also by /xa- and va-, in Latin by ma, na as well as by

em, en, in Germanic by mu and nu as well as by um and

un. It has always been recognised that I and r in Greek

had each two representatives aX, Xa
; ap, pa. Osthoff finds

in Latin besides ol and or, la and ra, and in Germanic

besides id and wr, lu and rw. Similarly the long sonant

nasals and liquids are represented in the manner given

above.

Examples of the second set of representative sounds

are /xarruw from the same root as /xeraXXa'w.

magnus = *qignos from root of /xeyas.

vatlw = *nsi6 (from the weakest form of the root in

VOCT-TO-S).

nac-tus, Indo-G. root nek
3
.

V. Vowels.

159. Indo-G. a = Skt. a, Gk. a, Lat. a (in certain

cases given below e, i, u), Kelt, a, Germ, a, Letto-Slav.

o, but at a later period a in the Lettic dialects.

dy-p6-y : Lat. aper from agros : Eng. acre (Goth, akrs)

through *ag%s

dp-6w : Lat. ar-o : Goth, arya 'I plough'

Bibl. E. earing 'ploughing season'

avrl : Lat. ante
( 165) : Eng. and, answer.

1
Morphologische Untersuchungen, Vol. v. p. iv ff.

2 This is discounted by Streitberg's theory given in the

previous note.
8 Sonant z is found by Thurneysen, K. Z. 30, 351 ff, in such

words as xfXiot (
= *ghzl-iio-), Qptiyb), Lat. frigo, KpWri (

= ghrzdhd)
akin to Germ, gerste, Eng. grist. It may be mentioned here that

some philologists deny the existence of sonant liquids and nasals,
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In Latin a when unaccented became

(1) in open syllables u, the intermediate sound

between i and u. This is represented some- unaccented

times by i
t
sometimes by u

;
thus quatio,

m Latin -

concutio; salio, insulio; but pater, lup-piter; ago, adigo;

(2) in close syllables, with rare exceptions, e; cano,

concentus ; capio, acceptus (cp. accipio) ; facio, artifex,

but artificis according to (1). Before / followed by
another consonant a appears as u : conculco but calco

(cp. 273).

160. Indo-G. = Skt. a, Gk. a (77), Lat. a, Kelt, a
and a (when unaccented), Germ, d ( 106. ii), Letto-Slav.

originally ,
which now appears as d in Lith., a in Lett,

and Old Prussian, and a in Slavonic.

In Ionic Gk. d became fj everywhere, in Attic d

appears at the end of words after another vowel and

after p ( 62) ;
elsewhere Attic has

-rj.

Doric rf.-rnp i
. Lat m -^er .

Eng ^tjw ( 104)
Attic pri-Typ )

Doric 0a-76-s ) : Lat. fdgus : Eng. buck-wheat 1

Attic 0?7-76-s ) 0. E. bdc-treow (beech-tree),

book.

/ : Lat. suavis : Eng. sweet (0. E. swote).
Attic ijdus }

161. Indo-G. <? = Skt. a, Gk. e, Lat. e (in some cases

i and 0), Kelt, e, Germ, e but in many positions (in

holding that a reduced vowel sound always accompanies the liquid

or nasal. For a full discussion of the question from this point of

view see Bechtel's Hauptprobleme d. indog. Lautlehre, pp. 114 143.

The theory of long sonant liquids and nasals seems to be based on

facts which can be explained better otherwise; magnus, for ex-

ample, may= *m90/ios while /j.tyas
= megns.

1 The form beech comes from a by-form of this word, bece.

G. P. 9
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Gothic everywhere) i\ Letto-Slav. e (in the same case

as in Latin o, whence Lith. a).

Gk. Lat. Eng.

ytv-vs

fer-o

ego

decem

est

gen-a

bear (0. H. G. fcerawinf.)

I (Goth, ik)

ten ( 148)

is (Goth. Germ, ist)

chin (Goth, kinnus)

0. E. nima ( 10).

In originally unaccented syllables in Latin e became

Unaccented e
* (*) wnen anv single consonant but r fol-

in Latin.
lowed, (2) generally before nasals in close

syllables.

(1) agite
= ayerc ; lego but colligo (cp. confero),

premo but opprimo etc. (2) quinque = TTCVTC
( 139 (2)),

tignum 'wood for roofing' tego*t lignum ^wood for

gathering
' '

fuel,' lego.

In Latin e before u became o, novus - vef05, 0. Lat.

tovos (tuns')
=

162. Indo-G. e = Skt. a, Gk. 17, Lat. ?(!), Kelt. 5,

Germ, originally 0, which Gothic retains, the other

dialects changing to a, Letto-Slav. e, whence Lith. 'e,

Slav, e (yd, a).

1 Before r and h in Gothic the e-sound was restored. In

Gothic MSS. it appears as ai and in modern books is given as

al to distinguish it from the genuine diphthong. Hence in

Gothic the sonants of balran, ralhts and niman all represent

original e.

2 The original meaning of the word, as is shown by legal Latin,

is 'to take.'

3
Tignum, however, is more commonly connected with re/c-

in TK-TUV, Skt. taksan- ( 195).
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Gk.

jj.'fjv for *fj,-/ivs
l

(cp. Lesb. gen. /J,T)VI>OS

I-TJ-/M

(
= *si-se-mi)

Lat.

mensis

se-men

se-ro

(
= *si-so)

pa-ter

ed-i

Eng.

moon, O. E. mona, Goth, mena

month, Goth, menobs

seed (
= **e-H-)

sow (0. E. sdwan inf.)

fa-ther ( 104)

ate (Goth, et-um 'we ate').

In Latin films appears, not felius (connected with

Orj\vs etc.), possibly through influence of the i in the

next syllable.

163. Indo-G. <?=Skt. a and a (in open syllables
2

),

Gk. o, Lat. o, u, e, i, Kelt, o, Germ, a, Letto-Slav. o,

which in the Lettic dialects has become a.

Eng. eight (Goth, ahtdu)

Goth. l)ru\>-fa\>s 'bridegroom'

Eng. that

cp. Eng. day (
= *d1wgJws) (Goth.

dags)

cp. Germ, sieg, 0. E. sigor 'victory*

(
= *seghos), Skt. sdhas

Goth, bair-a-nd.

In Latin of the classical period, u in final syllables

has superseded o except after u as in seruos, u> it e in Latin

equos ( 125).

1 The phonetically correct representative of this original form

viz. /jt-els is found in Ionic.

2 There is a difficulty here. Not every original o in an open

syllable becomes a in Skt. Cp. pdtis 7r6(ris with jdn-a-s y6v-o-s.

This difficulty is evaded by de Saussure and others by assuming
two original o-sounds, one of which interchanges with e and is

represented by d in Skt., while the other remains constant as o,

and is always represented in Skt. by a. Cp. now I. F. in. 364 ff.

92

Gk.
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u sometimes appears even in accented syllables as in

hunc hone, uncus = oy/cos.

i appears for o in illico = *in sloco (old form of locus]
'

on the spot/ and possibly in agi-mus as compared with

ayo-fjiv. It is, however, possible that agi-mus by ana-

logy follows agitis in its vowels. The genitive ending

-is is not an example of this weakening ; -is in this case

stands for -es, a grade of the suffix different from the

Greek -os.

Except as a final sound (sequere
-

ITTCO), e appears in

Latin for o probably only in unaccented close syllables,

a case in which a also changes to e ( 159); e.g. kospes, a

compound of Jwstis 'guest, stranger,'
1 and potis 'lord';

cp. on the other hand, compos, impos, later formations

after the word had become an adjective.

164. Indo-G. 6>
= Skt. a, Gk. o>, Lat. o, Keltic a, u

in final syllables, Germ, o (originally), Letto-Slav. u

(Lith. and Lett.), a Slavonic.

i>tfju>} : Lat. emo : Goth, nima*

vdup : : Goth, wat-d (an

it-stem)

c3a 'border of a garment' : Lat. ora ' shore' : 0. E. ora

et'5c6s : Osc. sipus
3

: Goth, weit-icdds.

165. Indo-G. ? = Skt. i, Gk. i, Latin i (in final

syllables and before r, e\ Kelt. i
t

e (before a and o),

Germ, i, Letto-Slav. i.

1 This is the original meaning of the word; guest, Goth, gasts,

is its philological equivalent.
2 In Goth, final 6 is always shortened and becomes a. In 0. E.

final O appears as ?/, o, and e.

3 So Johannes Schmidt (K.Z. 26, 373), who explains it as the

weak form of the participle of *sepl the old perfect of sapio, cp.

ei'5-wo, *pLd-vff-ia. Others regard the suffix as original *uos.
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Gk. Lat. Eng.
? Doric ip-ty 'iuvenis' : vir (

= *uiros) : world 1

me-fa-Bai : fid-es : lid 2
(Goth. Udyan)

trrd-cri-s : sta-ti-o : stead (
= *sth,9-ti-s

(
= *sth?-ti-8) 169)

fors (
= *fortis : birth (

=
bhfti-s).

from rt. *bher-)

For Latin * changing to e, cp. sero 'I

( 142) with si-sto. Final i appears as e in the nomi-

native of neuter noun stems in -i-
t
as mare for older

marl, and in the ablative if, as is most probable, it

represents the original locative; ped-e is then to be

compared with iroS-i.

166. Indo-G. 1= Skt.
, Gk. Z, Lat. l

t
Kelt. /, Germ.

4, Letto-Slav. * (written y in Lith.).

tY6i=:/tr<?a : Lat. m-ti-s : Eng. withy.

Indo-G. suffix -mo- :

dyx<-o"r-ivos : Lat. su-lnu-s : Eng. sw-ine, 0. E. sw-ln.

Weaker form of optative suffix -ie- :

et'Setjuev : Lat. simus : 0. H. G. slm and sin

(
=

*eideff-i-fj.ev) (strong form in stem) (0. E. sien).

167. Indo-G. u = Skt. u, Gk. v, Lat. u (i or & before

labials), Kelt, u, Germ, u, Letto-Slav. u.

vf> : Lat. nu-diu-s : Eng. now, 0. E. nu

vybv : Lat. jugum : Eng. 7/ofce, Goth, yuk
K\v-r6-$ : Lat. in-clu-tus : Germ. (H)lud-wig (

= Lewis)
9
.

1 World originally means 'the age of man' (0. E. weorold),

=saeculum.
' 2 In the English 'bid' two separate original verbs are confused,

corresponding respectively to 7ri0-^cr0cu and -rrvd-fodai, the former

in English originally meaning 'pray' as in 'bidding-prayer,' the

latter ' command ' now the ordinary sense.

3 The English loud, 0. E. hlud, comes from a bye-form of this

original participle *klu-td-s.
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For Latin i or u (the intermediate sound between i

and ut cp. optimus and optumus), we have
ii in Latin.

an example in libet, by-form of

from a root *lubh-. Compare also limpa or lumpa, later

by reason of false derivation from Greek, lympha. This

variation is very frequent in the dative and ablative

plural of ^-sterns, as in geni-bus as well as genu-bus
from gen-u.

168. Indo-G. u = u in the first stages of all the

separate languages.

JJLVS : Lat. mus : 0. E. mus (mouse)

v-s : Lat. su-s : 0. E. su (for *su-z), sow

iru-tfw : Lat. pu-te-o : 0. E. ful (foul).

169. Indo-G. 9 'schwa' or the neutral vowel = Skt.

On treat
* ^ Before ^-vowels), Gk. a, (e, o), Lat.

, (i,

ed in the same u}, Kelt, a, Germ.
, Letto-Slav. a. In

way asthe sound , , . ^ 11,11,
with which each these languages it suiters all the later

gSageT identifies changes which the sound with which it is

identified undergoes ;
thus in Latin it ap-

pears as i in animus, cp. accipio ( 159). In Greek it

occurs frequently as the weakest form of a syllable, and

then, except when influenced by analogy, always as a.

Orig. form *pd-ter.

Skt. pi-ta(r) : -rra-T-^p : Lat. pa-ter : Goth, fa-dar.

Orig. form *sthd-ti-s.

Skt. sthi-ti-s : o-rd-o-i-s : Lat. sta-ti-o : Eng. stead
( 104).

&v-e-fj.os : Lat. an-i-mus

Skt. vam-i-mi : /e/x-^-w.

The -o- form appears in Gk. in O'/A-O-T^S and similar

words. The reason for the variation between e and o in
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the syllable succeeding a root, when c and o represent

original 9, is not known 1
.

i and u.

170. i and u remain in many positions in all the

Indo-G. languages, though in some they have6
. 11 Varying treat-

been strengthened to spirants, or have be- ment of * and u
. , 111-1^1 T i according to po-

come voiceless and labio-dental, as in Irish sition in the
/ , > .*. T A word.

fer man = *mros, Lat. mr.

These sounds are most important in two positions

(a) preceding a sonant in the same syllable as ve-fo-s,

no-vo-s, (b) following a sonant in the same syllable as ai,

ou. In the former position i and u are naturally often

also preceded by sonants as in the example given,

but consonants also frequently precede, as ^cVfos,

Attic eVos, <rre'AAo> = *o-TAio>. In the latter position i

and u may similarly be followed by either sonants or

consonants.

171. (a) Preceding a sonant in the same syllable.

1. Initially :

i is represented in Greek by the spiritus asper ; u

regularly disappears in Attic, though sometimes by a

kind of 'cockney' pronunciation, which in the fourth

century B.C. was very frequent, the spiritus asper occurs.

In many other dialects it was retained as F.

1 For av-e-fto-s, ^u-^-a> and other forms of the same kind, Pick's

theory of disyllabic roots supplies a better explanation. There is

nothing to prevent -c- and -o- grades having a weak grade in a.
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Gk. Lat. Eng.

voiK-ivdos : juvencus : young ( 104)

vftets (Aeolic fyt/ie : : Goth, yus

= *iu-sme)

: vi-ti-s : with-y ( 166)
iTta

: veho

172. 2. Medially :

i between vowels disappeared early everywhere in

Greek except when preceded by v. In this case some

dialects, as Cyprian and Lesbian (cp. 122), retained it

down to the historic period. In Latin also, i between

vowels has disappeared before the historical time. For

i with sonant nasals see 156.

Gk. Lat.

(am-o = amd-io

had aU originally -a** : so also ^-o^mone-io
\fim-o =fim-io

opt. in Theocritus

statu-o = statu-io

at= *bhu-i-.

In many words in which i is consonantal in other

languages, it appears as a vowel in Latin, cp. /u-eWos

(Homeric) = *nc6-io-s ( 135) with Lat. medius.

u between vowels is preserved as F in many dialects

though not in Attic. It remains also in Latin.

6(f)is : Lat. ovis : Eng. ewe

al-(f)uv : Lat. ae-vo-m : Goth, aiw, 0. E. a (from *dwa), aiw

'law'

The combination of these sounds with consonants

will be discussed later ( 197 ff.).

1 This is the common view, but some of both the Gk. and the

Latin verbs may be later modifications of stems in -mi.
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VI. Diphthongs.

J 73' (b) i and u following a sonant in the same

syllable. These combinations are called
Diphthongs.

diphthongs. There were, as already men-

tioned ( 115), twelve original diphthongs, but those

with a long first element were always rare and have

been much mutilated in their later development in the

separate languages.

Hence the diphthongs with a short first element will

be given here and the remaining fragments Diphthongs

of the others after them. JJJ^
short -

174. Indo-G. #e = Skt. e, Gk. at, Lat, ae, I, Kelt.

ai, I (final), Germ, ai (0. E. a), Letto-Slav. ai, e (Lith.),

e (Slav.).

This is preserved in Greek and in the early period of

Latin, later it becomes ae and, in syllables unaccented in

the early Latin system of accentuation, I ( 272 f.).

aW-o-$ : 0. Lat. aidi-lis]
: JO. E. ad (funeral pyre)

aedes
j

: (Kng. idle 7 1

Xcu-/b-s : Lat. lae-vo-s : Eng. slow =*slai-uo-s

(
= *slai-uo-s)

For the change to I in Latin, cp. aestimo with ex-

Istumo, laedo with coltido.

175- Indo-G. a|=Skt e, Gk.
,
Lat. e (0z), Kelt, e

(with later changes), Germ, ii (0. E. ), Letto-Slav. ei,

becoming in Lith. e, in Slav, i (always long).

1
Perhaps the original meaning of idle was 'empty' or 'con-

sumed.'
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Preserved intact in Greek and in early Latin, ei

in later Latin appears as 1.

ireWw : Lat. feido (fldo) : Eng. bid
(

165 n. 2)

crret'xw : Lat. in-ve-stlg-are : O.E. stigan
1

(inf.).

The hysterogenous of <iXen-
( 122) must not be

confused with the original Greek diphthong .

176. Indo-G. oz = Skt. e
t
Gk. oi, Lat. oe, u, i, Kelt.

oi, 1i Germ, and Letto-Slav. have the same forms as

for ai.

Preserved in Greek, oi becomes in Latin oe and u

in accented, ~i in unaccented syllables.

7rt-Troi6-a : Lat. foed-us : Goth. bai\>

old-e : Lat. vid-it 2
: Goth, wait (Eng. wot)

(=/bi5-e)

oi-vo-sCace') : Lat. oenus, unus : Goth, aim (Eng. one, an, a)

Examples of the change of oi in Latin to u are seen

in 0. Lat. loidos later ludus
;

0. Lat. moiros later

murus, butpo-merium (= 'the place behind the walls') for

1 With this are connected sty (in the sense of enclosure and of

swelling on the eye), and stair=0. E. sttegr.
2 After v in Latin, ot by a species of dissimilation apparently

becomes I, cp. okos with Lat. vicus. In some Scotch dialects the

same thing takes place; u after w is unpronounceable and is

changed to i, or w is dropped. In Aberdeenshire, wool is pro-

nounced 'oo', wound 'oon' (oo= w). In the Board schools, ivood,

would are commonly pronounced 'ood
;
the popular pronunciation

varies from wid to wud (u as in but). As the sound of o in Greek

tended towards il and in the Aeolic dialect is frequently repre-

sented by it, this form of dissimilation may explain why in Homer
such words as 6/>ao> show no trace of the Digamma which they

undoubtedly once possessed (Monro, H. G. 2
, 393).
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*pos-moiriom
l

. I is seen in the dative and abl. plural of

o-stems : vlcls = OIKOI?, both going back to *uoikois. So

also nom. pi. is-ti - TOL (Doric).

177. Indo-G. #M = Skt. o, Gk. av, Lat. au (o), u,

Kelt, au, o, Germ, au (0. E. ea\ Letto-Slav. au, later

Slav, u (always long).

Preserved in Greek and in accented syllables in

Latin
;

in unaccented syllables it becomes u. In the

pronunciation of the common people au seems to have

been pronounced as o, cp. Clodius (plebeian) and Claudius

(patrician), plostrum and plaustrum. In the Imperial

period au veered towards an a sound
;
hence such forms

as Agustus, Cladius and the like.

avt;-a.vw : Lat. aug-ere : Eng. eke (Goth, aukan)

irav-pos : Lat. pau-cu-s : Eng. few (Goth, faws)

u appears for au in Latin in compounds, as claudo,

include and in some simple words as frustra, connected

with fraudo. But frustra may represent a different

root grade.

178. Indo-G. w = Skt. d, Gk. ev, Lat. ou, u, Kelt.

ou (with later changes), Germ, iu (Goth.), Letto-Slav. au

(Lith.), u (from ou) Slav.

eu is preserved in Greek but has entirely disappeared

in Latin, having passed first into ou and next, along with

original ou, into u. eu in neu, seu, etc. is the result of

contraction ( 129).

1
Possibly foedus owes its archaic form to the fact that it was

a technical word in the jus fetiale ; po-merium, obedio seem to have

e in syllables originally without accent
( 272). Cp. von Planta,

Grammatik der oskisch-umbrischen Dialekte, 75, p. 154.
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yfv-w( = *geus-o) : Lat. [gustare
1
] : Goth, kiusan

0. E. ceosan, Eng. choose

Vd) (
= *enso) '. Lat. uro

? dai-5t<r<re<r0ai
2

: 0. Lat. douco (duco) : Goth, tiuhan

(
= *5ou-8vKie<Tdai) from*deuco cp. Eng. tow (verb).

179. Indo-G. <m = Skt. d, Gk. ov, Lat. u, d, Kelt, ou

(with later changes), Germ, au (0. Eng. ea\ Letto-Slav.

au (Lith.), u Slav.

This diphthong, which should appear in the Perfect

and in certain noun-forms from verbs with a present in

-ev-, has almost disappeared in Greek. clXtjXovOa, cp. fut.

cXcvcro/xat for eXev^-o-o/xat, and o-TrouS^, cp. (TTrevSw, are the

only certain instances. <evyw and TrevOojjLaL (TrvvOavo^aC)

form their nouns in a different manner and in <eu'yo> the

perfect has followed the analogy of the present ;
hence

we find Tre^evya for the regular *7re'<oirya.

In Latin, as mentioned above, ou becomes u and

sometimes d in the Classical period.

*Ke-xof-a : Lat. fudi-t : Goth, gout

(hypothetical perfect

of x^w)
Lat. robus : Goth, rduds (red).

Under what circumstances d appears in Latin for ou

is not certain
3
.

1 From the weak form of the root gas a frequentative.
2

=%\Keadai, Hesyehius.
3 Kretschmer contends (K. Z. 31, p. 451 ff.) that in most cases

where o appears, it represents the long diphthong on. There

would thus be a difference of grade between rubus red berry
' and

robus, robigo, and o-pilio and u-pilio represent respectively ovi-

and ovi-.
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1 80. In Latin u seems to have a peculiar influence

on adjacent vowels. Medially it combines
.ir.il. .

,
.

. Changes in
with a following e into o as in soror = suesw, Latin owing to

socer = *suekros. Medially it also changes
a preceding e into o ( 161) as in n<ycos = *ne-uo-s

y
twos

(tuus)
= *te-uo-s (TCOS). In a considerable number of in-

stances ou both initial and medial seems to become av :

caveo : KoFeto, faveo causative offu-i, latsere : Aofc. The

reason for this is uncertain it is attributed by some to

accent, pre-accentual ou becoming au and there are

some exceptions the explanation of which is by no

means easy, as oms 1

.

181. Diphthongs with a long first element.

(1) di. A diphthong of this kind which arose in the

original language by contraction is to be
f j ^ j ? f ~ ^ Wphthongs
round in the dative sing, ot a-stems; Doric with long so-

<j>vya
=

<f>vydi, Lat. fugae = earlier *fugai =

*bhuga + ai, cp. Goth, gibai
c

to a gift.'

(2) ei would occur by contraction of the augment
with ei of the verb form. Thus e + ei would appear as

ei
,
as in f)a from e?/xi. It is also found in Latin re-s,

Skt. rdi-
t

= *rei-.

(3) di : in the dative of 0-stems both singular and

plural; o?/co>, Lat. vico=*uoikoi, OIKOIS: Lat. mds=*uoiicdis

Skt. ve$dis
2

. The example shows that at the end of a

word the final i of di disappears in Latin. In the

earliest Latin the full form -oi is still found. On the

1 avillus 'new-born lamb' which is cited as connected with

ovis is obviously a diminutive from the same root as agnus, d/xi/os

and therefore= *ag-illw.
2 There can be no doubt, I think, that these forms though

ordinarily called instrumentals are really the original dative.
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oldest known inscription Numasioi is found = the later

Numeric.

(4) au in vavs, Lat. ndvis, which has become an

-/-stem. According to the general rule in Greek, a

medial long diphthong passes into a short diphthong

( 227).

(5) eu in Zevs = *Zr)vs (=*Dieus) from which dies

(= *dieus) also comes (cp. medius from *medh-io-s).

(6) ou. fiovs, Skt. gdus, Latin bos (a borrowed word)
= Indo-G.~*^s ( 140).

It seems that, before a following consonant, i and u

in these diphthongs were lost in the original language
1
.

xii. On some Combinations of Consonants.

182. It will be observed from the tables which follow

that many combinations of original sounds remain un-

changed in Greek and Latin in all positions whether at

the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a word. But,

on the other hand, a large number of sounds show a change

in one at least of their elements and others present a.

1 On this question a great deal has been recently written, but

all difficulties have not yet been solved. Meringer contends (K. Z.

28, 217 ff., B. B. xvi. 221 ff. and elsewhere) that in combinations

consisting of a long vowel followed by t, u, r, I, n, m, the second

element is dropped before a following consonant whether within

the word itself, or at the beginning of the next word. According

to others this phonetic change depends upon accent and this on

the whole seems more probable. According to Streitberg (I. F. in.

p. 319 ff.) the long diphthong in *dieus-, *gdus, *naiis, etc. depends

on an accentual change in the primitive language whereby disyllabic

forms of the type *dieuos, *oiios, *nauos were reduced to mono-

syllables. For further important conclusions that arise from this

theory cp. note following 265 and the sections on Stem forma-

tion in Nouns.
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new sound, altogether unlike the primitive elements, as

in the case of T, K, 0, x in Greek when combined with i

( 197). The cause of most of these changes is suffi-

ciently obvious. In pronunciation, dis- cause 0{ M .

similar elements approach more nearly to similation -

one another or become identical, because during the pro-

duction of the first, the organs of speech are already

getting into position to pronounce the second, or on

the other hand, the organs linger over the first element

when they ought to be already in position for the

second. Here, as in many other instances, the written

lags behind the spoken language. In English we write

cupboard but pronounce kubzd, limb but pronounce

lim. The popular dialect always carries this farther than

the literary language : compare the costermonger's

Gimme, Lemme with the literary Give me, Let me.

In the majority of instances in Latin and Greek,

it is the second sound which has assimilated the first.

In many cases, however, the two languages follow a

different course of development. Here, as in so many
other respects, Latin presents much less variety than

Greek. The vocabulary of Latin is much smaller than

that of Greek and the number of combinations found in

its words is very much less. One reason for this is that,

in the middle of words, the old aspirates become iden-

tical with the original voiced stops.

183. The chronology of assimilation requires care-

ful study. It is reasonably assumed by all modern

philologists that, at the same period of a language, the

same sound under exactly similar conditions will always

change in the same way ( 45). But a law, Different Pho-

which is active at one period, may die out van
C
at

a
diffefent

and, in consequence, a combination may
times -
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appear later, which was non-existent heretofore. It is

only in this way that the difference in Latin between

collis (=*col-ni-s) and volnus can be explained. If

wlnus were of the same age as collis, no doubt the form

of the word would have been wttus. But probably
volnus was originally formed like /acinus and it is by
the loss of i, at a period later than the change of *col-

ni-s to collis
,
that volnus has arisen 1

. It must be for

some such reason that we find sessus (= *sed-tos}> castus

(= *cad-tus) and cette (= *cedite) in the same language.

sessus follows the oldest rule of Latin for the combina-

tion of two dentals ; castus and cette do not. Compare
with this sallo for *sald-o (like English salt), while the

later calda 'hot water' for calida remains. It seems

better to explain agmen, as compared with examen

where g has been lost, as arising from *agimen
2

,
than

with Brugmann to hold that g disappears before m only

when a long vowel precedes.

184. Again, there is no breach of phonetic law in

Formal ana- the appearance of falsus, mulsi alongside
logy*

of the assimilation in collum (= *col-su-m).

falsus is formed, at a later period, on the analogy of

other participles such as vorsus = *vrt-to-s where pho-
netic causes changed -tos into -sus ( 192). At the

comparatively late time when this analogical participial

form originated, the old law had ceased
Loss of a con-

sonant in a com- to act. mulsi, on the other hand, does not
bination. . . .

'

represent the original combination -Is-, for

g has been lost between / and s, the root being *mulg-.

1
Stolz, Lat. Gr.2 65, 1.

2
Stolz, Lat. Gr.2 65, 2. Brug. Grundr. i. 506.
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But why should elp.t represent original *esmi while

eo-/xeV retains the original -sm-t Here the
Logical ana-

analogy is of another type ; coyxeV ought
logy-

to be dfj.v, as in Ionic, but the -a-- is restored by the

influence of ea-re (cp. 48). So r7mpa, rreiA.a, which

represent *Zcnrpo-a, *rreA.<ra, are said to be formed on

the analogy of ei/ei/xa, l/xeiva (= *eve)u,-<ra, ^l/Aey-cra) because

the change is confined to the aorist, while the original

forms remain correctly in a/cepae/co'/A?/?, aA-cros, reXcrov etc.,

and even in some aorists eKepcra, 2/ceAo-a.

185. In other cases where there seem to be dif-

ferent changes of the same combination influence of

in precisely similar circumstances, the Sfaf
1^JJJ

the
f

cause is often some peculiarity of root end- the root -

ing or of suffix which, in some instances, may no longer

be easily traceable. Thus in Greek many roots end some-

times in voiced stops, sometimes in aspirates. The

difference no doubt originally depended on the following

sound, but one form has often been carried over to other

positions, in which it did not originally occur. Hence

varieties of form like 0a//./3o>, l-ra^-ov; l-Aa/3-ov, et-X^^-a;

o-Tti/?-<o, a-o-re/A<->79. The difference in the form of the root

Tnjy-w-fu, as compared with Tny/c-ro'-s, is one caused purely

by the fact that in the former case a voiced, in the latter

a breathed sound follows. Compare also ypd<f>-w with

ypa/J-Sryv and ypaTr-ro-s. In pe-pig-i as compared with

pac-is, the difference had the same origin (cp. pango).

In the same way Spa^-/^ and 3pay-/xa
'

handful
'

are

derivatives from the same root, for the Spax/?' is the

handful of six copper nails, or obols, which were the

primitive medium of exchange \

1

Eidgeway, Origin of Currency and Weight Standards, p. 310.

G. P. 10
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1 86. In some cases the final sound of a root or

New suffix preceding suffix becomes attached to the

Part wnicn Allows and the 'suffix is after-

Wards USed in this f rm ( 286 )' TllUS -*'

fix -

appears very often in front of -lo- and -no-.

Hence the difference between nuc-leus and vil-la, the

latter representing not *vic-la, but *vic-sla. Compare
with this te-la (=*tex-ld), a-la (=*ax-la), which is

connected with a-wv, ax-is and the rest, lu-na stands

not for *luc-na which, as is shown by dlgnus (= *dec-no-s

from the same root as dec-us), would become *lugna^

but for *louc-sna (cp. illustris = *il-luc-stris). So also

alnus 'alder tree' is no exception to the rule for the

assimilation of n to a preceding /, since it represents

*als-no-s.

187. In both languages the doubling of a consonant

Double conso- verv rarely represents an original doubling.

The Homeric eWa from the root *yes-

( 144) and Latin us-si are cases where the double s is

original, but generally doubling indicates assimilation.

Thus in Greek, aXXos represents an original *al-io-s, o\-

AV-/U is *oX-w-/u ;
in Latin pello is. probably ^pel-no.

When assimilation takes place in a combination of

mutes in Greek and Latin, there is a ten-
simplification , 1111 1.1

of double conso- dency to reduce the double to the single

consonant. This seems to indicate that

the double consonants were pronounced in the same

manner as they are in English and without that distinct

separation of the two members which is found in Italian
;

compare the English with the Italian pronunciation of

ditto. Hence *0ip--<ri, *7ro8-<ri, *fid-tus, *vid-tus, become

ultimately Oijo-C, Troa-^fisus, msus. In Latin, however, if

the vowel of the first syllable is short the double con-
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soiiant remains: fissus, passus ( 190) etc. Compare
also mtsi (*rnlt-si) with missum.

188. Although the great majority of combinations

are formed of two sounds, not a few consist

of three and some of four consonants. But three
r
or
pS

more

in the classical languages, cases where the

vowel element forms such a small proportion as in the

German strumpfs or the English strengths or twelfths are

rare. The full inflexion of Greek and Latin and their

phonetic laws, which reduce the number of final con-

sonants in words, permit of large combinations of con-

sonants only at the beginning, or more frequently in the

middle of words. Thus in Greek we find cnrKay^yov^

in Latin tonstrix. When a great com-
.

*- Simplification
bmation 01 consonants occurs, the com- by s of medial

bination tends to be simplified, s is the Croups,,.,,,,. , ,. d) Contain-
chief solvent in such cases, more particu- ing liquids and

larly when it precedes a nasal or liquid;

Under the influence of s, many large groups of con-

sonants in Latin lose one or more members. This

happens most frequently when nasals and liquids form

part of the combination. Thus pllum, prelum, scdla,

culina, seni, subtemen, cernuus, tostus, turdus, posco

represent *pin-slom (cp. pinsio), *prem-slom, *scant-sld

(for *scand-sld), *coc-sllnd, *sex-nl
t

*
sub-tex-men, *cers-

nuus (cp. Kopo-r) and cerebrum =
*ceres-ro-m), *torstus,

*turzdus (English throst-le), *porc-sco (an inceptive from

the root of prec-or and thus = *prk-sko). Other cases,

dlci, tela, luna, illustris, etc. have been already men-

tioned ( 186). In Greek, s is hardly less effective. Thus

KC'OTOS, Seo-Tnm??, 8iKao"7roAo9, 7TTtor(ro), vtVoro/xat, aayxei/og,

T7reiO7/ai, e/c/x^vo?, Tretoyza, l<r7Tt(ra, 7raA.ro, 7rp7rov<ra re-

present *Kei/<rros (cp. KVTa>),
*
Sevcr-TTorrjs (for *8e/As-

102
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TTOTT/S, where Se/xs is a genitive, the word being a com-

pound = '

house-lord '),
*8t/cai/s-7roAos (where SIKO.I/S is an

ace. pi. governed by TTO'AOS, the whole forming an 'im-

proper' compound ( 284) = 'judgments-wielder' 'deem-

ster'), *7mv(7ta) (cp. Lat. pinsio), *^i-vo--to-/xat (a redu-

plicated present from the root veer- found in vtopai,

VOO-TOS), *o-faT-cr-/xvos (a participial form from *suad-,

the root of rj8v<s and suavis, -8- becoming -T- before -o--),

*eo-7Tj/oy>u, *e/xi7i/o9, *7Tv6-cr(jia. (root of English bind),

*e-o-7TVT-o-a (-8- of o-TreVSco becoming -T- before -cr: ),
*7raA-

CT-TO (an S-Aorist), *7rpe7rovTta whence *7rpe7rovcrcra, Trpc-

7rovo"a, 7rp7rovo"a.

Even with stops, s breaks up the combination ; com-

(ii) containing Pare &Sa(TKa> (= *8i8aK-(TK<i)) with rfJSCO

only stops.
(=*di-tc-sco for *di-dc-sco, a reduplicated

inceptive with the weakest form of the root). In the

Homeric aorist XCK-TO (=*AeK-<r-To), -o-- itself has disap-

peared and so also in IKTOS
'

sixth,' as we see by com-

parison with the Latin sextm.

189. At the beginning of initial combinations of

initial combi- consonants, 8- generally remains in Greek,

if it is followed by a stop, cnrXijv, O-TP<D-

TOS, crK\r]p6<s. In Latin, combinations where the third

simplified in element is r remain, spretus, stratus, scredre,

but in other cases the third member of the

combination is alone retained. Thus to o-irX^v cor-

responds lien, and the old Latin stlls and stlocus become

Us and locus through the intermediate stage of slls (once

or twice found on inscriptions) and *slocus ; cp. the

adverb llico 'on the spot,' which is really an adverbial

phrase *in sloco. Brugmann thinks
1

that cldvis, cldvos,

Greek KX^'o), /cXr/tg,
'

key
'

represent an original ski- which
1 Grundr. i. 425, 528 note.
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is simplified to si- in the English sluice (German schlies-

sen, Old Saxon slutil
'

key' etc.).

190. Sometimes the change which a combination of

two sounds undergoes, when they stand
Var >n chan_

between two vowels, is different from that ges in a conso-

. , . , . nant according
which happens when they are in combina- as it is followed

ii ,1 mi T ,_ by one or more.
tion with other consonants. Thus in Latin,

original -tt- became -ss- : *urt-to-s Lat. versus ; *pdt-to-s

Lat. passus etc. But in the combination -ttr- the change

is not to -ssr- but to -str-
; pedestris represents an original

*pedet-tris. The same is true of the original combination

-nttr- thus tonstrlna (= *tont-trina from the root of

tondeo), defenstrix (
= *defent-trix from de-fend-o)

1
.

191. Of the combinations of two elements, those

which consist entirely of stops call for
i rm i

Combinations
little remark. Their numbers are not very of two conso-

large and, of those which can be cited, a

considerable proportion are compounds with prepositions.

These, by themselves, are unsafe guides, because such

combinations are so late, comparatively, that the original

rule may have been quite different. From the root

*keudh- found in Kev'0-w, a derivative by means of the

root determinative -dh- was made apparently in the

primitive Indo-Germanic period. From the beginning

the combination -dh + dh- was simplified to -d + dh-, which

is represented in Greek by Kvo-0os, in Latin by custos, in

Gothic by huzd*. But later combinations of d with dh

do not change in this way. In Latin, original dh is

represented initially by/, medially by d or b, but af-ficio

1 It is possible that in these combinations the change was first

to -sr-, and that -t- was then inserted between s and r as in

English stream from rt. *sreu- and sister (
=

*8uesr-).
2 Brngm. Grundr, i. 469, 5.
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191

(
= ad-dh-) and ad-do

1

(where dh- has one of its medial

forms) would be altogether misleading guides for the

history of the earlier combination.

192. Combinations of stops unless assimilated are

so difficult to pronounce that frequent
(i) Combina- , ,

,
, mi , .

tions of two changes may be expected. The combina-

tion pt remains in Greek, but initially loses

p in Latin ; hence TrreXe'a but tilia. In pro-(p)tervus,

p is dropped, apparently because the word is a com-

pound, for aptus, saeptus and other forms show that

-pt- is a quite possible combination in the middle of a

Latin word. In TWCTOI there is an interesting example of

transposition. The root is re*- and the form of the redu-

plicated present should be *TI-T/C-W (cp. TTI-TTT-G) from -).

It may be that, as is generally held, the analogy of verbs

like TTCKTCI), xo-XeTTTO) brought about the change ; it is at

least as likely that the rareness of the combination and its

Difficulty of difficulty were the causes. It is not, how-
pronunciation. ^^ ^ ^ ^ what may Qr mfty^ ^Q

found a difficult combination. Dialects of the same

language vary from one another. Thus the ordinary

Greek i<s is in Lesbian <r/a<os
;
o-<e appears in Syra-

cusan as ^e. The English ask, wasp appear in Old

English both as ascian, wcesp, and as desian, weeps;
in the Scotch dialects the combination -rs- is much em-

ployed, cp. English grass, Northern Scotch girs (0. Eug.

goers), Christian (as female proper name) with the com-

mon Scotch form represented in Mrs Oliphant's Kirsteen.

In all combinations of two dentals -it-, -dd-, -ddh-

there seems to have been a very early change towards a

1
ad-do, con-do and some other compounds of do represent not

the original root *do- in di-5w-(ju etc. but *dhe-, the root of
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spirant sound, so that, in time, one or both elements is

reduced to -s-
;
Greek W-TO'S, KvVtfos etc., combinations

Latin vlsus, custos etc. Hence Brugmann
ofdentals -

writes these combinations -tft-, -dzd-, -dzdh-.

193. Much more change occurs in the combinations

of stops with spirants, nasals and liquids. Combinations

The combinations with s- have already been ffigKjfigg
described. The initial combinations p + s,

rant>

k + s in i/r>7\a<aw, gi<j>o<s ( 192) are doubtfully assigned

to the early period. The only serious difficulty here is

as to the original sounds represented by KT-, <#-, ^0- in

Greek, where an equivalent to Greek words with these

initial sounds appears in Sanskrit with ks-; KTeiW is

paralleled by the Sanskrit ksan-, xOw by ksa(m), <j>6l-vu

by ksi-na-ti, TCKTOJ/- by taksan-. This has led to the

suggestion that there was an sh (s) sound ( 113, 2) in

the original language distinct from the ordinary s. No
certain conclusion can as yet be arrived at. In Latin,

according to Osthoff, super as compared with wrcp and

Sanskrit upari has s as the weak form of ex. The com-

binations of stops with nasals and liquids (j^ a following

present more variety. In both languages a
nasal *

labial is assimilated to a following m. Latin avoids the

combination of a dental with m in any position, while it

changes -cm- into -gm- (segmentum but secdre). Combi-

nations of a stop with n present no difficulty in Greek
;

velar gutturals follow the changes of the sounds into

which they have passed whether labials or dentals.

Initial ftv- (=*qn-) becomes //,v-; /u,vao/xcu
'

I woo' is the

verb to /Java
' woman '

( 140, i). cpc/u.-vo? is from the

root of epe/3-os (= *req-, root of English reek).

194. In Latin, the development of dentals followed

by a nasal presents great difficulties. The history of
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-tn-, in particular, has given rise to much discussion in

recent years ; not only do different philolo-
tn- in Latin. ..,,,,.. i ,1

gists hold different theories, but even the

same philologist has more than once held different theo-

ries at different times on this question, which is of especial

interest as concerning the history of the Latin gerund

and gerundive participle. After all that has been written

on the subject, it seems most probable that -tn- becomes

-dn- and then metathesis takes place ;
hence -nd-.

Thurneysen, who originated the discussion
1

, regarded

tendo as a reduplicated verb, from the root of ten-eo,

*te-tn-o became *te-dn-o, *tendno, tendo. The example

may be disputed, but there can hardly be any doubt

that pando is from the same root as pat-eo and there-

fore represents an original *pat-no. As regards the

treatment of original -dn- in Latin, there

is also much doubt. The old identification

of the second part of
e

AXoo--v8-v>/ with unda seems plau-

sible
;

if correct, metathesis has also occurred here.

How then are mercennarius (=*merced-ndrius) and the

Plautine dispennite (= dispendite) to be explained ? For

the former, it is possible to assume that the suffix was

not -nd- but -snd-
;

if so, the first stage was by assimi-

lation of d to s, *inercet-sndrius whence *mercesndrius,

mercennarius as penna comes from *pet-snd. The

Plautine form can be easily explained as a vulgar assimi-

lation ( 182).

195. The treatment of original kn in Latin is

curious. Initially the guttural disappears (nidor=*cmdor,

1 In K. Z. 26, p. 301 ff. Most of the supporters of this

theory, including its author, have now given it up. Brugmann,
after accepting it to explain the origin of the gerund (A. J. P. vm.

p. 441 ff.), has now discarded it (Grundriss, Verb-flexion, 1103).
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probably through the intermediate stage *griidor), medi-

ally the breathed sound becomes voiced

and the vowel also is affected. Thus

from *dec-no-s (cp. dec-et, dec-us) comes dignus (pro-

nounced dlrjnus 127n.); tignum may represent *tec-

no-m (from root of TCKTOV- etc.), but it is equally

probable that the Romans themselves were right in

connecting it with tego directly. Thus, according to

the definition of the jurist Gaius, tignum is 'wood for

building/ while lignum is 'wood for gathering,' 'firewood'

from lego.

196. Of the combinations of stops with a following

/, Greek presents a great variety. It combinations

seems probable that initial dl- in Greek be- (^
came yA- in yAWs as compared with the liquid>

Latin dulcis. Latin changed medial -tl- into -cl- and

-dhl- into -bl- in the suffixes -do- (-culo-) and -bio- (-bulo-)

respectively. Medial -g- disappeared in Latin before

-I- without leaving any trace, the preceding vowel

not even being lengthened, stilus without doubt is

from the root of o-Tiy-/xa etc. Initial t- is dropped in

Latin before -/-; TITO'S (rAd-ros) and Idtus (participle to

tollo, O.Lat. tido
t
and tuli) are the same word, -dhr-

becomes -br- in Latin, rubro- (= epvOpo-) ; fla-bru-m has

the same suffix as KXy-Opo-v.

197. The combinations of stops with a following i

are in Greek fertile in changes. In Latin,

except in the initial combination di- where of stopT
a
with

the -i- sound expels the d altogether (Jovis,
(v) *'

Old Latin Diovis), the -i- becomes vocalised or disappears

(cp. medius with spuo =
*spiu-io). In Greek T, *, 0, x

followed by i are represented by -o-o-- (Attic -rr- which

seems to have been pronounced as -]>]>-) ; compare
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with Am/
1

,
oWe with oculus, /ueWos (later

with medius, eXao-o-wv with eAa^vs. Si and y^ become :

( 181, 5) and O-TIW
( 140, i). pi became TTT; hence

, TTToAe/xos, which seem to have arisen from a

dialectic pronunciation ; compare the American pronun-
ciation of car as cyar. In verbs (xaXcTrrto etc.), -TTT- for

-pi- is regular throughout Greek. It is a question

what was the original form of the Latin suffix -bus in

the dative and ablative plural. In Sanskrit the cor-

responding form is -bhyas which may represent an

original *-bkios or *-bhioms. It seems therefore pro-

bable that Latin -bus should represent the same original

form. But the Gaulish juarpe/fo (=matribus), the suffix

of which goes closely with the Latin, is against the

identification.

198. One or two of the combinations of stops with

-u- present difficulties. That which is still

most in doubt is the treatment in Greek of

initial tu-. Medially -tu- becomes -oxr- (-TT-); thus

Tfcnr-ap9 = *qetu-.

It seems probable that tu- initially also became a-
;

initial ty,- in hence rfe ace. of the second personal pro-

noun becomes ere and from this or some

similar case form, the nominative <rv for TV was formed.

Some other words which have initial or- possibly show

the same origin; thus oxupcd 'sweep,' crcopos 'heap' may
be *turid and *Tuwpos and connected with the Lithua-

1 The Megarian's <rd pav ; in Aristophanes, Acharnians 757,

does not stand for rl ^v ; as explained by Liddell and Scott
; <rd

is the plural (
=

*rt-a), <r<r- not being written initially. o-^S-w is

explained by Brugmann as from a root *tie$-. irpori and 7rp6s

(
=

*7r/x>Ti) were originally parallel forms, TT/JOTI appearing before

consonants, *7rpori before vowels; hence came 7r/>os(s).
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nian toerm 'enclose, pack together.' In the suffix -<rvvo-

fivry/xo-o-wos etc. which seems identical in origin with the

Skt. -tvana- (cp. 401) we find the influence of -tu- in

the weak form, precisely as <rv owes its origin to o-e.

The history of the loss of k (q) before u in Lat. vap-
or as compared with Greek KdTr-vos, Lith. is Latin & lost

kvdp-as, is stiU doubtful. If the words are
before * ?

to be identified, we must suppose that k (q) first became

voiced (cp. nldor 195) and then g was lost.

199. The next group of sounds which calls for

special notice is that in which a spirant combinations

is the first element. As has been already Semens (?a

mentioned, original z occurred only in com- 8Pirant -

bination with voiced sounds; hence s and z must be

considered together. The history of the combinations

with stops is sufficiently obvious. One combination of

s with a stop is of interest. ?o and sido both represent a

reduplicated present of the root *sed- (*si-zd-o). m-dus

(=*ni-zd-us the "sitting down' place). Eng. nest is the

same word ( 143). zd represents the weak form of

the root exactly as -/38- in iri-/?8-ai represents the weak

form of the root found in ped- vo8-.

In Latin, s preceding original bh is said to disappear

both initially and medially ;
hence fucus =

<r<t>iq, sedlbus

= *sedes-bh-. But other explanations of the forms are

possible ;
sedes etc. are influenced by -i- stems.

200. In combination with a following i, the s

sound in a Greek word became weakened

or assimilated. Hence from -osio the old

genitive of -o- stems we obtain first -oto as in Homer,

next, by dropping j, -oo, which has to be restored, e.g.

in 'lAiou TrpoTrdpoiOc (II. xv. 66) which will not scan, and

lastly by ordinary contraction, -u> in the severer Doric,

-ov in the milder Doric, Attic and Ionic dialects.
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201. The treatment of a-u whether initial or medial

presents the same kind of difficulties as TU-
su in Greek. . .._-.. . . . .

above. What is the relation between vs

and o-v? ? We must suppose that both words are of the

same origin. How then can we explain the existence of

two different forms under the same circumstances? It

is conjectured that, while vs is the legitimate represen-

tative of original *sus ( 168), the form o-vs has de-

veloped from a genitive form *<rf-os where o- was regularly

retained. But if so, why does e/cvpos Lat. socer represent

an original su- merely by the rough breathing? Here

there is a difficulty which has not as yet been satisfac-

torily solved. It is supposed that medial -vu- became

-CTO-- as in Kovi-cr<raAos and from this compound form

initial a-- was restored to the simple word 0-aA.os, which

we expect to become *aAo?, after the manner

of expo's. In these forms, as in others with

u, Latin changes ue into o, hence socer, soror ( *svesor)

etc.

202. In both languages s, whether initial or medial,

when followed by a nasal or liquid, disap-Loss of s be-
J r

fore nasals and pears or is changed into some other sound

without being fully assimilated to the suc-

ceeding sound. The only exception to this is in one

or two Greek words beginning with G-/X-; oyu/cpos (but

^a/epos), cr/x-epSvos English smart, etc. These forms have

probably an explanation similar to that of the variation

between o-re'yos and reyos (see below, 237).

203. The combination sr becomes in Greek pp by the

assimilation of the first to the second ele-
srm Greek.

ment. Initially this appears as the breathed

r (p) ; pew represents an original *sreu-o.
sr in Latin. m1 -,

. ;T T . .

The history of sr in Latin is more uncer-

tain. The common belief at present is that initial sr is
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represented in Latin by fr. Undoubtedly medial -sr-

became -br-. Of initial sr- however, which
, .

,
. , , (a) initially.

was a rare combination, only two examples
are cited

; frigus (= ptyos) and fragum (= pa'). On the

other hand some good authorities contend that in Latin

as in Greek s disappears. But on this side, as on the

other, the argument turns upon a few uncertain ex-

amples. The name Roma has often been connected with

the root *sreu- found in peo> and the English stream,

but the etymology of this as of many other proper names

is very doubtful. There is nothing to decide between

the claims of rigor and of frigus to represent ptyos, for

analogy from the treatment of medial -sr- is an unsatis-

factory argument and a change in the quantity of a

vowel, more particularly of an z-vowel, is found else-

where (cp. Lat. vir with Skt. vlras). The last discussion

of the subject by H. Osthoff
1

although citing more

supposed cases of initial r in Latin for original sr- is by
no means conclusive (cp. 237).

204. The history of medial -sr- in Greek is less clear,

for -pp- in compounds and after the auar-
. , * 11 <

ment as in c-ppeov from rt. sreu- may follow

the analogy of initial sr-, which first by assimilation

became pp- and finally p, and other examples as TpTtjpw

(= *Tpa(r-pwf, *trs- from rt. of Tpe(<r)eo)
a

are rare and

uncertain. In Latin medial -sr- always becomes -br-.

Of this there are many examples : *svesrlnos
'

sister's

child' 'cousin' becomes sobrinus; cerebrum is *ceres-ro-m

(see 188) ; funebris is *funes-ri-s. The adverb temere

literally 'in the dark' has connected with it the sub-

stantive tenebrae (=*temsrae) but the cause of the

change of m to n in tenebrae is not clear.

1 31. U. v. p. 62 ft.
2
Solmsen, K. Z. 29, p. 348.
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205. In the. Greek medial-combinations -/xo--, -vo--, -o--

Combinations was assimilated to -/w.-, -v-. Aeolic Greek

SemraUs (|)

S

a remained at this stage, but Attic lengthened
nasal or liquid. faQ previous vowel and used only one con-

sonant ( 219). Thus, from the original aorist forms

*2-ve/x-o-a, l/xev-o-a come in Aeolic ve/Ajua, e/xei/va, in Attic

li/61/Aa, 1/mva, where -ei- is not a diphthong ( 122). The

history of the final combinations is different. Here -s

remains and the nasal disappears, with or without com-

pensatory lengthening of the vowel ( 248) : rt/xa? (for

TLHOLVS 218), OIKOVS, is (es) for ev-s etc. Medial -per- -A.O--

remained ( 184) but -per- was changed in pure Attic to

-pp- : apcn/v (appyv) etc. In both Latin and Greek, tn

whether sonant or consonant becomes n before i (cp.

(3a.iva>, venio = *<ginid ; KOIVOS for *Kofj.-io<s

l

connected with

Latin cum 'with'
;
and quoniam for quomjam).

206. In Greek initial mr- becomes /3p-; cp. /Spo-rds

from the same root as martuus and the
mr in Greek.

Qorcyraean ftapy^^,^ (= *f3pava-) the par-

ticiple to /xapva/Aat. Medially in Greek -mr- remains,

inserting however ft between /x and p; a-/A/?poTo-s etc.

The history of this combination in Latin

is still a matter of dispute. Osthoff con-

tends
2
that initial mr- is represented by fr- in fremo

(= ppefuo), /return akin to /Spootrto, frutex to fipvw,

fragor to l^pa^c; medial -wr- he finds in lubernos

*Xei
j"--p'-vos which could stand to the ordinary \tyuptm

as /Accr^/xySptvds does to ^/xeptvos. The first stage of

change would be from fkeimrinos to */iibrinus which

becomes hibernus exactly as *se-crino becomes se-cerno.

tuber Osthoff considers akin to tu-meo etc. and to Skt.

1 For the epenthesis see below
( 207).

2 If. U. v. p. 85 ff.
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tu-m-ras. This theory, which is, in some respects, a

return to an old view, may be regarded as still sub

judice.

207. The treatment of nasals and liquids in Greek

when followed by i is also deserving of
,

J
-r, . jl Nasals and li-

notice in another respect. Except with quids followed
. ,

,
, . , , . , . by -i- in Greek.

X, i produces epenthesis, by which is meant

that the t following the nasal or liquid disappears but

an {-sound is introduced into the preceding syllable.

The process by which this takes place is in two stages ;

(1) the nasal or liquid sound is weakened through the

influence of the following t and (2) in turn acts upon the

vowel before it. The sonant and consonant forms of the

nasals and liquids are treated exactly alike : compare

om-ctpo) (*sper-io) with <nr<upo> (=*sprio); /?a<W with

KOtVO? ( 205), KTeiVG) (*KTl>-tw) with TKTCUVa (*TC*Tg|'a).

If there is a group of consonants, it is simplified ;
hence

6Vor-7roiva (=*8c<r-7roTvt-a). On the other hand, medial

i- becomes -XX-
; cp. o-TeXXw (*o-TX-to>) with

208. Combinations of u with { occur in a small

number of words; KXryto 'shut' =icXaf-Mi> whence KXdt-fw,

KXaw, K\y<D. In Latin cap-twus may possibly have a

suffix representing original -teuio-s Skt. -tavya-.

1 The attempt of Johannes Schmidt (Pluralbildungen der Idy.

neutra, p. 198) to connect Eng. liver and its cognates in other

Germanic languages with Skt. ydkrt, Gk. rjirap, Lat. Jecwr, by postu-

lating an original initial combination li- is extremely doubtful.
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xiii, On some other Sound Changes.

1. Contraction of vowels.

209. The certain contractions which go back to the

original Indo-Germanic language are few in
Contractions . . .,

intheindo-Ger- number and, in some cases, the nature of the
manic period. , , ,

component elements in the contraction is

not easy to ascertain. The best authenticated original

>
contractions are those of stems ending in a vowel

with a case suffix beginning with a vowel, because the

original vowel of the suffix can be dis-
Contraction , . . .,,

in the Dative covered where it appears with consonant

stems. Thus from *ekua+ai came the

dative form *ekuai of the feminine *ekua 'mare,' whence

the Latin equae ( 181, 1) ;
from the stem *ekuo+ai

came the dative form *ekuoi of the masculine *ek-uo-s.

That the original dative ending was -ai is shown by
such survivals as the old Greek infinitives So/xevcu and

Sovvat, which represent the dative of original -men- and

-uen- stems, *do-men-ai and *do-uen-ai. Similarly

*ekud+es and *ekuo+es of the nominative plural were

contracted into *ekuds and *ekuos originally. These

forms have no representatives in Greek and Latin, but

the Sanskrit and the forms of the Oscan and Umbrian,
Gothic and (for the feminine) the Lithuanian show that

these were the original forms replaced in Greek and

Latin by the endings at, ot
; ae, ~i (oe) respectively. The

nature of the original ending is shown by the ending of

the masculine and feminine consonant stems 7roi-/xeV-es,

etc.
1

1 The long e of homines is a later development ( 223).
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The combination of o with another o is illustrated

by the genitive plural of 0-stems ekuo+om = contraction

ecuom, tTnrtov divum 1

. The locatives

OLKOL, Lat. viciy represent the old combination tive-

of the e : o stems with the locative suffix -i seen in

Lat. ped-e ( 165) etc.

The augment with verb forms illustrates the combi-

nation of e with a and e. e+ag- becomes
A jj ^71 - 7 A , ,

Contraction

eg-, Attic rj-yov ;
e+ed- becomes ea-, Attic with the aug-

r)cr-6iov from the root of Latin ed-o (cp. Lat.

es-t for *ed-t)
2

. e+ei- became ei-, whence Gk. fia 'I

went' from e*/u
3

.

210. The contractions in Greek and Latin need not

detain us long. The ordinary contractions
, . , , , Contractions

of vowels are given in the following table, in Greek and

Those which arise by the loss of an original

consonantal sound between the vowels deserve somewhat

more attention. The number of such contractions seems

to be greater in Greek than in Latin, because in Greek

the number of important consonantal elements certainly

lost between vowels is greater. But as the history of

Latin is so imperfectly known to us in this matter, as in

so many others, it is impossible to give the same details

as for Greek.

211. In both languages the most frequent source of

such contractions is the loss of i ; Tpets, tres
, ,, , , .

i * Loss of i.

both go back to an onginal *treies\ com-

pare also 7roA.(s, oves = *iro\-ei-es, *ov-ei-es. So also, in

1
equorum has a different origin ( 319).

2 The Latin perfects egi, edi are more probably formed like cepi,

sedi than examples of augmented types 6 + a(j- t 6+ ed-.

3 For further and more doubtful examples of these early com-

binations see Brugm. Grundr. i. 111 ff. %
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the verb, 0tXo3, moneo represent *<iAe-w, mon#-id, TI/AW

and amo represent *Tipa-id and *ama-io. According to

the most recent authority the 1st person sing, in such

cases is formed with the -io- suffix, but other persons are

made directly from the noun stem plantd-s etc.
1

In

classical Greek this tendency is still going on; hence the

scansion of TOIOVTOS, TTOIW with the first syllable short.

The second part of the diphthong, however, is not lost

here, but in pronunciation the word seems to be divided,

not as TOI-OVTOS etc., but as TO-IOVTOS etc. ( 245).

212. In Homeric Greek the loss of the u- sound

represented by F was so recent that hiatus
Loss of u. \_ . . . . . . . .

generally marks its original position and in

many dialects it survived throughout the classical period.

The F was altogether lost in Attic Greek, and contraction

takes place, in the verb, between the augment and the

vowel sound which was originally preceded by the

digamma. This contraction could not have been early,

otherwise we should have found not et-, which is

the contraction e.g. in el\Kov
(
= *e-uelqom) )

but -$-, as in

rjcr-#iov. KotXos is possibly for KoF-i-Aos, cp. Latin cav-um.

In Latin the absolute loss of u is rare, but latrina

*lavatrina\

213. In Greek SavXo? 'shaggy' is cited as an ex-

Loss of -<r- m ample of contraction after loss of -<r-, cp.

Scunk But this is doubtful.

214. In Latin not a few contractions arise from the

LOSS of -h- in l ss f ^ between similar vowels
;
hence nihil

becomes nil (cp. English not = ne-wkit), *ne-

hemo becomes nemo, *bi-himus 'two winters old' bimus etc.

1
Brugmann, Grundr. n. 487 (but cp. above, 172 n.).

*
Schweizer-Sidler, Gramm. d. Lat. Sprache (1888) 81.
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ons which are generally cited are

oi

= aldba= *aidosm).

cogere.

promere.

dr)\<are (
=

coepi (
= co + *

epi, perfect whose

ptc. is aptus).

ddfjiu (Doric)
2= 5i^ov.

copia (
= co + op- from the stem

found in op-em, etc.).

5rj\<2.

7re8f-oio (Homer) whence -jredlov.

proin.

arlier alphabet was spelt with E,

ov from co, oe and oo.

no- ( 200), contracts into w, but

[To face p. 168.
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2. Anaptyxis.

215. By this term is meant the development of a

vowel between two consonants. The first of the two

consonants is generally a stop, the second a nasal or

liquid. Anaptyxis occurs in both Latin and Greek, in

Latin being especially frequent between c An

and I To this is due the vowel between c
*

and / in such words as saeculum, periculum, poculum.
But it has been recently proved

1

that in this case a con-

fusion has arisen between -do- the Latin development of

-tlo- ( 196) and the double suffix -co-lo-, and that this

confusion belongs to the classical period, for in Plautus

-do- which represents -tlo- is always scanned as a mono-

syllable. Apart from this series of exam-
, . . T ,. Anaptyxis in

pies, anaptyxis in Latin appears most com- foreign words

monly in foreign words; drachuma (8pa-

Alcumena ('AA.*/*^), techina (TCXVIJ), mina (pv<*),

Patricoles (LTarpoKX^s), Aesculapius ('Ao-fcAT/Trio's). With

r, anaptyxis occurs in several genuine Latin words, ager,

cerno, sacerdos, the er being developed out
.

&
Anaptyxis m

oi an earlier r
( 147) ;

with /, apart from native words in

the suffix -do- above, the most common in-

stances are the suffix -bio- which appears as -bulo-

(sta-bulum etc.), and occasional variants like discipulina

and extempulo. The history of sum, sumus, humus and

whip is not clear
2
.

216. Many of the Greek instances are also un-

certain, it being possible in many cases Anaptyxis in

that the vowel was developed before the
Greek>

1 By W. M. Lindsay, Classical Review vi. p. 87.

3 For further examples see Schweizer-Sidler, Gramm. d. Lat.

Sprache 47. sum has probably a thematic vowel *s-o-m ( 453).
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separate life of Greek began
1

. As examples the follow-

ing may be cited. With A.; yd\a beside yXaKTo<^ayos,

beside aXyctvos, rjXvOov beside rj\6ov] with p,

from Hipponax) beside &>ayxos> dpafiv\ai

(quoted by Hesychius) beside dpfivkai. The examples

with nasals are less certain. e/3So/x-o-s is supposed by
some to represent an original *septm-o-s; a<evos 'riches'

has for its adjective

3. Compensatory lengthening of vowels.

217. The loss of consonants discussed in chapter

xii. is often accompanied by a lengthening of the vowel

of the preceding syllable. The -et- and -ov- which appear

in Greek under these circumstances represent not a

diphthong but an e and u sound respectively ( 122).

(a) Lengthening of vowels in Greek.

218, a. Trao-a for TraWa (still found in Cretan) from

Lengthening
an earlier *?ravTia, raXds for TaAai/-s, rt/uas

for rt/>tav-s. In the last instance, although
the vowel of the nominative is -rj (

=
original -a), the

vowel of the accusative plural must have been -a-, as

otherwise we must have had *TI///>;S not n^as
3
. o-ryXr), in

other dialects o-TaAAd and o-roAd, shows compensatory

lengthening for the loss of the second consonant, which

itself came probably from an earlier -vd suffix *oTaA-vd.

in Homer has the lengthening, because it repre-

1 Brugmann Gr. Gr.2 29.

2 For further examples see G. Meyer Gr. Gr.2 9497.
3 The Greek rule on this point was that a vowel before a nasal

or a liquid or i or u followed by an explosive or s became short

( 227).
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sents an earlier *KaA-to-s. In this case Attic has no

lengthening, KoAo's. Compare with this aAAos (=*aA-

to-s), the -AA- of which was apparently later since Cyprian
has atAos.

219. e. The lengthening arising from the loss of

consonants is written after 403 B.C. as . Lengthening

Ivct/xa for *ev/A<ra, c/mva for *//, vcra
1

,

of f '

raOelo-L for *Ta0ei/Tcri, els for *Sm-S (but ST7ror>/9 for

*S/A-5-7roTr7s 188), ek for ev-s ( 246). The cause of the

lengthening in /xeiwv, KpctWwi/ is not certain. Attic

e'vos (Ionic /os is used in Attic poetry) shows no

compensation for the loss of F in the combination -vf-.

220. o. cloven for IXOJ/TI (3 pi. of present) and
*
Xovr-o-t (dat. pi. Of participle), Ix for

Lengthening

/jiovora for */xovTa (Doric /xwo-a),
ofo-

for iTTTrovg. Homeric yowo?, Sovpos represent

*yoW
r

-os, *SopF-os, Kovpo? = *Kopfo-5, but in Attic opo?
'

boundary
' = Corcyrean opfos ; y8ovXo/xat apparently re-

presents */?oA-vo-/xai (cp. 140 i &).

Some lengthenings, a<9avaTos, r?7/3oAos, ovvo/u.a, seem

to be used for metrical reasons only.

(b) Lengthening of vowels in Latin.

221. Cicero tells us that -T*S and -nf always made a

preceding vowel long. Priscian adds that Latin voweis

-gn- had the same effect, but his statement S^nsonant
is not borne out by the history of the combinations.

Romance languages.

222. a. hdldre is said to represent an older *an-

sla-re from the root of an-imu-s, qualum Lengthening

'work basket' is for *quas-lo-m )
scdla for

ofLatina -

1 For &TTei\a, tydcipa see 184.
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*scant-sla ( 188), major for *mah-ior, equas for earlier

*equans.

223. e. vesica for vensica, cena for sced-snd
1

,

Lengthening
cwneus (=*aies-n-). tela for *tex-la\ toties

of Latin e. beside totiens etc. The long e of homines,

pedes etc. does not originate in this way but simply

follows the analogy of the i- stems, aves ( *av-ei-es) etc.

224. o. pdmerium for *pos-merium, pono for *po-

Lengtheninp
sno (CP- po-sui, older po-slvi), cdsol frequent

of Latino,
'

n inscriptions for consul ( 127 n. 1), c<fe'-

cere, equos for *equons.

22$. i. dlduco, dilabor, dlmitto etc. with loss of s

of Latin?, (cp. dir-imo = *dis-emo 'take asunder'),

Idem, sido.

and of Latin u. 226. u. jumentum })utjugum.

4. Shortening of vowels.

227. In both Greek and Latin a long vowel before

i, u, a liquid or a nasal followed by a stop-consonant is

shortened, ot/cois, Lat. vlcls for Indo-G. *uoikois ( 181, 3),

Zev's, Lat. dies, etc. ( 181, 46) ;
Xv^e-vr- from \vOrj-

in stem of participle of Gk. 1st Aorist Passive, Lat.

amant- docent- etc.
;

Ace. pi. of -a stems originally

ri/xavs (218), Lat. *equans, whence later ri/ufc, equas.

In Greek, ^epwvrat of the Subjunctive is an exception to

this rule, no doubt through the influence of the other

forms which are long.

Both languages tend to shorten a long vowel before

a following vowel which is of different quality
2

. v-wv-

(gen. pi. of vavs) for *vrjF-^v, Lat. ple-o, fu-i etc. In

Ionic and Attic Greek, when a long vowel was followed

1
Stolz, Lat. Gr." p. 302.

2 Vowels of the same quality contract.
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by a short vowel, a curious metathesis of quantity took

place : /foo-iAe'cos for Homeric /Jao-iXr/os etc. The stress

accent of Latin led to many other shortenings, as in

final -o of verbs etc. (cp. 274).

5. Loss of a syllable.

228.
(i) Syncope which is the loss of a vowel between

two consonants does not occur in Greek,

the nature of the Greek accent ( 266) not pears only

a
?n

affecting the length of the syllables in the

same manner as the stress accent of Latin did. A stress

accent tends always to weaken those syllables of the

word on which it does not fall : consequently there are

many examples of the loss of a syllable in Latin. The
most common are purgo beside pur-i-go, pergo for *per-

rego, cp. per-rexi, surgo for *sub-rego, cp. sur-rexi,

surpui for surripui, reppuli, refill, etc. for re-pepuli,

re-tetuli, etc., caldus, vendere beside venumdare, quin-

decim, vir for *viros, ager, and many others *.

(ii) A similar loss of a syllable is produced in both

languages by another cause. When two

syllables follow one another which have two similar syi-

exactly the same consonants, there is a ten-

dency in most languages to drop one of them. Hence

we find in Greek a/x^opev? for *a/x<i<opus (cp. a/x<t-

V for ^/U-jUtcSl/ZVOV, K\O W<f>TJ<; for

in Latin stipendium for *stipi-pendio-m,

voluntwius for *wluntat-arius. nutrix for nutri-trix

etc. voluntarius and nutria are obviously derivatives

from the stems found in wluntas and nutri-o respec-

tively, not of a non-existent wlunt- and nu-.

1 For a long list, not, however, all of the same nature, see

Schweizer-Sidler, Gr. d. Lat. Sprache 45 ff.
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6. Prothesis.

229. This is a purely Greek peculiarity; no certain

instances are known in Latin. Prothesis is
Prothesis oc- , f , . f f ,

curs only in the appearance of a vowel m front of the

sound which we know, from comparison

with other languages, to have been originally the initial

and only before sound of the word. The consonants gener-
certain sounds. a}jy preceded by such vowels are p, X, /x,

F
;

the vowels which precede these consonants are a, e,

and o. Some groups of consonants KT-, \0- and a-Q-, are

preceded by i.

230. a. Prothesis of a : a-paWa> ;
a-Xei<w (cp. XiVa);

a-^aXos, a-/A/?A.vs (cp. /xaXa/cos, j3\ag ml-), a-/xei'/:?-w (Lat.

mig-rd-re), a-/A'Xy-o> (cp. Lat. mulg-e-o) ; aepo-a (dia-

lectic form of Fepo-rj).

231 . b. Prothesis of e : -p'<-o>, e-pevy-o-/xai (cp. Lat.

ruc-ta-re), t-pvOpo-s (Lat. ruber), eXaxvs (Lat. l#p&), c-Xcv-

^cpo-s (Lat. /I^^r); no certain example of prothetic e

before /*- ; c-vpv-s ; evXrjpa (Homeric = *e-fX^pa, Lat. /ora

'reins'); e-e8va (root f
<$-),

e-et/coo-t (Doric ^tKart), -p(rry

'dew.'

232. c. Prothesis of o: o-pvVo-o) (root pwc-); o-Xty-

o-s, o-Xtor-^avw (cp. Xtros, Xto"(ros) ; d'/u^coo ( 138); o-

^eXos ( 239); no example of prothetic o before F, unless

perhaps the name of the Cretan town "Oaos.

233. d. Prothesis of t: l-\^ (original form un-

certain
; cp. e-;(0es alongside of x^ /s) > *-KT (alongside of

KTtSeiy 'weasel-skin helmet' in Homer); t-o-^t 'be.'

234. The causes of prothesis are by no means

Possible causes certain, but it seems probable that more
of prothesis; than one cause has been at work, p repre-

senting original r is never found at the beginning of
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a word in Greek
;
where p begins a word it represents

original sr- or yr- as in #705 ( 203) and
difficulty of mo-

pia. Original initial r is always preceded
nutation;

in Greek by one or other of these prothetic vowels.

This seems to indicate a difficulty which the Greeks

felt in pronouncing r\ cp. French esprit for Latin spi-

ritus ( 249 .). But why should the vowel vary ? Why
should we not have uniformly a, or e, or o instead of all

three ? G. Meyer suggests that the nature of this vowel

was generally determined by the character of the vowel

in the next syllable, thus introducing a principle some-

what of the same sort as the law of vowel harmony in

the Turanian languages ( 34), a principle which has

been more prominently brought forward recently
1

. But

we must search for further causes, for we can hardly

suppose that the Greek found a difficulty in pronouncing
X and ^ as well as p and F. It is notice- nasals and li-

able that p, X and /* are sounds which ap- jft'SBB
pear as both sonants and consonants; con-

consonant ;

sequently it is possible that after a preceding consonant

they were pronounced as rr-, //-, mm- respectively,

whence would come ap-, aX-, and a/*,-. wpong division

There are other possibilities the wrong
ofwords -

division of words ( 238), the existence of prefixed

particles ( 239) as in d-Xe'yw which has been explained

as *n-lego*, and disyllabic roots.

7. The phonetics of the sentence.

235. In the making of a sentence the individual

words pronounced during a breath are not Difference be-

kept carefully separate, as they appear in ^f
u

Written"

writing, but are run into one another, the speech -

1 By Johannes Schmidt, KZ. 32, p. 321 ff.

2 By E. E. Wharton (Some Greek Etymologies, p. 4).
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final consonant of the preceding word being assimilated

to the first of the following word, and vowels contracting

or disappearing, precisely as in the case of the individual

word. Hence in Sanskrit, the language of the most

acute grammarians the world has ever seen, we some-

times find a series of words run into one whole

which ends only with the end of the sentence or with

Examples of
some G^T natural break. The form in

this difference. wnicn we write the words of our own lan-

guage or of Latin and Greek is that which the words

would have when no other sound followed. Thus we

write roV Aoyov, but what the Greek said, and what he

not unfrequently wrote, was roAAoyov : the variations in

Latin haud, haut, hau, point to assimilations of the

same nature, and, though in English we write at all, we

actually combine the sounds of these two words exactly

as we do in a tall man.

236. Among the consequences we may deduce from

Consequences these facts are the following ; (a) words are

woSS
fl

in
ion

the
f

Iikel7 to be wrongly divided, thus giving
sentence. rjge ^Q new forms .

() fina} anc[ initial COn-

sonants will be assimilated and one or other may dis-

appear, thus again giving rise to new forms
; (c) final

vowels may either disappear or become consonantal

before the initial vowel of a following word, and, if the

consonantal form of the vowel affects the previous con-

sonant, may give rise to new forms
; (d) if the forms

originated in these three ways continue to subsist side

by side, they may be specialised in different usages, and

may no longer be felt as at all connected, or one dialect

may keep one of the forms and another another.

237- (a) This generally arises from the similarity

of the case ending of the article or some such word
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to the initial sound of the word which is affected. Thus

in Greek Tas-o-reyas is divided ras reyo's and words wrong-

hence a byeforin arises reyos, rey^ and the

verb Tyo> by the side of the older ore'yos,

So also TOVS /uKpovs, TOVS /xepSoAcovs, etc. lead to

(7/xi/cpovs, TOVS oyAcpSaAeovs and ultimately to a complete

set of forms with initial s, which had been lost earlier by
a general Greek law ( 202). The pronoun d 8eu/a

'

a

certain one
'

is supposed to be a wrong division of oSe

+ another pronominal element*. If any further change
takes place in the form of an initial combination of

consonants, the byeform may be widely separated from

its parent. If we could be certain of the identification,

a good example of such difference would be found

in piyos
=

*srlgos, whence in Latin both frigus ( 203)

and rigor
3

.

238. This wrong division of words is probably one

of the origins of prothesis. Thus o'/nopy-

W/JLL by the side of //.o'pyvv/u probably arises

from a wrong division of a7ro-/xopyw/xt, and the same may
be true of o-pvo-o-o) and o-\ur0dv<A

239. The cognate words oj-^eXcco and o<etXo>, o</>cXos

seem to owe their initial o and its two and

forms to a somewhat different cause. In

the prehistoric period of Greek there seems to have been

a preposition *w (=Skt. a) meaning 'round about/

This still survives in wKcavos, originally a participle from

1 This interchange goes back to Indo-G. times, the Germanic

leuguages (Eng. thatch) showing a form without s-, for initial si-

would remain unchanged (
103 i).

2 Baunack Studien i. p. 46, Solmsen KZ. 31, p. 475 ff. But

compare Persson /. F. n. p. 228 ff.

3 So Pedersen I.F. n. p. 325 n.

G. P. 12
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the same root as Kt-/u,at and indicating the river
'

lying

round' the world
1

. The stem of w</>eA.o etc. is ap-

parently the same as that in Skt. phal-a-m 'fruit, gain.'

If *cJ could be used with the same meaning of greatness

as Trept in Trepi/cAvros etc. it is not hard to arrive at the

meaning of w^eAew. When the old preposition died out,

a confusion arose with the augmented o> forms of the

imperfect and aorist. Hence in o'^etXw the present was

written with o by mistake for <o, and o^cAos followed its

verb 2
. It may be conjectured that a still further stage

is to be seen in epe'<w as compared with its substantives

eposes, opofjtTJ, the verb changing its initial o to parallel

to the regular change of its root vowel.

240. The number of such wrongly divided words in

English is considerable; as examples may
Wrongly di- . . . , . ...

vided words in be cited apron akin to tiapery originating
English.

V
,. . .

F y
.

8
,

in the wrong division an apron instead or

a napron, an orange for a norange, a nickname for an

eke name, a newt with the byeform an eft 'the water

beast
'

from the root of Lat. aqua, the n in the last two

cases being added to the original word, whereas in the

first two cases the n which originally began the word has

been lost
3
.

241. (6) The loss of final consonants is probably

mostly due to assimilation. To this may be attributed

1 See v. Fierlinger, KZ. 27 p. 477 ff.

2 Moulton, A. J. P. vni. p. 209.

3 In the Keltic languages this has resulted rather in the change
of the initial consonant of the second than of the final consonant

of the first word. The speakers of the old Gaulish language, when

they adopted Latin as their speech, kept the old manner of pro-

nunciation, a pronunciation still traceable in the curious ' sentence

phonetics' of French, cp. il a with a-t-il? and the pronunciation
of avez-vous ? with that of the same words in vous avez.
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the total loss of final stops in Greek. Double conso-

nants arising by assimilation at the end of a Assimilation

word were reduced at the end of the clause
in the sentence -

or sentence to a simple sound; hence veo-nys, novi-tas

with final -s, -s for -<r<s, -ss by assimilation from -TS, -ts

the original stem being *neuo-tdt-. The
v tytXKvo-TiKov, whether at the end of a verb

form as !<epe-v, or of a noun form like ITTTTOLO-L-V, was not

originally merely an arbitrary means of avoiding hiatus,

but was extended from cases where it had originally a

meaning and syntactical value to other cases where it

had not. Parallel to this is the confusion of of and on

in Shakspearian English
1 and in modern dialects. The

unaccented form of both prepositions became simply a

neutral vowel sound written o (cp. a-bed where a is the

unaccented form of the older an = on, and a, an the

articles, really unaccented forms of ane, one). Hence on

came to be used for of and vice versa. In the modern

Northumberland dialect on has, in consequence, developed

largely at the expense of of.

242. The frequent loss of final s after a short-

syllable in early and popular Latin was LOSS of finals

owing to a weak pronunciation of the s and "* Latm<

partly, perhaps, also to assimilation. But to the Roman
writers it was merely a metrical device and the elision

occurs before all consonants with equal impartiality.

243. (c) The contraction of a final vowel with the

initial vowel of the following word has

already been discussed. The loss of a final

vowel before a succeeding initial vowel leads in Greek

to various dialectic forms of the prepositions ai/, aV, KO.T

etc., which were then used before consonants and some-
1
Abbott, Shakspearian Grammar 182.

122
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times assimilated, as is the case with /car before TT to TT

KaTr Tre'Siov (Homer), before ft to ft KdftftaXe (Homer),
and so on

1

.

244. In Latin et represents the same original as

Latin et, ac,
*TL'

*et^ ^J the regular change of final / in

atque.
'

lafa to e QJ 165) became
*ete an(j tne final

e was dropped before a following vowel as in animal,

calcar etc. which are neuter ^-sterns. So also ac is

merely a byeform of at-que (itself only ad+que 'and

besides '), the e- sound being lost by a kind of syncope

( 228 i) before a following consonant and t being assimi-

lated to c (qu) exactly as in siccus from *sit-co-s
2

. In the

popular pronunciation which we find in Plautus this

dropping of final e was carried much further, as we
learn from the scansion, than the representation of the

language in writing shows.

245. The peculiar scansion of Homer is also in a

Scansion of large measure due to the change of the

fo?e
ht
v2wls

b
fn second part of a diphthong into a conso-

nant beginning the next syllable, the so-

nant part of the diphthong being then treated as short
;

in other words -cu a- (see 83) is now scanned as -a m-.

Hence, in the line atev apioTveii> /cat \nreipoxpv 1/xyu.evat

aAAwv, the latter part is to be scanned /ca tvTrcipo^ov

eyn/xeva taXXwv. In Cases of erases like KCtTTt, Kara the

grammars lay down the rule that a is to be written only

when t is part of the second element in the combination.

This rule finds an explanation in this principle ;
in KoVi

t disappears as it does in irow for TTOICO and a-rod for older

a, while in Kara the i of etTa still survives.

1 G. Meyer Gr. Gr.2 309.
2
Skutsch, Forschungen z. Lat. Gramm. p. 52.
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246. (d) A good example of the double forms

produced when a final vowel becomes con-
vpOTl ^^

sonantal is seen in Trpo's. This is the form Jrp s'

which TTpori takes before a following vowel. Thus the

primitive Greek forms would have been *7rport-8t8<oTi but

*7rpoTie'8wK whence *7rpocro--8(OKe. This when isolated

was written irpos and remained the only form in Attic

Greek, although -n-pori survived and TT/OO'S disappeared in

other dialects.

247. The s in forms like e (=e*-s), cis (=*ev-s),

X<opi-s etc. is of uncertain origin. As Trapos ,

(gen.) Trapa (instr.) Trepi (loc.), Trapat (dat.),

seem to belong to one noun paradigm, it is possible that

-s in K-s is the weak form of the genitive suffix. ts and

iv have been specialised in Attic in different senses. In

some dialects, however, ev is the only form, governing

alike dative and accusative just as Lat. in governs the

ablative and accusative.

248. The forms once ending in -vs which show com-

pensatory lengthening of the vowel are survival of

only one of two sets of forms which existed double foms-

as the effect of the following word upon the previous

one. At the end of the sentence or before a following

vowel the forms with long vowel were developed ri/xas,

ets (*ev-s), 0eovs; before a following consonant the vowel

showed no lengthening although the -v- was dropped as

before ri/tas, cs, 0eos. So too Secr-TTo-n/s 'house lord'

for ^Sc/xs-TTon;?, where *8e/xs is a genitive of an old stem

from the same root as So'/z-o-? and 8c/x-<>. This accounts

for the variants cfc and s and for the short forms of the

accusative plural which are sometimes found in poetry ;

cp. Hesiod, Works and days 675 KCU ^et/xwv* einoVra,

NoVotd TC 8etv&s a^ra? : Shield 302 rot 8' WKvrroSas Xayo's
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rypew. These short forms, however, have generally been

overpowered by those which show the compensatory

lengthening.

xiv. Accent.

249. It has already been pointed out that in the

and original Indo-Germanic language there
stress accent. were two kjn(js Qf Accent pitch accent

and stress accent ( 92 3). It was also observed that

the effects produced by these accents were of different

kinds. The effect of pitch accent would be to influence

the nature of a sound, a high-pitched sound naturally

going with the high pitch accent and conversely. The

main effect of stress accent is that it emphasizes one

syllable at the expense of its neighbours; the syllables

before and after are likely either to lose their separate

existence altogether or to have their vowel reduced to a

neutral sound. This happened extensively in Latin, and

in the development of the Romance languages from

Latin. In Latin compounds, in instances where there

was no counteracting cause, the a, e, or o sound of the

simple word was reduced to the neutral i or u sound

( 272) ; compare desilio, insulto with salio
; adimo, pro-

tinus with emo and tenus ; ilico (
= *in sloco), sedulus

(formed from se dolo 'without guile') with locus and

dolus. In the late Latin, from which the Romance

languages sprang, the stress accent was stronger appa-

rently than it had been at an earlier period ; hence, in

cases where no other law crossed its effect, the loss of

unaccented syllables preceding or following the syllable

which had the main stress. Thus the Italian Rimini,

storia are the representatives of the Latin Ariminum,
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Mstoriam
;
the French Gilles, frire, aimable, esprit

1

of

the Latin Egilius (a byeform of Egidius, Cic. De Orat.

II. 68),fratrem ( 93), amabilem, spiritum.

250. It is necessary to discuss (1) the remains of

the original Indo-Germanic accent which
, ... Two systems

are still found in the history of the mdivi- of accentuation
J

. to be discussed.

dual languages and (2) the changes in the

original system of accentuation which took place in the

separate history of Greek and Latin.

1. The Indo-Germanic Accent. Ablaut.

251. The most important relic of the original ac-

centuation and the only one which requires Vowei grada-

consideration here is the vowel gradation or tlon>

ablaut, which the majority of philologists still attribute

to the influence of pitch accent 2
. It is contended that

there was a change of vowel according to the position of

the highest pitch, for example e interchanges interchange

with o, e as a higher pitched vowel appear-
of e and 0>

ing in the syllable with the chief accent, o in the syllable

which had not the chief accent. Thus we have rightly

<epo> but </>opu. Analogy of all kinds has, however, ob-

literated a large part of the system, if this affected by

theory be correct. Thus yo/os is right but Analo&y-

yoVos is wrong, and so also is 080? which ought to be

*o8es. This confusion no doubt can be explained as the

result of a change of position in the accent of the

oblique cases and a consequent change of vowel, this

1 The initial e is prothetic, originating in the difficulty which

the speakers of late Latin found in pronouncing initial s- followed

by another consonant; hence late Latin iapiritus (cp. 234).
2 See 92.
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new vowel being at a later period introduced into the

nominative from the oblique cases, or on the other hand

being expelled from its rightful position by the vowel of

the nominative.

252. There are according to the generally accepted

TT . theories of ablaut, six series of vowel changesVowel series, .

corresponding to the six vowels a, a, e, e, o, o.

There seem to be traces of similar variations between i

and i, u and u, although, as will be seen by the tables of

changes below, i and u in the other series figure only as

the consonant part of diphthongs, except in the weakest

grade of all where they appear exactly in the same way
as sonant nasals and liquids; 7m#eo : -mO-wv :: Treio-o/x-at

(fr. 7racr;(o> and =
*TrcvO-<ro[jLai, cp. 188) : TT0.6-UV (- -rrnO-

cov). But when we examine the earliest relics of the

Indo-Germanic languages we find that in some of them,

such as Latin, the system of vowel gradation has been

nearly obliterated, while in others, such as
not equally con- *

spicuous m ail Greek, it is to a large extent preserved.
languages. '. .

Lven in Greek, however, only one series is

found to any very large extent, viz. that which is named
from its vowels the e : o series. Of this series there are

very many examples in Greek, and even in Latin a few

have been preserved.

253. The 0-grade of such roots is generally taken in

Typical form recent books as the typical form
;

older

books followed the fashion of the Indian

grammarians and gave the forms in their weak grade in

most cases. Thus the root of TpeV-o), rpoV-o-s, would

now be given as rpnr~ representing exactly an original

*trep- ;
the root of Tm'0-w, W-Troifl-a, t-inO-ov as *7ret0-, not

as iri0-, representing an original *bheidh- (cp. 102) not

*bhidh-. The form in o is generally called the ablaut or
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variant
1

form, while the forms in i, u, I, r, m, $, or with-

out a sonant at all, are described as the weak grade.

But it is really inaccurate to say that iroiO- and TTOV&-

(in Trt-TrovO-a) are the deflected forms respectively of ireiO-

and 7rev0-, for such a statement implies that iraO- and

irevO- were in existence before 7roi0- and 7rov0-, and of

this there is no proof. Accent changes accompany
vowel changes from the earliest period that we can reach

in the history of Indo-Germanic sounds
;

as already

mentioned the principal pitch accent on a syllable was

accompanied, it seems, by an 0-vowel; the absence of

such accent by an o-vowel. On the other
/. . Weak forms

hand, the absence of the pnncipal stress the result of

, , , , stress accent.
accent was marked by the appearance of

the syllable in its lowest pronounceable form inQ- irnB-,

or, if it was possible, by the total absence of the sonant
;

cp. rra-TCp-a, Tra-Tpa-cri ( *p9-tr-Sl)
2

, Tra-rp-os.

254. The levelling which has taken place in Latin

in the noun forms has been already men-

tioned ( 48). Instead of *dd-tor, *da-tr-es vowel grades in

(later -is), *da-ter-i we find dator, datoris,

datdre the strong form being carried through all the

cases; on the other hand pater has weak forms in

every case except the nominative singular, caro, carnis

represent the normal declension but we have no cari-

1 I prefer this to the term deflected used to translate fchi in

the English translation by Mr Elliott of Victor Henry's excellent

Precis de la Grammaire comparee du Grec et du Latin, because I

wish to avoid suggesting that the o forms are in any way less

original than the e forms.
2 The accent here, whatever its original position, could not

have been on the -tr- syllable, for an accented sonant liquid or

nasal, as was pointed out in 157 note 2, is a contradiction

in terms.
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nem (= *cdronem), no carine (= *careni) ;
these have been

replaced by carnem and came. So even in

Greek although KV-WI/, KV-V-O'S is regular,

there is no *KVOVO, for the accusative singular and no

*Kva<ri for the dative (locative) plural. The weakest form

has taken their places.

255. This analogical levelling appears to some

.
,

extent in all languages; there is a further
Special cause . .

& & '

of levelling in reason in Latin for the disappearance of

the original ablaut, viz. the tendency to

change its diphthongs to simple sounds and to reduce

to the neutral vowel all vowels unaccented under its

later system of accentuation ( 272).

256. In the short vowel series a number of forms

are found with a long vowel. The relation of

in the short these forms to the others is not yet satis-
vowel series. .11 i

factonly cleared up, and indeed, notwith-

standing the work of the last twenty years on this whole

problem, much still remains to be done, and scarcely a

single statement made on the subject can be said to

have met with universal acceptance (cp. note after 265).

257. In the following six series it is to be observed

Vowel series tnat ^ most cases no single language has

pifte^aJyTan:
retained representatives of all the vowel

grades ;
sometimes one language shews

forms which have been lost in others, but in many
instances a complete set of forms cannot be obtained

even from the whole of the Indo-Germanic languages.

258. A. The e : o series.

This, by far the most important series, is found not

Forms of the merely in the simple form e : o with the

corresponding weak grades, but also in cases
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where the vowel is combined with i, u, sonant nasals

and sonant liquids. The relation of long forms like

Tra-njp, <f>pijv, ev-Tra-rwp, ev-$pa>v, homo, TTOV?, pes, etc., to

the shorter forms ira-rep-a, ^>pcv-a, ev-7ra-TOp-a, ev-<pov-a,

hominem, 7roS-a, ped-em, etc. is not clear : (see, however,

note after 265). The weak grade appears in two forms

according as some slight vowel-sound remains (0-grade)

or the e : o vowel entirely disappears (the raeY-grade).

The remaining i, u, nasals and liquids might be sonant

or consonant according as a consonant or a vowel

followed them. Hence the complete table of this series

(excluding the long forms) in the original language must

have been as follows
1

.

Strong Grade
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Strong Grade

sit : set

(Goth, satyan
like 0op?w)

(ii) ei : oi

0. L. feid-o : foed-us

pei8-o-/j.ai : polda.

: vld-i
( 176)

0. E. : wat (I wot)

(iii) eu : ou

O. E. ceosan : ceas

(choose) : (chose)

0. E. beod-an : bead

(iv) em : om

nem-us

O. E. nim-an
( 10) r nam

efs (
= *CTO-S 156) : 6/x-o-s

sem-per

(v) en

: same

on

7^-os : yov-o-s

gen- us :

O.H.G. chind 'child' : O.E. cnnan

Weak Grade

nest

fid-es

pd-fiv

vid-ere

wit-an

U.

gus-tare

ge-coren

(chosen)

192)

bud-on (1 pi. pft.)

m (m).

emo
(
= *nmo % 161)

ge-num-en (
= *nrrvm-)

\afj.-a (
= *8mm-)

sim-plex

some

<ppa-ffl (Pindar)

gi-gn-o
*

gen-ius (
=

<$n-ios)

0. E. cynn 'kin.'

1 The compounds malignus, benignus, aUegnus etc., are later
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Strong Grade

Min-er-va : me-min-i

O.E.

(vi) er : or

: (f>pd-Top-a

O.E. faB-der : bro-dor

0op-6-s

fer-o

0. E. ber-an : bar (pft.)

bearm 'bosom

bearn (bairn)

(vii) el : ol

'belt to hold some-

thing up'

: te-tul-i

O.E.

pel-lo (
= *pel-no) : pe-pul-i

Weak Grade

LLQLIV U*OL(,

26, 83)

Jcom-men-tu-s
[mens ( 25)

ge-mynd

j7ra-T/)-6

[jra-Tpd-

pa-tr-is

Gothic
Jfa-dr-s (gen.)

\fa-dru-m (#.') dat.

pi.

(a vehicle to carry two)

Jfor-s (=

}for-te

ge-boren

rdX-as =

toUo
(
= *tl-nu)

ian' thole '(106, iv)

TTttX-TO-S

pul-su-s (
= *pl-to-s 152)

formations in which the vowel of the root *gen- is suppressed by
the influence of the later stress accent

( 272) cp. oleaginus etc.

1 The Latin nominatives pater , dat&r, represent an older *pater,

*dator.
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260. B. The e : o series.

e : 6

fe-ci

0. E. dffid'deed' : dom'doom'
do 'I do.'

a : nil

0e-ro-s (
= *dh9-to-s)

con-di-tu-s

fa-ci-o
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263. E. The o : o series.

The forms of this series are rare and uncertain.0:0 9 : nil

p60-po-s

fod-i-o

Goth, bad-i 'bed'

0. E. be.d

264. F. The o series.

This is the most doubtful of all. No probable ex-

amples are to be found in the Germanic languages.

Apparently there is no difference of vowel between the

accented and the variant forms.

a : nil

dd-vos

Su-po-v do-ro-s 1

do-nu-m da-tu-s

5d5-n-s ( 27)

dos da-tor

265. The fttT-grade of several of these series is

shewn best by Sanskrit ;
ta-sth-tis

'

they

Stood
'

(3 pi. pft.) from Sthci- = O-TOL-, da-dk- mZ-grade in

mdsi 'we place' (cp. Ti-0e-ftev) from dhe-,

devd-t-ta 'given of God' from do-, where t-ta is the

weakest possible form of the participial stem (=*d-to-s)

in combination with an accented word.

NOTE. The account of the Indo-Germanic ablaut given above

is practically that of Hiibschmann in his Indogermanisclies Vocal-

system (1885) and of Brugmann in his Grundriss, Vol. i. (1886).

But as has been already pointed out
( 256) no explanation of

these complicated phenomena can be at present regarded as more

1 do-To-s like faros, CTOS has taken the prevalent vowel of its

own verb. The regular form would be *5aros (
= *
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than provisional. In the account given, there are undoubted

defects. For example (i)
the aid series

( 261) can hardly be

taken as parallel to the e : o series, for a change of quantity cannot

be equated with a change in the quality of the vowel, (ii) Another

point which was left undecided was that of the relation between

the long forms ira-Trjp, <ppr)i> etc. ( 258) and the short forms

Tra-T^pa, <[>pv-a. The long forms, it is to be observed, occur in the

nominative only.

It is impossible here to summarize the whole of the immense

recent literature on the subject of ablaut, but plausible attempts

at solving the two problems indicated above may be briefly men-

tioned.

(i)
Bartholomae (BB. xvn. p. 93 ff.), starting from Armenian

which gives sometimes a and sometimes o as equivalent to the

sound represented uniformly in Greek by o, concludes that Greek

and all other languages except Armenian have confused together

at least two separate original sounds, which he indicates as

Indo-G. o (in Armenian o) and Indo-G. a (in Armenian a). The

former is represented in yt-yov-a and Lat. proc-us (variant form to

prec-or), the latter in 6o-<re, Lat. oc-u-lu-s ; 7r6<r-i-s, Lat. pot-i-s

(
163 note 2). Bartholomae accordingly recasts the ablaut series

according to the following principles (BB. xvn. p. 105) :

(1) All series had four grades two high grades and two low

(2) The vowels of the high grades were distinguished in all

series by quality, not by quantity.

(3) According to the vowel quantity of the high grades the

six series fall into two groups, three series having a short, three a

long vowel.

(4) One series in each group has the same vowel-quality as a

series in the other group.

(5) One of the two vowels of the high grade in every series

is o or o
;
the other a clearer (higher-pitched) vowel e, ae

,
a or e,

ae
, d.

(6) The low grades are the same in all series ;
in one the

vowel is entirely absent, in the other replaced by d.

(7) At a later period, other two grades were added to the four

already mentioned. The vowels of the high grades were in certain

circumstances lengthened. In this way the long vowels, e etc. in

the three series with short vowels originated ;
in the three series
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which had already long vowels, extra-long (iiberlange) vowels,

e etc. arose. For example the contraction of two short vowels

gives a long vowel of the first kind : *domo + es becomes *donws

(nom. pi. cp. 317). On the other hand a contraction of a long

with a short vowel produced an extra long vowel. Thus from

Indo-G. *$na 'woman' the nom. pi. is *Qnds (
= *end+ es); the

conjunctive sthdti represents *sthd + a + ti .

Bartholomew's six series are, therefore, as follows.

High grades
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(ve6-{V|, 3i-7TTi/ Lat. semi-fer compared with *vy6s,

fryfo, -TTTI/XOS and Lat. ferus), the vowel remains un-

changed. So the long suffixes -en-, -on-, -men-, -mon-,

-er-, -or-, -ter, -tor have parallels with -o- ; -eno-, -ono~,

-meno-, -mono-, -ero-, -tero~, though the last two differ

in meaning from the long forms. Similarly -nt- has a

bye-form in -nto- etc. The -s- forms, alone in the

noun, Streitberg thinks have no form with vowel

ending beside them. The Homeric yeveri, however, by
the side of 76/05 (cp. Lat. generdre) seems to vouch

- for such original forms. No Indo-G. accusatives are

lengthened except *Soin and diem, because these are the

only accusatives which became monosyllables; 7r65a,

pedem etc. remain disyllabic.

(2) An accented long vowel changes its accent from acute to

circumflex if a following syllable is lost. Bartholomae's extra-long

vowels are such circumflexed forms. In other words, while a

short is one beat or raora, an ordinary long is two, a circumflexed

long three.

Compare 7\aO with adj. y\avK6s, Homeric puyes
with pyyvvfu. Indo-G. *ndus (vavs) = *nduos.

(3) The loss of i, u, m, n, r, I after long vowels and before

stop-consonants takes place only when the syllable bears the

principal accent of the word. The accent by this loss is changed
into the circumflex (cp. 181).

(4) Unaccented vowels are lost both before and after the

principal accent of the word, i, M, m, n are lost not merely after

original long vowels but also after those which have been length-

ened, except when they stand before s.

2. Accent of Greek and Latin in the historical period.

266. The accent of Greek and Latin in the his-

Differen
' ^orical Period was very different from the

nature between original Indo-Germanic accent and the two
(jrreek accent

1 .

and Latin ac- languages also differ very much in this re-

spect from one another. In Greek the
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accent marks indicate pitch ;
on the other hand the

main accent in Latin was a stress accent, less strong

perhaps in the later period of the language than it had

been in the earlier, and perhaps at no time so emphatic
as the stress accent in English. The accounts of the

Latin accent which we receive from gram- Latin

marians are of comparatively little value,

because it is evident that they applied to

the stress accent of Latin the terminology of Greek

grammarians dealing with the pitch accent of their own

language. Thus, not recognising the difference between

the two languages in this respect, they attributed to

Latin many phenomena, such as the circumflex accent,

which it almost certainly never possessed.

267. The changes in the Greek accent seem to

have been brought about by the develop- Cause which

ment of a secondary accent which, in words j^^af*
1

Greek

whose last syllable was long, never receded accent -

further from the end of the word than the penultimate,

and in no case farther than the third syllable. Words like

Tro'Aews are no exception to this rule, for in such words

-ews represents an older -1709, and the metathesis of

quantity is later than the development of this 'trisyl-

labic law
'

as it is called. If this new accent chanced to

agree in position with the old accent inherited from the

Indo-Germanic period, no change took place, changes in the

If the old accent, which, being absolutely j^11

vUe?
free, could stand on any syllable, was ** new system,

nearer the end of the word than this new secondary accent,

the old accent might remain or the new accent might
take its place. Thus -rrartjp preserves the original Indo-

Germanic accent ; Mrqp, on the other hand, has taken

the new accent ( 104). In words of more than three

132
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syllables and in trisyllabic words whose last syllable was

long, the accent could no longer be on the first syllable.

Thus the verb of the principal sentence, which was origin-

ally enclitic, and the verb of the subordinate
Accentuation . .

of the Greek sentence, which was accented on its first

syllable, were now both reduced to the same

form, and all genuine parts of the verb (the infinitive and

participle are noun forms) were treated in the same

manner, and accented as far from the end as the trisyllabic

law would permit. Thus -yiyvo^Ba. of the principal

sentence, where the accent was thrown forward on to the

syllable preceding the verb whether that syllable was the

augment ( 98) or a different word, was now accented

precisely in the same way as yiyvo^Oa. of the subordi-

nate sentence, the trisyllabic law forcing the accent

back to the o in both cases yiyvo/x0a.

268. A further peculiarity of Greek accent is the

law by which words that form a dactyl or
Accentuation i i

of dactylic end in a dactyl, are accented upon the pen-

ultimate
; Orjpiov, xupLov, Ato-^vAos,

Aos, yeyevrjjuevos, reXccr-^o/aos. Most of these words were

originally oxyton, an accentuation still retained in some

cases, especially in proper names Trace's, Teio-a/xei/o's, etc.
1

This law, however, was not shared by Lesbian Aeolic,

which in all cases threw the accent as far from the end

of the word as the trisyllabic law would permit.

269. In accent, as in other things, analogy affects

Analogy in the working of the general principles.
accentuation.

jjence, although enclitics are practically

part of the word they follow, because by definition they

1
Analogy also affects this law. <f>potpioi> has lost its diminu-

tive meaning (cp. Lat. castellum) and is accented on the first

syllable.
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coine under its accent, we find not aXyca TtVan/ or aA.yea

TiVtov, but aXyca rtvcuv on the analogy of aXya TWOS.

So also we find wvov for cuvov the legitimate contraction

of evVo'ov, because the oblique cases follow the nomina-

tive in their accentuation. Conversely XPVO"^5 is cir-

cumflexed in the nominative because xPV(r* v etc. regu-

larly contract into xpvcrov etc. Since a large number of

perfect participles passive ended in a dactyl, those which

did not, as rera/xeVos, XeXv/xeVos, were analogically accented

in the same manner 1

.

270. The nature of the Greek accents has already

been briefly indicated ( 97). The acute Nature of the

was a rising, the circumflex a rising-fall-
Greek accents -

ing accent. The nature of the grave accent is not

easy to determine. As the Greek accent was musical,

the relations of the acute and the grave accents may
be best illustrated by comparing the acute accent

to a higher note rising from a monotone chant, the

grave accent indicating only that the pitch it marks is

lower than that which the syllable has when it ends

the piece. In the same way, the circumflex is of the

nature of a slur in music combining two notes of dif-

ferent pitch.

271. There is one further point. Why should some

long syllables be marked with an acute,
i i i no -tm r, Interchange of

while others have a circumflex ( W hy Zeus acute and cir-

but Zev ? Why rtfjiij but rt/x^s ? To this

question there is at present no final answer. In

the former case the difference is regarded by some

authorities
2
as one existing from the beginning, in the

1 For further details see B. I. Wheeler's Der griechische

Nominalaccent (1885) and Brugmann's Grundr. i. 676 ff.

a Brugmann, Gntndr. i. 671.
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latter it has been recently held
1

that the circum-

flex indicates the contraction of the stem vowel with

the e of the genitive suffix -es. But this whole question

is still in the region of hypothesis.

272. In the changes which Latin accent has under-

TWO chan es ^one s*llce abandoning the original Indo-

in t

t

e
f L*?

11 (*ermanic system of accentuation, two stages

are observable. (a) The first change,

which seems to have been shared by the other Italic

(a) stress ac- dialects was to a system in which the first

syTiabTe^f
3 fi

the syllable of the word bore in all cases a stress

accent. In Latin this system had given

way before the historical era to (b) the system which

(6) the later continued to prevail throughout the clas-

trisyiiabic law.
gjca^ peri0(;L According to it the stress

accent fell upon the penult if it was long, on the ante-

penult if the penult was short
;
amamus but amabitur,

leg/bam but Ugerem. This accent sometimes came to

stand on the last syllable by the loss of a final vowel,

when words like illfce, videsne, etc., became illlc, viden,

etc.

273. Traces of the earlier accent, however, still

continued to survive in the vocalism of
Traces in vo- .

caiisrn of the Latin. Under the later system of ac-
earher accent. *

centuation ad-fdcio could never have be-

come afficw ;
late compounds like cale-facio, indeed, keep

the -sound. de-hdbeo, prae-hdbeo, pro facto, if such had

1
Hirt, Indoger. Forschungen i. p. 11 ff. Streitberg's more

plausible explanation (I. F. in. p. 349 ff.) is that the original suffix

of the genitive was -so (as had been earlier conjectured by Moller).

The loss of the final syllable produced the circumflex of the

accented long vowel in the preceding syllable (see note after 265,

ii. 2).
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been their accent, could not have changed to debeo,

pruebeo, profecto. The forms of these words must date

from the time when the older system of accentuation

prevailed. That it reached down to a comparatively
recent period is shown by the fact that foreign names

in some cases were accented according to it
; Tdpavra,

'AKpa'yai/To, became Tarentum, Agrigentum, according to

this principle
1

.

274. To its strong stress accent Latin owes its fre-

quent and sometimes surprising changes of quantity.

These changes are best exemplified in the scansion of the

comic poets, who represent better than the writers of the

Augustan age the Latin language as it was spoken. In

Plautus we find a constant tendency to change all

iambic disyllables into pyrrhics ;
all words of the type

of vide tend to be scanned as vide, the stress empha-

sizing the short syllable and the unaccented long syl-

lable being shortened.

To this accent also the reduction of all vowels in

unaccented syllables to the neutral vowel is to be at-

tributed : hence adigo, colligo, ilico, quidlibet (root

*leybh-)\ hence too the total disappearance of vowels

as in benignm, malignus, etc.

1 Brugmann, Grundr. i. 680. The Romans generally formed

the name of a Greek town from the Greek accusative. Hence

from MaXof&To (ace.) 'Apple-town' the Romans made Male-

ventum and, in their popular etymology regarding it as a name of

ill omen, changed it to Bene-ventum. Compare the similar change
of Epidamnus to Dyrrhachium.





PART III.

WORDS AND THEIR COMBINATIONS.





xv. General principles of word formation.

275. Up to this point we have been concerned en-

tirely with the question of sounds, with the changes
which befall the original sounds as they pass from the

original language into those descendants of it with

which we have more immediately to deal, and with the

further changes which arise from the contact of one

sound with another. We have next to treat of those

groups of sounds which are in themselves intelligible

wholes and, as it were, the small coin of language,

capable of being added together so as to make a larger

whole expressing, in many cases, more complex relation-

ships. This larger whole we call the sentence. But

just as words vary in length even within the Indo-

Germanic group from the single letter of the Latin i

or Greek $ to the mouthfilling iitcurvicermcus of the

early Latin poetry or the <rvyKaOe\KvorOijo-rai. of Aeschy-

lus, so too we have sentences of all lengths. One has

only to contrast the often monosyllabic phrases of

ordinary conversation and the crisp brevity of Tacitus or

Macaulay with the long and rounded periods of Livy or

of Clarendon.

The longest sentence may give the largest number
of details but it does not necessarily express the great-

est fullness of meaning. In brevity is pith; in moments
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of great mental excitement an incoherent exclamation

may express more to the listener than many sentences.

But properly speaking the province of the gramma-
rian is not bounded even by the sentence. To express

the full meaning more than one sentence often is re-

quired. Thus beyond the sentence lies the paragraph,

and beyond the paragraph the composition as a whole.

This wider field the philologist leaves to the gramma-
rian and the teacher of rhetoric

;
for philology proper

there is little to be gleaned beyond the area of the

sentence.

276. The sentence however is a kingdom which

has many provinces, or to use what is perhaps a better

metaphor, it is a building in which are many stories, all

of which must be examined separately before we can

grasp with full perception the finished whole.

(1) The first part with which we have to deal is

structure of
*ne structure of the individual word, and

the word. here again we must distinguish various

parts. As has already been pointed out ( 20 ff.), we

have here (a) a root, (b) a formative suffix or suffixes,

(c) in many instances special case suffixes in the noun

or person suffixes in the verb. We also find occasionally

(d) one or more prefixes at the beginning of the word.

(2) The distinction between noun and verb brings us

to a further point the use of each word in the sentence.

The chief distinction no doubt is between noun and

verb, but this distinction is not necessarily one of form

( 30). In many languages words in all outward respects

structure of
identical are used indifferently as nouns or

the sentence. as verbs NO doubt in many cases their

earlier history was different
;
but in English, as we have

seen ( 24), it is a familiar process to turn a noun or
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even a combination of nouns into a verb. To boycott is

a transitive verb formed within the memory of many of

us, but the type of formation is of ancient growth.

277. Thus we see that there is a doubtful margin

between noun and verb as far as form is
. Nouns and

concerned: there is no doubtful margin in verbs: changes
of meaning

point of meaning. As soon as a noun is

used to make the predicate of a sentence it has become

a verb
l

. It is unnecessary to multiply examples of this,

so common is the phenomenon. One or two words in

English seem to have the happy faculty of adapting

themselves to any surroundings and so becoming all

the parts of speech in turn. Of this but is

perhaps the best example. It begins as an

adverb and preposition, usages in which it may still be

found.
' There was but one,'

' none but me.
'

In

modern English its use as a conjunction is the ordinary

one, but in the phrase 'But me no buts,' which occurs in

more than one author, it appears as a verb and also as a

substantive. As an adjective also it is not unknown,

although its usage as such is more frequent in the Scot-

tish dialect, for example
'

the but end of a house
'

in the

sense of the outer end. Finally but is used also as a

pronoun and negative in combination
;

' Not a man but

felt the terror'
2

.

1
Cp. the vigorous language of Professor Whitney.

" I have

long been accustomed to maintain that any one who does not see

that a noun is a word that designates and a verb a word that

asserts, and who is not able to hold on to this distinction as an
absolute and universal one (within the limits of our family of

languages) has no real bottom to his grammatical science."

(A. J. P. xin. p. 275.)
- For further details see the New English Dictionary, . v.
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It has sometimes been objected to Macaulay that he

made the personal pronouns useless, by frequently re-

peating the previous substantive instead of employing
them. To make a pronoun into a substan-

in pronouns, . .

tive is, however, much more common, avros

<?; : 'There is One above.' In many rural districts the

reluctance of wives to refer to their husbands by name

leads practically to the use of the pronoun he in the

sense of my husband. In some languages the exact

reverse is true
;
the word for husband, lord or master

comes to be used as an emphatic pronoun. Thus in

Lithuanian pats (older pafis), which means husband or

lord and is identical with the Greek TTOO-IS, Skt. patis

and Latin potis (no longer a substantive), is often used

simply as the emphatic pronoun avros, and its feminine

pati as avT-t] '.

The Latin form of this word potis gives us an

from substan- example of a substantive coming to be used
tive to adjective. as an acy ective and actually forming a com-

parative as well as changing into an adverb. In the

verb possum, a corruption of potis sum, the original

sense
'

I am master
'

has faded into the vaguer
'

I am
able.' Possideo 'I sit as master, hold the mastery of
retains the meaning better, although to the Romans
themselves the derivation was probably equally obscure.

It is this change from substantive in apposition to

adjective which according to Delbriick is the explanation

of the numerous Greek adjectives in -o- that have no

separate form for the feminine, at any rate in the early

period of the language
2
. He thus explains forms like

, 6/07X09 and 170-^x05 and compares with these words

1 Kurschat, Lit. Gr. 906.

2
Syntaktische Forscfnmyen, iv. p. 65.
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which have entirely passed into adjectives such phrases
as <rrv<j>\os 8 yn KC" x*P"os (Soph. Antigone 250), where

Xeporos is in the transition stage.

278. The readiness with which adjectives in most

languages pass into adverbs is known to
j MI x- T i

Adverbs.

every one and requires no illustration. But

many adverbs are (1) actual case forms of substantives,

(2) relics of lost cases, or (3) prepositional phrases ;
com-

pare Latin forte 'by chance,' an ablatival form from/or^
1

,

with partim the old accusative of the stem represented

by pars, or again with ex-templo or ilico (= *in sloco
' on

the spot '). Other adverbs again are parts of verbs, licet
3

,

vel, or whole clauses such as forsitan just cited, scilicet

and the English may be. Adverbs so formed are subject

to the influence of analogy and occasionally take the

form of adverbs derived from other origins. For ex-

ample, KaAws is explained as the old abla-
. i / / j i i-i Analogy in

tival form of /caXos, which would appear the formation of

originally as *KaA<38. According to Greek

phonetic laws the final 8 is dropped (241) and a final

-s is added, the origin of which is not clearly known, cp.

X<Spt and x^P1'-^ *VV and avev-? in different Greek dia-

lects. On the analogy of KaAok the Greeks invented

KpeiTToVws, although properly the ablative of an -n stem

ought to be formed quite differently ( 309). It would

not be surprising if the members of a phrase like

1 Fonnd declined in Fors Fortuna, the name of the goddess,

and in the nominative in various phrases as forsitan, i.e. fors sit

an, which itself is also used as an adverb.

2 licet and vel might be more properly described as conjunc-

tions, but the line of separation between adverb and conjunction

is not easy to draw. Conjunctions seem best regarded as a

subdivision of adverbs.
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^tv which occurs so frequently in Greek were to run

together into one word just as animum advertere has

become animadvertere in Latin. But the influence of

analogy is so strong that Isocrates can venture to make

an adverb vowexovrws and Plato still more boldly e K<U

xoWu>5 vow l

. In the later Greek we find also an adjec-

tive vowes and a new substantive derived from it

279. In no language can this principle be carried

.
to a greater extent in the formation of ad-

Analogy in
the formation of jectives and adverbs than in English, but
English adjec-

J
.

tives and ad- as we otten allow the words which we use

in this way to stand apart from one another,

the working of the principle is not always obvious at

first sight. In a phrase like
'

a penny wise and pound
foolish policy/ all the words except the first and last

form, as it were, one huge adjective.

Analogy affects English exactly as it affected Greek.

One curious example may be given. In the English

Universities it is customary to distinguish as
"
Close

"

and "
Open

"
those Scholarships for which competition is

restricted and free respectively. The two words
'

Open

Scholarship
'

make, as it were, one substantive, and from

this again has been formed a new substantive
'

Open
Scholar,' a combination in which, if treated as two words,
'

open
'

has no inteUigible meaning.
One or two other curious examples of word-making

may be cited from our own language because here we

1 Isocr. 83 e. Plato, Laws 686 E. In both cases it is to be

noticed that another adverb is used at the same time. It is

erroneous to say that the adverb is derived from vowexri*. In

Isocrates, Blass prints vovi> ^x^TUS as two separate words, but in

the new edition of Kiihner's Griechische Grammatik as one word.
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can trace the history of the development in a manner

which is impossible for any of the so-called dead lan-

guages. The first is an example of a borrowed suffix.

In many words which have come into English directly

or indirectly from Latin the suffix -able oc-
T Suffix -able.

curs, representing the Latin sufnx found in

such words as amabilis, irremeabilis. This suffix was

confused with the word able which comes from the accu-

sative form of habilis through the French. Hence it

has come to be supposed that -able might be used as a

suffix to make an adjective from any English word or

even phrase, cp. understandable, get-at-able.

A second example may be taken from Saxon English.

In the earliest English there was a feminine suffix -estre

corresponding in meaning to the masculine -er as a noun

of agency: thus 0. E. bcecestre, preserved
, T> , i f Suffix -ster.

in the proper name Baxter, was the femi-

nine of baker. But in process of time these forms came

to be regarded as only more emphatic varieties of the

forms in -er, and most of them became masculine. At

present spinster, properly the feminine of spinner, is the

only remaining feminine word of this form '. Indeed so

completely was the original meaning forgotten that a

new feminine was formed in some cases, e.g. songstress,

seamstress. Further, when the forms mostly became

masculine a special meaning was attached to the suffix

and it is henceforth used contemptuously as in pun-ster,

trick-ster
z
, etc.

Changes of the nature of this last specialisation of

-ster are not uncommon in many languages. In Latin

1 Morris, Hist. Outlines of English Accidence, p. 89.

2
Possibly this special meaning may have been influenced by

the Latin suffix -aster, which has a similar value.

G. P. 14
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and the Germanic languages, for instance, the suffix -w-

has become identified specially with words of colour :

ful-vu-s, gil-vu-s, fla-vu-s, etc., English yellow, sallow,

blue, grey, all originally -uo- stems
1

.

280. The history of such developments seems to be

that the original signification of the suffix
Course ofdevel- . i / ,1 rv i

opment in such is forgotten and. it tne sumx happens to
formations.

~
. . . .

occur frequently in some special meaning, it

comes to be regarded as connected with that meaning
and is accordingly further extended in that sense. This

is true not only of the noun but also of the verb suffixes.

Legebamini has been already cited ( 49). It is now

commonly held that the first Aorist Passive in Greek

Greek Aorist e-8o-0i^v, etc., which has no exact parallel

in other languages, was formed by a mis-

taken extension of the ending -0^ in the second person

singular ( 474 b). The second aorist passive, i^dv-qv etc.,

in Greek, which is an independent development in the

separate history of this language, is also supposed to be

formed on the pattern of intransitive forms like e/fyi/,

which belong to the active voice. There is moreover

some reason for believing that many verb forms are

really compounds. In Greek Aeyeo-ftu has recently been

analysed into *Aeyes, an old locative form

( 312), and *-0cu a dative form from the

root of Ti0iy/u
2
. In Latin it is possible to analyse many

subjunctive forms in a similar fashion into locative stems

followed by some part of the substantive verb; for in-

1
Brugmann, Grundr. n. 64. Bloomfield, A. J. P. xn. p. 25.

2
According to the common grammatical arrangement \4yea6ai

and other infinitives are ranked amongst verb forms. Strictly

speaking however all infinitives, whether simple or compound,
are cases of a substantive.
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stance kgis-sem is possibly such a locative *leges, followed

by a possible form (sem - *siem) of the sub-
.

,
. . /-ni j. \

"
i. i.

Lat ^gis-sem.

junctive siem (rlautus) or sim, which is in

reality the ancient optative. These however are as yet

only possibilities ;
the forms of the verb have hitherto

presented graver difficulties to the philologist than those

which occur in the analysis of noun forms.

As the noun and verb forms differ in most respects,

although at some points, as has already been shown ( 49),

they do overlap, it will be more convenient to discuss

the formation of substantives, adjectives and pronouns
and the development of their forms and uses separately

from those of the verb.

xvi. Noun Morphology.

281. All nouns are either simple or compound. In

other words they come from one stem or from two or

more stems. Adyos for example is a simple noun, Sio-

Aoyos, o-7repyu,oA.o

/

yos are compound nouns.

Every noun consists of a stem, and, in general, it has

suffixes added to indicate various case rela- partsinanoun

tions. The stem again may in many in-
form-

stances be analysed into a root and a formative suffix.

But this is not true in all cases. /?ov-s, Lat. re-s, are

stems which it is impossible to analyse further
;
that is

to say, root and stem are indistinguishable
1

. A-dyo-s

consists of the stem Aoy-o- and the case-suffix -s
; Xoy-o-

again of Xoy- a form of the root (cp. the form Xey- in the

verb A.ey-a>) and a stem suffix which appears sometimes

as -o- and sometimes as -e (vocative Ao'y-e)
2
. On the

1 Compare 181 note.

2
Compare, however, the note following 265.

142
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other hand, a word like rep-/xa or Lat. ter-men can be

analysed into a root *ter- and a suffix *-men, in. its

weak form *-mn ( 157). But here there is no case

suffix at all in the nominative, accusative or vocative

Singular, although such suffixes are to be found in other

cases.

When the suffix is not added to a root but to an al-

ready existing stem which contains a suffix,

mary, second- the suffix added is called a secondary suffix.

Even if more than a second suffix is added,

although we ought properly to have a new name, tertiary,

etc., for each additional suffix, it is found more conve-

nient to distinguish only a primary and a secondary

series, the latter including all which are not primary.

In many books primary and secondary derivatives are

treated separately. This. however is not necessary. If

there are no secondary derivatives 1 formed by means of

a suffix, this fact generally indicates that the use of the

suffix to form new words has ceased in that particular

language.

282. In words, however, like Sta-Xo-yo-? and o-Trep/xo-

Compound Aoy-o-s we can not only distinguish those

parts which we have already seen in Ao'y-o-s,

but we also find a new set of parts belonging in the for-

mer case to an indeclinable word well known separately

as a preposition and also as an adverb in combination

with verbs. Such indeclinable words are mostly old case

forms ( 341) which it may or may not be possible in the

present state of our knowledge to analyse in detail. In

1 Derivatives must be carefully distinguished from cognates ;

Tpofalov ( 293) is a derivative from the stem of T/XX^TJ ; T/>e0-a>

and rpo0-6-s are cognates, Tpo<j>- being as primitive a form as

Tpe<j>-.
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o-7Tp-//,o-A.oy-o-9 we seem to have as the first element a

stem connected with o-Tre'p-^a, itself a substantive like

TCP-/XO, and connected with the verbal root found in oWpw
(= *o-7Tp-ito 207). But in the paradigm of o-7rep-//,a we

have no form <T7rep-//,o-. Yet, as the original meaning of

the word is
'

seedgatherer,' there can be no doubt that

the form must be somehow connected with o-7rep-/u,a.

This brings us back once more to one of the great prin-

ciples of language which have already been discussed.

o-TTcp./xo- has obtained its -o- by analogy from -o- stems,

these being the most numerous of all. The
Analogy in corn-

impulse in this case was probably given by pound stems -

words like #V-/AO-S, Trpo'-jno-g, etc., which have a stem

suffix -/AO-. As 6vfjLo-j36p-o-<s is a regular form, o-Trcp/xo-

Aoy-o-s irregularly obtained its -o- from such regular

forms. This change of vowel in compounds is very com-

mon. From a stem like aVep-
' man '

we should have all

compounds of the same form as avSpa'-7roS-o-i>. But, as

can be seen from any lexicon, the type of avSpo-$ov-o-9,

etc., is far the most common. In the formation of the

cases we find the same influence at work. This has

already been pointed out ( 50). In English, book which

originally belonged to the same declension as foot ought
to form its plural beek. The analogy of the majority of

nouns has led to the formation of the plural books. In

Latin we have a constant interchange between forms of

the second and forms of the fourth declension, domi and

domus, senati (early) and senatus-, in Greek SwKpa/n;

and irregularly Sw/cpar^v ( 50).

283. Thus far examples have been taken where it

is possible to draw the line distinctly be-
, , Second

part of
tween simple noun stems and compound compound stem

-r,
. . , becoming suffix.

noun stems. J3ut it sometimes happens
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that one part of a compound is so mutilated that it

really becomes a formative suffix. A good example of

this is the English suffix -ly in man-ly, tru-ly, like-ly, etc.

This suffix was originally a substantive,
English -fy. , ,

meaning body and sometimes corpse,

the latter signification being preserved in such forms as

Lick-field, lych-gate and lyke-wake (the wake or watch

for the dead). Thus man-ly originally meant man-like,

i.e. 'having the body or form of a man.' In Homeric

Greek we find the first beginnings of a similar construc-

tion in the phrase, four times repeated, /jLapvavro Se'/Aas

Trvpos olBopevoio, where Se/xas is exactly the English
'

like

flaming fire.' From this simple form we pass to tru-ly

i.e. 'having the form or semblance of truth.' Finally

the meaning is so entirely forgotten that we actually

compound the word with itself and make the strange

form like-ly which, though far removed in meaning, is

etymologically equivalent to
'

body-body.'

In Latin, as Dr Autenrieth long ago pointed out
1

,

the adverbial suffix -iter is really the sub-
Latin -iter. . . .. .

stantive iter and breviter is but breve iter

'short-ways.' From its frequent use with adjectives

whose neuter ended in -e (earlier -i 165) -iter passed to

other stems. Hence we find forms like firmiter, audacter

and many others from -o- stems and consonant steins,

although perhaps at every period the suffix was most

common with -i- stems.

284. In most of the forms which have been cited,

1 In Eos, ii. Jahrgang (1866) p. 514. See a note in Archiv fur
latein. Lexicographic v. 276. Osthoff had taken the same view

independently in vol. iv. of the Archiv p. 455. Delbnick (Grundr.

Syntax 264) rejects this theory and holds that the entire series

is made on the analogy of inter.
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only the second member of the compound has had a

case suffix, the first member appearing mere- case forms in

ly as a stem. In 0v-/to-/?opo-s, 0-u^.o- is the

stem of #v-/xo'-s but it is not a case form of 0u-//,o'-s. In

many compounds, however, there is a syntactical relation

between the parts of the compound and the first mem-

ber is a genuine case form. Thus AioVKovpoi is only
Ato? Kovpoi

'

sons of Zeus/ SioVSoros is Atos Soros
'

given

of Zeus,' a form preserving a very old syntactical con-

struction. In Latin the most probable explanation of

words like index and mndex is that they are compounds
the first part of which is an accusative, ius, vim. They
are therefore of the form represented by /xoyoo-ToVos, an

epithet of the goddess Eileithyia
=

/xoyovs-roKos ( 248).

In late Latin proper names were sometimes thus formed,

e.g. Adeodatus ' Given by God,' the name of St Augus-
tine's son. Cp. our own Puritanical names Praise-God

Barebones, etc. Sometimes the form might as well be

given as two words
; Krjp<r<ri(f>6p-r)To<s

'

urged on by the

Fates' is a verbal preceded by the old locative used here

in the sense of agency. So also oVo/xa/cAvro? might be

equally well divided oi/o/xa xXuros 'famous of name,'

ovopa being the accusative. Thus it will be seen that

in some cases it is hard to tell where juxtaposition ends

and composition begins.

285. Three means of distinction have been formu-

lated by Brugmann
1

.

(1) The ending of one part of the com- to

pound passes into words where it would not

appear in the simple form; fleoVSoro? fol-
1

lows the analogy of

1 Grundr. n. p. 5.
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(2) The first member of the compound no longer

stands in the same syntactical relation to the second.

apryt-^tXos
'

dear to Ares/ dpy{-faros, ap^t-Kra/xevos
'

slain

in war
'

have the proper syntactical meaning ; afmOwra-

vos, an epithet applied by Aeschylus to a doughty warrior,

has not.

(3) The meaning of the compound is changed from

that which the two words have when merely placed in

juxtaposition. A black bird is not necessarily a black-

bird and there is no relation in meaning between sweet

bread and sweetbread, between a hog's head and a hogs-

head 1
. In English the change from two words to one is

often marked by a change in accent.

286. Sometimes the speakers of a language cease

Mistaken di- to recognise the dividing line between the

pounds indi?s parts of a compound. Thus the -Greeks
resultsinGreek, made fr()m the gtems of KaK^ and *^w a

masculine form (/xKo-epyos) /ca/covpyos
'

evildoer.' This

they mentally analysed as /caK-ovpyo? and next made

Travovpyos upon this analogy. From the form aAA.oS-a.7rd-s,

which is formed with the neuter stem *aAAo8 and the

suffix found as -inquo- in Latin long-inquo-s, prop-inquo-s

( 139 i.), a new sufiix -oWos is made and in this way
TravT-o-SaTTo? arises.

In Latin, a mistaken suffix of the same kind viz. -lento-

Latin
*s f und in & certain number of words, lutu-

lentus 'muddy,' opu-lentus (for opi-) 'rich,'

tem-iirlentus 'drunken.' This suffix seems to have arisen

from a combination of the suffixes -Hi- (or -uli-), -ent-

so frequent in participles and -o-. It may possibly have

1 That such words have not their original form (see Skeat's

Dictionary s. v. and Kluge . Oxhoft) does not affect the point.

Popular etymology connected hogshead with hog's head.
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begun with the single form graci-lentu-s, but this cannot

be proved.

In the Germanic languages also the same phenome-
non may be observed. By a wrong analysis and the Qer_

of the parts of a word, the final consonant
"Jf"

1

^
lan "

of the root has been taken as part of the

suffix and then a series of new words has been made

with this spurious suffix as their final element. The

suffix -keit used in Modern German to form abstract

substantives has arisen from the combination of the

ordinary suffix -heit (English -hood} with a k at the end

of the previous part of the word. Thus in Middle High
German arose the form miltec-heit or miltekeit and on

the analogy of this form many others have been made,

gerechtigkeit 'righteousness,' dankbarkeit 'thankfulness/

etc.
1

So too the English suffix -ling has arisen from the

addition of the suffix -ing to an 4-stem and an ensuing

mistaken division of the component parts. It seems

that from a few old English words lyteling
'

little child/

cetheling 'nobleman's son, prince' preserved in the name

Eadgar the Aetheling, all the later forms nestling^

youngling, darling, etc., have sprung.

287, It is to be remembered that these processes

do not belong to a past time only ; they Living and

were not perfected in a day to remain un- dead sufflxes-

changeable for ever afterwards. Just as sound change is

perpetually in progress, so too the constant growth and

decay of suffixes is an ever present factor in the history

of language. Some suffixes gradually die out and are

no longer used in the making of new words, others again
increase in importance and new words are continually

being made by means of them. Such suffixes in English
1 Paul's Principien der Sprachgeschichte, chap. xix. p. 295.
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are -er for nouns expressing the agent, -ation for

abstract substantives
1

. On the other hand the suffix

which is seen in tru-th, bir-th and many other words,

and which corresponds to the -n- (-0-1-) of such Greek

substantives as c'-n-s, Sap-o-i-s ( 133), has ceased to

make new words in English. In Latin also this suffix,

which appears in a mutilated form in mors, pars etc.

and in its full form in vi-ti-s, cu-ti-s etc. had ceased

before the classical period to form new words, its place

being usurped by -tion- as in men-ti-o, co-ven-ti-o etc.

288. Besides the two methods of forming new sub-

stantives which have been mentioned, viz.

of forming new (\\ the addition of a formative suffix or
substantives. ^ '

,

suffixes to a root and (2) the combination

of (a) two stems or (b) two words in actual case relation-

ship to one another, other two methods also occur, but

need not detain us long.

The first of these is (3) Reduplication. This although

1 A curious example of the development of a suffix in a new

meaning is the use in School and University slang of the suffix

-er as in footer for football, bedder for bedmaker, etc. This ap-

parently senseless and whimsical change began, it is said, at

Harrow, where ' ducker ' was used for ' duck pond.' From Harrow

it spread to other schools and to the Universities, where in com-

mon parlance Rugger and Socker have taken the place with the

players of Rugby and Association football of those terms respec-

tively, while fresher bids fair to usurp the place of freshman.
This is not uncommon in language ;

the slang of one generation

creeps into the literary dialect of the next. The hybrid word

starvation, with its English root and Latin suffix, was for long a

byeword, and supplied a nickname to its inventor, who was ever

after known as Starvation Dundas.

Why the suffix -er should have been so generalised is hard to

see. It has been ingeniously suggested that English objects to

spondaic words and so a lighter termination was used.
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perhaps existing in every Indo-Germanic language is at

no time common, and for obvious reasons. It comes into

existence for the purpose of expressing emphasis. As

a child says a
'

big, big house
'

to indicate a very big

house, so language seems to have occasionally caught up
such forms and perpetuated them in a more or less com-

plete shape in such words as /2ap-/3ap-o-s, Lat. bal-b-u-s

'babbling'
1

.

The last method of forming new words is by the use

of (4) Vowel Gradation or Ablaut. Whatever the origin

of this phenomenon it certainly did not at first indicate

difference of meaning
2

,
but at a later period was utilised

for this purpose, and so words of particular forms take

to themselves vowels of a particular grade. Thus words

like Ao'y-o-s of the masculine gender affect the o-vowel

in the root; neuter words like yeVo? affect the e-vowel,

although to both rules there are exceptions. If the

difference was originally one of pitch accent as many

philologists think ( 92), there is a curious parallel in

the modern English application of stress in a similar

way ;
thus progress ( substantive), progress (verb), subject

(substantive), subject (verb), or again content (substan-

tive), content (adjective)
3
.

1
Eeduplication in the verb will be discussed later

( 446).
2 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 7.

3 See the interesting letter of Dr Murray in the Academy for

1891, vol. n. p. 456, who finds that, out of 341 correspondents,

150 always accent the second syllable of content, 100 always the

first syllable, and the others vary according to the meaning.
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xvii. Classification of Nouns.

A. Root Nouns.

289, Root nouns are those in which the case suffixes

are attached to something which it is impossible to

analyse further, in other words to a root ( 24). Such

nouns are not very numerous in any language, and a

large proportion of them seems to have descended from

the primitive Indo-Germanic period. Latin has developed

more of them independently than any other language,

except perhaps Sanskrit. Some do and others do not

show traces of gradation in their vowel system
1

.

(a) Root nouns without gradation :

Gk. Lat. Eng.

aX-s : sal : sal-t*

l-s : vl-s

/j.vs : mus : mouse (0. E. mus)

VCLV-S : nav-em 3

u-s : su-s : sow (0. E. su)

(b) Root nouns with gradation :

Gk. Lat. Eng.

<^o<b
jSoC-'s ( 181) : bo-s

( 63) : cow

fia.Aa< TToti-S

(Doric Trcis)

: P*-8 : foot (O.V. &)
Jov-is etc.

1 It is a common mistake to suppose that all monosyllabic
nouns are root nouns. This is by no means the case.

2 -t is a further suffix which may possibly have also once be-

longed to the Latin word, if the verb sallo represents an earlier

*sal-d-o.

3 This original root word has passed over in Latin to the ?'-

declension in the nom. ndv-is. nav-em= IoTiic 1/77-0, (
= *nau-m).

4
Tuesday = Tiw-es-da$, or the day of Tiu ; Tiwes is the

genitive.
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For an explanation of the origin of these forms see

note (ii) after 265.

B. Nouns with formative suffixes.

290. As far as can at present be ascertained, the

number of suffixes originally used in the
,. f

J
, -o ,

Noun suffixes.

formation or nouns was not very large. r>ut

from the earliest period their number has been con-

tinually added to by combinations of two or more

suffixes, <ro<-cu-Tepo-s ;
Lat. pos-tu-mu-s, grac-il-ent-o-s

( 286) etc. Although some of these combinations date

from a time before the separation of the original Indo-

Germanic community, most of them are of late origin.

Hence many series of forms occurring in individual

languages have no parallels in the sister tongues, and

the discussion of such forms properly belongs to the

grammar of the language in question.

Of all suffixes -o- is the most common 1

;
to it or the

various suffixes ending in -o- as -mo- -no- -ro- -to- -uo-

-w- the great majority of nouns belong. A considerable

number of -i- and -u- stems also exist. There are, more-

over, many consonant stems, such as those which end in

-n- -r- and -s-. Besides these stems, which include a

very large proportion of the whole, there are others

ending in dental and guttural stops, which will be

mentioned in their proper places ( 346 350).

As regards the original signification of these forma-

tive suffixes it is at present idle to speculate. Their gignifi .

In individual languages we do find particu-
catlon -

1 As almost every consonant stem has an -o- form by the side

of it, the theory that all stems were originally -o-stems has strong

claims to acceptance. Cp. note after 265 and 344 n.
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lar suffixes set apart to indicate special meanings, but, in

some cases, we find the same suffix specialised in different

senses in different languages. Some suffixes too seem

to have no well defined meaning, but are employed in a

great variety of usages.

291* The suffix which has apparently the most

definite meaning is -a. In all the lan-

and
he

feminine guages which in any degree retain the

different original declensions this suffix in-

dicates feminine gender. In adjectives this suffix most

commonly forms the feminine to those stems which, in

the masculine and neuter, belong to the -o- class. Thus

we have veos, veov, novus, novum, but vea, nova.

From the widespread usage of this suffix to indicate

the feminine gender, most grammarians have considered

this its original use. Recently, however, Brugmann has

contended that -a had originally nothing to do with

gender, but was utilised in this way because some words,

such as the Indo-Germanic word for woman *
$nd, Boeo-

tian fiavd etc. ( 140), happened to end originally with

this vowel
1

. That the original meaning of a suffix may
be forgotten, and that it may be used in quite a different

meaning and with quite a different purpose from its

original one, we have already seen ( 283). But the

uniform employment of -a to indicate feminine gender
shows that the suffix has been so used ever since a time

preceding the separation of the Indo-Germanic peoples.

Earlier than that it is unnecessary for our purposes to

go, and therefore we may leave the original meaning of

this suffix as well as of the others undecided.

292. The -i- and -u- stems are of all genders. Of

1 Techmer's Zeitschrift vol. iv. p. 100. An acute controversy
is still raging on the subject.
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the consonant stems, those in -er-, since they mostly

express the agent, are largely masculine; Gender in other

words in -en- -on- and -s are also of all
8uffixes -

genders, particular grades of the suffix being, however,

to some extent specialised for particular genders. As

soon as a substantive is used in an adjectival sense,

or in some usage for which it was not originally intended,

it may and frequently does change its gender. Hence

the use of -o- stems as feminines ( 55). In compounds
also the same is true. Originally a compound substan-

tive was of the gender of its final component. Thus

poSoSaKTvAos meant properly 'Rose-finger' as a substan-

tive and was masculine
1

. As we know it in Homer,

however, it is an adjective 'rosy fingered,' and conse-

quently, although it keeps its original ending, it is made
to agree with ijws a feminine word. flv/no/Jo'pos is also

properly a substantive
'

soul devourer/ but when made to

agree with a neuter substantive like Tr^/xa, it takes the

form Ovfjiofiopov. When the -s-stems are used in this

way they form a new nominative and accusative. Thus,

/xeVos is a neuter word, but from the same stem we have

Ev/xeV?7s a masculine name, and the same form used adjec-

tivally for the feminine as well as masculine, with the

form v/xev9 for the neuter.

293. As has been said, -o-forms go hand in hand

with -a-forms. Even before the separation Naturai ^
of the Indo-Germanic peoples, -o-forms had an

,

d grammati-
cal gender.

been used to indicate masculine and neuter

stems, while -d-forms indicated cognate feminines. But

this purely grammatical gender was crossed by the influ-

ence of natural gender or by that of other words of

1
Delbriick, S. F. iv. p. 12, and Grundr. Syntax 198.
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cognate meaning, rpo^os is properly a word of mascu-

line form and, since TmiSaywyo's is not an
/ '

early word, was once applicable to such a

guardian as Phoenix was to Achilles. But, in later

times, rpo<os indicates duties more frequently discharged

by women and becomes feminine, while a new masculine

form rpo<ev9 begins to appear. All the while a feminine

word rpofyri has been used to indicate that which the

rpcx^o's supplies. To express another idea arising from

rpo^ri we have another word formed rpofalov or in the

plural rpo^eta, the return made by the child for the

rpo^r/' which he has received. This word is in the neuter

and is formed by adding another suffix to that already

existing.

Some -a- (in Greek most frequently -td-) stems

Masculine -- Become masculine and, when they do so,

8te
dL t"

Greek
generally take final -s in Greek and form

the genitive in -oi>, TroAi-T^-s, TTO\L-TOV. Some

stems of this kind in Homer are said to be crystallised

vocative forms
l and have no final -s, l-mrora etc. In Latin

scriba, agricola etc. are masculine. In only one or two

instances in old Latin does a final -s appear, paricidas.

Their history
These words are said to have been (1)

original abstracts, next (2) collectives, and

finally (3) specialised for individuals. Compare English

youth and truth which are (1) abstracts, the state of

1 This is Brugmann's view, Curtius' Studien ix. p. 259 ff. But
Schmidt from etfpiWa Zetfs argues for a different origin (Pluralbil-

dungen d. idg. Neutra, p. 400 ff.). According to Schmidt, efy>i;o7ra
'

wide-eye
'

is a neuter substantive in apposition to Zetfs (cp. origin
of Lat. vetus). As evptioira was used unchanged with vocative as

well as ace. and nom., genuine vocative forms like fj,rjrlTa were

also used for the nominative, and new forms were made on the

same analogy.
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being young and true respectively, (2) collectives,
'

the

youth of a country' etc., (3) specific, 'many youths/
'mathematical truths' etc. So iroXc-T^-s would be (1)

citizenship (abstract), (2) the body of citizens (collec-

tive), (3) a citizen (specific).

294. When -a-stems change to masculines, when

such words as rpo<f>6<s become feminines, we
Genderinwords

have examples of the influence of natural indicating ob-

jects without

sex upon grammatical gender, ^yo's Lat. sex-

fagu-s and other names of trees are feminine for another

reason. As it happens, in both languages the generic

words for tree, Spv-s, arbos, are feminine. Accordingly

the generic word draws over the words indicating the

individual species to its own gender
1
. Hence the rule

that independently of the character of the suffix all

names of trees in both Greek and Latin are feminine

( 55).

But now we are face to face with a difficult question.

Why should the generic word for a tree be feminine?

Why should not everything which has no natural sex be

also of the neuter gender in grammar ? To this question

there is at present no satisfactory reply. The older

philologists relied upon the
'

personifying tendencies
'

of

primitive man. The existence of such tendencies is

denied by some of the greatest of recent scholars
2
. But

there are certainly traces of such personification in the

language of English sailors, who talk of a ship as
'

she.'

And if it be true that the ideas of primitive man stand

1 In Greek, according to Delbriick, the generic word follows

the special words, S. F. iv. p. 6. Delbriick now is more doubtful

(Grundr. Syntax 3).
2 For instance, by Brugmann in Techmer's Zeitschrift iv. p.

100 ff.

G. P. 15
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in the same relation to modern thought as the child

stands to the grown man, such tendencies to personifica-

tion will not seem at all wonderful. To the child every-

thing is alive, and deserving of reward or punishment
even as he himself is.

The two reasons assigned, viz. (1) the influence of

natural sex and (2) the influence of the gender of

cognate words, will explain a large number but very far

from the whole of the phenomena of gender. Why ot/cos

and vicus should be masculine while So'/xos is masculine

in Greek and domus feminine in Latin, we do not know.

Even if we assign the change of gender to the working of

analogy, it is not easy to suggest the model, imitation

of which caused the change.

Gender.

295. The Indo-Germanic noun is characterised as

such by the possession of special features to mark the

possession of Gender, of Number and of Case. But the

distinguishing marks of all of these need not co-exist in

any one word.

In -o- stems, the suffix -s in the nominative generally

Gender in -o- marks a masculine, occasionally a feminine
stems;

word; -m (changed to -v in Greek) in the

nominative marks the neuter. The -s at the end of the

in -i- and -- nominative in an -i- or -u- stem indicates

that the word is either of the masculine or

of the feminine gender, the absence of any suffix that

such a stem is neuter, -a-stems ( 291) and -I- (-ie-)

in - and -i-
stems are in the Indo-Germanic languages

(-ie-) stems;
generally feminine and have originally no

nominative suffix in the singular. Nasal and liquid
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stems as a rule have no -s-suffix in the nominative,

whatever their gender may be. Neuter in nasal and H.

gender is, however, generally indicated by <iuldstems ;

the appearance of the stem suffix in its weak grade as

a long or short sonant nasal or liquid ; cp. Tep-/xa, Lat.

termen (neuter) with rep-pav, Lat. ter-mo (masculine);

rj-TT-apJec-ur (r)
1

, er/cwp (f ?), cakar, with Tra-njp, pater, 8w-

T<op, da-tor, etc. In -s stems, nouns of the neuter gender

end in -os -es or -a? in Greek,
x

.
, v T *.-

in-*stems;m -os (-us) or -is (gen. -ens) in Latin,

those in -is, however, having as a rule changed their gen-

der before the historical period, while those correspond-

ing to the type of the Greek -es have disappeared. Thus

forms like gen-us alone survive in perfection. The mas-

culines and feminines of -s stems appear in Greek as -ws

and -^s, atS-o>5, evyev-ifc, in Latin as -os or -or, honos

(honor), arbos (arbor). The type corresponding to the

Greek -175 is represented only by the fragment de-gener.

Mute stems, except those which end in -nt-
2

,
mark mas-

culine or feminine gender by the addition
. j . in mute stems.

oi -s
;
when the gender is neuter, the stem

is left without suffix, the stem-ending or some part of it

also disappearing if the phonetic laws of the language so

require (cp. yaXa with yaAaKT-os, Latin lac with lact-is).

Number.

296. The original Indo-Germanic language distin-

guished three numbers, the Singular, the Dual and the

1 The Sanskrit form yakrt may, as some authorities hold,

have an additional suffix -t. If the -t is original, ^Tr-ap, jec-ur

represent an original *ieq%t. On the question of long sonant

nasals etc. cp. 158 note 3.

2 See 306 note.

152
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Plural. The different numbers in the noun are each

characterised by their own suffixes (cp. 34).

Some kinds of substantives, as abstracts, collectives

Plural in Ab- an(i nouns of material, may be expected to
stract nouns. QCCUr onjy jn ^ ginger. ^llt in aU

languages such words frequently occur in the plural.

Thus in English we speak not only of sugar and wine,

but also of sugars and wines, meaning thereby different

forms or kinds of the material. So in Latin, plurals like

vina, carnes ; veritates, avaritiae occur
1

.

297. Other words may be expected to occur only in

the dual, &xo, a^$w. But nevertheless such

words are often inflected as plurals. It

may indeed be conjectured that the Dual is merely a

specialisation of one out of many original forms of the

Plural. Be that as it may, the earliest historical use of

the Dual which we can trace seems to have been to ex-

press things which occur (a) naturally in pairs, as the

eyes, the ears, the hands etc., or (b) artificially in pairs,

as the two horses of a chariot. Later the Dual is used

for a combination of any two things. In the first sense

its earliest its use *s quite distinct from that of the

Plural. But as soon as the Dual comes to

be applied to any two things without regard to their

being naturally a pair and without any emphasis being

laid on the idea of duality, it becomes a grammatical

luxury ;
it has no sense separate from that of the Plural

and consequently it speedily dies out.

"When things are thought of in pairs, every pair may
be regarded as a unity and be followed by a singular

verb, though this construction is not very common. It

1 See Draeger, Historische Syntax der lateinischen Sprache
2

48.
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is worth observing that the Dual in Greek is rarely used

without 8vo> unless when the objects referred to are a

natural or artificial pair
1

,
and this agrees with the use

of the Dual in Vedic Sanskrit.

In Latin duo and ambo are the only surviving dual

forms and these are inflected in the oblique Dual lost in

cases as plurals.
Latm'

298. The use of the Plural which calls most for

remark is that in Greek and the Aryan languages a

neuter noun in the plural is followed by a verb in the

Singular. The reason for this is that things Neuter Plural

which make a class or set by themselves
JJJ|J

singular

may be treated as a unity. But in the his-

torical period they are so treated only when the word is

neuter, although it may be conjectured that all plural

forms were originally collective. An ingenious theory

has been recently revived
2
which endeavours to prove

that the nominative plural neuter is no genuine plural

at all, but a collective singular. It is argued by another

writer
3
that in many cases where a plural verb is put with

a neuter plural in Homer, this arises from a later corrup-

tion; thus the earlier reading in Iliad ii. 135, accord-

ing to this theory, was a-Trdpra XcXvrat for the ordinary

cnrdpTa A.C\VITCU. The converse of this usage, the use of

a singular verb with a masculine or feminine substantive

in the plural, usually known as the Schema Pindaricum,

has an entirely different explanation. Here the verb

always precedes the subject. Consequently, it is argued,

the writer or speaker changed his mind as to the form

1
Cp. Monro H. G. 2 173.

2 By Johannes Schmidt, Pluralbildungen der indog. Neutra

(1889), pp. 1 ff.

3 J. Wackernagel, K. Z. 30, p. 308.
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of his sentence while he was in the act of writing or

speaking it
;
hence the illogical sequence of a singular

verb and a plural noun.

299. The theory which explains the neuter plural

Theo to ex-
nommative as a collective singular is sup-

plain this con- ported not only (1) by its occurrence with
struction.

. i i V, i

a singular verb in the Greek and Aryan lan-

guages, but also (2) by the fact that frequently a neuter

plural is formed to a masculine or feminine singular

o o-rros but TO. (TITO., 77 /ceA.V$os but in Homer vypa Kf.Xf.-vOa.
*

Latin locus but loca, sibilus}mi sibila
}

etc.
; while, on the

other hand, a masculine or feminine plural to a neuter

singular hardly occurs at all. It has also been observed

by various writers that when a masculine or feminine

and a neuter plural both appear in the same word, the

neuter plural has generally a collective meaning
2
. As

the personal pronouns of the plural number were origi-

nally inflected in the singular and passed over to the

plural inflexion at a later period ( 327), so it is con-

tended that the original genitive ofjugd was *jugas, not

*jugom, but that later it took the same inflexion as the

masculines because the neuters and masculines had most

cases the same in the other numbers. Since in other

numbers the neuter has the same form for nominative

and accusative, in the plural juga, originally only nomi-

native, comes to be used also as accusative. (3) It is

also urged that many languages do use collective singu-

1
Schmidt, Pluralb. p. 5.

2
Cp. with this what has happened in the development of

Latin into the Eomance languages. As in Latin nom. and ace.

pi. neut. are the same in form as the nom. sing, fern., neuter nouns

whose plural has a collective sense became feminine, thus folium
'

leaf,' folia
'

leafage,' but folii or foliae
'
leaves.'
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lar forms instead of the neuter plurals. Homer uses irpo-

/focris for TrpofiaTa (Od. ii. 75), Herodotus QtpaTnrjirj for

0epaVovTs (v. 21). Latin h&s juventus, English youth, for

juvenes and young men respectively ( 293), and the same

appears in other Indo-Germanic languages. (4) A fur-

ther support is found for the theory in the fact that in

the same language the same word has both a neuter and

a feminine form, or that kindred languages show, one the

plural, the other the feminine form. Thus we find SpeVa-

vov and 8pe7roV7, vevpoi/ and vevpr), Homeric ra ijvia, but

Attic -q TJVLO. pi. 771/10,1, (f>v\ov but <j>v\-rj (post-Homeric) :

Latin caementum and caementa, labium and labea\ 0.

H. G. ndma n. but 0. E. ndm f., 0. Saxon gi-lagu n. pi.

but 0. E. lagu f. sing, 'law.' (5) A plural is often used

in the predicate where only a single object is in question,

as in Homer Swpa Se rot S(o<ra> KaXov Opovov, a^Oirov aei,

Xpvcreov (.77.
xiv. 238), KCU/OS an7p...av$t KVVWV /Jie\.7rr)6pa

yeVotro (H. xiii. 233) ;
Latin nemo me lacrumis decoret

neque funera fletu faxit (Ennius' Epitaph), per clipeum

Vulcani, dona parentis (Virg. Aen. viii. 729); compare
the frequent use of colla, guttura, ora, pectora where

only one object of the kind is meant. (6) These collec-

tives come to be used for individual members of the

class, because they express originally the nature or

characteristic which the members of the class have in

common; hence o-uyycVcia, signifying first kinship then

kinsfolk, is used of a single person (Eur. Orest. 733);

Latin custodia is used in the same way (Ovid Met. viii.

684); in German stute, originally the same as English

stud, (of horses), has come to mean steed and finally mare,

and frauenzimmer, literally 'women's chamber,' gynae-

ceum, became first a collective word for
' women '

and

since the seventeenth century has been used for
' a
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woman
'

\ From truth an abstract quality we pass in

English to the comparative concreteness of
' mathemati-

cal truths/ a development parallel to that of youth

which has been so often cited (cp. 293).

Noun Cases.

300. In the original Indo-Germanic language the

noun possessed at least seven cases: Nominative, Ac-

cusative, Genitive, Ablative, Dative, Locative and

Instrumental. In the Instrumental some authorities

have discovered traces of an amalgamation of two origi-

weretwosepa- nally separate cases an Instrumental pro-

fusedh? theln- perly so called and a Comitative or Sociative
strumentai? cage gut faQ existence of such an original

distinction is very doubtful, and any observable differ-

ence of meaning may be attributed to the fact that

inanimate objects as a rule must be spoken of as instru-

ments, animate objects as companions or helpers.

301. The relations expressed by these seven cases

indo-German- are n t> however, all that could have been

cases
Syste

incom- indicated by means of cases. Some lan-

piete.
guages, such as Finnish, have a much larger

number of cases and by this means express greater defi-

niteness of relation than it is possible to express by the

seven Indo-Germanic cases, which cannot distinguish,

for example, between rest in and rest on, motion into

and motion towards, motion from and motion from out

of, notions all of which are distinguished by the more

complex Finnish case system.

302. In the enumeration of cases, the vocative

The vocative ^s no* reckoned as a case. Among noun
not a case. forms especially in the -o-stems the

1 Schmidt, Pluralb. p. 25.
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vocative of the Singular stands apart, precisely as the

Singular of the Imperative stands apart especially in

the -o-verbs. Xo'ye in the noun, Ae'yc in the verb are

simply stem-forms without anything to mark them as

belonging to a paradigm of forms. Neither has any
suffix besides that which marks the stem ; Ao'yc has

nothing to mark a case relation, Ac'ye nothing to

mark a person of the verb. In some stems, and

always in the neuter gender, the nominative serves for

the vocative in the Singular; in the Plural the nomi-

native discharges the function of the vocative in all

stems.

303. Cases originally existed in all three Numbers,

Singular, Dual and Plural. But in the
Tk 1 J -Dl 1 f \.

N seParate
Dual and rlural, separate torms tor each ot forms for some

the cases were apparently not found neces-

sary. This is true at any rate for the dative and abla-

tive Plural. The Dual forms vary so much in different

languages, and the whole system is already so rapidly

decaying even in the earliest historical period, that it is

impossible to restore with certainty the Dual paradigm

except in the forms which served indifferently for nomi-

native, vocative and accusative. In the Singular there

are separate endings for the individual cases. In all

stems, however, except the -o-stems, there is but one

form from the earliest period for genitive and ablative.

Stems ending in nasals, liquids, -a- or -~i-(-ie-} have no

case ending for the nominative, which in masculine or

feminine forms of nasal or liquid stems is expressed by a

difference of gradation in the stem suffix
( 354

ff.).

Neuter forms except in the -ostems have no suffix in the

nominative, vocative and accusative Singular, all of

which are indicated by the same form in all neuter
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stems. In the -o-stems, the nominative of the neuter

has the same form as the accusative of the masculine

(cp. vy6-v, jugu-m, with OLKO-V vicu-m) : whether there

was any original connexion in meaning between the two

has still to be proved.

304. As regards the origin of case suffixes in the

Ori in of cases
Iudo-Germanic languages we know nothing.

They exist from the earliest historical period

as an integral part of the noun form, and therefore are

beyond the reach of Comparative Philology. Various

theories, based mainly on the analogy of other languages

where the noun remains in a more primitive stage of

development, have been propounded. Some authorities

hold that the suffixes are pronominal in origin, others

that they are of the nature of post-positions. The whole

question is too speculative to be discussed here. It is

enough to say that the reasoning is largely a priori and

therefore uncertain
;
but the probability is that the

Endin s ro-
nominative suffix is deictic or pronominal,

nominal and ^he same may be said but with more hesita-
post -positional.

tion of the accusative suffix, while in the

other cases it seems more likely that the suffixes are

post-positions indicating originally some kind of local

relation. In German books it is customary to divide the

Grammatical cases into 'grammatical' and 'local.' To
and local cases. faQ latter group Belong such as the abla-

tive and locative, which distinctly show a local mean-

ing ;
to the former are assigned those cases, such as the

genitive and dative, where the local meaning, if ever

existent, has been in process of time obscured. But to

call a case
'

grammatical
'

is no aid to the elucidation of

its history, and all that we know of language goes to

show that the vague usages ranked under this indefinite
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heading are in all probability developed from earlier

simple and concrete local uses 1
.

305. In the later history of the separate languages,

there is a constant tendency to reduce the
Three

number of case forms. This tendency may 8̂

ncretism in

arise from one or all of several causes :

(i.) phonetic, as when -dis, the suffix of the instru-

mental plural of -o-stems, becomes confused in Greek

with that of the locative -ois(i) in OIKOIS and OIKOIO-I, or as

when in Latin the ablative singular of -o-stems by losing

its final -d- becomes confused with the instrumental

(vicod and vied) ;

(ii.) syntactic, when one case extends the area of its

usage at the expense of another. Such extensions of

usage are analogical. There is a doubtful margin where

either case might be legitimately used
;
for some cause

the one case becomes more prevalent than the other with-

in this borderland and afterwards gradually encroaches

on the proper domain of its vanquished opponent. The

confusion between
'

rest in
'

and ' motion towards/ which

we find exemplified in the English usage
' Come here

'

for 'Come hither/ is widely developed in case usages in

1
Cp. Whitney (Transactions of the American Philological

Association, vol. xm. p. 92) :
' There is no such thing in lan-

guage as an originally grammatical case or form of any kind.'

The same writer in reviewing Delbriick's Altindische Syntax says

(A. J. P. xm. 285): 'To pronounce a case originally grammatical
is simply equivalent to saying that its ultimate character lies

beyond our discovery; and the statement might much better be

made in the latter form. For to postulate such a value at the

very beginning is to deny the whole known history of language,

which shows that all forms begin with something material, ap-

prehensible by the senses, palpable ...... Such an explanation simply

betrays a false philosophy of language.'
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other languages. The cases could express relationship

only in a very general way. Hence arose the use of

adverbs to go with cases in order to make the meaning
more specific. These adverbs, which we now call pre-

positions, in time become the constant concomitants of

some cases
;
and when this has happened, there is an

ever-increasing tendency to find the important part of

the meaning in the preposition and not in the case

ending.

(iii.) A third cause may be found in the less

frequent use of some cases. The smaller number of

separate forms for plural use, and the greater tendency
to confusion in plural as compared with singular forms,

seems to be owing to the fact that plural forms are less

needed and are in less frequent use than singular forms.

The Dual is less used than either the Singular or the

Plural and its forms are more corrupted.

The following table will show the degree and manner

of confusion which has affected at the earliest period

the original cases in Latin, Greek and the Germanic

languages
1

.

Idg.
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xviii. Case suffixes.

A. IN THE SINGULAR.

306. i a. Stems which end in -o- -i- (including

-ei- 365 ff.), -u- (including -eu-), or a mute consonant,

and possibly all root words made originally Nominative

the nominative singular of masculine and

feminine forms in -s : OIKO-S vicu-s, <n-s om-s, .With .g. end.

iJ8v'-s manu-s /Sao-iAcu-?, Oupag audax, ?-s mg;

vi-s etc. All others have the stem suffix only, -ci-

sterns when they become masculine in Greek add the -9,

veavias etc. ( 293). There are also one or Without .,.

two examples in Latin as paricida-s. In endms-

stems which end in nasals or liquids it seems that the

final nasal or liquid was either always dropped or there

were double forms with and without the final nasal or

liquid, the use of which depended on the phonetics of

the sentence (cp. 235 ff.). Compare Tfpptav with Lat.

termo, Skt. $va with KV'WV, Skt. pita with Trartjp Lat.

pater. The lengthened strong form is regular for the

nominative of such stems (cp. Tranjp with irarep-a etc.).

i b. In the -o-stems the neuter is formed by adding
-m (Greek -v 148) : ^yo-v Lat. jugu-m. In

Non? neuter

all other stems the neuter has no suffix,

but the stem suffix, if it has gradation, appears in the

weak grade
1

.

1 In words of whatever gender, phonetic changes according to

the regular laws of the language take place in the ending, &va

for *OWKT-S, Lat. rex for *reg-s. Gk. &pwv for *bheront-s is ex-

ceptional compared with <55oi5y for *odont-s and is not yet satis-

factorily explained. So also in neuters ya\a for *ya\aKT, Lat.

lac for *lact(e).
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307. ii. The vocative is originally a stem form

( 302). Hence the vocative proper has no case suffix :

oi/ce, 7ro'A.i, IxOv, ava (=*O.VO.KT\ Zev. In stems Without

a nominative suffix the vocative has a

different grade from the nominative : vvfj.<f>r)

(-a), VOC. vvpfya. (Homer) ; Trarrjp VOC. Trarep, TroijUifv VOC.

Troi/xeV Except in -0-stems, Latin has replaced the

separate vocative form by the nominative, or the forms

have become phonetically indistinguishable.

Neuter^ have no vocative form separate from the

nominative form.

308. iii. The suffix of the accusative is -m, which

is sonant after a consonant, consonant after

a sonant 1
. Hence *ped-m sonant, *uoiko-m

consonant. Greek has thus OLKO-V, ot-v, rJSv-v, T-v, 0ea-v,

7roTvia-v (originally an -1- (-ie-) stem 374), Latin vicu-m,

securi-m, manu-m, vi-m, dea-m, luxurie-m (an -1- stem)
in all of which the consonant sound appears. On the

Other hand Greek Trarep-a, Troi/xev-a, aiSw
(
=

*atSocr-a),

^(opa/c-a, <f>povT-a, Latin patr-em, homin-em, arbor-em,

audac-em, f&rent-em show the sounds which represent

original -m.

In the neuter the accusative is the same as the

nominative.

309. iv. The suffix of the genitive appears as -es,

Gradation in
~os

>
~s with gradation. Consonant stem

genitive suffix.
formg^ gr^ation appear in their weak

grade in the genitive. In the -0- stems the suffix is -0s-

io (-es-io), apparently the same suffix as in other stems

1 This is practically accurate. No doubt originally *pedm kept

the consonant -m when the following word began with a sonant,

but the separate languages did not keep up the consequent double

forms.
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with a pronominal element -io added
1

. In the -a- and

-I- (-ie-) stems there is seemingly a contraction between

the stem and the suffix
;
otherwise it is difficult to ex-

plain the difference of accentuation between Ti/wJ, opyma
in the nominative and TI/A^S, opyvia? in the genitive

2
. In

Greek, the -os form is kept in the later period with all

consonant stems including also root words like TTOVS, Zev's

etc. : TTCLTp-ds, Troi/xev-os, 7ro8-o's etc. -s appears in the

primitive genitival form Ses- (
=

*8e/x-s) in 8eo--7r6V?7s

'house-lord.' In Latin, -es which becomes phonetically

-is ( 161) is generalised in all consonant stems exactly

as -os is in Greek. In early inscriptions a few traces of

the -os suffix are found, Vener-us etc. The case suffix

which in Greek is contracted with -rj (-a) is presumably
-es

;
if -os, we should have expected the genitive to

appear as -<os not -T?S (-as), -s is the suffix in Latin

ovi-s, manu-s etc. but there is in ovi-s apparently a con-

fusion with *is for earlier -es, since in -i- and -z^-stems

the original genitive form seems to have ended in either

-ei-s (-oi-s), -eu-s (-ou-s) or -i-es (-i-os), -u-es (-u-osf.

manu-s may represent an older *manou-s whether as an

original form or as the Latin phonetic representative

of original *maneu-s
4

( 178). Strong forms of the

stem appear also in Greek : i/Sc-os (
=

*>jSeF-os) Homeric

fta.crL\.-f)(F)-os, Attic /focriAc'ws by metathesis of quantity,

Ionic /3ao-iA.e'os ; Tragic TrdXeos etc. = *7roAei-os
5

.

1
Hirt, Idg. Forschungen n. p. 130 ff.

2
Hirt, Idg. Forschungen i. p. 11. According to Streitberg's

explanation (cp. 271 n.) the ending was -so originally.
3 Brugm. Grundr. n. 2312.
4 The form in -en- is not required by any language; -ou- will

explain all the forms which occur.
5 The Attic 7r6Xews (from Tr6\rjos) seems formed on the analogy
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In Latin the original genitive of -o-, -a-, and -!- (-ie)

Lossofori inai
s*ems nas disappeared. Of -os-io there is

genitive in some no trace
;
-as is found in paterfamilias etc.

Latin stems. .

The genitive ending -I of the -o-stems in

Latin is probably the old locative ending, vici thus

corresponds either to OLKCI the variant form of OIKOI or to

otKot itself ( 176). -ae of the -a- stems may represent the

older disyllabic -al still found in the poets (Romal etc.)

which was formed on the analogy of the -I in the -0-stems

and may have begun with the masculines in -a, scriba

etc.
1

luxuriei etc. of the -Z- stems are also analogical

forms. The dative probably influenced both -ae and -ei.

The suffix -TOS in Greek -ra-stems is not original.

Gk. suffix in Many explanations of this suffix have been

offered. The best seems to be that -TOS in

oVo/xa-Tos instead of *oVo/>u/-os is taken from the adverbial

-TOS in CK-TOS, V-TOS
2

.

310. v. As already mentioned, the. only stems

Ablative has
wni n have a separate form for the Ablative

oSf^-o- stems?
are ^e ~- stems, where the ending is -d

preceded by some vowel. Since this vowel

contracts with the preceding -e- or -o- of the stem, its

nature cannot be ascertained. Greek has lost the abla-

tive in the -0-stems, the genitive in them as in others

discharging ablatival functions. In Latin the loss of

is confused in tne fina^ -d of tne ablative, which took

strumenta? a^d place in the second century B.C., led to a
locative.

confusion between the ablative and the in-

of j3a<nA&d$, an analogy which seems also to have kept the poetic

7r6Xeos from contracting to *TTO\OUS. Brugm. Grundr. n. 231 c.

1
Brugm. Grundr. n. 229.

2
Fick, B. B. xii. p. 7; Brugm. Grundr. n. 244. Cp. Bar-

tholomae I. F. i. p. 300 ff.
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strumental. At a period preceding the separation of the

Italic dialects from one another the -d of the ablative

had been extended to other stems
;
hence in old Latin

praidad 'from booty,' airid 'from copper' etc. The

other ablative forms patre, komine, pede etc. are not

genuine ablatives but either locative or instrumental

forms (see under vii and viii).

311. vi. The original dative ended in -ai. This

suffix is retained in the Greek infinitive Dative is con-

forms 8o>ei/-cu, Sovvai
(
= SofeWi) etc.; else-

Systems with

where consonant stems, -i- and -u- stems locatlve-

and root words in Greek have replaced the dative by the

locative, Trarep-i, iroip.ev-1, $a>pa/c-i, 7roAe-t, tyOu-i, TroS-t'

etc. In the -o- and -d- stems the suffix is contracted

with the vowel of the stem : <HKO>, TI/Z$, Oca. In Latin

the suffix is regular throughout : patr-i (in older Latin

occasionally -ei), homin-i, audac-l, ped-i; vied ( 181, 3),

older Numasioi, poploe (=populo), deae (cp. Matuta on

inscriptions with vico), ov-i, manu-l (for *manou-ai 174).

312. vii. The original locative had two forms,

according as the ending -i was or was not
Locative ^th

added to the stem. The stem, if graded, ap- *nd^
without

peared in a strong form. The suffixless form

was probably not locative from the beginning, but in time

was thus specialised. In Greek and Latin there are but

few traces of the suffixless locative. SO/ACI/ the Homeric

infinitive is an example from a -men stem ( 359) ;
it

seems probable that the type <e
/

p tv (if
= *<peo-ev) is

also a locative: cue's is an example from an -s stem

(aif-cs cp. Lat. aev-om) of which aUt
(
=
*a(f-<r-t) seems the

locative with the -i suffix \ In A.e'yeo--0ai the same loca-

1 This is doubtful on account of the accent; an original form

*aiu-si ought to become afci in Greek.

G. P. 16
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tive has been traced ( 280). Latin presents even fewer

examples. The preposition penes from the same stem

as the substantive penus stands alone, unless legis-sem

etc. ( 280) form a parallel to Ae'yeo--0at.

313. The locative in the Greek consonant, -i- and

Extension of
~u~ stem8

'
nas taken the place of the dative

the use of the
(see under vi). In the -o-stems it is doubt-

locativemGk.; v '

ml whether the -ei and -01 forms of the

locative are coeval or whether the -ei forms are the

earlier. The former hypothesis is more probable.

The -ei forms in Greek are very rare
;
in a noun stem,

ot/cei is the only form found in the literature. Other-

wise the locatives are of the type represented by O'KOI

'Io-0//,oi etc. Cp. also IIvAoiyej/T??
'

born at Pylos
'

parallel

to which is r)(3auycv)j<;
1 '

born at Thebes.' Elsewhere

the forms of the locative of -a-stems in Greek have been

absorbed in the dative. In -t-stema, -t was added to a

stem form in -ei or -e
2

;
hence the Homeric TroXtji ;

from

the ordinary stem -ei- + -i conies TTO'ACI, Homeric TrroAct.

The -u- stems are similar : ftao-LX-fjF-i, vj8c'L (Homer), Attic

in Latin ^"' ^n Latin vici, deae (gen.), luxuriei are

locative in form
;
for the meaning compare

domi, Romae. The ablative in other stems is either

locative, or arises from a confusion of locative and instru-

mental. In the former case patre, homine, genere, pede

1 In tragedy this form has generally been emended by editors

into Qi]payei>r]s, an emendation which destroys an interesting

historical record. In Homer the town is 'T7ro0?}j8cu (Iliad n. 505),

and 617/377 is certainly the original form (II. iv. 378) of which Qijpcu

is the locative, this locative being later treated as a nominative

plural. The same is probably true of 'AOrjvcu and other plural

names of towns. The same explanation has been given of German
names such as Sachsen, Xanten.

2
Brugm. Grundr. n. 260.
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etc. represent older forms ending in -i ( 165), in the

latter also forms containing the instrumental ending

(see viii). manH may represent an earlier
%manou-e.

314. viii. The suffixes of the instrumental were (1)

either -e or -a\ and (2) -bhi. Two suffixes

(1) In both Greek and Latin the in-
''instrumental,

strumental of the first type has ceased to be a separate

case. In Greek its functions have been taken over by
the dative, in Latin by the ablative. Those who hold

that -a was the instrumental suffix find it in such adver-

bial forms as /^era, TreSa, a/xa, Trapa, fe/ca (in CI/CKO,), tva,

Latin aere, pede etc.

(2) The suffix -bhi appears in Greek as -<i. But

when the instrumental ceased to be a separate case in

Greek, the usages of the suffix were extended so far that

-<i forms are found in the ablatival meaning of the

genitive, the instrumental and locative meanings of the

dative, rarely in Homer as true dative or genitive, and

once at least (in Alcman) as a vocative. The number

of forms found is not very large. The form is used

indifferently for either Singular or Plural.

1 This is a vexed question. Schmidt contends that the suffix

was -e, Brugmann that it was -a, but with some hesitation.

Kecently Hirt has contended (I. F. i. p. 13
f.)

that the -a forms in

Greek really present an instrumental suffix -m (-m). The principal

reason for holding -a to be the instrumental suffix is that Lat.

inde corresponds to &9a, and that therefore pede corresponds to

rreSd But (1) the equation is not certain ; inde may just as well

be tv6e-(v), a better equation in respect of meaning ;
for absence

of -v cp. irpoadf. (2) Original *pedi would undoubtedly be repre-

sented by pede in Latin.

162
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B. DUAL.

315. Even in those cases (Nom. Ace. and Voc.) for

Dual forms for wnich several languages show forms going
nom. voc. ace. back to one o^gi^ ft is difficult to decide

what or how many were the original suffixes. Except in

duo and ambo, the Dual has disappeared in Latin ( 297).

For the masculine and feminine in con-
With gender.

sonant-stems and root words, Greek shows -e

as the Suffix, Trarep-e, KW-C, /3o'-e etc. In -0-, -1-, -I- (-ie-)

and -u- stems, Brugmann
1

regards the lengthening of the

stem vowel as the original form for the masculine and

feminine, there being in the -0-stems, however, another

original form in -ou. For the -d stems he postulates -ai

as the original form of the ending in the Dual nominative

and finds it in the forms Ti/W, equae etc. employed by
Greek and Latin as the nominative of the Plural. The

Greek dual forms n/xa etc. are then analogical forma-

tions after the -0-stems. It seems on the whole simpler

to follow Meringer in regarding the forms in -ou and -d

as phonetic variants ( 181 n.) and to treat the nom. of

the Dual as a collective form identical with the Singular

cm-stems
2

.

For the neuter the suffix for all stems is said to have

without gen-
contained -i or -i, the two forms possibly

representing different grades. But in Greek

and Latin, this suffix is found only in CI-KOO--I, fet-

/caT-t, m-gint-1,, the neuter forms having elsewhere the

same suffix as the masculine and feminine, a fact which

would rather lead us to suppose that all genders of the

1 Grundr. n. 284 ff.

2
Meringer, B. B. xvi. p. 228 note. Brugmann's explanation

of equae is untenable, for in Latin -ai when unaccented becomes ~L
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Dual had originally the same suffix. If the form is

originally a singular collective, this is all the more

probable.

316. The forms for the oblique cases of the Dual

vary so much from one language to another

and the restoration of the original forms is

consequently so difficult that the question cannot be

discussed in detail here. The Greek forms ITTTTOUV

(tTTTTotv) etc. seem only the correct phonetic representa-

tives of the old locative Plural (*ekuois-i)\ The con-

sonant stems (7roS-ou/,7raTp-oiv etc.) have borrowed the

suffix from the -o-stems.

C. PLURAL.

317. i, ii a. Nominative and vocative, masculine

and feminine. There is no separate form
Suffixfornom

for the vocative in the Plural, the form for Jd
c. masc.

the nominative being used wherever the

vocative is required. The original suffix is -es. In

Latin this ending appears as -es, the lengthening being

borrowed from the -^-sterns where the stem suffix in its

strong form -ei- coalesced with -es into -es. Hence Idg.

*ouei-es becomes in Latin oves*. On this analogy are

formedpatr-es, homin-es, audac-es,ped-es etc. as compared
with 7raTp-s, TToi/xeV-cs, QtopaK-fs, 7ro'8-es etc. Lat. manu-s

apparently arises by syncope from manou-es ( 228), cp.

. Greek and Latin have both diverged

1 See however 322.

2 The Greek &es is not original ; we should have had 6e?s=
*<5/et-es. Brugmann explains the byeform in -Is in Latin as the

old accusative form of the -i- stems *oui-ns ovis, Grundr. n. 317.

The ace. forms pedes etc. may also have influenced the nom.
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from the original type in making the nom. Plural of -o-

in -o- and -a- an(l ~a~ Stems end in -Z, otKO-i VlC-l ; Ti/W,
stems. turbae. In the -o-stems, the suffix is bor-

rowed by analogy from the pronoun; Idg. *toi uoik-os

(
= + es) becomes in primitive Greek rot p01*01, and

similarly in Latin is-toi vicoi whence later is-ti vici. In

the -a-stems, -ai (TI/ACU, turbae for earlier turbai) is

formed on the analogy of the -oi forms of the -0-stems

rather than, as Brugmann holds, the original nominative

of the Dual ( 315). The change to these -i forms must

have taken place in Latin and Greek independently, for

Latin alone of the Italic dialects has made the change,

the others preserving forms which are the lineal de-

scendants of the original -o + -es (-as) and -a + -es (-as).

Latin inscriptional forms in -s from -o-stems such as

magistreis are later analogical formations.

i, ii b. Nominative and vocative neuter. The suffix

suffix for nom.
was Pr bably originally -9, whence in Greek

and flm'
masc ' ~a ' But there is reason to believe that this

suffix was not attached to all stems. The

neuter Plural of the -o-stems, as already pointed out,

was a feminine collective form ( 298). Consonant

stems, at least those in -n- and -r-, seem to have made
a Plural from the singular form by lengthening the stem

vowel
;
of this rep^v Lat. termo by the side of rep-/xa

(
=
*-mn) Lat. ter-men is possibly a surviving trace.

Stems in -i and -u seem to have made the neuter Plural

in --I and -u. Of this type Lat. trl-ginta alone survives

in the classical languages. Whether this -1 was a

strengthening like -on beside -n in the nasal stems or

was a contraction of -i + & is uncertain.

Analogy has largely affected these neuter forms.

In Greek the -a
(
=

-9) of consonant stems has replaced
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-a in the -o-stems
;
hence vy-a for original *yug-a.

In Latin, on the other hand, -a of the -o-
Effect of ana.

stems was carried on to all other stems, as logy*

is shown by the quantity in early Latin. In the classical

period, final -a was universally shortened and hence

jug-a, nomin-a, cornu-d.

318. iii. The accusative Plural masc. and fern, of

all stems probably ended in a nasal followed suffix of accu-

by -s.. The old view was that the ending
sative Plural-

was -ms, s being a mark of the Plural added to the form

for the accusative Singular ; Brugmann now holds
1

that

the Letto-Slavonic forms compel us to assume -ns as the

original suffix except in -a stems in which the original

accusative like the original nominative Plural ended in

-as. It seems, however, more probable that the -d stems

had also originally -ns as the suffix and that the Skt.

forms, on which the necessity for excepting the -d- stems

mainly turns, are a new formation within the Aryan
branch, being in reality only the nom. form used for the

accusative. The nasal of the suffix was either sonant

or consonant according to the nature of the sound pre-

ceding : *7raTe'p-vs but FOIK-O-VS. 8vo-/xft9 does not repre-

sent *8v<r-/xV<n/s which ought to become *<W/zei/77s but is

the nom. form used for the accusative. Original -dns

would have become in both Greek and Latin -dns, whence

Ti/uds, turbds ( 227). For the short forms of the accusa-

tive Plural in Greek from -o- and -d- stems compare
248.

319. iv. The original suffix of the genitive Plural

seems to have been *-om. This in -o- and
Genitive piura j

-d- stems contracted with the stem vowel

into *-om (Greek -wv, Lat. -urn). The genitive Plural of

1 Grundr. n. 186.
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the -a-stems would have been phonetically the same

affected by pro-
as tnat f tne -^-sterns ;

0c<Sv might repre-
noun. gent either *0eo-o>v or *0ea-wv. For the -d-

stems a new genitive Plural has been formed in both

Greek and Latin on the analogy of the pronominal

adjective. From the earlier *rSo-<uv 0ewv Lat. *is-tdsum

deum come raw Oeawv (Homeric), is-tarum dearum.

As the masculine forms in -a in Latin are not primitive,

caelicolum etc. are more probably analogical than origi-

nal. The Latin -0-stems follow for the most part the

-a-stems and make -orum in the genitive Plural
;
hence

vicorum but poi'/cwv.

320. v. In Greek, the genitive of the Plural, like

Ablative Plural
^e gen^ive Singular, performs the functions

of the ablative. Latin follows the original

language in keeping one form in the Plural for ablative

and dative.

321. vi. The reconstruction of this original form for

Dative Plural
Dative and ablative is difficult. It is often

given as *-bhi-os, but whether Latin -bits

could represent this original form is doubtful
( 197).

Original suffix Greek has entirely lost this original form,
doubtful.

using instead of it the locative in -an or the

instrumental forms in -ots etc. for which see viii below.

Latin also uses these instrumental forms in the -0-

stems and generally in the -a-stems except where

ambiguity would arise
;
hence equabus, deabus, filiabus

etc. because of the masculine forms equis, dels, filiis.

But alis, penniSy mensis etc. where there is no ambiguity.

322. vii. The locative seems to have originally ended

Forms of loca- in ~s
>
to which were frequently added post-

positions of doubtful meaning -i and -u. In

the Aryan and Letto-Slavonic languages, -u is generally
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added ; in Greek and apparently in Latin, the suffix was

-i. Some authorities, however, regard /ATau Theories on

and Lat. mox, which they identify with Skt.
Greek locative -

maksu, as surviving remnants of the -u suffix. Others

treat the Greek suffix as representing -su + i (-<rfi, -tri),

in this way accounting for the retention of -<r- in vowel

stems, t7r7rot<7t, otKori, 'A^V^cTt etc. But there are other

possibilities. If -i was a movable postposition which did

not become an integral part of the locative form till after

the period when -a-- between vowels disappeared in Greek,

the retention of -o-- is satisfactorily accounted for.

Another explanation is that the -o-- in LTTTTOLO-L etc. is

restored on the analogy of consonant stems <v'Aai etc.

It seems on the whole most probable that -t remained

movable till a comparatively late period, and that thus -s

being treated as final was retained. But if so, the explana-

tion given of the Dual forms in -ouv
( 316) must be

given up.

In Greek and Latin, traces of the suffixless locative

Plural are rare and doubtful. In Greek sufflxiess ioca.

OIKOIS might represent the locative without tlve>

-i, but as the form phonetically represents also the in-

strumental form equivalent to the original *-ois, this

assumption is hardly necessary, more especially as the

uses of locative and instrumental are confused in the

Singular, -o-t appears in all stems : Trarpa-o-i, 7roi/x,-cn

(where e has come from the other cases instead of the

phonetically correct *7rot//,a-<n (a =n) ; cp. <pacri in Pindar,

the phonetically correct form for Attic <peo-i), 0<opai,

iTretr-o-i (Homer), oSoOo-t (=
*
o&oir-at, an analogical form

instead of the weak form * oSao-t with -n-, cp. o8a), Trocr-o-t

(Homer) by assimilation from *7ro8- + -o-i, WAi-at (Ionic)

IxOv-a-L. Attic TToXeo-t cannot be a phonetically correct
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form, whether the stein be in -i- or -ei-, but must have

followed the analogy of other plural cases. The ordinary

forms from -a-stems, 0eeuo-i etc. are formed on the

analogy of -oio-i in the -o-stems, which were affected by
the pronouns ( 326 vi). The regular locative forms

Ovpdo-L, 'AOyvrjo-i and some others are retained only as

adverbs.

The Latin forms cited from inscriptions for the loca-

tive of -o- and -a- stems deivos (masc.) and devas (fern.)
1

are possibly to be explained otherwise.

323. viii a. The instrumental suffix in all except

instrumental -0-stems seems to have originally ended
Plural.

jn _ms of this suffix such Greek forms

as Atfcpi-^ts, a/x-<is may be surviving traces, but it is

equally possibly to explain the final -? otherwise
; cp.

eV, e
; x^PL

) XwP t/s- I 11 Latin the suffix has disappeared.

viii b. In the -o-stems instrumental forms ended in

*-ois, whence in Greek -019, in Latin -7s ( 181, 3). It

is probable that this form is the original Plural of the

dative, in which case -dis would represent -o + ai-s. Con-

sequent on the confusion of meaning and the similarity

of form, the Greek instrumental in -ois and the locative

in -owrt came to be used indifferently in the Attic poets

according to the exigencies of the metre. From the

middle of the fifth century B.C. onwards, -019 alone was

used in prose. The forms in -<us, Latin -is, from -a-

stems are a new formation on the analogy of forms from

-o-stems. By the end of the 5th century B.C., the forms

1 deivos is cited from the Dvenos inscription found in Rome
in 1880, but the explanation cannot be accepted till there is more

agreement as to the meaning among the interpreters ; devas

occurs in the short inscription C. I. L. Vol. i. No. 814, Devas

Corniscas Sacrum.
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iii -ais have entirely ousted on Attic inscriptions the

genuine and spurious locative forms in -curt, -170-1 and

-aurt, -curt, -rj<ri.

xix. Pronominal Declension.

1. Pronouns which distinguish gender.

324. Under this heading are included demonstra-

tive, relative and interrogative pronouns. The relative

is certainly a comparatively late specialisation of a

demonstrative form, or (as in Latin) of an interrogative.

The same form serves for both interrogative and indefinite

uses. As an interrogative it is accented, as an indefinite

pronoun it is unaccented. Pronouns, like nouns, have

developed differently in different languages, and Greek

and Latin draw some of their commonest pronouns
from different stems.

325. The chief stems which appear in Greek and

Latin are

i. Indo-G. *so- *sd-: preserved in the Greek nom.<5

sing, of the article o, 77, and possibly in the Latin ip-se
1

,
^

ip-sa. Oblique forms, mainly accusatives, are found in

old Latin : sum, sam, sos, sas. The stem in the original

language seems to have been confined to the nom. Sing.

masc. and fern. Eng. she is of the same origin. ^
&~ '

s ' *-

ii. Indo-G. *to-, *td-, *tod: found in Greek TO

(=*tod, Eng. that) and in all cases of the article except
the nom. masc. and fern. Sing. For Attic 01, at in the

Plural, other dialects have rot, rat. In Latin, the stem

is found in is-te, is-ta, is-tud and in an old particle

Imperative legere
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quoted by Quintilian
1

topper (=*tod-per) 'straightway.'

OVTOS is a combination of the two stems *so- and *to with

the particle u often found in other combinations, especially

in Skt. (*so-u-to-s). avVo's is not yet satisfactorily

explained. To these two stems belong also oSe and

probably 6 Sen/a which has been wrongly divided (cp.

237), though none of the many explanations of the

form are altogether satisfactory.

iii. Indo-G. *ei-, *i- : Old Greek ace. t-v, Old Latin

i-m from a stem whose nom. is in the weak grade i-s
t

while the other cases are in the strong grade ei- : Lat.

eius, etc. ( 326 ii). The Homeric and poetic forms /uV,

viv are explained
2
as *o-// + iv and *vf-iv, where tr/x- is

the particle discussed in 326 iv and vF- is the enclitic vv.

iv. From the same or a similar stem, Indo-G. *io-

(*eio-), comes the Greek relative o<s (= *ios). The weak

form is probably found in l-va
( 342) for *l-va.

v. Indo-G. *ko-, *kd- : Greek e-Kei, a locative adverb

from which C-KCI-VOS is derived; Latin ce in ce-do 'give

here/ ec-ce, ki-c, etc. From a cognate stem *ki- (cp. *go-,

*qi- below) come Latin ci-s, ci-tra and possibly -KL in

OV-KL, iroXXa-Kt-s
3

,
etc. English has words with both the

significations found in Greek and Latin : hi-m, hi-ther.

vi. Indo-G. *qo-, *qd-, *qi-: Greek TTOV, TTOI, TTO-^CV,

interrogative adverbs, Lat. quod (cp. Eug. what 73-08-

aTrds) : re?, TI, Lat. quis, quid. The interrogative forms

in Attic, rov, r<3, represent the Homeric reo
(
=

*qe-sio).

The Homeric rew is an analogical form. The same stem

1 Inst. Orat. i. 6, 40.
2 By Thumb in Fleckeisen's Jahrbucher for 1887, p. 641 ff. But

it is very doubtful whether an enclitic particle could thus be com-

bined with a pronoun (cp. Wackernagel, I. F. i. 333).
3
Brugmann, Grundr. n. 409.
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is also used for the indefinite pronoun, the difference

being that when the pronoun is used interrogatively it

has the principal accent of the word, while when used

indefinitely it passes on the accent to the word preceding :

el-?, OO--TIS : si-quis, etc. The Latin relative qui repre-

sents the go-stem with a suffixed -i : *quo-i (cp. hie below).

vii. The Latin hl-c comes from a stem ho- (cp. ho-die)

with a deictic particle -i suffixed. To *hoi, *hai, thus

formed is added the particle -ce (v) : hence hi-c, hae-c.

The neuter *hod has only the particle -ce added
;
*/iod+ce

becoming hoc. The Indo-G. form of the Latin ho-, ha- is

not certainly known.

viii. Brugmann
1

finds an original stem *o-
t *a~, in

Greek e-i 'if (a locative case), and the mere stem in

C-KCI, Lat. e-quidem; possibly also in the augment

e-</>/3ov, etc. ( 445).

326. The pronominal declension differs in several

respects from the declension of the noun. On the points

of difference alone is it necessary to dwell here. The

points of difference illustrated by Greek and Latin are :

i. Difference in nominative formation.

(a) Some masculine -o-forms in the nom. Singular

appear without final -s : Indo-G. *so, Gk. 6, Latin ip-se

( 325 i). Others which have no final -s have -i suffixed :

Latin qui, hl-c.

(b) The neuter singular forms its nominative in -d :

TO (for *tod], Lat. is-tud: aA.Ao8-o.7ros, Lat.
i c\ / T 7 ///> jt 7\ Five varia-

aliud: 7roS-a.7ros, Lat. quod: n (tor *qid), tions from noun
. 7 declension in

Lat. quid. the nom. of

(c) In Greek the feminine Dual rat
p

is replaced by the masculine TO> : cp. 3vw, Lat. duo of all

genders (see also 315).
1 Grundr. n. 409.
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(d) The Plural is formed by the addition of -i to

the stem, a characteristic borrowed in both languages

by the nominal -o- and -a- stems ( 317).

(e) The neuter Plural makes the form for nom. and

ace. in -di, Lat. quae (=*qud +
i), hae-c. In Greek

this formation is lost except perhaps in KO.L
( 342).

ii. The genitive Singular *to-sio, etc. Gk. roto, etc.

was probably the origin of the special genitive form in

the nominal -o- stems. A suffix *-sids must be postu-

lated as the original form for the feminine genitive

Singular in so many languages that it must go back to

the Indo-Germanic period. But it seems nevertheless

Fem. gen. a an obvious amalgamation of the masculine
mixed form. an(j neu er -Sio suffix with -as of a-stems in

the noun. Whether there was originally only one form

for all three genders, or whether the type -as, as in the

noun, was earlier, cannot at present be determined
1

.

Greek follows the noun declension in the fern, genitive.

The genitive forms in Latin, istius, cuius, eius etc.

have given rise to much discussion, istius, illius seem

Latin gen. in * nave sprung from a locative isti, illl (cp.
~ius -

isti-c, illi-c) with the ending -os, -us of the

noun genitive affixed. These locatives may have ended

in either -oi or -ei ( 313). cuius (older quoius) may be

explained in the same way. From the accented form quoi,

which, owing to its accent, retained its original vocalism,

a genitive was made by affixing -os, -us as in the other

words mentioned. In the other members of the series

these old locatives remained as datives, but from quis a

new dative to quoius was made *quoii or *quoiei on the

1 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 420. A different explanation is given

by Hirt (I. F. n. p. 130
ff.).
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analogy of illius, illi, etc. This form became first quoi

and then cui \

in. The separate form of the genitive in nominal

-o-stems is with much probability referred pronominal

to pronominal influence. To the same in-
ablatlves>

fluence may be attributed the separate ablative forms

-dd, -ed in the same stems (Lat. equdd,facillumed). The
suffix -6cv is frequent in all pronominal stems in Greek.

Like -TOS Lat. -tus: ev-rds, in-tus, -Oev is properly an

adverbial suffix which has become so firmly incorporated
with the paradigm of the pronoun that the forms creOcv

etc. are used for the genitive. -n-o-Oev and others retain

their adverbial signification. If the forms rrjvu-Oe, rovrw-flc

etc. found in Doric authors are genuine, the suffix -0e

must have been added to the original ablative form

*T^^CD, *TOVTW for *Tr)V(i)8)
*TOUTO)8.

iv. In forms for the ablative, dative and locative, a

suffix -sm- is frequently found. This suffix Suffix _sm . in

is identified with Skt. sma, which is also Pronouns-

found as a separate particle. The locative ends in

either -i or -in: cp. the personal pronouns in Lesbian

vpni or v/x/uv, where -/x/u.- represents -sm- ( 329). This

-sm- suffix is also found, as Brugmann conjectures
2

,
in the

dative (locative) form o'-rt/xt (
=

*TI-O-/A-I) from Gortyn in

1 J. H. Kirkland, Class. Rev. vi. 433. This explanation seems

slightly simpler than Brugmann's (Grundr. n. 419), which assumes

a combination of an interrogative with a demonstrative stem :

quoiei= quo an adverbial case form +eei (from is). Such combina-

tions must, however, be admitted for other Italic dialects. Another

but still less probable explanation is that of Buck, Vocalismus der

oskischen Sprache p. 151, who identifies quoiu-s with Gk. Troto-s and

supposes the genitive and dative to arise from a confusion in the

use of the adjective, the value of which was practically genitival.
2 Grundr. n. 423.
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Crete. In Latin, the suffix appears in the strengthened

forms memet, temet, ipsemet. Forms with -sm- are more

widely developed in Sanskrit.

v. The pronoun had a separate instrumental form

Pronominal ^n ~na
>

s^ found in Greek i-va. Many
instrumental, adverbial forms from pronominal stems are

possibly old instrumentals in -m: ol-i-m, istinc (-ist-i-

m + ce) etc. On the analogy of these forms, helped by
old accusative forms like partim, statim

1

,
others were

made from stems of many other kinds : gradatim,

pedetentim etc.

vi. The genitive Plural of the pronoun ends in

Pronominal *-som. In the masculine and neuter forms
gen. PI. tn s wag iost jn j^k Q.reek anc[ Latin, but in

Latin was restored later from the noun forms after the

suffix had been extended to them ( 319). This is proved

by the fact that the pronominal stem originally appeared
in a diphthongal form before the suffix: *toi-som, whence

in classical Latin only *is-turum not is-torum could be de-

veloped. The diphthongal form of the stem arose from the

-i as mark of union of -i, a mark of the Plural ( 326 i d),
Plural. with the original stem, and seems to have

been carried through all the cases of the Plural. The

-oi- of the locative Plural in nouns ( 322) may have

been derived from the pronominal forms : *toisi ekuosi

being changed later into *toisi ekuoisi
2

.

1
Cp. now Delbriick (Giiindriss, Syntax 255). It may,

however, be pointed out that these Latin forms have exact Slavonic

parallels in Old Bulgarian instrumentals like pq-ti-mi, final -I

being here, as frequently, lost in Latin.
2
Cp. Brugmann, Grundr. n. 430.
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2. Personal Pronouns.

327. The personal pronouns i.e. the forms to

express /, thou, we, you and the reflexive self, selves

are an extremely old formation, in several respects more

primitive than any other part of the Indo-Germanic

declension. They do not distinguish gender, and there

are forms in the oblique cases which have no clear case

ending, e/xe Lat. me etc. The forms for the Plural were

originally inflected as singulars, the stem for
originally

the Plural in the pronouns of the first and
Jf

e
n
c
f}or

second persons being different from that for cases -

the Singular. But even in the Singular of the pronoun
of the first person two entirely different stems have to

be distinguished : yw, Lat. ego, Eng. 7 (0. Eng. Ic), is a

different stem from -/-., Lat. me, Eng. me. As in the

noun, different grades of the stem appear in different

cases. Case usages are not in all instances clearly

defined : e.g. the original form *moi, Gk. /W, Lat. mi,

resembles a locative and is used in Sanskrit as a

genitive, in Greek and Latin as a dative.

328. A. i. The original form in the nominative Singu-
lar of the pronoun of the first person is hard

to determine. The relationship between Gk.

eyw, Lat. ego, and Skt. akdm, like that between Gk. y
and Skt. ha, has not yet been satisfactorily explained.

Some Gk. dialects have the form eyw'i/ which apparently

shows the same ending as Skt. ahdm. The nominative

of the Indo-G. form for thou was tu. is found in Doric

Greek : Attic <rv cannot come phonetically from TV, but

G. P. 17
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arises from the ace. rfe
1

. As in Greek and Latin, the

reflexive had originally no nominative.

ii. In the accusative the original forms seem to have

been *m(J, *tue (*te) and in the reflexive
Ace. forms. JL * /* t\ i* ni / i / /

*sue ( se), whence in (JK. ^te and e-/x (pos-

sibly from the influence of -yw), re Attic o-e, I: Lat.

me, te, se: Eng. me, thee.

iii. The genitive in Greek is formed as in nominal

Genitive and
""stems with -<rto, whence Homeric

(
=

**/x
~<7~)> */" Attic eyu,oC : Homeric

<reo, Attic <rov : Homeric elo, fo, Attic ov.

Such forms in Homer as recto 'thine' can come only

from the possessive adjective, from which also the Latin

forms met, tui, sui, can alone be derived. As in the case

of cuius and cuium, there is a constant interchange
between the forms of the possessive adjective and of the

pronoun proper. The Doric forms e/novs, reovs, eovs are

monstrosities arising from a confusion with the genitive

sufiix in -s of noun stems.

iv. For the ablative, Greek must use the genitive

forms, or those forms with an adverbial suffix

which, though originally ablatival, do duty
for either case (326 iii). In Latin, the old forms med,

ted, sed, when compared with the Skt. mat, tvat and Latin

sed
'

but
'

(if it really comes from this stem), show a

change of quantity. This arises from a confusion with

the accusative forms, me, te, se, which are sometimes

found with -d appended.
v. In Greek e/W (fioi), o-ot, ot, which seem in

form to be original locatives, discharge the function of

1 This form, disguised as rpt, is quoted by Hesychius. Dia-

lectical influence may also have been at work (cp. Wharton, Class.

Rev. vi. p. 259 f.).
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datives
1

. In Latin ml is not a contraction of rnihi,

but the descendant of an original form

*mei or *moi as in other languages. The

forms mihly tibl, sibl are difficult. The

/-vowel in the root syllable may be explained from

their enclitic uses. The original Indo-G.

form cannot be restored with certainty, but

that the forms are old is shown by comparison with Skt.

mdhya(m) and ttibhyafa). The nominal suffix, Gk. -<t-,

has probably influenced these forms, tibl etc. with I

final are no doubt due to such forms as istl etc.

329. B. i. In the Plural, the forms in Greek and

Latin are very different. Throughout the Different

pronouns of the first and second persons ?n
e
^reek

P1
and

Plural, Greek shows the suffix -sm- ( 326 iv).
Latin -

The nominative in Attic has been influenced by the

nominal declension. The most primitive forms are the

Lesbian d-//,/^ (=*n-sm-e), V-/A/XC (=*iu-sm-e). In the

stem syllable, the same form as the English us, you* can

be distinguished. The dual forms in Greek from the

first person : Homeric vi, Attic v<o, vwu/ (v<5i/), are closely

connected with Latin nos. ws is from the same original

stem as English we. The dual form
(o-</>u>) for the

second person in Greek still awaits explanation. -<o>

may be conjectured to be of the same origin as -<o> in

a/A<to and in English bo-th. a-- can hardly come from

if- here, and the form is specially remarkable as com-

pared with the plural of the reflexive o--<e, o--</>u/ etc.

ii. The ace. was originally like the nom. in Gk. as

well as in Latin. >?/Aas, v/xas are analogical

formations like jucZc.
Accusative.

1 In Sanskrit the corresponding forms are genitives.
2 You is less certain than us.

172
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iii. Since the plural pronoun was originally in-

Genitive fleeted as a singular, the forms y^w, v^w,
forms.

o-^wf, as the genitive appears in Attic, must

be a new formation, nostrum (nostri), vostrum (vostri),

like the singular forms ( 328 iii), come from the posses-

sive adjective.

iv. The remaining cases are inextricably entangled

Forms for together. TJIJUV, VIMV, found frequently also

other cases. with i, are locatives like the Cretan o-n/xt

(326 iv). vow (vwv) of the Dual is also locative. In

nobis, vobis, apparently for *nozbfiis, *vozbJus, we can

recognise the same suffix as in the singular tibi, sibi.

Possessive Adjectives.

330. From the stems of e/xe me: rfe te: e se, are

formed the pronominal adjectives : Homeric etios, re/os,

cfos : metis, tuns (=*teuo-s, Old Latin tovos), suus (=*seuo-s,

Old Latin sovos). Attic <r6<; is from *rfo-s. From the

plural forms, Attic by means of the suffix -repo- makes

77/xerepo-s, v/xeTpo-9, o-^erepo-s. Homer has also vcotrcpo?

and o-^wtVepo?. With the same suffix Latin makes

noster. and vaster (later vester). Other Greek dialects,

e.g. Lesbian, had also forms made directly from the stem

of the pronoun :

xx. Uses of the Cases.

331. The nominative was not originally the case of

i. The nomi- tne subject, for the personal endings of the

verb expressed vaguely the subject of the-

sentence : <d-/u' (Attic <#7-f"'),
'

say I,' <#>a-Tt (Attic </>^-o-i),,

Lat. inqui-t,
'

says he.' But in many usages greater
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precision was necessary, and a substantive or pronoun
was added in apposition to give the meaning that defi-

niteness which was required. This substantive or pro-

noun is commonly called the subject and the nominative

is its case. This apposition may, however, be expressed

by other cases, cp. Lat. dedecori est and modern English

It's me.

332. The vocative, as already pointed out, is

properly no part of the sentence and is not iL The voca.

a case. In Homer (and also in Sanskrit)
tlve-

when a vocative and a nominative occur together they
are connected by a conjunction : 'ATpct'S?;, o-v 8 iravc.

//. i. 282.

When one invocation was followed by a second, it

seems to have been the rule from the earliest period to

put the second in the nominative : Ze9 Trarep, "iSrjOev

/XeSeW, Kv8l(TT, /Ayt(TT, I

'HeAlOS 0\ OS 7TO.VT <opCLS Kttt

Travr' 7raKou6S. //. iii. 27 6 '.

The occurrence of the vocative in the predicate

arises by an analogical attraction. A genuine vocative

always appears in the sentence and causes the attrac-

tion.

o\/?t, Kovpc, yeVoio Theocr. xvii. 66.

Matutlne pater seu lane libentius audis

Hor. Sat. ii. 6. 20.

Cp. Milton's imitation of the construction (Paradise

Lost, iii. 1 ff.).

"Hail, holy Light, offspring of Heaven first born...

Or hear'st thou rather pure ethereal stream."

1 The order is sometimes reversed, yauppfc ^6s Qtyartp re,

/x' 8rn KCV etirw Od. xix. 406. Some MSB however read

Cp. also w 7r6Xiy Kai 8r)fj., Aristoph. Knights 273.
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333. "The accusative brought the noun into a

iii The ac- q^itQ indefinite relation to the verb. The

nature of the relation was determined by

the character of the verb and its dependent noun 1

."

The accusative could, however, be used also with adjec-

tives and substantives. While it may be difficult to

trace historically the whole of its usages from one

original meaning, it seems simplest to define the ac-

cusative as that case which answers the question
' How

far
2
?'

(1) The accusative with verbs of motion towards.

d. Tjepirj dvf/3r] yaeyav ovpavov OvXr/XTrov re

II i. 497.

In a mist went she up great heaven and Olympus.

rogat quid veniam Cariam

Plautus, Curculio, ii. 3. 60 (339).

He asks why I come to Caria.

b.
c

H<aurTov tWv So/xoi/ ens apyvpo?r^a

R xviii. 369.

To Hephaestus' home came silver-footed Thetis.

Nunc domum propero

Plautus, Persa, ii. 4. 1.

At present I'm hurrying home.

Compare with these usages of place the usage of

person.

C. ftvtyo-T^pas a<i/cero Sta yvi/aiK<3v Od. xvi. 414.

To the wooers came the fair lady.

1 Brugmann Gr. Gr. 2 178 p. 203.
2
Naturally, as the usages of the case develope, this simple test

becomes too vague.
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d. Vaguer usages are not common in Greek

ro'8' tKcti/o)
'

to this I am come
'

is practically the only

construction. In Latin the construction most similar is

the accusative of an abstract substantive which is called

the supine spectatum veniunt etc.

Closely akin to the accusative with verbs of motion

towards, are the accusatives of time and space.

(2) The accusative of time.

TepTTovrcu /Act/capes Ofol ^ara iravra Od. vi. 46.

The blessed gods take their pleasure at all times.

annos multos filias meas celavistis clam me

Plaut. Poenulus, v. 4. 83.

Many years have you concealed my daughters from me.

(3) The accusative of space.

Mr/piov^s A.et7TTo Sovpos cpowyi/ H. xxiii. 529.

M. was a spear's throw behind.

nomina insunt cubitum longis litteris

Plaut. Poenulus, iv. 2. 15.

The names are in letters a cubit long.

(4) The accusative of content.

This comprises the constructions known as (a) the

cognate, and (b) the quasi-cognate accusatives, the

latter being only an analogical extension of the former.

The cognate accusative expresses merely the same idea

as is contained in the verb, it being the accusative of a

substantive from the same root. The quasi-cognate

accusative has the same effect, but though verb and noun

convey the same idea, they are not formed from the

same root.
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a. /tax^

pugnam pugnare.
To fight a fight.

b. toeis dyaOov fiiov Od. XV. 491.

Thou livest a good life.

ut profecto vivas aetatem miser

Plant. Amph. iv. 2. 3 (1023).

That you may indeed live your time in wretchedness.

Cp. also,

K\.v(D <T eyo> fJLfj,r)voT ov oyuKpav vovov

Aeschylus, P. V. 977.

I hear that thou art maddened with no small disease.

This construction is restricted within very narrow

limits in early Latin, but as time goes on, it is more

widely extended, till in the Imperial period we find such

loose constructions as

grammaticus non erubescit soloecismum, si stiensfacit

Seneca, Epp. 95. 8.

The scholar does not blush for a mistake in grammar,
if he makes it wittingly.

(5) Accusative with transitive verbs.

a. When the verb is changed to the passive this

accusative becomes the nominative.

eTrcuvw rovSe rov aivOpwTrov

hunc hominem laudo

I praise this person.

In the passive o8e 6 av$puwros eTratvctrat

hie homo laudatur

This person is being praised.
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b. This construction is extended to verbs which

are intransitive.

7T7roi/#ev ota KCU crc KCH TrdVras /zei/i

Euripides, Frag. 651.

He hath suffered such things as wait thee and all men.

elves meum casum luctumque doluerunt

Cic. p. Sestio, 145.

The citizens mourned my mischance and grief.

c. Two accusatives with one verb 1
.

These accusatives may be (a) in apposition, (/?) of

different types, (y) of the same type, but one ace. of the

person, the other of things.

a. natal/ vfjivovcri TOV Aarous yovov

Euripides, H. F. 687.

Paean they praise, Leto's son.

Ciceronem consulem creare

To make Cicero Consul.

y8. r-qv /xa^i/ TOVS fiapfidpovs fVLKrjo-av

They defeated the foreigners in the fight.

Malta deos venerati sunt

In many ways they worshipped the gods.

y. 77801/77 TIS yvvat^i /x^S^v vytes aXA^Xas A.eyeiv

Eur. Phoen. 200.

Women have a certain pleasure in reviling one another.

Tribunus me sententiam rogamt
The tribune asked me my opinion.

Sometimes a transitive verb and its accusative to-

1 There may be of course more complicated constructions

where one or more accusatives depend on another accusative.

Cp. Dominus me boves mercatum Eretriam misit Plaut. Persa, ii.

5. 21, My master sent me to Eretria to buy cattle.
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gether are equivalent to another verbal notion, and

govern a second accusative.

0coi...*IAtbu <j>0opa<s...(j/tj<f>ov<s Wtvro (
=

ei/f-7<j!>i(ravTo)

Aesch. Agam. 815.

The gods voted the wreck of Troy.

hanc edictionem nisi animum adwrtetis omnes

Plaut. Pseud, i. 2. 10 (143).

Unless you all attend to this notice.

(6) Accusative with substantives and adjectives.

The substantives which take this accusative are

mostly verbal. Originally all verbal substantives had
>
the same power of governing a case as their verb. In

Sanskrit a noun of the agent regularly does so, giving

such constructions as, if existing in Latin, would be

represented by the type dator divitias. All noun forms

called infinitives, supines and gerunds, retain this power ;

other forms have, for the most part, lost it.

(a) CCTTL TIS ^COKpar/JS TO. /LtTWpa (fjpOVTLCTTTJ^

Plato, Apol 2 B.

One Socrates a student of the heavenly bodies.

iusta sum orator
1

datus Plautus, Amph. Prol. 34.

I am appointed ambassador for justice.

In these constructions the noun of the agent with a

verb expresses the same meaning as the verb : 2. r. p..

<pot/Tiei : ut iusta orarem ; compare cv /xev TrpcSra o-ot

<*>
(
=

/u-e'/x<o/u,ai) Eur. Or. 1069.

Cp. also o T(3 OVTI rvpawos T<3 OVTL SovXo? rets /xcyiVra?

Kat SovActas Plato Rep. 579 D.
' The real tyrant

is a real slave in respect of the greatest flatteries and

slavery.'
1 The only example in Latin with a noun of the agent. Goetz

and Schoell read iuste in the new Teubner text.
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In Latin the construction remains more extended

than in Greek.

Reditus Romam Cic. Phil. ii. 108.

The return to Rome.

Quid tibi istum tactio est?

Plaut. Cure. v. 2. 27 (626).

What right have you to touch him ?

b. With verbal nouns (Gerunds).

oiore'ov nfjv ruxyv Eur. Ion, 1260.

We must bear our lot.

(The construction is not Homeric.)

Poenas in mwte timendum est Lucr. i. 111.

We must fear punishments in death.

Cp. vitabundus castra Livy, xxv. 13.

Avoiding the camp.

c. With adjectives.

dyaOo<s ftoijv : ovo/xa K\VTOS (Homeric),
ot $eot dyaOoi curt iracrav dpTtjv

Plato, Legg. 900 D.

The gods are good in respect of every virtue.

qui manUs gravior siet

Plaut. Pseud, iii. 1. 19 (785).

Who would be heavier of hand.

The '

accusative of the part affected
'

is more largely

developed in Greek than elsewhere, and is supposed to

have come from Greek into Latin. Hence o/ifAara *ai

K<j>a\rjv tKeAo? Ait, II. ii. 478, is the model for such

constructions as os umerosque deo similis, Virg. Aen. i.

589.
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(7) Adverbial accusative.

The process by which accusative forms crystallise

into adverbs can be very clearly seen in the historical

development of most languages. In Greek it is very

marked, the number of adverbial accusatives, except
from adjectives and pronouns, being very limited in the

early period. Thus in Homer we find

'ApyetW Kpareet, : "E/cropa ao-Trcpx^S K\OI/CCUV

v's : and more rarely neuter plurals,

/Z0iT OovpiSos d\Krjs : TifJiTjv AeAoyxaonv ura

6eoL<nv. But the adverbial accusatives from substantives,

SI'KTJV, xa/Ptv etc., do not occur in Homer, with the ex-

ception of Trp6<t>ao-Lv (II. xix. 262), 8e'/u,as four times in

the phrase Se/xa? Trvpos alOo^ivoio (cp. 283) and one or

two others.

There are three classes of adverbial accusatives : (a)

the neuter of adjectives both Singular and Plural, (b)

the accusative feminine of adjectives with a substantive

understood, (c) the accusative Singular of substantives.

The course of developmeht is in many cases not hard

to trace, as (i) from ace. of content, o^e'a KeKAr/yw'?, rrjv

Taxum)v 7ropev<r6ai
l

(where oSoV is easily supplied); (ii)

from ace. of time, Trpwrov, evv^/xap; (iii) from an ace.

defining the extent of action of the verb, evpos, /xe'ye0o?,

ovo/xa, xa/
/

tJ/
> SI'KT/I/ etc. This includes the ace. in appo-

sition to the sentence, a usage in which xa'/ tv is found

in II. xv. 744, x^PLV "EKTO/DO? orpwavTos, where x^PLV

means '

as the pleasure
'

(of Hector).

In Latin these usages are more frequent in late than

in early Latin, for many adverbial forms in Plautus

usually called accusatives are probably to be explained

otherwise.

1
Cp. English keep to the right.
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a. CTTi^Olt)VTO SctVoV ScpKo'/ACVOl 77. Hi. 342.

They stalked with furious look.

ws cuyvTTioi, yueyaXa KA.aovT /xa^tovrat 11. xvi. 429.

As vultures shrieking loudly fight.

ego nil moror Plaut. Persa, v. i. 15.

I care nothing.

acerba tuens...serpens Lucr. v. 33.

A snake glaring fiercely.

b. 08' ou /zaKpav aTTfcmv aAAd 7r\r)<riov.

Eur. Phoen. 906.

To this construction belong the Latin forms in

-fariam, bi-, tri-, quadri- fariam. Otherwise it is rare
;

aeternum, supremum, and some others occur in the

poets.

C. owpeav Trapa TOV 8^/xov cXa^Sc TO ^wptop'

Lysias, vii. 4.

He got the place from the people gratis.

For corresponding uses in Latin compare partim
and tenus (57).

(8) Accusative with prepositions.

The usages with prepositions are more frequent in

the accusative than in any other case. This may be

partly owing to the vagueness of its meaning, for prepo-

sitions which spring from older adverbs are first used

in those cases where the meaning of the case by itself

is too vague to express the precise intention of the

speaker
1

. (See 340 ff.)

1 The use of ws as a preposition in Greek is curious because it

is found only with the ace. of persons. It is explained by Kidge-
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334. The accusative in most of its relations is

iv. Thegeni- closely connected with the verb; the geni-

tive is similarly connected with the noun.

As far as its functions are concerned, the genitive closely

resembles an adjective. But they are not of the same

origin, the old belief that such an adjectival stem as

Sr?//,oo-io- was identical with the old genitive ST^UOIO

being erroneous. There was however to some extent

confusion between genitival and adjectival forms, cuius

in Latin being also declined as an adjective. Compare
also the constant interchange between the genitive of

the personal pronouns and the possessive adjectives.

When connected with verbs the genitive "expresses

partial control by the verb of that which is contained in

the Object, while the Accusative expresses complete
control

1

": aprov <aye 'he ate the loaf/ aprov ayc 'he

ate a slice.'

(1) The possessive genitive includes many different

usages which frequently can be exactly determined only
from the context. Compare the following construc-

tions :

'HcnoSov Ipya Horti Caesaris

rrapa Olva QaXdcrcrrjs paterfamilias
voti partem \

\ Aios /Aepos Apollinis partem)

rJys ova) yevo/xeo-$a H. xxi. 89.

Her's are we twain 2
.

way (Journal of Philology, xvn. p. 113) as arising from ws 'where'

originally used with a nom. : yXdev ws ^ao-iXete (etrrt). The verb

after ws was frequently omitted, hence the change to the ace., a

parallel to which can be found with yena
' where '

in Skt.

1 Grimm quoted by Delbriick S. F. iv. p. 39.

2 This might be explained also as an ablative, but such con-
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lam me Pompei totum esse scis

Cic. Fam. ii. 13. 2.

Similar constructions in Sanskrit seem to show that

the rare construction Keto-ou o-as dXo^ou o-^ayeis, Eur. El.

123,
' Thou liest slain of thy spouse,' is a true genitive

arising from the original value of the participle as a

noun. It must, however, be remembered that if the

only separate ablative form, viz. in the -o-stems, is

borrowed from the pronoun ( 326 iii), there is no cri-

terion by which to distinguish genitive from ablative

singular except usage. This construction, like r^s Svo>

yevofjifffOa above, lies within the debatable land between

the two cases.

(2) The partitive genitive is also a widely extended

type.

Sta ywaiKtov (Horn.)

Fair among women.

luno Saturnia sancta dearurn
1

Enn. Ann. i. 72.

Saturnian Juno holy among goddesses.

IX^IO-TOS & fMOL <rcri 8iOTpe<ov fia<ri\ij(av

II. i. 176.

Most hateful to me art thou of the kings fostered by
Zeus.

maxime divom Ennius Ann. i. 71.

Greatest of Gods.

Xpvorov SKO. raXavra Jl. xix. 247.

Ten talents of gold.

structions are found in Skt. with forms distinctly genitival (Del-
briick S. F. v. p. 153).

1 This construction is however possibly an imitation of the

Greek.
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hanc minam fero auri

Plant. True. v. 8.

This mina of gold I bring.

SCUT' ayaOrjV K/aeiwv re /cat oivov

Od. xv. 507.

A goodly feast of flesh and sweet wine.

cadum vini propino
Plaut. Stichus, iii. 1. 24 (425).

I toast you in a cask of wine.

To this construction belong such phrases as the

Latin id aetatis, and quid hoc est hominis Plaut. Amph.
ii. 2. 137 (769). Under it also may be ranged.the geni-

tive of material (which is often made a separate class)

Ta7r>;s epcolo Od. iv. 124
'

a carpet of wool,' montes auri

'mountains of gold.'

A further development of this type is the genitive of

definition, as in Homer's ?p/cos oSoVrtov, where oSdWtov

expresses what would have been expressed by oSoi/re? in

apposition, 'the fence of teeth' (= which is the teeth).

This construction is also frequent in Latin and English

monstrum hominis (Terence)
*

a monster of a fellow'
*

etc.

(3) The genitive with substantives of verbal nature.

This includes both the
*

genitive of the subject
'

and

the 'genitive of the object.'

8o>Ti7p eoLwv dator divitiarum

Giver of good things Giver of riches.

1 Here however the construction is the reverse of ZpKos 6S6vruv t

the nom. in the one case being the gen. in the other, vbs xp^/cta

(Hdt. i. 36) 'a monster-boar,' is an exact parallel to monstrum

hominis.
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Atral

Eur. $tt#p. 262.

For supplications of the gods availed us naught.

Empedocles in deorum opinione turpissume labitur

Cic. N. D. L xii. 29.

E. makes shameful slips in his views about the gods.

T7Kt Kaivwv cpytav y\ipir)n]<s

Aristoph. Birds 257.

He has come to take in hand strange works.

omnem naturam esse conservatricem sui

Cic. De Fin. v. ix. 26.

All nature desires self-preservation.

(4) The genitive with verbs
x

.

The verbs so used are verbs of ruling, and verbs

expressing feelings or sensations. The genitive in Greek

with verbs of eating, touching etc. is partitive.

'Aya/xe/xvcoi/ /^eya iravnov 'Apyetcov *i]vacr<rv

K x. 32.

Agamemnon ruled mightily over all the Argives.

ut salvi poteremur domi

Plaut. Amph. i. 1. 32 (187).

That we might make ourselves masters of the house in

safety.

erapoi XttrcrovTO f.irf.wiv Tvpwv alwfj.fvovs levai 7ra\iv

Od. ix. 224.

My comrades besought me that, having had their fill of

the cheeses, they might return.

' 1 Delbriick is now inclined (Grundriss, Syntax 147) to make

this the starting point of the genitival usages. The older view

seems however more probable.

G. P. 18
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haec res vitae me, soror, saturant

Plaut. Stick, i. 1. 18.

These things surfeit me with life.

ovSe TI oTSev TreVfleos //. xi. 657.

Nor knew he the grief at all.

<f>wre eiSoTc x^-PM* II- v - 608.

Cp. expertus belli Virg. Aen. x. 173.

The construction with such verbs is much less fre-

quent in Latin, except with verbs of remembering com-

meminit domi, Plaut. Trin. iv. 3. 20 (1027). Compare
also the rare constructions ne quoiusquam misereat

1

,
Ter.

Bee. i. 1. 7 (64); qwmqiwmdomicupio,opperiar,}>\&\jii.
Trin. iv. 1. 22 (841). This construction of cupio is fre-

quently explained as being on the analogy of cupidus.

It is to be observed that verbs of condemning have no

genitive in Homer, although this genitive is frequent in

later Greek and in Latin. It is not found in Sanskrit,

and its origin is not yet satisfactorily explained.

(5) The genitive with adjectives.

Many adjectives are developed from nouns fre-

quently used in apposition (cp. 277); it is therefore

not surprising that they should take a genitive; others

again have a partitive meaning. Adjectives expressing

fulness take the genitive 'full of,' they might also take

the instrumental 'filled with.' In Latin, owing (1) to the

form for genitive and ablative being originally the same

in most stems ; (2) to the fact that words expressing the

opposite idea
'

empty, deprived of take the ablative
;

(3) to the confusion in the separate history of Latin

1 Wagner inserts te before misereat, believing it to be in the

Bembine MS.
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between instrumental and ablative, words expressing

fulness frequently take the ablative.

Eur. /. T. 487.

He is pitied when hopeless of safety.

dotSot TLfji7<s l/x/xopot curt Od. viii. 479.

Bards are sharers in honour.

cyw evos fJ.V TOV Aoyov To>8' ^p<3

Soph. 0. R. 219.

I a stranger to this tale will speak.

Od. i. 177.

Odysseus was regardful of men.

The construction is well developed in Greek and still

more widely in Latin, patiens laboris, p&ritus earum

regionum, studiosus litterarum etc.

(6) The predicative genitive (properly only a special

usage of other types).

In Homer this is limited practically to one class of

phrases Trarpos tip ayaOolo 'of a good sire am I' II. xxi.

109; cu/xaTos eis dyafloto, Od. iv. 611, 'of good blood art

thou.' Owing to the confusion between genitive and

ablative it is difficult to distinguish between (1) this

construction, (2) the possessive genitive, and (3) the

ablatival genitive. In Latin the construction is very

fully developed. It shows clearly how the genitive

borders on the adjective.

scis tu med esse imi supselli virum

Plaut. Stick, iii. 2. 35 (489).

You know that I'm a back bench man.

182
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non multi cibi hospitem accipies multi ioci

Cic. Fam. ix. 26. 4.

You are to have a guest of little appetite, infinite jest.

(7) The adverbial genitive.

A few Greek constructions of time may be thus

classified, ^ovs 77. viii. 525 '

in the morning/ WKTOS Od.

xiii. 278 'in the night.' Compare also rovS' avrov

A.vKa/?ai/Tos Od. xiv. 161 'in this very year' ; oiruprjs II,

XXli. 27 'in autumn'; OVTTOT /capTros aTroXA-vrat ov8' (XTTO-

XctVct x*i/zaTos ov8e Oepcvs Od. vii. 118 'neither in winter

nor in summer.' Brugmann
1

regards these as develop-

ments of the partitive genitive, to which also he refers

the Homeric construction of
'

space within which,' Sie-

Trprjo-crov TreSioio 'they made their way over the plain,'

etc. (always with forms in -oio*).

(8) The genitive with prepositions is probably in no

case original. In Greek it is only the genitive of place

that takes prepositions CTTI, xcpl and /xera. But in

Homer their usages are limited, and /xera occurs only

five times. In both Greek and Latin, as in other

languages, some nominal forms (such as avrtov in Greek,

tenus in Latin), which have become quasi-prepositions,

take a genitive because their adjectival or substantival

force still survives.

335- The ablative was distinguishable from the

v. The abia- genitive only in the -o- stems. Hence it

tive -

is supposed that the separate ablatival form

in the -o- stems was borrowed at a very early period

from the ablative of the pronouns. As its name implies,

it originally indicated motion from, or separation. With

this went comparison, 'he is taller than me' being, it

1 Gr. Gr.2 p. 206. 2 Monro E.G.2 149.
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seems, conceived in the original Indogermanic language
as

' he is taller from me.' The smaller of the two objects

compared is taken as the standard of comparison.

(1) In ablatival sense.

a. With verbs with and without a preposition

prefixed :

uc, Atos fluyarcp, TroAc/AOu /ecu fyiorijTOS

R v. 348.

Withdraw from the war and the contest.

nv0<3vos !as Soph. 0. R. 152.

Thou earnest from Pytho

(cp. fidOpuv LvravOf ib. 142).

(rare) Aegypto advenio

Plaut. Most. ii. 2. 10.

Krjp axos fJitOerjKa II. xvii. 539.

I set my heart free from anguish.

si diu afueris domo

Plaut. Stick, iv. 1. 18 (523).

If you have been long from home.

In Classical Greek, verbs of depriving frequently take

two accusatives, though, as in Homer, many traces of

the original construction survive.

rr]v f3(y de/covros aTnjvpw H. i. 430.

Whom they reft by force from him against his will.

doiSov Mov<ra o<#aA//,'aJv /u.i> ayxepcre K.T.\.

Od. viii. 64.

The Muse bereft the poet of his eyes.

The double accusative is also found in Homer. It

arises presumably from the possibility of using the verb
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with either an animate or inanimate object 'they

robbed him, they took away his goods'; the two con-

structions being finally fused into one. The Latin con-

struction of accusative and dative with verbs of taking

away is formed apparently on the analogy of the con-

trasted verbs of giving. Eripuit me morti is thus an

imitation of dedit me morti. For the original construc-

tion cp. domo me eripuit Ter. Adelph. ii. 1. 44 (198), se

turn eripuitflamma Cic. Brut. 90.

Verbs of freeing and warding off sometimes also take

the simple ablative.

TOV yc $eoi Ka/corryros lAwav Od. V. 397.

Him the Gods release from his trouble.

ego hoc te fasce levabo

Virg. Ed. ix. 65.

I will relieve you of this bundle.

TpWttS OLfJLVVt l/CWV //. XV. 731.

He warded off the Trojans from the ships.

aqua et igni arcere
1

Tac. Ann. iii. 23.

To keep from fire and water.

b. With verbal nouns.

K/?acris ov TTTf <atve$' dXos Od. V. 410.

There appeared nowhere an outlet from the sea.

6\iyrj di/aTTVcvorts TroXe/xoto II. xi. 801.

Short is the respite from war.

Periphanes Rhodo mercator ('a trader from Rhodes')

Plaut. Asin. ii. 4. 92 (499).

1 In Plautus apparently only noster esto, dum tepoteris defensare

iniuria Bacch. iii. 4. 39, and possibly ecquis hie est qui iniuriam

foribus defendat? Most. iv. 2. 20. But/ori&ws may be a dative.
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In Latin the construction was always limited to

place-names and soon died out, except in its usage to

give the tribe-name in the official designation of a

Roman, as Ser. Sulpicius Q. F. Lemonia Rufus 'Servius

Sulpicius Rufus, son of Quintus, of the tribe Lemonia.'

c. With adjectives.

OS
fJi

vltoV TToAAwV T Kttt fCrOXtoV VVW t6r)KV

II xxii. 44.

Who made me bereft of many noble sons.

ut ego exforedem meis bonis me faciam
Plaut. Most. i. 3. 77.

To disinherit myself of my goods.

re Kat aurj(os OVK

R xiii. 622.

Not lacking in disgrace and shame.

Tocui cultoribus agri

Ovid, Met. vii. 653.

Fields empty of tillers.

d. With prepositions and adverbs.

All prepositions indicating motion from govern the

ablative. In Greek, genitives with such prepositions

represent the original ablative. Besides the original

prepositions some adverbial forms in the process of

becoming prepositions also govern this case, e.g. vo<r<t

and TreXas in Greek, coram, palam, tenus in Latin.

(2) The ablative of comparison.

a. o/u'xAr/v WKTOS d/xetVa> 77. iii. 11.

A mist better than night.
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qua muliere alia nullast pulcrior

Plaut. Merc. i. 1. 100.

Than she there is no fairer lady.

b. Comparatio compendiaria : for brevity or by
confusion the two things compared are not parallel, the

most frequent case being that a quality in the one case

is compared with the possessor of the quality in the

other.

K/oeiVcrajv avre Atos yeve?) Trora/xoto Terr/crat

//. xxi. 191.

The race of Zeus is better than a river

(for 'a river's race').

sermo promptus et Isaeo torrentior

Juvenal iii. 73.

His language ready and more rapid than Isaeus

(instead of Isaei sermone).

c. Words and phrases with a meaning resembling

the comparative take the same construction.

TWl/Sc TO, Tpa 7TOLLV

Herod, iv. 126.

To do things different from these.

species alias veris

Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 208.

Ideas other than the true.

nullus hoc metuculosus aeque

Plaut. Amph. i. 1. 142 (293).

Nobody so nervous as he.

The Latin construction with aeque may, however, be

instrumental ( 338, 2).
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336. The Greek dative, as has been already shown,

is a mixture of three original cases the

dative, the locative and the instrumental.

Latin retains the dative intact.
" The true Dative expresses the person to or for

whom something is done, or who is regarded as chiefly

affected or interested
1

."

(1) The dative with verbs expressing (a) giving,

(b) addressing, including commanding, (c) obeying, (d)

helping, favouring, etc., (e) anger, (/) belief, (g) yielding,

(h) motion towards (rare) ; (i) with the substantive verb.

a. TJ fiwpta SlSaWTlV dvflptOTTOlS K'ttKa

Menand. Sent. 224.

Folly gives men troubles.

illi perniciem dabo

Enn. Medea, Fr. 5 (Merry).

To him I will bring ruin.

Sometimes an object to some extent personified ap-

pears in the dative instead of a person.

rg yfj oWet^civ KpeiTToV Icrnv rj (Uporols

Philem. Fr. li. c.

Lending to the land is better than to men.

debemur morti nos nostraque

Hor. A. P. 63.

We and ours are a debt due to death.

1 Monro H. G.2 143. In practice the dative is not confined

to persons, as several of the following examples show, but the

majority of its usages are concerned with persons or with things

personified. The old and somewhat vague inclinatio rei is the

only definition which will cover all the uses of the dative.
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b. This dative in Greek is a genuine dative of

interest, irpo's TWO. being used of mere address.

et <rv
fJirj

ro8' cvvocts, cyw Xeyw croi

Aesch. ^. 1088,

If thou understandest not this, I tell it to thee.

dicit Cleomeni,
l

tibi uni parcam
'

Cic. Verr. Act. ii. v. 105,

He says to Cleomenes
'

1 shall spare you only.'

C. ol ovSe ouro) tcnjKOVov ol 'A.6r]valoi

Herod, vi. 87,

Not even so did the Athenians hearken to him.

Cp. the phrase dicto audiens sum alicui.

d. OV KttKOV CCTTtV

Tipo/x.ei/ot5 erapoio-if d/x,w/x.ev aiTrvv oXtOpov

II xviii. 128.

No evil is it to ward off headlong ruin from wearied

comrades.

gnato ut medicarer tuo

Ter. Andr. v. 1. 12 (831).

To be physician to your son.

e. KOL Kepa/xevs Kepa/xet Kore'et KCU re/crovt T/CTO>J/

Hesiod, W. D. 25.

Potter is wroth with potter, wright with wright.

vehementer mi est irata

Plant. True. ii. 6. 64.

She's awfully angry with me.

y. p.r) Travra Trctpw Tracri TTtcrrcvetv act

Menander, /Sfe^#. 335.

Try not always to trust all men in all things.
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credere suis militibus Livy, ii. 45.

To trust their soldiers (cp. crede mihi, etc.).

g. TO ov jJLevos ovSevt

Od. xi. 515.

Yielding in his might to none.

cedant arma togae Cicero.

Let arms yield to the gown.

k. Sia.voovfj.e6a 8ia iroXc^ov avrots teVat

Xen. Anab. iii. 2. 8.

We are minded to meet them in arms.

it clamor caelo

Virg. Aen. v. 451.

The shout reaches to heaven
1

.

i. /
X7

7
r)7P

*
*"T> 'A-<f>pooiTrj II. v. 248.

His mother is Aphrodite (ot practically
=

07.).

'iTTTTia /u.oVa> TWV a8eA.</>(3v TTtttScs eyevovTO

Thuc. vi. 55. 1.

Hippias was the only brother who had children.

semper in civitate quibus opes nullae sunt, bonis invident

Sail. Cat. 37.

In a state those who have no property always envy the

well-to-do.

Cp. domino erit qui utatur Cato R. R. 7,
c

the user

will be owner
'

;
a construction bordering on the

'

Predi-

cative Dative
'

with abstract substantives
2

(cp. (4) below).

1 This construction is not originally locative however it may
be understood later (cp. Delbriick Grundriss, Syntax 136).

2 See Roby, Latin Grammar Vol. n. Introduction.
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(2) With substantives.

a. The dative is final.

e/xoi Tpe</>Tai 7rcus (Ttorrjp So/xots

Arist. Clouds 1158.

I'm having a child brought up, a saviour for my house.

dies colloquio dictus est

Caesar, B. G. i. 42.

A day for a conference was appointed.

b. The verbal noun takes the same construction as

its verb (rare).

rovs oipxovTas vvv VTrryperas rots VO/AOIS cKaXeora

Plato, Legg. 715 c.

The rulers I now call servants to the laws.

opulento komini servitus dura est

Plaut. Amph. i. 1. 12 (166).

Service to a wealthy man is hard.

(3) With (a) adjectives and (b) adverbs.

a. TravpoLfTW TTICTVI/OS /xeyaA.' avSpdcrw tpy 7rt^ipt

Theognis 75.

Trust few when you take in hand great deeds.

Oeoicn per axprj(TTOv i/^evSos, dv0/3W7rois Se xpija-ifjiov

Plat. Rep. 389 B.

While a lie is useless to gods, it is useful to men.

bonus sit bonis, mains sit malis

Plaut. Bacck iv. 4. 13 (661).

He must be good to the good, bad to the bad.

b. c\0pos Sij /xot KCtVos o/xo)9 'At8ao TrvA^crtv K.r.X.

77. ix. 312.

Hateful indeed is that man to me as the gates of Hades.
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While the dative of advantage requires no special

discussion, the definition of the dative as a whole in-

cluding this, it is necessary to treat separately

(4) The final dative.

In Greek this construction is in the main confined to

the infinitive (cp. 525ff.), which is only an isolated case-

form found in the different Indo-Germanic languages
from perhaps all cases including the nominative. The

infinitive forms in Greek are partly dative, partly loca-

tive in origin, but in usage no distinction is observed.

In Latin the accusatival infinitive the Supine assumes

this final use (with verbs of motion), while the dative

and locative forms (dixe = Sel&u, leg-l,
= *kg-ai; legere

=

*leges-i) retain this value only in poetry. The final

usage is however widely developed in the dative of the

substantive proper, which in Latin is not fettered by
the danger of confusion with other cases.

T( ptt OS 7T6/H

Od. viii. 44.

To him God gave song to make gladness.

mater filiae dono dedit

Plaut. True. iv. 3. 28.

The mother gave it to her daughter for a gift.

Cp. dedi quinque argenti deferri minas

Plaut. True. iv. 2. 30.

I gave five minae of silver to be taken (for taking or

being taken).

es vr<rov

Od. xii. 135.

The nymphs she removed to the island to dwell afar.
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ea relicta hide arrabonist pro illo argento

Ter. Heaut. iii. 3. 42 (603).

She was left him as an earnest for that money.

Cp. parasitum misi petere argentum
Plaut. Cure. i. 3. 50 (206).

I've sent to ask money.

ere 6v[Jio<s arfJKfv Att ^cipas avaor^flv II. vi. 256.

The spirit moved thee to lift thy hands to Zeus.

turn profecto me sibi habeant scurrae ludificatui

Plaut. Poen. v. 5. 2.

Then certainly let the wits have me for a laughing- stock.

Cp. quern virum sumis celebrare ?

Hor. Od. i. 12. 1.

What hero do you undertake to glorify ?

rev^ea, Oav^a tSe'o^ai II. x. 439.

Armour, a wonder to see.

receptui signum Cic. Phil. xiii. 15.

A signal for retreat.

Cp. hoc mi hau sit labori
1
laborem hunc potiri

Plaut. End. i. 3. 6 (190).

It would be no task to me to master this task.

tTTTrot /3ap87Toi BtUw II. xxiii. 309.

Horses very slow to run (for running).

1 Is it possible that this dative so frequent in Latin can have

been developed in early times through attraction to infinitives of

a similar form as here ? This has happened in Sanskrit : brah-

mdna indram mahdyanto arkair avardhayann ahaye hantava u. Big
Veda v. 31. 4. The priests magnifying Indra with songs strength-

ened him for the slaying of the serpent (for the serpent to slay it).

Delbriick, 8. F. v. p. 89.
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ne sit reliquom poscendo atque auferendo

Plaut. True. Pr. 15.

Left to ask and carry off.

referundae habeo linguam natam gratiae

Plaut. Persa iii. 3. 24.

I have a tongue born to return (for returning) thanks.

te videre audireque aegroti

Plaut. Trin. i. 2. 39 (76).

Sick to see and hear you
1

.

The possibility that the predicative dative originates

to some extent, if not entirely, in attraction to another

dative in the sentence is strengthened by a comparison
of such sentences as luventus nomen fecit Peniculo

mihi, Plaut. Men. i. 1. 1, where Peniculo without

doubt is attracted into the same case as mihi. From

its nature the predicative dative requires a personal

dative along with it. There is no difference in meaning
between est mihi cura and est mihi curae : both types of

construction are found in Plautus, but the dative in the

later period and especially in Tacitus developes enor-

mously at the expense of the nominative.

The original dative was not used with prepositions.

The use of prepositions with the Greek dative arises
*

from its locative and instrumental elements.

337. The locative is the case expressing vii The lo_

situation in or at. From the earliest period,
c&iive -

however, there were added to this signification the related

meanings of on to TreSwu /3aAe (Homer)
'

he threw it on

the ground
'

and among roto-t ICITTCI/
*

among them he

1 This particular type is very rare in early times ; later it is

much extended, especially with participial forms.
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spake/ The confusion between situation in and motion

towards is common in many languages.

(1) Locative of space.

'EAAaSi oua'a vatcov II. xvi. 595.

Dwelling in Hellas.

ate Zeus, T^UVOS OvXv/XTrw
1

H. xxi. 388.

Zeus sitting on Olympus heard.

nullmt Ephesi quin sciat

Plaut. Bacch. ii. 3. 102 (336).

There is nobody at Ephesus who doesn't know.

Ktv^travres run/ 'OXvyu-Triaortv rj AeX^>ots ^prj^drtDV

Thuc. i. 143. 1.

Moving some of the wealth at Olympia or Delphi.

e Philippa matre natam Thebis

Plaut. Epid. v. 1. 29.

Born at Thebes of Philippa.

jrarjjp <ros avrofli /xt/xvt aypw Od. xi. 187.

Your father remains there in the country.

sibi quisque ruri metit

Plaut. Most. iii. 2. 112.

Everybody's his own reaper in the country.

More abstract.

Kexapoiaro 0v/MO) H. i. 256.

They would be gladdened at heart.

1 After the confusion of the cases, Greek naturally used

genuine dative forms in a locative sense and vice versa. For a

surviving locative singular accompanied by dative forms used as

locatives cp. Kapv erot/ios Zfiav 'OAi^Tr^ re KOLL 'Io-0/iot Ne^p re

ffvv&tnevos, Pindar, Nem. iv. 75
;

for a locative plural cp. the next

example in the text.
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absurde facis, qui te angas animi

Plaut. Epid. m. 1. 6.

You're an idiot, to vex yourself at heart.

(2) Locative of time.

rjfjLaTi TpiTttTO) II. ix. 363.

On the third day.

die septimi

Plaut. Menaech. v. 9. 94.

On the seventh day.

oySoarw Tt Od. iv. 82.

In the eighth year.

Cp. quot annis (passim), quot mensibus Cato, R. R. 43.

(3) The locative with persons, which is distinctly

preserved in Sanskrit and in Greek, is inextricably con-

fused with the dative in Latin wherever its place is not

usurped by such prepositions as inter with the accusa-

tive. In Greek the usage is found in such sentences

as os Tpwo-l 0os-<os riVro S^w, H- xi. 58, 'who was

honoured among the Trojans as a god in the land.'

Compare also the phrases at the beginning of a speech

TOM 8' dvtvTV)
'

among them up rose he/ rola-i Sc pvOwv

9PX*
'

among them be took up his tale.'

(4) The locative of persons with verbs was found

commonly with (a) verbs of ruling, (6) taking delight in

and the like. In Latin this construction is probably

retained with potior and with some verbs of the 6-class,

the preposition in which is so frequently used with them

seeming to show their locative sense. The Homeric

Construction with S^o/nai /ATTI 8 KaAArrrapTya) 8eVcro

8ras, //. xv. 88, 'From Themis the fair-cheeked re-

G. P. 19
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ceived she the cup
'

seems better taken (with Monro l

)

as a genuine dative than (with Delbriick 2

) as a locative,

although similar locative constructions are found in

Sanskrit. In this construction Sexo/tmi means to receive

as a favour or to take as an attendant does 3

;
in its

ordinary meaning it takes the ablatival genitive.

(Ji. 6fOl(TL Kal (IvOptoTTOLCri dvd<T<TL H. ii. 669.

Over (among) gods and men he rules.

Vy<TOl(Tl KOL pyCl TTttl/Tl v<f<TW

//. ii. 108.

To be king over many islands, and Argos all.

multis locis potiri* Sail. Jug. 92. 4.

To be master in many places.

b. jJirfva. yap oTov /mva TcrapTro/xevos Te/ceeoxriv

KOVpiSiy r aAo'^a) KOL Kr^'/xacriv Od. XIV. 244.

For but one month I abode delighted with my children,

my lady wife and possessions.

Cp. in mrtute recte gloriamur
Cic. N. D. in. 87.

In virtue do we rightly pride ourselves.

(5) The locative is found also with (a) substantives

and (b) adjectives.

In Latin this construction is absorbed in the genitive,

traces remaining only in such phrases as aeger animl

etc.

.
i H. G. 2

143, 2.

2 Abl. Loc. Instr. p. 40; S. F. iv. p. 56.

3 Monro, H. G. 2
lac. cit.

4
Delbruck, A. L. I. p. 65 calls this the instrumental.
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TKTO T/3(O(T(riV a

E. xx. 230.

Erichthonius begat Tros, the king among the Trojans.

Cp. Ghjpauriv ewWois ava Eur. Phoen. 17.

King in Thebes famed for steeds.

Ttov rot fJM.Ta.Cwv avSpao~i (f>povr]fJia.T(i)v

77 yXwo-o-' dA^&ys yiyi/crai /ca/nfyopos.

Aesch. & c. T7
. 438.

Verily of vain imaginings among men

the tongue becometh infallible accuser.

apl7Tp7Ta TpO)(T<7t 7/. vi. 477.

Illustrious among the Trojans.

(6) The locative of motion towards. English has

the same construction.

K\yjpov KWr) /JaAe 11. vii. 187.

The lot he threw in the helmet.

Xa/aai /3aA. SevSpea II. ix. 541.

He threw the trees on the ground.

procumbit humi 1

bos Virg. A en. v. 481.

The ox falls on the ground.

toto protect its corpore terrae

Virg. Aen. xi. 87.

Cast at his length on the earth.

(7) The prepositions with the locative in Greek are

a/x<l, ai/a, ev, CTTI, ytxera, irapa, Trepi, Trpos (Trport) and VTTO, of

which dfji<f>i, cv, cVt, Trepl and Trpos are themselves old

locatives. The Latin prepositions are in, sub, super,

subter, coram.

1

According to Draeger, Hist. Synt. i.
2
p. 573 not found before

Cicero, terrae not before Virgil.

192
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(8) From the locative a considerable number of

adverbial forms are made. Besides the prepositions

mentioned may be cited ai' (aus 312), Trepvo-t 'last

year,' aVrt ante, penes (312), pron. Trot
;
Old Lat. qui,

etc.

338. The instrumental is the case of the person,

viii. The in- object or circumstance accompanying, or

acting as agent, instrument or cause. The

transition from the idea of association to that of instru-

ment is easy and can be observed in many languages.

Thus in modern English with is first a preposition of

association : The man with the child, the man with the

sword. From the latter usage comes without difficulty

with the sword he slew them, the earlier form of which

would be : he had a sword and he slew them.

(1) The sociative instrumental, whether (a) person

or (6) circumstance.

a. oAoj/xevos vrji re KOU. erapouri Od. xi. 161.

Wandering with a ship and with comrades.

si aedificabis, operis iumentis materia adiuvabunt

Cato, K R. 4.

If you build, they will assist you with workmen,
beasts of burden and wood.

rots dya$ots cruywyxicrye,
/caKotcrt oe

JJLT^
TTO$' o/aapret

Theognis, 1165.

Mix with the good and company never with the bad.

ipse uno graditwr comitatus Achate

Virg. Aen. i. 312.

Himself stalks forward attended by Achates only.

b. Tpwes laxfj l<rav II. xvii. 266.

The Trojans marched on with a shout.
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non dicam dolo Plaut. Men. ii. 1. 3.

I will not speak with guile.

With non-personal substantives in Homer auros is

frequently combined : avrots oftjXouriy, Od. xiv. 77,

'skewers and all.' The construction appears also in

classical prose : /niW Se [yaw] avrot? aVSpao-iv eTAov, Thuc.

ii. 90. 6,
' One ship they took, men and all

1

.'

The accompanying circumstance has frequently an

adjective with it, a construction very extensively

developed in Latin.

ay^t/xoXov Se
<r<f> rfXO* 'EKayS^ TCTIT^OTI 6vp,<Ja

H. xxiv. 283.

And near to them came Hecuba with anguish-stricken

heart.

utinam ne unquam...cupido corde pedem extulisses*

Ennius.

"Would that you had never set forth with your covetous

heart.

Hence comes the frequent descriptive ablative in

Latin.

(2) The instrumental of likeness and equality.

The place of this construction has generally been

usurped by the dative or by usages with prepositions.

6e6<f>Lv fJujo-Toip aToXai/Tos H. vii. 366.

A counsellor equal with the gods.

(Cp. also to-os, oftotos, o/xotw etc.)

Compare with this nullust hoc metucuksus aeque,

cited in 335, 2 c. The construction, which is not

1 For an explanation of the effect of ai)r6s in this phrase see

Monro, H. G.2 144 note.

2
Draeger, Hist. Synt. i.

2
p. 538.
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common in Latin, falls within the border-land between

ablative and instrumental.

(3) Instrumental of cause. Not of persons in

early Latin
1

.

OK^eXes avroO* oA.r0ai, dvSpi Sa/xets Kparcpu)

//. iii. 429.

Would that thou hadst perished here, slain by a stout

warrior.

q 8' !0i/ /Sope'fl dvepu) Od. XIV. 299.

The ship sped on with the north wind.

(rare) iacent suis testibus Cic. p. Mil. 47.

They lose their case by reason of their own witnesses.

(4) Instrumental of means. Very common.

ocrcroi/ eyw Svva/xeu ^epcrtv re TTCKTW re KO.I crOcvfi

II. xx. 360.

As far as I am able with hands and feet and strength.

si summo lovi probo argento sacruficassem

Plaut. Most. i. 3. 84.

If I had made a sacrifice to Jove almighty with good

money.

(5) Instrumental with verbs.

This very common construction requires illustration

only in the case of verbs of (a) price, (b) fulness.

a. Trptaro [/u,e]
KTcarecrcrtv eoi<riv Od. XV. 483.

He bought me with his own wealth.

quattuor minis ego istanc emi

Plaut. Men. i. 3. 22.

I bought her with (for) four minae.

1
Draeger, Hist. Synt.

2 229.
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b. (rare) TO> Se ot ocro-e 8aKpvo^)i Tr\rj<r6ev

H. xvii. 696.

His two eyes were filled with tears.

telis complebantur corpora

Plaut Amph. i. 1. 95 (251).

Their bodies were filled with darts.

Both of these classes also take a genitive. The

genitive of price is probably predicative. It occurs in

both languages with substantive verbs. The genitive of

fulness is no doubt partitive ( 334, 5).

(6) Instrumental with (a) substantives, (b) adjec-

tives, and (c) numerals to express the thing in respect

of which a predication about the subject is made.

a. (rare) vo/u y^/xa? SoGAos clvai r<3 /3ia>

Gnom. 77.

Marry and think yourself a slave as regards your life.

natura tu illi pater es consiliis ego

Ter. Ad. i. 2. 46 (126).

By birth you're his father, in schemes I am.

b. OTrXoVaros yvoy<iv 77. ix. 58.

Youngest in point of birth.

hie meus amicus illi generest proximus
Ter. Ad. iv. 5. 17 (651).

My friend is nearest to her in respect of kin.

evpvTpo<s oS/xowri
1

11. ill. 194.

Broader in respect of shoulders.

1 In Greek this construction disappears before the ' accusative

of the part affected.' In Latin however it is the regular construc-

tion ; the accusative is a Graecism for the most part.
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sum pernix manibus, pedibus mobilis

Plant. M. G. iii. 1. 36 (630).

I am active with my hands, agile with my feet.

c. TroAAot api0//,<3 Herodotus [apifyiov

in Homer].
Many in number.

mille numero navium

Cic. Verr. ii. 1. 48.

A thousand ships in number.

(7) Instrumental of measure with comparatives

and superlatives. Of words of quantity Homer uses

the accusative (TTO\V, pcya etc.), but

TIS oS' eo-rtv /x.to)v fj,v K<f>a.\r) 'Aya/xe/xvoj/os 'ArpaSao ;

//. iii. 193.

"Who is this less by a head than Agamemnon ?

ne pilo quidem minus te amabo

Cic. ad Quint. Fr. ii. 15.

I shan't love you a hair the less.

(8) The instrumental of place disappeared in Greek

except in such pronominal words as inj; 'by which way?'

(9) The instrumental of time is possibly found in

XpoVw
1

'with time, in time.'

Both types are possibly extant in Latin. Delbruck*

cites from Caesar omnibus mis semitisque essedarios ex

silms emittebat
'

by all roads and bye-paths he sent out

chariot fighters from the woods
'

; quod iniquo loco

atque impart congressi numero quinque koris proelium

sustinuissent, B. C. i. 47,
'

for five hours.' But this time

usage is indistinguishable from the locative.

1
Brug. Gr. Gr. 2 187. 2 A. LSI. p. 54.
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(10) Adverbial.

Adverbial forms from the instrumental are common
in both Greek and Latin. If the instrumental had for

one of its endings -a (or m), many particles such as u>o,

/nera, -rreSa and adverbial forms such as ra^a, <3*a may be

referred to the instrumental. I-<i, Xi/cpi-^i-? are probably
of the same origin ( 314, 323). In Latin, forms like

citOy modo are instrumental.

(11) With prepositions.

In Greek <v and a/>ta seem to have been originally

used with the instrumental
1

. In Latin cum is the only

instrumental preposition.

Absolute Cases.

339. In all branches of the Indo-Germanic family of

languages there are case-forms used mainly with partici-

ples and referring to some person or thing other than the

subject of the sentence, while at the same time they are

dependent on no other word. Such forms are said to be

in an absolute case. But the Indo-Germanic

languages do not all use the same case for
piSjShave

1

^}-

this purpose. Sanskrit uses regularly the * absolute

locative, occasionally the instrumental and

the genitive, Greek uses the genitive and, in certain

cases, the accusative, Latin the ablative, which may
represent an original locative or instrumental, Old

English the dative, which represents either the original

locative or instrumental, and the Slavonic languages the

dative. The separate languages seem therefore to have

1
Delbriick, S. F. iv. p. 133 ; ncra (ibid. p. 132) was originally

used with the locative.
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developed the construction independently
1 and from

somewhat different points of view. In Greek
Greek abso-

,
. . . .

lute case is gen. the construction is a real genitive and not

an ablative. It probably arose in Greek

out of the genitive of time 2

( 334, 7). The ablative

Latin abso- absolute in Latin more probably represents

InSr. ancf poi
tne original instrumental than the locative,

sibiy loc. for m the early Latin the preposition cum

occasionally appears in such constructions: cum dims

volentibus, Cato, E. R. 141. Some usages, especially those

of time, may equally well be derived from the original

locative. While therefore the Homeric iJeXtbv dnoWos

taken literally is
'

within the time when the sun rises/

the Latin sole oriente is
'

at the time when the sun rises
'

or
'

along with the rising of the sun/

Corresponding to Greek sentences without expressed

subject
3

, such as eeari, the absolute parti-
Special forms . _

J

of absolute con- ciple eoi/ appears m the ace. This construc-

tion, however, is not Homeric. In Cicero and

the later Latin the participle appears in the ablative

(1) without an accompanying substantive : auspicate,

nee opinato, etc. or (2) with a clause in place of the sub-

stantive : terga dantibus qui modo secuti erant (= secu-

toribus), Liv. xxxi. 37. 7.

1 No doubt various usages of the locative and instrumental

bordered upon this construction from the earliest period, but the

use of one case for this meaning was not yet fixed.

2 Monro, H. G? 246.

3 More accurately, without a substantive in the nom. in appo-

sition
( 331).
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xxi. Fragments of cases.

Adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions.

340. Between adverbs and prepositions no distinct

line can be drawn. When a case ending was
. Prepositions

round too vague to express the meaning used to define
.

,
, , , iii- i case-meaning.

intended, another word was added in order

to convey greater definiteness. o/z/u,aT<oi/ S.TTO with ana-

strophe is therefore no exception but the original type.

So a-TijOeo-a-L irept
* on the breast round about

'

would

precede -n-cpi o-r^eoxri 'round about the breast.' The

more local the meaning of a case is, the more preposi-

tions it requires to convey definiteness of meaning.
Hence the cases which are most widely construed with

prepositions are the accusative, locative and ablative
;

the instrumental needs fewer and the genitive and

dative none. The preposition therefore is only an adverb

specialised to define a case usage.

What then of cwro^aiW, di/eo-xov and other verb forms

which are combined with words such as ac-
o TT ,1 i t i Prepositions

company noun cases ( Here the adverbial (adverbs) with
.,, . , v , n , verbs.

meaning is still retained vew? aTro/jaivei
'

from the ship he goes off,' xe?Pa we<rxov
'

they raised

their hands up.' In Homer these adverbial forms are

still frequently separated from the verb with which they

go. In the later history of the language, the combination

of adverb and verb becomes more constant.

341. In the early history of all languages there are

probably few adverbs which are not nominal

or pronominal forms
;
adverbs formed from art

dve
reiies

hi(

of

verbs are late and always rare ( 278). Ad-
J}

8

ion
f de~

verbs ending in -0
; a-n-b, -n-pb, vrro cannot be
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identified with any known case
; oty (

=
CITT-S) Lai aps (ab),

e (=*c-s) Lat. ex may however be genitives; d/x<i Lat.

amb- in amb-itus etc., di/r-i Lat. awfe, r-i cp. Lat. 06
1

loca-

tives with the -i suffix, ev (also ei/-l)
Lat. MZ, a-rcp (cp.

drdp) Eng. a-sunder (=*snter), uVep, Lat. sttpir (= s-uper
2

)

probably suffixless locatives, di/-a, Kar-a, joier-a, Si-a possi-

bly instrumental, if the original suffix of the instru-

mental is -a ( 314). In vcr-repos, an old adverb *ud

(Skt. ud, Eng. out) is concealed by phonetic changes,

vo-rcpo? represents the comparative stem found in

the English utter. Sometimes a whole group of ad-

verbial or prepositional forms seem to come from one

original stem, Trapos (gen.), irapa.1 (dat.) Lat. prae, rrtp-l

(loc.) Trap-a (instr.), to which are akin Trpo?, wipav, ircpa.

Latin de and Old Latin se (sed) in se fraude
'

without

deceit' are apparently ablatives for *ded, sed
3

. The

history of vv and o-w, which are said to be originally

different
4

, and of Latin cum (from *kom- root of KOWOS =

*KOfji-io-<s) is not clear.

Of other forms which have certainly a case origin

may be mentioned dAAa, the proclitic form of aAAa ace.

1 With variant grade (Brugmann, Gr. Gr? p. 219).
2 s- in super, sub as compared with virep, virb, Skt. upari, upa

is explained as the weak grade of ex (Osthoff, J/. U. iv. pp. 156,

266).
3
Buck, Vocalismus der oskischen Sprache, p. 31, takes de as

the instr. of an -o-stem, a view which receives support from the

fact that the corresponding form in Old Irish di produces aspira-

tion and cannot have originally ended in a consonant.
4 Kretschmer K. Z. xxxi. pp. 415 ff. identifies %bv and <TVV, sup-

posing |- to change to <r- as in Latin s-uper. The double forms

date from Indo-Germanic times and hence a bye-form vv is found

in Cyprian and Pamphylian. This form he identifies with the

Lithuanian sit Old Bulgarian sit
' with.'
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plural (cp. Lat. ceterum) ; a/xa (= *smm-a) probably instru-

mental
; o/xw-5, from the same root as a/xa but with

different grade, ablative.

342. Some conjunctions have certainly descended

from the primitive period and cannot be certainly ana-

lysed. Such are TC Lat. que, ye, /XT}, vv, vv-v and vvv

Lat. num, IT-I Lat. et, ov possibly Latin hau-, hau-t, hau-d.

The great majority of conjunctions are certainly or

probably of pronominal origin. Such are in Greek o, a-re

accusative forms of the pronominal stem to-
( 325 iv)

ov genitive, ot locative, ^ and l-va. probably instrumen-

tals, rot ethic dative 'mark you !

'

!u>s, which in Homer
must be scanned ^os (= *td-fos cp. Skt. yd-vat with a

different suffix), /cat is explained as a neuter plural
=

Lat. quae. Latin forms are quod, quia accusative, utei

(ut), ubei (ubi) locative, quo ablative and instrumental.

quin is the locative qui with the abbreviated negative ne

added. Many other forms of obviously pronominal origin

have not yet been satisfactorily explained. Such are quam,
cum (quom), iam. The 'if particles in both Greek and

Latin present many difficulties, et and Doric at were

formerly explained as being the same as Lat. sei (si) and

Oscan svai. But the loss of aspiration is not easily

accounted for, and Brugmann
!

conjectures that et is the

locative of an -0-stem, at of an -a-stem from the prono-

minal stem o- ( 325 viii) found in the Skt. genitive

a-sya etc. sei and svai may also be taken as masculine

and feminine locatives from the pronominal stem suo~

( 328 ii)

8
.

1 Gr. Gr? p. 225.

2 For a full account of such adverbial case-forms see Delbriick,

Grundriss, Syntax, chapters xiv. and xv.
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xxii. Stem formation in the noun.

343. Those nouns which are formed directly from

the root with or without the addition of case suffixes

have already been discussed. It remains now to classify

the elements that are employed in the languages with

which we have to deal, in order to build up the stem

in those noun forms which are not made directly from

the root.

The suffix attached to a stem or a class of stems may

simple and be either simple or complex. A simple
complex suffixes.

guffix ig tnat^^ we cannot analyse into

further component parts, e.g. the -o- in the stem syllable

of otK-o-9, the -u- of vic-u-s. A complex suffix is one which

can be analysed into component parts, e.g. eXa^-wr-To-?

pos-tu-mu-s, where the superlative suffix in each case can

be analysed into two suffixes which have a separate and

independent vitality of their own.

344. The suffixes used in stem formation may be

most easily classified according to the sounds of which

they are composed. We thus have six series of suffixes

Classification corresponding to the six classes into which
of suffixes. sounds were divided ( 1135). There

may be stems ending (1) in stops whether voiced,

breathed, or aspirated, (2) in spirants whether voiced or

breathed, (3) in nasals and (4) in liquids in either case

whether consonant or sonant (81), (5) in vowels or

(6) in diphthongs. But all six classes are not equally

well represented in language. Stems ending in stops
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are comparatively rare, those in spirants, nasals and

liquids of few types but widely developed, those in

vowels commonest and most widely developed of all
1

.

From vowel stems it is impossible to separate diph-

thongal stems, for, as we have seen, in various ablaut

series the weak grade of a diphthong is a simple vowel

( 252). It is also to be remembered that the uniformity

in stem suffixes, which most languages present to us

throughout all the cases of the noun, is not the original

state of things, but the result of a great variety of changes
both phonetic and analogical, extending over a great

period of time during which many external forces may
have been brought to bear upon the elements of language.

The philologist in dealing with this part of language is

somewhat in the position of the historian viewing an

ancient battlefield or the ruins of some early fortress.

The historian sees earthworks, or the outlines of a

camp on the battlefield, he may trace the course of the

moat round the castle and make out where some of the

principal buildings stood. But without other aids he

can advance no farther. The earthworks will not tell

him how the battle swayed this way or that, the ruins

will not reveal to him the date or number of the sieges

they have endured. And so it is in language. An
errant form here and there shows that in former days

the uniformity which is now to be found did not always

exist. But to trace the causes and course of the changes

is, in most instances, more than is at present possible.

We do know, however, that the Latin uniformity which

1
Torp, Den Grce.ske Nominalftexion (Christiania 1890) p. 10 ff.,

contends that the consonant stems are contracted out of <>- stems

*ersono-s becoming *6rson-8 (tp<rr)v) ; *n6ro-s becoming *ner-s (&-v-f)p).

Cp. also note after 265 p. 193 f.
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carries -tor through all the cases of da-tor is not original

( 48), and we have good reason also to doubt whether -o-

in -0-stems did originally appear in all cases except the

vocative and possibly the locative ( 251).

345. One main factor in causing diversity in stems

was accent, one main cause of uniformity
Influences , _ r .

which affect was analogy. Most of the suffixes which
suffixes. ? .,, ..' . . iwe can assign with certainty to the original

Indo-Germanic language show traces of gradation ;
few

if any have escaped the working of analogy. And

analogy affects not merely the form of words when they

have once come into existence. New words are made by

analogy. Only grammarians and educated people re-

cognise the elements of which their words are made.

The great majority of the human race make a new word

by adding to a word already known that which they

imagine to contain the meaning they wish to ex-

press by the new word. If lytel-ing means child, then

young-ling may be formed in the same way, and so

on ( 286). Every child makes its new words for itself

by analogy : hence mouses as the plural of mouse,

oxes of ox, etc. The forms mouses, oxes show good

reasoning, but defective knowledge of the history of

language.

346. Stems in stops are but poorly developed in the

Indo-Germanic languages. Those which are

found come mostly from dental and guttural

suffixes, and all or nearly all of them have forms

ending in -0- parallel to them. Labial root nouns like

/<A.aty (cp. icAo7ro-s), Opty, <t>^ty, Lat. daps, caelebs have

developed in the separate languages, and
Labial stems. ,

have no exact etymological equivalents else-

where. <A^ may represent *bhle$-s.
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347. Stems in -t-. Yew seem to reach back to

the Indo-Germanic period, although Greek
*T ..

=
, - Dental stems.

and Latin have each a fair number of

forms.

vt (wicr-6s) : Lat. nox (noct-is) : Eng. night (Goth, naht-s gen.).

Compare also 6ij<s, A-c'/fys, ayvws : Latin locu-ple-s, sacer-dos

(
= *sacro-dot-s through *sac^-dos) \ Greek has no par-

allel to such Latin forms as com-es (from rt. i 'go')

gen. com-i-t-i-s, seges gen. sege-t-is. Greek moreover has

changed many such stems into -d- stems, possibly because

in some cases both series have the same
changes of -t-

form of assimilation. Hence parallel to stems in Greek -

the Latin nepos nepotis 'descendant' 'grandson/ Greek

has vcVoSes (oXocrvSn^). Here a confusion has taken

place between the original stem *nepot- *nepot- and a

Greek negative form from TTOU'S, V^TTOS (cp. T/OC-TTOS) 'foot-

less,' because in Odyssey iv. 404, where the phrase
'

children of Haksydne
'

occurs, the creatures indicated

are seals, to whom the epithet *viJTro8c<s would be equally

applicable?. Sanskrit and other languages prove that

Latin has kept the original form. Other words which

have passed in Greek from -t- to -d- in the suffix are

the numeral substantives Se/cas, irevras etc., which in

other languages show a -t- stem.

For the suffixes in -nt see 362 ff.

348. Stems in -d-. These are more numerous in

Greek and in Latin than in any other language. Greek

has by far the greater number, many of which, however,

as in some cases above, can be shown to be analogical

1 -t- in compounds probably is, as Streitberg contends, a relic

of the common suffix -to-
( 378).

2
Cp. now Johannson (I. F. rvr. p. 144).

G. P. 20
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modifications of other steins. Secondary formations

from this stem are to be found in the adjectives in -008775

-w8e9 (Troi-wSrys 'grassy' etc.) which are often confused

with compounds ending in -eiSr/'s, the signification being

almost identical. The -8- in epi-s, ept-S-os and some

others is obviously late, for the ace. lp-iv to an -t- stem

is also found. The -8- in Greek is preceded only by -a-

and -t-: <vyas, eAirts
1

. Latin makes no such distinction.

Latin unaccented -a- and -e- would be confused with -i-

( 159, 161), but we find besides -i- which arises in this

way in cuspi-s, lapi-s etc., -e- in merces, -u- in pecu-d-is

(gen. 50), -u- in palu-d-is.

349. Stems in -k- (-k- and -q-). In all cases there

is some authority for an -0- stem beside
Guttural stems. .

,

the consonant stem. Compare aAwTnrf

(stem *lopek-) with Skt. lopd^d-s
2

, /x,eipa (stem *meriaq-)

with Skt. maryakd-s, Lat. senex (stem *seneq-) with

Skt. sanakd-s. Lat. cervix is presumably for *cer-mc-s

and being thus from a root in -k has no -k- suffix.

350. Stems in -g- (-g- and -q-). These are very

doubtful in ap-n-a^ and Trrepv^. The latter is supposed

by some 3 to be developed from a neuter nom. suffix in

-g-, cp. Skt. asrg
'

blood
'

: the origin of the forms

in ~ng- in Greek is not clear : <a'A.a-y, a-oXir-Ly^

Aap-vy& This suffix has been specialised in Greek for

words conveying "the notion of hollowness," at any

1 e\7rtj is a modification of an original -z'-stem. Cp. ace. of

compound e$e\Tri-v and Old Latin volup (neut. of -i- stem for

*volupe).
2 See however Darbishire, Proceedings of Cambridge Philological

Society for 1893, p. 3.

3
Cp. Meringer, Beitrdge xur Geschichte der indogermanischen

Declination, p. 6.
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rate in the forms -iy and -vy|, <rvpty
'

pipe/

'cave.'
1

351. ii. Stems in spirants. Here only stems which

end in -s need be considered. The suffixes with -s play

an important part in the Indo-Germanic

languages. The varying forms of the simple

-s- suffix may all be explained as ablaut forms of one

stem, but in practice different grades have been specialised

in different significations. (1) The forms -as, -es have

been specialised for the masculine and feminine forms of

the nominative, while -os, -es are found as neuters.

Compare aiSws, ?J(os (Horn. = *dusos), Latin arbos, honos

with ycVos Lat. gen-us. (2) The forms in -Is have been

further specialised for the adjectival forms, while -ws,

-05 are kept for the substantive forms
; cp. i/^evSr;?,

i^evScs with i/fv8os ; Svcr/x-cviy?, 8uoy>ievS with /xeyos. The

only trace of this which is left in Latin is degener by the

side of gen-us. The adjective vetus is in origin a sub-

stantive ( 138, n. 1). Analogy has led frequently to the

generalising of one grade of the stem at the expense of

the other grades. Thus cuSok makes as its genitive not

*cuS'(o-)os but cu8o(cr)os, atSovs. In Latin this is more

frequent : honoris for *honeris from *
hones-is with the o

of the nom.
;

arboris for *arbes-is
; temporis for *tem-

pes-is, cp. the case-form temperi isolated as an adverb.

(3) A weaker form of the suffix where the vowel is

represented by
' schwa

'

0, is probably to be found in

such nouns as the Greek /cpcas when compared with the

Skt. kravis. But it is noticeable that most of the Greek

stems in -as have some type of -n- stem in connexion

with them
; compare *<fpa9 with Latin corn-u Eng. horn

( 106) and in Greek itself with *apa, /cap-? and
1
Bloomfield, A. J. P. xn. p. 27.

202
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Kcpas may therefore represent *kern-s. yep-a<s

and yffp-a<s (both connected with yep-wv) may also show

traces of -n-, but here the stem should end in -nt-.

(4) To the weakest of all the forms of the stem viz. -s-

it seems other suffixes were occasionally added
;
hence

probably the origin of the Greek Kop-a-rj
'

temple
'

(from

the same root as xep-as) and So-a (= *8o/c-o--a)
!

etc., cp.

Lat. noxa from the same root as nec-o.

352. Closely connected with this suffix are two

other suffixes -ies- and -ues-. -ies has been
ies- stems. .,.,., ~

. , . .

specialised in the comparison of adjectives,

where by itself it frequently forms the comparative and,

in combination with such other suffixes as -to- and -mo-,

the superlative.

Thus, unlike as they seem, cXao-o-w (ace.) and lemorem

(*le(x)uios-) are one and the same : eXaVcreo represents

*c-Xax-ip(r-m ) *2Xao-o-o-a, while lemorem like datorem has

taken over the long form of the suffix from the nom-

inative. In Greek, however, a confusion has arisen

between -s and -n stems
;
hence such forms as eA.aWov-os,

/mov-os etc. irXetbus ( *ple-iios-es) may be compared
with the old Latin form pleores in the Hymn of the

Arval Brothers, though the two are not in all respects

identical. The suffix appears as -ios, -ios in nominative

forms, as -ios- in accusative forms. Traces are also

found of the -ies- type, and it is frequent in the weak

form -is- : eXa;(-io--To-s, Lat. pluri-mu-s, 0. L. ploirumo-s

(from *pk-is-mmo-s). Cp. Eng. next, O.H.G. nahisto

'neighbour.'

353- The suffix -ues- was specialised for the perfect

participle active. In the nominative this suffix ap-

1 This form however with -a might represent *5o/c-rta (l-

suffix 374).
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peared as -uos, -uos, in the accusative as -uos-. Its

weakest form was in -us-, from which a

feminine form was made by adding the suffix

-I (-ie-). In Greek the suffix in -uos is retained, but con-

fused in the masculine and neuter forms with -t- stems

(cp. i8o>s with etSo-ros), a confusion not yet satisfactorily

explained. The type IBvla (Homeric yvvat/ces Fepya

FiSvuu) represents the original feminine form (Skt.

vidusl) with the weak root-syllable. In Latin this

suffix has entirely disappeared, for the suggestion that

cadaver and papaver represent -ues- forms rhotacised

has little probability. In Oscan, however, philologists
1

now regard the existence of this participle as certain,

the future perfect active being formed by means of it.

The form sipus (
= sciens in meaning) is explained as

being the perfect participle active of a verb correspond-

ing in Oscan to Latin sapio, the perfect in Oscan being

*sepi (cp. Lat. capio, cepi), whence, with the weak form 2

of the suffix, sipus
3
.

354. iii. Suffixes in liquids. The only liquid

suffix is -r-. As in the -s- stems there are here many
forms -or, -er ; -or-, -er-; r ; r, and possibly r.

Here, as in the -s- stems, the forms in -or, -er are

specialized for masculine and feminine forms with

different vocalism (on the ordinary theory) according

1
Following Johannes Schmidt, K. Z. 26, p. 372, who first ex-

plained sipus (cp. 164, n. 3).

2
According to Buck, Der oskische Vocalismus, p. 100. Bronisch

takes it as from the strong form of the suffix, but is refuted by

Brugmann, Berichte der Kon. Sachs. Ges. der Wissenschaften, 1893,

p. 138. Gk. forms like epprjye'ia (Heraclea) etc. seem to show that

the feminine form had originally -ues-i in the nom., -us- in the

weak oblique cases.

3 For Oscan t = e see Appendix.
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to the position of the accent: -er but -or
1

, -or-, -er-, -r

and -r are also found in these stems
;

-or- and -er- in

the accusative, -r and -r in the weakest cases of the

declension. The neuters have -r (-rr) in the nominative

singular : ovOap, or in some cases possibly r, o-/c-wp,

vS-wp
2

,
and they carry weak forms throughout. Closely

connected with these forms are others which in some

languages show -t- as the final suffix, Skt. yakrt, Gk.

^7ra/o, Lat. jecwr. All stems of this form regularly show

an -n- stem in the genitive : Skt. yaJc-n-as y
Gk. ^Tr-a-ro?

(where -a- = -n-\ Lat. jec-in-is (cp.fem-ur gen. fem-in-is).

The -T- in Greek ^Tra-ros etc. is a difficulty for which

several explanations have been offered. Of these two

are more plausible than the rest. (1) Either there was

a confusion between -n- and -tit- stems which was

carried into these forms, or (2) the suffix -tos was

borrowed from such ablatival adverbs as CK-TO'S, ev-ro's

( 309). In these stems analogy produces many com-

binations of the -r- and -n- forms. Thus in Latin we

have for the genitive of jecur, *jec-in-is
3

, jec-or-is and

jec-in-or-is, a new nominative femen by the side of

fem-ur and a new genitive fem-or-is. Compare uS-wp,

uS-a-Tos with dX-os-vS-v-r] and possibly unda ; Eng. wat-er

(Gothic gen. wat-in-s). o-K-w'p makes o-K-a-ro's
;
the Old

Norse skarn (Scotch shar-n) has a combination of both

stems in the nominative.

1 In Skt. the nom. sing, of r and u stems never has the final

consonant ; thus svasd, Latin soror (*svesor), cvci KVUV. The

simplest explanation is that in the sentence the final sound was

assimilated to the first sound of the succeeding word, the origin of

Double forms
( 237).

2 Schmidt (Pluralb. p. 193) takes these forms as collectives.

3 We must postulate the form *jecinis in order to explain

jecinoris.
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355. The masculine and feminine forms in -tor-,

-ter- are widely specialised as nouns of the agent, and

along with -or- and -er- as nouns of relationship. The

latter class certainly dates from the Indo-Germanic

period. The history of the former class is less easy to

determine because very many nomina agentis stand in

close relation to verb-forms and may frequently have been

developed within the independent life of the individual

languages. The type, however, must be Indo-Germanic.

a. Nomina agentis
1

.

&K-Tb)p

dpo-rrjp

b. Nouns of relationship.

pa-ter : fa-ther

Doric pa-

0vyd-Tijp

? -op
2

dator

ac-tor

ard-tor

md-ter : mo-ther

> frater : bro-ther
<f>pa-Tup)

'

: daugh-ter

sor-or : sis-ter

le-v-ir : O.E. td-cor (husband's brother).

1 In the Germanic languages this class has disappeared, the

English -er as in gardener representing the same suffix as the

Latin -drio-.

2
Explained by Hesychius as dvydr^p, dve\f/t6s. Brugmann

(Grundr. n. 122) takes this as the vocative form. The nomi-

native would be fap= *8ues-or
t
to which also corresponds the

Latin soror
( 201) ;

sister is borrowed by English from the Norse

systir and has replaced the Old Eng. sweos-t-or. In this word the

-t- is not original. Where and r came together, the Germanic

languages inserted -t- between them: cp. stream from the same

root as ptu (srey,-). The original Germanic nominative would

thus have been *svesor, gen. *svestr-8.

3 From an original stem *daiue'r- with various ablaut forms ;
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356. iv. Nasal suffixes are found in -n- only ;

there are no -m- suffixes used to form new

words,, and the only words originally ending

in -m- are the Indo-G. words for earth and snow

represented in -Greek by \6<*>v and XL(*>V respectively.

Final -m regularly becomes -v in Greek, and -v- is then

carried throughout the declension. For -m in these

words cp. yQa.\*.o.\o<* lium-u-s ; yti^-w, x W-a > hiemps

(with euphonic -p-) gen. Mem-is. Just as in the -r- and

-s- stems, gradation plays a large part, and the syllable

containing -n- appears as en,' on, en, on, n, n, and

possibly n according to circumstances. As in the -s-

stems, there are various kindred suffixes, -men-, -ien-,

-uen-, with their numerous graded forms. Closely con-

nected with the last mentioned are the suffixes in -uent-,

and by the side of -en-, -on- are numerous forms in -ent-

and -out-. All of these forms had apparently at one

time a complete system of gradation, the details of which

are in some respects hard to determine, but which, at

all events, was built up on the same principle as the

gradation of the -s- and -r- stems
1

. It is not necessary

to suppose that each of these -n- suffixes had an in-

dependent origin. Some of them may have arisen by a

confusion of the final sound of the root with the suffixal

element, as happens occasionally in modern languages

levir is an instance of popular analogy, the second syllable of the

word being erroneously connected with vir. The number of names

of relationships which go back to the Indo-Germanic period is

strikingly large and has been the subject of investigation by
Delbriick in a treatise entitled Die Verwandtschaftsnamen in

den indogermanischen Sprachen.
1 I see no probability in Bartholomae's view that the participle

of the present had originally no gradation, K. Z. 29, p. 487 ff.
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( 286). But at any rate this confusion, if such it be,

dates from the Indo-Germanic period.

357. As in the -s- and -r- stems, so here the

different gradations of the stem suffix are
. _. __ Different grades

specialised in different meanings. Neuters in different

... _ ,
. meanings.

appear in -n and possibly -n, but there is

no distinction parallel to that between \f/u$-qs t ^rcvSe?

and i/^OSos. The -n- suffixes have a considerable variety

of meanings, the most characteristic uses being as

nomina agentis (forms in -en- -on-), nomina actionis

(-men-, -mon-), feminine abstracts (-ien-, -ion-), active

participles (-nt-) and descriptive adjectives (-uent-). It

is noticeable that comparatively few -n- stems are found

in both Greek and Latin. Latin developed a large

number of new -n- stems, especially in the form -tion-, a

suffix which replaced the older and extinct -ti- ( 368) ;

cp. yvw-o-i-s (=*yi/<o-Tt-s) with no-ti-o, /3a-crt-s ( *^m-ti-s)
with con-ven-ti-o etc. With the suffixes -men-, -mon-

and -uent- Latin combines the suffix -to-, thus forming
the suffixes -mento- (in cogno-men-tu-m etc.) and -*uent-to-

*-uenso- -onso- -oso- (mformonsus,formdsus). Latin ,onso,

The suffix always appears as -oso- without -dso'-

regard to the nature of the stem-ending to which it is

affixed, whether e.g. -a- as in forma, -o- as in verbu-m,

-n- as in fuligo (fuliginosus). Other forms which are

much affected by Latin are those formed by adding -on-

to stems ending in -g- or -d-, whether such stems are

simple or complex : marg-o
'

brink
'

(gen. margin-is),

call-g-o 'mist' (gen. cali-g-in-is) ;
card-o 'hinge' (gen.

card-in-is), testu-do 'tortoise' (gen. testu-din-is). But

the new combinations are treated as themselves suffixes

(cp. -ling in the Germanic languages 286) and make

new words : plumb-d-g-o from plumbu-m, lan-u-g-o from
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lana ; alti-tudo from altu-s etc. The form of the

original stem is disregarded in these secondary forma-

tions. A probable parallel to such forms are the Greek

(mostly poetical) abstracts ax^-^-8-wv, rry/c-e-S-wi/, which

have sometimes derivatives again as </>ay-e'-Saiva, a de-

rivative in -M from a possible *</>ay-e-8-wv.

358. In forms of the type o-Tpa/3-wv, Kr)<f>-rjv the

strong form is carried throughout the declension. In

Greek the stem -pyv- in 7ro\.vppr)ve<s appears in its weakest

form in the simple substantive gen. dpv-6s (=*urn-},

which has this weak form in all its existing cases.

Latin has only one word with the weakest stem in the

genitive, viz. caro
'

flesh
'

cam-is. That, however, these

weak forms did exist in the primitive Italic period is

shown by other dialects : cp. Umbrian gen. no-mn-er

(with final rhotacism) with Lat. no-min-is (
= *no-mn-es).

In all -n- stems Latin -in- being unaccented may re-

present either -on- or -en-. In old Lat. homo makes its

accusative hemonem or Jwmonem. The suffix -en- is

apparently to be found in the Gk. infinitive of the type

<epctv, now generally recognised as a suffixless locative

parallel to the Skt. -s-an-i. If so, an -n- suffix is added

to an -s- stem, ^cp-ecr-ev, whence *<ep-e-ei/, ^ep-etv

(Lesbian ^ep-^v).

359. -men-, -mon-, -mn-, -mn- (neuter).

Ttp-/j.wi> : ter-mo
\

Tfp-jj.0. : ternien )

TTOl-fJ-^V

Kpl-pa : crlmen

Imperat. )

T I -i. > \eyt- uei>-ai: legi-min-i (Passive Imperat.).
Infimt.

}

In Greek and Latin some forms Kv0-/AoV, ser-mo etc.

carry the long form throughout. The number of parallel
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forms Tep-/Ao>v, rep-fjia etc. suggests that both forms had

originally belonged to one paradigm, and that the forms

by mutual levelling had made two separate paradigms.

Cp. Tra'tfo? and TreVtfo?, ftaOos and /8eV0o< etc. The

infinitives of the type -/Ai/-at are obviously old dative

forms from -men- stems. Like various other noun forms

which are used in the verb paradigm, they have nothing
in themselves to characterise them as either active or

passive, and hence each language is free to specialise

them in its own way. If the identification of Aeye'/xevai

and legimini given above from Wackernagel be correct,

this form must be carefully distinguished from legimini=

Acyo/xtvot of the Present Indie. Passive, although the use

of the former as the 2nd pers. Plural must have been

occasioned by the latter. The neuters of this series

have frequently in Latin byeforms with Latin byeforms

the additional suffix -to-
; cogno-men : cogno-

ln ~men' to~-

men-tu-m. "With this may be compared oi/o/xa and its

plural dvoftora : but whether the -r- forms from this

ft-stem were occasioned by the existence of a byeform
with a -to- suffix, or whether from a new-formed ablatival

genitive sing. oVo/xa-ros the -T- was carried throughout,
is still a vexed question (cp. 309).

360. -ien-, -ion-, -in-, -in- (-in-).

The form -in- is found only in Sanskrit words like

balin-
'

strong,' in which -in- is generalised for all cases.

The weak grade of the -ien- suffix which survives in

Greek is -m-, a form which according to Brugmann
l

is

still found in 8eX^>-t? (gen. 8eA<-u/-os), (XK-T-IS (gen.

dKT-tv-os) and others with nom. in -Is or -lv. In some

words the ordinary feminine suffix -a- (-77-) has been

added. Brugmann compares Sw-T-Iv-Ty by the side of

1 Grundr. n. 115.
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8d>-Ti-s (cp. 27) with Lat. da-tio by the side of dos.

In Latin the form -ion- is carried throughout the

declension except in the river-name Anio ; Oscan and

Umbrian, however, preserve the weaker form in the

declension. In neither Greek nor Latin is the suffix

-wui/, Lat. -ion-, very common. In Latin there are many
more words with this suffix in ordinary use than there

are in Greek, but, notwithstanding, -tion- overshadows

Meaningof-- tne more Simple form. In Greek the COm-
stems in Greek monest wor(}s ^th this suffix indicate

'dwellers in' or 'descendants of: ovpai/-<W-es, Kpov-twi/,
*

dwellers in heaven,'
' son of Kronos.' There are also a

few words of a diminutive or contemptuous meaning

(/uaAaK-tW
1

'weakling' Aristoph. Eccl. 1058) parallel to

Latin forms like homunc-io pumil-io etc. In Latin the

and Latin
suffix is of more general signification. Be-

sides the diminutives above mentioned,

forms in -ion- are found as ordinary masculine substan-

tives : resti-o
l

rope-maker
'

(resti-s), centuri-o etc. There

are also feminine collectives or abstracts : leg-io, opin-io ;

cp. reg-io
'

a stretch of country.' Some have a parallel

neuter form in -10- in use: contag-io : contag-ium ;

obsid-io : obsid-ium. The suffix -tion- is very common.

It has ousted the old -ti- suffix ( 368) and is freely

used to form new abstracts : cp. stati-m from a nomi-

native *stati-s with station-em. The beginnings of this

must date very far back because by the side of the old

ace. parti-m later part-em stands a stem with a differ-

ent root-grade, por-ti-o, ace. por-ti-on-em.

361. -uen-, -non-, -un-, -un- (-un-).

The forms of this suffix are parallel to those of -ien-

1 Both this and 5eiXa/c/>iW (Arist. Pax 193) are probably comic

patronymics ; cp. son of a gun, son of a sea-cook.
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stems. The suffix is rare in the classical languages.

In Greek, apart from a few forms like cuon/ (=at-f<ov

cp. Lat. ae-vo-m), TTL-WV 'fat
'

(cp. Skt. pi-van-), it survives

possibly only in the infinitive forms Bovvai etc. (=80-
FcV-afwhich is found in the Cyprian dialect: Skt. dd-

van-e)\ Brugmann finds the weak form -un- in <j>pedra,

Trcppara (= *^prj-pa-ra, Hom. <f>ptjara, *7rep-

^a-ra, forms with extended stems
; cp. oVo-

/xa-ra, Lat. cognomen-ta, 359).

362. -ent-, -ont-, -nt-.

This suffix has always formed all active participles

except those of the perfect. In Greek such passive

participles as are formed on the analogy of active forms,

viz. 1st and 2nd aor. passive, also take this suffix
;

\v-6-cvT-, <f>av-VT-. There are also some nominal forms of

the same type, Gk. oSovs, yep-on/, Lat. dens. In Greek

the only forms which retain the exact phonetic repre-

sentation of the original suffix -ont-s are o'Sovs, and

participles like Sou's : the ordinary participial and nominal

form of the nominative seen in 4>epwv, ye'pwi/ etc. must

by some analogical method be borrowed from the -en-,

-on- stems
2

. That there was a close connexion between

the two series is shown by the trans- interchange.of -- and ~nt-

ference of stems from the one series to stems.

the other, cp. AeW, XCOVT-O? with Lat. leo, leon-is and

with the fem. Ac'cuva (= *leunia), $epa7ra>i/,

1
Brugmann's derivation of the substantives &v$puv 'men's

chamber,' lirir&v 'stable' from this suffix, and his identification of

-vv- in ftidvva. seem somewhat improbable (Grundr. n. 116).

Even some of the forms given above are doubtful. In alfwi> and

aevo-m, u may possibly belong to the root. Fick holds that in

Sbffvou, U was part of the root in the Indo-G. period, comparing
Latin duam etc.

2
Brugm. Grundr. 11. 198.
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with 0fpa.7rai.va. In Latin, with rare exceptions, weak

forms (in -n-) or -en- forms have been carried throughout

the declension
;
but iens, gen. eunt-is (=*iient-s, *eiio?it-

es). The neuter of the participle and adjective in Latin

presents some difficulty, ferens ingens (neut.) cannot

Neuter of Latin nave tne nom -
~s~ suffix. Thumeysen's ex-

-nt- participles,
pianation

1

is that in Latin final -nt became

-ns. Where final -nt is found as in the verb ferunt etc.

it, according to this theory, represents -nti.

363. The ablaut variations are well preserved in

Gradations in Sanskrit. In the classical languages much
-nt- stems. more levelling has taken place, so that only

a few relics of the original system are preserved. In

Greek beside on/, ovros we find in Doric lvr^*sent-es

and the feminine lao-o-a and possibly Homeric /xerao-o-cu
2

,

where -ao-o-a = *snt-ia ; in Latin, besides iens euntis, we

have apparently in sons and praesens two different grades
of the participle of the substantive verb

3
. Presumably

as in -r- stems the original declension ran in the simple

and compound forms thus :

Nom. *sents *prai-sonts

Gen. *snt-es *prai-snt-os.

The English participle is of the same origin : <e/>-

OVT-: 0. E. ber-end-. The suffix in the participle

berende etc. is found changed to -inge first in Layamon
in the beginning of the 13th century.

1 Archiv fur lateinischen Lexicographie v. p. 576, following as

regards final -nt Bugge in K.Z. 22, p. 385 ff.

2 Classical Review, in. p. 4.

3 For this explanation which does away with the difficulty of

an 'accented sonant nasal' (cp. 157, n. 2) see Streitberg, 7. F. i.

p. 93.
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364. -uent-, -wit-.

This suffix is found only in the Aryan, Greek and

Italic groups of the Indo-Germanic languages. It is

used as an adjectival suffix to indicate
'

possessing,

endowed with,' as in xap{-fL*
' endowed with charm.' In

Latin, as already mentioned, it appears only in com-

bination with -to- in the adjectives ending in -dsus. The
Greek masculine form as in xaP^ L<s represents by -is

original -uent-s. The feminine xapt-fa'<J
'a represents origi-

nal -unt-ia which should appear as -aa-cra, Gradation in

but through the influence of the masculine
'vent' 8tems -

the vowel has been changed to --. The stem gradation

in the oblique cases has also disappeared except in the

locative (dative) plural xapt- (ri (=*-unt-s-i) which has

however changed its vowel like the other cases
1

. With
this change of vowel compare TTOL-^O-L for *7rot-/xao-t,

<f>pca-L for <f>pao-L (found once in Pindar).

365. Suffixes in vowels and diphthongs are much
the most numerous class. They may be stems in vowels

divided according to the vowel by means of ^diphthongs,

which they are formed into (1) -/-stems, (2) -z<-stems,

(3) -I- (-ie-) stems, (4) -a-stems, (5) -0-stems. Of these

the -0-stems are present in much the greatest variety of

combination, hardly any consonant stem being without

its counterpart formed by suffixing -o- to the consonant

element. So also, beside -i- and -u- stems there are

others in -70- and -uo-. Moreover i and u may repre-

sent reduced grades of such diphthongs as ei, eu. Here

an important difference between vowel stems and con-

sonant stems is to be observed. In the consonant stems

the longest form of the suffix appears in the nominative

singular, while the weakest grade is represented in the

1

*xo-pL-fevT-ffi must have become *xap-ei<n.
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genitive, dative and instrumental. But in the vowel

stems the weak form frequently appears in the nom.

singular, and the stronger grades in the genitive. Thus

TroX-t-? but TroXews, by metathesis of quantity for 7roX>/-os

(= *7roXr;i-os), rJS-v-s but iJSe'os (= ^'SeF-os). But what of

Greek ~ev-
Ionic wdXi-o? (gen.) and such forms as

stems.
iTTTreu's, /foo-iXeu's 1 In the former case the

weak stem is seen in the genitive, in the latter the

diphthongal form is found in the nominative with the

long form in the genitive Homeric /foo-tX^-os (=*/3ao-iXr;f-

os), whence by metathesis of quantity ySao-tXews in

Attic. The origin of these stems in -ev- is further

complicated by the fact that in some dialects
1

they have

a byeform of the nominative in -^79. The type repre-

sented by fiacriXcvs seems confined to Greek.

366. (1) Stems in -i- seem to have been somewhat

rare in early times. Some common names

of animals go back to the original language

(as Gk. o-ts (of-i-s) : Lat. ov-i-s : Eng. ewe) and a few

other words such as Lat. auris (Lith. aus^i-s). In Greek

the only neuter is oo-o-c (=*o/<-t-e), a dual form. In Latin

neuter forms are hardly more numerous
; except mare

all seem compounds or neuter adjectives used as sub-

stantives, e.g. prae-saepe, ovlle, animal (for *animdle).

. In Latin great confusion has arisen be-
Confusion of

<

other stemswith tween original -s-stems, -^-sterns and -ie-
t- stems in
Latin substan- stems

;
forms like plebes and sedes have

neuter -s-stems parallel to them in Greek,
1 In Arcadian and Doric. Wackernagel, K. Z. 24, p. 295 ff. and

27, p. 84 f., attempts to connect with Skt. words ending in -ayu-,

aqvayii- etc. There seems more probability in Torp's conjecture

(Den Graske Nominalflexion, p. 102) that the Greek forms in -eu-

are identical with original -u- stems : cp. <o/3ei5s with Skt.

bharii- etc. If Zefc= *dieuos (p. 193) why not iirireijs= *ekueuos ?
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if it be true that they represent TrXrjOos and <5os respec-

tively. The stems in -ie- in Latin have, contrary to the

practice of other languages, taken a final -s, so that a

nominative singular in -es may represent an original

consonant stem, an -^-stem or an -Astern (cp. 374).

The confusion between consonant stems and -^-sterns is

explained by some as having arisen from the dativje and

ablative plural in which the s of -s-stems phonetically

'disappeared, *sedes-bos thus becoming *sede-bos sedi-bus,

a form similar to ovi-bus etc. Consonant stems and

stems in -ti- became confused, because the strong stress

accent on the first syllable made the second syllable of

disyllabic words disappear. Thus *morti-s (=Indo-G.

*mrti-s) becomes mors, *parti-s becomes pars etc., and a

new ace. form is made parallel to those of genuine con-

sonant stems. Hence the new form part-em beside the

old parti-m now only retained as an adverb.

367. Greek has confused its adjectival forms in -i-

with -d-stems : tSpts ace. tfyn-Sa (Soph. fr. Confusion of

889), while Latin has a very large number other stems with
'. , . -i- stems in

of adjectives in -I- : COm-l-S, rud-l-S, tlirp-l-S Greek and Latin

A ^.' i At T A- adJective8 -

etc. A great portion ot the Latin -^-

adjectives are however due to the fact that -u- adjectives

made their feminines in -I- (-ie-) : Irido-G. *suadu-s

masc., *suadu-i fern. (cp. iJSv-g, ^JSeta). Latin has gene-

ralised the -e-forms
;
hence suavi-s for both masculine

and feminine.

368. The suffix -ti- is more frequent in the early

period of most languages than the simple
-i- suffix. In Latin and English it soon

died out. In Greek it often appears as -o-t-
( 133), and

is generally added to a root in the weak grade. But as

the accent is sometimes on the root, sometimes on the

G. P. 21
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suffix, probably the form of the root and suffix originally

varied accordingly. In Latin, disyllabic forms are often

confused with consonant stems (see above), and the

place of this suffix is taken by the lengthened form

-tion- ( 360). For examples cp. 25 and 27.

369. Closely connected with this suffix are the two

Suffices in suffixes -tat- or -tati- and -tut- or -tuti-.

tdt- and -tut-. Here again tne dout)ie forms of the suffixes

arise from the confusion between -i- and consonant?

stems. The suffixes seem to arise from a combination

of -ta- and -tu- with -ti-\ In Greek -tuti- is not found,

and there are but few common forms in Latin : juventus,

senectus, virtus, servitus. Compare with this suffix

-tudon- in servitude etc.

370. The other -t-suffixes are but poorly developed

other -i- suf- *& most languages. They are -ri- -li- -mi-

-ni-. In Latin, however, -ri- and -li-

develope extensively, -ri-; o/c-pi-s: Lat. oc-ri-s (cp. acer

through *acrs from *acris). -li- is not found in Greek
;

but cp. Tr^-Ai'-Ko-s, Tr;-Xt-Ko-5, which have an additional

suffix, with Latin qud-li-s and td-li-s. According to

Brugmann
2
the suffix -dli- so frequent in adjectives

springs by analogy from these original forms. This

1
Benfey regarded -tati- as an independent word from the root

*tan-, thus signifying 'extension' (L. Meyer Verg. Gramm. n.

p. 532). A similar view regarding -priv- in TTOL-^V and -rwp, -rrjp

has been propounded recently by Prellwitz (Etymolog. Worterbuch

d. griechischen Sprache s.v. dr^v and B. B. xix. p. 306 f.). If

Benfey's explanation of -tati- could be accepted we should have in

at>5p6-Tr)s and civi-tas parallels to the English suffixes (really

complete words) in man-hood, citizen-ship. Greek, which does not

lose its vowel sounds, seems to support -tat- as the original form :

cp. ve6-Tr)s with Lat. novi-tas.

2 Grundr. n. 98.
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suffix appears occasionally as -dr- by dissimilation when

an -/- sound has already occurred in the word
;
hence

palmd-ri-s for *palmd-li-s. In Latin moreover many
words appear with the -li- suffix which have -lo- in other

languages : cp. 6/xa-Xd-s, Lat. simi-li-s. -mi- appears in

a few words 0e'-/u-s (rt.
*0e- of tt-fty-ju), <^?-/u-?, Lat.

ver-mi-s
l

.

-ni- is very rare in Greek; cp. /cAo-vi-s, Lat. clu-ni-s

with an unexplained difference in the root-syllable, Lat.

com-mu-ni-s, ig-ni-s and some others, om-ni-s probably

represents *op-ni-s
2

.

371. (2) The suffix -u- was employed originally to

make both substantives and adjectives. It

is not used as a secondary suffix. The

feminine was made in -I- (-ie-), and in Latin all the

adjectives have become -^-sterns ( 367). In compound

adjectives a trace of the original stem sometimes remains,

as in acu-pediu-s connected with w/o>s, and in genu-ini

(sc. denies)
'

cheek-teeth,' cp. y/v-g. -^-sterns are of all

genders, and the root-syllable appears in different grades.

For the relation in Greek between -v- and -ev- stems see

365. The suffix -u- appears also both variations in

as long and as short
; irrjxv~s but 6$pv-s.

' u~ 8tems -

The form of the genitive in Greek -u- stems seems to

vary according to the quantity of the -u-
;
hence mfxeos

(replaced in Attic by OT/XCOK) but o<puos. The Attic

forms Tnjxews ao-rcws are analogical. Homer has only

the genitive in -co?, which is preserved in Attic in the

adjectives iJSeos etc. In Latin many -u- stems vary

1 An attempt has been made recently to treat these forms as an

amalgamation of suffixes (Meringer, Beitrage, p. 3).

2 Br6al's view, that the plural omnes is homines in the weak

grade and with the aspirate lost, is improbable.

212
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in the dative and ablative plural between -u- and -i-

forms, the syllable being unaccented. The relation be-

tween yoVv and Lat. genu is difficult to explain '.

372. Of the suffixes composed of a consonant and

-u-, -tu- is the most important. It is com-
-tu- stems. , '/-iii,- -I i

paratively rare in (jreek, but is widely

developed in Latin in the form -dtu- to make abstract

substantives, especially in the sense of function or office
;

cmsulatus, principatus etc. The infinitive forms called

supines are cases of -tu- substantives formed from verb

stems ( 529). The ordinary Latin substantives in -tu-

are all masculine
;
the corresponding Greek forms such

as /Spa)--?, tS-rj-rv-s etc. are all feminine. The neuter

forms QO--TV, <t-rv have no parallel in Latin. Forms in

-tu- rarely occur from the same roots in Greek and

Latin. Compare however t-ru-s (= FL-TV-S), Lat. vi-tu-s ;

ap-rv-s, Lat. ar-tu-s.

373. Brugmann cites as other -w-suffixes -nu-

Other-tt-suf-
KU/'9

>
^at. pi-nu-S), -TU- (SaK-pv,

Lat. lacri-ma for *dacru-ma 2

) and -lu-

(^-Xv-s from dhe
(

suck/ Lat. fe-l-are).

374. (3) The suffix -I- and -ie- was largely used

to form feminines from existing masculine

stems. The original form of the suffix and

the relations between the -I- and -ie- forms are by no

means clear, and though much has been written on the

1 Johannes Schmidt (Pluralbildungen, p. 50) contends that final

short -u was dropped in Latin like final short -i, and that the long

-u is introduced later hy using the collective plural instead of the

singular.
2 The reading dacrumis for lacrumis in Ennius' epitaph nemo

me dacrumis decoret has no ancient authority, but is an emendation

made by Bergk.

I
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subject in recent years no certain conclusion has as yet

been reached. The suffix appears in the nominative in

Sanskrit as -i (dem
'

goddess
'

fern, to deva-s, Lat. dtvu-s,

Indo-G. *deiuo-s), but in Greek as -ia : TJSct

ouo-a, Soreipa, aXijOeia representing respectively

*6epa.7rv-La, *sont-ia, *SoTp-ia, ^aA^^ecr-ta. In Latin it

appears in the great majority of the forms of the fifth

declension : ac-ie-s, spec-ie-s etc. But here the restora-

tion of the original form is complicated (1) by the fact

that these stems have assumed a final -s on the analogy
of such stems as are included in the third declension,

ab-ies etc.
;
and (2) because a number of such words

have byeforms in -ia, the regular representation of

original -id, cp. luxur-ie-s and luxur-ia etc. But as the

suffix -io- seems to stand in ablaut relation to the suffix

-i-, so -id- may possibly like -ie- have a weak grade of

the form -Z-. Forms with long -i- in Latin are found

only when another suffix follows, as in mc-trl-x fern, to

vic-tor; cp. 8o-rtjp and So-reipa. Some suppose that -ia

in the Greek nominative may have come from the

accusative form -iav and supplanted the older -I-
1

, others

consider -ia the older form, et adhuc sub judice Us est.

In the adjectives Latin has added -s to the feminine

forms, which thus become confused with other -i- stems.

Thus suavi-s is properly the etymological equivalent of

i}8cta, although it comes to be treated as an -z-stem and

used as such in all genders ( 367).

375- (4, 5) The -o- and -a- stems cannot be sepa-

rated, the -d forms having been used as . . and .a.

feminines to the -o- stems from the proethnic
8tems<

period ( 291), although in all probability the suffix -d

had originally nothing to do with gender. These suffixes

1 Brugm. Grundr. n. 109.
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are more frequent than any others. The -o-suffix is,

indeed, so widely extended that the question has often

been raised whether it ought not more properly to be

treated as part of the root than as a suffix. And, as has

already been mentioned, there seems to be no consonant

suffix which has not an -o-form by the side of it, and

even root nouns have parallel -o-forms. According to

Torp's theory
1

the forms with -o- are the earlier. Thus

from an original *pedo-s (cp. Skt. padd-m neut.) there

came a form *pds, Lat. pes with a "
sentence-doublet

"

*pod-s Doric TTW'S
;
from an original *lego-s (cp. Gk. Aoyo-s)

*leg-s, Lat. lex\ from an original *bkero-s (Skt. -bhard-,

Gk. -<o'po-s) *bher-s, Gk. <wp ;
from participial forms

*dhe-to-s, *bheuto-s came *dMt-s, bheut-s, Gk. Qijs, 'free

labourer,' <w's
' man.' Torp attributes this change to

the influence of accent, and almost alone amongst philo-

logists constructs a scheme of original declensions

consistent with the theory he propounds. One of these

declensions may be given as typical of all that of the

stem found in Attic aparyv, Ionic Z

Sing. Nom. *ersono-s >*erson-s

Ace. *ersono-m > *erson-m

Gen. *rseno-s

Plur. Nom. *ersono-es >*ersdn-es

Ace. *ersono-ms >*erson-ms

Gen. *rsenom

Dual Nom.)..,
yersono-e >*ersun-e.

Ace. }

1 Den Grceske Nominalftexion, pp. 1 18, (see 344, note).
2
Torp, op. cit. p. 14. The same theory with certain modi-

fications is held by other writers, and is the foundation of the

article by Streitberg already mentioned (Die Entstehung der Dehn-

stufe, I. F. in. pp. 305416).
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376. Apart from the distinction between -o- and

-a-stems to indicate gender, a distinction uses of -o- and

which as we have seen ( 293) is not fully
"a~ 8tems -

preserved in the classical languages, the most common
values of -0-stems are (1) as class names (common nouns),

(2) as adjectives ;
the most common of -a-stems as root

abstracts.

(l)

(2)

Lat. Eng.
vic-u-s

(
176 n.} : -ivick (borrowed from Latin).

fag-u-s : beech (cp. 160, n. 1).

jug-u-m : yoke

fug-a

nov-u-s
( 180)

nov-u-m : new

nov-a

377. The combinations of -o- with a consonant may
be taken in the same order as the consonant stems.

Original -bh + o- is found developed to a small extent

in Skt. and Greek, much more widely in ^^
Letto-Slavonic. With the possible exception

of mor-bu-s
}

it is not found in Latin. In Skt. and

Greek this suffix is mostly confined to names of animals
;

Gk. \a-<j>o-<s (where a- n), ?pi<o-s, KiSa^ry 'fox
2
.' Com-

pare however Ko\a-<f>o-<s 'weal,' Kp6ra-<j>o-<s 'temples/

Kopv-<j>y 'top' and the adjective a/ayv-^o-s 'bright' with

a byeform dpyv-<f>c-os.

378. The suffix -t + o- is very common, especially in

participial formations. In English, -ed as

the suffix of the weak past participle is of

this origin.

1
Brugmann, Grundr. n. 78.

2 For this adaptation of the suffix cp. Bloomfield, A.J. P. xzi.

p. 24 f .
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Gk. Lat. Eng.

/cXv-To-s : in-clu-tu-s : loud
( 167 n.)

&-yvw-TO-s : i-gno-tu-s : un-couth (Scotch 'unco')

: rec-tu-s : right

As the last example shows, this participle passes

easily into adjectival uses. But the suffix can also be

added directly to substantival stems, as in a-yepao--To-s
'

unhonoured/ and in Lat. in-hones-tu-s from the weak

stem of honor (cp. 351). Greek and
Uses of -to- . . ,

stems m Greek Latin specialise the meaning of the -to-

forms from verb stems in somewhat different

ways. In Greek the meaning corresponds rather to that

of the Latin gerundive participle, while in Latin, as in

English, the meaning is that of a past participle mainly

passive ; exceptions to the passive value are such as

potus
' a drunken man.' Forms in -to- are also used as

substantives; VC-TO-S 'rain/ <J>V-TO-V 'plant,' fipov-rtj

(from /3pe/x-w) 'thunder'; Lat. legd-tu-s 'envoy/ dic-tu-m
'

phrase/ mul-ta
'

fine.'

Gk. Lat. Eng.

x6p-ro-s : lior-tu-s : yard (O.E. geard).

379. The suffix -to- is also found in combination

with -is- the weak form of -ies- in the superlative suffix

-isto- (352) and with -mn- and -un- the weak forms of

-men- and -uen- ( 359, 361).

380. A suffix -do- possibly found in Greek in

-do stems Kopv-So-s
'

crested lark' (/co'pu-s), and in

adverbs like o-roix^-So-v 'in rows' etc., is

widely developed in Latin as an adjectival suffix, timi-

du-s, stupi-du-s, soli-du-s, flor-i-du-s etc. Parallel forms

in Skt. in -da- seem to show that these words are

compound forms, the second component being the stem
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of the verb
'

give.'
1 Whether -do- in the Latin gerund

and gerundive participle is of this origin or not is still

uncertain. None of the numerous theories propounded
in recent years to explain these forms is at all con-

vincing
2
. The Greek patronymics in -toVs, -iaS?7-s etc.

Bopca-S^-s) and the forms in -iSco's (-iSovs) as

vs are no doubt of the same origin as the -do-

stems.

381. The suffix in -Ico- is certain for the Skt.

yuw-$d-s, represented in Greek possibly by ,k0m and ,8ko,

va.K-iv0o-s ( 104), in Latin by juvencu-s,
sufiaxes -

English young. Combined with -s- as -sko- it occurs in

a few words where it is obviously identical with the

-sko- suffix of verbs
3
seen in /?O-<TK<O, pa-sco-r etc. Gk.

fio-vKij
(

fodder/ 6Yo-/co-s
'

quoit
'

(= *SIK-O-KO-S from Six-civ

1

to throw) ;
Lat. esca (= *ed + sea) ; Eng. wish (O.E. wusc

=*un-sko-) from root in Lat. ven-tis. In Greek -MTKO-* o '

appears as a diminutive formation : iraiS-unoy
'

little

girl
'

etc. The adjectival suffix -ish in English, green-ish,

child-ish etc., is of the same origin.

382. The suffix in -qo- is much more common, but,

apart from a few words such as Gk. Oij-Krj

and Lat. sic-cu-s 'dry' (=*sit-qo-s) literally
'

thirsty,' is secondary and used mainly to make adjec-

tives. The suffix is often expanded into the form -iqo-,

-~tqo-, -uqo- and -aqo-, the last three forms being shown

much better by Latin than Greek. Forms in -q- alternate

1 Victor Henry (Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin,

163) takes a different view.

2 Until an explanation of pando as satisfactory as Thurneysen's

(from *pat-no) is discovered, the view that gerundu-8 = *
geront-no-s

or possibly *gero-tno-s seems the preferable one. Cp. 538 n.

3 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 90.
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with those in -go- ( 349). When a substantival form

and their ex-
*s made with the suffix -qo- it often has

pansions.
exactly the same value as the more simple

form (cp. Lat. senex, gen. sen-is). In combination with

other suffixes as -lo-, -ion- in Latin, it had a contemptuous
or diminutive signification ; liomun-cu-lu-s, homun-c-io.

The suffix in the form -iqo- is well developed in many
languages ;

in Greek and Latin it is appended to stems

of all kinds, avSp-i/co-s, doT-i/co-s (from aorv), apx-iKo-s

from dpx>i etc. In combination with ~r- it is very frequent :

o-K7r-TtKo-s etc.
;

Lat. urb-icu-s, fullon-icu-s, modicu-s
;

as substantives ped-ica
'

fetter,' vom-ica
'

running sore
'

etc., and in combination with -t- : rus-ticu-s, silva-ticu-s,

subst. can-ticu-m. The English suffix -y- in heavy etc.

is of the same origin, primitive Germanic -iga- repre-

senting Indo-G. -iqo-. What the secondary -ia/co- bor-

rowed by Latin in Corinth-iacu-s comes

from is not clear. There are three possi-

bilities, (1) from -fa-stems /capSta-Kos, (2) -iinqo-f (3)

confusion with stems in -aqo-.

383. The forms preceded by a long vowel may be

o suffixes
illustrated by the Latin adjectives am-lcu-s,

preceded by a ant-icu-s ; cad-ucu-s; mer-acii-s ; and sub-
long vowel. .

'

stantives lect-wa, Nas-tca; aer-uca verdi-

gris,' lact-uca
'

lettuce
;

'

clo-dca
'

sewer.'

Greek has only consonantal forms parallel to the

above, and these rare. Brugmanu (Grundr. n. 88)

cites 7TpS-t 'partridge/ Krjpv 'herald,' //,etpa 'boy'

( 349) and a few others. Latin has also many con-

sonant stems, mostly adjectives (none however in -nc-),

felix, audax ; also atrox, velox etc.

384. The -s-suffixes are rarely extended by the

addition of an -o- or -re-suffix. When combined with
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other suffixes, as they are in all probability in the -ies-

and -ws-forms, the -s-suffix stands last.
** No o-sumxes.

There is thus not much evidence of the type

-so-, sd-
1

although a few words such as the Greek yevo;

(=*yevo--d, cp. Lat. genera-re), So'a (=*8oK-o--a if for

*SoK-o--0
2

), Lat. Auror-a, Flor-a (=*ausos-d, *flos-d),

are apparently the surviving remnants of this formation.

385. The -r-stems have throughout -ro-forms by
their side. The forms in -o- and -a- are

therefore (a) simple -ro-
t
-rd- with collateral

forms -rro- -rra- and -ero- -era-
3

; (b) -tero- -terd- ;

(c) -tro- -trd- ; (d) -dhro- -dhrd-.

386. (a) The suffix -ro- -rd- with its byeforms

makes both substantives and adjectives,

Gk. Lat. Eng.

dy-p6-v (ace.) : ag-ru-m (ace.) : ac-re

e-pvd-p6-v (ace.) : rub-ru-m (ace.)

In Latin a preceding -s- changes before -ro- -rd- into

-b- ; *ceres-ro-m (stem of Kepa?) becomes cerebru-m

( 204).

-ero-: t-Xev'0-epo-v : lib-eru-m; -ro- and -rro- side

by side in ipos (=*is-ro-s) and Iap6<s (=*is-rro-s)
4
. The

-ro-suffix is very common in Greek and is frequently

used to make new forms from existing stems : oSwiy-po-s,

urxv-po'-s, <j>oj3-po-<s etc. -ero- is also used as a com-

parative suffix, cp. Zv-fpoi, Lat. s-uper, Eng. over.

1 Compare now Streitberg, I. F. in. p. 349.

2 See Johansson K. Z. 30 p. 422 f.

3 It is to be noticed that all stems in liquids and nasals + -o-

and -- have forms where the consonant form of the liquid or nasal

is seemingly preceded by the sonant form. But it is not easy in all

cases to decide whether the preceding vowel belongs to the suffix.

4 The Attic form ie/>6s is not clear. Cp. Brugm. Grundr. n.

74n.
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387. (b) -tero-, -terd-, which seems rather a com-

bination of the -to- (-ta-) suffix with -ro- than like -tro-

a parallel formation to -ter-, is used specially as the

suffix of the comparative and of pronouns which express

an alternative. The suffix in the pronouns in Latin

generally appears in the weak form ; ut-ru-m but

al-teru-m. The adverbial forms from the comparative

stem have also the shorter form ex-tra, ci-tra etc.
; cp.

ex-teri (masc. pi.), ci-ter-ior. In Latin the other com-

parative suffix -ies is added to -tero- where it occurs in a

comparative sense in-ter-ior etc.
; compare also the

suffixes in the reverse order in dp-to--Tepo'-s, sin-is-ter.

Some forms of this combination in Latin are found also

as substantives, mag-is-ter, min-is-ter.

Gk. Lat. Eng.

Zv-repo-v : in-ter-ior : cp. fur-ther

-v : [u-tru-m
l
] : whether

Compare also the pronominal adjectives

etc. with nos-ter, ves-ter.

388. (c) The suffix -tro- (-trd-) is found most fre-

quently as a neuter and in the making of class names

(common nouns). Gk. </>epe-Tpo-v, Lat. fere-tru-m ;

apo-rpo-v, ard-tru-m (modified after the verb stem) ;

poTT-rpo-v, Eng. raf-ter ; AeVrpo-v, Scotch lach-ter*. For

feminines compare xv/
'TPa > 'pitcher/ Lat. mulc-tra,

'milking pail.' In eques-ter, pedes-ter, etc. this suffix

(changed to the -i- declension) is found as a secondary

adjectival suffix : *equet-tri-, *pedet-tri, etc.
3

1 The relation (if any) of this stem to that of irb-repo-v and

whether is still unexplained.
2 As in midden-lachter '

place for the dunghill.'
3 It is, however, equally possible to attach these forms to -tero-

( 387).
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389. (d) The suffix -dhro-, -dhrd- has arisen like

the English suffix -ling ( 286) from a mistaken division

of the word. It is found in the classical languages and

Slavonic, but not in Sanskrit. The meaning is the

same as that of -tro- -trd-. There are however some

masculine forms. Gk. oAe-0po-s, 'ruin/ is used along with

Ma/ccSon/ by Demosthenes almost as an adjective. In

Latin cre-ber is an adjectival form of the same origin.

Feminine forms illece-bra, dold-bra etc. are found in Latin.

But the majority of the words are neuter: Gk. K\rj-6po-v,

'bar/ Lat. cri-bru-m (/cpt-vo), cerno), 'sieve.' Some of

the forms are abstracts : o-repyrj-Opo-v (mostly in plural),

pro-bru-m, if from this source.

The forms in -tlo- and -dhlo- seem in many cases to

be mere varieties of -tro- and -dhro- produced by dissi-

milation.

390. The suffixes in -lo- are of the same types and

have much the same meaning; as those in
mi . , - - &> suffixes.

-ro-. inere is, however, no series of forms

in -I- only by the side of them. In Latin -tlo- becomes

-do- (often -culo-\ peri-clu-m and peri-culum, etc.

This suffix must be carefully distinguished from the

compound suffix -qo + lo- which also appears in the

classical period as -oulo-, cor-cu-lu-m, uxor-cu-la, etc.

Plautus, however, distinguishes them in most cases,

never shortening -co + lo- to one syllable, and generally

. making -do- disyllabic only for metrical reasons, as at

the end of a line or hemistich
1

, -do- is sometimes

changed by dissimilation after another -I- to -cro-
;

lava-cru-m, lu-cru-m (cp. Gk.

1
Lindsay, Classical Review, vi. p. 87.
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-lo- TrZ-Xo-s : pi-lu-s : ?fel-t

e\-Xd (Doric) : sel-la1
: sett-le

-llo- 6/*-aX6-s : sim-ili-s*

elo- ve(f>-{\r) : neb-ula : Germ, nebel (O.H.G. nebul),

The suffix is very frequent in both Greek and Latin

-io- as a dimi- as a secondary suffix with a slightly depre-
nutive suffix.

ciatory or diminutive signification, like -ish

in sweet-ish, etc. Thus Tra^v-Xo-?, 'thickish/ Lat.

frigid-uhi-s, 'coldish.' In the later history of the lan-

guage, these secondary formations often usurp the place

of the primary words. This is the origin of forms like

bellus (*ben-lu-s, cp. bene), agellus (=*ager-lo-s), etc.

The suffix was sometimes even reduplicated as in

puellula for *puer-lo-ld. Of the same origin are the

Greek diminutive suffixes in -vAAto-, eiSv'AAioi/ 'idyll/ etc.

-tto- &V-T\O-V : ex-an-cla-re (borrowed from Gk. )

: sae-clu-m3

-dhlo-4 0efji,e-dXo-i> : cp. sta-bulu-m

392. Both -r- and -I- suffixes are sometimes preceded

by -5-, which was borrowed originally from the end of a

preceding root or stem and then treated as part of the

suffix. This -s- sometimes arises phonetically, as in

1 For Indo-G. *sed-la.

2 With change of declension as often, cp. x^M-a^o-s hum-ili-s.

From the suffix -dido- with this change of declension comes the

suffix -bili- so widely developed in Latin for the formation of

adjectives.
3 This word is always so scanned iii Plautus (Lindsay, C. R.

vi. p. 89).
4
Dr'Fennell, in a paper summarised in the Cambridge Uni-

versity Reporter for 1893 4, pp. 4356, attacks Brugmann's
views regarding the suffixes in -dhro- and -dhlo- and connects e.g.

probrum with the rt. found in Skt. prs-, thus making its original

form *pros-ru-m 'a spot, stain.'
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Lat. ros-tru-m (rod-o), ras-tru-m (rad-o). In mon-stru-m

it has no such justification. A development of this new
suffix in -stro- is the masculine suffix -aster found in

olea-ster, parasitaster (Ter. Adelph. 779), etc., a suffix

which has been borrowed by English in poet-aster, etc.

With -I- suffixes this -s- had existed in the root of

ala = *ax-la (cp. ax-is, afwv, Eng. ax-le), but is bor-

rowed in pre-lu-m = *prem-s-lo-m, scala = *scand + s-la

( 188). The suffixes in -n- are also often preceded by
-s- ( 186).

393. The suffix -mo- occurs in a comparatively
small number of substantive and adjective ,mo, suffixes

forms pretty widely disseminated through
() primary.

the whole family of languages.

0v-/jA-s : fu-mu-s

0o/o-/A6-s : ?for-ma : bar-rn 1

&ve-/M-s : ani-mu-s

: for-mii'S (
141 i 6.) : war-m

: fdma.

The suffix is fairly frequent in Greek, sometimes in

combination with -T- (as in epc-r/xd-?,
'

oar
')

and -6-

(o-ra-0/Ao-s,
'

station ')

2
. In Latin the feminine -ma occurs,

in a few words as a primary suffix, ru-ma, spu-ma,

secondary in lacri-ma, or by adaptation after spu-ma
9
.

1 In Chaucer 'lap, bosom.' These three similar derivatives

from the same root as 0e/9-w are an interesting example of the de-

velopment of meaning; bar-m apparently as if 'bearer, support,'

for-ma like the English 'bearing' whence 'figure, beauty' (cp.

formosus); <t>op/j.6-s (1) 'a basket for carrying,' (2) 'basket-work,

wicker.' The Komance languages however postulate for-ma which

renders the etymology doubtful.
2 The -a- which appears before -p- in dew by the side of <JS/7

and in some other words is not of phonetic origin and comes

in late. .

3
Bloomfield, A. J. P., xn. p. 27.
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394. The superlative is frequently formed with this

(6) in super-
suffix

;
-tero- in the comparative has in

latives. g^ an(j j^tm -tmmo- in the superlative ;

pos-ter-ior, pos-tumu-s. But the simple -mo- is also

found in Latin pri-mus for *pris-mu-s (cp. pris-tinu-s,

pris-cu-s). Somewhat similar is 7rpo-/xo-?,
'

chief.' Com-

pare also opti-mu-s, pulcker-ri-mu-s, humil-li-mu-s,

nov-issi-mu-s. The same suffix is found in Eng.fore-m-ost,

which, like hindmost, arises from a combination of -uma-

with -ist- the superlative suffix in ap-io-ro-?, etc. In

TTv-fux-ro-s the same suffix may possibly be found if the

word is Aeolic and connected with a-?. In Latin

superlatives like pulcker-ri-mu-s, humil-li-mu-s etc., the

simplest explanation of the suffix is that -ri-mu-, -li-mu-

stand for -simo- which arises phonetically from -tmmo

after -t- as in pes-simu-s, *pet-tmmo-s, from root of pet-o,

Gk. Trt'-TTT-w. But pessimus being in popular etymology
connected with peior, the suffix is then generalised as

-ssimu-s in novi-ssimu-s, etc.

395. The suffixes in -no- form a very large group,

parallel to the numerous forms of -w-stems
;

-no- suffixes. , . r -.

-no- (-nno-), -eno-, -ono- ; -meno- [-mono-],

-mno-
; [-^zo-] -tnno- ; and in Greek

396. Forms with -no- suffixes are used both as

substantives and as adjectives.

: [cp. tlg-nu-m ( 195)] : thane1
(O.E. \>eg-n}

tiir-vo-s : som-nu-s : Middle Eng. swefn
(
= *suep-no-s)

d/i-i/6-s : ag-nu-s (
140 n. 2)

ol-vo-s (rare) : u-nu-s : one (O.E. an)

0aet-'6-s : cp. ae-nu-8

(
=

*0a/e(r-'o-j) (
= *aies-no-s).

1 For the change of meaning between TKVOV and thane cp. the

difference between the special sense of child (in e.g. Childe Harold)
and its usual value.
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397. The suffix -eno- is found in Latin : 0. Lat.

dv-eno-s, classical b-ono-s ; bellus comes

from *b-en-lo-s. Greek shows -ono- in such

words as Kp-oVo-s, 0p-oVo-s, iJS-on/
1
, The suffix -^no-

survives in English in such participial forms as bounden;

-ono- in fain (0. E. fcegen, 0. Low Germ. fag-an\ and

in the first syllable of wan-ton
2

, Middle Eng. wan-hope

(despair), where wan = *u-ono- with the same root as in

Gk. ev-vi-s,
'

bereft/ Skt. u-nd-s,
'

lacking.'

398. The adjectival suffix -ino- is sometimes early,

as in <?7y-(,vo-s : Lat. fag-inu-s : cp. Eng.

beech-en, but in Greek words of time as

may possibly be a new formation from the loca-

tive tapi
'

in the spring '. For a similar origin of other

stems compare eyKw/xiov, literally what is said tv KW/AO>,

and Lat. aborigines, the inhabitants ab origine.

399. The form -mo- is common as a secondary

suffix in the classical languages generally
i i v j

" W 'ino '-

to make names ot living beings, or adjec-

tives connected with them 3
. In the Germanic languages

it is also so used, and more widely as the suffix for

adjectives derived from
'

nouns of material.' In Latin

the feminine of the adjectives in -ino- is commonly used

of the flesh of 'the animal (sc. caro) ; capr-ma, 'goat's

flesh,' etc., although it has other values as pisc-lna,
1

fish-tank/ sal-mae,
'

salt-pits.'

1 Brugmann's explanation of donum as a contraction of this

suffix with the root vowel is not at all probable (Grundr. n. 67 c).

2 Wanton means properly 'without teaching, education.' The

simple word wan is of a different origin (Skeat, Etym. Diet. .v.).

3 The order of development seems to be that -mo- first made

an adjective from the simple stem, the masc. or fern, of which was

next made a substantive. Some forms as vicinus peregrinus may
be developed from a loc. as possibly in Greek oteetos (p. 340 n. 1).

G. P. 22
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-ino- as ordinary adj. ay^ar-lvo-^ \
\vic-inu-s : cp.Goth.aiweins

vo-^
'

\peregr-inu-s [(eternal)

-ino- as subst. 1
Kopan-lvo-s : cp. sobr-inu-s : cp. maiden

(
= *sosr-lno-s)

5e\<f>a.K-ivr) : cp. reg-ina

-Ino- as adj. of animals- : su-inu-s : swine

400. The forms -meno-, -mono- (not found in Greek

anywhere, but postulated forsome participial

forms in Sanskrit) and -mno- stand in

ablaut relations to one another. Some Greek forms in

-avo- after a consonant, as ore'^-avo-s, could phonetically

represent -mno-. The suffix is mostly used to form

participles of the middle voice, though some forms are

ordinary substantives, these last occurring most fre-

quently when a substantive in -men- -mon- is also

present ; cp. /SeAc-juvo-v,
*

missile,' a-rp^^vri,
'

couch
'

(<rTp<Z-fj,a) ; 7rX7)<r-fji.ovTJ,

'

satiety
'

;
Lat. al-u-mnu-s,

'

nursling/ Vertu-mnu-s, col-u-mna (cp. cul-men) ;
ter-

minu-s (termo and termen). Owing to the weakening of

Latin vowels in unaccented syllables, it is impossible to

decide whether -mino- represents original -meno-, -mono-

or -mniw-. In Lat. legimini of the 2nd pi. pres. Ind.

Pass, is apparently identical with Acyo-^evoi, while in

the Imperative it is now explained as an infinitive form

identical with Xeye-^evat ( 359).

401. The suffixes found in Greek -<rwo- and Latin

-tino- present some difficulty. In Sanskrit
Greek -<rvvo-. , . ~. ^ , . ,

there is a suffix -tvana- to which -orvvo-

might be a weak grade (cp. VTT-VOS, Skt. svap-na-s). In

that case we must suppose the two grades had once

existed in Greek, and that just as o-e (= rfe) produces

by analogy <rv for TV, so here -o-ei/o- (= -rFcvo-) produced

1 The suffix is frequent in proper names ; ^iXtj/os, Albinus, etc.
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-<rwo- for -TWO- by analogy
1

. If a suffix -tueno- had

existed in Latin, it would have become phonetically

-tone-, whence in the unaccented syllable

-tino-. But all Latin words with the suffix

-tino- are adjectives of time, cras-tinu-s, pris-tinu-s, etc.,

and in Skt. a suffix -tana- with the same meaning is

found. With this suffix therefore the Latin form is

more probably connected. A shorter form in -tna- is

also found in Skt., and for this and other reasons it

seems probable that the Latin suffix represents -tnno-.

The question as to whether the suffix -tno- is not the

origin of the gerund suffix in Latin has already been

touched on ( 194).

The forms in -mento- and -uento- have already been

noticed ( 359, 361).

402. The suffix -io- -id- with its byeform -iio- -iid-

is mainly adjectival. It can be added to

all stems in order to make adjectives from

them. Some forms made with this suffix as

Lat. patrius (=*pdtr-iio-s) have no doubt descended

from the proethnic period; but the great majority of the

forms have been constructed by the individual languages

separately and at different times in their history. The

suffix is naturally for the most part secondary, although
a few forms like ay-io-s

'

holy/ o-<ay-io-v
'

sacrifice/ Lat.

stud-iu-m, come apparently direct from the root. In

Greek the suffix is disguised when it is preceded (1) by
T

>
K

> 0> X which amalgamate with -t- into -<rtr-, Attic -rr-

( 197) ; (2) by 8, y which with -t- become 8

( 197).

When added to an -o- or -re-stem the characteristic

vowel of the stem is omitted, possibly, Brugmann
1 Brugm. Grundr. n. 70 note.

2
(17-10- $ therefore= *<ry-uos.

222
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thinks
l

,
because the primary formations influence these

secondary forms : hence ayp-io-s, TI/X-IOS (TI/X^) ;
Lat.

lud-iu-s 'player' (ludu-s), amus (via). The suffix showed

gradation ;
hence in old Latin ali-s, ali-d, not al-iu-s,

Latin stems d^M-d, CaeciUs as well as Caecilius. Names
of the type Ateius, Velleius etc. seem

secondary derivatives from Atius, Vellius etc. The

enumeration of the vast mass of suffixes, produced by
the addition of -io- to simple suffixes and combinations

of simple suffixes, belongs rather to the grammar of each

individual language than to comparative philology.

403. As the suffix -io- -id- is parallel to the suffix

-MO- stems ~^~> so ^e suffix ~%~ ~%u~ with its byeform
-uuo- -uud is parallel to the suffix -u-.

Some words in which this suffix occurs have already

been mentioned ( 20 f.). It is used for both nouns

specialised for an(l adjectives, and in Latin and the Ger-

manic languages is specialised to form

adjectives of colour
;

Lat. fla-vu-s, ful-vu-s, fur-vu-s,

1 Grundr. n. 63, 2, note 3. A discovery by Bronisch (Die

oskischen i und e Vocale, p. 67 ff.) seems to throw light upon this

difficult point. Oscan distinguishes between two groups of stems,

one represented by nom. Statis, the other by nom. Puntiis

(IIo/iTrTtes), this last being represented by the Eomans as Pontius.

The principle is that praenomlna or nomina- derived from prae-

nomina which have no -i- suffix make the nom. in -i- only ; while

forms from an already existing -to-stern have -ii. The -i- forms

thus depend on Indo-G. gradation, the -- forms on special Oscan

syncope. We might therefore argue from analogy that rip-to-*

has the structure of primitive formations, while oiKatos from 5t/o;

parallel to TL^ represents a later Greek formation for diKa + uos.

So olK-ia represents an early derivative parallel to oln-o-s, while

ot'fceios represents the secondary formation, ot/cetos however might

represent an adj. derived from a locative of/cet, cp. {-KCI-VOS
(
325 v).

avSpeio* is obviously an analogical formation.
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gil-vu-s, hel-mi-s ; Eng. sallow, yellow, fallow \ blue and

possibly grey.

Gk. Lat. Eng.
: cli-vo-s : low (=hill cp. 136)

Xat-/"6-s : lae-vo-s : slow
( 174)

Attic Kvos, IcVos represent **i/-Fo-s (cp. KCI/C-OS) and

cV-fo-s. As a secondary suffix it is found in the Greek

verbals in -reo- (=-Te-fo-) : Trpa/c-Te'o-s etc., and possibly

in adjectives in -aAco-: pwy-aAc'o-s
2
. In Latin it is found

in Miner-va from the stem *menes-, Gk. ftei/o?, and in

some adjectives as cernuos (=*cers-no-uo-s, cp. Gk.

Kopcr-Trj)

(

headlong,' menstr-uo-s (cp. tri-mestr-i-s etc.)
'

monthly.' mort-uo-s is probably a modification of an

older *morto-s (Indo-G. =
*mrto-s) after the analogy of

the suffix in vi-vo-s, opposites very often influencing one

another in this way.

404. In Latin the suffix -ivo- is frequent, -two- still

more so. The long -i- seems to have been Latin-ivo-and

borrowed in the first instance from -^-sterns.
"**"

The value of the suffix is identical with -uo-, both being

found from the same root, cp. voc-lvo-s (and vac-ivo-$)

with vac-uo-s, cad-lvo-s (late) with occid-uo-s, sta-tlvo-s

with sta-tua
3
.

405. In Greek the suffix -w or -w is found in a

certain number of words, especially proper names. The

nom. in -<o is apparently the older of the two. Since

1 The word in fallow-deer and fallow -field is the same, being in

both cases an epithet of colour.

2 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 64.

3 Another explanation is given by Thurneysen (K.Z. 28 p.

155 f.) and von Planta (Grammatik d. osk-umb. Dialekte 86), who

hold that the forms in -Ivo- are secondary formations with -jo- from

-w-stems ;
the combination -id- becoming in primitive Italic -[u- ;

Gaim from *Gaiuott= *Gauio8, divos = *dinio8 or *deiuioa
( 208).
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Greek proper names originally always consisted of two

words, as ^iXoo-rparo?, &rjno(r6evr}<>, shorter forms are

really pet names like the English Tom, Dick etc. Of

this nature therefore are female names like 4>tXw, Ea?0<u.

Common nouns are rare, ^w, 7rei0w, 7reu0<o. The origin

of the forms is disputed. The most plausible explana-

tion
1

is that they are diphthongal stems in -oi, final -i

being lost phonetically in the nom. and restored later

from the voc. in -oi, a case which in proper names

naturally plays a large part. On this theory these stems

are identified with a few Skt. stems of which saklid
'

friend
'

ace. sakhdyam is the type.

xxiii. The Numerals.

406. The Indo-Germanic system of numeration is

from the outset decimal. At points it is crossed by a

duodecimal system, traces of which remain in the dozen

Decimal and and the gross. A combination of the decimal
duodecimal sys- . . .

tems. and duodecimal system is found in the

"long hundred" (=12x10), but the material at our

disposal seems to give scarcely ground enough for the

ingenious theory, propounded by Johannes Schmidt, that

the duodecimal elements in the Indo-Germanic system
of numeration were borrowed from the Babylonians, and

that consequently the original seat of the former people

must have been in Asia and in the neighbourhood
of Babylon

2
. Pronouns and numerals are amongst the

most stable elements of language, and the Indo-Germanic

peoples are more harmonious in their use of numerals

1 Given by Johannes Schmidt, K.Z. 27. p. 374 ff. and by others.

2 Die Urheimath der Indogermanen und das europaische Zahl-

system (1890), cp. H. Hirt, Die Urheimath der Indogermanen I.F.

i. p. 464 ff.
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than in their use of pronouns. But the forms for

individual numbers in the separate languages often are

different from those which by a comparison of other

languages we should theoretically expect. The truth is

that the numerals are as much in a series as forms in the

paradigm of a noun or a verb, and that consequently

analogical changes are continually arising. For example,

the series in the Latin names of months, September,--
, November, December, naturally leads to the

formation of an Octember, which is actually found,

although it did not permanently survive.

A. Cardinal Numbers.

407. One. A root *oi- with various suffixes is

used for this numeral by most languages : Lat. u-nu-s

(=*oi-no-s) ; Eng. one (0. E. aii). Greek preserves this

in oT-vo-9, OL-VTJ 'one on dice,' but has replaced it in

ordinary use by els, fua, 2i/ (=*sem-s, *sm-ia, *sem). oT-os

'

alone
'

represents original *oi-uo-s.

408. Two. Indo-G. (1) *duo and dudu, (2) *duuv; in

compounds, (3) *dui- : Gk. (2) Sv'w: (1) 8<o-S6*a (8f<o-):

Lat. (2) duo : Eng. (1) two (0. E. twci fern, and neut.
;

twegen masc. with a further suffix
;
hence twain}. Sv'o,

the only form for which there is inscriptional authority

in Attic, is not clear. Brugmann conjectures that it was

the original neuter 1
. *dui- is found in Greek Si'-s SI-TTOVS,

Lat. bi-s bi-den-s (=*dui-s, cp. bonus 397) : Eng. twice

(O.E. twi-es), twi-s-t,
'

something made of two strands.'

409. Three. Indo-G. *trei-es, neuter probably *trl

(cp. 317 b), the plural of an -2-stem. Gk. rpei? (=*tre\-

1 Grundr. n. 166. Kretschmer (K.Z. 31 p. 451 n.) holds

that Svo is simply the uninftected stem.
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es), rpi-a; Lat. tres (cp. oves, 317 a), tri-a, Eng. three

(0. E. ftri masc., ftreo fern, and neut.).

410. Four. Original form not certain, probably a

stem *qetuor- with all possible gradations in both

syllables. From the stronger grades come the various

forms of the numeral in Greek re'ropes, reWape? etc.

(139, Exc. 1). rpa-7rea is said to be derived from a

weak form *qtur-} which, it may be safely averred, never

existed in that form. This like the preceding three

numerals was originally inflected. Latin has dropped
the inflexion and changed the vowel sound of the first

syllable from -e- to -a-, according to most authorities

on the analogy of the ordinal quartus, which obtains its

-ar- according to the received explanation from a long

sonant r (-r-). For the change in the initial sound in

the English numeral (/- where wh- might be expected)

cp. 139, Exc. 3.

411. Five. Indo-G. *penqe : Greek TreWe ( 139, i 6),

Lai quinque with assimilation of initial sound ( 139,

Exc. 2) and -e- changing to -i- before a guttural nasal

( 161) ; Eng. five (0. E. flf) with assimilation of con-

sonant in the second syllable ( 139, Exc. 3).

412. Six. Here different languages seem to postu-

late different original forms : *suek-s and *seks will

explain the forms in all Indo-G. languages except

Armenian and Old Prussian, which require *ueks\ Gk.

? = *sueks, for F and its compounds are found in

several dialects. Lat. sea:, Eng. six = *seks.

413. Seven. Indo-G. septig, : Greek CTTTCX : Lat.

septem. The Germanic forms, Goth, sibun, Eng. seven etc.,

show the numeral without any sound corresponding to

the original -t-, a peculiarity for which several explana-
1
Brugmann, Grundr. n. 170.
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tions have been offered. It seems most likely to arise,

before the action of Grimm's Law begins, from some form

of assimilation of *septig into *sepm, whether in the

ordinal *septmo- as Brugmann, or in the cardinal as

Kluge and others contend. The accent must have

changed to the last syllable at a very early period.

414. Eight. Indo-G. *oktou *okto
;
in form a dual.

Gk. OKTW : Lat. octo : Eng. eight (0. E. eahta ; primitive

Germanic form *aktau). Pick conjectures that the

word originally meant '

the two tips
'

(of the hands) and

derives from a rt. ok- seen in OK/OIS etc.

415. Nine. Indo-G. two forms
; (1) *enun and (2)

*neun. Gk. (1) eva-ro-? (= *i/^-To-s, cp. eVos, 403),

(2) ev-ve'a explained
1

as 'nine in all' with the original

Gk. preposition ev in the sense of the later e? in such

phrases as e's rpis, c<s TTCVTC vavs etc. Lat. (2) novem with

m after decem, for non-us shows -n. Eng. nine (0. E.

nigon out of *newuri).

416. Ten. Indo-G. *dekm : Gk. 8e'/ca : Lat. decem :

Eng. ten (0. E. t'ten). Kluge contends that the original

form was *dekmt*.

417. Eleven to Nineteen. These seem to have been

in Indo-G. generally expressed by copulative compounds
which are retained in Latin throughout : undecim (-im

in an unaccented syllable), octodecim etc. and in Greek in

cv-Sc/ca, <$w-8eKa. Eleven and twelve in the Eleven and

Germanic languages are expressed differently

by means of a suffix -lif: Goth, din-lif, twa-

lif. This suffix some connect plausibly with -lika, which

in Lithuanian makes the numerals from eleven to nine-

teen. If the identification is correct, both go back to a

1 By Wackernagel, K. Z. 28 p. 132 fif.

2 Paul :

s Grundriss, i. p. 404.
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form *-liq- in which the Germanic languages have changed

-</- to -/- as in five ( 139, Exc. 3). The meaning also is

disputed, but it seems best to connect it with the root

*leiq- of A.CITT-W linquo, in the meaning
'

one over, two

over/ That the word ten should be omitted is no more

surprising than the omission of shilling in 'one and

eight
1

.'

418. From thirteen to nineteen Attic Greek numbers

Double form ^7 rP** KC" ^KCL etc '> ^ e ^rst W0r(* r6'

Si Attic
m
Greek

n maining inflected on inscriptions till 300B.C.

If the substantive precedes, the numerals

are in the reverse order, like the English twenty-four etc.

aVSpaVt Se/ca 7rra, a system which holds good as a general

rule also for larger numbers 2
. For eighteen and nine-

teen Latin employs most frequently a method of sub-

traction from twenty : duodeviginti, undemginti ; cp.

0. E. twd Ices twentig.

419. The Tens. The Greek Se/ca's represents a very

old abstract substantive dekmt (cp. 347), from forms

of which all tens and also all hundreds are made. The

first syllable is reduced in composition and disappears.

*dkmt- and *dkomt becoming Gk. -/car- and -KOVT-. The

original name for hundred seems to have meant 'ten

tens.'

420. Twenty. A dual form. Indo-G. probably *ui-

kmt-i with a new form for two, according to Brugmann
3

from a stem meaning 'apart, against,' found in English

1
Brugmann, Grundr. n. 175, gives this explanation, but

derives from *leip- seen in Skt. limpdmi
' adhere '. Kluge identifies

Germ, lif and Lith. lika, but conjectures that *liqe meant 'ten',

which seems improbable. (Paul's Grundriss, i. p. 404.)
2
Meisterhans, Grammatik der attischen Inschriften- p. 126 ff.

3 Grundr. n. 177.
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wi-th and possibly in wi-de (a participial form). This

stem appears in different languages in what appear to

be different grades and case forms : Gk. Doric FL-KCLT-I,

Attic ci-Koo-t, with -o- on the analogy of the following
tens

;
Lat. vi-gmt-l (-g- instead of -c- probably after

septin-genti where it is phonetically correct). Eng.

twenty is from 0. E. twentig contracted from *twcem

tigum
1 with crystallised dative case. The Germanic

substantive *tigus is a modification of *dekmt-.

421. Thirty to Ninety are plural forms.

Indo-G. Gk. . Lat. [0. Eng.
2

30 *tri-komt-9 : Tpid-Kovr-a : trl-gintd : ftritig

40
<

?*qetuf-komt-9 : Terpd-KovT-a : quadrd-gintd : feowertig
(Cp. TTTapd-KOVTa)

50 *penqe-komt-d : irevT-fj-Kovra. : quinqud-gintd : flftig}.

In the original language modifications seem to have

appeared in the reduced form of the numeral four (qetur)

in 40 and the lengthening of -e- in 50. The latter seems

certain as the lengthening occurs also in other languages
than those cited, a in rpid-Kovra seems to have been

produced by the influence of the succeeding numerals.

422. From sixty (where the decimal and duodecimal

systems cross) different languages follow different lines

of development, so that it is impossible to say what the

original forms were. Greek and Latin remain similar,

and English carries on the numeration as it is still

preserved.

In Greek e^-rj-KOvra, efiSoft-ij-KOVTa, oy&o-ij-KOVTa and

Vfv-T/j-KOvra (= *evfev-) have taken -r)- from irevr-rf-Kovra..

Compare Lat. sex-d-ginta etc. There is also a form

1
Sievers, Grammar of Old English (Eng. trans, p. 163).

2 The English forms are not identical with the Latin and

Greek forms.
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. The origin of -/?S- and -78- in the forms

for 70 and 80 is very difficult to explain (cp. 432).

423. Hundred. Indo-G. *kmto-m, a reduction of

*dkmto-m. Gk. C-KO.TO-V (apparently
= '

one-hundred/ c

coming from the stem in ts, a- of a7ra etc.) : Lat.

centu-m : 0. E. hund and hund-tewi-tig. The Gothic is

taihuntehund, but as to the proper division of this word

there is much uncertainty, the meaning being either SeVa

Se/caScs (Johannes Schmidt) or 8KaSa>v SeKa's (Brugmann).

424. The development of the forms for the hundreds

is a matter of much dispute. The forms in Greek at

any rate are derivatives in -io- from the stem kmt-

whence in Doric -Kanoi-, in Attic -Koo-tot with the -o-

borrowed from -KOVTO.. In Latin, the forms are com-

pounds with -centum, which instead of being neuter

plurals have become adjectival, apparently by a syntac-

tical change which introduced the construction 'so

many hundred things' instead of the partitive 'of

things.' quadringenti and octingenti have borrowed

-in- from septingenti.

425. Thousand. For this the Aryan and Greek

branches have a common form represented by Ionic \efXioi,

Attic x^LOL
) Lesb. x '^- tot (=*ghes-l-). Latin milia

cannot be connected with /xvptot ;
an ingenious but not

very plausible attempt has been made 1

to connect it with

XiAioi as *sm-(h)Uia, literally
'

one thousand,' sm- being

from the root of *sem- cts and the word thus parallel

except in the suffix to Skt. sahasra-m. s is dropped

phonetically before m in Latin (cp. minis) and h- is

sometimes lost as in (h)anser. The singular form then

stands to milia as omne to omnia. The Germanic

1 By E. W. Fay (A. J. P. xin. p. 226 f.). But what of Lucilius'

meilia ?
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*}wsundi, Eng. thousand, seems to have been originally

a vague abstract substantive meaning
'

many hundreds/

0. N. \>nsund is used like Gk.

B. Ordinals.

426. The ordinals are adjectival forms derived in

most cases from the same stem as the cardinals. The
suffixes of the numerals vary, some ending in -mo-,

others in -to- and some in -uo-. These three suffixes

and combinations of them are found in different lan-

guages even with one root.

427. First. Indo-G. root *per-, Gk. -n-pwros (Doric

Trparos) for *7rpa>-;r-a-To-s) : Lat. pr~t-mu-s (=*pris-mu-s,

394) : 0. E.fyrst with suffix -isto-.

428. Second. In each language an independent
formation. Gk. Sev-repo-s according to some from a

strong form of the root seen in Sv-w, according to Brug-
mann from SCV-O-/ACU and thus meaning

'

coming short of.'

Lat. secundus from sequor has practically the same

meaning ;
al-ter which is often used in the same way is

from the same root as al-ius. In al-ter as in Eng. other

(0. E. after from an Indo-G. dn-tero-s) the meaning
'

one

of two, second
'

arises from the comparative suffix.

429. Third. Here also different formations appear,

but all from the stem *tri- or *ter- } Gk. rpi-ro-?, Horn.

TptT-aro-5 : Lat. ter-tius (cp. Lesbian TP-TO-S) : 0. E.

ftridda (North, ftridda) may represent *tre-tio-s or

*tri-tio-s.

430. Fourth. Formed from different grades of the

stem of four in Greek, Latin and English with a -to-

1
Kluge (after Vigfusson) in Paul's Grundriss, i. p. 406.
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or -^o-suffix : TerapTo-s; Lat. quartu-s ( 410); 0. E.

fiorta.

431. Fifth and Sixth have also a -o-suffix: Indo-G.

*penq-to-S, *s(u)eks-tO-S ; Gk. Tre/XTrros, e*Tos with -a-- lost

phonetically between -K- and -r-
( 188) : Lat. quinc-tu-s

(quin-tu-s), sex-tu-s ; 0. E. fif-ta, siexta.

432. Seventh. The suffix in most languages is -mo.

There were possibly three original forms
1

, (1) *septmo-,

(2) *septm-mo- and (3) *septm-to-. The form *septmo-

may possibly explain the voicing of the original con-

sonants in Gk. I/3So//.-o-s
2

,
which would then arise from a

confusion of two forms, *<f/?8/x,o- and *7rTa/xo-. To this

second form Lat. septimu-s belongs. English in the

ordinals from seventh onwards to twentieth shows a -to-

suffix.

433- Eighth. The Greek and Latin forms of this

ordinal may be derived with the simple suffix -o- from

the stem *oktou
3

: oySof-o-s Lat. octdv-u-s. In oySoos

-yS- is supposed to arise from the influence of -/?S- in

e/3So//,os. The -a- of octdv-u-s is difficult
;
a form more

closely resembling oySoo-? is seen in the Low Latin

octud-ginta for *octov-d-, on the analogy of which the

more permanent form septud-ginta must have been

originally made
4
.

1
Brugmann, Grundr. 11. 171.

2
According to Schmidt (K. Z. 32, p. 325) the vowel of the

middle syllable is affected by the following -o-, while in c^Se^alov

(Epidaurus) it is affected by the preceding e-. e/SSo/^KOJ/ra ought
therefore to be e/SSe/LojKOjra, as in Heraclean.

3
Kluge, Paul's Grundriss, i. p. 404.

4
Conway now holds (I. F. iv. p. 217) the probable view that

both the Greek and the Latin form come from an original oktauo-,

whence -afo- -avo- and through the influence of the cardinal
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434. Ninth. Made in Greek with suffix -to-, in

Latin with -o-
;

Iva-ro-s : Lat. non-u-s out of *noon-

*noven- from noun-, cp. nun-dinu-m, 'space of nine

days
1

.'

435. Tenth. Greek -to-, Lat. -mo-\ Gk. SeWro-s :

Lat. decim-m (=*dekmmo-s). Kluge finds only an -o-

suffix in Gk. (cp. 416).

436. For the ordinals from twentieth to hundredth

Greek has a suffix -to- whence with *-kmt- -K.O.T- comes

-KCUTTO-S, in Attic with irregular change of vowel -KOO-TO-S.

The suffix -simus in Latin represents -tmmo- as in some

superlatives; hence mcesimus (=*ui-kmt-tmmo-s), tri-

yesimus etc.

437. The ordinals beyond hundredth in both Greek

and Latin depend upon the forms of the cardinal numbers

in the same way as those already mentioned (Trci/TaKoo-to-

OTO'S, quingentesimus etc.). By the Romans the adjectival

suffix in numerals was felt to be -esimus, and in this

manner centesimus and higher ordinals are made. In

precisely the same way Greek carries on -O-TO-, which

arises phonetically in CIKOO-TOS etc. to these obviously

new formations.

number -opo- -dvo-, the quality of the final sound affecting the

Greek, its quantity the Latin form.
1
Solmsen, Studien zur lateinischen Lautgeschichtt, p. 84.
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THE VERB.

xxiv. Verb Morplwlogy.

438. In the discussion of the verb, in tracing the

history of its forms and the development of its usages,

the philologist meets with much greater difficulties than

beset his path in the investigation of the noun. In

noun-formation the languages of the Indo-Germanic

group show greater uniformity than in their verb-forms.

No doubt cases have become confused and forms originally

applied in one meaning have come to be used in others,

but in all respects the verb has suffered more severely

History of the than the noun. The syntax of the verb is

also more difficult to unravel, the various

languages differing in many points infinitely more than

in the syntax of the noun. There are, moreover, fewer

materials for comparison. The languages which have

retained their verb-system best are the Sanskrit, Greek

and Slavonic, the two first mentioned being closely

similar in most respects and mutually illustrating both

morphology and syntax. Far behind these lag the

Keltic, Italic and Germanic, the last however preserving

some forms with great purity. Greek and Latin it is

especially difficult to compare. In the Latin verb-

system only a mutilated fragment of the original scheme

is preserved, the defects of which are remedied by a

curious medley of forms pieced together from various

sources. Although the new forms take the place of
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others which originally existed, it is only to be expected
that the different origin of the new forms will introduce

differences in syntax. Hence, in the syntax of the

verb, perhaps no two Indo-Germanic languages are more

unlike than Greek and Latin.

439. In the parent language of the group there

were forms corresponding to those which we
Verb f rmg

call present, imperfect, future, aorist (both

strong and weak), perfect. The pluperfect is probably

later. There were also subjunctive and optative forms, at

least to the present and the aorists. Perhaps in every

case the signification was in some respect different from

that which we now attach to these forms, but the forms

at least existed. There were two voices corresponding to

those which in Greek we call the active and the middle.

Let us see now how this original scheme has been dealt

with by the classical peoples.

44 Greek has preserved the two original voices

and constructed, out of the middle and out'

m
in Crreek,

of new forms which it has itself created for

the future, first and second aorist, a new voice the

passive. It has preserved the types of the active almost

intact we may except the future and probably the

pluperfect although it has considerably modified in-

dividual forms. It has added a future optative, which

is used only in indirect narration.

441. Latin has recast its voice-system. The middle

as a separate voice disappears. Possibly

analysis will show some traces of it in the

new passive with -r suffixes, which the Italic and Keltic

languages alone have developed ( 19). The active

voice remains, but its forms are much changed. A new

imperfect has been developed everywhere. In three out

G. P. 23
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of the four conjugations (according to the usual classi-

fication), there are traces of a new future fully developed

in the types amd-bo and mone-bo, and traceable in others :

l-bo and 0. Lat. scl-bo. The other futures, whether of

the type legam, leges or ero, or again the obsolete faxo,

dixo, probably represent earlier subjunctives. The -s-

aorist and the perfect are inextricably confused in one

paradigm. Subjunctive and optative are merged in one

new mood of various and, to some extent, uncertain

origin, while some original subjunctives appear in the

future or future perfect.

442. How do the losses and gains of the classical

compare with those of the Germanic Ian-
ana in the TIT

Germanic lan- guages ( In the latter, as represented by
modern English, much has been lost. We

preserve the ancient present and the perfect in the

so-called strong verbs, sing, sang etc. ( 31), and there

are traces of an optative in the language of such culti-

vated persons as say 'if I were you.' All else is lost.

But within the historical period, Germanic languages

and English itself preserved much more than this. From

the earliest period there is no trace of a future, but

there are a few scanty relics of aorist-forms
1

,
and

Gothic has preserved considerable remnants of the old

middle formation.

The passive is now made entirely by means of

auxiliary verbs, which must also be used in the active

to make the modern perfect, pluperfect, future and

future perfect. A new past tense with the sense of the

Greek aorist is made in all the Germanic languages by
means of a suffix corresponding to the English -ed in

loved etc., but an auxiliary must on the other hand be

1
Kluge in Paul's Grundriss, i. p. 375.
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employed to form the durative imperfect corresponding

to the Latin amabam (I was loving).

443. This tendency to analysis instead of synthesis

in verb-formation is also widely developed
. . Tendency to

in the modern representatives of the classi- anaivsis in mod-

11 alTl J- 4.V l f
ern languages.

cal languages, thus leading to the loss ot

the early future and perfect in both the Greek and the

Romance dialects. Latin had already lost all distinction

between subjunctive and optative. Hellenistic Greek

is almost in the same condition
;

the optative occurs

but once in St Matthew's Gospel, and the later Atticists

use it rarely and then often wrongly, thus showing that

it had disappeared from the language of the people.

444. The special characteristics of the verb are

(i) its augment, (ii) its reduplication, which characteristics

however we have found to a small extent oftheVerb -

in the noun, (iii) its distinctions of voice, mood and

tense, and (iv) its endings for active and middle or

passive in the three persons of the three numbers.

Apart from these peculiarities the verb-stem cannot in

many cases be distinguished from the corresponding

noun-stem, the suffixes of the stem in both verb and

noun being frequently identical.

445. (i) The augment is properly no part of the

verb. It seems to have been originally an
The Au ent

adverbial particle, on to which the enclitic

verb threw its accent ( 98). It accompanies only forms

with secondary endings, and seems to have the power of

attaching to such forms the notion of past time, for

without this element, as we shall see later, forms with

secondary endings are found in other meanings than

that of past time. The augment which in the original

language was # is found only in the Aryan group, in

232
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Armenian and in Greek. When another element besides

the augment is prefixed to the verb, the augment comes

between it and the verb, e.g. /caT-e'-/3aXov, unless the

compound is used in so specific a meaning as to be felt

as one whole. In such a case the augment precedes the

preposition, e.g. KaO^o^ai, e/ca0eo'/n7v. Sometimes the

augment in such cases is doubled, being placed before

the preposition and also before the verb,

Two strata of augmented forms can be recognised in

Greek when the root begins with -. Those in which

the vowel is the original initial sound of the root

combine with the augment into e-(rj), while those roots

which have lost an initial consonant generally make the

augmented forms in -. .Thus- ei/xt (=*eo--/xi) makes

^a (1st per. sing.)
= *e + es-m, but 7ro/Aai (rt. seq-)

makes ciTro/xr/v (= *e-o-7roV^v) with the rough breathing
of the present. IX/coo (root in two forms in different

languages *suelq- and *uelq-) makes etXicov; epyao/xai

makes in Attic both dpya^o^v and ^pya^o^v. In some

forms, however, the vowels originally separated by a

consonant remain uncontracted even in Attic : e'aAwv,

fuOow, ewovfjLTrjv. In roots which begin with i or v the

vowel is sometimes lengthened to indicate an augmented
tense. This lengthening arises not by contraction with

the augment, but on the analogy of augmented forms
;

hence such forms as iKeVcvo-a, v<t>rjva. The inferior forms

77/xcAA.ov, T/jSwdpyv, TijftovXo^v do not show a long form of

the augment, as is sometimes supposed, but are formed

on the analogy of rjQeXov from e0e'A.a>.

446. (ii) In the verb three kinds of reduplication

Reduplication
are ^Olin(^

> W ^th the vowel of the redu-

plication in -i-
t (2) with the vowel of the
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reduplication in -e-, (3) with the whole syllable redupli-

cated. The first form is as a rule confined to the

reduplicated present, the second is specially characteristic

of the perfect, the third is confined to a small number

of verbs. In Latin the reduplicated perfect sometimes

assimilates the vowel of the reduplication to the vowel

of the root : mordeo, momordi for *memordi ; tondeo,

totondi for *tetondi.

Gk. Lat.

(1) l-ffra-fjxv : si-sti-mus

i-e-fji.ev : se-ri-mus
(
= *si-sz-mos)

(2) T{-T\O.-/J*V : cp. te-tul-i

jrt-iraX-rai : cp. pe-pul-it

5^-5w-[/ca] : cp. de-d-l.

(3) fji.op-fj.ijp-
(a : cp. mur-mur-o

Forms of type (3) are more numerous in Greek

than in Latin (cp. 480 f). Greek has a type peculiar

to itself in forms like irat-TraAAw, 8<u-8aAAo>, 7rot-<vWa>,

the origin of which is not clear.

A difference between Greek and Latin is to be

observed in the treatment of roots which Difference be-

begin with s- followed by a stop-consonant,

when reduplication is required. From the
tlon-

root std- Greek makes a reduplicated form si-std- (Attic

l-o-n)-) for the present, which is found also in Latin sisto,

but in all other cases Latin puts both consonants at the

beginning of the reduplication and only the second at

the beginning of the root : ste-t-I, spo-pond-i. In such

cases Greek begins the reduplication with <r- only ; cp.

2-<rra-/Aev with ste-ti-mtis, -or7royu with spo-pondi. As

the last Greek example shows, the rough breathing which

represents original initial s- may be dropped, and no dis-

tinction drawn between augment and reduplication. This
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confusion between augment and reduplication occurs in

some other instances where the root begins with two

consonants, as in -(3\da-Tr]-Ka (but fif-fiXrj-Ka), 2-KT77-/ACU

as well as Kc-nrq-fMi etc.

447. (iii) The voices of the original verb, as has

The voices of already Deen mentioned ( 439), were the
the Verb. active and middle. Apart from the differ-

ence in personal endings, the only distinctions between

active and middle in respect of form are (1) that in

non-thematic verbs without stem- suffix the root in the

middle is frequently in the weak grade : i-cm/-/^ l-a-ra-

/ACU, 8t-S<i>-/u, St-So-ynai etc., although in the Verb, just as

in the Noun, there are some forms which show no

gradation, St-i?-/Mu, Kt-/xat ; (2) that verbs with stem-

suffixes as -neu-, -nd-, and probably others, show weak

forms of the suffix in the middle : SCCK-VV-/LK ( 481 e),

8fiK-vv-[jMi ; cp. irep-vy-fju with /u.ap-va-/xai.

448. The passive voice not being an original voice

The Passive in is made by each language in its own way.
Greek.

jn Q.ree^ ne onjy new forms distinct from

the middle are (i) the 2nd aorist in -rjv, i-jxjy-rfv etc.

( 480 a) ; (ii) the 1st aorist in -6yv, which seems to be

a purely analogical formation from the secondary ending
of the 2nd person singular of the middle ( 474 b) ; (iii)

the future passive, which is a late development from

the stem found in the 1st aorist e-Ti/M^'-^^-v, TI/X/^^'-O-O/ACU ;

-\ti<j>-Or)v, Aei<-0?7-0-o/u,ai. In some verbs the future

middle has a passive sense, e.g. TI/AT/'-O-O/WCU.

449. In Latin the passive is made in the same way

The Passive in as in Keltic, by the addition of a suffix in

-r added after the old personal endings.

This formation is peculiar to the languages of the Italic

and Keltic groups. Its origin is still to some extent
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uncertain, though much light has been thrown upon its

history by recent researches. The whole paradigm
seems not to have originated at once, but to have begun
with the third person, like venitur in the sense of

'

one

comes,' capitur
'

one takes/ the subject of the sentence

being left vague, dicitur is thus originally exactly

parallel to the French on dit. A plural
. . . , originally only

form is not required, and this original state in the 3rd per-

of things is shown in the frequent Virgilian

and Livian construction itur ad silvam and the like,

where itur may refer to any person singular or plural.

Such forms made from transitive verbs naturally re-

quired an accusative, a type which is preserved in the

so-called deponent verbs. Here the question arises as

to whether the -u- which precedes -r is to go with -r or

with the -t- preceding. As such verbs in both the Italic

and the Keltic groups make their perfect forms with a

passive participle in -to- and the substantive verb
1

, it

seems likely that we ought to take -tu- as representing

the original middle ending -to, to which -r is then

added. It is easy to see how a plural form veniuntur

etc., is made to the original venitur. From this we pass

to a further stage where the passive sense is fully

developed, and this development calls into being a com-

plete paradigm by adding -r after a vowel-ending : rego-r,

and by replacing -m and -s endings by -r : rega-r,

regere-r ; regi-mu-r, rega-mu-r, regere-mu-r. It is to

be observed that the 2nd persons of the present, both

singular and plural, are of a different origin, sequere

(474a) corresponding to TT(<T)O (sequeris is a new forma-

1 Thurneysen in Brugmann's Grundriss, u. 1080 n. 1. There

is no substantive verb in the Keltic passive forms; cp. Lat. fiui

hostes etc., so frequent as complete sentences in Livy.
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tion), and sequimini being a participle. The 2nd persons

in other tenses are formed on this analogy. The history

of these changes cannot be traced in detail, because

they took place at a period long preceding any literature

we possess, and most probably before the Italic and

Keltic languages had separated from one another
1

.

45 (iy)
For the persons of the active and middle

Personal end- voices there are distinct series of personal

knSr2 endings. Within each series there are
and middle.

again two distinct groups, (1) primary and

(2) secondary endings. This distinction, however, is

not found in all languages. In Latin there is no trace

of its existence, the whole of the endings being of one

type. These primary and secondary endings are thus

distributed in both the active and the passive voice.

Primary : present and future indicative, subjunc-

tive throughout.

Secondary : imperfect, aorist and pluperfect in-

dicative, optative throughout.
The perfect indicative active had an independent

series of- endings, at least in the singular.
Separate end- .

&
.

ings of perfect In the first person or the present maica-
active. . . ...

tive active, the ending, if attached to the

root directly, is -mi ; if attached after a thematic vowel,

the ending and this vowel appear contracted together as

-o from the earliest period. Hence the nature of the

original suffix in this case cannot be determined.

451. The following is a scheme of the endings

Scheme of per-
which existed in the original active and

sonai endings,
middle, in both their primary and their

1 The greatest part of this explanation comes from an article

by Zimmer in K. Z. 30, p. 224 ff., but with considerable modifica-

tions from Brugmanu (Grundrits, n. 1079 1083).
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secondary forms. The variations from this scheme,
which are found in the languages to be dealt with, will

be discussed later.

Active
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is convenient, but it grows continually more probable

. that the difference between thematic and
Thematic and . .

non-thematic non-thematic forms is a difference rather

in roots than in stem-formation 1
. In Latin

the difference has practically disappeared. The sole

remnants are the forms sum and inquam, of which the

former shows traces of a thematic origin in its vowel :

sum = *s-o-m from the weak form of the root es-. In

Attic Greek the difference is preserved in the types ^-pJ.

and <epw (<ep-o-/x,v), but the -mi type is gradually

being displaced even in the classical period in verbs like

454. For the second and third persons of the

Greek 2nd and singular, Greek differs from other languages

($Spre'sent
*n *ts thematic forms : ^epeis, <ep C i. These

indicative, cannot phonetically represent the original

type *bhere-si, *bhere-ti, which in Attic Greek could

become only *<e/>i (cp. yei/e(cr)i, from yeVos 142), and

*<^p-o-i (cp. yeve-o-i- stem of ye've-o-i-s in 133). The

best explanation of them is to identify them with simi-

lar forms in Skt. which are called injunctives ( 520).

The corresponding forms of the subjunctive have

(ii)ofthePresent
been modified under their influence by the

subjunctive. addition of the -mound in ^s, <j>{py, and

the recasting of the original form *bhere-si, *bhere-ti.

455. In Latin the endings throughout are second-

Secondary end- ary
2
>
but this might arise through the loss

ings in Latin.
Of final ^ according to phonetic laws. In

1
Compare Streitberg's remarks in his article on the accented

sonant nasal (IF. i. 90 ff.), which has been already referred to,

and his more recent article IF. in. 305 ff.

2 If Thurneysen's theory already referred to (p. 318 n. 1) is

right, the Latin endings are all primary with final -i lost, final

-nt becoming -ns.
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the verb just cited the second and third persons are

made without thematic vowel, fers, fert, a formation to

which Skt. supplies an exact parallel ; agis and agit,

however, represent the ordinary type. So in English

the oldest endings are -is or -es for the second person,

and for the third -eft from an earlier -z'S, phonetically

corresponding to the original -e-ti. This second person
is still found in the North of England and in Scotland

"Thou lifts thy unassuming head" (Burns) its place

elsewhere being usurped by a new formation -est. The

original third person is represented by the (now only

literary) form beareth. The common form bears with an

-es suffix is a Northumbrian new formation.

456. The first person of the dual is preserved only

in the Aryan and Letto-Slavonic groups, Personal end-

, .
, .

'

ings of the Dual.
and m Gothic. 1st Person.

457. The second person has in Skt. a suffix -thas,

which is now supposed to be also preserved

in the Latin -tis (in fer-tis, ag-i-tis etc.)

and has therefore replaced the proper 2nd person of the

plural. The form of the original suffix is not quite

certain
;
but -thes, with a possible variant -thos, seems

most probable.

458. The ending of the third person is in Skt. -tas,

which may represent an original -tes. Greek

has replaced both the 2nd and the 3rd

person by the secondary form of the second person.

459. In the plural the 1st person seems to have

originally ended in -mes-(i) and -mos-(i).
. V i IN Personal end-

l he former is still found in the Doric ings of the piu-

,. .
1

. ,, T ,
. - . ral. 1st Person.

, the latter in the Latin Jem-mus.

The Attic ^cpo-/xcv seems to be a modification of the

secondary ending. In neither language is there any
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trace of the longer form with appended -i which is found

in Skt. and elsewhere. The final -i, however, may be

merely a deictic particle.

460. The form of the 2nd plural is doubtful. The

Aryan branch shows a suffix which requires
2nd Person.

us to postulate -the. The Greek -re may
be borrowed from the secondary endings. The Latin -tis

is apparently a dual form
( 457).

461. The ending of the 3rd person plural is un-

doubtedly -nti : Doric <epo-vri, Attic <e'pov<n

( 133), Lat. fer-wit, 0. Eng. ber-aft for

*ber-anft, Gothic bair-and. The sonant form of this

suffix gives rise to icia-t etc. (= *iinti ; taa-i whence on

the analogy of lordi/ (urrao-t) comes tda-t).

462. The secondary endings require but little com-

ment, differing as they do in most cases
Secondary .

'

. /
endings of the from the primary only by having no final -i.
Active Voice, m , ~ , , ,, . -,

(i) in the sin- The first person in Greek has -v for -m if

consonant: l^cp-o-v, l-^-v; but -a if -m is

sonant : !Sei-a. In the optative <epoi-//,i has a presen-

tial ending. One or two secondary forms found in

Euripides, rpe^otv, apdprow, are formed on the analogy
of the other persons. The secondary endings are illus-

trated in Latin by the imperfects mom-bam etc., -bam

being a secondary tense from the stem of <vo>, Lat. fuit

with b for f regularly in the middle of the word.

In the 3rd person Greek loses its final consonant

phonetically, !-<pe(-T).

463. The Greek -TOV, -rrjv in the 2nd and 3rd per-

sons of the dual represent accurately the
(ii) in the Dual ; . . , ,,

original forms.

464. Forms in other languages (e.g. the Aryan and

Letto-Slavonic group) seem to render it necessary to
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assume a 1st person plural with no final consonant.

The Doric <epo-/x,cs, Lat. fere-bd-mus, are

therefore borrowed from the present, and

the Attic </>po-/Aev, <epoi-//,v, eSei'la-juev
1

, have the so-

called V (j>fXKV(TTLKOV.

<epe-T and Z-<J>pov correctly represent the original

*e-bhere-te and *e-bheront.

Endings of the Middle Voice.

465. Here certainty is less attainable than in the

active voice. The ending of the 1st per- primary end-

son is a matter of some difficulty. In the giftS*
6 Mid'

Sanskrit indicative it appears simply as a lst Person Sin -

diphthong e, which may represent ai, ei, oi or i
t
while

in the subjunctive the ending is a long diphthong of

the same type. Most authorities hold that the same

diphthong as is seen in the Sanskrit indicative is to be

found in -I in the ending of the Latin perfect active;

tutudl etc. These forms are then middle forms, but

this view, though generally accepted, can hardly be

regarded in the present state of our knowledge as more

than an ingenious hypothesis. In Greek the ending is

always -/u,<u, which may represent either original -mai or

-mdi. If the Skt. form is the earlier, the Greek -/A<U

must have been influenced by the active form of the 1st

person in the non-thematic verbs.

466. The 2nd person in Skt. and Greek represents

the same original whether -sai or -sdi. In
,. , , 2nd Person Sing.

Greek, -<r- disappears between vowels, and

contraction takes place. Hence *<epe-o-cu becomes ^epr;

1 This form is difficult. It seems better to explain the -a- as

an analogical insertion than to assume with Osthoff a suffix
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then ^ep. But in the classical period the non-thematic

verbs restore the forms with -a-- : riOe-a-ai, 8180-0-01 etc.,

possibly on the analogy of forms like yeypo^oi, where,

through the consonant preceding, -o-- was phonetically

retained '. The full restoration of -o-at as the ending was

accomplished by degrees, and in modern Greek <epo-/xai

gives </>epe-crai etc.

467. The original ending of the 3rd
3rd Person Sing. .

'

.

person was -tat or -f*| ; rifle-rot, 0epe-rai.

468. The 1st person of the Greek dual has nothing

parallel to it in other languages. It occurs
1st Person Dual.

r
, , . , , . .

f.

altogether in the classical literature only

three times (once in Homer and twice in Sophocles
2

).

Hence it canhardlyhave been used in the spoken language.

469. The forms of the 2nd and 3rd persons are

2nd and 3rd equally obscure. The Greek forms are
Persons Dual.

probably not old, and are possibly a modi-

fication of the 2nd person plural in -o-0e, under the

influence of the active -rov
; ri0e-o-0ov, <f>p-e-<r6ov.

470. The 1st person of the plural in Greek corre-

ist Person
sPonds apparently to the Skt. secondary

Plural.
ending -mahi. <epo'-/xe0a is then more

original than ^epo-^Oa, just as e<e'po-/xe-i/ in the active

is more original than <^epo-/xe-v ( 459). The poetical

forms in -/xo-0a may arise either under the influence of

-0-0C or in imitation of the -/ACS form in the active.

1 G. Meyer, Gr. Gr* 466.
2 The forms are Trepidw/Jt.edov Jliad xxni. 485, \e\el/j./j.edov

Electro, 950, and op^fj-edov Philoctetes 1079. In every case there

is some authority for the 1st plural in -fj*0a and in no case is

-Hfdov required by the metre. It is no doubt a creation on the

analogy of the 2nd person, but of what date is doubtful. Heuce

it is hardly safe to attribute the form to the grammarians and

read -,u,e0a wherever it occurs (cp. Jebb's Philoctetes 1079 note).
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471. The 2nd person was no doubt originally

connected with the Skt. form -dhve, but 2nd Person

seems to have been re-cast under the influ- Plural -

ence of the active ending -re. In any case it is probable

that the -o- in -o-0e was originally no part of the suffix,

but came in phonetically in such forms as 7rrio--0,

whence it was generalised everywhere. Some think the

ending -a-Oov of the dual corresponds to the Skt. second-

ary ending in -dhvam. It was then transferred from

plural to dual under the influence of -TOV, and -o-0e was

a new formation after -re
1

.

472. The 3rd person originally ended in -ntai or

-nt9{, the -n- in the suffix becoming a sonant 8rd Person

after a preceding consonant. Hence the
p

perfect forms yeyoa^arcu, TCTevxarai etc., where -a- in the

penultimate syllable represents -n-. (Cp. secondary

fTfTax-o.ro etc.). The suffix appears analogically in

j3p\.-ija.Tai etc.

The subjunctive follows the indicative closely

throughout.

473. As in the active, the secondary SecondaryJ
Endings of the

endings require but little comment. Middle voice.

In Greek the ending of the 1st person is -/ndv, Attic

-/xrji', which has no parallel elsewhere. 1st Person.

474. a. The ending of the 2nd person was origin-

ally -so, which is preserved in many languages. ^ persoj]

Latin retains it in the suffix -re of the 2nd

person: cp. Epic lirfo (=*seqe-so) with Lat. seqite-re*.

The -o-- between vowels is irregularly restored in

1
Brugmann, Grundr. IL 1063.

2 The other form in the Indicative stqueri* is a new formation

which gradually usurps the place of the -re form.
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etc. (cp. 466), but regular forms as IriOov (for

are sometimes found in the literature.

b. Besides this ending there was another which

Development
seems to have been originally in -thes (Skt.

pLS^f Xm -tin*). From such forms as e-So'-^s, accord-
suffix -thes.

ing to an ingenious theory of Wackernagel \

Greek constructed the new forms eSo-Oyv, &6-6y etc.,

thus making a complete new aorist out of a single form.

475. According to Brugmann
2
the secondary end-

3rd Person sing, ings of the 3rd persons sing, and plural
and Plural in . .

Latin. are to be seen in the Lat. agi-tu-r,

agu-ntu-r.

476. In the Greek dual, -a-Oov and -a-Odv (Attic

Greek Dual -"^v
) are influenced by the active forms,

Endings.
although -<r#ov may be the original form for

the 2nd person plural (471).

In the middle, the optative takes secondary endings

throughout.

The Perfect Endings.

477. Greek preserves separate endings
Separate Per- //

'
.

^
feet Endings in for the perfect only in the three persons of
3 Persons Sing. ^, . , . T .

,

the singular active. In other respects the

perfect inflexion is identified with the primary forms

found in other tenses. In Latin the perfect is a curious

medley of original perfect and aorist inflexion combined

in one paradigm.

1 K. Z. 30, p. 307. V. Henry (Bull Soc. Ling. vii. p. xxix)

made the same suggestion independently. Henry successfully

explains the forms in -(rd^s by supposing that the type began in

the -s-Aorist: yp&r0i?f=Skt. djfiasthas.
2

Grundriss, n. 1057, 1069.
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The ending of the 1st person is -a : Gk. oTS-a,

elXrjX.ov6-a. Latin, as has been already inen-
,. , . ,

,
, . , -jji 1st Person.

tioned, is supposed to nave taken a middle

form in the 1st person ( 465).

The 2nd person ended in -tha, preserved in Greek

only in otv-Oa (phonetically = 0*8- Oa) and
,111 _*./*. u i

2nd Person.
the old perfect r)<r-ua now used as im-

perfect. From the later use of rj<r-6a as an imperfect

the suffix is extended to other imperfects, tyrjcr-Oa etc.

The ending seems to be preserved in the Latin vidis-ti,

where the stem is an -s- aorist. The final long vowel is

however possibly due to the analogy of the 1st person.

The ending of the 3rd person is -e : Greek o?8-.

In Latin this has added to it the ordinary grd Person.

-t- suffix vidi-t.

xxv. The Present F&rmatims.

478. In that part of his great work which treats of

the verb, Brugmann divides all the forms of the Indo-

Germanic present into thirty-two classes, thirty of which

are found in Greek. But the types represented by some

of these thirty-two classes are practically confined to a

very few words, and therefore, for the present purpose,

a somewhat simpler division is both desirable and

possible. Brugmann was the first to point out that

within the present formation types must be included

which we generally identify with other parts Present suffixes

of the verb such as the future or the Se^f FuTurS

aorist. Thus rp-e-w (= *tr~es-d) when com- and Aorist -

pared with rp-^-w shows a suffix in -s- which is indis-

tinguishable from the suffix found in the Future

G. P. 24
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(= KoA-(<r)), or the Aorist ySea (=*eueidesm}\ Many
roots seem to be found in simple forms from which

extensions are made by the addition of some consonant

or vowel suffix, the original signification of which it is

no longer possible to trace. These suffixes, however,

are exactly parallel to the suffixes in the substantive

and in many cases can be identified with them. The

relation between substantive and verb is at all times

very close : noun forms are being constantly made from

verbs, verb forms similarly from nouns
2
. The details of

the theory of root-expansion are however as yet too little

worked out to be suitable for discussion in an elementary

treatise.

479. The different methods of forming the present

Classification may be classified under seven heads :

mations. I. The person suffixes are added di-

rectly to the root.

Subdivisions are made in this class according as the

suffixes are added to monosyllabic roots, or disyllabic

roots, or, as other authorities phrase it, roots with a

thematic vowel. These roots again may be reduplicated

and may occur in different vowel grades. The only
Second Aorist difference between the imperfect and the

and Imperfect . . .

in class i. second aonst is that the imperfect which

belongs to the present stem has frequently a formative

suffix, while the second aorist is made directly from the

1 Two forms of this sort may even be combined in the same

paradigm, e.g. Lat. pr-em-o, pr-es-si (Danielsson in Persson's

Studien zur Lehre von der Wurzelerweiterung und Wurzelvariation,

p. 217 n.).
2 In Persson's treatise mentioned in the last note this subject

is worked out at considerable length and the suffixes or " root

determinatives" are classified in the same way as the noun

suffixes have been classified above in chapter xxii.
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ro<3t with or without a thematic vowel. Thus the

difference between imperfect and aorist is one of mean-

ing not of form, sometimes the difference is purely

conventional. Hence there is no difference either in

form or syntactical value between Z-fav and e-/fyv,

although we are accustomed to call the former an im-

perfect and the latter an aorist. l-^v and l-Xcy-o-v

(cp. l-AiTT-o-v) have frequently the same syntactical

constructions as aorists. On the other hand lypa^ov as

compared with cSpa/cov, /3aA.ov, eSpa/xov etc. is obviously
an aorist form, which has crept into the present or, to

speak more correctly, is a present of a type of which few

specimens survive in Greek. In Attic Greek all noun

and verb forms are alike from this weak form of the root,

but elsewhere ypo<os, ypofavs are found, just like Spo^o?

and Spo/xevs etc. This question will arise again in con-

nexion with the difference of signification between present
and aorist ( 545).

II. Between the root and the person suffixes there

appears some form of a formative suffix in -n-.

III. Presents with a formative suffix in -s-.

IV. Presents with a formative suffix in -sk-.

V. Presents with a formative suffix in -dh- or -d-.

VI. Presents with a formative suffix in -t-.

VII. Presents with a formative suffix in -io-.

Classes II. to VII. may have forms of different grades

and with reduplication, but their numbers, except in

Class VII., are much smaller than those in the first class.

Latin throughout shows much less variety than Greek.

480. I. The person suffixes are added to the root

with or without a thematic vowel.

(d) Roots without a thematic vowel and without

reduplication.

242
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Gk. Lat.

gff-ri : es-t

Doric d>d-n )

( : cp. fa-tu-r
Attic

(fnj-ffi]

el-ffi : U( = *ei-ti l
)

It is to be observed that as in the substantive so in

the verb the root syllable varies in grade according to

the position of the accent. Thus in Skt., which repre-

sents the original language faithfully in this matter, the

1st person plural of the substantive verb is s-mds where

s- is the weak form of the root. Greek, however, in this

verb carries the strong form throughout the present ;

compare on the other hand ^i?-/u but plural fa-pcv

(where the accent of the singular cannot be original).

So also et-/u but 1-fj.cv (for *i-//.ev). In some verbs how-

Verbs without ever the vowel remains unchanged, e.g. in

gradation.
^Bpd-v, ^/fy-v(Doric-/3a-v),^<r/fy-v, -/?a%y-i/,

parallel to which in Latin are verbs of the type flo

(fla-mus),fleo (fle-mus). These unchanging forms Brug-

mann supposes to be forms expanded by means of a

vowel suffix. But this does not seem very probable.

It is more likely that this long vowel made part of the

root
2

. In aorist forms the principle was no doubt

extended to forms which did not originally possess this

long vowel : c/fo'A^v, eXiV^v (identified by Brugmann
with Lat. licet} and others of the same kind may be

analogical formations.

1 The original diphthong is shortened according to the Latin

rule whereby every long vowel preceding a final -t is shortened.
2 This is admitted even by Persson, the apostle of "root-

expansion," in his Wurzelerweiterung, p. 212. Cp. now also

Michels, I. F. iv. p. 58 ff . Fled however, as opposed to the other

persons fle-s etc. has a -jo-suffix, if it is not itself a new formation

after the thematic series instead of an older *fle-mi.
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1

(b) Roots with a thematic vowel, the root being

(i) in its full form and accented, (ii) in its weak form

with the accent originally upon the thematic vowel.

Gk. Lat.

(1) .LJQYm U/Cf/-W-**tJ I ft ,

\ : fer-i-mus
Att. <btp-0-UV\

: fid-i-mus ( 175)

: ur-i-mus ( 178)

(ii) dy-o-fjxv '. ag-i-mus

ypd<j>-o-/jLei> : cp. r&d-i-mus

(c) Roots reduplicated but without thematic vowel.

Here as in (a) the root syllable may vary with the accent

or remain steadfast.

Gk. Lat.

Dor. H-ffTa-Ti ) ([sistit is a thematic form probably arising by
Att. i-ffTij-ffi, )

'

\ analogy from the form of the 1st per. pi.]

'i-ffT<i-iJ.ev : si-sti-mus (if for *si-sta-mus)

For other forms in Greek cp. oY-S<o-/u,

?->7-/u, all of which remain non-thematic (with the ex-

ception of such forms as eriflci for *!-n-09-r) and vary

the grade of the root vowel in the plural oY-So-/x/,

Ti'-0-/tei/, t--/x/. Some reduplicated roots
. . ~, ., Reduplicated

retain the vowel unchanged, e.g. oi-Zrj-fjMi
roots without

(contrast t-o-Ta-/tai). Latin cannot be satis-

factorily compared with these verbs as it has given up
the non-thematic type of formation.

(d) Roots reduplicated and with thematic vowel.

In both Greek and Latin the root syllable appears in its

weakest form.

Gk. Lat.

yi-yv-6-fj.eda : gi-gn-i-mus

( 143) : K'ul-i-mm
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Compare also /At-/AV-o> (/xeV-w), Trt-Trr-o) (7reT-o-/xat),

Ti-KT-G> for *Ti-TK-a> (2-T6K-o-v), i-o-;(-w (=*si-zgk-o from

root of fxw). The Latin sisto and sm> (= si-s-o, 142)

belong properly to (c).

(e) Besides the forms in (c) and (d) with the -i-

reduplication, generally called the present reduplication,

there is another series of forms with -e-

redupiication in
reduplication, generally called the perfect

reduplication. Such forms are preserved

to a small extent in Greek
;

in Latin there are few

traces of them. Examples of non-thematic forms are

fcc-jcAv-0i, Te'-TXa-0i and ctTra (= *e-ue-uq-m) ; examples of

thematic forms are C-TTC-^V-O-V, e-o-Tr-e-ro, CITT-O-V. In

Latin tendo possibly represents *te-tn-o, a reduplicated

form from the root of ten-e-o (cp. 194).

(/) A still stronger form of reduplication, which is

verbs with in- generally called intensive reduplication, is
tensive redupli- .

cation. found in such verbs as rv-tK-a and the

rare forms CPVKO.KOV,

(#) The thematic vowel appears in its weak form.

To this type belong the Greek e/x-e-w, Skt. vam-i-mi,
-- and -i- respectively representing -9-. In the Greek

middle voice this weakened vowel appears as a
; /cpe/xa-

fuu, aya-/xai etc.
1

481. II. Roots with a formative suffix in -n-

preceding the person-suffix.

Of these verb stems in -n- there are several varieties.

(a) The suffix appears in its strong form as -nd-

1 If the second vowel of e^w was originally 9, we should expect
it to appear as a, just as in the middle. The vowel however may
have been -e- in the sing., -9- in the plural, or it may have been

assimilated to the -e- of the root syllable according to Schmidt's

theory (K. Z. 32, p. 321
ff.).
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with weaker grades -n- and probably -n9->. The root

syllable appears in a weak form and no
J , x n .1 re J Verbs With
doubt originally the sumx varied in grade suffix in -nd-,

in different numbers in the same way as the

root varies in Class I. In nearly all Greek verbs the

vowel of the root appears as -i-
;
thus Kip-wj-iu. but Kepaw,

7ri'/Wa-/xai but TreXa'w etc. The most plausible explana-

tion of this curious difference, for which no phonetic

reason can be assigned, is that it originates in the

parallel forms o-Ki'8-v?7-/u and o-/ce8aw, which come from

different roots, the former being the weak form of the

root found also in the Latin scindo and in its stronger

form in caedo. TTIT-V^-/**,, TUT-VO) and Tnr-vt-w probably

have their -i- vowel from the synonymous TrtTrrco
2
.

vr;-/u and trip-vy-pi keep the original vowel
;

carries the suffix through all its parts. It is noticeable

that a large number of the roots which make their

present with the -nd- suffix have also forms with a suffix

in -neu- (-vv- e ii. below) ;
thus /cepawv/u, (TKcSdvwfu,

irerawv/u. In Latin these non-thematic forms disap-

peared before the thematic.

(b) -n- stems with a thematic vowel giving the forms

-TK). -ne-. The root is (i) sometimes strong, (ii) some-

times weak.

(i) With strong form of root.

1 The forms with -nd- are postulated by Brugmann for the

Middle fj.dp-va-fj.ai etc. This is most probable, as forms with -119-

are found in Skt., but it is possible to explain the Gk. forms as

having like iSclfapev a form of the personal suffix with -rpi-. But

even in edda/j.ev the explanation of -a- as coming by analogy from

the 1st person sing, seems preferable.
2 This is J. H. Moulton's explanation (A. J. P. x. p. 284 i.).
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<t>v-y--y-av(a. By the side of all of these forms the simple

type is to be found in second aorists and in substantives.

That this type of verb is not original is shown by the

fact that there is no exact parallel in any other language.

To call this nasal an
'

infixed element
'

is no explanation
1

.

Language so far as we know is not built up on such

principles. These verbs are much more likely to be

analogical formations, beginning possibly by accident

and extending as e.g. the perfects in -etti have extended

in Italian from one original form, Lat. steti. Many
explanations of the forms have been offered, but none

are satisfactory.

A stronger form of the suffix is supposed by Brug-
mann to be found in some languages. He also connects

with this series the Latin cruentus (= *cruu-n-to-s) and

verbs like runcinare by the side of the substantive

runcina*.

(d) The next type of -n- stem is formed of those

verbs where a nasal is inserted in the root
yerbs

but no Other is Suffixed. This type is nasal inserted

almost non-existent in Greek
; o-^tyyw and

possibly aT-/x,-y8-o/xai, pc-/A-/?ofuu seem its only repre-

sentatives. In Latin, however, it is very common :

fi-n-go, ju-n-go, pi-n-go, ta-n-go, pcwi-go, la-m-bo,

ru-m-po, fi-n-do, li-n-qu-o.

In this series the formation is as difficult to explain

as in the last. The nasal, however, is often carried

beyond the present formation as in fi-n-go, ju-n-go.

pi-n-go, la-m-bo. In pre-hendo it certainly belongs to

the root
; cp. the Greek future x"0fuu (-

1
Cp. Brugmann, Grundr. n. 596, 2, note 2, and Thurneysen,

I. F. iv. p. 78 ff.

2 Grundr. n. 617, 622.
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and 2-xa8-o-v (-^vS-). We may therefore conjecture, as

in the last series, that the nasalisation belonged origin-

ally to a few words and was gradually extended to

many others.

(e) Non-thematic suffixes in -neu, -nu-, -nu-, -nu-.

This type, though lost in Latin, is well developed

Verbs with elsewhere, especially in Sanskrit and Greek.

suffix -ney- in r

phe Sanskrit forms in the singular always

show the diphthongal form of the suffix,

the Greek never. It seems however most probable that

the Sanskrit forms are nearest the original type and

that the Greek -- is a recent formation taking the

place of earlier -vev- by the side of -HJ- on the analogy

of the collateral forms in -va- and -vfi-. The root

frequently appears in its weak form. In Greek the non-

thematic are disappearing before the thematic forms.

i. Verbs with root in strong form : op-vu-/u, SCIK-

i>v-/u, 6-/>iopy-vv-/ju, 6-pey-vv-fJ.i.

ii. Verbs with root in weak form : ap-w-fuu, Trrdp-

w-pai, rd-w-Tcu (= *tn-nu-) in Homer, but ravvw is more

frequent.

Throughout this series the strong form of the suffix

is found in the three persons singular of the indicative

while the dual and plural and the middle throughout
have the weak forms, t/cdi/w and KL\avot stand apparently

for *iK-ai/f-<*> and *Kix-avF-ta respectively. According to

Dindorf the Attic poets always wrote Kiyx&vu.

Some ten or twelve forms occurring in classical Greek

appear with a suffix -v-/x,i, the previous vowel being

(a) short as in lvw-/xt, or/&rw-pt, (b) long as in <OVW-/AI,

PWVW-/XI, or (c) the apparent root is disyllabic as in

Kepai/w-/u, 7rTavvu-ju,i, Kp/xavw-/u.t, (r/c8ai'KU-/xi. In Attic

Greek we should expect not !i'-vv-/u but ef-w-/xi from
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*ues-n-, and this form is found in Homer by the side of

lv-vv-u.i. BrugTnann
'

contends that the -cr-

j i n > ,/ ewujuetc.
was restored analogically as in 77/^1co^ai

etc. and that the new *l<r-w-/u was then changed into

CP-W-/U. In the same way arose a-ftiv-w-fu. and &OV-W-/AI

from roots ending in -s. These verbs then formed the

model for other new formations. No forms in -avw/xt

are old. vcrdwvfu is found in Aristophanes, the others

mentioned not earlier than Xenophon and
i M / j ' etc.

rlato, while Kopcvw/u and orope^w/xt are

very late
8 and are formed from cicopco-a, cordpc<ra as

parallels to the Attic d/u^tcVi/v/u and tj^Uora.

(/) The last of the -n- stems are the thematic forms

parallel to those preceding. Here the suffix verbs with

appears as -new- and -nuo-. The former is JJjJJS ~j' ^.
seen in uc-vc'o-fuu by the side of txavco (e ii

matic vowel *

above), in 0w-ve-w (Hesiod) by the side of ^v-vw, and in

VTr-ttr^-veO'/xat by the side of t(r^-avw. to-^-avao) and the

shorter ?o-^w, the verb thus originally resembling in

meaning the English under-take. The shorter form -nuo-

is found in <f>6a.v<a (= <f>6dvpco), <^^tVw (= <^6ivpw>} and nW
(cp. rt-io;-/xevos in Homer, Odyssey xxiv. 326). The root

vowel, which is long in Homer, is shortened in Attic,

exactly as in o/os (for eVo-s). The Latin TWWMO could

be phonetically explained as having either form of the

suffix
3
.

Many of the -n- suffixes are frequently followed by a

-to- suffix ( 487).

482. III. Verb stems in -s-.

Here there is a close parallelism with noun stems,

1 K. Z. 27, pp. 589593.
2
Curtius, Greek Verb, p. 112 ff.

3 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 649.
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the non-thematic -s- stems appearing in three forms

-es-, -98- and -s-. The series of thematic
Parallelism .

between noun verb-forms m -eso- and -so- is better de-
and verb stems.

veloped than the corresponding noun stems.

(a) Non-thematic forms except in the aorist are

Non-thematic n t found in Greek or Latin. ^Sea, Lat.
forms in -s-. videram represent an original *(e-)ueid-es-m.

Cp. also e-Sei^-a and old Latin dix-ti. These forms will

be discussed under the aorist ( 502 if.).

(b) Thematic forms are found not unfrequently in

Thematic forms Greek. They are more rare in Latin.

No distinction can be drawn between De-

nominatives like the Greek reXe-ai from the noun-stem

*TXe<r- in re'Xos (cp. ereXccr-o-a) and the more primitive

verbs KXa-(<r)-(o (cp. Ke-KXacr-rat), o"7ra-(o-)-a>, Tp-e(cr)-to and

av-a>, the suffix no doubt being the same in both noun

Denominative and verb. In Latin the Denominative verbs
atin -

of which reXe'o) is the type in Greek have

become confused with the contracting verbs in -dio-;

hence gener-dre from the stem genes-, moder-dre from

the stem seen in modes-tu-s, decor-are, labor-are etc.
1

The -s- suffix added to the verb root found elsewhere

in Latin is seen according to Brugmann
2

in quaes-o

(*= quais-so) by the side of quaer-o, in vls-o, in inces-so,

arces-so, both from the root of ced-o, and in accers-o which

is confused through identity of meaning with arcesso,
'

but seems rather to stand for ad-cers-s-o, with possibly

the same root as is found in Greek eTri-Kou/a-o-s
3
'one

1 The cause of the confusion must have been the existence of

-a- stems developed from -s- stems (cp. yeve-fj by the side of ytvos)

which later disappeared from Latin except in a few words like

auror-a, flor-a.
2 Grundr. n. 662. 3

Solmsen, K. Z. 30, p. 600 f .
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who runs up (to help),' and in the English Jiorse, literally
'

courser.'

The reduplicated forms of this class, which in Skt.

make the desiderative verbs, are not found elsewhere

except in Keltic
1

.

483. IV. Verb stems in -sko-.

These are the verbs generally called Inceptive verbs.

They are formed with a suffix which we
.

'

, , , ,., Inceptive verbs.

have already found used scantily as a noun

suffix ( 381). Brugmann treats this class as a com-

bination of the -s- (-es-) of the previous class and the

suffixes -ho- and -qo-
s
. He holds that besides the forms

with -k- there were also in the original language forms

with -kh-. But this requires further investigation.

In this class there are two types, (a) those in which

the suffix is added to the simple root, (b) those in which

the root has reduplication. The second type is found

only in Greek and Latin.

(a) This type is common in both Greek and Latin.

Gk. : )8ct-CTK(0, <a-<7KO>, /?O-<TKW, Act-CTKOO (for *\O.K-(TK(D Cp.

2-Aa/c-o-i/), OVTJ-CTKM better authenticated as OVJJO-KW with

a suffix -ICTKO- found- in evp-to-Kw etc. The origin of this

bye-form is not clear. It cannot, however, be separated

from the ending found in substantives : OUC-UTKO-S,

TrcuS-io-K-ry etc. Latin : hi-sco, sci-sco, pa-sco-r, po-sco

(= *pwc-sco ;
-or- representing -r- and the root being

the weak grade of that found in prec-o-r, proc-u-s : cp.

German for-schen). misceo stands for *mic-sc-eio ; cp.

/xuryw for *^IK-<TK^, -y- appearing through the influence

of fjLLy-w-fjiL.
In English wash (= *uat-sko from the root

in water) and wish ( 381) are examples of this for-

mation.

1 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 668. 2 Grundr. n. 669.
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In both languages a number of inceptive forms are

ince tive b
^oun(^ ^7 ^ne s^e ^ simpler verb forms, in

the side of which case the inceptive suffix is generally
simple verbs.

added to the suffix found in the simple

verb. Specially noticeable in this connexion are the

inceptive imperfect and aorist forms found in Homer
and Herodotus.

IO-KC 'he was/ cp. 0. Lat. escit (=est) in the Frag-

ments of the XII. Tables
; Sta^^ctpco-Kov, <vyovcov,

XdfievKov. These forms are never augmented. In Latin

we have forms like albe-sc-ere by the side of albe-re,

turge-sc-ere by the side of turge-re, obdormi-sc-ere by the

side of dwmi-re. The vowel preceding -sc- speedily

came to be felt as part of the suffix, which is then

extended in this new form to other stems. Many verbs

with the -sko- suffix in Latin are formed directly from

noun-stems : arbar-esc-ere, flamm-esc-ere etc.

(b) The reduplicated form is found in only one verb

Reduplicated
m Latin : disco (=*di-dc-sco) : Gk. 8i-Sa(*)-

inceptives. aKO) ^ ew ^her verbs are found in Greek,

some of them common : yt-yvw-o-/ca>, /U-^V^-O-KO), fti-ftpu>-

O-KW
;
others are Homeric : TI-TV(K)-O-KO-/A<U, cp. the bye-

form T-Tvo-KTo with reduplication in e, which is shown

also by HO-KW (= *fe-fIK-CTKCO).

484. V. Verb stems in -to- (-t-).

Persson
1

finds this suffix in nineteen original forms

amongst which he includes Lat. ver-to (Eng. worth in
" Woe worth the day ! ") where -t- is ordinarily recog-

nised as part of the root
; Gk. Sare'o/AC"

'

divide
'

(cp.

Sa-t-w), 7raro/>tat (cp. Lat. pa-sco) ;
Lat. fateor and

others. As a present suffix it is found in a few words :

Gk. TreK-Tw, Lat. pee-to, Eng. fight (Scotch fecht) ;
Lat.

1

Wurzelei-weiterung, p. 28 ff.
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plec-to, German flechten. Forms with -t- but without the

thematic vowel are found only in Aryan
1

.

485. VI. Verb stems in -dh- and -d-.

These suffixes sometimes appear side by side as

expansions of simpler roots. Thus from the root found

in the Latin al-o, Gk. av-oX-ro-s 'insatiable' come
'

expanded
'

forms dA.-0-o-/Acu, aA.-0-aiVw and

aA.-8-atvo)
; compare /u.oA-0-aKo-s, Eng. mild, with

8-vV<o
2

. In Greek the suffix -dh- of the present (which

includes morphologically the second aorist 479) is

Specially common : flpi-Ow, /u-vv-0a> } <Ae-y-e'-0u>, 7TpiJ-#a>,

r-0u> (and ecr-0uo
;

root ed- in Lat. ed-o, Eng. eat) ;

!-<rxe-0o-v, e-Kta-6W. In Latin gaud-e-o is apparently

the same as y^-fle'-w (=*yof--0-o>
3

).
In Greek IX-8-o/xai

compared with eA-7r-io> shows a -d- suffix (cp. ee'ASwp

'hope'). In Latin sallo 'salt' represents *saldu and

corresponds exactly to the English word.

486. A number of other consonant suffixes might
be postulated, as for example in Gk. gh (x) in tnrep-x-o-fuu ;

Tpv'-x<o, cp. T/OV'-O), i/of-xw, cp. i/fcuo etc. But none occupy
such an important position as those already mentioned,

nor as a rule is the suffix confined to the present, though
some verbs, on the other hand, show nothing but

presential forms.

487. VII. Verb stems in -to-.

This is a wide-reaching series including a considerable

variety of types. As in the noun formation ^^ ^.^ .

we saw that -30- was the great adjective- suffix^
mainly

forming suffix, so in the verb it is the great

denominative-forming suffix. It thus is pre-eminently a

1 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 679.

2
Persson, Wurzelerweiterung, p. 46 f.

3 Persson, loc. cit.
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secondary suffix in both noun and verb. In the noun

however there were primary forms which contained this

suffix ( 402) ;
in the verb also it has a primary value.

In the verb as in the noun the suffix has gradation, cp.

Lat. cap-iunt and cap-it.

(a) The suffix is appended directly to the root which

Primary -to- mav appear in (i) a strong or (ii) a weak
stems. form. There are also some roots which

(iii) end in a long vowel (cp. Class I a).
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times -n- is
'

infixed
'

in the root
;

Lat. pins-o.

(ii) Nearly all forms in -s + io- are future in mean-

ing : Lat. prtirr-io seems to be a present from the root

pru-ina with this double suffix. For the futures see

491 ff.

(iii) The noun stem may be of any of the types

which have been already discussed ( 344 ff
.). Denominatives

Thus we find from a labial stem xa^ /7rTO)
mGreek-

(= *xaA.7r-uo), from a dental Stem Se/cau> (Se/caS-), K0pv'<ro-<o

(KopvO-), from a guttural stem K^pvVo-co (/o/pv/c-), /Lia(m'ci>

(//,ao-Tiy-), from an -S-stem reXetw (Homer), reXco (reXca--) ;

from -%-stems TrtatVco, TKTaiva>, Trot/xatVw, oi/o/xau/u), after

which many analogical formations are produced, XevKcuVo>,

7T6/cpaii/<o etc.
;

from -r-stems TeK/Aafpa>, and parallel to

forms with thematic vowel e^atpw (e^^po-), yepaipo)

etc. ; from -^-sterns /uryvtw, Kovtw
;
from -^stems

; ySao-iXcvw, vo/xevo) from -0-stems <^tXe-(o,

and many corresponding forms
;
from -a-stems

, Ttp.a-w and a large number of others. As in the

noun, so in the verb, analogy plays a large part, and most

suffixes are occasionally or even frequently attached to

stems, to which they do not originally belong. The

-o-verbs by the side of -0-verbs in such double forms as

iroXffjitw and TToXc/xow, with a distinction of meaning, seem

to have arisen in Greece itself.

In Latin the -zVverbs are less disguised and therefore

more easily traced : saep-io ; custod-io ; Denominatives

mur-io
'

cry like a mouse'
; aper-io ; nutri-o

m Latlu -

(cp. nutri-x) ; siti-o, poti-or ; metu-o ; albe-o ; turb-o,

delir-o.

The -io- type in Latin, though possessing a consider-

able number of forms, shows but little variety when

G. P. 25
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compared with Greek. Apart from root verbs like

rapio, nearly the whole of the Latin -|Vstems fall into

a few categories. A large number of those which have

the infinitive in -Ire are denominatives from -^-sterns,

a second large series are onomatopoetic words expressing

sounds : glocire, blat'ire etc., and nearly all the rest are

desideratives, none of which except esurlre and partu-

rire are common and old. Words corresponding to the

Greek type seen in <(Ae-u> are comparatively rare. The

root verbs in -io- which make the infinitive in -ere (some
25 in number) it may be observed have always a short

root syllable : fug-io, mor-ior, jac-io, quat-io, sap-io.

The causes of the difference in treatment between these

and the verbs which make the infinitive in -we are hard

to discover. The simplest explanation seems to be that,

apart from denominatives from -^-sterns, only those

verbs belonged originally to the so-called fourth conju-

gation, which had a long root syllable, the suffix in that

case appearing as -iio-. The number of verbs which

conform exactly to the type of audio, and yet have a

short syllable in the root, is very small, and most of them

can be easily explained as arising through the analogy

of forms akin to them in meaning.

488. (d) We come finally to a series of forms which

in all Indo-G. languages except Sanskrit are indistin-

guishable from the -io- stems already mentioned as

coming from -o- stems. These are the
Causatives

and intensives forms used sometimes as causatives, some-

times as intensives or frequentatives
1
. The

form of the suffix is -eip- with the accent on the first

1 Delbriick points out (7. F. iv. p. 132
f.)

that in the Aryan

languages causatives have regularly a long root vowel, iteratives

a short one.
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element, while in the denominatives already mentioned

the accent is upon the -io- syllable. Whether the suffix

is or is not connected with the suffix in denominatives

is hard to decide, but, at any rate, no hard and fast line

can be drawn between the two classes. The intensive or

frequentative meaning often shades off into the mean-

ing of the simple verb, because it is a constant tendency
in language to employ emphatic forms where emphasis
is not necessary, and consequently to lower emphatic
forms to the level of the ordinary term : cp. Lat. volare

and volitare etc. Apart from the original accent pre-

served by Sanskrit, there is no difference in form be-

tween the presents of intensives and denominatives,

although where the causative meaning exists they can

be distinguished by signification. The intensives how-

ever carried their suffix throughout in some form (cp.

Lat. mon-i-tu-s), while in the denominatives it was

purely presential. But this distinction was soon ob-

literated. Examples of this formation with causative

meaning are in Greek : <o/3-e'o> to <e/?-o-/x<u cp. <o/?o? ;

o-o/3e'w to o-efi-o-pai (rt. tieq- 'keep aloof): in Latin,

mon-eo to me-min-i; noc-eo to nec-o;' doc-eo to disco

(= *di-dc-sco). In English we have parallel forms : fall,

fell; sit, set etc. The intensive meaning is equally

Common : </>op-ew to ^e'p-w, cp. <f>opo-<s ; Tpo7r-ea> to TpcV-w,

cp. Tpo7ro-s ;
cr/coTre'o) with its future o-Ke^o/xat from the

simple verb, cp. OTKOTTO-S; Latin spond-eo cp. oWi/Sco;

tond-eo cp. reVSo) 'gnaw
1
.' Substantives are not found

by the side of such verbs in Latin, the interchange of

-e- and -0- forms between verb and noun being, except

in a few instances, obliterated.

1 Brugmann, Grundr. n.

252
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In the examples cited, the root syllable appears

with root in always in the -o- grade, but the root is

weak grade.
occasionally found in its weak form. Brug-

mann cites
1 KV-CW Lat. queo (cp. part. in-ci-ens = *in-cu-

iens) and Lat. ci-eo
'

call, fetch/ a causative to the form

found in KI-W.

In the Greek poets it is often hard to decide between

forms in -o> and forms in -ew, e. g. between
Confused in , , / , -, T / , i

Greekwithother TTLTVW and TTiTveo), PITTTW and ptTrreo), the

difference in Attic being only one of accent,

TTlTlXl) Or TTITVCO, TTLTVf.IV Or TTITVCLV etc.

489. In conclusion it may be observed that in each

language new categories not represented in the original

language come to the front.

An entirely new formation in Greek is the small

New forma- group of forms called desideratives and

ending in -o-eiV The Latin forms in -urio

( 487 c. ii.) cannot be directly connected with the Greek.

The most recent explanation is that of Wackernagel
2

who holds that the verbs in -<mo> arise through the

Greek desidera- running together of a dative case and a

participle in such forms as oYetovres (= ctyet

'going for a view/ which precede in time the

present forms. Other forms of the desiderative occur

in -iao>, [jLaOyTido)
'

I long to be a disciple
'

etc. This type
is founded on substantives in -ta in the first instance.

490. In Latin the most characteristic independent

Latin frequen- development is the series of frequentatives

times reduplicated : cp. dic-o (primary), die-to (secondary,

founded on the participle dic-tu-s), dic-ti-to (tertiary).

1 Grundr. n. 791.
2 K. Z. 28, p. 141 ff.
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These verbs are often used merely as the emphatic form

of the simple verb, although sometimes, as in cogo and

cogito, the meaning of the simple and the secondary verb

is quite different. In the later Imperial period, when
the language is decaying, the straining after emphasis
becomes greater and the number of forms in -to and

-tito steadily increases.

xxvi. The Futwe.

491. How far a future in -sio- was developed before

the separation ofthe Indo-Germanic peoples, original future

it is impossible to say
1

. The Aryan and m '*J'-

Letto-Slavonic groups certainly possess such a future,

but no Greek or Latin forms need be identified with it.

The Germanic languages have no future form at all,

but, when the necessity is felt, develop the future mean-

ing by the help of an auxiliary verb. In Vedic Sanskrit

the number of futures in -sio- is very small.

492. In Greek there is a close connection between

the conjunctive of the -s-aorist and the The Greek fu-

future, and it seems probable that in origin
tures>

they are one and the same. If so, 8eiu> Lat. dixo are

identical in both form and meaning. It is, however,

phonetically possible for Sci&o to represent an original

future *deik-sio, and as the history of -i- in Latin after

-s- is still uncertain, dixo may even on this hypothesis

be the equivalent of Set^w. The so-called syncopated

futures in Greek, Ka\<3, /faAw, etc., arise from the dis-

appearance of intervocalic -o--, after a vowel sound

belonging to the root KaXe'-o-w etc. The Greek future

passive in -^o-o/xat (X^^-^T/Vo/Aai etc.) is not found in

1
Cp. E. W. Hopkins in A. J. P. xm. p. 1 ff.
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Homer. It is closely connected with the development
of the passive aorist in -Orj-v ( 474 b), which is also

peculiar to Greek. The forms ISo/xat, TTIO/ACU, xe/w
,
which

are used as futures, are probably subjunctives of a

presential (or second aorist) stem. Greek developed

independently a future from the perfect stem in a few

instances: ecm^w, TeOvTJd>. It occurs most frequently

in the middle.

493. In Latin, apart from old forms like dixo, faxo,

the future is made up of a strange medley
The Latin fu-

3
.

*

turesare ofthree of elements from many sources. (i) ero is

no doubt the old subjunctive of the root

es-, parallel to the Homeric Iw. The future perfect

forms arise from other verbs in a similar way. Thus

videro is parallel to FeiSe'w (= *ueideso] ;
the special mean-

ing of the future perfect is attached to the form after

the separation of the Italic group from the original stock,

(ii) As has been already mentioned, the derivative con-

jugations form their futures in Latin by composition
with forms from the root bku-

; amd-bo, mone-bo, sci-bo.

(iii) The history of the future of root verbs, legam,

leges, leget etc., is more difficult. The prevalent view at

present is that this future is made up of subjunctive

forms with two different suffixes, the 1st person with -d-

and the other persons with -e-\ An older view, more

plausible in some respects but hardly tenable on phonetic

grounds, was that the forms with -e- in Latin represented

the original optative : fer-es = Depots etc., cp. pomerium

( 176). But the change of -oi- to -e- is hardly defen-

sible in the verb.

1 Brugmann, Grundr. n. 924, 926.
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xxvii. The Perfect.

494. The notion of recently completed action was

not attached to the perfect forms in the primitive period.

The meaning was originally merely that of an intensive

or iterative present, a signification which -in Greek it

has frequently retained: fiefirj-Ka, eo-nj-Ka etc., cp. Lat.

memini, novi etc.

The perfect is distinguished from other presential

forms (1) by its reduplication, (2) by its vowel

grade, (3) by its peculiar personal suffixes, characteristics

As we have seen ( 477), the distinction in

suffixes tends to disappear, and the other characteristics

are not present in every case. Thus oT8a Lat. vidi Skt.

veda, Eng. wot, has at no time any trace of reduplication.

Perfects like Lat. cepi sedi with a long vowel and no re-

duplication seem to go back to the primitive language.

Distinctions in vowel grade also are not always present
1

.

Thus we have yi-yv-o-^aL : ye-yov-a, ye-ya-^ev ; /xatv-o-/xat :

/u,e/xova, /x,-/xa-//,v ;
KTCtVcu : 1-Krov-a (not in Homer), 2-Kra-

pcv (where the augment replaces the reduplication and

confuses the forms with the strong aorist) ;
Tret^-w : TTC-

7roi0-a, Trt-iriO-fjifv, where such distinctions still remain

although the weak plurals are, even in the Homeric

period, being levelled out. But the majority of Greek

verbs in the classical (though not in the Homeric period)

make the perfect with a suffix -KO. (-xa) of uncertain

origin and disregard the original difference of grade.

Thus retW makes re-ra-Ka
; <0etpa>, <0ap-*a as well as

; etc. The Germanic forms ( 48) seem to show

1 Latin is of no value for this distinction, its vowels in

unaccented syllables being reduced throughout to -/-.
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that not only the plural forms but also the 2nd person

singular was weak, but this is not supported by the

classical languages.

495. The attempts to find a satisfactory explanation

Greek perfects
of -KO. in the Greek perfect have all proved

in "/ta -

abortive
1

. It might most naturally be ex-

pected to begin with verbs whose roots end in -K, e.g.

oXwXcK-o. from 6Xe/c-a) by the side of oXwX-a from oX-X^-^t,

but there is not sufficient basis for such an explanation.

In Homer the twelve simple verbs which form this

perfect all end in a vowel, a liquid or a nasal, e.g. Z~

/3e-/?pa>-/ca. In Homer the number of forms from se-

condary formations is also very small, but in Attic all

secondary verbs make the perfect in -K<X. Along with

the perfect forms in -KO, must be considered the aorist

forms Z-Orj-Ka, e-Sw-Ka, ^-/ca
2
. The Latin fe-c-1 seems to

form an exact parallel to Z-Orj-Ka, and hence Brugmann
would attribute the formation to a root-determinative in

the primitive speech, the working of which developed

greatly in Greek after its separation from the original

stock
3

.

496. The aspirated perfects with <, x> from stems

Greek aspira- ending in a breathed or voiced stop of the
ted perfects. game nature) are not found in Homer, and

in the early classical period only TreVo^a and rerpo^a.

In the 4th century B.C. they become more common
1
Osthoff, having argued at great length in his book on the

Perfect for the identification of the suffix with the particle Kiev,

Doric K&, soon gave up this explanation and connected it with

Latin ce in ce-do etc. (Berliner phil. Wochenschrift, 1885, col. 1610).
a

tfveyKa, which is often mentioned along with these three, owes

its -K- to the root.

3 Grundr. n. 864.
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, KCK\o<J>a, /?e/?\a<a. They are obviously

analogical formations, e.g. the perfect of Tpe'<u> influencing

that of TpeVw and changing it from *re'-Tp07T-a to re-rpo^-a.

Such middle forms as Tcrpa^arat (3 pi.) occur even in

Homer, but must also be analogical
1

, forms like ye'ypa/^at

from ypa<a> influencing reVpa/x/xat from rpeVco in the

3rd plural by the proportional analogy ye'ypa/n//,<u :

TTpa/x/xat = yypa<aTai : TTpa<^arat.

497. The Latin perfect is an extraordinary example
of confusion between the original perfect The Latin per-

and the original -s-aorist. In such forms fect>

as vidi, cepi, mo-mord-i (for *me-mord-i by assimilation

of the vowel in the first syllable to that in the second),

te-tul-l etc., we have remnants of the original perfect

formation, although the personal ending has been

changed ( 465). In dixi, scripsi etc. we have relics of

the -s-aorist formation. The confusion probably arose

from two causes, (1) identity of meaning confusion in

between the two formations, (2) phonetic JjJ8t with per-

identity in some forms of the two para-
fect'

digms. Thus *mdes-mos, the 1st plural from the

aorist whose conjunctive is videro, might phonetically

become similar to sedimus, a genuine perfect developed

like Skt. sedimd
2

. The -s- in the 2nd person of both

singular and plural is no doubt also derived from the

aorist, while -ti, the suffix of the 2nd person singular,

may be a modification of the original perfect suffix -tha.

The 3rd person singular vld-i-t seems to have the suffix

-e- of the perfect followed by the secondary ending -t

of the aorist. The forms of the 3rd person plural are

extremely difficult. The double forms md-erunt (the

1 J. Schmidt, K. Z. 27, p. 309 ff.

2 J. Schmidt, K. Z. 27, p. 328.
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penult of which is scanned both short and long) and

md-ere have possibly different origins. Forms like

dedrot (=dederunt) on inscriptions seem to show that

the penult of the type mderunt was originally short

(cp. steterunt in the poets). The form may therefore be

that of the -so-aorist with the suffix -nt representing an

earlier *mdeso-nt. The type mdere is conjectured to

have original -r- and to be connected with Sanskrit

forms of the 3rd plural which show -r- in both active

and middle. Many other views on this form have been

propounded, but they only show that our material is too

scanty to warrant any dogmatic statement as to its

origin.

498. The Latin perfects in -m and -m stand by

Latin perfects
themselves. The conjecture of Schulze

1

in -t- and -IM. ^^ tke _^_forms arose from a combina-

tion of the old perfect participle in -ves with the sub-

stantive verb (*seves smos giving sevimus, *seves stes,

sevistis, and the forms being then generalised for all

persons) and Deecke's recent revival
2
of the old explana-

tion that -vi is the medial form of fui have little to

recommend them. Nor are serious difficulties absent

from Brugmann's explanation which starts from mov-i,

juv-i and makes plevi, flem etc. to be formed by analogy

through the parallelism between motus, jutus and pletus,

fletus, while genui is (after geni-tu-s) for *gene-ui
3
.

xxviii. Past Formations.

499. Of the tenses of past time only one requires

detailed treatment the aorist. The imperfect and

1 K. Z. 28, p. 266 ff.

2 Lateinische Schul-Grammatik, 146 ff.

3 Grundr. n. 875. Cp. Chadwick, B. B. xx. p. 273.
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the pluperfect, as far as their stems are concerned, have

already been discussed under their presential forms.

500. The imperfect according to our classification

will also include the Greek second or strong aorist, for,

as we have seen ( 479), there is no difference in forma-

tion between such aorists and certain present forms,

except that in the indicative they have as a rule an

augment and secondary personal endings.

The only forms in Greek which require notice are

new forms used as passive aorists : fftdhrjv, Greek 2nd

e'Tpd^v etc. These have already been ex-
aorists passive-

plained as arising on the analogy of preterite forms like

2-<>7-v and -/?T/-V. They are therefore by origin really

members of the active voice.

501. In Latin all imperfects are made by a suffix

-bdm. This suffix is now generally recog- Latin imper-

nised as being derived from the root bhu- fects in 'bam -

(bheu-), although its phonetic history is not without

difficulty. It seems better to recognise in it with

Thurneysen
1

an old aorist *bhudum which became in

the primitive period *bkdm, Italic *fdm, whence medially

-bam, than to find with Brugmann
2 the root determinative

-a- in the form. The first part of the form is an

infinitive are-bam, 0. Lat. scl-bam, on the analogy of

which amd-bam etc. were formed, scie-bam is a later

formation than scl-bam, on the analogy of -e- verbs.

Lat. eram is not the phonetic representative of *es-m,

Gk. la augmented ^a ;
~wm> appears in er-am (= *es-em)

on the analogy of -bam
3

.

1 B. B. viii. p. 285 ff. But even in this form the -a- is hard

to explain.
2 Grundr. u. 583.

3
According to Bartholomae (Studien z. idg. Sprachgeschichte,
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502. The -5- aorists play an important part in the

The s- aorists
^s^ory f the Aryan, Greek and Slavonic

groups ;
in the other languages such forms

as occur are obscured by intermixture (as in Latin) with

forms originally distinct. The -s- element, which appears
also as -es- and -9S-, is apparently the same as exists in

Group III. of the present formations ( 482). The

indicative is generally augmented and in Greek is for

the most part an historical tense.

As in the present formations with -s-, the aorist has

History of the both thematic and non-thematic forms.

S
re
the "S3SJ The latter owing to the weak form of the

suffix in the singular of the indicative might
be expected to show a long vowel or diphthong in the

root syllable, and such forms are actually found in

Sanskrit. Greek, however, has ceased to make any such

distinction, although in Latin rexi, texi etc. may be

relics of it. From the root *deik- the original forms of

the singular and plural would on this theory be as

follows :

*dtiks-m *diks-me (cp. 464)

*deiks-s *diks-te

*dtiks-t *diks-6nt.

From this Greek has constructed its paradigm eSeia

etc., losing the long diphthongs phonetically, levelling

out the weak forms of the plural and extending the -a

of the 1st person singular to the other persons. !Seias

for *ISet and ISci^e for *t^ (-kst becoming -ks phonetic-

n. p. 63 ff.) eram etc. are developments of original aorist forms in

-di-, with a weaker grade -d\- which became -1-. Hence Lat. -bas

would represent *-bhuais, -bat *bhuait, -i- disappearing in long

diphthongs (
181 note). 0. Lat. fuds, fuat etc. come from a bye-

form *bhuudis, *bhuuait with loss of -i-.
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ally) were no doubt brought into being by the influence

of the perfect forms. In forms like wmjo-a, ert/iqo-a etc.

-<r- was retained by the force of analogy from such forms

as Ir/oe^a, tTre/Mi/^a etc. (cp. 322), where -o-- is phonetic-

ally retained, *e-ueidesm however having no presential

form
;
but oTSa was isolated and the form passed into

*e-/reiSa, flSea, $877. The Homeric aorists SC'KTO, I/UKTO

etc. are -s- aorists, and represent SeVo--, I/UK-O--TO etc.,

-o-- phonetically disappearing between two stop con-

sonants
1

.

503. The thematic forms are regularly found in

the subjunctive : Seiw etc., and in some imperatives :

oto-e 'bring' (cp. fut. oto-w), as well as in the Homeric

'mixed' aorist Kare/fyVcTo, eSvo-cro and the like, the

meaning of which is often that of the imperfect
8
.

Greek develops many aorist forms to types which

should be presential only. Thus eKpiva, eSi'Saa, oW'/xT/va,

ypTrao-a as well as rjpTraga (dp-ray-) etc.

504. The stronger form of the suffix -es- is found

in iJSea mentioned above, in e/copeV-flr;? and Aorist stems

other forms of these two types, while -98-
**-"**--

appears in co-KcSao--^? etc. ( 474 b)
3

,
and commonly in

Sanskrit. Brugmann
4

postulates for Latin vidis-tis etc.

an aorist in -Is-
;
but this seems doubtful.

505. The remaining preterite forms are develop-

ments within the separate history of the individual

1 A new theory of these aorist forms has been propounded by
Mr F. W. Walker (Class. Rev. vn. 289 ff.), who holds that -a-forms

of a non- thematic subj. and future combined with an -s- optative

and -s- infinitive produced in ' Graeco-Italian
'

the -- indicative

with the personal endings of the perfect.
2 Monro's Homeric Grammar*, 41.

3 Brugmann, Gnindr. n. 836, 840.

* Grundr. n. 841.
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languages. In the original language there was appa-

rently no such form as a pluperfect.

506. The Greek pluperfect forms arise, no doubt,

Greek piuper- through the influence of 178*a by the side of
feet forms. o 8a> from tne addition of the aorist suffix

-es- to the perfect stem. Hence e-7re7roi0-e(o-)-a,
c-

(the ending in good Attic is -17) ;
eTreTrot^ea

eTreTTOtflee, 7T7roi'#ei(i/). The plural should be in *-eo--/xei/,

*-or-Te, -o--av (as in the aorist), but from the 3rd

plural new forms in -eju-ev, -ere are made for the other

persons
1

. The long forms of the singular lead to a

confusion in the later Attic, so that -ei/xev, -eu-e, -cio-av

are introduced in the plural, and -eiv in the 1st person

singular
2
.

507. The Latin pluperfect forms are parallel to the

Latin piuper-
Greek development ;

videram being an
feet forms. obvious counterpart to ^Sea. The form of

the ending -am is difficult. The simplest explanation

seems to be that it comes by proportional analogy from

eram ; ero : videro = eram : videram
3

.

The future perfect forms in Latin have already been

discussed ( 493).

xxix. The Moods.

508. From the primitive period there existed, apart

from the formations already considered, two sets of

forms having separate formative suffixes, and in the one

1
Brugmann, Grundr. n. 836.

2
Cp. Kutherford, New Phrynichus, p. 229 ff. Wackernagel

(K. Z. 29, p. 126) holds that the plural became phonetically

ijdei./j,ev, *y5e<rre and analogically ydeiTe.
3 Bartholomae (Studien, n. p. 118) gets forms like vider-d-s etc.

direct from an aorist stem (cp. 501, n. 3).
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paradigm generally primary, in the other secondary

endings. These two groups of forms are the subjunctive

and optative. In them difference of forma-
subjunctive

tion is easier to discern than difference of and Op^1 -

meaning. Both groups are used in senses closely akin

to the future as well as in other significations, as

deliberation, wishing and the like ( 558 ff.). These

subjunctive and optative forms exist side by side with

indicative formations from present, perfect and aorist

types. In most languages these forms are dying out

from the earliest historical period. They are still extant

to a considerable extent in Vedic Sanskrit, but the

subjunctive as such disappears in the Sanskrit classical

period, although its 1st persons remain with an impera-

tive value. Greek is the only language which retains

subjunctive and optative distinct and with separate

values
;

all other languages either like Latin confuse

the forms together or lose one or both of the paradigms.

509. (a) The distinction between indicative and

subjunctive cannot always be easily drawn.
ThematicSub

-

In Homer forms like aAy^V-e-Tc, ayetp-o-/zv, Jjjjjgc ji~
the~

ajjicty-c-Tcu. are frequently not futures but,

as is shown by the context, aorist subjunctives. Cp.

also to/xci/ (= Attic tw/xev), 7r7roi0-o-/Aev etc.

Hence we may conclude that non-thematic stems

make their subjunctives originally by means of the

thematic vowels o : e, which in other verbs are used to

make the indicative. In Attic these forms have been

replaced by others, but !<$-o-/x<u, Trt-o-fuu, x*< remain as

futures ( 492). To this category belong in Latin : ero,

dixo etc., cp. videro ( 493).

510. (b) The question as to the suffix for stems

with a thematic vowel is more difficult. Brugmann
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would recognise for such stems two suffixes -a- and -e-

Subj. of the- ('0')
l

both suffixes appearing in Latin :

matic stems,
fer-ds and fer-es, but -e- alone in Greek,

(*<f>pr)<s, *(f>eprj which become, on the analogy of the indica-

tive, <e'p??? > Qtp'O etc-)
with -o~ interchanging : <ep-o)-/Aev.

There are however many other views, perhaps the most

prevalent being that the type <f>eprj<s is the original one,

and that ferds is a form whose -a- is borrowed from

some other type such as -bam, -bds etc.
2 But this

analogy seems unlikely to influence the subjunctive.

In the long vowels of these forms it seems as likely
3

that we have to recognise an Indo-Germanic contraction

of a vowel suffix with the thematic vowel precisely as

we have seen it in such case forms as the ablative and

dative singular ( 310-11). No analysis of the forms

can at present claim to be final. The 3rd plural of both

active and middle keeps its long vowel through the

analogy of the other persons ; phonetically, <epa>i/T,

(whence Attic ^epwo-i) and ^epwi/rat should shorten the

vowel before the double consonant.

1 Grundr. n. 918.

2
Thurneysen, B. B. vin. 269 ff. Wackernagel (K. Z. 25, 267)

holds that the -a- forms begin with such as ster-nd-mus, si-std-mus,

which are paralleled by the Doric 5ij-va.-fj.ai, Arcadian bra-rat.

3 J. H. Moulton (A. J. P. x. p. 285 f.) holds that there was

but one mood-sign in the subj. -a-. The formations were anterior

to contraction, and in non-thematic formations the subj. having

always a thematic vowel before -a- preserved only types like

*ueid-o-mos (perf.), *leiqs-e-the (-s- aorist), *tn-neu-o-nti (pres.),

the unaccented mood-sign having vanished altogether. In

thematic verbs with accent on the thematic vowel we have

*uido-9-mos, *uide-d-the, whence *uidomos, *uidethe, flda/j^v, fidijTe ;

with accent on root, -a- kept its own accent, whence *bhero-ti-mos,

*bhere-d-the ; *bherdmos, *bherdthe.
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511. In the Greek subjunctive many analogical

forms appear. Thus in Homer we find
Analogy in

(1) o-r?7-o-/*v, p\ij-t-rai, rpaTnj-o-^v etc.,
forms fjW

where the suffix is added as in 23-o-/xai, 7rt-o-/>tat instead

of contracting with the root vowel, (2) the long form of

the suffix added to the long vowel of the root Ofa,

yvurjs, yi/oxixrt, Safji-tjys, (3) forms in -<o-, where owing to

the suffix vowel a different form might be expected,

instead of Swd/xai, Irtorapac (in Attic

512. The special suffix of the optative appears in

two different forms
; (1) as -ie- strong, -1- Th

weak with stems where there is no thematic
j

uffix ? two

vowel, (2) as -i- with thematic forms. Hence

with the weak form of the root which is regular in the

optative of non-thematic stems
; Sing. Opt of non.

*s-ie-m from the root es-
} *st&-ie-m from the thematic 8tems -

root std-
;

Plural *s-l-me, *st#i-me: Greek &jv (for

*es-ie-m with the strong form of the root), pi. CI^/ACV on

the analogy of the singular ; o-raiV, pi. orrat/xev ;
Lat.

siem (Plautus)
= *siiem, pi. s-i-mus

; stem, pi. stemus.

It seems most probable that amem, amemus etc. are

made analogically after such forms as stem, stemus.

dem can hardly be the phonetic representative of the

Greek 8otV ;
this ought rather to be found in the

old form du-im for *du-em, like sim for *siem, ed-im for

*ed-iem etc.

513. The forms from -s- aorists are preserved in

their original shape in a few instances by optative of -s-

both Latin and Greek
; eiSa> (= *FctSecr- aori8t -

M-V), Lat. wder'im. But the ordinary Greek aorist

optative, such as Sei^ou/m, is a new formation, as is shown
1 G. Meyer, Gr. Gr.2 580 ff.

G. P. 26
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(1) by its primary ending, and (2) by its having the

diphthong at, which is obviously borrowed from the

a (= m) of the 1st person singular of the indicative. The

so-called Aeolic aorist forms 8eteia?, Sei'eu, 3 pi. 8ei'eiav

may be a late formation corresponding to the Skt. -sis-

aorist, which arises by a reduplication of the -s- element
;

Sf&iav = *8iKo-e(o-)xv. The other persons are probably

analogical. The Old Latin dixim etc. represent more

accurately the original type. The only Greek optatives

of the perfect which preserve the original type are such

as rcOvaiyv, ea-Tafyv, where the root ends in a vowel
1

.

514. The Thematic type -i- combines with the

Opt. of the- thematic vowel -o- into a diphthong -oi-.

matic stems. TneQpeek Q^^\ type jg ^ep
.o_t.a

(.
a for m),

<e'/>oi-s, <e-p-oi etc. </>poi/Ai and fytpouv (for *<j>epoLvr} are

new formations. This type occurs in all thematic forms

of the present ;
in the future iravo-oipi, Trava-oi^v etc.,

which are, however, formations within the separate his-

tory of Greek ;
and generally in the perfect when the

optative is not formed by a periphrasis as in ireiravK^

ftrjv etc.

515. In Latin there still remain two series of forms

Latin imper-
* be discussed the imperfect subjunc-

fecf

an(

subjunc-
^V6S turbdrem, viderem, legerem, audlrem

tlva
etc. and the pluperfect subjunctives tur-

bassem (and turbavissem), -vidissem, legissem, audissem

and audimssem etc. There are also some old forms tur-

bassit and the like. Of the origin of these forms nothing
can be said to be definitely known, (i) Brugmann holds

that they are fragments of the -s- aorist with the sub-

1
Only roots ending in a vowel with the exception of one or

two forms like e2V, eideiyv preserve the unthematic forms intact.

The others change to the thematic type.
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junctive -0-suffix
1

. In vide-re-m, according to this

theory, -e- appears first as a formative
. i n* Three viewsof

sumx vid-e- and next as a subjunctive suffix, their deveiop-
. ,. ment.

-se- becoming -re-
;

in wdis-sem we nave

the same subjunctive suffix appended to the aorist stem:

dixissem arises from a transference of the ending of

mdissem to dixim*\ turbassim is formed on the analogy

Qifaxim etc. (ii) Stolz
3

attempts to grapple with these

difficult forms by starting from sta-rem for the imperfect

subj., which he identifies with (tyo-rrjo-a and takes as an

injunctive in meaning (cp. 520). Upon its analogy he

supposes other forms to be made. Such forms as dixissem

according to him correspond to the Skt. aorists in -sis-

where the -s- suffix is apparently reduplicated. But

such Skt. forms are rare and late, so that the Latin

forms ought to be an independent development, (iii)

Another possible explanation of these forms is that they
are formed of a noun in the locative or instrumental,

with the optative of the substantive verb in its short

form *siem, whence -sem
4

. If so vide-rem, es-sem, legis-

sem (with -e- after legl) are the original types on the

analogy of which other forms are built up ;
vide- is the

infinitive form found in vide-bam etc., legis- the suffix-

less substantive found in the infinitive leger-e (= *leges-i

280). This explanation also, however, has some pho-
netic difficulties.

516. As already mentioned ( 302) the original im-

perative, like the vocative, was the stem The imp^.
without any suffix. But from the primitive

tive*

1 Grundr. n. 926. 2 Grundr. n. 841.

3 Lat. Gr. z 112.

4 P. Giles, Transactions of Cambridge Philological Society,

1890, p. 126 ff.

262
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period certain particles were suffixed to this stem, for

otherwise the sameness of development in widely sepa-

rated languages could hardly be explained. But besides

these early forms most languages have attached an

imperative signification to other forms not only verbal

Five stages of but also nominal. Thus in the classical

development,
languages we find at least five strata of

imperative formations.

517. (i)
The stem whether (a) without, or (b) with

a thematic vowel. This distinction hardly
i. The Impera-

tive is the bare applies in Latin, where almost all verbs

have become thematic.

(a) I- art), KpyfjL-vr], HtfMTpty, SVvv. Forms like riOei,

ict, Si'Sov are formed on the analogy of stems with a

thematic vowel. Lat. es 'be' possibly belongs to this

category ;
Lat. i

'

go
' = *ei.

(b) <epe, aye, iSe
1

etc. Lat. fer, age, lege etc. In

forms like rape, cape we seem to have the reduced form

of the -3*0- suffix becoming e (cp. mare '

sea
'

for *mari),

and with these must be compared sarcl, farcl, audl etc.

( 487). The history of the types amd, vide is doubtful
;

they may represent *amaie, *mdeie or be original non-

thematic forms from the types *amd-mi, *vide-mi (cp.

480 n. 2). The latter seems more probable.

518. (ii) With a suffix *-dhi. Such imperatives

u. The impera-
are found in the Aryan, Greek and Letto-

thSnatS
10

stem Slavonic groups only, and there with none
+dhi- but non-thematic stems. This suffix was

probably an adverb originally
2
. Examples are common.

1 The accent of the five oxytone imperatives etV^, eA0^, evpe,

i5^, XajS^ is that which such imperatives originally had at the

beginning of the sentence (Brugm. Grundr. n. 958).
2
Brugm. Grundr. n. 959 after Thurneysen.
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i
} T-T\a.-Oi, orfj-Ot, yvu)-@i, l-6i but e-ci

(Aristoph. Clouds 633 '),
r-0t (=*fi8-0i), io-0i 'be'

: *<r-6i*. Zend s-c?/, 6Y-So>-0i, ZXrj-Oi, op-w-Oi etc. From
second aorists like Tpdinj-Oi, <t>a.vr)-0i it is attached to the

new 1st aorist passive with dissimilation of -0- into -r-

after the preceding aspirate : Xet^^-rt etc.

519. (iii) With the suffix -*#/, the ablative of the

pronoun. Thus *bhere-tod would mean ...

The

originally 'bring from that/ 'bring here.' perative is the

This type of formation is confined to the

Sanskrit, Greek and Italic branches. It is used with

(a) non-thematic and (b) thematic stems indifferently.

(a) IO--TW, Lat. es-to\ I-TW, but Lat. l-to (=*ei-tod);

/Ac-pa-TQ>, Lat. me-men-to. In the non-thematic forms

the stem, if it has stem-gradation, is generally weak.

(&) 0cpc-T(i>, but Lat. fer-to possibly non-thematic
;

ayc-Tw, Lat. agi-to etc. That these forms could be used

for either 2nd or 3rd person is a natural result of the

original value of the imperative, which, having no per-

sonal endings, may be used for any person and is practi-

cally equivalent to an interjection.

520. (iv) "With the use of injunctive, i.e. unaug-

mented indicative forms with secondary iv injunctive

endings, we reach the possibility of making
M ImPerative -

a dual and plural to the imperative. Thus in Greek

0es, 8os, Is, <rj(s seem to be the 2nd singular of such

unaugmented forms, but in the first three we should

expect *0ifa *S<3s, "%. A Latin form of the same type
is the conjunction vel for *i)el-s

t literally 'wish you!'

1 Doubted by some critics. Veitch (Greek Verbs) takes it as a

present with fut. sense.
2

if-= original z- before -dhi, according to Thurneysen's

theory, K. Z. 30, p.351ff.
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According to Brugmann
l

, fer
'

bring
'

belongs to the

same category, and he supposes that on this analogy

die, due and fac are made. But all four may also be

explained as ordinary imperatives with final -e dropped,
like hie for *hi-ce, sic etc.

Corresponding middle forms are used regularly in

both languages for the imperative : thus ereo (CTTOV),

Lat. sequere = *seqe-so.

521. (v) Having thus obtained a complete series

v. Later de- OI> forms for the 2nd person we can see

veiopments. ^ow ^ wag pOSSikie for the imperative to

develope corresponding forms for the 3rd person. The

form with -tod, ^>p-Tw fer-to, engrafts itself permanently
as the form for the 3rd person, and through its influence

the dual of the injunctive is modified in Greek from

to $ep-Ta>v (a very rare type). In the plural

the only good Attic form till Aristotle's time

seems to arise from an injunctive *<epov, followed by
the -TO> suffix and with the ending of the 3rd plural

added on again, thus making, as it were, a plural to the

form <pe'-Ta>. The Latin fer-unto represents a corre-

sponding form without final -n. The 2nd plurals agi-

to-te etc. in Latin show how the -tod suffix had become

fixed in the paradigm. The later Attic type ^epeVw-o-av

is a pluralising of the singular </>epeV<o by the suffix -o-av,

which at this time began to encroach also on other areas,

as in the Hellenistic eAa/?oo-av for IXa/3oi/.

522. The middle forms of Greek are somewhat more

1 Grundr. n. 505 and 958 n. fer on this theory is the

regular phonetic representative of original *bher-s through the

stage fers by assimilation, while Lat. fers 2 sing. pres. is a new

formation on the analogy of other 2nd persons ending in -s. Cp.

however, Solmsen Studien z. d. lat. Sprache 5, 185.
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difficult. fapta-Oo) seems to arise from the analogy of

act. <f>cpT( and <epeo-0e, producing a new
Middle

form bv the side of <f>epera>. <f>pr$<ov, <&e- forms of the Im-
, . , .

,
perative.

pco-0a>craj/ are made from the singular in the

same way as ^epoWwv. The Greek forms for the 2nd

person singular of the -s- aorist, both active and middle

(Setov, 8t<u), are not yet explained. Both seem noun

forms (infinitives).

523. The Latin forms of the 3rd person in the

passive seem to be merely the active form Latin Pa88ive

with the passive sign appended : ferto-r,
ImPeratlves-

agito-r ; ferunto-r, agunto-r. The 2nd plural legimini

etc. is now generally explained as being an infinitive

used in an imperative sense, as so often in Greek
;

if so,

legimini is identical with Homeric infinitives in -//.e^cu,

Aeye-/xvai, and is not the same as the 2nd plural of the

present, which is a participle
=

Xcyo/tcvot. The singular

form in -mind (prae-famino etc.), found in old Latin,

seems an analogical formation founded on this.

xxx. Verbal Nouns.

524. Although the formation of the verbal nouns

the infinitives and participles has already been dis-

cussed in its proper place under the stem formation of

the Noun, it will be according to custom and at the

same time convenient to briefly enumerate here the

forms which are found in the classical languages.

The Infinitive.

525. The infinitive is merely a crystallised noun

form which, ceasing to be connected with infinitives are

the other noun forms of the type to which
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it belongs, is gradually extended to other uses than

those which originally belonged to it as a noun form.

In the various Indo-Germanic languages practically any
case including the nominative can be used as an infinitive.

The classical languages however restrict themselves to a

few cases. Greek affects the dative and locative, Latin

the accusative, dative and locative. In Latin the accu-

sative forms are called supines, but they differ from

other infinitives only in the limitation of their use to

accompany verbs of motion (cp. 333, (1) d). The in-

finitive, by its origin, can have nothing to do with the

distinction between active, middle and passive, and the

specialisation of particular forms to particular voices

must be therefore comparatively late.

526. The Greek dative forms are all infinitives

Greek dative which end in -at ; (i) from non-thematic
Infinitives. stemg like Jo-

T({.vat) ^.vai^ Sowcu (= So-Fcv-

<u), from the last of which (a -uen- stem) and its like

the type seems to have arisen when the F had disap-

peared and to have been carried on to other forms
1

,

including the perfects yeyov-eVcu, TreTravK-o/ai etc.; (ii)

forms from -fuv- stems as in the Homeric infinitives in

So'^evat ; (iii) from -s- stems as in the first aorist

etc. The middle and passive forms belong either

to (i) if passive aorists : <f>avrjvat, ACK^^VCU, or have a

separate form (iv) ending in -60.1 or <r-0eu : fo-ra-o--0at,

Aei7Tcr-0ai, oV/cw-o--0ai
; Avcra-or-0a.i, Av0-e-cr-0ai

; 7re<dV-0ai,

TTpd<j>-OaL etc. The simplest explanation of the forms

in -<r0<u is Bartholomae's
2

,
that forms like \eyeo--0cu are

1 G. Meyer, Gr. Gr.2 597. In Sofevai, Cypr. Svfavoi the F may,
as Hoffmann thinks, belong to the root.

2 Rheinisches Museum, XLV. p. 151 ff. Brugmann explains
these forms somewhat differently, supposing that the type begins
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really compounds, Acyes- being the locative without

suffix and -0<u a dative from a root noun identical with

the root of ri-Orf-fu.

527. (v) In Homer forms of the type 8o-/nev are

locatives without suffix, (vi) The ordinary Greek locative

infinitive in -v is difficult. It is appa-
Infinifciv<*.

rently a contraction of the thematic vowel -e- with the

-e- vowel of a suffix, but whether this suffix was -uen or

-sen is not clear. The latter is, however, more probable,

for the suffix could then be identified with the Skt.

infinitive suffix -san-i, and there is less difficulty in the

early contraction of the vowels.

528. (i) The Latin present infinitive active ends

in -re, and is the original locative of an Latin Infini .

-s-stem, regere in the verb being exactly
ti*68^1 -

parallel to genere (= *genes-i) in the substantive, (ii)

The history of the perfect infinitive is not clear. Old

forms such as diae
1

may possibly represent the same type

as the Greek Set&u, but the history of such forms as

legisse, rexisse, vidisse, amasse and amavisse, audivisse

etc. is as obscure as that of the corresponding forms of

the pluperfect subjunctive, (iii) With regard to the

forms of the future infinitive active there has been

much dispute. Till recently the received explanation

was that the so-called future participle was a derivative

from the -tor stems found in the noun, that e.g. recturus

was a derivative from rector. It was however recognised

that the phonetic change of -or into -ur- was insuffi-

ciently supported by the parallel between <f>up and /Mr,

and various other attempts at explanation were made.

with the stem eJSes- in ef3e<r-0cu and is then extended to other

forms as -<r0cu (Grundr. n. 1093, 8).

1 For -e (instead of -I) cp. now Solmsen I. F. iv. p. 240 ff.
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Dr Postgate
1

points out that the infinitive with the

indeclinable form -turum is earlier than that with the

declinable participle, and argues that such a form as

facturum arises from a combination of factu with an

Infinitive in -om from the substantive verb which, though
no longer found in Latin, is still found in Oscan and

Umbrian. This infinitive *es-om becomes according to

the Latin rhotacism *er-om, *er-um, and contracts with

the preceding word (which ends in a vowel) into one

word.

529. (iv) To this hypothetical Latin infinitive,

Latin Supines, which would be the accusative of an -o-

stem, we have a living parallel in the so-called supine,

which is the accusative of a -tu- stem, the locative case

of which (v) is used with adjectives of certain classes,

facile dictu literally
'

easy in the telling
'

etc. As in the

case of the other infinitives, the supine in -urn has

nothing characteristic of the active voice, the supine in

-u nothing characteristic of the passive. Eo ambulatum
is literally

'

I go walking,' facile dictu passes without

difficulty from '

easy in the telling
'

to
'

easy to tell
'

and
c

easy to be told.'

53' (vi) The present infinitive of the passive is

Latin infini- an ld dative case : agl = *ag-ai. The
tives Passive.

present infinitive in all conjugations has

the same suffix, although in the derivative verbs it seems

like the active suffix in -re to be added by analogy.

The relation between this infinitive and the passive

infinitive in -ier, amarier etc. is uncertain. The most

plausible explanation is that the infinitive in -ier is a

mixture of the infinitives in -i and in -ere, the latter

1 I. F. iv. p. 252, an elaboration of earlier papers in Class. Rev.

v. p. 301 and elsewhere.
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being curtailed to -er. This, which is the view of Stolz
1

,

is however not generally accepted. The other passive

infinitives in Latin are periphrastic : esse with the per-

fect participle passive, and for the future the accusative

supine with the present infinitive passive of eo, actum

iri etc. This form, however, occurs but rarely.

(vii) According to most recent authorities, legimini

the 2nd person plural of the imperative is an infinitive

( 523).

531. (viii) Amongst the verbal nouns must also be

reckoned the gerund. Whether this noun Latin Gerund,

form was the original from which the gerundive participle

was developed, agendum, for example, being changed
into agend-us, -a, -urn, or whether the gerund is but the

neuter of the participle crystallised into a substantive is

still sub judice. The difficulties of the formation have

already been referred to ( 194).

Participles.

532. Participles in the various Indo-Germanic lan-

guages are made from a considerable number of different

stems. In the formation of participles Latin and Greek

are more closely akin than usual.

533- (i) The most frequent suffix for active parti-

ciples is -nt-. The stem had originally participies in

gradation, but this has in both languages
~nt~"

almost disappeared ( 363). The formation of the pre-

sent participle in both the classical languages is alike
;

<epoi/Ta : ferentem = -n-oSa : pedem. Latin has of course

1 Lat. Gr? 117. Brugmann holds the somewhat improbable

theory that -er in such forms is the unaccented preposition ar (in

ar-v&rsum, ar-fuere, ar-liter) appended to the infinitive as in the

Germanic languages to is set before it.
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no aorist and no future participle of the types found in the

Greek Avo-as and \va-wv. The Greek passive participles

of the types <avei's and Xv0a's are like the rest of the

formation a special Greek development.

534- (ii) The suffix of the perfect participle active

Perfect parti-
was originally in -uos- with gradation

cipieact. ^ 353) Tllig ig stilf preserved in Greek

to\o's, etSma, but confused with a -r- formation in the

oblique cases of the Masc. and Neut. eiSoVa, etSo'ros etc.

The perfect participle active is entirely lost in Latin

but preserved in Oscan ( 353).

535. (iii) The suffix of all middle participles in

Participles in Greek is -/xei/o- ( 400). This suffix or its

ineno-, -mono-.
bye_forin -m0no- is found in the form used

for the 2nd person plural of the present passive in Latin,

on the analogy of which other forms are made ( 49).

536. (iv) The forms in -to-, which survive in Latin

Participles in as the regular perfect participle passive,
-to-and-fego-. have originaUy nothing to do with the

perfect. Greek keeps many forms with the same sense

as the Latin gerundive, but in both languages some old

forms such as /cAvro's, inclitus, and others are purely

adjectival. Closely akin in meaning to the -TO- form in

Greek are the forms in -refo-
( 403), with which again

the isolated form in Latin mortuus may be connected.

537. (v) The forms for the future participle

Latin partici-
active in Latin acturus etc. are probably

pie in -turm.
developed from the future infinitive.

538. (vi) The gerundive participle in Latin in

Latin gerun-
-J^- nas ^een already discussed ( 194).

dive participle. jtg formati n and history are still wrapped
in the greatest obscurity

1

.

1 An excellent collection of material for the study of the
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xxxi. Uses of the Verb forms.

539. It has already been pointed out ( 438) that

the forms of the verb present more morphological diffi-

culties than those of the noun. They also present more

syntactical difficulties, partly because the verb system of

the different languages has been so much recast that

comparison is less easy, partly because the sense of the

verb forms is more subtle than that of noun forms.

From the nature of the case, we cannot expect to find in

the verb the straightforward simplicity of the local cases

of the noun, but, as we shall see, the signification of

different tenses and moods overlaps in a manner which

makes it almost impossible to draw distinguishing lines

between them.

1. Uses of the voices.

540. The passive ( 448) has been developed in

each language separately and is therefore, Different

strictly speaking, outside the limits of methodsofftmn-
J ^ ing the Passive

comparative syntax. In Greek, as we have in fcdo-G. lan-

seen, it is developed out of the middle with

the addition of some new forms containing the syllable

-&/-, in Latin it is developed from active or middle

forms by means of a suffix -r (-ur) added after the per-

sonal ending, but apparently existing originally only in

the 3rd person singular ( 449). In Sanskrit the passive

history of Gerund and Gerundive will be found in the Introduction

to Vol. ii. of Roby's Latin Grammar. The commentary, however,

is in some respects antiquated. The most recent of the many
views lately propounded on these forms is that of L. Horton

Smith (A. J. P. xv. 194 ff.) and Lindsay (Latin Language, p. 544)

who consider the first element an accusatival infinitive followed

by the suffix -do- of luci-dti-s etc.
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is a -io- stem, distinguishable only from the ordinary

type by the fact that the -io- suffix is always accented.

Some languages, as Lithuanian, avoid passive construc-

tions. In the rare instances where such constructions

occur, Lithuanian forms them by means of the substan-

tive verb and a participle as in English
1

. Lithuanian

has also lost the original middle and replaced it by
reflexive forms constructed from the active with a

reflexive pronoun suffixed a method of formation which

the early philologists assumed for the Latin passive
2

.

541. The distinction between the transitive and

intransitive meanings of the active voice depends upon
the nature of the root in each case.

542. The middle is possibly a later formation than

The Middle the active
3
. As regards the meaning of

voice.
.j-kg middle voice there seems to be no

better explanation than that it has some sort of reflexive

sense, the action of the verb being directed towards the

agent, although the agent is rarely the direct object
4

.

Thus Aov/xcu 'I wash myself is really rather the excep-

tion than the typical example. From the reflexive

meaning it is in some cases easy to trace the develop-

ment of an intransitive sense
; cp. Travw

'

check/ TiWo/xai

'check myself, cease'; <euVo> 'show,' <cuVo/u.at 'show

myself, appear.' It is noticeable that in both Greek and

Sanskrit, verbs of thought and feeling are mostly in the

middle voice, as, from the definition, might be expected.

1
Kurschat, Lit. Gramm. 1131.

2 This assumption fell to the ground when it was proved that

Keltic and Italic passive formations were identical, for in Keltic s

does not pass into r.

3 Brugmann, Gr. Gr.2 % 150.
4
Monro, H. G.2 8.
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2. Verb-types.

543. It seems that in the original Indo-Germanic

language there were two types of verb Durative and

clearly distinguishable from the syntactical
P^ctive verbs,

point of view. In the one series, the idea expressed by
the root implied duration over a perceptible period of

time, in the other the idea was that of something occur-

ring instantaneously. Naturally a verb which expresses

continuity of action cannot be made in the present from

a root which expresses instantaneous action. On the

other hand no root expressing continuous action can

occur in an aorist. Hence arise (1) the series of defec-

tive verbs which have presents but no aorists or aorists

but no presents
1

, (2) the series of compounds with pre-

positions which have the meaning of a simple verb in a

somewhat different signification from the uncompounded
form. This series is developed separately by the different

languages, the prepositional meaning being still unde-

veloped at the time when the primitive community
broke up (cp. 340). Thus of the first series we find in

both Greek and Latin that <e/o<o, fero begins and ends

with the present formation, the aorist (in Latin the

perfect) being formed from a different verb ^vcy/ca, tuli.

In Greek 6paa> is limited to the present ;
ToW to the

aorist (oTSa has a different meaning), and many other

instances might be quoted. It is for the same reason that

when the present of the verb expresses a durative meaning
the aorist is made from a different form of stem. Thus

1 In Latin, as perfect and aorist are confused, we must sub-

stitute perfect for aorist. Some verbs are no doubt defective for

other reasons.
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'to be giving/ i.e. (as usually in Attic Greek) 'to

offer,' Sowcu 'to give'; roX/xav 'to be courageous' (a

state), T\fjvai
'

to dare, endure
'

(on a particular occa-

sion). Compare also eyiyi/o'/n^i/

'

I was becoming
'

with

eyevopyv
'

I became
'

(was).

544. The second series seems less widely developed

in Greek, though in Attic Prose, while we have TeOvyKa

never *diroTOvr)Ka }
we must always, on the other hand,

have dTToOvrja-Ku not tfvTJo-Kw. The reason for the use of

the compound in this particular case seems to be to

counteract the inceptive force of the suffix. Cp. also

<cuyeiv
'

flee,' and KaTafavycw
'

escape,' Latin sequi and

consequi
1

. For the classical languages this subject is

not fully worked out 2
. These double types are best

preserved in the Slavonic languages, where they are

kept apart in two separate and complete verb formations.

In these languages when the verb-idea is not accom-

panied by the subsidiary notion of completion the verbs

are called
"
Imperfective," and may be of two kinds :

(a) simply durative, Old Bulgarian biti 'to strike,'

(b) iterative, bivati 'to strike repeatedly.' If on the

other hand the verb-idea is accompanied by the sub-

sidiary notion of completion, the verbs are called
"
Per-

fective," and may be of two kinds : (a) simply perfective

u-biti 'to kill by a blow,' (b) iterative perfective u-bi-

vati 'to kill by a blow repeatedly' (used of several

objects or subjects
3

). In the early history of the Ger-

1 Brugmann, Gr. Gr.2 p. 179.

2
Mutzbauer, starting from Curtius' comparison of the present

to a line, of the aorist to a point, has partially worked it out for

Homeric Greek in his Grundlagen der griechischen Tempuslehre

(Triibner, 1893).
3
Leskien, Handbuch der altbulgarischen Sprache*, 149.
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manic languages the same phenomenon is obvious
1

,
and

we still preserve it to some extent in modern English by

making a durative present by means of a periphrasis :

'

I am writing
'

etc.
,
while we keep a perfective sense in

the ordinary present. In the Slavonic languages this

perfective form expressing momentary action is often

used for a future
;
with which we may compare the

English
" He said, / go, but went not," where / go is

equivalent to a future, and exactly parallel to the

ordinary Greek use of eT/u as a future.

3. Uses of the Tenses.

545. The above discussion has thrown some light

upon the relation between present and
Durative and

aorist. It is now clear that when present momentary
.

forms in Greek.

and aorist are found in the same verb, the

former is the durative, the latter the perfective or mo-

mentary form. The relation between aorist and future

is also clear. While V-0iw and TTI-I/W are durative forms,

ZS-o-fjMi and iri-o-^ai are
'

perfective
'

or aorist forms which

are utilised for the future. In Greek, unlike Slavonic,

we hardly find durative and perfective presents from the

same verb by the side of one another, though ypa<o> and

the bye-form TpaTno for the present are examples of the

corresponding aorist forms transferred to the present.

A possible example of durative and perfective forms

making separate verbs is to be seen in Ipx-o-^on- and

i, the meanings of which are related precisely as

1
Cp. Streitberg, Perfective u. imperfective Actionnart im Oer-

manischen (reprint from Paul u. Braune's Beitrtige).

a P. 27
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those of /?<uVo> and 2/fyv in the Homeric y&7 8* teVcu
'

he

started to go
1

.'

546. In the examination of tense usages, we must

be careful to observe that tenses in the
Tenses are a . .

later develop- sense in which the word is now used are

of comparatively late development and

that e.g. the pluperfect in Greek does not in the Homeric

period express relative time as the Latin pluperfect

does. The pluperfect sense when wanted is generally

expressed by an aorist form : 'Apvcuos 8' ovo/x' la/cc- TO

ydp Ofro TroTvia (jujrrip (Odyssey xviii. 5) 'Arnaeus was

his name, for that name had his lady mother given him'
;

17 (n^vcXoTreta) 8' OUT' dOprjcrai SWOT' avrirj OVTC vorjcrai | TV]

yap
y

A6r)vair) voov ^pa-rev (Odyss. xix. 478-9) 'she was

not able... for Athene had turned....' The imperfect of

a compound with
'

perfective
'

meaning may be used in

the Same way ;
KCU 01 Iwv iv vryvo-tv CTTCTPCTTCV OIKOV a-navTa

(Od. ii. 226), 'And he had put all his house in his

charge.' The Greek pluperfect is simply an aoristic
>
form developed from the perfect stem. The so-called

future perfect in Greek has only the meaning of an

ordinary future 2
, though it is possible with the help of

the context to translate it occasionally like the Latin

future perfect. The idea of relative time, the idea

1 The variant form to />xo/u and apxu is found in opx -/* *

(Homer) a leader.'

2 Such forms of course take the same shade of meaning as the

stem from which they come ; yue/wTjcro/icu
' I shall remember,'

5ia7re7ro\e;u77(reTcu
' the war will be over

'

etc., with the idea of the

state contained in the perfect ( 549). The future passive is

developed after Homer as a parallel to the passive aorist : ^-TLI^OIJ-V,

ri/70Tj-(ro/u etc. There is hardly a trace of a similar difference

in the active ; 2w is the presential future to xw > ^X^lff(a *ne aorist

future to l-crxoj'. Cp. Kiihner-Blass, Griech. Gram. n. 229. 2 n. 3.
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that the time of an action is to depend on the time of

some other action whether in the past or in the future

is entirely foreign to the early history of the Indo-

Germanic languages. Nor can we assert of any forms,

whether presential or preterite, that they had originally

a distinct reference to time.

547. The present in Greek may be either perfective

or durative, as we have already seen. This

perfective or momentary value, which is m*y express (i)^
.

an action, (u) a

properly expressed by the Greek aonst, must P^
0688' <ui) a

not be confused with another value that

some presents have which express a state rather than a

process or action. These presents have the same value

as many perfects. 17*0) and otxo/xai exemplify well this

perfect meaning in Greek. Apart from verbs like sum
it is hard to find simple perfect presents in Latin, though

compounds, as advenio, in a perfect sense are common.

In Greek there are some other verbs which express a

state whose meaning is that of a perfect:

The original present seems to

have had three values
1

, being used (i) of values* *$*"$&

that which was true at all times, (ii) as a
P

future, (iii) instead of an historical tense (the historic

present).

(i)
OVK dpcra KO.KO. Zpya. Od. viii. 329.

Ill deeds ne'er prosper.

Quod sibi volunt, dum id impetrant, boni sunt.

Plaut. Capt. ii. 1. 37 (234).

As long as they get what they want, they are good.

1

Brugmann, Berichte der konigl. sdchs. Geaellschaft der

Wissenschaften, 1883, p. 169 ff., an article from which several of

the following Greek examples are taken.

272
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(ii) In Homer the future use of the present is found

with e?/u, ve'ofwu, and one or two other verbs, but is

much rarer than in Attic
1

.

ov yap ST;V fJLvrjcrTfjpts aTrecrcrorrcu /u-eyapoto,

aAAa /xaA.' rfpi veovrat. OdySS. XX. 155.

Not for long will the suitors be absent from the

hall, but they will certainly come in the morning.

et avrrj 77 TroAis \r)<f>0-tj<rTaL, l^erat 77
Tracra StKeAia.

Thuc. vi. 91.

If this city shall be taken, the whole of Sicily is in

their possession.

Quam mox iiavigo in Ephesumt
Plaut. Bacch. iv. 6. 6 (775).

How soon do I sail to Ephesus?

quae volo simul imperabo : poste continuo exeo.

Ter. Eun. iii. 2. 40 (493).

At the same time I'll demand what I want
; imme-

diately after that I'm off.

(iii) The historic present is not found in Homer,

though frequent later in both prose and verse. Why
Homer does not use it is hard to discover, for the con-

struction is widely developed elsewhere and is almost

certainly Indo-Germanic 2
.

KcXevet TTfjL\f/aL dvSpas K.T.\. Thuc. i. 91.

He bids them send men.

1 A subdivision of this future is the use in oracles or prophecies,

as in Herodotus vii. 140 cure n XetTrercu, d\X' aldrj\a irtXec Kara

ydp fju.v tpflirei. irvp re /cat 6i>s "Aprjs. Compare Campbell's Lochiel's

Warning,
" And the clans of Culloden are scattered in fight

"
etc.,

the seer beholding the events of the future passing before him.
2 Brugm. Gr. Gr. 2 156.
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KCLVTJ fj.lv wAecreV vtv cs Tpoi'av T ayei.

Eur. Hecuba 266.

She ruined him and took (lit. takes) him to Troy

(v(7Tepoi> TrpoVepov).

The example from Euripides shows that the historical

present and a genuine past tense can be used in the

same construction. Compare with this the inscription

on the tomb of Lucius Cornelius Scipio Barbatus, consul

B.C. 298, Taurasia(m) Cisauna(m) Samnio cepit subigit

omne(m) Loucanam opsidesque abdoucit.

accedo ad pedisequas. qiute sit rogo.

sororem esse aiunt Chrysidis.

Ter. Andr. i. 1. 96 (123).

I go up to the attendants. 1 ask who she is. They

say she is Chrysis' sister.

(iv) Homer and later Greek writers often use the

present with an adverb of time instead of a past tense, a

construction which has an exact parallel in Sanskrit and

which is therefore supposed to be Indo-Germanic.

Tt7TT Tt TaVVTTCTrAc t/CCtVCtS TJfJLTpOV 8(0

cuSoo; T
<f>L\.r) TC ; Trapos ye fjLv ou n tfa/u'^eis.

II. xviii. 386.

Why Thetis with trailing robe comest thou to our

house, revered and beloved
;
in former days thou

wert no frequent guest ?

TTCTTOV, Tt /AOl <e l

j
ov Tt Trapos ye XcXet/x/ncvos cp^cai

Od. ix. 448.

The only difference between present and imperfect

in this construction is that the latter expressly
"
brings
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the time of the action into connexion with the speaker
1

.''

The two are used in conjunction in Iliad xiii. 228 f.

dAA.a dav, /ecu yap TO Trapos

orpvveis Se /cat, aXXov, oBi (JLeO

548. The imperfect is pre-eminently the tense of

narration. In form it cannot be distin-
Tne imperfect

the narrative guished from the strong aonst and in mean-

ing also aorist and imperfect overlap to

some extent. In Greek, aorist and imperfect from the

same verb are often found in precisely the same relation

in the same passage, so that it is futile to draw any

its relation to distinction between them 2
. The imperfect

of verbs of saying and commanding is

frequently used as an aorist. l/cXvov (an aorist in

formation) is regularly so used in Homer, as is shown

(1) by its gnomic use in os K 0eots eTrtTret^T/rai, /taXa r

ZK\VOV avrov, 77. i. 218, 'whoso obeys the gods, to him

they attentively give ear/ and (2) by its combination

with the aorist TOV /xaAa /xev K\VOV ^'Se 7ri'0oi/TO, H. xiv.

1 Brugmann in the article cited above.
2 For example in Iliad vii. 303 Hector SWKC t'0os apyvp6rj\oi>,

while in 305 Ajax {wa-rrjpa 8idov. Monro, in his edition, explains

8L5ov as 'gave at the same time,' 'gave in return.' Goodwin's

remark (Moods and Tenses, 1889, 57) is worth quoting. "The
fundamental distinction of the tenses, which was inherent in the

form, remained ; only it happened that either of the two distinct

forms expressed the meaning which was here needed equally well...

The Greeks, like other workmen, did not care to use their finest

tools on every occasion." The truth of this is well illustrated by
Iliad ii. 42 46, where it is said that Agamemnon tvdwe x'^wva,

and /SdXXero <papos, but ed^ffaro /caXA 7rf5t\a, which was presumably
a more tedious operation than those given in the imperfect.

Probably metrical convenience decided the usages here.
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133 'him they heard and obeyed.' The Latin im-

perfect in the main is like the Greek.

(i) The imperfect as an historical tense of con-

tinuous action.

7TO\\OV /XV fJLtOv 7TU/CTO, TToAAo. O*

r<aov Trapa Olva K.T.\. Od. ix. 45.

There was much wine drunk and many sheep they

slaughtered by the shore.

In tonstrina ut sedebam, me infit percontarier.

Plaut. Asm. ii. 2. 76 (343).

As I was sitting in the barber's shop, he begins to

inquire of me.

It is noteworthy that in narration Plautus promptly

changes, as here (infit), to the historical present. For

long narratives in the historical present see Amphitruo
i. 1. 50 (205) ff., Curculio ii. 3. 50 (329) ff. With these

it is worth while to contrast the management of a long

narrative in Homer, as in Od. ix.

(ii) "When the present of a verb is the equivalent of

a perfect as apx<*>, VIKW, Lat. regno etc., the imperfect

has a corresponding meaning rjpxf 'was archon,' evi'/ca

'had conquered,' regnabat 'was king/ So rji< 'had

come,' torero
'

had gone.' Contrast the aorists rjpa etc.,

which are often inceptive ( 552 ii)
1

.

(iii) The imperfect frequently expresses the attempt
to do something, a notion which arises out of the general

1 In the Attic inscriptions a date is given by the imperfect :

Havdiovis tirpVTdvcve, 'A^up/xos KoXXirrei>s
. ypa/j.fJuiTCVc, EwcXeJSijs

fpxe, KaXXia? *ladev eTreardrei, but a reference to such matters as

past events is in the aorist : XP^VOV I
offov ?Ka<rroi rip&v (377 B.C.),

oi /3ovXeurai /caXws /cat dtKaius f3oti\v<rai' xal firpvrdvevffav (287 B.C.).

Meisterhans, Gram. d. att. Inschr* 86, 2.
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progressive meaning of the tense. In Greek this sense

is specially common in eoYSow 'I offered, tried to give,'

and 7rei0oi/
'

tried to persuade.
'

CV fjoV yO) KCU

Od. xix. 151.

Thus for three years lay I hid and tried to per-

suade the Achaeans.

in exilium quom iret reduxi domum ;

nam ibat exulatum. Plaut. Merc. v. 4. 19 (980).

When he was going into exile, I brought him home

again ;
for he was trying to go.

549. The perfect was originally, as far as syntax is

The perfect
concerned, merely a special kind of present.

^intensive
It was an intensive form and had nothing
to do with time.

i. The perfect is distinguished from the presents of

The perfect ex- continuous action by expressing a state, an
presses a state. idea frQm which the notion of the perfect

as the tense of completed action easily developes
1

. olBa

1
1 know

'

(cp. Lat. novi), used only of the state of

knowing, is thus distinguished from yiyvwo-Kw, which

indicates the process of coming to know. In the same

way Ovya-KCL
' he is dying

'

is distinguished from redeye
'

he is dead
'

(hence rcfli/aoys in Homer '

mays't thou lie

1 The English perfect in have expresses the present result of a

past action :

' I have bought a book ' = I bought a book and I have

it. The connexion of the two ideas in one predicate gives by

implication the notion of the immediate past, a notion which

seems the earliest meaning of the aorist (
552 iv). The old

English perfects sang, rang etc. have passed into an aoristic

meaning, which they share with the later past formation in -ed :

loved etc.; while the continuous imperfect is now expressed by
was and a present participle :

' he was singing
'

etc.
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dead ') ; compare /AI^VTJO-KIO
'

I remind,' /xe/xv^/xai
'

I have

reminded myself, remember' (Lat. memini), Kraofuu 'I

acquire,' KCKTrjuat
'

I possess/ etc. oA.wAa, Lat. perii,

actum est, express the completed action which in English

is expressed by a present
*

I am lost,'
'

it is all over,' and

the like.

That the difference between perfect and present is

originally one rather of root-meaning than of tense is

shown by such passages as

\Qflv s McveAaov ya> KcXo/xcu KOL ava>ya

Od. in. 317,

I call and command thee to come to Menelaus,

where the two are combined with a scarcely perceptible

difference of signification. Other examples which illus-

trate the parallel between present and perfect are

TpOLTTt^ai (TtTOV KCU fCpClOJV Kttl OtVOV (3(.Ppi6a.(TW

Od. xv. 333.

The tables are laden with bread and flesh and wine.

ov TOL eywv cpptya fjid^rjv ov8t KTUTTOV lirirwv

II. xvii. 175.

In no wise do I dread the fight or the thunder of horses.

The same meaning is found with the perfect middle,

but more rarely.

oTStt <OS fJ.OL oScoSutTTCH KA.VTOS (.VVOG lyCLlOS

Od. xv. 423.

I know how the famed earthshaker hates me

(cp. Lat. odi).

In very few cases can the Homeric perfect be trans-

lated by the English perfect, and in such cases there is
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always some continuing result implied
1
. Many such

verbs, e.g. /3e/?pi0acriv and Ippiya above, have no present

forms in Homer.

The state expressed by the perfect is very often

contrasted in the Attic prose writers with the process

expressed by the present.

ov (3ovXve(r0aL <opa, dXXa J3e(3ov\.ev(r6a.i.

Plato, Crito, 46 A.

It is no time for deliberation but for decision.

OVTOl, J)V S' ty*1*, Tl (3oV\VC(T0OV TTOLCLV
} OvScV, <j>f)

6

Xap/xi'Sr/s, dAAa ySc/JovXcv/xc^a. Plato, Ckarmides, 176 c.

' What are you planning to do ?
' '

Nothing. The

planning is over.'

Nunc illud est, quom mefuisse quam esse nimio mavelim.

Plant. Capt. iii. 3. 1 (516).

This is a moment when I'd rather have been (i.e. be

now dead) than be.

ii. It is noticeable that in Homer the perfect is

frequently intransitive, corresponding in meaning to the

present middle, while the present active forms some

sort of causative verb ; cp. to-ra/xai, la-njKa.
'

I stand/

umy/u 'I set, cause to stand'; apaptWo 'I fit,' aprjpe
'

is fixed,' opw/u
'

I raise, cause to rise,' opo>p
'

it arises.'

'AAeai/Spoto etW/ca vetKOS opcopef. II. iii. 87.

For Alexander's sake the strife is stirred.

550. The Greek pluperfect is simply the augmented

The pluperfect Past * presents of the perfect type. In
m Greek. Homer it is used like the imperfect as a

narrative tense. At all times this is the value of the

1 Monro, H. G.2 28.
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augmented tenses of present-perfects : oTSa, novi,
'

I

know '

; 178*7, noveram,
'

I knew.' As we have already

seen ( 506 f.), the pluperfect forms are etymologically

closely connected with aorist forms. The Greek forms,

occurring only in the 3rd person, which are sometimes

represented
1 as a link between the perfect itself and the

imperfect and aorist can be otherwise explained. They
are yeywve, avrjvoOf and firevTJvoOc. The last two are

identified by Curtius
2 with the reduplicated type e/u-e'/u-r/-

KOV, with which must also go eyc'ywi^ (//. xiv. 469) if

genuine, yeywve is found four times as a perfect in form,

but always in the same phrase 6Wov re yeywi/e potj<ras.

An aorist in the same construction would be defensible,

and no passage renders it necessary to read cycyoW as a

pluperfect, while some passages seem to show that ye'yan>

and yytuv are the same form differing only by the

presence or absence of the augment ; cp. oyxepSaAe'ov

8' e/Joryo-e, yeywve T Travi fleouri. Od. viii. 305.

551. The Latin pluperfect is etymologically an

aorist form ( 507), and some traces of its The pluperfect

original value seem still to be found in the m Latm -

interchange of perfect and pluperfect, the Latin perfect

being in part also of aorist origin ( 497). The use of

pluperfect for perfect forms is, according to Draeger
3

,

earlier than the converse, being found in Plautus, while

perfect for pluperfect begins only in the classical period
4
.

1 As by Kriiger (Dialekt. 53, 3, 4).

2 In his Greek Verb (p. 429, English edition).
3 Historische Syntax, i.

2
p. 258.

4
According to Blase (Geschichte des Plusquamperfektt im

Lateinischen), whose views do not convince me, all such usages

of the plpf. as an absolute tense are late and begin with fueram,

which is by confusion so used, since in some instances fui and

eram are identical. This view seems tenable only if it could be
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Nempe obloqui me iusseras. Plant. Cure. i. 1. 42.

Why sure you ordered me to contradict.

Quosquefors obtulit (=obtulerat), irati interfecere.

Livy xxv. 29. 9.

Those that chance had thrown in their way, they
slew in their wrath.

Compare Propertius' non sum ego qui fueram (i. 12.

11) with Horace's non sum quails eram (Od. iv. i. 3).

In the passage from Livy, the pluperfect meaning
arises from the context as in the Greek use of the aorist

as pluperfect ( 546).

552. As we have already seen ( 500, 502), there are

The aonst has two types OI
*

aorist. The forms which end

in the active of the Greek verb in -ov

are, etymologically considered, only augmented tenses

of perfective presents. The forms which contain a

suffix in -s- are of different origin, have a different

inflexion and might be expected to show differences of

meaning. Investigation, however, has not yet succeeded

in discovering any such difference of signification be-

tween them and the strong forms.

(i) The aorist meaning best recognised, because

Perfective ao- most widely developed, is that of simple
rist - occurrence in the past. But the aorist,

except in the indicative, shows no past meaning other

than that which may be derived from the context, and

the injunctive forms of Greek (o^e's etc.), Latin (vel, 520)

and Sanskrit show that the idea of past time must be

contained in the augment and not in the verb-form

shown that the Latin plpf. is not a descendant from the original

language hut an invention within Latin itself to express relative

time.
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proper. In Greek even the presence of the augment is

not able in all cases to attach a past meaning to the

verb, for the gnomic aorist which expresses that which

is true at all times is generally found with an augment :

pex^ev &' re VTJTTIOS lyv<o
l

. A similar aorist is in almost

every case
2
found in Homeric similes except when it is

desired to express duration.

(ii) When the present of a verb expresses a state,

its aorist generally expresses the idea of
inceptive ao-

entrance into that state, ap^w, 'I am rist-

archon
'

; ijp&i,
*

I became archon, came into office
'

;

uet,
'

he is king
'

; e/foo-i'Aevcre,
'

he became king
'

;

tl,
' he is brave

'

; etfapo-ryo-e,
'

he took courage.'

Kal TOTC 817 Odpcnrjcre KOL rjvBa /xcti/ns (X/AV/AWV. H. i. 92.

' Then at last the blameless seer took courage and spake.'

In the same way, when the perfect expresses a state,

the aorist frequently is' a perfect or pluper- Aorist= erfect

feet in meaning. Thus from Krao/uu, the

present of which is not found in Homer, we have the

perfect lK.Trjp.aL or KCKT^/MU, 'I pOSSCSS,' but fKTrja-dfJirjv,

'

I have acquired
'

or
'

I had acquired
'

according to the

context.

KTTjfj.aa-1 rtpTrecrOai, ra yepwv CKnjo'aTO

ov yap c/xot ^X^ ai/ra^iov, ovS* ocra <j>ao-lv

"I\LOV KTfj<r6ai ) VI/atO/XVOV TTTO\U6pOV

TO Trplv TT' etpT/vrys irplv cA^etv vta? 'A^aMoy.

//. ix. 398.

'

My lordly heart is eager to take its pleasure in the

wealth which Peleus has acquired; for not equal in value

1 See Platt, Journal of Philology, xix. p. 217 ff.

2 For exceptions see Monro, H. G.2 78 (2).
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to my life is all that Ilium once possessed etc.' (TO irplv

fKrya-Qcu, cp. Wpos ov TL 0a/u'i9, 547 iv).

Compare

CTITOV Se <r<iv vei/A MeoxxuAios, 6V pa OT^WTI/S

avros KT^craro oTog aTroixo/xevoio aW/cros.

Oc?. xiv. 449 f.

' And among them Mesaulius distributed food, whom
the swineherd himself had gotten

'

etc.

(iii) The aorist in H. ix. 398 quoted above is

Aorist= present bviously used of the present time, and

this usage is not uncommon. According
to Monro 1

,
such aorists "express a culminating point,

reached in the immediate past, or rather at the moment
of speaking." He cites amongst other passages //. iii. 415 :

T(OS Bf (T* aTr\@Tjp(D o>s vvv K7ray\' c^tA^cra,
'

and thus

come to hate you as I now (have come to) love you

exceedingly.
'

In Attic poetry there is a considerable development
of this usage whereby aWTi-ruo-a, eTnjveo-a and the like are

used as presents.

Aristoph. Peace 528.

I scorn the hateful fellow's hateful shield.

Although found in Aristophanes, the construction is

absent from good prose.

In Latin such aorists as ruperunt in illius immensae

ruperunt horrea messes, Virg. Georg. i. 49, are not found

in early Latin and are most probably imitated from the

Greek aorist.

(iv) The idea of something beginning in the past

1 H. G
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and culminating in the present brings us to what is

perhaps the most primitive use of the aorist, Aori8t of im.

viz. to express that which has just happened.
mediato P*8*-

This is the ordinary value of the aorist in Sanskrit and

is also found in Slavonic. The English equivalent is

the perfect with have ( 549 n.}, and the Latin perfect

meaning, like the Sanskrit, may have developed directly

from this usage.

Zevs...os Trpiv fj.V JJLOI VTTCO-^CTO KCU KdTVv(rev (inde-

finite past)

,..vvv 8 Kcuoyv a.7rd.Tr)v /3ovA.evcraTO, KCU /AC K\vt
SvcncAea "Apyos iKcr$ai. II. ii. Ill ff.

' At this time he hath devised' etc.
1

(v) A development in the direction of future time

which Greek shares with Slavonic. The
Aorist= future.

ordinary explanation that the speaker puts

himself at the future point of time when the aorist is

thus used, is hardly necessary, for as we have already

seen the perfective or aorist presents of other languages

are frequently used instead of futures.

i ficv K avOi /xeVcov T/owwv iroA.iv d/x^i/xa'xw/xai

toXcTO /XV fJLOi VOO-TO9, ardp K\OS OL<f)Ol.TOV loTCU.

//. ix. 412.

'If I remain...my chance of return is gone (will be

gone).'

qui si conservatus erit, vicimus. Cic. Fam. xii. 6.

If he shall be saved, we (shall) have won.

553. The passive forms of the Latin perfect and

pluperfect with fui and fueram instead of Latin passive

sum and eram, which are so frequent in
aomt ***

1
Cp. Monro, H.G. 2 76.
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Livy and later are comparatively rare in the early

period. Only four examples are quoted from Plautus
1

,

three of which are deponents and one passive : miratus,

oblittis, opinatus, vectus all with fui. The difference

may possibly depend to some extent on local peculi-

arities in the language of particular authors. No
definite distinction in meaning can be drawn between

these and the ordinary forms.

It is noteworthy that in Greek the aorist, in Latin

the aorist-perfect are used with words meaning after

that, eTrct, postquam etc. in the sense of the pluperfect.

NOTE. The following passage from Iliad vi. 512 516 will help

to elucidate Homeric past tenses :

ws vl6s TLpidfioio Hdpis Kara Hepydfjwv &Kpr)$

, u><rr' i^X&Twp, e^Se/Siy/cei

7r65es <j>pov atya. 5' HireiTa

"E/cTopa Stov ZrerfMev d5e\0e6i', eur' dp ^/teXXev

(TTp\{/a'd' e/c XW/JTJS, odt rj ddpife yvvaiKl.

Here e/3e^:et is pluperfect in form, imperfect in meaning and

parallel to Qtpov the tense of durative action in past time
; ^Ter^ev

is the aorist expressing instantaneous occurrence, while ddptfc is

an imperfect in form, a pluperfect in meaning, the action being

already past at the time expressed in the rest of the passage.

554. In neither Greek nor Latin can the forms

used for the future be certainly identified

with the original Indo-Germanic future

( 491 ff.). The future forms of both languages are for

the most part subjunctives, and the discussion of them

falls therefore under that of the moods.

555. The future perfect is not a primitive forma-

The future per-
tion. In Homer always, and in early Latin

frequently, future perfect forms are used

1
Draeger, H. S.2

i. p. 276. The enumeration is certainly

incomplete.
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like ordinary futures, the only difference (if any) being
that the future perfect forms have somewhat more em-

phasis
1

. In Greek the active forms are rare at all times.

TOV 8* y<ov eirtovTa SeSeo/zai oei Sovpt.

II v. 238.

Him, as he presses on, I will receive on my sharp

spear.

eftot Se /x,aA.iOTa AeAeu/rerat aAyea Xvypa.

//. xxiv. 742.

And to me specially will grievous sorrows be (remain)

left.

Erum in obsidione linquet, inimicum animos auxerit*.

Plaut. Asm. ii. 2. 14 (280).

He will leave his master in the siege and will increase

the courage of his foes.

Capiam coronam mi in cap ut, adsimulabo me esse ebrium

Atque illuc sursum escendero; inde optnine aspellam

virum. Plaut. Amph. iii. 4. 16 (999).

I'll put a crown on my head, pretend to be drunk,

and climb up aloft yonder ;
from there I'll best drive

the hero away.

The idea of relative time is however much more

common in Latin than in Greek, and even in Plautus is

the usual meaning.

1 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses (1889), 83, and for Latin,

F. Cramer (Archivf. latein. Lex. iv. p. 594 ff.).

2 This paratactic construction is interesting, because the future

perfect is used to indicate the result of a future action (linquet),

while in the ordinary hypothetical sentence the order is inverted :

.Si in obsidione erum liquerit, inimicorum animos augebit.

G. P. 28
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4. Uses of the Moods.

556. As we have already seen ( 302), the iinpera-

Different views
^VG *S n * ProPerty a m O<>d, while the in-

regarding the fmitive consists of substantive forms built
original mean-
ing of Subj. and Up on the different types of verb stem.

We are left therefore with only the sub-

junctive and optative. The 'original meaning of these

moods and the history of their development is the most

difficult of the many vexed questions of comparative

syntax. Since the publication in 1871 of Delbruck's

elaborate treatise on the uses of these moods in Sanskrit

and Greek
1

,
the most generally accepted view has been

that propounded by him. This view put in the briefest

form is that the subjunctive indicates Will
2

, the optative

Wish. In later treatises Delbriick has to some extent

modified his view of the development of these moods 3

,

and now admits that it is impossible to trace certainly

all uses of the subjunctive to the original notion of will

or desire that something should or should not take place,

or all uses of the optative to the original idea of wish.

Some authorities oppose Delbruck's view, holding

that "the subjunctive was originally and essentially a

form for expressing future time, which the Greek in-

herited, with its subdivisions into an absolute future

negatived by ov, and a hortatory future negatived by /xij,

and used in independent sentences
4

," while the primitive

1
Syntaktische Forschungen, vol. i.

2 In other words the subjunctive would correspond to the

English I will, thou shalt, he shall, while the future is I shall,

thou wilt, he icill.

3
Cp. S. F. iv. p. 115 ff., v. p. 302.

4 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses (1889), 375.
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optative also,
"
before it came into the Greek language,

was a weak future form, like he may go and may he go,

from which on one side came its potential and its future

conditional use and on the other side its use in exhorta-

tions and wishes. These uses would naturally all be

established before there was any occasion to express

either an unreal condition or an unattained wish 1
."

557. The chief difficulties connected with the ques-

tion are these.

(1) The only languages which keep these moods

distinct are the Aryan group and Greek.
scarcity of

But even in the Vedic period Sanskrit is
material -

losing grip of any distinction between the moods and in

the classical period the subjunctive has disappeared.

Zend and Old Persian are not in a position to compen-
sate for the shortcomings of Sanskrit. Latin, although
it retains forms of both subjunctive and optative, has

entirely confused them in usage. Armenian, Germanic

and Letto-Slavonic have practically lost the subjunctive ;

Irish has lost the optative. Greek therefore is the only

language which retains these forms as separate moods

and in vigorous life.

(2) Though Greek and Sanskrit agree in the main

in the use of these moods there are some serious differ-

ences. For example, the history of the Greek negative

ov with certain types of subjunctive and optative is

altogether obscure, for no sure etymology of ov' has as

yet been discovered. In corresponding sentences in

Sanskrit the old Indo-Germanic negative Differences be-

nd is used. Greek seems therefore to have
JJ

to some extent recast these moods. The Mood8-

1 Hoods and Tenses, p. 388. The whole appendix in which

these quotations occur deserves careful study.

282
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subtle usages of these moods with KCV and av seem to be

a development within Greek itself. At any rate nothing
similar is found elsewhere.

(3) In Goodwin's theory it is a serious, though not

an insuperable difficulty that any distinct
Close con- . .

r
, . .

nexion between division between the moods is given up.

The same objection would, however, apply

to Delbriick's theory for, as he himself points out
1

,
Will

and Wish meet in the higher conception of Desire, the

only difference between them being that while wishes

cover the whole field of the attainable and unattainable

alike, will presumes the ability to attain. It might also

be urged that as both stem and person suffixes in the

two moods are different
2
some important original dis-

tinction might be fairly supposed to be implied by these

differences.

(4) The shades of meaning expressed by these

Difficulty of moods are frequently so delicate that the

fai
n
?fmS personal equation is likely to. affect con-

ing -

siderably the classification of the facts.

It seems likely that no satisfactory solution of the

problem will be arrived at until the extent and nature

of the development of subordinate sentences, including

Oratio Obligua, within the primitive language has been

more fully investigated than it has yet been 3
.

558. Without being committed to a dogmatic state-

1
Sf. F. i. p. 16.

2 The fact that Skt. shows secondary suffixes in the sub-

junctive is not conclusive evidence to the contrary, as the forms,

even in the earliest period, are tending towards decay.
3
Cp. now Hermann (K. Z. 33, p. 481 ff. ), who holds that there

is no proof of the existence of subordinate sentences in the original

language.
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ment as to the order of development of the usages, a

statement for which there are at present no
, . . ., | ,. The subjunc-

sumcient materials, it is possible to dis- tive has three

tinguish three usages of the subjunctive in

which Sanskrit and Greek agree, (i) in the sense of will,

equal to the English / will, thou shall, he shall, (ii) in

interrogative sentences, whether real or rhetorical, and

(iii) as a vague future.

559. i. In independent sentences the 1st person

sing, in Homer can be used (a) with <UA' aye sometimes

followed by 877, or (b) without any introduction after an

imperative sentence. In the plural it is used only with

dAA.' aye (Sr/) or dAX' ayere. The negative is
fjitj,

but in the

1st person it is very rare, because the cases where such a

usage is required are not more numerous than in English

such constructions as
'

Don't let me find you there again.'

Sing.

(a) dAA' ay* eyw'i/, 05 crcto yepairepos evx/*at &vat,

eei7ru) /cat Travra. uo/xat. H. IX. 60.

But come now, since I avow myself to be more

honourable than thee, let me speak and go through

the whole tale.

(b) 0a7TT
/W,

OTTl T(i)(l<TTa, TTvXttS 'AlSttO TTCpT/CTa)
1

.

//. xxiii. 71.

Bury me with all speed, let me pass the gates of

Hades.

Plural. d\X' aye vvv to/xev. Od. xvii. 190.

But come, now let us go.

1 From such constructions the final sentence easily developed

by the addition of a deictic pronoun ws, oOrws in the first clause

and of an anaphoric IVa etc. in the second.
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dAA' aye 877 <pa<o/xe#' OTTODS Itrrai raSe epya.

Od. x\ii. 274.

But come now let us take thought how these things

shall be.

In conditional clauses this construction is well

marked.

et e/xoi ov Ticrov<ri /3owv eTrici/cc" a/xoi/^v,

Svo-o//xu cis 'Ai'Sao KCU ev veKV<7<n <aetV<u.

0d. xii. 382.

If they will not pay satisfactory recompense for my
oxen, I will (subj.) sink into Hades and make

light among the dead.

The negative form of the first person as has been

said is rare.

l^t] tre, yepov, KOtA-iycrtv eyto Trapa revert /axeuo.

//. i. 26.

Don't let me find you, old man, near the hollow ships.

The affirmative form of the subjunctive of will is

very rare in the 2nd and 3rd persons. That it must

once have existed in the 2nd person is proved by its

ordinary negative form, the subjunctive with M, and the

3rd person is quotable without doubt as to the reading.

<cp', (O TCK1/OV, VVV Kdl TO Tr)S VT]<TOV jAoiOrjS.

Soph. Phil. 300.

Come, my child, learn now also the nature of the isle.

TO Bf.
\f/d<f>tcrfjia

TO ycyovop O.TTO rap fiwXap . . . dvarc&a, cv

TO tapov TW Atop T<3 'OA.v/w,7ricu
l

. Elean inscrip. Cauer
2

264,

Collitz 1172.

Let the resolution passed by the council be dedicated

in the temple of Olympian Zeus.

1
Delbriick, S. F. iv. p. 117, who gives up the passage in
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Some passages where KCV or av is usually read border

closely upon the 2nd person of this type.

17 KV /XU V7TO Bovpl TV7T15 O.TTO OvfJiOV 6\(TO"r)$.

II xi. 433.

Smitten under my spear shalt thou lose thy life
1
.

The ordinary aorist construction of the 2nd person
with /7 requires no illustration. It can hardly be

doubted that this usage is older than the development
of the aorist imperative. The rule that a present

imperative and an aorist subjunctive must be used in

negative commands seems to prevail in Old Latin as in

Greek, ne time, M <evy ;
ne dixeris, ny Xe'^s

2
.

The third person has a very emphatic force in such

passages as

OVK <T0' ovros avrjp ouS' ItnreTat ovSe ytvrjrcu.

Od. xvi. 437.

There is not such a man, nor will nor can there be
3
.

560. ii. The interrogative subjunctive is commonest

with the 1st person in both prose and poetry.

<o fJMi cyo>, rt 7ra0u>
;

II. xi. 404.

Woe is me, what shall I do ? (= what is to become

of me ?)

Sophocles on the ground that the text generally is untrustworthy.

It is probably one of Sophocles' frequent experiments in language,

on the analogy of <f>tpe /xd0o>.

1 In the context thou wilt would be hopelessly weak.
2 This was written before Elmer (A. J. P. xv. 133 ff.) had over-

thrown by simple enumeration of instances the dictum of Madvig
which has been credited for fifty years. Between Terence and

Livy there are but eleven instances of the type ne dixeris, outside

Cicero's letters.

3 Compare Shakespeare's Nay, it will please him well ; it shall

(i.e. is sure to) please him (Henry V. v. 2. 269).
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This usage is close to that of the future
; compare W

ira'0a>
;

TL 8c 8pe3 ;
TL 8e /xrjVw/xat ; Aesch. S. C. T. 1057

with TL 7ra0a>
;

TL 8 /xrjtro/xat ; Soph. Track. 973. If the

future is the old aorist subjunctive, /x^o-w/xat and /^Vo/xat

are of course merely different formations from the same

aorist stem. ,

The only example of the 2nd person in this con-

struction (TTWS ovv IT' etTT^s oVt <rvv<rraA./xai KaKOts
;
Elir.

ZT. jP. 1417) is possibly corrupt, and is generally emended

into oV t7roi9.

The 3rd person is fairly common, especially in the

orators.

TI
cL-rrr) TI?

;
Demosthenes xxi. 197.

Dem. xxix. 37.

Compare also w/xot eyw, Tt irdOu
;

Tt' vv /xot

Od. v. 465.

For the negative type compare the frequent TI 7ra0o>
;

Tt
fJLrj

TrdOo)
;
and TroTepov /x^ <f>pd^rj } Trapa/xv^ta? 8e ovSe ev

7rpoo-8t8aJ; Plato, Legg. 719 r.

561. iii. The use of the subjunctive as a future

is common in Homer both with and without particles.

ov yap TTCO TOIOVS t8of aVepas ov8e t8<o/xat. //. i. 262.

Never yet saw I such men nor shall I see them.

et 8e KC 7x77 Scuoxrtv, eycu 8e /cev avTo? eXw/xat. //. i. 137.

If they give her not to me, then will I go and take

her myself.

The 2nd person hardly occurs, for the passage II. xi.

433 cited above has a different shade of meaning. The

3rd person is commonest in the phrase

Kai Trore TIS eiTTTjo-t. //. vi. 479 and elsewhere.

And some day they will say.
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In other phrases it is accompanied by av or KW, the

fine distinctions expressed by which are a matter con-

cerning Greek grammar only, as they seem to have

developed within the language.

562. The original usages of the optative in simple

sentences seem to have run parallel to The optative

those of the subjunctive. We can dis-
has three values,

tinguish (i) the usage in wishes, (ii) the usage in ques-

tions, a construction to which av is generally added in

Greek, (iii) a potential usage which may refer to present,

past or future time. The negative in wishes is ft?}

1

, in

the potential usage ov. The particles KCV and av are not

used with (i) but are common with (ii) and (iii). Wishes

are often preceded by such particles as cWc, et yap etc.

563. (i) The nature of the wish is different accord-

ing to the person used.

1st Person,

ei#' w? ?j/?o>0(./u /Jtry TC /w,ot 1/ZTreSos efy. Od. xiv. 468.

Would that now I were young and my strength

were as firm.

Cp. pi] fJirjv
acTTrovSt yc xai aK\L<a<s a-rroXoi^v. II. xxii. 304.

The 2nd and 3rd persons are specially used as a sort

of suggestion or exhortation.

i TLVO. TTOV TpcJwv eaA./Avos avSpa /JaAowrtfa. II. XV. 571.

I wish you would jump out and shoot some Trojan.

dXA.' t TtS KCU TOTXrSc /XTOl^O/XVOS KoA.CTlV. //. X. 111.

I wish somebody would go after these men and call

them.

1 In Vedic Skt. ma is found in only one instance with the op-

tative. Otherwise the negative is nd throughout (S. F. v. p. 337).
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564. (ii) The optative in Attic Greek without av

is so rarely used interrogatively that many authorities

would emend the passages where it occurs or treat

them as mere anomalies 1
. They preserve however an

ancient construction which has become rare in Greek.

TCO.V, Zev, Svvacrw TL<S dvSpuJj/ VTrep^Scurux Karaa-^oi

Soph. Antig. 605.

Thy power what human trespass can limit?

2cr0' OTTWS "AAK>;o-Ti9 (<; yrjpas /xdXot ; Eur. Ale. 52.

Is it possible that Alcestis could reach old age ?

OVK <70' OTTWS At^OU/Al TO. l/AtvS^ KttXct.

Aesch. Agam. 620.

It is not possible that I should make a false tale fair.

With the last passage we may compare OVK lv& os

(rfj<s ye KVVO.S Ke<J>a\r}<s a.TraXd\KOi, H. xxii. 348, which, how-

ever, has a different history. The Homeric construction,

instead of coming from the interrogative and deliberative

usage (cp. the subjunctive, 560), arises from (iii) the

vague future use.

565. (iii) Under the vague future or potential use

we may also rank the concessive use
; compare the

English hesitating he might go, which, though referring

to the same future time as he may go and he will go,

expresses greater remoteness of the possibility of his going
than either of the others. This construction is so likely

to be confused with wishes, especially in the 2nd and 3rd

1 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, 242. The instances of this

construction have been properly treated by A. Sidgwick in appen-
dices to his editions of the Agamemnon and Choephori and more

fully in an article in the Classical Review, vii. p. 97 ff. Hale's

elaborate dissertation (Transactions ofAmerican Philological Associ-

ation, 1893, p. 156
ff.)

does not seem to me convincing.
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persons, that even in the Homeric period av and *e are

the rule with the potential optative, though a certain

number of the older constructions still survive. The
instances cited from Attic are mostly very doubtful.

They are, however, all optatives from verbs of saying

and seem to be rekted to the subjunctive type ?iny rts

( 561); Kal Oa<r<rov
r; Aeyoc, ns 1

e7pTu//,evas |
TrtuXov? Trap*

avrov SCOTTOTT/V ecrT^cra/w.ei', Eur. Hipp. 1186.

566. The distinction (if any
2
) between sentences of

this type with av and those without av is very subtle.

Compare

(a) avrdp TOL Kal Kewo yoj

rrj lp.tv y KCV 8rj <rv

//. XV. 45.

(b) Kal 8' av rots aAAoio-iv cyo> 7rapa/JivOr)<Taifj.ir]v

otKaS' a7TO7rA.tiv. H. ix. 417.

Monro, in his edition of the Iliad, translates the

optative in (a) by
'

I am ready to advise/ as expressing

a concession ;
in (b) by

'

I should advise.' The con-

struction in other clauses however shows no concessive

meaning : ov KaK<urepov aAAo W0oi/u, //. xix. 321,
1

1 could not suffer aught worse
'

; x P/^ l '
\df3c, o ov

8vo y avSpf ^>potv, //. v. 302, 'which two men could

not carry.'

567. The application in Attic Greek of indicative

forms to express wishes or conditions that can no longer

be fulfilled is in the Homeric period not yet fully

developed. Forms of u*t>t\ov are alone used for wishes

1 Wecklein's emendation \6yoi<Tii>, although supported by I. T.

836, seems unnecessary.
2 Goodwin (M. T. 240) treats the optatives without *ri or dv

simply as exceptions to the general rule.
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impossible of fulfilment, and in the apodosis of con-

ditional sentences of the same nature the optative with

K is used, though rarely, for the more common past

indicative with av 1
.

Kat vv KCV fvff a7roA.oiTO,...ei (JLTJ ap 6v vor/o-er.

n. v. 311.

He would have perished, if she had not quickly

perceived him.

5. The Latin Subjunctive.

568. Latin has suffered so much mutilation before

the beginning of the historical period that, as has been

already mentioned, its mood system is of little use for

the purposes of comparison with other languages. Two
members only of the subjunctive series can be regarded
as lineal descendants of Indo-Germanic forms. These

are the present and the perfect-aorist. The forms

ordinarily called imperfect and pluperfect must have

Latin imper-
been developed within the separate history

feftsSbj^Tw of Latin. Whether they be regarded as

development, modifications of original aorist types or as

compounds with the substantive verb ( 515), they have

no exact parallels elsewhere, even in the Italic group of

languages. The periphrastic forms containing a future

participle are of later origin.

569. The history of the present and the perfect-

aorist subjunctive is tolerably clear. The constructions

of both are parallel to the Greek constructions to a large

extent. Both subjunctives show the same close relation-

ship with the future
;
the perfect-aorist subjunctive is

combined with a negative precisely as the aorist subjunc-

1 Goodwin, M. T. 440.
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tive is in Greek; /XT) Sci'^s: ne dixeris; ne dixis istuc
1

,

Plant. As-in. v. 1. 12 (839).

570. The imperfect and pluperfect present greater

difficulties. Their usages in Plautus are different in

many respects from those of the best classical period,

while in the later period, when the forms of Latin are

passing into Romance, they undergo an important change
in meaning. The pluperfect takes the place of the im-

perfect subjunctive, while the latter by the loss of its

endings becomes confused with the infinitive and dis-

appears. The names, imperfect and pluperfect, are given
to these forms from one of their chief usages in the

classical period. But even then the imperfect so-called

is in unreal conditions a present : si veltm, possim is the

more frequent type in Plautus, si vellem, possem in

Cicero
;

in signification both are identical. The plu-

perfect on the other hand is found used as the equi-

valent of both imperfect and perfect-aorist. But the

history of these two cases must be different. When the

pluperfect is used as the equivalent of an imperfect, we

are at once reminded of the history of the Greek

pluperfect indicative. No doubt the development was

the same here
;
the so-called imperfect is formed from

a durative present stem, the so-called pluperfect is

obviously formed from a perfect stem and may therefore

be expected to represent not a process but a state

( 549). The idea of relative time cannot be got out of

Cicero's cum ilk homo audacissimus conscientia convictus

reticuisset, patefeci (Cat. ii. 6. 13) ;
reticuisset is when

1 It is to be remembered that etymologically dixeris and dixis

are optatives. There is not in Early Latin that delicate distinction

in usage between a negative with pres. imperative and a negative

with 2 pers. aorist subj. which exists in Greek.
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he had become silent, i.e. while he was silent, the

pluperfect of an inceptive verb being the exact equivalent

of the imperfect of a verb expressing a state
1

. On the

other hand, since the Latin perfect has to discharge at

the same time the duties of an aorist, forms of the

perfect subjunctive may have a past meaning, and there-

fore we find in Plautus such constructions as audivi ut

expugnamsses regemque Pterekim occideris, Amph. ii. 2.

114 (746), where the two clauses are parallel.

As this question concerns the history of Latin only,

it cannot be further discussed here. But the develop-

ment of the subjunctive forms and the changes in their

signification within the historical period should form one

of the most striking chapters in that historical grammar
of the Latin language which has still to be written.

1
Cp. Foth (Boehmer's Eomanische Studien, ii. p. 313) who was

the first to set this matter in its proper light. Blase (Geschichte

d. Plusquamperfekts, p. 82) disputes this, wrongly in my opinion.
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A.

THE GREEK AND LATIX ALPHABETS.

[The chief recent authorities for this subject are Taylor, The

Alphabet, vol. ii.
; Kirchhoff, Studien zur Geschichte des griech-

ischen Alphabets* ;
E. S.Eoberts, Introduction to Greek Epigraphy ;

Hinrichs in ed. 1, Larfeld in ed. 2, of vol. i. of I. Muller's Hand-

buch; Schlottmann in Riehm's Handworterbuch des Biblischen

Altertums, s.v. Schrift und Schriftzeichen ; Pauly's Real-Encyclo-

padie (new ed.) s.v. Alphabet; Lindsay, The Latin Language;
von Planta (for the Italic alphabets) in his Grammatik der

oskisch-umbrischen Dialekte.]

601. The alphabet, wherever it may have originated,

undoubtedly came to the Greeks from the Phoenicians. The
Phoenician alphabet, identical with the Hebrew, consisted of

twenty-two letters. The oldest specimen of this alphabet
that we possess and that can be dated with approximate

certainty, is in the inscription upon the Moabite stone the

fragments of which are now in the Louvre. This stone,

discovered in 1868 in the ruins of the ancient Dibon, records

the triumph of Mesha, King of Moab, over his enemies. The

date is some years after 896 B.C. *. The letters of this inscrip-

tion bear a surprising resemblance to those of early Greek

1 Mesha was a tributary of Ahab, King of Israel, and rebelled

after Ahab's death (2 Kings iii. 4, 5).
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inscriptions. But the art of writing was undoubtedly known

to the Semitic races of Western Asia many centuries before

the time of Mesha. The Greeks must have received the

alphabet from the Phoenicians while the Phoenicians still

carried on an active trade with Greece. But this trade seems

to have been already on the wane in the eleventh century B.C. l
;

hence we may conclude that the art of writing was known to

the Greeks from at least the twelfth century.

602. The alphabet as borrowed from the Phoenicians was

not well adapted for Greek uses. It had no vowel symbols ;

it had a superfluity of breathings and sibilants. The signs for

Aleph, He and Ain 2 were adopted for the vowels a, e and o,

while Yod, the symbol for y (i), was utilised for the vowel i.

The Greek treatment of three of the four sibilants, Zain

(Eng. z\ Samech (*), Sade (*) and Shin (sh\ is less certain.

Zain was kept in the place which it had in the Phoenician

alphabet, but with the value of Greek
( 118), and with

a name corrupted from Sade. Greek or follows p precisely as

in the Hebrew alphabet Shin follows Resh, while, on the

other hand, if the name o-iypa is not merely connected with

o-io> as the hissing letter, it looks as if borrowed from Samech.

Samech follows the symbol for N and on the Moabite stone

has a form EE closely resembling that of the ordinary Greek S.

In the Greek inscriptions there are two symbols which are

used in different dialects for
o-,

viz. M (sometimes |^)
and ^.

The form of Sade, written from right to left on old Hebrew

gems and coins ^ bears considerable resemblance to the

Greek /^ , when, as is common in the early inscriptions, it is

written from right to left like the Semitic letter. Shin

1 Such is the ordinary view. Beloeh (Rheinisches Museum,

49, p. 113) puts the date of Phoenician influence on Greece as

low as the 8th century.
2 The Hebrew names of the Semitic letters are given at the

head of the different sections of the 119th Psalm, which is an
acrostic composition.
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appears on the Moabite stone as VV which is identified with Z,
the angle at which letters are written varying considerably in

early and rude inscriptions.

603. The Phoenician alphabet ended with T. Thus all

letters in the Greek alphabet after r are developments within

Greek itself. Of the new letters v is the earliest. The most

plausible explanation of u is to identify it with the ancient

Vau which occupied the sixth place in the Phoenician alpha-
bet and had the value of w (u). On the Moabite stone Vau
has a form closely approaching to Y. This explanation of v

receives plausibility not merely from the resemblance in form

but also from the parallel treatment of Yod. A new symbol
known to us from its shape as digamma (f) then replaced
Vau with its value as u

( 171). Whether this symbol was

an adaptation of the preceding E or whether it was a modi-

fication of the original Vau symbol, is hard to decide. Some
forms of Vau on ancient Hebrew gems make the latter view

possible. The seventh and eighth letters (Cheth and Teth)
in the Phoenician alphabet were used for the rough breathing

(then written H) and for respectively
1
. The only other

letter in the Phoenician alphabet which differs from the

forms in the Greek alphabet as ordinarily used is Koph or

Q6ph which stands before the symbol for Besh (R). This

symbol was preserved in some Greek dialects, e.g. Corinthian,

for a long time before o and v sounds
; compare the Latin Q,

which is the same letter.

The Greek symbols which still remain to be provided for

are $, %, ^ >. The authorities differ widely as to the origin

of these forms. Some writers maintain that
<j>

is developed
from one of the forms of Koph, % and ^ from bye-forms of

the Phoenician T and Vau respectively. Many other views

as to their origin are still held by eminent scholars and will

come up again in the next section. Q is most likely merely
a modification of O which was used in Miletus to indicate

1 The first step towards the use of Teth as was the writing of

6H, the next the use of 6 alone.

G. p. 29
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the long o-sound by at latest 800 B.C. It must, however, be

remembered that these modifications of and additions to the

original alphabet were the work of a considerable period and

that while some remote and less progressive districts were long

content with a primitive alphabet in which PH, KH, PZ
did duty for the later single letters <, x, \//-,

the busy com-

mercial towns like Miletus made rapid improvements in the

alphabet as handed down to them.

604. There were amongst the Greeks 1 two distinct

alphabets, resembling one another in most respects, but

differing in the representation of
, ^ and

-fy
or rather in the

value which they attach to the symbols X and Y. Of the

one type the Greek alphabet as usually written is the de-

scendant, the Latin alphabet and through it the alphabets of

Western Europe
2

generally are the representatives of the

other. These alphabets are generally distinguished as the

Eastern and the Western. The Western alphabet was used

in Euboea and the whole of continental Greece except Attica,

the north-east coast of the Peloponnese and the colonies like

Corcyra and Syracuse which sprang wholly or partly from that

area. The Western colonies with the exceptions mentioned

above also used this alphabet. The Eastern alphabet was

employed in Asia Minor and in most of the islands of the

Aegean ; Crete, Melos and Thera alone retaining for a long

period a more primitive and less complete alphabet. The

1 One branch of the Greek family the Cyprian did not use

an alphabet but a syllabary of the same nature as that in which

the cuneiform inscriptions of many Asiatic nations are written.

This syllabary did not distinguish between breathed stops, voiced

stops and aspirates ; hence the two symbols to-te may mean rore,

roSe, rw5e, Sore, dodtj, rb STJ, etc. Another very primitive method

of writing has been discovered in Crete by Mr A. J. Evans

(Journal of Hellenic Studies xiv. p. 270 ff.).

2 The Bussian alphabet is a modification of the Greek alphabet

as it appeared in the 9th century A.D. Some symbols had to be

added to the Greek alphabet owing to the greater number of

sounds in Slavonic which had to be represented.
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Western alphabet, as Latin shows, placed x after V (v) and
used as its symbol X which in the Eastern alphabet was used

for x- y or a local form ^ was used for x- The combination

TTOT was generally left without a symbol, although in Arcadia

and Locris a new symbol is invented by adding a perpen-
dicular line in the middle of the symbol X.

In the Eastern alphabet as here described there were still

some variations from the present Greek alphabet. H was

still used to represent not
rj

but the spiritus asper\ E re-

presented e, 9, and the 'improper
3

diphthong a which arises

by contraction
( 122); O after the introduction of Q re-

mained the symbol for o and for the non-diphthongal ou.

The lonians of the mainland lost the aspirate very early and

employed H, no longer necessary in this value, as the equi-
valent of

77.
The complete Ionic alphabet, which is the

alphabet now in use, was first officially adopted at Athens in

403 B.C., although it is clear that the alphabet was in ordinary
use at Athens considerably earlier 1

.

605. From the alphabet of the Greeks settled in Magna
Graecia came the alphabets used by the Etruscans, Romans,

Oscans, Umbrians, and the smaller tribes of the same stock.

There seems to be little doubt that the Etruscans were the

first to adopt the alphabet and handed it on to the Oscans

and Umbrians. The shape of the Latin letters, which is in

many respects very different from the Greek to which we are

accustomed, is almost entirely an inheritance from the Greek

alphabet of the Chalcidic colonies, in which letters exactly

corresponding to those of Latin can be found except in the

1 It may be mentioned that, apart from the great divisions

of the alphabet which are discussed here, there were a large

number of minor local peculiarities which enable scholars to

assign with great definiteness the earlier inscriptions to their

original home. This becomes increasingly difficult after the

introduction of the Ionic alphabet. We have then to rely on the

local dialectic forms, but with the appearance of the Koivrj ( 64)

these tend more and more to disappear.

292
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case of P and G. In the oldest Latin, however, P is P
as in Chalcidic, and it seems probable that G was introduced

instead of the useless by Appius Claudius Caecus in 312 B.C.

The borrowing of the alphabet must have been at a com-

paratively early period since in all the dialects the earliest

writing is from right to left.

606. The alphabets of Central Italy fall into two groups,

of which one is formed by the Latin and Faliscan, the other by
the Etruscan, Oscan and Umbrian. The main distinction

between the two groups is that in the former the sound of/
is represented by the ancient Yau (F), while in the latter it is

represented by a symbol more or less closely resembling the

figure 8. The history of this difference is not clear. In the

earliest Latin inscription, which is on a fibula found at

Praeneste and published in 1887, we find FHEFHAKED
written for the later fefacid. FH for the sound f seems to

show that at the period of writing (probably in the sixth

century B.C.) F still retained its ancient value as u and that

the aspirate was added to show that the sound was not

voiced but breathed as in the Corcyrean PH for p ( 119).

But as V was used for both the consonant u and the vowel u,

F came to be used alone with its modern value. It is

contended by many authorities that the other group made
its new symbol for / from the second member of the group

FH at a time when H had still its ancient closed form
5

for an artistic stonemason might readily alter the two

rectangles into two diamond-shaped or circular figures
1
.

607. The main argument for deriving even the Latin

alphabet from the Chalcidic through the intermediate stage

of the Etruscan, is the confusion in symbols between breathed

and voiced stops, which Etruscan did not distinguish. The

balance of evidence is against this theory, though it would ex-

plain how the Greek rounded y (C) came to have in Latin

1 In Umbrian this closed H is retained with its usual value in

the shape 0.
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the same value as K and to oust it from all except a few

forms stereotyped in the official style.

608. The Umbrian, Oscan and Faliscan alphabets show

similar but more numerous traces of Etruscan influence.

Faliscan like Etruscan has no symbol for J3. Etruscan had

no Z); neither has Umbrian, and the Oscan form q is

obviously a restoration from the form for r with which the

form for d had become confused. A still more important
resemblance to Etruscan is that neither Oscan nor Umbrian
has a symbol for o originally, V representing both original o

and original u sounds. At a later period Oscan distinguished
o forms by placing a dot between the arms of the V> V- ^
also distinguished i-sounds which came from original e by a

separate symbol \-
1
. Umbrian has two further symbols;

(1) ^ used to denote a peculiar pronunciation of original d

which is represented in Umbrian monuments written in the

Latin alphabet by rs, and (2) d, used for the palatal pro-

nunciation of k before e and i
t
which is represented in Latin

writing by s. They are now often transliterated by r or (f,

and f.

609. The symbols for the aspirates were not required by
the Italic alphabets although Umbrian keeps 6 in the form O.

Some of the Roman numeral symbols were however derived

from them; M= 1000, which appears in early inscriptions

as CD with many variants produced by opening the side

curves 2
,
there can be little doubt is <, while half the symbol

( D) is used for 500. We may gather from Etruscan that

was the earlier form out of which the Latin C= 100 developed

1 These symbols when they appear in small type are generally

printed i7, I. They are represented with greater clearness by u, f,

the latter introduced by Mommsen, the former by Prof. R. S.

Conway.
2 The symbol M, according to Mommsen (Hermes xxii. p. 601),

is used by the Romans only as an abbreviation for mille, milia,

never as a number. Hence it is a mistake to write MM = 2000.
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by assimilation to the initial letter of centum when the

original value was forgotten. The Chalcidic x, viz. \i/, had its

side limbs made horizontal _L L and was used for 50. X = 10

is found in Etruscan, Umbrian and Oscan as well as Latin
;

whether it was the Chalcidic as a letter, x is found only in

Latin and Faliscan is uncertain. Whatever its origin V 5

is obviously meant for the half of it.



B.

THE GREEK DIALECTS.

[The chief collections of materials are the volumes of the

Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum, the collection of dialect in-

scriptions edited by Collitz with the help of many other scholars

and still unfinished (Sammlung der griechischen Dialekt-In-

schriften), Cauer's Delectus Inscriptionum Graecarum propter

dialectum memorabilium*, 1883 and Bechtel's Inschriften des

ionischen Dialektes. Among the most important treatises

may be mentioned (1) Meister's Die griechischen Dialekte, of

which two volumes founded on Ahrens' treatise De Graecae

linguae Dialectis have appeared, the first (1882) containing

Aeolic (as defined in 621), the second (1889), Elean, Arcadian

and Cyprian ; (2) Hoffmann's Die griechischen Dialekte (2 vols.,

1891, 1893), covering even more fully the same ground except

Elean and Boeotian; (3) H. W. Smyth's The Greek Dialects (Ionic

only), 1894. A useful summary of the main facts of Doric

is given in Boisacq's handy compilation, Les dialectes doriens,

1891. The dialects of North Greece are treated by H. W. Smyth

(A. J. P. vii. pp. 421445). An excellent r6mm6 of all the

dialects is given in Pezzi's Lingua Greca Antica, 1888, to which I

am much indebted.]

610. The physical features of Greece are such as to en-

courage the growth and maintenance of many separate

dialects. Lofty mountain ridges divide valley from valley,

thus rendering possible the existence of a large number of

small communities politically independent and each in fre-

quent conflict with its nearest neighbours. Separate societies
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under one political government tend to become more homo-

geneous in language; when a single society is broken into two

parts under different political governments the parts tend to

gradually diverge in language as in institutions (cp. 64).

611. The racial origin of a people need not throw any

light upon the language it speaks, for many causes may lead

in time to the loss of the ancestral language and the ac-

ceptance of another. The Norse settlers in Normandy
adopted a dialect of French instead of their native tongue ;

after their settlement in England they gradually resigned

their French in favour of English. English itself is encroach-

ing more and more upon the area in which Keltic dialects

used to be spoken. It is therefore clear that a people may
remain ethnologically almost pure and yet from political

circumstances or self-interest change its language. But

although history will not supply a trustworthy key to the

facts of language, nevertheless history and language will

frequently corroborate one another.

612. The Greeks of the Peloponnese and of Phthiotis in

Thessaly who formed the expedition to Troy are known to

Homer as Achaeans. The peoples who play a great part in

later times, Dorians, Aeolians, lonians, are to Homer little

more than names. According to Greek tradition, it was some

eighty years after the Trojan war that the Peloponnese was

invaded and conquered by a people from the north or north-

west the Dorians. The invaders, like the Normans in

England, established themselves as a conquering caste, but in

the countries under their authority the conquered Achaeans

still survived partly as freemen without political rights, partly

as slaves. According to Herodotus (viii. 73) the people in the

centre of the Peloponnese the Arcadians had remained in

their mountain fastnesses undisturbed by this invasion. In

Arcadia then, if anywhere, we may look for the dialect of the

ancient Achaeans. Cyprus was colonised from the Pelopon-
nese and more especially from Arcadia, and inscriptions show

the dialects to be closely akin. The branch of the race settled

in Phthiotis also spread eastward to Asia Minor, and we find
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two great dialect areas with a form of language very similar,

viz. Thessaly in Northern Greece and Aeolis in the north-

west of Asia Minor. In Boeotia a similar dialect is found,

crossed, however, with many Doric peculiarities. Ancient

legend hints at some such mixture by a story that the

Boeotians dislodged from Arne in Thessaly poured down into

the Cadmeian land. These Boeotians must have been Dorians,

and Doris the land from which they derive their name is in

the heart of the mountainous region between Thessaly and

Boeotia. We might therefore expect to find resemblances

between the dialects of North-west Greece and those of the

Dorians of the Peloponnese. Our documents, however, leave

us with a long gap of some centuries between the time of the

legendary separation of the Peloponnesian Dorians from the

northern Dorians and existing records. There was no direct

communication between the tribes thus separated and hence

many differences between the dialects of North-west Greece

and of the Peloponnese have had time to grow up. So great

are these differences that some of the best authorities separate

these dialects into two distinct groups. The northern Eleans

according to Herodotus were Aetolians and therefore members

broken off at a later time from the main stock which re-

mained to the north of the Gulf of Corinth.

The Athenians boasted that they and their ancestors had

lived through all time in Attica. They were known as

lonians and identified themselves in origin with tribes living

in Euboea, in some of the islands and in a large district on

the coast of Asia Minor.

613. There are thus three main stocks, (i) the Achaean,

consisting of Arcadians and Cyprians on the one hand and

Aeolians of Asia Minor and Lesbos, Thessalians and Boeotians

(partly) on the other, (ii) the Dorian, originally resident north

of the Gulf of Corinth but most powerfully represented by its

warlike emigrants to Sparta, Argolis and Corinth, and (iii) the

Attic-Ionic. These stocks in process of time sent out off-

shoots which planted the shores of the Black Sea, the north

coast of Africa and the western Mediterranean on the
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European side with numerous colonies, some as Cumae in

Italy dating back to the legendary era soon after the Trojan

war, others as Amphipolis in Thrace or Thurii in Southern

Italy belonging to the middle of the historical period.

614. For knowledge of any dialect we are indebted to

three sources, all of which in some cases may not be available.

These sources are (i) literature, (ii) grammarians and lexico-

graphers, (iii) inscriptions. Neither of the first two sources

can be trusted by itself. For (a) before the invention of

printing, when scribes had to copy the works of authors,

there was a constant liability to error in matters of dialect,

since the scribe was likely to write inadvertently the forms of

his own dialect in place of those in the manuscript before

him or to mistake the reading of forms with which he was

not familiar. When a manuscript thus incorrectly written

was itself copied, the number of errors in matters of dialect

was likely to be greatly increased. Hence sometimes, as in

some works of Archimedes the Syracusan mathematician, the

almost total disappearance of the dialectical element
;
hence

too the occasional occurrence of two widely divergent copies

of the same work. For example, the treatise by Ocellus

Lucanus De Return Natura is preserved in Attic, although
Stobaeus quotes it in Doric. Owing to the same cause the

exact treatment of Ionic in the hands of Herodotus is still to

some extent a matter of dispute, the manuscripts varying

greatly as to the contraction of vowels and the like.

615. (6) There is however a more subtle source of error.

Much of the Greek dialect literature is in poetry, and it is

hard to tell in many cases how far corruption of dialect is

due to the poet himself or to his transcriber. A later Greek

poet might be reasonably expected to be influenced by
Homeric diction

;
he might use a borrowed word which

suited his verse better or, even though well acquainted with

the dialect, he might use a conventional form which was not

actually spoken
1
. That the dialect writing of Theocritus

1 To take a modern instance, Burns does not write pure

Scotch although born and bred a Scotchman. Even in what
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was conventional is admitted by every one ; how far the early

writers of lyrics use a conventional language and how far the

dialect of their native cities, is a vexed question.

616. The grammarians are no more trustworthy, for

they often worked on insufficient data and put down forms

as belonging to particular dialects without certain evidence.

The works of the ancient grammarians, moreover, are subject

to the same dangers in copying as works of literature. The

only trustworthy evidence to be obtained with regard to any
dialect is from the records of the dialect engraved on some

permanent material, such as stone or metal, by the people
themselves and still preserved. Even here the material at

our disposal is not always to be relied on and the genuine-

ness, authenticity and decipherment of inscriptions must be

investigated by the canons according to which such matters

are tested in the case of literary works.

ARCADIAN.

617. Our information regarding this dialect is derived

from (i) inscriptions, (ii) glosses containing Arcadian words.

Most of the inscriptions in the dialect are short or consist

merely of proper names. From Tegea there are two longer

inscriptions, one dealing with a building contract first pub-
lished in 1860, the other regarding the right to pasture in

the neighbourhood of the temple of Athena Alea first pub-
lished in 1888. The latter to judge by the alphabet, which

is in the transition stage between the native and the Ionic

alphabet, is somewhat older, belonging probably to the early

might be supposed his most characteristically national poem
Scots wha hae, of these three words wha and hae are only
conventional changes of English words, for Scotch uses not the

interrogative who but that as the relative, and the plural of have

ends in -, the genuine Scotch phonetically written really being

Scots 'at hiz.
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part of the fourth century B.C. The former, however, al-

though written in the Ionic alphabet presents more character-

istic features of the alphabet in less space and part of it is

therefore given here.

618. The main characteristics of the dialect most of

which it shares with Cyprian are these :

i. (a) -KS- in the preposition t is reduced to s before a

following consonant : evSorrjpes.

(b) -VTI becomes -v<n which remains : Kpivavo-i. Cp. lepa/j.-

vdfjiovffL dat. pi.

(c) Original 8 is represented by f and 5 the pronuncia-
tion of which is uncertain : tfpedpov, eo-dVXXojres. Cp. Attic fidpad-

pov, /SdXXovTCs.

(d) e before v became t in the preposition tV.

(e) Final o became v: dirt. The old genitive ending ao

also becomes au.

(/) -01 appears for -eu in the 3rd sing, middle : ytvyTOL etc.

Spitzer's explanation of -rot as influenced by ordinary secondary

ending seems most probable.

ii. (a) Some stems in -775 show a strong form of the root

syllable where Attic has the weak : SW-K/^TTJS, while Attic Sw-

has -r-.

(b) Stems in -775, whether -s-stems or -eu-stems as

( lepeijs), are inflected like stems in -T; (cp. 50).

(c) The old genitive of masculine stems in -d, Homeric

'ArpeiSao, appears as -au and is followed through analogy by the

fern, a-stems oidav, etc.

(d) The *

contracting
'

verbs in aw, ^w, 6w are of the /it-

conjugation, which is perhaps more original than the ~u type:

(e) The locative has taken the place of the dative :

d,7rf> and c accompany the locative, ^TT-^S= e?r^ takes the genitive,

7ros=*7Tor-s and Iv take both locative and accusative (cp. Latin in).
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i K av n yiVTjroi TOIS epyuvais rots tv TOI avrot

fpyoiy ocra TTfpl TO fpyov a7rue(r($)a> 8f o d8tKT)p.fvos

TOV d8tKVTa Iv deepens Tpicri, dirv rat av TO aSt-

-Kr)p,a yevr/Tot, voTfpov 8e p.rf KOI ort ay Kpivavari

Ol f<r8oTTJpfS, KVplOV 6OTO). El 8f TroXf/iOS
1 dta-

-K&)Xv(Ti TI T)V epyav TWV fcr8odfVT<i)v
fj
T>V

r/pyacrfjievaiv TI <p&fpai y ol TpiaKacrtoi 8iayv6vTa)t

TL 8el yivetrdaf ol 8e orparayoi 7r6(ro8op. TTOCITO),

ei ic* av 8eaToi crtycis iroXep-os rjvai 6 /ta>Xv[a>]i' t)
e-

-(p6opKO)s TO. fpya, \a<pvpoira)\iov eovros KOTV ray

TroXios' fl 84 n(s) pya>vr)<ras /ii) lyKe^prjKoi Tols

epyots, 6 8f 7ro\fJ.os SiaKcoXvot, a.7rv86as [r]6 dpyvpiov,

TO av XfXaftrj tews Tvy^dvrj, dfpeaxrda) ra> epyo>

ft K' av KeXeva)j/cri 01 O~8oT7)ps. Et S' "[**] rt? tiri-

-(rvvtoTaTOt rats eVSoa'eo'i TO>V epy&v f) Xv/iaiV^-

-rot <ar fl 8e Tiva Tponov (pdrjptov, ap.iovT<i>

ol f(r8orr)pcf t
ocrai av Se'aroi (rfpeis ap.iai t Kat

a/

y*capv(r[(rdj']ra) Iv eViKpicrtv <ai ii/a-yoi/ra)

tv 8iKa(rrf)ptov TO yivop.fvov TO! TrXrjdi TO.S

a/it'av. Mr) e^eoTto 8c /wySe KOivdvas yevccrOat

TrXe'oi/
17

dvo eVt [Mrj8fvl T>V epyo>v

<a<rros 7rfVTT)KovTa 8apxpds
df ol dXtaarar lfi(paivfv 8e Top, /3o\6p.fvov firi TOI

fjfjiio-croi TOS ^a/ztau. Kara aura de Kat ft
'

dv [r]is

ir\4ov T)
8vo fpya f^n v ifp&v rj

ra>i> 8ap.[d]o-i(i)v

K.O.T fl 8f Tiva Tpoirov, oTivi a/i fir]
ol dXtaoTa[t]

6p.o6vp.a8ov irdvTfs,

fpy<i)v KOTV p.rva
'

av .........

ra epya ra TrXeoi/a.

Hoffmann's text (vol. i. p. 25). Cp. Collitz' D.L No. 1222.

dru&Jas, ptc. of aorist from stem seen in Cypr.

ace. pi. /i^crr' etf, cp. Thessal. fd<riro$i, Homeric

II. viii. 508, where the right reading is possibly tUffir'.
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CYPRIAN.

619. As already mentioned, the Cyprian inscriptions are

written not in the Greek alphabet but in a cuneiform syllabary.

This syllabary was first interpreted by George Smith in 1871.

Since then much more material has been collected and many
scholars, mostly German, have advanced the reading and

interpretation of the monuments. The lack of any distinction

between breathed stops, voiced stops and aspirates, the dis-

appearance of nasals in consonant combinations, and the

difficulty with a syllabic notation of indicating a combination

of consonants, make the reading of Cyprian inscriptions an

intricate puzzle. Compare the following symbols and their

interpretation :

ta se te o e mi ta se pa pi a

ray 6f& ffu ras I3a<ia[r]

sa ta sa Jco ra u Srao-ayopav

e mi' to sa cl ra>

ta sa to ro

The passage transcribed on the opposite page is on a

bronze plate engraved on both sides which was found at

Edalion. It is the longest Cyprian inscription. It is dated

by Meister about 389 B.C., by Hoffmann about 449 B.C.

620. i Cyprian resembles Arcadian in all characteristic

sounds except that e does not change to cs before consonants :

cp. (b) ^x( v
) ffi (or possibly xw(")<")> (c) fas = Attic 7775, (d) to(v)<ri

(
=

*f(ff)ovri), (e) ytvoiTv and many proper names. There is no

example of a middle optative ending in -rot. Cyprian has how-

ever other peculiarities which are not shared by Arcadian.

(a) Between i and v and a following vowel it indicates the

glide ( 84) UaTijpav, Ka.Te<rKevf( = u)a<re. There is a converse

change in etf/pi^dcraTv for efp .

(b) v did not change to ii as in Attic, for in the glosses it

interchanges with o : fj.oxoi= fj.vxoi.

(c) Such forms as pa ta for iravra seem to show that the

vowel was nasalised as in French.
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(l)*Ore rd(/) TrrdXtv 'HdaXtov KoreFopyov Madot KOS KfTirjFcs,

l(v) rait QiXoKvirptov Ffrei rai 'Ova(ray6\pav, ftcuriXfvs 2ra(ri-

KVTrpos Kas a. TrrdXts 'HdaXiiJ/es avayov
y

Ovdo~i\ov TOV 'Oj>ao~t-

Kvir\pa>v TOV t/arj/pav KOS ros Kao-iyvrjTos ljdo-0ai ros d(i/)#paWos
TOS l(v) rat p-d^m tK.\p.ap.vos avev pio-Qcov" <ds rrai fvFprjrd(raTv

j3a(Ti\vs Kas a TrrdXts 'Ova(rijjX(ot KO.S rots KacriyvrjTOts d(i/)rt rai

pi(r6S)V <d d(i/)rl ra vxypw SoFfvat e^ rait
|
Foix.au TG>I fta(TiXr)Fos

<ds c rat 7rrdXi/t dpyvpa>(v) ra[Xai/roj/] | Ta[Xai^roi/]- ?) SvFdvoi

vv d(i/)ri ra>
| dpyvpuv reaSe rw raXd(i/)ra)i/ (3a<ri\(vs nas a

TTTO\IS
y

Ova(ri\6)i KO.S rots Ka(ri\yvr)TOis dnv TO.I di rat /3a<rtXi)fo

ra l(v) TO> Iputvi ran 'AXa(/i)7rpt/drat ro(i/) ^5)pov \

TOV t(i/) roit

eXft ro(v) xpavo/ievoi/ "O(
<

y)Ka(v)ros aXfa> Kay ra Tep\vija ra

fVtd(v)ra || 7ra(j/)ra e^ei/ 7ravd>viov, vFais av, aTeXrjv rj
<4 vis

'OvdviXov
r\ TOS

| <ao~iyvr)Tos rj
TOS TralSay ra>(i/) Trat'So)!/ raiv

e rest ^copcot raitSc
| e^ opv^T), tSe Trat, 6 e'

ircio~fi *Oj/ao"tXcoi Kay rots Kacrfyvjyrotls ^ roty 7rat(rl TOV

apyvpov rd(j/)Sf dpyvpa>(v) rd[Xai/ro/] | rd[Xavrov]- |

icas

'Oi/ao-tXwt oifcot, aveu reo(i/) nao-iyvrjrtov T>V atXcoi/, fFprjTa.a-a.Tv

icas a TrrdXty dopfvai d(i/)rt ra vxypav, rai /itortfaii/

7re[X6Kfas] 1 1 1 1 7re[XeKefas] | 1 1 5t[5pa^a] 'H[od-

Xta]' ^ da>KOt vv f3ao~i\vs KO.S d TrrdXts 'Oj/ao-t
|

(2) -Xa>t d(i/)rt rw dpyvpa>(v) rcoSe OTTV rat ^"at rat /3a(rtX^fos ra

t(i>) MaXai/t;'a|i rat iredijai TO(V) ^aipoi/ ro(z/) xPav(6p.evov 'Aprivija

aXfa), KOS rarepl^vi/a ra 7rid(v)ra 7ra(v)ra, ro(i/) Troe^d/ifi/oi/ TTOS

ro(i/) poFo(v} ro(i/) Apv/itov KOS 7ro||s rav leprjFijav ras 'A^dvas,

KOS ro(v) KOTTOJ/ rov t(v) 2t/i(/i)t8os dpovpa|t, ro(i') At/^ft'^efits o

'Appdvevs foe aXfa), ro(/) Troe^d/icvoi' TTOS nao-a-ydpa|i/ rov

'Oz/ao-a-ydpav, KOS ra re'p^vt/a ra 7rtd(')ra ?rd(z/)ra e^fv iravatvios

v\Fals dv, dre'Xt/a td(i/)ra- 7 KC o~ts 'OvatriXoi' ^ ros Tratdas ros

rat dt Taide t e^ rtot Kawcot raitfif e^ opvrj, t||6e, 6

i TretVet 'Oi/ao-iXa)t
17

rots Trato-t roi/ apyvpov rd(i/)&V

7re[XeKefas] |||| 7r[XeK6/as] || 5i[pa^/Aa] *H[8dXta]-

tSe rd(i') SdXroi/ rd(i/)Sf, ra feVt/a rdSe tVaXaXto-ftf'i/a, | ftao-tXfvs

KOS a TrrdXts KartBijav l(v) rd(i') $toi> rdi/
t

A0dvav TO.V TTfp*

'HjSdXioi/, o-ui/ opKOts fti7
XGcrat ras Fprjras Tao-dc vFdls dv.

|

"OTTI o-ts Kf ras fpqras rdo-de Xvo-r;, dvoa-ija fot yivotTv Tag
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(d) afXuH/ = aXXuv if correctly interpreted shows that the

assimilation of -li- was completed after the separation of the

Greek dialects. Arcadian has aXXos.

ii. (a) The genitive singular of -o-stems at some Cyprian
towns (as Edalion) was in -wv. The origin of the -v is not clear.

(b) -v is added after the sonant nasal in accusatives like

lia.Trjfxu> (cp. Horn.
irjT-rip)

and d(v)5pia(v)Tav.

AEOLIC.

621. To Aeolic used in its widest sense belong three

dialects, (1) the dialect of Thessaly except Phthiotis which

through Doric influence has become since the Homeric period
akin to the dialects of North-west Greece, (2) the dialect of

Lesbos and of the coast of Asia Minor adjoining, (3) the

dialect of Boeotia. Of the three the dialect of Lesbos and its

neighbourhood is the purest because, like that of Cyprus, it

was brought less into contact with other dialects. Thessaly
was ruled by a few noble families apparently of Dorian origin

who lived in feudal state, while the earlier inhabitants had

sunk to the level of serfs and were called Penestae. In

Boeotian there is a much larger Dorian element.

622. The sources for Thessalian are inscriptions and a

few statements of Grammarians. For Lesbian and Asiatic

Aeolic there is a large number of inscriptions, many fragments
of lyric poetry by Sappho and Alcaeus 1 and a considerable

amount of grammatical literature. For Boeotian the most

important source is the inscriptions. There are also some

fragments of the poetess Corinna. The grammarians fre-

quently confuse Boeotian with the Aeolic of Lesbos. The
Boeotian of Aristophanes (Acharnians 860 ff.) and of other

comic poets was probably never correct and has been further

corrupted in transmission by the scribes.

1 The Aeolic of Theocritus and of Balbilla the learned com-

panion of Hadrian's Empress is a literary imitation and not

trustworthy evidence for the dialect.
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as Taar8c Kas TOS Karros roo-Se ot 'Ovao-iKvirpw Traides KCU

) iraibtov ol ira\i$fs eo(v}(rt alFfl, ot '(i/) TO> lpS>vi T>I

fi fo(v)<ri.

Hoffmann's text (vol. i. p. 69). Cp. D. I. No. 60.

Kai. iKiMfdvos (ace. pi.) 'hit.' u^pu^ (gen. fem.) = &rt-

v probably = *ud cp. C<r-re^or. fru = 7^. a\/w (ace.)

threshing-floor (H.). Ttpxv<.ja.
=

<t>vr6.. tfous fav meaning uncer-

tain, perhaps 'forever.' ireivei = Attic relffet. tvaXaXiff^va perf.

pass. part, from ekdXlveiv 'written thereon.' The pronominal
forms irai (enclitic particle), OTTI, o-ts (

=
TI$) may be noticed.

[N.B. Here as in other inscriptions curved brackets indicate

doubtful or worn letters, square brackets letters illegible or lost

and restored by the editor.]

The following passage from Tick's edition of the Iliad

(i. I 16) is an attempted restoration of the Aeolic of the

Homeric period (see 650). Fick has now published a

slightly different recension in B. B. xxi. p. 23 ff.

Maw aeide, $f'

oXXo/zci/ai/, a p.vpi* 'A^aioitr' aX-yc*

tftydipois TJn>xals
^

avrois 8

i Tf Tratcri, Ator fiVreXr/'fTX) /3oXXa,

e^ <J 8?) TO. rrp&Ta Steararai/ fpicravre

'ArpetSas Tf Fdva avdpwv KOI dlos
'

TIS r'ap <r<pa) 6fa>v epidt (ruvfrjuc

Aartas KOI Aioy vlos. 6 -yap ^ao-tX^i

vovcro'ov ava (rrpdrov eopcre Kaieai/, oXe KOI/TO 8c Xaot,

(SwfKa TOV Xpuon^i' aTip.a(Tf aparrjpa

'Arpftdas- 6 yap ?;X0f ^oaif eVi vaat ^Axa>ia>v

oy re Ovyarpa (pfpw r'aTrepeVo-t 7roti/a,

av orKaTrrpcoi icat fXiVa-fro

dc /za'Xicrra 8vo>, Kocrp/ropf

G. P. 30
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1. THESSALIAN.

623. The extract given is a reply of the people of Larissa

to a letter of Philip V. king of Macedon. The original

document first published in 1882 is of considerable length,

containing two letters of the king and two replies as well as a

long list of signatories at the end. The date is soon after

Philip's second letter, which was written B.C. 214. The

alphabet is Ionic. The older inscriptions are much smaller.

In this inscription the king's letters are in the KOIVI], the

replies in the local dialect.

i. (a) In the 3rd pi. middle -VTO appears as -vOo : eyfrovdo

(cp. Boeotian).

(6) Original d (w) appears as ov : -xotpav, TTO.VTOVV, ovs.

(c) Original e
(ij) appears as ei : (3a<n\etos t

(d) ai in verb terminations appears as -et

(e) Final a appears as e in dit (did) ; cp. 3rd pi. tve

(final /x.
for v by assimilation before /xa-) with Boeotian

(/) Kis - Attic Tt's. According to Hoffmann the palatalized

g-sound survived till the Greek dialects separated with a sound

like that beginning the English
'

child.'

(<7)
Instead of compensatory lengthening as in Attic, nasals

and liquids are doubled: Kp^vve^ev (
=

Kpli>iv), aTrvcrr^XXavTos

(
= airoaTdX-). Compare Kvppov = *Kvpipv.

ii. (a) All infinitives eud in -v : 8e56<r6eiv, fynev.

(6) As a demonstrative 6-ve= Attic ode, but both elements

are declined : rovweow.

(c) Instead of the genitive the locative is used in o-stems :

(d) pa (perhaps= *mn) is used =5t. It seems to occur also

with a variant grade in /jLecnrodi (
=

e'us), which is probably to be

analysed into yue0--7ro5-t, iroS being rather the pronoun (Lat. quod)

than the same stem as in TreSci etc.
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IIavdp.fj.ot ra

ycvofjievas, dyopavopevTovv TOVV Tayovv irav-

-TOVJ/, 3>iXiTrTroi rot f3ao~i\c'ios ypdp.p.aTa TTf^avros TTOT TOS

Tayos <al TO.V TroXiv, 8t[e]Kt HeTpalos KOL
y

\vdymmros *cat

'AptoroVoos, ovs or ras 7rpeto-j3[i]as eye'i/oi/^o, evftyavlvcrocv

aVTOl), 7TOKKL KCU & dp.p.OVV TToXl? 8lf TOS TToXt/AOf 7TO-

TrXetovovi/ rovi/ KarotKfio"OJ/roui/' fj.e<nro8i KC ovv icat

erepos eVii/ofio-ov/iei/ a^i'oy rot Trap d/u/ie

,
er roi Trapedi/roy Kpcvvepfv

, <)({;)$ ice roiy KaroiKVT(r<Ti Trap

-Xouv <ai TOI/ aXXovv 'EX[X]di/oi;v So^eT a TroXireta roivcos

yap o~WTe\(rdfVTO$ KOL crvvpevvavrovv irdv-

-TOVV 8i TO. <pi\dv0pov7ra TTfTTfia-rfiv aXXa re TroXXa TOVV

Xpfuripovv o~o~fo-0iv KOI e(a)vro{5 KOI ra TrdXt KOI

rav %ovpav /zaXXov ^pyao~6io~O~6eiv , \lfd(pio~Tfi TO. TroXireia

7rpao~o~epv irep Tovvvfovv, K.OT ra 6 ^3a-

-o~i\(vs eypa\l/~i KOI roty KarotKei/recrcri Trap a/i/xe

/cat roi)z/ aXXoui/ 'EXXai/ow Se8d(r^eti/ rai/ TroXi-

-Tfiav Kol avrols nal O~yovois <al TO. XOITTO. Tifua V

avrols rrdj/ra, otra-aTrep Aaa-aioi?, (pv\as eXo/*e-

-i/ot? eicaoTov, Trotaff xe /SeXXetrer ro fia \/ra^>io-/ia rove Kvppov

e/i[/i]ev KOTT TTOVTOS xp vot KC" TO? Tapias fo~86-

-pev ovypd-ty-fiv avTo eV o-raXXas \idias 8vas KU\ TO ovvfuvra

TOVV 7TO\lTOypa(pl6fVTOVV Kttl KUTdffJLfV

Tap. fiev tai> fv TO ifpbv rot 'ATrXoui/o? rot KepSot'oi, ra/^i /za

aXXai/ eV raj/ aKpOTroXiz/ <at rai/ oi/tzXai/, <ctff ice yt-

-vvciTfi, tv rave dofiev.

Hoffmann's text (vol. ii. p. 21). Cp. D. I. No. 345.

dr ra$= dTr6 T^S, ^r ror^cTri roO. Aatreuots apparently no mis-

take, for Hesychius has \d<rav TTJV Adptvav.

from yi-vv-fj.ai= ylyvo/j.ai in meaning.

302
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2. LESBIAN AND AEOLIC OF ASIA MINOR.

624. None of the inscriptions are very old, the earliest of

any length the dates of which can be ascertained belonging to

the beginning of the 4th century B.C. Both inscriptions

given here probably belong to the end of the 3rd century B.C.

i. The two most marked characteristics of genuine Aeolic

are (a) j3apvT6vr)<ris and (6) ^tXwcrts. Unlike other Greek dialects

Aeolic throws back the accent in all words (except prepositions

and conjunctions) as far from the last syllable as it will go.

Hence a#roi(ri, Ipos (Attic Iep6s), e-Traivrja'ai, oXi-yos, TTdy/j.evos etc.,

every word being barytone, for the long monosyllables oxytone in

other dialects are here circumflexed : ZeOs, TTTU)|, etc. The

second point \f/i\<affis
is the total loss of the spiritus asper, a loss

which, however, is equally certain for the lonio of Asia Minor.

(c)
The Digamma is not found in inscriptions after the

adoption of the Ionic alphabet. It seems, however, to have dis-

appeared early in the middle of words but had, to judge from the

grammarians, survived initially, /"appearing as /3: ppa.Ka= Attic

pdKTj, fipifa= pifa etc. When a consonant followed, /passed into

a diphthong with the previous vowel: 5ei5w= Attic dtw
(
=

*5eva--a>),

(d) The grammarians tell us that was written 0-5- in

Lesbian, a statement which is not borne out by inscriptions, and

which seems to point only to the fact that the Lesbian like the

classical Attic pronunciation of f ( 118) was different from its

later value represented by-ss- in Latin transliterations: atticisso etc.

(e) Nasals and liquids are doubled when another consonant

<r, ,i, f is assimilated: 2/ievj/a, fre^/ua, frrreXXa, x^PPas 'hands'

(
= *X Pcr

~)
but Zpvfv ; (fratwos, a/u^ies, x^^ 101

(
CP- Attic

KpLvvit), dvayyAAw, x^PPuv ( *X^P!ifav 'worse'); ^evvos,

(Horn. irdpara.= -pp-).

(/) The later assimilation of final -vs and non-original

vt- produces in the preceding syllable a pseudo-diphthong : at, ei,

01 : raij 7pci0otj (ace. pi.), ets prep, very frequent (
= *eV-s), Oeois

(ace. pi.); nom. masc. of participles =-nts: d/cot/<rats,
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(1) Decree of Mytilene :

Ilepi &v ol orpoTayoi 7rport$eto~t TTpooro^atVas
1

T(O)S |j3dX-]

[-X]ay /cat ot rrpeo-jSetS' ol aTroo'TaXevrcs els Atra>[Xtai>]

[dJTrayye'XXoto'i KOI 86yp.a TJVIKO.V nap ra> KOtVco Atr[a>Xa>i/]

[?r]ept ray ot/c^idraros KOI ray (ptXi'ay, a>y <e Sta/ieV[axri]

(e)is TOJ/ iravra "^povov K.CU p.rjdfis p*r)Te Aira>Xa>i/ ^[re]

[rjoii/ K.arotKrjvT(ov ev AirwXi'ai p.r)8eva MvTiXrjvdco

fj.Tj8dp.o6cv 6pp.dfMvos p,r)re /car' dppv<riov p,f)T Trpos

[-(pi~\KTvoviKOv p,T)T npos aXXo eyxX^/ia fj,rj8v 8f8ox6ai rei) Sa-

[-/n]o> cTraivrjO'a.i TO Kolvov rS>v AtrcoXajy KOI roiff Trpoeftpois <a[l]

(n)aj/raXeovra rov orporayov, on evvoats C^OKTI irpbs ro(i/)

8a.fj.ov TOV MvTi\rjvd(ov, KOL 7rifj.e\o-0ai avrcoi/ rav ^3oX-

-Xav KOI TOI/ da.fj.ov KOI ra\s ap%ais del rals Ka6io~rap.vais

<as a re (piXia KOI a olnrjioTas d V7rdp^oio~a irpbs AircoXots1

8iafj,evi els TOV TTUVTU %povov, <al at <e TIVOS 8eva>vTai 7r(a)[p]

ras TToXios, a>y eo~rai avToio~i iravTa els TO 8vvaTOv 7raiv(r)-')

-(rat 8e /cat roty Trpecrfteis ~E.vvop.ov Qrjpiaov, M.e\e8ap,ov
>

A(/3)[a'-]

-TCIOV <ai o~T(pdv axrat avrois fV rots Aiovucri'ot(7t XP^^t1

'

00]

(TTfCpdva *car' ovofjurros, on rc3j/ re 7ro[X]t'rai' Tivas Tatv [ov-\

(-r)a>j/ ev IIeXo7roi/a(r<B eXvrpaxraj/ro /cat 67rpaa'(a')oi/, eVt ra

-7Tfp,(p()eV) 7rpodvfj.cos. To Sc ^d<pio~p.a TOVTO <at ro Trap

Atra>Xa>[i>]

(y)pa^aj/raff roi(y) e^crao-rats ei(s-) o-raXXai/ 0(p.cvai els TO ipo[v]

TO) 'Ao"KXa7rtaj, rov 5e ra/itav rov eVt ray 8ioiK(O'ios 86p.f-

-vai avToio~i, TO re di/aXaxrav eis rots at^^taXwrots >cat et? ip[a]

8pd%fJ.ais TpiaKO&tais
J

A\(av8pfiais, TO 8e dvd\o)p.a roi5r[o]

ety TrdXtoy o'corr/ptai'. "E-ypa^e $afO~ras Evo"d/xeto($').

Hoffmann's text (vol. ii. p. 61).
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S) ; -nti(i) : <j)cu<ri (
=

0a<ri), irpOTideifft, xot<n
> ypd<f>uuri

(subj.). TTcutra (
= *7ra'Tia), /*o?cra (Attic yu-oOaa), and in the fern, of

participles : 7eXat<ras, vTrdpxotffa etc.

(<?) o lias close relations with a and v: 6v= dvd (so too

Thessalian), ffrp(>To$
= <rTpaT6s and in a few other words (cp.

Boeotian), but airv (as in Arcadian and elsewhere), owfjia (6vo/j.a),

but Tr/xSrom (
= Attic

ii. (a) The '

contracting
' verbs appear as verbs in -/u :

yfrais
' thou smilest,' /cdX?7/u, <TTe<pdi>(i)fM. In all three Aeolic

dialects intermediate forms between the -/u and -w inflexion appear

in the types -TJW, -wo>, which occur also in Phocian.

(6) The perfect participle is declined like the present (cp.

Homeric KeK\riyovTes) : ireirpe<r^ei>K.wv. This is true also of Thessalian

and Boeotian.

(c) The 3rd person plural of the imperative in both active

and middle has a short vowel : Qtpovrov, ^Trt/xAeo-^oj/. Of this

peculiarity there is no satisfactory explanation.

(d) ten. and &r<ri are both used as the 3rd plural of /*/.

3. BOEOTIAN.

625. While Boeotian offers great resistance to loss of F,

it has modified its vowel system more than any other Greek

dialect. The Boeotian method of representing its sounds

after the introduction of the Ionic alphabet enables the pro-

nunciation to be accurately ascertained.

i. (a) v remained u and did not as in Attic change to #.

Hence on the introduction of the Ionic alphabet the pure w-sound

had to be represented as in French by ou (ov). u seems, as in

English, to have developed after dental stops, X and v, a y (i) sound

before it, for otherwise it is difficult to explain such forms as

Ttotfxa (^Xn)) noXtoiJ-fevos (IIoXi;-).

(6) The sound e (77) was pronounced very close and is repre-

sented in the Ionic alphabet by ei : irareip, /metre, dvedeiKe.

(c) The diphthong at is written at Tanagra ae (cp. Latin),

elsewhere ?/, whence ultimately ei (i.e. close e):

at); K-fj, 'Hcrxo^Xos (AtVx^Xos) ; 9ei/3etos.
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(2) From Methymna :

Bacri\fvovTos IIroXe/zat<B ra> IIroXe/iata> KCU Bepej/i/cay 6ewv
|

evepyerai/, dydda Tv^a, eVi irpvrdvios \ 'Ap^ta edoe ra> KOI'I/CO TOJV

HptoTftov | 7rei8r) TIpaiK\r)s ^>iXiVa> dfi^deis ^fXX^an;ap^ay rav

naia-av
e'7rt|/ze'Xeiai/ eVot^o-aro, O7ra>y *ce roTy $[e']|oto-i rots Trarpau-

oieri at 6ixriai (rv[']|reXe'cr#eiei' KOI a xe'XXrjo-ruy |

eV TratVa yivrjrai

SWtfttXfia a[t] |

ety Tai)ra TTOJ/TO e' re5i/ tSi'toi/ e^o|pay?;<7e

/cat ray
| ^eXX^OTUoy dya^a rv^a e'^a<pio-^ai- |

y
a ^eXX?;a-ri;s |

rot? 0oi(ri ra ipa, i'8a>i> aura)

icat
| fKyovoicri [&/uoipi'a]i/ /cat <rdpK.a Trevrd fivatov aV[u ra> /3]ooy

rai Ovopcva TO)
|

At ra) 2to[r7;pt], ea>s KC ^cocoo-t, KOI ai/a|Kapvo-(T7;i/

avrois, OTI a ^e'XX^oTvs | orc^airot HpaiK\T]v 4>iXtVa) KOI 6*cyo-|

i/ot? 8i/ioipi'a *cat o-ap/ci /3oeta 7rei/ra|[/i]i/at'a> (rui'rfXccro-ni'ra ra

ipa roiy
|

fffonri KCIT TOV vop.ov Koi ras xf\\\r)(rruo$ e7rt/ifXr;^ei/ra

Hoffmann ii. p. 73 ; Z). I. No. 276.

From Orchomenus.

ev 'JZpxofjifvv Qvvdp^a) p.i\vbs 'AXaXKOpcvia, fv oe

Me j/otVao 'Ap^eXaco peivos Trparco, 6/io|Xoy[t']a Ev/3a>Xv

Ff\arirjv KT) rf) TroXt 'Epl^o/xfvttoj/- eVtSet KeKop-iarrj Ei>/3a>||Xos

Trap ray TroXtoy ro ddveiov airav
|

/car ray 6/xoXoyi'ay ray re^etVay

0v|i/ap^a) ap%ovTos peivos GeiXou^t'a),
| KJ) ovr* ofpetXfrr) avrv en

ov^ei/ Trap rav
|
TrdXti/, aXX' aTre'^t iravra Trept rravroy II KT; airo-

8e&6avOi TT) TroXt rv e^oi/rey |
ray o/zoXoyiay et/zei/ 7rortSe8o/i

/

|j'Oi'

Xpdvov Ev/3a>Xv eVtro/iiay fe'rta
| Trcrrapa /3oveo-(ri <rov' iTTTruy

8iaKa|ri'r;y fticart, 7rpo/3drvy o-ovj/ ^yuy x||taV' px^ r xpo" 4*

6 fviavrbs 6 (ifTa | Qvvapxov ap^oi/ra 'Ep^o/iei/tuy. 'A7ro|ypd-

(petr^r; 8e Ev/3ooXoi/ Kar eViauroi/
|

e/caaroi/ Trap roi> ra/it'ai/ icr)
roi/

i/o/id>|i/ai> ra re icav/xara rail/ Trpoftdrav icy \\ rav fjyatv **] rav

(Bov>v KTJ rav l-mroav <f) \

<d rti/a mra/ia ia>i/^t <c; ro

/iei | OTroypatpeV^a) Se TrXtova ra>i/ yeypa/nJ/ieVcoi/
eV rr}

petVt. *H 5e' cd rty [7r|parret]rr;
ro ei/i/o/itoi/ E^a>Xo

(i 7ro]Xty ra>i/ 'Ep^o/xei/to)!/ dpyoupt'a) | [/ii/ay] 7rerrapdc

Ka^' exao-|roi/ fviavrov KTJ TOKOV <f>(p(Ta> 8pn[xff I Souo] ray /zi/ay
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(d) Similarly ot becomes first oe and about the end of the

3rd century B.C. passes into v (u) ; Kotpavos, Atowcroe (
= 01) ;

Xwrrf,

(
= \oiird), pvdas ( oiKias), rOs /SotwrOs (ot preserved in root syllable

but changed in suffix).

(e) The diphthong et becomes I: Kifdvas (
=

iceiu.tvas), rioi

(
= Tfifft ' shall pay'), "hi (

= dei). e in most districts becomes very

close ; hence 8i6s for 0e6s.

(/) f is represented by 5 initially, by 55 medially: Swie

(
=

(077 subj.), ypa/j./j.aTiSdoi'Tos.

(g) As in Attic, -TT- appears where Ionic has -<?<r- : Trerrapa,

Attic r^rrapa. Boeotian however has -TT- where Attic has -v- in

birbrra
(
=

birbffa) etc.

ii. As in Thessalian -vd- appears instead of -VT- in verb

suffixes; irapayivtwvd-ri (
=

Trapayiyv(i}t>T<u), Sa/juuvdw (
= fyfuotivTtiJV

3 pi. imperat. from
f-r}[j.i6ii})

with the final v absent as frequently in

Doric inscriptions; curoSfMavdi (perfect).

626. The three dialects agree in the following respects :

(a) Instead of giving the father's name in the genitive as

in Attic official designations (A^/MMT^^S A-r)/j.oa6frovs, etc.), they

frequently make an adjective from the father's name, except when

it ends in -5as ; hence MrGurryeveros but AioavcopiSao ;
but in Thes-

salian 'H/>a/cXei5cuos etc.

(b) The perfect participle ends in -uw.

(c) In the consonant stems, the dative plural ends in -r<rt.

THE DIALECTS OF NORTH-WEST GREECE.

627. Here may be distinguished (1) Locrian, (2) Phocian

including the dialect of Delphi, and (3) the dialect of Acar-

nania, of the Aenianes, of Aetolia, Epirus and Phthiotis.

628. The following points are characteristic of all three

groups :

(a) The consonant stems make their dat. plural in -ois on

the analogy of -o- stems : dyuvoi.s, TWOIS (
=

Ti<ri), apx^Tots, vLKe6i>rois

(verb in -^w not -aw), ^r^ots rerrcipois. Such datives are found
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<do~ras Kara [Mflva \ [fKa<r]roi/, KTJ ep-irpciKTOs foreo Ev/3a>[Xu || &

TroXiy] TWV
y

~Epxop,vi<i>v.

Caner3
, No. 298 ; D. I. No. 489 c.

177VS= afyois, Attic ai%l 'goats.' twv6i = t(i}i>Ti, Attic WCTI.

From Tanagra.

NiKt'ao apxovTos p.ivbs 'AXaXKO/nei/t'co fK[r?y] aTrtdi/ros
1

,
|

flfJ.V KTj (VpyTO.S TO.? TToXtOS
| TdVayprjWV <&l\OKpaTT)V

jpafievrjv Aa/iarpia>, || 'A7roXXo<^)ai/^j/ 'A^ayofiora) 'Ai/rio-

rS)v Trod Ad<f)vr), avra>y
| ^17 eVywcoy, KI) ef/io/ avrvs yas KTJ

FvKias 7nra.(riv KTJ \
pi(roT\iav KT) do~(pd\iav KT) dtTouXiaj/ KTJ

7roXe/io> I KT) Ipdvas taxrar KT) Kara yav <f) Kara ^aXarrav, KJ)

ra
|
aXXa Trajrra Ka6dirfp TVS aXXvs irpogevvs KTJ fvfpy\\rr)s.

Cauer3
,
No. 370 ;

D. I. No. 952.

= irbT A-. %Tnra.<Tiv = tiJ.-. Iwaas Attic o(J(Ti;s.

Locrian inscription from Naupactus (last part).

Z.
|
Tovs eTTipoiqovs ev NavrraKTOv TO.V diKav irp68i<)ov hapf<r-

Tai TTOTOVS 8\iKacrTpas, hap4(TTai KOI 86fj.fv (v *Oir6fVTi Kara

Fe(T)os avra/iapdi/. Ao9|pw TOV ffviroKvapidiov irpoardrav Kara-

(rracrai, rov Ao9pov ro7riF||oi'9o Kat roi/ firif-oityov TO Atxppo, hoiTives

KO. j-TTiareo'fi'rt/ioietrt. H. ./7b(r<r|ris' K* aTroXiVf Trarapa Kat ro

p.epos TOV xpfp.aTov TO Trarpt, eVet K*
| czTroyci/rrat, f^fipfv

rov firipov^ov ev NauTraKroi/.
|

0. ffocroris <a ra

SicXpOeipf re^i/a Kat /za^ava KO t /ita, ort KO ^e

dvfpordpois doKeV, IfoirovTiov TC ^tXtoi/ TrXe^IJa Kat NaFwaKriW
rov CTTiFoiqov ir\fdq, an\tov dpev KOI ^pe'|/iara 7ra/iaro^)ayfto~rat.

Toi/KoXei/ieVo rai/ SIKOI/ 86fifv TOV apj^di/, eV Tpidqovr' dfjidpais

86p.cv, at KO rpta9ovr' a/idpat Xft7roj/r|at ray dp^af at Ka /i< fitfio

ro (VK(i\(ifj.ei'o TO.V StKai/, art/i|oi/ tlpev Kat ^pe'/zara 7ra/iaro<pa-

yetarat. To /itpo? ftfra foIJtKtarai/ Sto/ida-at hopqov TOV vop.iov'
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also in Elean, Arcadian and Boeotian. Phocian and the Locrian

of Opus share with the Aeolic dialects a form in -e<r<n : Ke0a\-
\dvejffl.

(b) The participles of verbs in -tw have the suffix -epevos not

-6fjievos in the present middle : Ka\d/j.evos. Compare the Attic

substantive rb fie\e/ji,vov (
= pa\6fj.evov).

(c) The preposition ev is used with the accusative as well as

with the dative (locative) : ev ~Satira.KTov, ev TO iepov, ev TO Zdvos.

This usage is, however, common to many other dialects.

1. LOCRIAN.

629. In the district of the Ozolian Locrians there have

been found two long inscriptions, one a law passed by the

Opuntian Locrians to regulate the relations between their

colonists about to settle at Naupactus and their native state,

the other a treaty between Oeanthea and Chaleion. Both

belong to the 5th century B.C. but there is nothing to fix the

precise date. Canon Hicks (Manual of Greek Historical Inscrip-

tions, No. 63) places the former doubtfully in 403 B.C., after the

Athenians had been expelled from Naupactus. Most authori-

ties, however, place it in the first part of the 5th century.

The characteristics of the older dialect in which these in-

scriptions are written are as follows :

i. (a) Change of e into a before p: irardpa (=7rare/)a),

&fjia.pav (
=

7)/j.epuv) ; compare the English Derby, sergeant.

(b) Arbitrary use of the spirit-its asper: 6 t (^), but liayev

(c) -<r8- is represented by -err- : xpearai (
= xpwQcu),

(
= eX<?<r0w). This characteristic is found also in Boeotian, Thessa-

lian, Phocian, Elean and Messeniau.

(d) Frequent occurrence of koppa (9) and p : eiripoiqov,

fe/ra5e96ra (from avSavw), p6ri, h6pQov. port is regarded by some

as a mistake for Eon = T) on.
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ev vdpiav rav ^d<pi\giv etpfv. Kai TO QiQ^iiov rols HviroKva-

/itSi'ots Aoqpols TCIV ra reXeov eipev XaAete'oiy rots o~uv 'Am^OTf
FoiKfTOlS.

Cauer 2
,
No. 229 ; D. I. No. 1478.

There is no distinction between long and short e, and o sounds.

The rough breathing is still written with H. In line 5 the letters

marked with t have not yet been explained.

The general drift is as follows : The colonists in Naupactus

(if they have an action at law with an Opuutian) are to bring
the case before the home courts within a year of the offence

and have the right to a hearing before other cases (irpodiquv).

The magistrates for the year (so Hicks interprets the doubtful

letters) are to appoint Trpoo-rarai in the respective countries,

an Opuntian for a colonist and vice versa. A colonist in N.

who leaves his father behind in Opus shall be entitled to his

share of the property on the death of his father. Anyone

destroying these pladta unless with the consent of both

parties shall be disfranchised and his property confiscated

(cp. the Zulu phrase for the same thing Ho be eaten up').

A magistrate, unless his office expires within 30 days, must

give a hearing to an accusing party, or suffer the same penal-

ties. The party (TO /xf'poy) ? is to swear with imprecations on

himself and his household that he speaks the truth. The

vote is to be by ballot. The same regulations are to hold for

the colonists from Chaleion with Antiphates.
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2. PHOCIAN INCLUDING DELPHIAN.

630. The great majority of the inscriptions are records

at Delphi of the enfranchisement of slaves.

ii. (a) The genitive sing, in -o- stems is in -ov, the ace. plur.

in -oi>s.

(6) The nom. plural is used for the ace. in one of the oldest

Delphian inscriptions in the form SeKartropes (/was), a peculiarity

also found in Elean and Achaean.

(c) Verbs in -770; and -ww : (ruX^oires, dTraAXorptwofy, /AGWTI-

yuuv.

3. AETOLIAN, ETC.

631. When the Aetolian league became of importance in

the third century B.C. it apparently established a stereotyped
official language with less pronounced characteristics than

the local speech. F has disappeared and the influence of the

KOIVTJ is obvious. Consonant stems continue to make the

dative plural in -01$-.

632. Closely connected with the dialects of North-West

Greece are the dialects of Achaea and Elis in the Peloponnese.

According to Herodotus vm. 73 the Achaeans belonged to

the same original stock as the Arcadians, but had been driven

from their original abodes by Dorians. Elis he holds for

Aetolian. Whatever the ethnological origin of the inhabitants

of Achaea, its dialect undoubtedly belongs to the North-West

group. It seems likely that, as in the case of Aetolia, the

rise of the Achaean league in the third century B.C. led to the

formation of an official style somewhat different from the

spoken dialect. It has no special characteristics
;
the most

noticeable point the use of the nom. plural of consonant

stems instead of the ace. it shares with Delphian (and

Phthiotic) and Elean.
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From Delphi.

Havayvpiov

ayovTi, ev AeXcpoty 8e ap%ovTos Aa/ioorparou fMrjvos \ TloiTpo-rriov,

a7rOTO TeXa>i/ <at KX^rd), o~vvv8o<Ov\Tos TOV vlov SrpdYoH oj,

TQJ 'ATToXXam ro> IIi;$ia> (ra)fj.a || dvSpflov w oi/o/za 2&>rro?, ro

yevos KaTTTraSoKa, rip-as dp\yvpiov \ivav Tpt&v, Kadats iwiffTtwn

2a><ros rc5 ^f a) rav
| a>vai/, e^)' wre eXcvdfpos flpfv KOL avefycurros

OTTO
|

Traj/roji' TOV irdvTa %p6vov. Bf/Satcoriyp Kara TOV vop.ov ical

Ka\Ta TO (rvfJift

rpo||repa(ria an/a a yevopeva Saxrou r
'

ev Af\(pols Qp[a]o~VK\fOS Kal ra eV ra a>i/a 7roTiyypap.fJ.\va,

&O-OTC Trapa.fj.elva.1 Saicroi/ Trapa Te\o)va KOI K\TJTO) as
\

KO.

aT\f}s KOI dpfj.fva eareo. Maprupot ot lepels |

roO
'

y 'Avdpoviicos <ai 6 ap%a>v IIvp||ptaff 'Ap^eXaou KOI *A/i-

Xapi'^ei/oy 'Ejce^uXou, | IIoXvKpiros
1

, 'ApiOToSa/ioy KaXXt-

pd^foy Tip.ao~iov, &T)p.r)Tpios

Tav
\

vvav <pv\d<T<rovTi 01 T iepels Upagias KOI

KOI

Cauer2
, No. 219.

From Delphi, which after 293 B.C. was under Aetolian

influence.

Tt/iotou <?8oe Tols
\

AtrcoXoiy

AeXcpotr trvvoi KO>V dreXe'a eipev, ei ca
/x;) Sotfj^t] Trapa I ray

TroXtoff roil/ AeX<pci>i> are'Xeia, <at ei || TIVOIS cpirpoo-dcv are'Xfta

yeyove \ pr) 86vT<i)v rail/ TroXirai/, vTTOTeXft?
| e?j(if

i/ <ado>s KOI ot

\Ol7TOt O~VVOIKOI.

Cauer 2
, No. 235 ; D. I. No. 1409.
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ELIS.

633. The dialect of Elis, frequently treated as entirely

isolated, owes its peculiar characteristics to the mixed nature

of its population and to the fact that, with a large element

of the dialect more purely represented by Arcadian and

Cyprian, ingredients from the Doric of the North-West as well

as from the Doric of the Peloponnese have been intermingled.

The dialect is not uniform throughout Elis.

i. (a) Original e-sounds whether (1) short or (2) long were

pronounced very open in Elean. e was represented by a not

merely before p as in Locrian, but also sporadically in other

positions ;
e appears as a : (1) pdpyov, <p6.pr)v (<j>tpiv),

), airbTLvoi.a.v, fixrafitoi (
=

ev<T^oL-ri) ; (2) ppdrpa (
=

cu'5oi (=XP??f0i)' /ScuriXacs, 0atVarcu, 80601 (
=

(=**).

(6) 5 even at the date of the earliest inscriptions seems to

have become a spirant (*) which is generally represented by f

though 5 is sometimes retained: feifcus (
=

et'5u>s), t/ccua, ^V/ca,

fa>oj' (
=

8TJ/j.ov). On the other hand the primitive Greek sound

represented in Attic by f appears in Elean as in Boeotian and
various Doric dialects as 8 : diKdSoi (ducdfri), etc.

(c) Final s becomes p. The intermediate stage was no doubt

the inevitable voicing of final s before a following voiced consonant.

Thus rots 5^ must be pronounced toizde. The change of final -s

to -p is found in other dialects as Laconian (Dorian). After the

pronunciation changed -s was still occasionally written : roip

faXetots.

(d) Medial s between vowels disappears: eTrofya (
= ?r

01770-0).

But this change though occurring also in other dialects is found

in Elean only in the -s aorist and there but rarely.

(e) 6 was apparently no longer t' but
\> ( 75), hence

7ro^a<rcrat arises out of Troirjcracrdai.

(f ) Compensatory lengthening in the ace. plural of -o- and
-a-stems is sometimes found in -ots and -eus as in Aeolic. It is

possible that here there is a confusion between dat. and ace.
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From Olympia. Date earlier than 580 B.C.

'A Fpdrpa rols FaXeiois. Harpiav Oappev KOI yeveav *cat

ravro, |

at e TLS Kariapaixreie Fdppevop FoXeio. At e fieTridelav

TO. i|icaia op peyio-Tov reXoy e^oi KOL rot ao-tXaes, e<a pvals
<a

|

aVorti/ot FfKCurros TOV peTwroeovTov Ka(r)6vTais rot Z\

'OXw||7Ttot. 'ETrevTrot ^"e <' eX\avoiKas, K.a.1 raXXa iKaia eirev-

Tr\fTO a {afjuopyia* at ^"e fieWot, i(pviov diroTivero cv /iaoTpa|at.

At ^"[e] riff TOV aiTiaOcvra iKaiov t/iao-fcot, cV rat {(Kafivaiai *'

, at Ffibs t/iao-*cof KOI irarpia? 6 ypo<pevs rav[r]a /ca

[T]vt V [atf]t <' eot o 7riva lapos
'

It is thus transcribed into Attic by Cauer (p. 176, 2nd ed.).

CH prjrpa rots 'HXet'ots1

. typarpiav Oappfiv /cat yevcav KOI ra

avroi),
|

et 617 rty KaBiepevo-eifv appevos 'HXet'ou. Et 8e
/IT; tVttfeiei/

ra dt'JKata off peyta-rov re\os fXOL Ka* o<i /3ao"tX^y, 6V/<a /xi/ar Ai/
|

aTrortVot eKdCTTOS ro)v
fj.T)

eTwroiovvTotv KaradvTovs ra> Att (ra>)

'OXv/x||7rta). Miyj/voi 6 ai/ 6 eXXai/oStK^y, <cat ra aXXa diKaia

fir)vv\TO) r) Srj/jLiovpyia' et 5e
/zi) P.TJVVOI, SiirXovv diroTivero) fv

ev6vv\ais. El 84 TIS TOV diKaiav ainaOfVTa. t/iao-o-ot, cv rjj

ddca/Avaia (^rjfjua) av i\v4j(pvnt el ftdcby ip.dcr(roi' KOI (frparplas o

ypcxpevs ravrd av Trao-^ot. | Tfjde els del av etrj 6 irlva lapos (/)

The meaning of many parts is doubtful and even the

general drift of the whole is uncertain. Blass (D. 1. No. 1 152)

gives as a possible interpretation the conjecture that the

inscription is a guarantee of security for Patrias a ypa^arfi/s.

The forms cVevirot, eTrevnero, cviroi are interpreted in many
ways. They seem to have to do with the infliction of a fine ;

Biicheler compares Latin inquit ; Brugmann (G'rundr. II.

737) assumes.a verb *ira-&> 'exact' (
= *kua-i#).
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ii. (a) The nom. plural of consonant stems is used for the

accusative, as in Delphian and Achaean : tr\eiovep, x<*-P<-
T P-

(b) Similarly the consonant stems form the dat. plural in

-ois: x/517/idrois, aywvoip. Similar forms are found (on one inscrip-

tion) for the gen. and dat. dual : viradvyioiois (
=

vno{vyloii> but text

doubtful), avToiotp (
= avroiv), -ois being added to the dual suffix.

DORIC.

634. The Doric dialects occupy all the Peloponnese (ex-

cept Arcadia, Elis and Achaia), and some of the islands, as

Melos and Thera, Cos, Khodes in the Aegean. The longest

Greek inscription in existence is in the Doric dialect of Gortyn
in Crete. Doric is also represented in many colonies ; Gyrene
from Thera (while Thera according to the legend was colonised

from Laconia); Corcyra, Syracuse and its offshoots from

Corinth ;
Tarentum and Heraclea, its offshoot, from Laconia

;

Megara Hyblaea and Selinus, its offshoot, from Megara ;
Gela

and Agrigentum from Rhodes.

The literary records are as we have already seen untrust-

worthy for the dialect. The Doric in the choruses of Attic

tragedy is purely conventional, and consists mostly in keeping

original a instead of changing it as usually in Attic to
77.

635. Some characteristics are universal throughout Doric :

(i) the 1st pers. plural of the active ends in -p.es ; (ii) the

suffixes of the active are used for the future passive ; (iii) ac-

cording to the grammarians Doric had a system of accentua-

tion different from either Attic or Aeolic. The chief variations

in accent seem to have been: (a) that monosyllables were

accented with the acute where Attic had a circumflex, (b) that

final -at, -01, were treated as long syllables, (c) that the 3rd

pers. plural of active preterite tenses was accented on the

penultimate, probably by analogy from other persons; thus

eXv<rafiei', eXvcrare, eXu<rai> with the accent throughout on the

same syllable, (d) that in a number of cases analogy main-

tained an acute where Attic had a circumflex : Trcu'Sey, yvvaines ,

KoXooy (adverb, cp. KaXos) while in others analogy brings in

the final circumflex where Attic keeps an acute on an earlier

syllable : 7rai5o>j/, Trai/ron/. But our information, even if cor-
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From Olympia. Date about 500 B.C.

*A Fpdrpa roip foXcioty KOI rots Ev\Faoiois. ^wfMi\ia K* e(t)a

ferea,
| apxot 8e <a rot. Al 8e TI deoi aire f'tiros cure

F\dpyov, <rui/e(t)ai/ K' aX(X)aXots ra r' aX(Xa) at 7ra||p TroXt'/zo-

at de fM <rwc(T)av, raXavrov K'
| dpyvpo dirorivotav TOI At

'OXii/7rioi rol Ka||(5)SaXe/ie'ot Xarpe'td/ifvov. Ai de rip ra

y\pd<pfa rat (ca(S)SaXeoiro aire ftras aire r|eXrra aire

ev TfTTidpot K' ei/c^||otro rot 'j/rat/r'

It is thus transcribed into Attic by Cauer (p. 179, 2nd ed.).

'H prjrpa rots 'HXetoty KOI TOIS Eu|ao>oty. 2v^/zn^t'a ai/ eti;

CKOTOV err], \ ap^ot 8' ai/ rode. Et Se rt Scot etre 7roy eire
| epyov,

av aXXiyXots ra r' aXXa KOI 7re||pt iro\cpow fl de prf

, raXai/rov av
| dpyvpov dirorivoicv rw Att (ro>) 'OXv/i7rt'a>

ot Kara\8r)\ovfjLCVoi \arpev6p.vov. Et Se rt? ra -y|pa/i/iara radf

KaraSjyXotro fire errjs fire r\\<rrr)S etre S^/xoy, eV r^ eVapa aV

eW'x||otro rw evravQa yfypappevto (read r?/

The name of the people who make the treaty with the

Eleans is not certain. Blass (D. I. vol. i. p. 336) would read

'Hpatoois 'inhabitants of Heraia.' The final -s of reXrtrra' is

probably omitted by mistake. In the last line Blass reads

rot TavTT} (ye)ypa(p)fjLvoi.

G. P. 31
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rect, is too incomplete to permit of this method of accentuation

being carried out systematically. Most modern authorities

therefore follow the Attic system even for Doric inscriptions.

636. The division of Doric adopted by Ahrens into a

dialectics severior and a dialectics mitis turns (1) on the con-

traction of o+ o and e + e into < and
77 respectively in the

former and ou and ei in the latter, and (2) on the compensatory

lengthening in <o, 77,
or ov, . But this distinction is not

geographical, as Ahrens held, but chronological; the older

inscriptions showing the severer forms, the later inscriptions

of the same dialects when influenced by the K 00/77 the milder.

1. LACONIA.

637. Besides inscriptions we have for Laconian the frag-

ments of Alcman, the treaty in Thucydides v. 77 and the

Laconian in Aristophanes Lysistrata 1076 ff., as well as a

considerable number of glosses. These sources however, as

in other cases, are untrustworthy.

i. (a) In the earliest inscriptions intervocalic -cr- appears as

in other Greek dialects but in the period between 450 and 400

according to Boisacq it changes into h. The inscriptions with

medial -a- are, however, doubtfully attributed to Laconia.

(6) The change of the aspirate 6 into a spirant frequently

represented by <r but probably having the value of >, belongs to a

later period if we may trust the inscriptions. If this characteristic

is late it must be to the copyists that we owe T& crtCo <rvp.a.Tos (=rov
deov 0fyiaTos) in Thucydides v. 77, and the same change in Alcman

and Aristophanes Lysistrata.

(c) The -f- of Attic is represented by -55-: yv(jo>d88o(uu.

(d) From Hesychius we may gather that Laconian like

Boeotian had preserved v=u: frtywvep (
= &yuj>es). This word

shows the rhotacism which later Laconian shares with Elean.

Many of the late Laconian inscriptions are not to be trusted to

give the genuine forms of the dialect, for under the Bomans an

archaising tendency set in. Foreign influence is shown still

earlier by the substitution of -pev for -/ACS as the ending of the

1st pers. plural, by the contraction of o + a into u not a : old

Laconian 7rparos= 7r/5wroj ; and by other changes towards Attic

forms.
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From Tegea. Date earlier than that of the following docu-

ment. Ticks holds it to be not Laconian but Achaean.

Eovdia irapKa(6}0Ka TO ^tXa^ajt'o r*erpacartat pvdi dpyvpio.

Et p\fv no. 6e, OVTOS aWXeo~0o, at 6V K\a p.e 6f, rot (')uiot

dvf\6o~6o rot y>e||<rioi, eVet <ca (')cfBdo~ovTi irevre fere|a' ei de KO.

fie OVTI, rat dvyaTfpfs j [a]i/fXdo-#o rat yveo-iat- el 6V KO. /te |

^[6]i/rt, rot v66oi dvf\6(r6o- ft de <a
| /ze voBoi OVTI, rot a<r<rioTa.

iro6iK\\s dv\6<r00' ci de K' dv<pi\fyovT\(i, r)ot Teyearat diayvovro

*ca(r) rov 0(0fj.6v.

Cauer2
, No. 10 B.

The general drift of the above is as follows. X. a Spartan
had deposited in the temple of Athene 400 minae of silver,

which if he lives he may recover. Failing him his legitimate

sons may recover it five years after they reach puberty, whom

failing the legitimate daughters, whom failing the illegitimate

sons, whom failing the next of kin. Arbitration in case of

dispute is left to the people of Tegea.

Dedication by Damonon in gratitude for his unparalleled

successes in the chariot races.

| dvf0Kf(v) 'A0ai/ai'a[t] |

viKohas
j

ravra ar' ov8es \\
iriiroKa TOV vvv.

\

Ta8e fviicahf Aa/nfoj/oi/]- |
ro auro re^pt7r7ro[t] avros Avto^iov \

fv TcuaFoxo TfTpa.K.i\y\ \\
K.CLI 'A^ai/ata rerfpaKtv] |

KeXfvkvvia

rer[pa/cti/] |

/cat IIoAoiSata Aa/zovofi/] eVtKf ''EXft, cat 6 *ceX[6^ |

/x]a, avros dvio^iov \\ evhefiohats ITTTTOIS
\

CTrraKiv (K rdv avro
\

IITTTOV KK TO ai[r]o t7T7r[o]- |

Kot Ho^otdata Aa/zoi/or | [e]i/t'ice

QfvpLa ocra[*:]i[i'] || avros aj/to^toi/ v\h(p6hais iirirois
\

fit rav

aVTO ITTTTOV
|
KCK TO dVTO tTTTTO'

|

KfV 'AplOVTiaS fVlKf \\ AdfJiOVOV

(KTaKiv
|
avrbs &vio%iov I evhcftohais'iinrois \

(K TCLV avro ITTTTOV
|

KfK TO avro tJTTro, KOI \\
6 Kc\fg fv'iKf '[o/zo]- icat 'E\(vhvvia

Aaft[oi/o/] I

fviKf avros di/to^i'oi/ | ivhffiohais tirirois
\ TfTpoKiv. ||

Td8e fvUahf. [The rest is fragmentary and unintelligible,]

Cauer2
, No. 17 B.

312
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2. HERACLEA.

638. The Heraclean tables were found in the bed of a

Lucanian stream in the year 1732. They are two in number,

of bronze, and contain minute details with regard to the

letting of certain lands belonging to the local temple. They

probably date from about the end of the fourth century B.C.

The dialect is not pure and the alphabet is Ionic although it

has a symbol for F which is not, however, used medially.

The numerals appear sometimes in Doric, sometimes in

Hellenistic, forms. The most noticeable points are :

i. Arbitrary use of the spiritus asper : i'<ros, ofaom, 6/crw, tvvta.

(under the influence of cirrd).

ii. (a) The dative plural of participles in -nt appears as

vraa-ffi: irpa.(r<r6i>Ta<r<n, tvTaaffi (from a variant plural tyres= ovTes).

(b) The perfect active makes its infinitive in -TJUCV : ire<j>v-

TVKT)/J.V. In the contraction of vowels the dialect belongs to the

dialectus severior.

3. MESSENIA.

639. From Andania in Messenia there is a long inscrip-

tion dealing with sacrificial rites in honour of the Kabeiri,

but it is too late (first century B.C.) to be of value for the

dialect. The treaty from Phigalea which belongs to the third

century B.C. shows Aetolian influence.

The contraction of vowels is still true to the Doric type.

The most characteristic features are :

(a) The 3rd plural of subjunctives in -IJVTI not -WVTI : irpoTi-

(6) The particles av and /ca are both used in the Andaman

inscription.
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From first Heraclean table.

Tot de p.Krdaxrap.fvoi KapTreuo-ovrat TOV del %p6vov t as na

7rordya>v\Ti nal TO \uv6v\ija. dTTodidatvri nap FCTOS
aft Havana) firjvos Trporepettr Kal (at) K* fpTrpocrda \ airo&ivu>VTi,
dira6vri fs TOV 8afi6o~iov poyov nal irapfJwpT}(T6vTi Tols <rtra-

yeprais rots
\
e'wt ra>j/ fereW r<f da/*ocrt'a> ^ot /tea-row rats %ovs

Kpi&as Kodapas doKifias, olas <a a yd \ (pepei. UOTO^OVTI de

7rp<0yyva>s rois iro\iav6fu>is rois del eVt TO>V Ffreav evra<r<riv

Trap I) irVTOfTT)pida &s na tdf\6vTfs rot 7ro\iav6fu>i dejccoirat,

cat a? rivt Ka aXXto
| irapda>vTi rav yav, av na avrot /ie^itcr^w-

(T<bvTai, i) dprva-atvTi Tj'dirod<bvTai rav f \irutapnlav, av avra ro

Trape^ovTot irparyyvoas ol irap\a(36vTs fj ois
'

dprtxrei fj
ot

rrpiafLcvoi rav fTTiKapniav, av a icat 6 e^ dp^as pepu.(r6(0p,VOf.
"Ooris de ica /i^ rordyei Trpayyyvjws ^ ^ TO /itVda>^a aTroStdw

car ra yfypapptva, TO re ftto"^a)/ia SiTrXet diroreto'ei ro eVi r

fejireo? icat ro dpna>\T]pa TOIS re TroXtai/o/ioty icat roty (TiTayeprats
TOIS del eVl r fereoy, o<ro-o> ica

| pelovos dfifuo~6a>0ri Trap irtvTf

FfTTj TO. rrpara, art Ka reAe$ei ^a(pio~0ev a/*a TTOI/ ra> Trpdra) !

fuo-da>/Mzrt, cal ra eV ra -ya 7re0vrev/AeVa *cat olKodofirjpfva \

irdvTa raj TrdXtoc e

Kaibel, /ncrr. Sidliae et Italiae, No. 645 ; Cauer 2
,
No. 40.

The passage given above is from near the beginning of a
lease of the * sacred lands of Dionysus

;

granted according to

a decree of the Heracleans by the state and certain magis-
trates called iro\iav6fju>i. The lease is for life. The lessees

are to have the crops so long as they produce sureties and

pay the rent annually on the first of Panamus (September).
If the lessees thresh out before, they are to bring to the

public granary (Lat. rogus) and measure out with the state

measure before the officials appointed for the year, the

required amount of good pure barley such as the land

produces. The sureties must be produced every five years
before the officials to be accepted or rejected at their dis-

cretion. If the lessees sublet, or mortgage, or sell the crop,
the new tenant or mortgagee or purchaser of the crop is to

take the responsibilities of the original tenant. If a lessee

fails to produce sureties or to pay his rent, he is fined double
a year's rent and a fine on reletting fixed by the popular vote

in proportion to the decrease in the new rent obtained (the
land being supposed to be run out and therefore at first

fetching less rent on reletting) for the first five years.

Everything planted or built upon the estate by the defaulting
lessee is to mil to the state.
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4. AKGOLIS AND AEGINA.

640. Argolis included besides Argos other important
towns : Mycenae, Troezen, Tiryns, Hermione and Epidaurus.
From the temple of Aesculapius at Epidaurus a large number
of interesting inscriptions have been obtained in recent years.

The earliest Argolic inscriptions are too short to be of much
value for the dialect, but we can see that F was still retained :

firoirfhf, a form which shows the same comparatively late

change of intervocalic -<r- as we have already seen in Elean

and Laconian. Koppa is also found in some of the oldest

inscriptions.

i. (a) Final -vs is preserved as in Cretan: r6j/s viovs, Ai-yi-

vaiavs. Similarly medial -PS- is found in dirava-av from Mycenae
and aywvffavs from Nemea.

(b) -<r0- is represented at Epidaurus (1) by -0- alone, as

sometimes in Cretan: 'Ifyww'/ta, (2) by -0--: ^/caroTrrpt^acrai, the

sound apparently being )>.

ii. (a) Verbs of the Attic type -fa make the aorist in -aao. :

a.v.

(b) At Epidaurus <Tvvr'\.et\<ji occurs as a 2nd person.

(c) From Epidaurus comes the infinitive eiridijv = e

5. MEGARA AND ITS COLONIES SELINUS AND

BYZANTIUM.

641. The inscriptions are not old, and Aristophanes'

Megarian in the Acharnians 729835 is not to be trusted.

There was a close connexion between Boeotia and Megara
which has influenced the Megarian dialect at least in Aego-
sthena.

o-a fidv, in the Acharnians 757 shows a plural *-a
( 197 *0.
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From the temple of Aesculapius at Epidaurus.

TOVS ras xnPos 8aKTv\ovs duparfls e^wi/ ir\dv
\

evos

d[<p]tKero TTOI TOV 6eov i/ceray. Qeatpccv 8f TOVS ev ran tapau \

iao-ii/ <a\ viro8ifo~vp TO. e7riypd/i/ua|[r]a.

e'Sd/cei VTTO ran vaS)t d0rpayaXioi/|[r]os

T>I do-rpaydXan eVt(pai/e'i>ra \ [r]6i/

enl rav x*IPa Ka-i ffrfli/ai ou TOVS 8aKTv\[\]ovs,

a>s
'

aTropairj, 8oKflv (rvynd^as TCLV x^Pa Ka& *va ftTfivciv
\

[T]>V 8aKTV\6>v, eirfl 8e irdvTas fcv6vvai, eVepwr^i/ viv rov

Bfov, || [e]l CTI diria-TTja-ol rois firiypdfjLpao-i TOIS eVt rai/i nivaKcav

TO)v
| [xjara ro [tjepoj/, avTos 8' ov <pdp.fv on TOIVVV fp.7rpoo'6ev

arrioTfiy
| [a]uro[t]y O[VK] eovo-iv an-t'oTots, ro \ourov eora> roi

(pdp.i>, airtoTOs
\ [a o^t?]. 'Apepas 8e yevopevas vyirjs frj\6.

>

A/x/3poo
-ia e^ 'Adavdv

\ [drepoJTrrftJXXos
1

. Aura tKcrfiy] rj\6f

Trot TOP deov. TlfpiepTrovcra 8e [<ara r]6 [taj/aoi/ rail/ ta/^ara>i/

Tiva 8icye\a as diriOava K.OLL d5vi/a||[ra edvjra ^wXovy KOI ru<p\ovs

vyifls yiv(r6ai IVVTTVLOV i8dj/|[ras /zoji/ov.

y

E,yKadev8ov(ra 8e

o~\lfiv fl8e' c8oKfi ol 6 6fos fTTio~Tas
| [7Tti/], or[t] vyifj p.ev viv

7roir)(rol, p.io-dbp. p,dvTOi viv .770-01 dv\[0p.v e]t? ro lapov vv

dpyvpeov, vrr6p.vafia TOS dpadias- fiirav\\Ta 8e(l) raOra]

ou TOV oTrrtXXoi/ TOV VOO~OVVTCI KOI (pdpp[a\\<6v TI ey^ejat.

8e yfvop,vas [vjytr)? (fj\6e.

D. I. No. 3339. Cp. Cavvadias, Fouilles cfApidaure, p. 25.

Prellwitz in D. I. accents TTO! but noi seems preferable. After

Caw. reads oi/[o/ia].

From Megara. Date, 3rd century B.C.

u
|

Botcortor fvvovs fo>v 8ia-

reXft
|

KOI VpyTas TOV 8dpov TOV
\ Meyape'coj/, dya^at ru^at,

o"e86\\x6ai TO.I /3ouXai KOL rait 8dp.a>i \ Trpo^evov avrov cipfy KOI

K\yovovs avTov TOS TTO\IOS ras
| Meyape'coy KOTTOV vopov fipfv \

8f avrati Koi ol<ias ffiirao-iv \\
KOI rrpoc8piav cp ird<ri rots

ols d rro\is TidrjTi. 'Ayypa^djra) Se ro 8dy/ia ro6*f 6

TOV 8dpov ev o-rdXat \idi\vai, KOI dv6(T(i> is TO
'

Aiovvo~ios IIvppi8a t

/ao-t'^eoj IIa<ria>vos, 'Epci'a>[i/] i

Te'Xr;ror. rpa/x/xa[rfu?] ftovXds II *at dd/iou "lirrrvv Ilayxdpcos.

Cauer2
,
No. 106; Z>. /. No. 3005.
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6. CORINTH WITH ITS COLONIES CORCYRA,

SYRACUSE, ETC.

642. The dialect of the bucolic poets Theocritus, Bion

and Moschus is often said to be Doric of Syracuse, but is too

artificial and eclectic to be true to the spoken dialect of any
one place. The dialect of Theocritus in his Doric idylls, if

the MSS. tradition could be trusted, seems to resemble more

the dialect spoken in the island of Cos and its neighbourhood
than any other. The works of Archimedes are too late to

record the dialect accurately, and here again the tradition has

been faulty.

643. The old inscriptions of Corinth and her colonies are

few and short.

i. (a) In the earlier dialect f and 9 were preserved ; and
\f/

are written x<r, <(><?' X<rdv0os, typa<jxre.

(6) Corcyrean shows an unvoiced p in phopou<n and possibly

a similar M in Mfoi|tos, while p is used as a glide in d/)iorrei/fovro,

etc.

(c) In Corcyrean and Sicilian \ before dentals appeared as

v. 4i>66v (Corcyr&) = t\6d)v, Syracusan 3?u>Tlas, etc. = $tXr^as.

(d) Sicilian also transposed the initial sounds of <r<f>: \f/e,

etc., and made 2nd aorist imperatives in -ov, \dfBov for \a/&, etc.

ii. The perfects were declined as presents in Sicilian, as

5e5okw, TTir6v6eis, dedtKeiv (inf.) in Theocritus, dvayeypd^ovrai in

Archimedes.
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From Corinth.

AFcvia rode [<ra/xa], rov oXeo-e TTOVTOS dvai[8es].

Cauer2
,
No. 71

;
D. I. No. 3114.

the same root as in Attic Afii/tas-. Observe the

quantity of the middle syllable.

From Corcyra.

(a) 2a/ia rode 'ApmdSa Xaponof rov 8^o\f\arv "Apes

ftapvdfievov irapa vav(r\lv eV 'Apa$$oio phoFaiari

TToXXoJ!' dpl(TTv[F~\OVTa KOTO. <TTOv6Ff<T^(T}av dFvTaV.

Cauer2
,
No. 84; D. I. No. 3189.

ftapvdpevov, 206. Blass in D. I. reads dpurrevTovra, sup-

posing the second r a mistake.

Date probably 4th century B.C.

(6) IIpvTavis STpdrcov, | /ifi? VvSpfvs, apepa Tf\rdpra eVt Sf'ca,

Trpoorarar |
Ti/a^ios- Saxpareuy. H Upogevov irocl a dXta

|

Atovu-

(Ttov <&pvvi)(ov | *A0T]vaiov avrov Kol
\ cityovovs, Si'dcort 8e al

|

yar Kat oiKias f^.traa'iv. \\ Tdv 8c Trpo^eviav ypd^av\ras (Is ^aXc6v

uvOepfv |
6t ca 7rpo(3ov\oi$ Kal irpo\8tKOis SOKIJI KoX&

Aiovixriov || <&pvvixov \ 'A^i/atoi/.

Cauer2
,
No. 89

;
D. I. No. 3199.

From Syracuse. Found at Olympia.

Htapov 6 Aeti/o/ieVfor |

KOI rot 2upajco<rtot | rp Ai Tvp(p)av*

dirb Kvpas.

Cauer2
,
No. 95; />. /. No. 3228.
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7. CRETE.

644. Of all the Doric dialects that exemplified in the

early Cretan of the great Gortyn inscription is the most

peculiar. The date is uncertain, but probably not later than

the fifth century B.C. Other Cretan inscriptions are later

and less characteristic. There are a few marked similarities

in the Gortyn dialect to the Arcado-Cyprian which may be

the result of dialect mixture. As early as the date of the

Odyssey (xix. 175 ff.) there were different elements in the

population of Crete :

oXX; 8' aXXcoi> yXcoo'tra p,ffjuyp,cvT}' eV p,ev 'A^aiot,

fv d' 'EreoKprjTes fie-yaXiyropes eV 8e KuoWey,

Acopiees re rpi^diKfs SToi re IleXacryot.

645. i. (a) -TI- is represented medially by -TT- as in Attic,

Thessalian and Boeotian: 6-7r6rroi (6ir6(roi), Idrrg. (
= *e-snt-idi)

dative of present participle of dpi. But -VTI- became -va-\ frovoxu-

(b) Attic f is represented by 5 initially in do 6s (
=

fo>6s). In

the dialects of other Cretan towns r- or TT- is found in the initial

sound of Zetfs, Zyva which is represented at Dreros by T^a, on a

coin by Tr^vo. Medially -55- is found in diKaddev (8iK<ieu>).

(c) The combination -ns was kept both medially and finally :

(dat. plural of /j.rjv), (Trt<nrei>(re (-j>5<r-), eTri.pd\\ov<n (dat. plural),

Ti/j.dvs, {\fvdtpovs, /cara^^j/s (participle). But generally

ros, raj (ace. pi.) before an initial consonant ( 248).

(d) In the Gortyn inscription aspirates are not distinguished

from breathed stops : TrvXas, &vTpoirov, /cpe/xara. 6, however, is

written except in combination with v. It seems to have become

a spirant and to have assimilated a preceding <r in diro-peiirdddo

(
= dTrd<rdw), dirvitddai and oirv^dai, etc.

(e) Assimilation of a final consonant to the initial consonant

of the following word is very common : 7rarf5 56e (
=

ira.TT)p fay),

Tad OvyaTtpas, rat5 5^, nX Xe
(
= rtj XT?) '(if) one wish.'

(/) According to the grammarians \ before another con-

sonant in Cretan became u: cuffed
(
=

e\6e'iv), avKtova
(
= d\K^ova),

aCcros
(
= &\<ros). The statement is not supported by the inscrip-

tions.
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From Gortyn. Part of Table IV, dealing with the property
of parents.

TOV naTepa TOV
I

TfKVOv Ko.1 TOV KpefiaTov K\apTpbv I/ifv raft

daitrios, \\
KOI TO.V p-arepa TOV Fov av\ras Kpep-drov.

as <a doovn,
| pc firdvavKov l/iei/ 8ar^\66ai. al 8c TIS ara-

0i, a.Tro$\a.TTa.06ai TO ara^iei'o, a||i eypdrrai. e 8f K' anoOdve

TIS, | (<r)Teyavs p.ev TCLVS ev iroXt K\\d TI K ev Tais (o-)re-yai9 eVe

al\S KCl /i? FotKCVS vFot< 7T\l Kopa FoiKlOV, KOI TO. TTpoftaTO. K(l\\l

<apTa[rJ7roda, a no. p.e FOIKCOS e, |

eVi roty vido~i ep.fv, TO. 8*

aX|Xa K.pfp.ara trdvTa bari66a\i KaXos, KO.I \avKavev TOS /i|eu

vivvs, OTTOTTOI K' toi/rt, 8v\\o fjLoipavs fc'/caoTov, rad 8\f 6vya-

Tepavs, onoTTai K' ?oi/jrt, p.iav poipav FcKaarav 6\y\y~\a.Tt[pd\.

al 8f /cat ra /xarp[(f]Va, ?
|
K' a7ro^a[i/e]t, ai"e[p] ra

e[yparr]at. at 8e KpepaTa pe ei|?, oreya 5e, XaKi/ ra^

relpaff, a eypd-rrat.

al 8e *ea \e\i 6 Trarep doos tov doftev ra|t oTrvto/zera, fioro Kara

r||a fypap.p.va, 7r\iova 8e p.e. \

OTfia 8e irpoBB* e8oK ? eiro-\7Tfvo~f, ravr' e<fr, aXXa 8e pf II

a7roXai/[Ka]rei'.

Baunacks' text, Ins. v. Gortyn, p. 102.

The general drift of the passage is as follows : The father

is to have control over his children and property with regard

to its division among them, the mother is to have control

over her own property. In the parents' lifetime a division is

not to be necessary, but if one (of the children) be fined he is

to receive his share according as it is written. When there is

a death, houses in the city and all that is in them, those

houses excepted in which a Voikeus (an adscriptiis glebae)

lives who is on the estate, and sheep and cattle, those be-

longing to a Voikeus excepted, shall belong to the sons
;

all

other property shall be divided honourably, the sons to get

each two shares, the daughters one share each. If the

mother's property [be divided] on her death, the same rules

as for the father's must be observed. If there be no other

property but a house, the daughters are to get their statutory
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(g) e in Cretan, as also in some other Dorian dialects,

appears as t before another vowel: dvoSeKaperia, 6fj.o\oyiovri (subj.),

KaKLov (part.), irpat-lopev (fut.).

ii. (a) The ace. plural of consonant stems is made in -c^s on

the analogy of vowel stems: na.L-rupa.vs (
= fiaprvpas), eiripa\\6vTavs,

etc.

(&) Other Cretan inscriptions sometimes show -ev for -e$ in

the nom. plural aKovo-avrev, a^v (' we').

(c) Some subjunctives carry an -a vowel throughout :

VUVQ,TQJ..

8. MELOS AND THERA WITH ITS COLONY GYRENE.

646. The earliest inscriptions from Melos and Thera are

written in an alphabet without separate symbols for <, x, ty,

which are therefore written ?rA, <k or 9^, ir<r, KO-. e+ e and

o+ o are represented by e and o. The digamma seems how-

ever to have been lost. Gyrene preserved some of these

peculiarities long after its mother city Thera had changed to

the milder Doric.

9. RHODES WITH ITS COLONIES GELA AND
AGRIGENTUM.

647. ii. (a) The present and aorist infinitives end in ~/j.6iv :

eiv, ei/tetv.

(6) The infinitive of the perfect ends in -civ :

(c) Some -aw verbs appear in -ew : ri/AouJTes, etc.

648. It is characteristic of Rhodes and also of Cos, Cnidus,

and other districts in its neighbourhood to contract eo into

cv : TToicvpcvos, GevfcX^y, etc. The same contraction, however,

is frequently found in the later Ionic.
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portion. If the father chooses in his lifetime to give a portion
to a daughter on her marriage, such portion must not exceed

the amounts already specified ;
if he has given beforehand or

guaranteed any sum to a daughter, she is to have that sum
but is not to receive a portion with the others.

From Melos. Date probably first half of 6th century B.C.

irat Atoy, 'JLnirhcano 8fKO~ai rod' dfjLfvrrhfS ayaXfjM.

o~o\ yap fTTfVK.h6p.evos roOr' eYeXe<r(re ypoirhov.

From Thera. Names from rock tombs. Date probably in

7th century B.C.

QhapvpaK/ia. KpiroTrkvXo (genitive). HpaK<riXar)p.i. Qkapv-

There is also a long and interesting inscription from Thera

the testamentum Epictetae but it is too late to show strong
dialectic peculiarities.

From Camirus in Rhodes. Date before Alexander the Great.

Ka/upevo-r ras KToivas rds Ka/upea>i/ rds
\

fv TO. v do-to

KOI rag fv TO. aTTfipoi dvaypdifrat ird&as
\
KOI f^Bffifiv ts TO iepbv

rds 'A.6avaias f(v) OTaXa
| \idlvq ^a>pts XO^KTJS- ff-rjfifiv 8f KOI

Xa\KT]rais II dvaypcxprjfjifiv, ai <a xpyfavri, eXcV^at 8f avdpas J

rpels avTiKa pdXa, otrivfs firipfXrjdTjo-fvvTi rav|rar rds Trpdios

o>ff Ta^wrra KOI aTroSaxrevj/rat
|

reo XPfl OVTl f^-ax i

'

crr

a-\fiv rdv crrd\av
\

K.CLI rds KToivas dvaypd^ai icat f

fv TO. trra||Xa Kat orafrat fv ro> t?p&> rds 'A.@dvas KCU

j3oXt/3w|(rai ODS f\r) a>s ttr^uporaTa Kat KaXXio-ra- ra fie Tf\\vp.fva

fs TO.VTO. TrdvTa TOV rau-iav Trapfveiv.
Cauer 2

,
No. 176 (part).

From Agrigentum. Found at Dodona.

[Qebs] Tvxa dyadd. \

, Tfi\[(rio]s, "Epfjiwos, 2f\i\viot t (do-

f Tols
|

MoXoo-o-ot? Trpo\fviav dop-fiv \
rots

'AKpayavril \vois.

Cauer 2
,
No. 200.
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IONIC.

649. This dialect it is unnecessary to discuss at length

because its characteristics are more familiar than those of

less literary dialects, and because a more detailed account

than it is possible to give here is accessible in English
1

. The

literary records of this dialect far outweigh its inscriptions in

importance.

650. It is generally said that Homer is written in old

Ionic, but the Epic dialect as handed down to us is certainly

the artificial product of a literary school and no exact repre-

sentative of the spoken dialect of any one period. (1) No

spoken dialect could have at the same time, for example,

three forms of the genitive of -o- stems in use : -oio, -oo, and

-ov, which represent three different stages of development.

(2) The actual forms handed down to us frequently transgress

the rules of metre, thus showing that they are later trans-

literations of older and obsolete forms. Thus eW and rea>s

should be written in Homer, as the verse generally demands,

fas (cp. Doric as) and TTJOS; deidia represents de'Sfia ; tfeio/zei/,

0-rciop.ev are erroneous forms for Otjopev, or^o/io/. (3) It is by
no means certain that the original lays of which Homer is

apparently a redaction were in Ionic at all. Fick holds with

considerable show of reason that these poems were originally

in Aeolic, and that when Ionia became the literary centre the

poems were transliterated into Ionic, forms of Aeolic which

differed in quantity from the Ionic being left untouched. A
parallel to this may be found in Old English literature where

the Northumbrian poets Caedmon and Cynewulf are found

only in a West-Saxon transliteration.

651. Between Homer and the later Ionic of Herodotus,

Hippocrates and their contemporaries, comes the Ionic of the

1 In the introduction to Professor Strachan's edition of

Herodotus, Book vi, where everything necessary for the ordinary

classical student is collected. The advanced student has now the

opportunity of referring to the elaborate treatise on this dialect by
H. W. Smyth (Clarendon Press, 1894).
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(1) From Miletus. A fragment found in the ruins of

the ancient theatre.

...... VTCW, \apfidvfiv 8e TO. dcppara K[CU] TO. a\\a ye'pea.

Hi/ fv 6\yrf\rai, Xa[\^e'rai y\Sxr](rav, o<r<pui/, Sao-eai/, oSprjv.

T)V de 7rXea> Bvrjra^ XaS/rerai aV e/caoTOu 6<r<pv[v, \ da<re']aj> Kai

y\><r(rav KCU KuXfjv p.iav dirb iravrcw. KOI T>V aXXa>i/ 0ca>v

rS>v
\ [fv"}rcpcvia>v, o<ra>v leparai o tepecos, Xa^erai ra yepea TO

avra /cat KtoX^i/ ai/rt|j[T]j}s a>pr)S, f^i /*T) jSacriXevs \ap^dvT]i. *Hi/

de fixrrov 0vr)i rj TrdXtff, Xa^erai -yXaicrlcrai/, oo-(pvv, daoreai/,

<Sprjv. *Hv evos lepOTTOirji rail 'ATroXXwiu, irpoifpaa-Qai rai[v] |

acrrwi/ ov av ^A.?/t o ^evoy, 8i86vai 8e rait itpei ra -yepca

aTTfp 17 TToXis- SiSoT Trfai'lra] ^wpiff Sep/xdra)[i'], 7r[Xi7/] roip

'ATroXXamW.... Bechtel, 7. /. No. 100.

Bechtel explains Sprj as w/xoTrXar?; and quotes a scholiast

on OdjSSey xii. 89 : TOVS "lavas Xe'yeii/ (petal TTJV Ko>\f)v &pr)v

nai .atpaiav.

(2) From the ancient Keos, modern Tzia. Date, near

end of 5th century B.C.

OiSe vd[/ji]oi TTfpl r&y Kar[a]0^i[/i6
/

]i'a)[i'
Kara

f rajSe

6o\Trr}ev rov Bavovra" tv
\ c/ifarjiofis rp|i](ri XevKoif, <rrpa>-

juart Kai evSvp-ari [*cai | e]7ri^3Xe/x,an e^ei/ai 5e icai ei/

eX[a]tr[(r]o(r[i /*l|c] TrXeoj/os1 diots rots rpicri eK[ar6]v &[palx]~

ue'coi-. %(pepV 8e ey K\IVT]I cr<p[]j/d|[7roSi ]|ai p,e caXv7rrf',

ra
'

6X[o]<r^ep[ea] roT[y e/xar]|ioiy. (pcptv 8f oivov eirl TO

(Tjj[fjL]a [/x]e [TrXeoi/] | rpiaii/ %a>v KOI e\mov pc 7rX[e']o[j/] e[i/]d[p,

ra de || ay]yeia a7ro<pe'pe(r#ai. rov ^ai/d[i/]ra [e (pepev \ c]ara-

o'laJTr^i /Aefx]/34 [^i TO
| <r]^/xa.

-$[ai ic]ara [r]a 7r[arpi|a- r]?)-/ K\IVTJV dirb ro[y]

ic]ai r[a] (r[rpa)j/u]ara <r<pfpv eVSdtre. r/i

7i/ OIKITJV [e]Xev[^]epov ^aX[d(TOT;|i] T

[aX]v[K]a>r[aii] o[^e]i, r^[Xov a"r|d]i/ra' firr/v 8e dtapavdrji, KO&-

aprjv fvai TTJV oiKLrjv t
KCU 0vT) Bvev e(p[i'trria]. |

ras ywaiKas ray

[i]ov<r[a]ff [eJTri ^o KJjSfos | aJfl-ieVai rrpore'par rcoi/ . . dvdpatv

dnb [rov j| o-Jiy/Ltarop. eVi rail ^ai/ovri rpw;>cda-[ria fie | Trjoicv.

fie virori6evai KvXi/ca VTTO r[^-y icXi'li/]^!/, ftede ri &<up e'lc^Jv,

e ra >caXXv[(r/ia]jra (ptpev eVi ro <rf)p.a. onov av [0]dvrfi,
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poets, Archilochus of Paros, Simonides of Amorgos, Hipponax
of Ephesus, Anacreon of Teos, Minmermus and Xenophanes
of Colophon. It seems probable that these poets kept on the

whole closely to the dialect of their native towns although not

without a certain admixture of Epic forms in elegiac poetry.

652. According to Herodotus (i. 142) there were four

divisions of Eastern or Asiatic Ionic. But there is not

enough evidence preserved to us to confirm the distinction

thus drawn. Ionic may therefore be distinguished geo-

graphically into (1) the Ionic of Asia Minor spoken in the

great centres Miletus, Ephesus, Chios, Samos and the other

Ionic settlements and their colonies, (2) the Ionic of the

Cyclades : Naxos, Keos, Delos, Paros, Thasos, Siphnos, Andros,

los, Myconos, and (3) the Ionic of Euboea.

653. It is characteristic of all Ionic (a) to change every

original a into e (17), (6) to drop, except in a few sporadic

instances, the digamma.
654. Eastern Ionic has entirely lost the spiritus asper.

Eastern Ionic and the Ionic of the Cyclades agree in con-

tracting -K\er)s into -K\fjs, and in making the genitive of -i-

stems in -ios not -tdos. The Ionic of the Cyclades and of

Euboea agree in retaining the spiritus asper, but in Euboea

-K\er)s is still written and the genitive of -i- stems is in -tSoy,

both features being also characteristic of Attic. Euboea is

peculiar in having rhotacism in the dialect of Eretria : onopai,

TrapafBaivapiv, etc.

655. The curious phenomenon not yet fully explained

whereby Ionic presents forms in KO-, KTJ- from the Indo-

Germanic stem qo-, qd-, while other dialects give forms in

TTO-, 7777-, is confined to the literature, no example of a form in

KO- or KT)- having yet been discovered on an inscription.

656. The relations in literature between the Ionic dialect

and Attic Greek have often been misunderstood. The forms

which the tragedians and Thucydides share with Ionic, e.g.

-tra-- where Aristophanes, Plato and the Orators have -TT-, are

borrowed from Ionic, which previous to the rise of Athens to

preeminence was the specially literary dialect. Attic Greek

never possessed forms in -o-o--, which it changed later to -TT-.
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e[irrjv e]\evex&i, p.e levat yvvalnas ir[po]s r[?)i/ 01] <ir]v SXXas

ray pj.aivop.evas' [p.]ia[iveo-0\d]i 8e fjajrtpa KOI yvvaiKa KOI

d8e[X<peds K\d]\ [ff\vya.Tfpas, irp\o\s 8c raur[a]ty fie [nXeov 7r|e]i>re

yvvaiwav, 7ral8as 8c [duo, ff}ay[a.Tepas \ a]i>e\^ie5i/, aXXov 8e

fi[Y][eV]a. [rjous- [/i]ia[ii'o/Lie||i>ot;s] \ov<rap.evo\ys\ rr[ept iravra

| uSarjoy [x]^"* ca[^ap]oi/s li/at f ............
!

Dittenberger's text, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum,
p. 654. Cp. /. /. No. 43.

H is used for original a, E for original e and for the

spurious diphthong, but note the diphthongs ddvrji and 8ia-

t, where -ei might be expected.

(3) From Oropus. In the dialect of Eretria. Date is be-

tween 411 and 402 B.C. or 387 and 377 B.C., the only
periods in the age to which it belongs when Oropus was
an independent state.

0eot.
|
Tov Ifpea TOV

'

Ap.(piapdov (poirav els TO lepo\v eireidav

%eip.(i)v irapc\0ei p-f\P l dpoTov a>p\rjs, firf
nXeov StaXeiTrovra

fj

Tpels fjfiepas, KOI
)| pevew ev rot lepol pr) eXarrov

rf
delta f)p.epa\f

TOV p.T]VOS CK.do~TOV.

Kai eiravaynd^eiv TOV v\eoxopov TOV re lepov eirip,e\e'io~0ai

Kara TO\V vop.ov KOI Ttav d<piKve(o}p.eva>v els TO lepov.\

Av de TIS ddtKel ev rol lepol r) gevos 17 8r}p.6T\\rjs, (ijpiovra)

6 lepevs p-^XP 1- nevTe dpaxp-ftov | Kvpiws, KOI eve\vpa Xa/ij8ai/f'ro>

TOV e(rjp40>p.\evov av d' CKTivei TO dpyvptov, irapeovTos TOV
\

lepeos e/i^aX(X)era> eh TOV Qqcravpov.

Aiicdeiv 8e TOV iepea, av TIS Idiei ddiKrjdel fj
Ttov e\\va>v rj

T&v 8rjpoTeo>v ev rot lepol, p^XR 1 TP l&v
I ^po.\p.eo>v^ ra 8e p.eova,

f)X^ fK-dcrrois al 8tK\ai ev Tols vopois etprjTai, evrovda ytvecrQw.

Hpoo-KaXelvdai 8e KOI av6rjp.epbv irepl T>V e\v rot lepol d8iKi5>v t

av 8e 6 dvri8iKOS pr) o~vvx\\G>p*li *ls r
*)
v vorepyv fj dixr) Te\eio~0a).

J

Eirap\xr)v 8e dt8ovv Top, p.e\XovTa Qepaireveo-Qat v\irb TOV

6eov
p.f) e\aTTov evveof3o\ov 8oKip.ov dpy\vpiov

els TOV 6r)o-avpbv irape\6vTOS TOV veaKOpov ..........

Karev^ecr^at 8e T&V lepvv KO.I eV|l TOV

oTav Trapel, TOV lepea, OTUV 8e
p.rj napel^ TOV OvovTa, KOI Tel

Svaiei d\vrbv eavTol KaTei>xco-0ai e/cacrroj/, TU>V 8e Srjpopiuv

TOV lepea x.r.X.

Inscrr. Graec. Septentrionalis i. No. 235
; /. 7. No. 18.

a P. 32



c.

THE ITALIC DIALECTS.

[The standard work on Oscan is Mommsen's Untentalische

Dialekte (1850) ;
a more recent and accessible collection is

Zvetaieff's Inscriptiones Italiae inferioris (1886). The older

grammatical works are out of date. Eecent treatises on Oscan

are Bronisch's Die oskiscJien i und e Vocale, and Buck's Der

Vocalismus der oskischen Spraclie. The best accounts of Umbrian

at present are to be found in Brdal's Les Tables EuguUnes (1875)

and Biicheler's Umbrica (1883). In Umbrian, even where the

forms are clear, interpretation is largely guess-work. A complete

account of all the Italic dialects and of their existing records

is promised by von Planta in his Grammatik der oskisch-umbrischen

Dialekte of which one volume (Phonology) was published in 1892,

and by Prof. E. S. Conway in a volume soon to be published.

The distinguishing characteristics given below will be found

discussed at much greater length in von Planta's introductory

chapter. The Italic words are collected in Biicheler's Lexicon

Italicum (1881). In the following account of the characteristics

of Oscan and Umbrian, the usual practice has been followed of

printing forms found in the native alphabets in ordinary type,

forms found in the Latin alphabet in italics.]

657. The principal dialects of Italy which belong to the

same stock as Latin are Oscan and Umbrian. Oscan in the

widest sense of the term was the language spoken by various

peoples of Samnite origin, monuments of whom have been

found over a vast area extending from the borders of Latium

southward to Bruttium and northern Apulia. On the northern

frontier of this territory lived several tribes, Paeligni, Marru-

cini, Marsi, Vestini, Volsci, Sabini, of whose dialects some

scanty remnants have survived. The Umbrians inhabited
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the great district called by their name, which extends from

the shore of the Adriatic westwards across the Apennines to

the border of Etruria, and is bounded on the north by the

territory of the Gauls, on the south by that of the Sabini and

Vestini.

658. The records of these dialects, except isolated words

or place-names, are entirely in the form of inscriptions. The
most important of the Oscan inscriptions are: (1) The
Tabula Bantina from Bantia which lies some distance to the

S.E. of Venusia. It differs from the Oscan of other districts

by changing -ti- into -s-, di- into z-
;
hence Bantia appears as

Bansa-, zicolo- a diminutive from dies= a, Latin *dieculo-.

The document is of considerable length and deals with cer-

tain questions of local law. (2) The Cippus Abellanus which

contains a treaty, regarding the privileges of the people of

Abella and the people of Nola in the use of a shrine of

Heracles. The Oscan of this monument is the most accurately

written which we possess. (3) The Tabula Agnonensis found

some way to the N.E. of the ancient Bovianum in 1848. This

is a bronze plate originally fixed up in the neighbourhood of a

temple and containing on its two sides a long list of names of

deities who had statues and altars there. (4) Two lead

tablets from Capua containing curses invoked on enemies.

Although the general drift is clear, much doubt still exists

with regard to the interpretation of individual words and

phrases. A considerable number of other inscriptions have

been discovered at Capua in recent years and published most

accessibly as yet in the Rheinisches Museum. (5) From

Pompeii come a certain number of short inscriptions which,

being mostly of an ephemeral character, probably date from

the last years of the city before its destruction in 79 A.D. The

date of the other documents is much disputed, the authorities

differing in some cases as much as two hundred years. Most

of the inscriptions from Capua, however, date from before

211 B.C. when that city, for having revolted to Hannibal, was

deprived of self-government, and the local magistrate or

meddix tuticus ceased to exist. The Tabula Bantina probably

322
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belongs to the early part of the first century B.C., or the end

of the preceding century. This Tabula Bantina is written

in the Latin alphabet, the others mentioned are in the native

alphabet. There are also some small inscriptions from the

south of Italy and Sicily in the Greek alphabet.

659. The Umbrian records are much more extensive

than those of any other dialect. By far the most important
are the Eugubine Tables from the ancient Iguvium. These

tables are seven in number, all except iii and iv engraved on

both sides. The first four and the fifth to the seventh line of

the reverse side are in the ancient Umbrian alphabet, the

rest of Table v and Tables vi and vii are in the Latin alphabet.
The date is uncertain. The tables in the Umbrian alphabet
are no doubt older than those in the Latin alphabet. Tables

vi and vii deal with the same subject as Table
i, viz. the

purification of the fortress of Iguvium, but in much greater

detail. Bucheler places the first four tables about a century

before, the Umbrian part of v immediately before the time of

the Gracchi. He would assign the parts in the Latin alphabet
to the period between the Gracchi and Sulla, while Bre*al

places them as late as the time of Augustus. The whole of

these tables deal with a sacrificial ritual and belonged originally

to the priestly brotherhood of the Atiedii at Iguvium. Other

records of Umbrian are small and unimportant.

660. Oscan and Umbrian and the other small dialects

form a unity distinguished from Latin and Faliscan by a con-

siderable number of characteristics in phonology, inflexion

and syntax. There are some real but less important differences

between Oscan and Umbrian themselves. The different

appearance of the forms of Umbrian as compared with

Oscan turns mostly upon the following changes in Umbrian :

(1) change of all diphthongs into monophthongs, (2) change of

medial -s- between vowels and of final -s to -r, (3) change of

-d- between vowels into a sound represented in the Umbrian

alphabet by ^
(f, given by Bucheler as of), in the Latin by rs,

(4) palatalisation of gutturals in combination with e and i

k into a sound represented in the Umbrian alphabet by d( = p),
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in the Roman by Jt or *, g into a y-sound: tacez (
= tacitu8)

9imu (himo) from the same pronominal stem as the Latin

d-8, ci-tra; muietu (participle) cp. mugatu (imperat.), and

later liuvinu- (
= Iguvino-) where earlier Umbrian represents

k by g : Ikuvins ; (5) changes in combinations of (a) stops,

-ft- (representing in some cases original -pt-) becoming -ht-

while -kt- changes to -ht-, and (6) of stops and spirants, -ps-

becoming -ss- (or -s-)i osatu (=*opsdtd] Latin operate, while

in the combination of l+ t, the liquid is silent: motar=
*moltas gen. (Latin multae 'of a fine'); (6) Umbrian final d
and generally also final t,f, 8, and r disappear. (7) Umbrian

changes u into i and -urn into -om.

661. On the other hand Oscan changes e and d into I and

u and develops in many words one or more anaptyctic vowels

in combinations of liquids with other consonants : sakaraklom

(
= *8akro-klo-m\ sacaracirix (

662. The differences between these dialects on the one

side and Latin and Faliscan on the other are much more

numerous and important.

A. PHONOLOGY.

663. 1. To represent original <??, g, Oscan and Umbrian

have p and b while Latin has qu (c) and u (gu after ri).

pis= quis, biuo-= vivo-, beru= veru.

2. Sounds which became spirants in primitive Italic

remain so in Oscan and Umbrian while medially Latin

changes them to a stopped sound : alfo-
= albo-, mefio-

= media-.

3. Syncope. Osc. actud=agitod, factud=fadtod; hurz

= hortus: Umbr. piha.z=piatits. Osc. teremnfss, Umbr. fratrus,

dat. and abl. pi. with ending= primitive Italic *-/o, Lat. -bus.

4. Change of -kt- to -/it-, of -pt- to -ft- (Umbr. -ht-).

Oscan l5hta.vis=OctaviiM, seriftas
= scriptae; Umbr. rehte

=recte.

5. Assimilation.

(a) Of -nd- to -nn- ; Osc. upsannam = operawcJamf

Umbr. pihaner=piandi (h being inserted to avoid hiatus).
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(6) Of -ks to -ss (s) whether medially or finally : Osc.

destr8t=dextra est ; Umbr. destra. Osc. meddiss=meddix.

(c) But * is not assimilated before nasals and liquids

initially or medially : Osc. slaagi- cp. locus ; Osc. fftsna-, Old

Umbr. fesna-, cp. fanu-m. Paelign. prismu=jt>rt?mS.

(d) -rs- in Oscan becomes -rr-, or -r- with compensatory

lengthening of the previous vowel, in Umbrian it appears as

-rs- and -rf-. Osc. teer[um] once, Kerri
;
Umbr. tursitu,

serfe.

6. Treatment of final -us and -nts.

Indo-G. -ns=0sc. -ss
t
Umbr. -/: Osc. viass= wos, Umbr.

avif (=*am-ns) 'birds,' nerf (
=

*iier-ns) 'men. 5

Osc. nom. sing, lifttiuf= *oitidns, an analogical foi-mation

with final -s, from a stem in -tion--, Umbr. zeref=sedens

(-nts}. -ns, however, in the 3 pi. with secondary ending (
=

-nf}

and -TIS, which arises by syncope of a vowel between -n- and

-s, remain ;
coisatens *

curaverunt,' Bantins= Bantinus.

7. Original a appears as o : Osc. vfu cp. via ; Umbr. pro-

seseto, cp. pro-secta.

B. INFLEXION.

664. i. In the Noun :

1. The consonant stems retain the original nom. pi. in

-es, for otherwise the vowel could not disappear by syncope :

Osc. humuns= *homones, meddfss = meddices, censtur= censores,

Umbr. frateer=fratres.

2. Where Latin generalises analogically the strong form

of a consonant stem, Oscan and Umbrian generalise the weak

form. Thus from a stem *tangion- we find Osc. ace. tangin-

om, abl. tangin-ud, Umbr. usitme= natione. But in the nom.

Osc. lifttiuf and also statif. Cp. also Umbr. uhtr-etie with

Lat. auctor-itas.

3. The -o- and -a-stems retain the original form of the

nom. and gen. pi. (the a-stems also the old gen. sing.), and

following a course exactly the reverse of Latin have extended

these forms of the plural to the pronoun. Osc. states =stati;
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moltas, Umbr. motar=multae; Osc. 8crifta8=scriptae. Osc.

pus=gm, Umbr. erom=*is-om 'eorum.'

4. The locative of -o- stems survives as a distinct case in

-ei, Osc. miimikef teref * in communi territorio
'

etc.

5. New analogical formations :

(a) in case-endings of consonant stems after -o-stems

Osc. tangin-om (ace.), tangin-ud (abl.) ; Umbr. arsferturo=ad-

fertorem. But the Umbr. abl. like the Latin ends in -e:

natine ;

(6) -eis the gen. of -i-stems is extended to consonant

and -o-stems : Osc. Appellunels (Apollinis\medikeis(meddicis\

tangineis ; Umbr. nomner, matrer ; Osc. Niumsiefs (Nwnerii),

Pumpaiianefs (Pompeiani) : Umbr. popler (populi).

665. ii. In the Verb :

1. Secondary endings in -d occur for the sing., in -ns for

the plural, -d is found in old Latin also. Cp. the forms of

the perfect below (4).

2. The future instead of being as in Latin in -b- is in -<-
;

Osc. deiuast 'iurabit,' Umbr. pru-pehast
'

principio piabit.'

3. All future perfects active are made from the perfect

participle (lost in Latin) and the substantive verb : Osc.

per-emust
'

peremerit,' Umbr. en-telust (=*en-teiid-lust an ana-

logical formation from a stem *en-tend-lo-} 'intenderit'

4. When Latin has perfects in -;-, Oscan and Umbrian

show a great variety of forms :

(a) in -/- : Osc. aa-man-affed * faciundum curavit.'

(6) in -t- : Osc. dadfkatted dedicavit.'

(c) Osc. uupsens from a stem *op-sd- with 3 pL

secondary ending
*

operaverunt,' Umbr. portust from a stem

porta-.

(d) In Umbrian only appear perfects in -I- and ~nk-,

entelust *

intenderit,' combifiansi
* nuntiaverit

'

;
? Osc. Xtoxa-

5. The infinitive ends in -om: Osc. deflc-um

ac-um '

agere
'

;
Umbr. a(ri)-fer-o(m)

' circumferre.'

6. Imperatives are found :

(a) in -mddj Pass. -mdr. Osc. censamur '

censmino,'
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Umbr. persnimu
'

precamino.' The origin of these forms is

uncertain
;
von Plauta conjectures that -m- in the suffix may

represent original -mn- by assimilation.

(6) In Umbr. the Plural of the Imperative is found in

-totdj -momd. There is no example in Oscan.

7. In the Passive -er is found as the suffix by the side of

-or and in Umbrian -ur. Osc. sakarater=Lat. sacratur.

8. The perf. conj. and 2nd future play a large part in the

passive : Osc. sakrafir l
let one dedicate,' Umbr. pihafei(r}

1
let one purify

'

; Osc. comparascuster [ioc egmo]
' ea res

consulta erit.'

9. Verbs in -a- make their participles in -eto-
; cp. Late

Latin rogttus, probltus.

A. OSCAN.

(1) The Cippus Abellanus. The text is Zvetaieff's, the

interlinear translation Bucheler's.

Maiiui Vestirikiiui Mai. Sir.
| prupukid svermnef

Maio Vestricio Mai(filius) Sir.

kvaistulrei Abellamii inim Maiiu[i] |

luvkiiui Mai. Puka-

quaestori Abellano et Maio lovicio Mai(f.} Puca-

latiif
|
medikei deketasiui Nuvl[a|mifj mfm Hgatuis Abel-

lato medici NolaMo et legatis Abel-

l[anuis] |

inim h'gatuis Nuvlaniils
| pus senateis tanginiid

j

lanis et legatis Nolanis, qui senati sententia

suveis piitunispid lfgat[iis] |

fufans ekss kumbened
|
sakara-

sui utrique legati erant, ita convenit: Sa-

kliim Hereklefs
| slaagid piid fst inim teer[iim] | piid lip

crum Herculis e regioiie quod est et territorium quod apud
eisiid sakarakliid [ist] | piid anter teremniss eh...

|

ist pai

id sacrum est quod inter terminos ex... est^quae
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teremenniumu[fnikad] | tanginiid pruftuset r[ehtud] amnud
termina communi sententiaprobatasunt recto circuitu,

puz idik sakara[kliim] |

fnfm fdfk teriim mufnf[kum] |

miif-

ut id sacrum et id territorium commune incom-

nfkef teref fusfd [fnfm] |

efsefs sakaraklefs f[nfm] |

terefs

muni territorio esset, et eius sacri et territorii

fruktatiiif fr[ukta|tiuf] mufnfku puturu[mpfd | fus]fd. avt

fructus fructus communis utrorumque esset. Nolani

Niivlanu. ..[...Hereklefs fi'f[sn . . .
|

. . .] iispfd Niivlan . . .
| iipv

autem Herculis fan
lisat?...

| |

ekkum [svaf pi'd hereset] |

trffbarak-

Item si quid volent aedificare

[avum teref piid] | liimftu[m] term[. . . pufs] |

Hereklefs fftsnu

in territorio quod limitum quibus Herculisfanum
mefi[u] j

fst ehtrad fefhiiss pu[s] |
Hereklefs fffsnam amfrjet

medium eat, extra fines qui Hercvlis fanum ambiunt,

pert vfam piisstfst | paf fp fst piistin slagfm |

senatefs suvefs

trans viam post est quae ibi est, pro regione senati sui

tangijniid trfbarakavum lf|kftud. fnfm fiik trfbalrakkiuf pam
sententia aedijicare liceto. Et id aedificium, quod
Niivlamis

|

trfbarakattuset fnfm
|

lifttiuf Niivlanum estud.
j

Nolani aedificaverint, et usus Nolanorum esto.

ekkum svaf pfd Abellamis
|

trfbarakattuset fuk trfjbarakkiuf

Item si quid Abellani aedijlcaverint id aedificium

fnfm ufttiuf
|
Abellanum estud. avt

| piist fefhiifs pus ffsnam

et usus Abellanorum esto. At post fines, qui fanum

am|fret efsef teref nep Abeljlaniis nep Nuvlamis pl-

ambiunt, in eo territorio neque Abellani neque Nolani quid-

dum
|

trfbarakattfns. avt the|savrum pud esef teref

quam aedijlcaverint. At thesaurum quod in eo territorio

fst
| pun patensfns : mufnfkad ta[n]|ginud patensfns fnfm

est quom aperirent: communi sententia aperirent et

pfd e[sefj |
thesavref piikkapfd eh[stft | ajfttfum alttram

quidquid in eo thesauro quandoque exstat portionum alteram

alttr[us | hjerrfns. avt anter slagfm j [A]bellanam fnfm

alteri caperent. At inter regionem Abellanam et
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Nuvlanani
| [p]ullad viii uruvii ist tedur

| [e]fsaf viai mefiai

Nolanam qua via flexa est in ea via media

teremen|[n]iu stafet.

termina slant.

prupukid=jpro pace (Biich.); if so it must be a different grade

like <t>w-v?i and fa-ma, sverrunei, apparently some sort of title,

deketasiiii according to Bronisch = decentario from decem.

(2) The third of the six surviving clauses of the Tabula

Bantina. The text and translation are Biicheler's as given by
Mommsen in Bruns' Fontes luris Romani Antiqui (6th ed.),

p. 51.

Svaepis pru meddixud altrei castrovs avti eituas
|

zicolom

Siquis pro magistratu alteri fundi autpecuniae diem

dicust, izic comono ni hipid ne pon op tovtad peti-

dixerit, is comitia ne hdbuerit nisi cum apudpopulum qua-

rupert urust sipus perum dolom
| mallom, in trutum

ter oraverit sciens sine dolo malo et definitum

zico[lom] tovto peremust petiropert. Neip mais pomtis
diem populus perceperit quater. Neve magis quinquies

com preivatud actud
| pruter pam medicatinom didest, in

cum private agito prius quam iudicationem dabit, et

pon posmom con preivatud urust, eisucen ziculud
|

zicolom

cumpostremum cum privato oraverit, db eo die diem

XXX nesimum comonom ni hipid. Svaepis contrud exeic

XXXproximum comitia ne hdbuerit. Siquis contra hoc

fefacust, ionc svaepis |

herest meddis moltaum licitud, am-

fecerit, eum siquis volet magistratus multare liceto, dum-

pert mistreis aeteis eituas licitud.

taxat minoris partis pecuniae liceto.

hipid, subj. from perfect stem = *heped. trutum according to

Bugge = 4th, from a weak stem *qtru-to-. If urust is from the

same root as Lat. oro, (1) it must be borrowed from Latin, or

(2) neither word can be connected with Lat. os, there being no

rhotacism in Oscan. op (
= Lat. ofo) governs the ablative.
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(3) From Pompeii Now in the Museum at Naples
(Zvetaieff, p. 51, Mommsen U. D. p. 183).

V. Aadirans V. eftiuvam paam |

vereiiaf Pumpaiianaf
Vibius A diranus V. (f.}pecuniam quam dvitati Pompeianae

trfstaajmentud deded, efsak eftiuvad
|
V. Vimikifs Mr.

testamento dedit, ea pecunia V. ViniciusMarae (/.)

kvafsstur Pump|aiians trffbum ekak kiimbenjniefs tanginud

quaestor Pompeianus aedificium hoc conventus sententia

upsannam | deded, isfdum priifatted.

operandum dedit; idem probavit.

B. UMBRIAN.

The text and translation of both passages are Biicheler's

(Umbrica, 1883).

1. In the Latin alphabet, from Table vi A ; part of the

directions for purifying the citadel of Iguvium.

Verfale pufe arsfertur trebeit ocrer peihaner, erse stah-

Templum vbi flamen versatur arcis piandae, id sta-

mito eso tuderato est: angluto | hondomu, porsei nesimei

tivum sic finitum est: ab angulo imo qui proxume
asa deveia est, anglome somo, porsei nesimei vapersus

ab ara divorum est, adangulum summum qui proxume ab sellis

aviehcleir
| est, eine angluto somo vapefe aviehclu tod-

auguralibu* est, et ab angulo summo ad sellas augurale* ad

come tuder, angluto hondomu asame deveia todcome
|

urbicumfinem, ab angulo imo adaram divorum adurbicum

tuder. eine todceir tuderus seipodruhpei seritu.

finem. et urbicis finibus utroque vorsum servato.
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2. In the Umbrian alphabet ;
from Table n A.

( Umbrica,

p. 138.)

Asama kuvertu. asaku vinu sevakni tagez per-

Ad aram revertito. apud aram vino sollemni tacitus sup-

snihmu.
|

esuf piisme herter, erus kuveitu tedrtu. vinu

plicato. ipse quern oportet, erus congerito dato. vinum

pune tetttu.
| struh9las fiklas sufafias kumaltu. kapifre

poscam dato. struiculae fitillae suffafiae commolito. capide

punes vepuratu. |

antakres kumates persnihmu. amparihmu,

poscaerestinguito. integris commolitis supplicato. surgito

statita subahtu. esunu purtitu futu. katel asaku

statuta demittito. sacrum porrectum esto. catulus apud aram

pelsans futu.
|

Kvestretie usa9e svesu vuv$i stite-

pelsandus esto. Quaesturae annuae suum votum stite-

teies.

rint.

The most noticeable point in these extracts is the large number
of post-positions: angtu-to; anglom-e(n), a8am-e(ri), todcom-e(n),

etc.; asam-a(d); asa-ku(m). In erse, porsei = id-i,pod-i an enclitic

appears, vapersus v. Planta conjectures = lapidibus with I changing
to u. erus occurs 23 times; meaning and derivation are uncertain.

It may be connected (1) with ais- a root found in most of the

Italic dialects, Umbr. esono- (esunu below) = divinus, (2) with root

of German ehre 'honour,' aes-timatio. Kuveitu= convehito. pelsans
means sepeliendus (Biich.). The meaning of usace is very un-

certain, vuvci possibly parallel to a Latin *vovicius.



INDICES OF WOEDS.

The references are to sections unless p. is prefixed. Where several

references occur, they are separated by commas ;
a point between two num-

bers, as 337. 8, indicates that the second number is a sub-section.

d- (neg.) 106 iii, 157

ti.yafj.at 480 g
dye 517

dyeipofji.v (subj.) 509

hdyev (dyeu>) 629 b

dyepavros 378

dye 519

07405 402

dynvv 139 ii

dyvdbs 347

dyvuros 378

dyonev 480 b

dy6s 261

aspics 402

dyp6v 386

d7p6s 100, 147, 159
* 166, 399

150
261

r p. 193

dyuvotp 633 ii 6

d7wi/otj (dat. pi.) 628 a

d7w/(ra'j 640 i a

ddeXQtSovs 380

d5cX06s 140 i 6

dSiK^iTa 618 ii rf

&p<ra 230

I. GREEK INDEX.

dddvaros 220

313 n. 1

i 322
ai 325 ii

at (if) 342

Aiytvalavs 640 i a
atf 308
at'Swj 295, 351
aid p. 34 n., 312, 337. 8

a#sp. 34 n., 312, 337.8
cuflos 174
aWw 261

alXos 218
at\uv (gen. pi.) 620 i d
die 487 6

A/<rx^Xos 268
ol&v 172, 361

dKfp<rK6/j.T)s 184

d/cotf<rau (nom. ptcp.) 624

if
duovvavTfv (nom. pi.) 646

ii&
'

Atcpdycuva 273
o/cT/j 133, 360

aKTiap 355
216
e (subj.) 509

d\Sofj.ai 485
216

234
230
374
485
485

dXXd 341
aXXo3ajr6s 286, 326 i

aXXos 187, 218

d\o<TvSvrj 194, 354
d'Xs 142, 289
aXtros 184

aXuirtf 349

a/ta 106 iii, 156, 259 iv,

314, 338. 11, 341

d/j.aXduv<i) 485

d/iaXo'j 230

wv) 629 ia

462
230
j 206

w 140 i a, 230

d/j.ei\j/crai (subj.) 609
u 137, 148, 230
645 ii b

dwt 329



510 INDICES OF WORDS.

624 ie

330

d/*vo'sp.H5n.2, 180 n. 1,

396

04141 132, 337. 7, 341

d/jL<pifrvv(j.i 481 e

323
228

297, 329
dv243
av 559, 562, 566, 639 6

dVa 307
dvd 337. 7, 341

a'vayy&Xw 624 i e

dvayeypd(poi>Tai 643 ii

dvaXros 485

dva| 306 n. 1

dva| (Tpwetra'iv) 337. 5 a
avdairetv ("Apyet) 337. 4 a

dvareflp 559
dvSdva; 481 c

dvSpaTToSov 282

a'vSpe?os p. 340 n. 1

a5pa(v)Tav 620 ii 6

382
369 n. 1

dv5po0ovos 282

dvdpwv 361 n. 1

dvedeixe 625 i 6

dW^oj 169, 393
dveu 278
aVevs 278
dz/^Yowat 44o

dvfjvode 550

di>77p 344 n. 1

dVr* 133, 159, 337. 8, 341
dvrXov 391

dvrpoTrov (dv0pw?rov) 645
id

d|wv (subst.) 186, 392
dir 243

d'Travaav 640 i a

aVal 259 iv

dw^TTTvaa 552 iii

aTrXoos 156
OTTO 341, 394
a7roe5dav0i 625 ii -

dirofeiirdddd 645 i d
544

dirofj-opyvvfju. 238
aTTorij/otav 633 i a
cm/ 618 ie, 624 i#
dVvo-re'XXavTos 623 i

dpapvXai 216

dpaplvKu 549 ii

dpdffffu 230

dpfivXcu 216

dpyv<peos 377

dp7u0os 377

dpei66<ravos 285

dpT/tfcrd/ievos 285

ap?7t0aTos 285

dp7?i0tXos 285

aprjpe 549 ii

dpiarepos 387

dp7rei;/bvTa 643 i b

dptcrros 394

dpvos (gen.) 358

&pt>vfj.ai 481 e

dporrjp 355

aporpov 388

dpo'w 159

205

,375
dprt 133

372
7 382

382

628 a

dpxw 552 ii

as (
= ws) 650

dV/xevos 188
dVcra 54

185
aVTews (gen.) 371
CWTTl/COS 382
dV 372, 382

drop 341
are 342

ar<?/i/3o/*ai 481 d

arep 341

dr/xT/v 369 n. 1

drra 54
aux^ova (dX/ciJova) 645 i/
au|dvw 177, 481 c

atf|w 481 c, 482 6

aScros (dXcros) 645 i/

avroioip (
= O.VTOIV) 633 ii b

ayrots (av5pd(riv) 338. 1 b

atfroiffi 624 i a

avro/j-aros 259 v

auros (subst.) 277
avros 325 ii

a0a> 261
216
i 260

120
!16

001/7; 62

dx^77c6v 357

a'xXvw 487 c

d:^ 341

d0os 359

^at'vwlS, 63, 140 i a, 156,

205, 207, 487 a, 545

/3dXXw 140 i&, 207

0aXw (fut.) 492

/Savd 140 i a, 193, 291

fidpayxos 216

pdpa6pov 140 i 6

/Sdp/Sapos 131, 288

/Sapvd/tevos 206

/SaatXaes 633 i a

/SacrtXetos (gen.) 623 i c

^SaaiXeos 309

/3a<riXetfei 552 ii

/3ao-iXei5s 306, 365

/Saa-tXevw 487 C

/3a<riXe"ws 227, 309, 365

pa<n\T]L 313

/3a<nX?7os 227, 309, 365

/3dcns 357

^d(r/cw 142, 483 a

494, 495
496

/SejSXrfcrat 472

jS^/SX77/ca 495

Pepov\evo-0cu 549 i

peppi6a<rii> 549 i

ptppbJKa 495

peiXofjLat 140 i 6

/SeXXetret (3 s. subj.) 623

id

/SeXXo/tai 140 i Z>

133



I. GREEK INDEX. 511

077 07} 121

pippwffKetv 63

pippwffKw 483 &

pios 140 ic

/3Xd| 230
9

/36"e315

/SOT? 62

/Sofyos 263

/Sotorrus (dat. pi.) 625 i d
/So'XXo/teu 140 i 6

p6\ofjLcu 140 i &

BopedSrjs 380

/SOO-ACT; 381

/3o<r/rw 381, 483 a

pouppwTis 20 n. 1

pov\efc<r0ai 549 i

/Joi;Xei/<raTo (hath devised)
552 iv

pov\ifua 20 n. 1

/SouXo/tai 140 i 6, 220

/SoOs 18, 63, 140 i a, 181

(6), p. 193, 281, 289

ppdKea 624 i c

206

, 378

485

T; 378

/fyoros 206

Pptw 206

140 i &

7<iXa 216, 295, 306 n. 1

7^113.2, 328 i, 342

ytyafw 31, 32, 48, 259 v,

494

7<?7oi>a 31, 32, 48, p. 192,
259 v, 494

yeybvoifjifv 48

yey6i>fiv (inf.) 647 ii b

yeyovtvac 526

472, 496

550
51

7Acu j (2 sing.) 624 ii a

7eXa<ra$ (gen.) 624 i/
76^ p. 194, 384

yevr>j<t>iv 338. 6 6

7^eos 31, 142

= can be) 559

(interrog.) 560

yvjju>dd5oiJ.ai 637 i c

/ce$ 635
140 i c

446
oa77> 355

oj 31, 137, 142, 163,

p. 194, 251, 259 v, 288,
351

161, 371

yepaipu 487 c

ytpavos 140 ii

7^x1$ 295, 351

7<?pfaH/ 50, 351, 362

yetu 178, 259 iii

77755
777^0; 485

yjjpas 351

yiyvofiat 137, 259 v, 494

yiy^eOa 267, 480 d

yiyvwKw 14, 137, 483 &,

549 i

618 i/
120

7Xaufc6$ p. 194

C^ p. 194
196

518

Tvwtrts 357

yvwbMTi 511

76/100$ 132

76^0$ 163 n. 2, 251, 259 v

y6w 137, 371
220
185

i /
185

ypd<f>ais (acc. pi.) 624 i /
ypd<pofjLv 480 6

7pd0w 185, 496, 545

ypa<t>ui<ri 624 i/

178
Saw 484
86iKVU 481 &

100, 134, 373
373

479

(3 pi. imperat.)
625 ii

ddfj.vi]fju 481 a

ddfJLoy (dfjuos) 121
odvoj 264

3ci/xm 153, 287

5apr6s 31

Scurtfs 157
5arfo/uat 484
5ai;X6s 213

(fut.) 555
496

5e5ou-w 643 ii

5^5op/ca 31, 32
&e56<reetv 623 ii a

5e5i'>\-eu> (inf.) 643 ii

446

i; 517
447

51, 105, 134,

447, 453, 481 e

526

,
453

v 360 n. 1

140 i &

6 3c<Va 237, 325 ii

Sft^eTj 248
5etcu (imper.) 522

(inf.) 526, 588

513

513
522

492, 503



512 INDICES OF WORDS.

Stica 136, 161, 416 I SiKaairoXos 188



I. GREEK INDEX. 513

ey6 113. 2, 161, 327, 328

cyw 328 i

{deifr 462, 482 a, 502

8fli-a.fjLfv 464
3eias 502

Wetfe 502
cis!62

372
503
474

?w 548 iii

tdiKaffffav 640 ii a

e-5607; 474

<?5607;K 280, 474

<?5607?s 474

?5o/tat 492, 509, 511, 545
I5os 55, 366

edovKaefj. (=tdwKav) 623 ie

L, 32, 151, 479
479

tSpav 480 a

495
leSj/a 231

231
485

231
^/Ss 330

j-fro/j.ai 142

Ifw 259 i

(daw 141 i 6

eddpo-rjae 552 ii

1077/ca 135, 495
d 325 viii, 342

513
166

el5e<T8ai 526 n. 2

elSoi' 543
e/56ra 534
e/86ros (gen.) 352, 534
eldvia 534
eidvXXtov 390

c6s 164, 353, 534
512

et-rjv 512

efyj 142
etKOffi 315, 420
tiKoarlx 437

et\7i\ov8a 179, 477
185

G. P.

erX/roj/ 212, 445

(inf.) 51, 647 ii a
' 184
184

er/480a, 544, 547 ii
-'' 481 e

*

efo 328 iii

etTra 480 e

dire 517 n. 1

etTTTj (interrog.) 560

ffTr^j (interrog.) 560

etTrycri (
= fut.) 561

elTrdfJirjv 445
el? 480 e

elpyaf6(J,ijv 445
e/j 205, 219, 247, 248,

624 if
els 219, 259 iv, 407
efo-1 480 a
#(r/cw 483 6

efrts 325 vi

445

104, 423
CKCI 325 v, 325 viii

184

exepffa 184

&7;Xo5 277
485
548
188

e/c6pe<ra 481 e

eKopeadvis 504

l/cpn/a 503

eKrafJiev 494

ZKTirjtJiat 446, 552 ii

e'KTrjffdiJ.riv 552 ii

eKTova 494
2/cros 188, 431

^r6? 309, 354
201
185
ay 521
483 a

t\6.<r<Tovo* (gen.) 352

(ace.) 352
197

377

343, 352
<?XaXi5jl41 ic, 197,231'
(\donai 485

tXeyov 479

e\ei<f>0r]V 448
eX^rw (e\e<r0u) 629 i c

e\ev8epov 386

e\ev8epovs 645 i c

e\ev8epos 231

Aeucro/xat 179
^X^ 517 n. 1

eXLinjv 480 a
IXtTTOI/ 479
eXXd 390]

eXirlfa 485
eX7r/s 348
?Xuo-o 142
eXvaav 635

e/i^ 327, 328 ii

ep.ei.va. 184, 205, 219

e>to 328 iii

^/xevva 205, 624 i e

efieo 328 iii

l/tta 169, 480^
I/UKTO 502

^u/ifv 51, 623 ii a

e>>* 328 v

^6s 330

^/iou 328 iii

enow 328 iii

ei/ 149, 247, 337. 7, 341
eV (=e/$)628c
ev 156, 407
^J/OTOJ 415, 434
eV3e/ca 417

184, 205, 219

205, 624 ie

o?ra 422
. r 386

eve<j>a.vi<T<rocv 623 i e

^Tji/oxa 496
tvBa 314 n. 1

314 n. 1

M 341
(vlKo, 548 ii

415
638 i

tvvvtu 481

33



514 INDICES OF WORDS.

evTo.ff<ri 638 iia

trrcpov 387
frres 363
WTOS 309, 326 iii, 354

# 247, 323, 341, 412

?|et 518
eeb-a> 559 a

e^Kovra 422
e6i/ (ace. absol.) 339

e|w 546 n. 2

2o 328 iii

eop 355

ecus 328 iii

624 i a
548 iii

.502

eirev-fjvode 550
eTreo 163, 474, 520

eTreiri.diJ.ev 259 ii

506

618 ue
ic

142, 322
w 480 e

220
552 iii

ftri 337. 7, 341

einl3d\\ov<n (dat. pi. )

645 ic

TTij3a.\\6vTai's 645 iia

<r7r//35a 259 i

e7ri/35ai 199

eirifoi^ov 629 id

eTTi^ (inf.) 640 iic

eVitfoj/ 253

eTTiKovpos 482 6

eirL/j.e\effdov 624 ii c

eTTUTKOTTOS 9

633 i d
OTOMCU 139
eTroi; 520
TTTd 130, 413

p7oi 618 ii e

tpepos 193

epenvfa 193

eper/xos 393
231

231, 239
348

377
204

epprjyela 353 n. 2

eppiya. 549 i

Ipo-ev 624 i e

epa-r} 55

375
386

135, 147, 231

480/
545

248, 520
480 a

618 i c

effdorrjpes 618 i a
<?o-0ia> 485, 545
effOb) 485
^a-/ce 483 a

..504
184

lo-Tretpa 184
188

188, 446

id

(3 pi.) 624 iid

446
eo-re 184
0TetXa 184
e(TT\\a 624 i e

494, 495, 549 ii

492

502, 515
tun 28, 142, 161, 480 a
&m (3 pi.) 624 iid

effTopeva 481 e

&TTW 519

)8, p. Ill n. 2

185
480 d

ereXecro-a 482 6

rea-t) 628 a
472

133, 244, 342
eridei 480 c

fro? 55 n. 2, p. Ill n. 1

erds 260, 264 n. 1

fTpdirrjv 500

Irpei/'a 502

evyev-fjs 295
eveXiTLv 348 n. 1

evfprjTa.ffa.TV 621 i a
eutfeti' (e\delv) 645 i/

361 n. 1

eui/is 397
efc/ov 269

evo/J.ev 480 &

eirTrdropa 258

finrdTWp 258

eup^ 517 n. 1

etrpiV/cw 483 a

e^oTra p. 193, 293 n. 1

eupris 231

evo-apeoi. 633 ia

ev<ppova 258, 259 v

eij(f>p(i}v
258

euw 178

^d*^ 280, 448

^epe 462
241

e0ep6/ie0a 98, 470

464

eQepov 325 viii, 462

pi.) 464

462, 479, 500
477
494

481 d

exeva 138, 624 ic

233

exouri 625 if
Hxo(v)<n 620 i

vovv 278
220

xof<Mdat. pL) 220

(3 pi. pres.) 220
. Ill n. 2, 480 d



I. GREEK INDEX. 515

*xw(v)ffi 620 i

e&dow 445

<j}VQTU}JLT]V 445
^ws ('until') 342

fdpyov 633 i a

259 ii

633 ib
/et/can 315
/<?/ca 314
/iSeti/ 259 ii

/t57?re 510 n. 3

ftdviai 352

fidufjt,ev 510 n. 3

///can 420
yiar6s 103 iii

/oiSa 259 ii

folwv (gen. pi.) 319
f&rt 629 i d

fpArpa 633 i a
/im'as (ofcrfas) 625 i d

fa/io? 633 i &

fas 620 i

&KCL 633 i &

tfpedpov 618 i c

^0-0-a 187
Zeu 271

fetiyvvfji.!. 52

Zetfs 54, 116. 6, 118,
181 (5), 197, 271, 289

ZeOs 624 i a

#w 144

Zr> (ace.) 54, 289

Zr>a 54
54

'i 54

tfwua 633 i &

fotiywvep 637 i d

JVyd 317

firy6>118,144,167,p.l94,
303, 306, 376

fv/j-Tj 144

fltJVVVfJU. 481

37 325 i

r, (adv.) 342

?ja 181 (2), 209, 445, 501

rjpov\6fji.riv 445

7]y^ofj.ai 142

J5y<w 209

tfSea 478, 482 a, 502, 504,
506

r}5ti 313

r/det 313

7?5e?a 367, 374

rjSeifj.ei' 506 n. 2

r/5ets 317

T?5<fos 309, 365, 371

r,8r, 502, 550
397

iJv 308

wd/j.riv 445
^j 142, 160, 306, 365,
367

445

7)i (del) 625 ie

^0eos 21, 135

77/ca 495

^/ce 548 ii

r/Ku 547

^\0o^ 216

rjXvdov 216

17/ua 142, 162, 260

rjAtas 329

329
445
206

1,387
329

122

ri[j.<ple<ra
481 e.

: 481 e

329

480/, 495 n. 2,

543

f)i> fi\6iJ.Tjv 445

ijvta (n. pi.) 299

V/a (fern, sing.) 299

rivlirawov 480/
770$ 342, 650

T7oCs 334. 7

TjTrap 139 ia, 207 n. 1,

295, 354

17?$ 139 i a, 354

T^Tretpos 55
'

Hpa/cXefSatos 626 a

rjpya.f6iJ.ijv 445

7y|a
548 ii, 552 ii

TjpTra^a 503

Tjpira.o'a. 50o

ripxe 548 ii

^0a 477

ijffdLov 121, 209, 212

'Ho-xotf\os625 ic

r,TTu)fj.ai 547

T)XW 405

?)c6s 351

6d/j.pu 185

dapa-ei 552 ii

0e 311
0ea?<rt 322
0edj/ 308

18, 319
os 625 i c

delfj.ev 258 n. 1

delvw 141 ib, 487 a

0elo/jiv 650
391

51

370
118 a

0eo?s (ace.) 624 if
066s (ace. pi.) 248
0c6<r5oros 118 a, 285
0eoi5s 248

0e60tv 338. 2

eepdiraiva 362, 374

6fpaTrijLri 299

0epdirw 362

0e/V*6s 141 i &, 148, 393
0^s 520
0^<rts 133

eMs 287
0er6s 260, 264 n. 1

Zv (gen. pi.) 319

Qripaycvfr 313 n. 1

n.j.iai 313 n. 1

7)1 313
n. 1

332
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6r]ydvT] 481 c



I. GREEK INDEX. 517

496
KixXvOt 480 e, 518

KtKfjir,Ka 495

KKTT}fMi 446, 549 i, 552 ii

*Aei/0a 299

559, 562
403
403

Kcpdvvvfu 480 e, 481 a

xepas 351

K(pdb) 481 a
KtffTOS 188
Kfvddvu 481 c

Kfvdmav 359
/ceitfw 191, 481 c

K6<i)ciA\cij'6tf'0't o2o d

xiH*a{) 625 ic

KTIp<Tffi<p6priTOS 284

m7pi/ 383

KTjptffffb) 487 c

/07017V 358
481 e

ie

-.ipvrjfjn 481 a
/as 139, 623 i/
/uxdvw 481 e

*iX"'<> (subj.) 559
>uu>488

xXdw 482 6

103 ii

196, 389

KXrjis 189

xXgw 189, 208

xXivwl36, 487 c

*X6m 370
xXoir6$ 346
KX00t 518
xXirros 133, 146, 167, 378,

536

Xw^ 346
/to- (Ionic = TO-) 655

Ko^pavos 625 i d

KOU 180
xoIXos 212
xotvos 205, 207

377
139 ii

201
Koviw 487 c

KOpCLKlVOS 399

KOpfWVfJJ. 481

6p<n7 188, 351, 403

x6pi/5o$ 380
>487c
377

xorepos 139

/coupos 220
487 c

351
547

/rp^as 351
219

4800
481 e

Kpefjiara (xpiTVara) 645 i d

Kpewepev 623 i g
KprifJ-VT} 517

KpiO-fi 158 n. 3

KpTfia 359

Kpiwb) 624 ig

/cp^a>389,
4815,487 c

Kpivwvffi 618 i 6

Kpoj/iuv 360

Kp6vos397, 487 c

KrdofMi 549 i, 552 ii

193, 207, 494

_..,_ 113.2
/criXoj 113. 2

Ki-f'w 488
Ku/cX^w 487 c

icrive 315
/cuv6$ 254
Kwuira p. 193

xOppoi' 62S i g
K 191, 192

136, 254, 306

Xafit 517 n. 1

\dfcffKov 483 a

Xd/3ov (imperat.) 643 i d

Xa76* (ace. pi.) 248

X(u6j 174, 403

\av6dvu 481 C

483 a
X^cuva 50, 362

347

5c
(with 2 ace.) 333.

28, 359, 400

X^yeo 325 n. 1

Xfyea8(u 280, 312, 526

X^yot (fut.) 565

\ey6fitvoi 28, 359, 400

XeybvTU 18

Xfitreffdcu 526
Xenrw 122, 139 i a

526
448

518
188
388

XeXei(jifie8oi> 468 n. 2

XeXetyereu 555

X^Xdreu 298

X^at/u (interrog.) 564

XevKalvta 487 c

Xei*65 146

Xevffffu 487 a

50, 362
481 c

481 c

492
373

XiKpt+lt 323, 338. 10

XtTa 230
104
197

Xtr/i 197
Xtr6 232

Xo7 281, 302

Xa7o 281, 288, 375
MflSO
Xovfieu 542
XoXa76t p. 193, Ml
Xv8dt 362, 533



518 INDICES OF WORDS.

\vdevT- 227

\vKdfiavTos 334. 7

Xtf/cos 139 i c

XUTTCI (Xoorci) 625 id
Avffaviae 625 i c

Xi/cras 533
526
526

533

\vrpov 390

Ata 623 ii d

fj.ddris 559

ju,a#77Ttda> 489

fj,alveraL 26, 157

fj.aivofj.ai 259 v, 494

fj-aiTtipaus (ace. pi.) 645 ii a

fj.a\aKLwv 360

/xaXa/cos 230

fj.d\6ai(6s 485
MaXo/ej/ra (ace.) 273 n. 1

fj,dvTLS 25, 28

fj.dpvafj.ai 206, 447, 481 a,

11. 1

fj.ao~TLyi!)uv 630 ii c

487 c

*>158

//.ciTT/p 148, 355

^ 328 ii

/i^yas 158 n. 3

fj.edti(i) 487 c

fj.eiovos (gen.) 352

/*etfwi> 219

Mfee^ios 643 i&

Ater/>a 349, 383

Aieis 162 n. 1

Ateire 625 i b

fj.e\7rri8pa (
= sing.) 299

(5)

fj.tfj.afj.ev 26, 31, 494

fj-ea-n-odi 623 ii d

^cra-os 135, 172, 197

fj.erd 314, 337. 7, 338. 10,
338. 11 a, 341

/ieraXXdw 158

/*eraiJ 322

fj.eTao~ffaL 363

AJ 342, 556, 559, 562

/iTjj/ 162

fj.i)vlu 487 c

^wos (gen.) 162

fj.riffOfj.aL (interrog.) 560

fj.r}ffUfj.aL (interrog.) 560

fj.rrn)p 104, 106 ii, 160,
267

tiirricra 293 n. 1

fj.ia 156, 407

fj.iyvvfj.1. 105, 483 a

fj.iKp6s 202, 237

fj.ifj.vr)<TK(i} 483 b, 549 i

^UyUJ/W 480 d

fj.lv 325 iii

fjLefj.vrjiJ.aL 549 i

fj.eiJ.vrjo'ofj.aL 546 n. 2

26, 31, 259 v, 494
259 v, 292, 351, 403

I (dat. pl.)645ic
(with ace.) 333. 5 &

480 d
206

/x<?<ros 197

483 a
143

fj.vdofj.aL p. 115 n. 2, 193
626 a

198
284

fj-oi 327, 328 v

/xo?<ra (fj.ovaa) 624 i /
,u6Xoi (interrog.) 564

fj.6pyvvfj,L 238
I

fj.opfj.tipb}
446

- ft 220
620 ib
142
425

! AtOs 168, 289

I (j.uxra 220

valu 158
vaus 181 (4), p. 194, 289
vea 291, 376
veavias 306

veL<f>eL 141 i &

i^/xos 259 iv

161, 164, 259 iv,

494
494

vc6iv p. 194

veofj.aL 547 ii

veov 291, 376
j>e6s 149, 291, 376

, 369 n. 1
347

299

vevpov 299

ve&Xii 390

ve(f>p6s 141 i a
i/ew (' spin ') 149
veuv 227

vTJa (ace.) 289 n. a
vrjTnjTLOS 158

v^o-os 55

158

VLKU 547
j/tV 325 iii

vlffffofj.ai 188

j/t'0a 141 i a

vofj.etiu 487 c

j'6/xos 259 iv

voiWxfia 278
j'oOi' e'xew 278

vowexris 278

vovve%6vT<i}s 278
vtf 167, 342
j/i;/cr6s 139 ic, 334.7

vjJ^a (voc.) 307
vto 342
j/Oi/ 342
vuvdrai 645 ii c

viJf 347
vvds 104

VU^T; (vtifj.(j>r})
120

*c6329
j/a)t 329
fw 329

J/WIT6/30S 330

vyj' 329

)405
403
219

i e

evos 170, 219, 403

#0os 192, 193

|w 341
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6 629 i b
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ira(v}ra 620 i C

286

(gen. pi.) 623 i b

635

Trapd 247, 314, 337.7,
341

v (subj.) 654
. 193

irapayivvwvd-r) (3 pi. subj.)
625 ii

irapal 247, 341

Trdpos 247, 341

7ra<ra 218

Tra.Ta.pa (Trar^pa) 629 i a,

TrareS (ira.T-qp} 645 i e

irardp 625 i b

Tra.TtofJ.a.1 484

Trdrep 98, 307

Trarefpa 48, p. 192, 253,

258, 259 vi, 308

Trar^pe 315

32, 317
311
316
48

7rar?7p 48, 92, 98, 104,

130, 162, 169, p. 192,

p. 193, 258, 267, 295,

306, 355

Trarpdo-i 32, 253, 259 vi,

322

Trarpt 48

Trdrptos 402

7rarp6s 48, 253, 259 vi,

309
32
542

TraCpos 130, 177
514

514
542

268, 390

48, 259 i, 314, 338.

10
TreSioio (diTrpT]<r<roi>) 334.

7

-n-cfos 48

vdeofixv 480 6

7r0a> 175,252, 253, 259 ii,

405, 494

Tmpdw 487 C

188
252

192, 484
TreXdw 481 a

146
146

TT^TTTOJ 431
102

83, 359
437

139 i 6, 150, 411
421

TTfTraXrat 446
ai 526
494
471
494

Triroi0a 176, 253, 259 ii,

494
509

496
ireirovda 253
TreTr6v0eis 643 ii

iJKUv 624 ii 6

154

Trepa 341
341
383

ireprivu (subj.) 5596

Trept 247, 337. 7, 341

Trepi5d)(j.e0ov 468 n. 2

239
139

447, 481 a

361, 624 i e

337. 8

139

ireravvvfju 480 e, 481 a

625 i #
139

179, 259 iii,

481 c

7T6U0W 405

7T(f)dvdai 526

irtyevya 179

7T<f>vKa 495

TTf(j>vTevKTJ/j.ev 638 ii 6

TV? 338. 8

TrTjyvv^L 185

TTT]KT6$ 185

TTTjXiKOS 370

371

7T77XI" 371
487 c

165
252

TTLKpalvb) 487 C

iri\vafj.ai 481 a

TrZXos 390

TTLflTTpr) 517
7T/I/CO 545

492, 509, 511, 545

192, 480 d, 481 a
TT/cms 133

7rto-r6s 259 ii

Trurupes 139
TTtrj/^w 481 a, 488

7rm'?7/u 481 a
TT/r^w 481 a, 481 6, 488
TrW 361
n\a.6tiovTa 633 i a

irXeiovep (ace.) 633 ii a
TrXei'ovs (ace. pi.) 352
TrXeoi/ (TrXeioi') 122

(part.) 50

, 366

TTJ/O^ 62

7r65a 42, 156, p. 194, 258,
259 i

*-o5a7r6s 139 i a, 326 i

TToSt 165, 209, 311

irodoii> 316
7ro56s 309
iroelv (iroieiv] 122

618 ii d

iroiijcraa'dai) 633
ie

(interrog.) 560
325 vi, 326 iii

Trot 325 vi, 337. 8

648
d} 487 C

307
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), 317
311
309

322, 364

97*359

TTOlVr) 139
Trotos 326 ii n. 1

TTOKptiffffd) 446
voiCo 211

vouMifl 348
TroXei 311, 313
TroXeis 211

TroXe/x^w 487 c

TroXe/iow 487 c

TroXeos 309
7r6Xeo"i 322
TrdXews (gen.) 267, 309,

365
313
365

TroXt 307
Tro'Xtos (gen.) 365

JloXiovZevos 625 i a

TroXts 365
TroXurt 322

7TOX/T77S 293
iroXlrov 293
TroXXdKis 325 v
TroXXot 154
7r6Xos 139

Tro/xtos 147

7TOp0UpW 487 6

7r6j 618 ii e

TTOffi 187

133, 163, p. 192,
277

!322

TTOTfpOV 387

Trdrepoj 139
iroTviav 308
roO 325 vi

r 100, 104, 258, 289
245

.. r 403

irpa^io^v (fut.) 645 i #

irpdffov 153

Trpa.ffffovTo.ffO'i 638 ii fl

Trparos 427, 637 i d

*188
143

TTfdffyvs 143
485

380

7rpo0a<rts 299

irpoypatpTJvri 639 a

282, 394

Trpo'j 197 n. 1,246, 337.7,
341

7rp6(T0e 314 n. 1

TrpoTam 624 i #
TrpoTi 197 n. 1, 246, 337.7

irpoTieTjvTi 639 a

Trpwros 427
481 e

192

188, 487 c

TrroXet 313

7rr6Xe/i05 197
TrrdXts 197
TTTU) 624 i a
70&r0cu 165 n. 2

irv6<i) 168

TruXas (0iX^j) 645 i d

puyes p. 194

puvwm 481 e

641

<ra/pw 198
(raXos 201

; 197 n. 1

116. 2 6, 143,
481 e

198, 328 ii

488
197 n. 1

326 iii

<76?o 328 iii

<rto 328 iii

a-tra 299
T?TO$ 299
ffiu)

(
= 0eou) 637 i 6

(r/caroj (gen.) 354

ffKfdavvviu 481 a, 481
(T/ce5dw 481 a
(T/ceTTTi/cds 382

633 i a

394

TTwddvofMi 102, 179, 481 c

TriArns 259 iii

TrwXos 152

TTC^J p. 193, 289, 375

p-<i
203

p^o/xat 481 d

pVa203
p^w* 50

p-fjyvviJ.1 p. 194

203, 234, 237
234

488

plirru 488

poSoSdKTiAoj 292

phopatffi 119, 643 i b

pbirrpov 388

pwyaXtos 403

481 a

oTctyos 192

<7/cXr7pdj 189
ffKoirfa 488
(T/COTTOS 488

(r/cwp 295, 354

(T/iep5oX^o$ 237

(r/u/cpdj 202, 237

ao/&w 488
a-o/ 328 v
<rds 330
ao? 328 iii

142, 207
a-Tra'w 482 6

ffirfipu 207, 282
ffirtv&u 488

(TT^pfta 282

ffircpno\6yoi 281, 282
486

179

(rrXriv 189

122, 179
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<rTad/j.6s 393
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Ti/j.dvs 645 i c

TLU.CiQU.CtL 31

rinds 205, 218, 248, 318

TifjL&s 248

rifjidw 172, 211, 487 c

TIAUJ 139 ii, 271, 309

TIM 311

Tifj.7i0^ffofjLai 448, 546 n. 2

(gen.) 271, 309

Tlfuos 402
647 iic

;

= rrO 628 a

rt'i5;uei'os 481/
rtVw 481/
Ttoi/xa 625 i a

Tts54, 139, 139i6,325vi
TtVt (dat. pi.) 54
rifft

(
=

Tei<rei) 625 ie
TtVts 133

TlTV(TKOfJ.ai 483 6

TXr;r6s 154, 196
r6 163, 325 ii, 326 i

rot 176, 325 ii

rot (adv.) 342
TOIO 326 ii

TotoDros 122, 211

Tolp (rots) 633 i c

Tb\na 259 vii

148
1186

r6^s 640 i a
r6s (ace. pi.) 645 ic

TOU (interrog.) 325 vi

Towveovv 623 ii 6

TovT&0e 326 iii

TpdTrefr 48, 410

Tpdir-qdi 518

Tpajr^ofJiev 511

rptiTrw 545

rpas 100, 211, 409

rpets /cai 5^a 418

rp^Aiw 478

rp^rw 253, 488, 496
462

w p. 212 n. 1, 496
fo 204, 478, 482 6

Tpla 409

rptd/coi/ra 421

rpfraros 429

rpiros 429
488

253, 488

Tpo0e?oj/ p. 212 n. 1, 293

. 212 n. 1, 293

rpo06s p. 212 n. 1, 293,
^V/4

rpj/xw 486

rpiJw 486

Tr^a (Z^a) 645 i 6
riy 328 i

481 c

100
TVS (rots) 625 i d
rc6 326 i

r (interrog.) 325 vi

va.Ki.vdos 104, 136, 171,
381

vyia.ii>us 117
#5aros (gen.) 354

%os 147

164, 354
ver6s 378
viovs 640 i a

116.6
329
171

330
142

329

171, 329
v
) 326 iv

330
329

vv 341 n. 4

Ms (w6s) 122

vTradvytolott 633 ii 6

virdpxoiffa 624 i/

yjn?p 193, 341

Cbrvos 142, 396
7r6 337. 7, 341

Tiro0rjft<u 313 n. 1

Cs 168, 201, 289

Co-rcpoj 341
445

(nom. ptcp.) 624 if

357

0aeiW (subj.) 559
(pdcwos 624 i

0atVarat 633 i a

542

0at(ri (3 pi.) 624 i/

c262, 480 a

262, 331

0di/at 526

0a^et's 362, 533

526

^pav) 633 i a
0d(r/cw 483 a

0ar*331, 480 a

0aT6s 141 i 6

488

04>e 517

pet (3 sing. pres. act.)
454

0^pet (2 sing. pres. mid.)
466

0<fpe' 312, 358
454

0e><rcu 142, 466
469
522

0^pere 31, 32

388

519, 521

<f>CptTUV 520
521

0^77 (subj.) 454, 510

'n (2 sing. pres. mid.)
466

358

0to?s 454, 510

04x>i 514
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514
464

jfiipoim 462, 514

0epots 493, 514

<bpOU*GLL 31

0ep6,ue0a 470
31, 32, 459, 480 b

459,4806
308, 533

r .r 28

(ptpovri (3 pi.) 28, 133,

163, 461

(ptpovrov 624 ii c

0ep6i'Twj> 521

0epov<n 28, 133, 461

0epw 14, 93, 100, 132,

147, 161, 251, 259 vi,

453, 488, 543

0epwju.fi' 510

Qtpuv 306 n. 1, 362

<t>tpwvTai 227, 510

510

<f>ttyti.v 544

<f>vye<TKOv 483 a

0ei/7w 83, 179

07770/05 398

077765 160, 294, 376

077/ti77 393

07^331, 453, 480 a

07/yus 370

0770-t 331, 480 a

<t>6di>w 113. 2, 481 /
00f*pw 113. 2, 494

00etw 113. 2

00^wll3.2, 193,481 f

00677 62

0tXe?re 121. 122, 175

0^0,172, 211, 487 c

(f>i\t]/M 51

SuX^os p. 338 n. 1

<J>tXt7T7TOS 117

405
643 ic

372
485

346

001/os 141 i b

0opd 93, 251

0opetfs 365 n. 1

0opew 259 i, 488

0op^6s 259 vi, 393

0op6s 259 vi

06poj 488

,___ 9v, 322, 364

0pdr77p 104, 132, 133, 355

0pdropa 259 vi

0pdrwp 104, 106 ii, 355

0p<?ara (pi.) 361

0p^va p. 192, 258, 259 v

364

0p77V p. 192, 258

<ppovTia-TiJ3 (with ace.)
333. 6 a

<j>potpiov 268 n. 1

ippvyu 158 n. 3

181 (1)
348

481 c

>7 83, 376

0^77 (opt.) 172

<t>vlrj (opt.) 172

0tfXai 322

0i;X7J 299

00Xo' 299

<pvr6v 378

(fxiivfj 262

0c6p p. 193, 375, 528
375

488
488

138

Xcu'pw 487 a

192, 197, 487 c

117

. 138, 337. 6

Xa.v5dvu 141 ii, 481 c

Xapt'eis 364

xaptfat (dat. pi.) 364

Xctpteo"o"a 364

Xdpiv 333. 7

XapiTfp 633 ii a

Xdo-Kw 138

XftXioi 425

XeT/ua 356

Xei/J-fpw&s 206

XftAtwI/ 138, 356

Xet0"o/iai 481 d

XeXXioi 425, 624 i e

624 ie

(xetpwj') 624 i e

277
w (fut.) 492, 509
w 138, 179

]v 100, 138
356

233

192, 356

XtXiot 158 n. 3, 425
138
138

Xi&v 356

XX677 62

X6pros 378

Xovpav 623 i b

Xpcu6ot (xpV 0̂i
)
633 i a

Xpetcn>ow> (gen. pi.) 623
ic

XpfffTai (xp^ffOdL} 629 c

XprjfJ.dTois 633 ii b

Xpovoi 623 ii c

Xpvcrovs 269
X<rdi'0os 643 i a

278, 323
268

247, 278, 323

^486
192, 643 id

295, 351
351

295, 351
193

486

w'a 164
i wxa 338. 10

i cteeai^s 239
!

ci/ci/s 371
i ciX^77 146
rfXero

(
= fut.) 552 v

w^ 363

uv6fj.r)va 503

'OpOyCtdf^S 118 C

a* (prep.) 333. 8 n. 1

w0eXo' 121, 567



II. ITALIC INDEX.

The following abbreviations are used : = 0scan, P = Paelignian,
U = Umbrian. Latin words have no distinguishing mark.

aamanaffed O. 665. 4 a
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ango 150
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clunis 370



528 INDICES OF WORDS.

duim 512
'

est ('eats') 209
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formosus 357



530 INDICES OF WORDS.

insulio 159 (1)
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meddiss 0. 663. 56, 664. 1



532 INDICES OF WORDS.

oculus 139 ia, p. 192,
197

odi 549 i

odor 134
oenus 176

oleaginus p. 189 n.

oleaster 392
oleo 134
olim 326 v
omnis 370

opilio 179 n. 3

opinio 360

opprimo 161 (1)

optimus 80, 128, 167, 394

optumus 80, 128, 167

opulentus 286
ora 164, 299
orator (with ace. ?) 333. 6 a

ornus 55
osatu U. 660
oves 211, 317
ovi 311
ovile 366
ovis 172, 180, 306, 309,

366
ovis (ace. pi.) 317 n. 2

pacis (gen.) 185

paganus 58

palmaris 370

palus 348

pandidi 52

pando 52, 194, 380 n. 2

pango 105, 481 d

papaver 353

parasitaster 392

paraveredus 20 n. 2

paricidas 293, 306

pars 154, 278, 287, 366

partem 360, 366

partim 278, 326 v, 360,
366

parturire 487 c

pasco 142, 483 a, 484

pascor 381

passus 187, 190

pater 130, 162, 169, p. 189
n. 1, 254, 295, 306, 355

paterfamilias 309

patre 48, 310, 311, 313

patrem 48, 308

patres 317
Patricoles 215

patris 48, 259 vi

patrius 402

paucus 130, 177

pax 105

pecto 484

pectora 299

pecu 50

pecunia 50

pecus (-oris) 50

pecus (-udis) 50, 348

pede 165, 209, 259 i, 310,

311, 313, 314

pedem 42, 156, p. 194,
258

pedes 223, 317

pedester 388

pedestris 190

pedetentim 326 v

pedica 382

pejor 394

pellis 146

pello 187, 259 vii, 481 b

penes p. 34 n., 312, 337.8

penna 194

pennis 321

penus 312

pepigi 105, 185

pepuli 259 vii

pepulit 446

peregrinus 399

peremust 0. 665. 3

pergo 228

periclum 133, 390

periculum 215, 390

perii 549 i

persnimu U. 665. 6 a

pes 100, 104, p. 193, 258,

289, 375

pessimus 394

pihafei(r) U. 665. 8

pihaner U. 663. 5 a

pihaz U. 663. 3

Pilipus 117

pilum 188

pilus 390

pingo 481 d

pinsio 188

pinso 487 c

pinus 373

pisO. 139 i&, 663. 1

piscina 399

piscis 103 i

plantas (2 sing, pres.) 211

plaustrum 177

plebes 55, 366

plecto 484

pleo 227

pleores 352

pletus 498

plevi 498

ploirumos 352

plostrum 177

plumbago 357

plurimus 352

poculum 215

pomerium p. 139 n. 1,

176, 224, 493

Ho/xTTTies 0. p. 340 n. 1

pondus 112 n. 2

pono 224
Pontius p. 340 n. 1

popler U. 664. 5 b

poploe (dat.) 311

porca 153

porcus 147

porrigo 147

porrum 153

portio 360

portust U. 665. 4c

posco 188, 483 a

possem 570

possim 570

posterior 394

postumus 290, 343, 394

potior 487 c

potiri (locis) 337. 4 a

potis 133, 163, p. 192,

277

potus 378

prae 341

praebeo 273

praeda 141 ii

praefamino 523

praesaepe 366

praesens 157, 363

praidad 310

precor p. 192, 483 a
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prehendo 141 ii, 481 d

prelum 188, 392

premo 478 n. 1

presbyter 9

pressi 478 n. 1

primus 394, 427

principatus 372

priscus 394

prisrnu P. 663. 5 c

pristinus 394, 401

pruina 487 c

probitus 665. 9

probrum 389, 391 n. 4

procus p. 192, 483 a

profecto 273

propinquos 286

proseseto U. 663. 7

protervus 192

protinus 249

prupehast U. 665. 2

prurio 487 c

pueUula 390

pulcherrimus 394

pullus 152

pulsus 151, 152, 259 vii

pumilio 360

Piimpaiianeis 0. 664. 5 6

Puntiis O. p. 340 n. 1

purgo 228

purigo 228

piis 0. 664. 3

puteo 168

quadraginta 421

quadringenti 424

quae (pi. neut. )
326 i

quaero 482 b

quaeso 482 6

qualis 370

qualum 222

quam (conj.) 342

quartus 410, 430

quatio 487 c

quattuor 130, 139 i b

que 342

queo 488

qui 325 vi, 326 i

qui (loc.) 337. 8

quia 342

quid 325 vi, 326 i

quidlibet 274
j
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scriftas 0. 663. 4, 664. 3

scrips! 496
se (pron.) 328 ii

se (adv.) 341
secare 193
secerno 206
secundus 428
securim 308
sed 328 iv, 341
sedeo 134, 142, 159 i

sedes 55, 366
sedi 494
sedibus 199, 366
sedimus 497
sedulus 249

seges 347

segmentum 193
sella 390
semel 106 iii, 156
semen 142, 162, 260
semifer p. 194

semper 259 iv

senati 282
senatus (gen.) 282
senectus 369
senex 349, 382
seni 188
senis (gen.) 382

septem 130, 413

Septimus 432

septingenti 420, 424

septuaginta 433

sequere(2sing.pres.) 163,

449, 474

sequere (imper.) 520

sequeris 449, 474 n. 2

sequi 544

sequimini 449

sequor 139 i a
serfe U. 663. 5 d
serimus 446
sermo 359
sero (vb.) 142, 162, 165,
480 d

servitude 369
servitus 369
servos 125, 163
sessus 183
seu 123.6, 178
sex 412

sexaginta 422
sextus 188, 431
si (sei) 342
sibi 326 v
sibila 299
sibilus 299
sic 520
siccus 244, 382
sidimus 480 d
sido 143, 198, 225, 259 i

siem 512
sies 142
silere 113. 2

silvaticus 382
sim 512
similis 370, 390

simplex 156, 259 iv

simus (vb.) 166, 512
sinister 387
sino 113. 2, 481 6

sipus 0. 164, 353

siquis 325 vi

sistamus 510 n. 2
sistimus 446, 480 c

sistit 480 c

sisto!65, 480 d
sitio 487 c

slaagi- 0. 663. 5c
sobrinus 204, 399
socer 180, 201
solidus 380
solium 134, 259 i

somnus 142, 396
sons 363
soror 180, 201, 355
sos 325 i

sovos 330

species 374

-specie 487 a

spectatum (supine) 333.

Id
sperno 142, 481 6

spiritum 249

spondeo 488

spopondi 446

spretus 189

spuma 393

spuo 197
stabulum 215, 391
starem 515

statif 0. 664. 2

statim 262, 326 v, 360
static 165, 169, 262
stationem 360
Statis 0. p. 340 n. 1

stativos 404
states 0. 664. 3

statua 404
statuo 172
stem 512
stemus 512
sternamus 510 n. 2

steterunt 497
steti 52, 446, 481 c

stetimus 446
stilus 196

stipendium 228
stlis 189
stlocus 189
stratus 154, 189
studium 402

stupidus 380
suavis 142, 160, 367, 374
sub 337. 7
subtemen 188
subter 337. 7

sudor 142
sui 328 iii

suinus 166, 399
sum (vb.) 52, 215, 453
sum (pron.) 325 i

sumus 215
suo (vb.) 142

super 193, 341, 337. 7,

386

surgo 228

surpui 228
sus 168, 289
suus 330
svai 0. 342

tacez U. 660
tactio (with ace. ) 333. 6 a
talis 370

tangineis O. 664. 5 6

tanginom 0. 664. 2, 5 a

tanginud 0. 664. 2, 5 a

tango 481 d
Tarentum 273
te 328 ii
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techina 215
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videbam 515
j

villa 186



III. GERMANIC INDEX.

The following abbreviations are used : Du = Dutch, G = German,
H.G. = High German, L.G. = Low German, Go = Gothic, N = Norse,
S = Saxon, Sc= Scotch, O = 01d as in O.H.G.=01d High German. English
words whether old or modern have no distinguishing mark.

a 149, 176
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brother 104, 112 iii, 132,
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furlong 153



540 INDICES OF WORDS.

manly 283
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seek 142



542 INDICES OF WORDS.

>ana Go. 148



INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

The details of each heading will be found in the Table of Contents.
The references are to sections.

Accent :

Degrees of 95 ;
of original Idg.

language 94; Greek 266271;
Latin 266, 2724; pitch-accent

88, 90 ff
, 249 ;

effects of pitch 92 ;

kinds of pitch-accent 97; stress-

accent 889, 91 ff, 249, 288, effects

of stress-accent 93; accent-points
96 ;

words without accent 98 ;

vowel-gradation 312, 251265,
288.

Adverbs :

Formation of 278, 340 ff.

Alphabet 601609 :

Attic 116, Latin 123.

Analogy:
A psychological force 46; classi-

fication of types of a. 47; combi-
nation of types of a. 54; crosses

Germanic sound changes 104
;
For-

mal a. 5053; Logical a. 48, 184
;

Proportional a. 49; relation to Se-

masiology 58

Analogy in gender 55, 294; in

Syntax 56 7 ;
in formation of ad-

verbs 278 ff, of adjectives 279, of

verb 280; in noun-formation 282,
286 ; declension 293, 306, neuter

299 ; suffix of gen. sing. 309, of

instrumental 314, of Lat. nom. pi.

317, of nom. pi. neuter 317 ; of

gen. pi. 319; of Gk. dat. pi. 3224;
in stem suffixes 345 ;

in Latin names
of months 406.

Analogy in verb-formation 480 a,

487 c iii; in n-verbs 481 c ii, d, e ;

in pft. 49678; in aorist 5023;
in plupft.5067 ; in subj. 510 511;
in opt. 512 5

; imperat. 521 3 ;

infin. 530.

Conjunctions 278, 342.

Dialects (see Language) :

Gk. dialects 610656, Italic dia-

lects 657665.
Gender (see Analogy) 291 5.

Language:
Adaptation in 28

; borrowing in

1. 911, 5961
;

definition of

spoken 1. 66 ; influence of dialects

in language 59-^-65 ; isolation as an
influence in 1. Ill

; race and 1. 611.

Science of 1. : does it exist ? 45 ;

history of 3944.
Languages :

Comparison of 5 ; Indo-Germanic
6 ; original Idg. language and civi-

lization 167; characteristics of

Idg. 1. 124; list of Idg. 1. 15;
interrelation of Idg. 1. 189 ;

dif-

ferences between Idg. and other

languages 20 ff (Isolating 1. 33,

i Agglutinative 1. 34, Semitic 1. 35).

j

Noun (see Accent, Analogy):
Simple 281

; compound 281, 284

I

ff
;

root nouns 289 ;
n. with form-

i ative suffixes 290 4; verbal nouns
I 534 538; reduplication in, 288,

vowel-gradation in, 288; indistin-

guishable from verb in form 30, 277;
loss of inflexion in English n. 109

;

relation of subst. and adj. 277.

Cases 300 305; original Idg. 300;
instrumental possibly = two ib. :

more numerous in other languages
301, 303; vocative not a case 302;

origin of cases 304, grammatical
304, local 304, syncretism 305.

Uses of noun cases : 331 8 ;
ab-

solute cases 339.

Number 296:

Words in dual only 297; plural
nouns with vb. in singular 298 ff

;

theory of this construction 299.

Numerals 406437 :

Permanency of in language 13
;

cardinal 407425; ordinal 426
437.

Phonetic Laws :

Different at different times 183,

without exceptions 43.
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Prepositions 3401 :

With ace. 333. 8
;
with abl. 335.

1 d
;
with loc. 337. 7 ;

with instr.

338. 11.

Pronoun :

Declension 324 330 ; differences

in decl. between noun and pron.
326 ; permanency of pron. in lan-

guage 13 ; personal pron. 327 ff
;

possessive adj. 33V; relation be-

tween pron. and noun 277; pron.
stems which distinguish gender 325.

'

Semasiology 58.

Sentence :

Formation of 275 ff
; phonetics

of 235248.
Sounds :

Organs which produce language-
sounds 67; breathed and voiced 67,

72; alveolar, cerebral, dental, la-

bial, palatal, velar 67
; syllabic 81

;

glide 847 ;
relation of spelling to

s. 110; pronunciation of Attic 117,
of Latin 124.

Consonants : mute stops 68 ; spi-

rants 69, 70; aspirates 73; affricates

74; nasals 76; liquids 77. Diph-
thongs 83: Idg. 115; Attic 122;
Latin 129 ; history of Idg. d. 173

181. Sonants : definition of 81
;

liquid 81 3 ;
nasal 813 ; changes

in Germanic 106 ff
; Idg. sonants

42, 114
; history of Idg. s. 151181,

of short liquid s. 1513, of long

liquid s. 154, of short nasal s. 155

7, of long nasal s. 158. Vowels:

definition of 78 ; classification of v.

79 ; examples of v. 80 ; anaptyxis of

v. 2156
; compensatory lengthen-

ing of v. 217 226
;
contraction of

209 214
;

effects of position in

sentence on v. 239 ff; history of

Idg. v. 159169 ;
loss of v. 228 ;

neutral v. 80
; pronunciation of

Attic v. 1212, of Latin v. 1289 ;

prothesis 229234, 238; shorten-

ing of v. 227.

Suffixes:

Noun : of cases 20 ff
;

in sing.
306314, dual 3156, plural 317
323

;
of sterns 20 ff, 281 ff

, primary
281, secondary 281 ; arising from

decayed stem 283 ; obsolete 287,
290 4

; simple and complex 343 ;

accent in 345
; history of 346 405.

Verb: of moods 509 531; of per-
sons 26 ff, 450 ff

; active (except
perfect) 453464; middle 465
476; passive 448 9 ; perfect active
477 ;

of stems 26 ff
; aorist 502 4,

future 4913 ; imperfect 5001 ;

perfect 494 8
; pluperfect 5057 ;

present 479490.
Syntax (see Noun, Verb).
Verb:

Augment 445; characteristics of
v. 444; definition of v. 277; for-

mation of v. 276, 438 ff . ; history
of Idg. v. 4389 ; gains and losses

in Greek 440, in Latin 441, in Ger-
manic 442, in modern languages
443; v. indistinguishable from
noun in form 30, 276 ; distinct in

meaning 277; relation of v. to

noun 4823, 487 c, 488490.
Indicative : present formations

478490; fut. 4913; pft. 494
8

; impft. 5001
; aor. 5024

;

plpft. 505 7. Injunctive 520.

Moods 508531; subj. 509511;
opt. 512 515; imper. 516523;
inf. 525531. Participles 532
538. Persons of v. 450452; act.

453464; mid. 465476; perfect
477. Eeduplication 446. Voices

447 ; passive 4489.
Uses of Verb-forms 539570;

voices 540 2
; types 543 4; tenses

545555; moods 556 570.

Word-formation (see Languages,
Noun, Verb) : case-suffixes 23, 29 ;

principles of w. f. 275 ff.; root 22 4
;

root-words 24 ; nounsand verbsfrom
same root 268

;
stem 223.
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